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PREFACE E 

Bothh my historical awareness and fascination for Rome date from my first years at secondary 

schooi.. One of the first persons ï icmember from that period is my history teacher, who was just 

ass new to the school as I was. Before being employed, he had spent time doing historical research 

inn Rome, and he used to tell us fascinating stories about its modern society containing so many 

remnantss of the grand history of the Eternal city. When I finished university, I encountered my 

history-teacherr again, and I realised that it had been his enthousiastic stories that stood at the 

basiss of my own interest in Rome and its history. 

Thee subject of landscape I discovered towards the end of my undergraduate studies, when 

II  became fascinated with early nineteenth-century German landscape painting. The works by 

Josephh Anton Koch (1768-1839) proved to be open to all kinds of different interpretations, from 

religiouss and nationalistic to poetic and geological messages. Koch himself located the 

beginningss of landscape painting, which he consciously sought to recreate in his own day, during 

thee early Seicento in Rome. This seemed to imply something about the meaning of early 

seventeenth-centuryy landscape painting as well, but what? When Bert Treffers suggested to me to 

takee this phenomenon and the Camerino degli Eremiti as subjects for my graduate research, the 

liness coincided and 1 embarked upon the project of which the following pages are the result. 

Myy supervisors stimulated, helped, and lavished their critique on me. Bert Treffers never 

lostt his faith in the project although ! must have given him a hard time reading several drafts. 

Bramm Kempcrs was equally supportive from the time he decided to take me on as his Ph.D. 

student.. It was thanks to him that 1 was able to come to Amsterdam, get an institutional 

embeddingg of mv project within the Hui/.inga-lnstitute and embark upon a new phase in my life. 

Itt is thanks to their discriminating eyes, the formulation of my ideas greatly improved along the 

way. . 

Duringg my sojourns in Rome, many others were important to this book and to me 

personally.. Sible de Blaauvv, Erie Moormann. Andrew Hopkins. Sue Russell. Stefano Pierguidi. 

andd many other friends have put up with my ongoing quest on Odoardo Earnese and his 

collectionn of landscapes. Along the way. Elisabeth Cropper and Charles Dempsey - with whom I 

studiedd in 2000 - Erich Schleier and Roberto Zapperi stimulated me to proceed. In the last phase 

off  the manuscript- help and suggestions came from Ellinoor Bergvelt. Sible de Rlaauw. Machtelt 

Israels.. Jan de Jong. Charlie Smid. Christina Strunck and Jean-Francois Uginet. Eric Moormann. 

Sandraa Eanecreis and Uarald Hendrix aided me in understanding and translating Italian and I atin 



citations,, and Andrew Hopkins scrutinised and corrected m> Lnglish text. 

Institutionall  support was crucial for this project. The Istituto Olandese a Roma. Ministero 

deglii  Affari Ksteri of Italy. University of Amsterdam, the Reiman-de Bas Fonds. Fulbright 

Foundation.. Radboud Stichting and Hendrik Muller Vaderlandsch Ionds supported periods of 

researchh and studv in both Italy and the United States. The staff at various libraries and archives 

inn Naples. Rome (especially at the Vatican Library. Teresianum and Bibliotheca Hertziana). 

Parma.. Riacenza. Washington (Carmelite Institute at Whitefriars Hall) and Baltimore (Johns 

Hopkins)) patiently provided me with everything I thought 1 needed. 

Moree close at hand, in Amsterdam, the Hui/inga Institute created a most stimulating 

contextt for reflecting on the different aspects of m\ research; it was there that I had many 

opportunitiess to present parts of my research, and enter many fruitful discussions with m\ fellow -

Ph.D.. students on how to tackle the problems related to artistic, cultural and religious history. 

Apartt from that, 1 always found a willin g ear and stimulating response of the staff at Hui/inga for 

alll  mv ideas and plans for travelling and researching abroad. My thanks also go to Dos Llshout. 

whoo willingl y shared his office with me during these years of work and study. 

Finally,, it has been another historian. Martijn. who shared my troubles during the last 

phasee of finishing the manuscript literally. I made him finish his own book in Rome, during the 

hottestt summer ever experienced there (since 1872). and he in turn made me relax on the Italian 

seashore,, trving to find my own balance between oiium and negotium. 

\ \ 



INTRODUCTION:: THEORIES OF LANDSCAPE PAINTING 

Thee development of the genre and the question of its meaning 

Inn his essay 'On Landscape Painting', published in 1832 in Uber Kunst imd Altertum, Johann 

Wolfgangg von Goethe (1749-1832) conjectured that in time the landscape in the background 

graduallyy took over the main part of the religious painting's surface and pushed the figures to the 

margin.. The landscape thus took precedence over the figures set in it, and became an autonomous 

genree in art. With this hypothesis, Goethe placed religious history-painting and the genre of 

landscapee at opposite ends of the same scale: 

Whilee with the progression of art they [the painters] began to look around in the open air. 

|| helieving that] something important and worthy should accompany the figures, for which 

highh viewpoints were chosen, castles piled on top of each other on high cliffs, and deep 

valleys,, forests and waterfalls were depicted. Henceforth, the surroundings gained ever 

moree the upper hand, squeezed the figures into the small and narrow, until they shrivelled 

intoo that which we call stqffage. However, these landscape panels should contain, like the 

precedingg religious images, something interesting, and for that reason they were filled not 

onlyy with that which could be found in one particular region, but they wanted at the same 

timee to offer an entire world, so that the viewer had something to look at. and the amateur 

receivedd enough value for his money. ... In order that a record of the onginai purpose of 

thee painting remained, one would spot in a corner some holv hermit. Jerome with the lion, 

Magdalenee with the hairy costume rarely lacked. 

Althoughh Goethe did not clarify exactly in which period and place he situated this phenomenon 

off  the rise of landscape-painting, he was probably thinking of the period of the sixteenth and 

earlyy seventeenth centuries when both in Italy and in Northern Europe painted landscape acquired 

aa new importance for painters and their patrons. When the hermits Goethe alluded to are 

reckonedd with, the Catholic context relates particularly well to the Italian situation, where the rise 

'' (ioelhe I % 1. pp.5(>3-564: 'Wie man aber bei weiterem Fortrücken der Kunst sieh in f'reier Natur umsah. sollte doeh 
immerr aueh Bedeutendes und Wiirdiges den liguren zur Seite stehen; deshaib derm auch hohe Augpunkte geuahll. 
aa ut' starren Felsen vieltaeh übereinandergetünnte Sehlösser. tiet'e Taler. Walder und Wassertalle dargestellt wurden. 
Dicsee imgebungen nahmen in der Folge immer mehr überhand. drangten die Figuren ins Kngere und Kleinere, bis 
siee /uletzt in dasjenige, was wir StatTage pennen, zusammensehrumprten. Diese landsehaf'tlieben J'ateln aber sollten. 
wiee vorher die Heiiigenbilder. aueh durebaus interessant sein. und man uberfulltc sie deshaib nicht allein in it dem. 
waswas cine Gegend liefern konnte. sondern man wol lie /.ugleich eine ganze Welt bringen damit der Beschauer etwas zu 
sehenn hatte und der I iebhaber fur sein Geld doch auch Wert genug erbielt ... Damit aber zuletzt noch eine 
Frinneningg an die erste Bestimmung der Tafel übrig bliebe. bemerkte man in einer Hcke irgendeincn heiligen 
Finsiedler.. Mieronvmus mit dem Lovven. Magdalene mil dem Haargevvande iehlten selten.' 



off  landscape as an autonomous subject in art came about around 1 600." 

Goethe'ss theory was based on three important assumptions. FirstK. that art followed a 

gradual-linearr technical development, which made it possible to trace the origins of the art of the 

presentt to thai of the past. With this concentration on formal progression, any innovation in 

iconographyy or its significance was negated. Indeed, painted landscape presented the reverse 

movement:: its rise was. according to Goethe's theory, related to the disappearance of narrative 

content,, resulting in a concentration on the pure!}  visual and formal aspects of art. This also 

implied,, by analogs, that the figure of the saint or hermit gradually became meaningless as well, 

aa mere remnant of its origin in history-painting."1 

Secondh.. Goethe assumed significant changes occurring to the status of the artist, 

labellingg him as lone genius, acting independently from any possible buyer, who would pay for 

thee product only when it contained enough diversion to the eye. It was the artist who chose to 

depictt the meaningless elements of nature, and tilled it in with some staff age." The figures 

should,, however, he small enough not to obstruct the image of nature's variety that the artist tried 

too capture. 

Thirdly,, the above citation presupposed a clear distinction between the foreground of a 

painting,, essentially containing the subject of the painting, and the background, which formed the 

settingsetting or foil for the main event. F ven in the genre of landscape-painting this strict hiërarch} 

betweenn the two compositional elements prevailed: but because of the reversal of roles between 

'subject'' and 'setting', this finally resulled in a complete negation of the iconographic significance 

off  both compositional elements. Only the genius of the painter could now lend a work of art its 

meaning:: staffuge was not a constituting element in that sense."1 According to Goethe, the hermit 

inn an early seventeenth-century Italian landscape painting was a mere pretext for the painter to 

demonstratee his skill at observing and depicting the beauty of nature. 

Goethe'ss remarks could certainly be applied to the work of artists in the early nineteenth 

century,, when the meaning of figures in a natural setting had become subservient to the 

'' Salerno 1977-1478 vol.1, pp.xxxix-xl. 
Ostt I0"7! "ubhshed a modern study of this phenomenon. 'v!ij-:h assumed that the secularization of the hermit in art 

tookk place during the se\emeenth eentun. 
Korr the meaning and use of the vvord '^tallage' in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century artistic theory, see Pochat 

197.ii  and especially Strahl-Grosse 1991; see also Hunt 1976. esp pp. I-9 on the presence ot hermits! tijhtgt' in 
eighteenth-centuryy gardens and painted landscapes, karel van Mander v\as the first author to use an early form ot the 
uord.. 'stoffacv' in his Schildcr-Boek of 160-1. where it wa.s emploved as a characteristic to distinguish between 
variouss types of painted landscapes. 

Inn the Prnnvlaen I 96s. p 8 6\ Goethe even stated that in contemporary painting, historical and mythological 
.\inffa\iL'.\inffa\iL' LUiil d CvCli d i s t u rb 01 di:ilfu > the e i l cU ol the i a n d ^ a pe i l .sdl. 
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atmospheree and mood that the landscape itself was to convey to the beholder.' The painted 

landscapee functioned as a mirror in which the beholder could see his personal feelings reflected. 

Butt how relevant was this Romantic perception of the genre to the situation that existed two 

hundredd years earlier? Were Goethe's assumptions regarding the role of the painter in the artistic 

process,, the meaninglessness of the landscape as background, and the marginal significance of 

thee desert-saint also true for the early seventeenth-century beholder? And did landscape-painting 

becomee a genre in its own right in the sixteenth century because of its aesthetic and hedonistic 

appeal? ? 

Ital yy and the Netherlands - practice and theory oflandscape-painting 

Beginningg in the early twentieth century, art-historians have examined in detail selected elements 

off  Goethe's theory, or detailed the importance of his theory for specific geographic contexts. His 

vieww of the phenomenon was never completely refuted. This resulted in two schools of research 

withh their own explanations regarding the rise of the genre of landscape painting: that devoted to 

Netherlandishh or northern art. and that devoted to Italian art. Discussion of the origins of the 

genree of landscape in art-historical studies around the middle of the twentieth century resulted in 

aa distinction being made between north and south in the production and style of painted 

landscape,, wTiich has deeply influenced subsequent interpretations of its possible iconographic 

meaning. . 

Inn his study of 1947 on the development of Netherlandish landscape, Walter Friedlander 

impliedd ihat it had been Noitliem artists who had laid the foundations of the genre by embarking 

onn the practical side of production and specialization. His discussion of the stylistic development 

thatt occurred during the sixteenth century placed a strong emphasis on the technical competence 

off  the artists, and their own motives in wishing to master the realistic depiction of nature. This he 

deemedd possible as a result of the burgeoning phenomenon of the art-market in Northern F.urope 

andd especially in the Low Countries: it liberated painters from a patron's prescriptions and 

allowedd them freedom in their choice of subject.' As a result of this severe curtailing of the 

importancee of patronage in this area, painted nature mirrored the personal competence as well as 

thee individual preferences of the artist. Landscape as an independent genre in art was. in 

Friedlander'ss eyes, a result of this new individualism. Although landscape in Netherlandish visual 

artt was the prime subject of his study, the predominance of the Northern painters over their 

Fberlee 1980. pp.200-254. Batschmann 1989 and Mitchell 199.V Sec Schrade 1931 for an discussion of the changes 
aroundd 1 800 and the new Christian interpretation of landscape 
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Italiann colleagues in this genre would render I riedlander's conclusions also applicable to the 

latter:: he stated that the Flemish painters 'filled a niche in the Italian production', which Italian 

painterss themselves did not master, nor aspire to control.' Although he did not state wh> the art of 

landscapee had such a positive reception in the southern context, he did imply that there was a 

corresponding,, but slightly delayed, change in the Italian art-market/ 

PartKK in response to Friedlander. in 1953 Ernst Gombrich wrote that a definition of 

paintedd landscape as paese was used for the first time in 1521 by Marcantonio Michiel in Venice, 

whenn describing a work in the collection belonging to Cardinal Grimani - this was a work by an 

artistt of northern origin: 'Albert of Holland'."'' Starting from this dichotomy between tenninologv 

andd reality. Gombrich argued that the theoretical basis for the depiction of nature as a worthy 

subjectt for the visual arts had been prepared by the Italians: this he traced to various tifteenth-

andd sixteenth-century treatises. The threshold to specialisation in practice was first crossed, 

however,, by Flemish and Dutch painters - in this respect. Gombrich agreed with Friedlander. 

Notwithstandingg his research on the theoretical background of the genre, this material did 

nott provide any direct explanation on the significance of the genre. The only assumption which 

relatedd it to Goethe's theory and Friedlander's discussion, was that the painted landscape 

representedd a new phenomenon and sign of modernity: in this ease not. as Friedlander had 

supposed,, caused by new social conditions, but by an intellectual movement. The main effect of 

thesee two studies on subsequent art-history was a consolidation of the idea that landscape-

paintingg was a sign of modernity, and that the northern and southern schools came to be 

consideredd as technically related, but fundamentally different in cultural significance and 

context. . 

Friedlanderr 1947. pp.58-59; this argument was taken up by Gombrich 1953 and by liberie 1980. pp.74-81. linking 
itt with Renaissance indi\ iduality. and referring to Hauser's view of the development of a market for the arts. 
vv Friedlander 1947. pp.104: 'I m 1600 wurde die I'berlegenheit. die Yorbildlichkeit italiens in der europaischen 
kulturweltt anerkannt. soweit 'hohe' Kunst ... angestrebt wurden. lm Landschaft!ichen dagegen verhiehen sich die 
Nordlander.. namentlieh die in Antwerpen geschulten Maler sich nicht nur nehmend, sondern auch gehend dem 
Südcnn gegenüber. ... Sic scheinen eine Lückc der italienischcn Production zu tuilen, und die Romer mogen einen 
Beruf.. den sie nicht hoeh schatzten. ohne Fifersucht den l;remden iiberlassen haben.' 
'' On the basis of recent studies it is possible to maintain that the acceptance of landscape-painting in Italy was related 
too the development of the art-market; for this latter phenomenon see Reinhardt 1998. 
! :: Michiel 1888. p.102: 'molte tavolette de paesi ..." See Gombrich 1953: see also Alpers 1979. pp.1 1.1-1 14 and 
e<necia!!vv Mitchell |99S for a reaction and critical discussion of Gombrich's theorv. although neither intended to 
ciriticisee the idea of the «raduai evolution of the setting to main topic, and the related iconographic \oidness 

Thee differences between Italian and \orthern culture have heen often seen as mutually exclusive; an example t1-
Salernoo I 977-1978. vol. 1. p.xliv. who wrote: 'Although it is true that the Luropean tradition of landscape painting in 
thee seventeenth century originated in the encounter between Northern and Italian artists, the differences between the 
twoo cultures cannot be sufficiently emphasized.' From the side of scholars on Dutch art this has been confirmed b\ 
Alperss 198.1. pp.xviii-xx. insisting on the fundamental differences between Italian and Dutch culture. Recentlv. the 
risee of landscape in art was attributed to the Calvinist and ! uthern theories of'art; see Papcnbroek 2001. pp 1 18-124 
Onn the other hand. Brown in AV?(<.;/.vu,7iiv JvwVi' und the \\>rth 1999. pp.424-411 MiggcMed thai ilieie were 
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Thee Italia n tradition s 

Inn the field of Italian landscape painting, four lines of approach can be discerned in attempts to 

resolvee the question nf the rise and meaning of the genre: the humanistic context, villeggiatura, 

thee pastoral and the libertine or atheist movement. Arguments derived from the paintings 

themselvess and written sources were used in ail four approaches to sustain the association of the 

landscapee with modernity. All except the last option are interrelated through the background of 

humanismm and the revival of antique culture. Common to all four approaches is the assumption 

thatt landscape in art is a sign of a new way of looking at the world, and essentially meaningless 

inn the traditional iconographical sense; landscape can only allude to, not mean anything in 

particular.. The beholder could project his own feelings and thoughts upon the landscape, that 

wouldd reflect these ideas as a mirror.12 For this reason, the only possible way to explain its 

significancee is a recourse to general cultural phenomena, that are reflected in, but not embodied 

byy the works of art themselves. 

Firstly,, the rise of painted landscape in the sixteenth century has been related to a new 

interestt in the visible world that came about with the humanistic approach of the Renaissance, 

andd early forms of scientific thinking. According to this theory, Italian artists began to observe 

andd draw as accurately as possible the things they saw.13 In a further elaboration of this theory on 

thee learned origins of landscape-painting, the development of new fields of science was related to 

thiss phenomenon; biology, geography and astronomy all furthered a new and uninhibited ga/e 

uponn the sub-lunar world. New philosophical uends sustained tins new perception of the world. 

Thee result of such a supposed development should be that visible nature was released from its 

medievall  symbolic associations and came to stand for something new and modern. 

Thee second phenomenon that has traditional!) been connected to the rise of the landscape-

genree was the culture of vilkggiatura or retreat into the countryside. ' During the sixteenth 

century,, Italy witnessed a growing popularity of the vill a - both in architectural and humanist 

theory,, and the practice of building. The contemporary antiquarian interest which triggered the 

architecturall  development of this building-type also led to renewed study of the classical arts that 

weree used to decorate these edifices, including that of painting. The discovery in the (lolden 

Housee of Nero of ancient frescoes with representations of landscape might have led to imitation 

byy contemporary painters - although it is for lack of evidence hard to prove whether the 

indeedd cross-currents between Northern Hurope and Venice at the heginning of the sixteenth century that affected the 
meaningg of landscape-painting. 
177 1 his concept was described (in 1940) by Praz 1075. pp.28.1-287. 
: '' turner 1966 and Salerno 1977-1978 vol.1. p.xliii-\liv . 
"'' Ackerman 1990. Coffin 1979. Keller 1980 and Lhrlieh 2002. pp.49-t>7. 
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sixteenth-centuryy artists actually had seen ancient examples of landscape-painting.' What they 

certainlyy did know were the descriptions of landscape-depictions and their makers by Pliny the 

lilderr and Vitru\ius.!" According to these authors, depictions of nature were particularly apt for 

buildingss that were located in. or near to. the countryside. Pliny suggested that these paintings 

hadd a 'pleasing effect' upon the beholder, just like the real landscape, and Vitruvius regarded them 

ass a fitting 'ornament'/ But did the contemporary, sixteenth- or seventeenth-century viewer 

indeedd perceive the genre of landscape or even the real countryside as a conscious evocation of a 

classicall  past'? In tnC case tuat inis nvignt uc answered ailirrnative-iy. as nas oeen simgcsteu 

recentlyy in a study on the Vill a Mondragone in Frascati. whether landscape-painting sustained 

anyy particular iconography has still not been clarified.'* 

Suchh landscape all'antica. whether direct!) inspired by antique examples or not. might be 

furnishedd with meaning by the third cultural tradition that worked upon the rise of painted 

landscape:: the pastoral. The revival of classical bucolic poetry in the early sixteenth centun in 

Venice,, and then beyond, led to a vogue in plays and texts inspired by the theme of shepherds 

andd peasant-girls. '  ̂Around 1600 the popularity of this kind of literary text reached its peak with 

thee publication of the Gerusalemme Liberaia by Torquato Tasso. The genre of landscape had 

beenn connected with this literary tradition from its beginning through theatrical stagings of these 

playsr""  and until well into the eighteenth-century pastoral figures often appeared as siaffage in 

landscape-paintings,, both in Italy and in Holland/ In general it is assumed that the figures lend 

thee landscape its particular flavour; nature essentially functioned as a suitable background for the 

actionn of the story and was painted to suit the pastoral mood."" 

AA fourth üne of approach developed (ioethe's estimation of the essentially void 

iconographicc significance of the painted landscape, and interpreted it as a radical new departure 

Monssenn 1989b. Courtright 2000 and Courtright 2003; archcological studies have made clear that for example 
Nero'ss Domus A urea in Rome, which was discovered in the 1470s. contained mural-decorations with landscapes; see 
Peterss 1982. F:or the visits of artists to the Domus Aurea in the sixteenth century, see Dacos 1969 and Daeos 1995. 
'""  On the influence of these ancient texts on the art of landscape, see Borseh-Supan 1967. p.240-267 and I,ing 1977. 
| ;; Pliny the Llder 1938-1962 vol.9, p.347 (Bk.35.116) and Yilru\ius 1962. p. 103. 
*""  Courtright 2000. p.135-136 argued that the particular staffage in the Vatican lower of the Winds was inspired 

uponn Vitruvius and Pliny the Younger's descriptions, and thus a clear allusion to landscapes all'antica: Hhrlieh 2002 
proposedd that the rise of villeggiatwa and the appreciation o\ the countryside were the result o\ a conscious 
evocationn of the classical examples. 

Rosandd in The Pastoral Landscape 1995 and Lynn-Daws 1998: on the influence of the genre on Roman an see 
oo 1477-1978 voi.l. p.xivii-L and particularly on the oeuvre ot the ( aracci. see ( lowing Rmand 1988. 

pp.83-11 1 1. On the relation between pastoral poetry and painting in general, see Lee 1977. 
:""  ( lubb in The Pastoral Landscape 1992. pp.1 17-120. 

Studiess on the influence o\ the pastoral on Dutch painting include McNeil Kettering 1983 and 
CafritzGowing/Rosandd 1988. pp.1 13-129. 
"""  This pititiv-uiai cHcci of die siaffuge on the iineipieiaUun ui die painted landscape is a resim oi eariy eigiueenm-

centuryy artistic theory; see Strahl-Grosse 1991. pp. I 18-131. 
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inn the arts. Starting from this supposition, some scholars have maintained that the emerging genre 

wass able to represent new messages for members of certain cultural or socially elevated groups. 

Neww Italian elites, especially in Roman society, supposedly took up this new and 'unoccupied' 

genre,, and invested it with social criticism and political ideals: in other words, the genre stood for 

thee 'democratising and the existential' aspirations of these social aspirants."3 In a variation on this 

approach,, the genre of landscape has also been regarded as a vehicle for Libertine, atheist or anti-

Catholicc movements.24 Depicting the visible world in pure realistic terms might, according to this 

theory,, be interpreted as a refusal to acknowledge any higher authority, whether this be God, the 

church,, or authority at large. This could even apply to certain painters who. by adopting this 

potentiallyy progressive subject, expressed their refusal to fulfi l the expectations of courtly or 

ecclesiasticall  patrons.̂ 

Thee Dutch tradition s 

Thee preceding explanations for the rise of painted landscape in Italy have been largely ignored in 

studiess of the Dutch equivalent/6 Religious and social characteristics of Dutch 'burgher' society 

inn the seventeenth century were considered so radically different from the Italian context of 

Catholicismm and court-culture, that the theories of the latter could not be applied to the former. 

Withh regard to Dutch landscape-painting, three modes of thought have been followed primarily: 

thee emblematic-rnnrnlistic interpretation, the motif of civic pride, and the neo-aesthetic (or nco-

empirie)) approach. 

Thee first approach proposed to regard depictions of nature as offering a 'scriptural reading' 

off  elements in the landscape, thus constructing a moral view of human life in this world. A 

windingg road through the countryside would stand for earthly pilgrimage, in which the human 

beingg encountered various temptations such as an inn or tavem, or conquered problems 

symbolisedd by bridges, before reaching the goal of the Heavenly city."' In a less strict 

interpretationn of this approach, the Calvinist religion promoted a vision of the world as a 

reflectionn of the Creator. Paintings, just as the real countryside, might then be read by the viewer 

l.agcrlöt'' 1990 p.2. and passim, '['his might, also he related to the pastoral, as this literary tradition oiWn contained 
elementss of social criticism as well. See for this aspect Krul 1 996. 
244 McTighe 19%. 
"̂ ^ Salerno 1977-1978. vol.1, pp.iiii and Ivi; this has heen assumed especially with respect to Salvator Rosa; see 
Roworthh 1978. pp. 55-57 and Scott 1995a. esp .pp 1 V5-1.17. 145-148. 
"'' For an overview of diverse interpretations see Falkenburg 1989 and f'alkenburg 1999. 

 Bruyn in Masters of Seventeenth Century... 1987. pp.84-103. f'alkenhurg 1988 and more recently Walford 1991. 
rr the Italian situation, the term 'Paysage moralise' was coined by Panofsky; this has. however, mostly been 

consideredd in the context of sixteenth-century Venice and noi beyond; see Fmison 1995 for a critical discussion of 
thiss concept and its limited influence. 
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ass a reflection of the Divine, and thus as an allegorical and even devotional image." 

Thee second approach to Dutch landscape argued for the socio-political context of the 

newly-establishedd country, liberated from its Spanish oppressor after eights years of war." The 

conclusionn of this struggle would have granted the citizens of this new state a pride of ownership 

andd self-government. In this context, paintings of the Dutch countryside offered burghers a new 

meanss of self-definition. A series of prints depicting the landscape around the city of Haarlem 

would,, according to this interpretation, represent national identity reflected in the geographical 

circumstancess in which all Dutch people lived. 

Partiss in reaction to the above two attempts to discover meanings hidden behind the 

paintedd ('or printed) surface, a third interpretative approach maintained the concept of art-for-arts' 

sake,, for which the approach laken b> Alpers is the most well-known/' In this view, painters 

embarkedd upon the genre of landscape painting as a new way of specialisation, and the 

anonymouss buyer appreciated the technical competencies of the artist and the illusionistic reality 

off  the product/1 A predominant!}  empiric perception as the result of a new world-view was 

supposedd to have steered painters, patrons and collectors towards the acceptance of a new genre 

thatt accomplished nothing more than the depiction of the visible in a highly skilled way that 

seemedd to be a mirror of the physical world. On the basis of this, an aesthetic appreciation will 

havee formed itself. With this interpretation, echoes of Goethe and Fricdlander recurred in modern 

art-history. . 

Cultura ll  exchange and the migration of meaning? 

Thee traditions of research on Italian and Dutch seventeenth-century landscape produced 

fundamentallyy different theories on account of the particular cultural circumstances in which 

productionn and consumption of painted landscapes took place. I he ideas listed above are ol a 

generall  nature and often contradictory; taken together. the> suggest that the more or less 

contemporaryy rise of the genre in both countries was the result of several unrelated causes. The 

strugglee for autonomy in Holland was not related in any sense to the traditional political and 

""  Her te lt 1978. p. 141. Bakker-I,eerlang 1993. Van Os 1997. pp. 12-14. and most recently Bakker 2004. 
'""  Choim Sehama in Musters of Seventeenth Century.. 198-7. I.evesque 1994 and Lcvesque 1997. A comparable 
approachh with regard to Rembrandt s landscapes was taken by Schneider I 9MU. although die chauvinistic content was 
consideredd here onK a motivation of secondary importance i.eeflaim 1998 threw a slightly different light on the 
relationn between city and surroudiny country with respect to the Haarlem painters and the depiction of the Dutch 
countrvside.. A discussion of landscape-depictions in the political context of sixteenth-century Holland is kempers 
1996a.. esp. pp.84-86. 
"""  Alpers 1983. esp. pp.1 19-168. A similar approach with respect to the flemish tradition, especially Joos de 
nn , j p . , i — , . . . . . .. . .. I-.,,, I..  !>,. i i i r u :  . . .. i 1 i < 
,vv n n u^Ji. i a l i o I \ U I I L I I . I n a i i i i K m i n i n <-' *» 11 i ' '^'  t . i | . '. p | J. I .' i -
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economicc perception of the Italian campagna: the argument regarding a new public might be 

applicablee to both the north and the south, but in the Dutch context this particular group 

representedd the mainstream in society, in the Italian context it constituted a small, new elite." 

Thee landscape alVantica which inspired the Italian painters probably did not have a direct 

influencee on Dutch and Flemish painters, as the northern-style landscape probably had been 

initiatedd before the discovery of the Domus Aurea and comparable antique objects. The style of 

thesee Dutch and Flemish landscapes can hardly be described as alVantica. Finally, the religious 

backgroundd of north and south - Calvinist and Catholic - have been considered fundamentally 

incompatiblee in an age that has heen described as the cultivation of the opposition between 

Reformationn and Counter-Reformation; although recently, the suggestion has been made that at 

leastt before the final break in 1521. the religious significance of particular landscapes was 

acknowledgedd by both the Dutch and Venetian publ ic" What that implied for the period around 

1600.. in different political and religious circumstances, remains the question that needs to be 

examined.. The scriptural interpretation of the painted landscape in Holland was argued on the 

basiss of the dominant Protestant culture: the religious context in Italy surely was completely 

different,, and with it the interpretation of the Scripture. In other words, neither the arguments nor 

thee results of the two traditions of interpretation offer analogies that might explain the migration 

off  the genre and the acceptance of the Flemish specialisation in an Italian context. 

Butt the cultural exchange between north and south, and the rather open society of early 

modernn Kurope with respect to learning and the arts, necessarily should cuiistiiute part of any 

explanationn for the rise of painted landscape around 1600. From the middle of the sixteenth 

centuryy onwards, trade in paintings brought flemish landscapes to Italian buyers.' Many Dutch 

andd i iemish artists travelled to Italy, where they contributed to the development ot the genre of 

paintedd landscape.̂ The city of Rome, where a lively exchange between Northern and Italian 

painterss occurred in the late sixteenth century, is one of the most pre-eminent examples of such a 

culturall  melting pot. where the different conceptions of the painted landscape merged into the 

""  This realism in Dutch painting has recently been re-interpreted as a signifier of its own; see for example Weststeijn 
2001. . 
,:'' On the political iconography of landscape in early modern Furopc. see W'arnke 1992; on the use of landscape to 
constructt a political identity, see Lhrlieh 2002. Another political and economic explanation for the use of landscape 
hass been given for the rise of the genre in Venice: the conquest of the terraferma in the fifteenth century would be 
onee of the causes for the important role of landscape-backgrounds in Giovanni Bellini's oeuvre: see Goffen 1975. For 
aa political and juridical interpretation of the painted landscape in fourteenth-century Siena, see Kcmpers 1989. 
1-11 Brown in Renaissance Venice and the Sorth 1999, p.425 suggested that the Venetian public in the early sixteenth 
centurvv was able to understand the religious significance of paintings such as those by Patinir. 
: ii Bostrom 1998. 
v:: h'iamminvhi a Roma 1995. Cappelletti in The denius of Rome... 2001. pp. 174-205, and Renaissance Venice and 
thethe North 1999. 
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traditionn of the classical landscape.1' 

Thiss also touches upon the matter of artistic patronage: in most theories it is assumed that 

thee painter chose to specialise in the genre, while the buyer remained an anonymous customer 

withoutt particular demands/' This shift towards the art-market was not gradual and did not occur 

evenlyy in all places, [-.specially with regard to the situation in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century 

Italy,, and more particularly in Rome, the open market was much less evolved than elsewhere. 

However,, this did not obstruct the acceptance of painted landscape as separate genre. On the 

contrarv.. between !570 and ! 620 an ever increasing interest in depictions oi the visual world 

aboundedd among the more important artistic patrons such as members of the Papal court and 

noblee families. These patrons sought out artists to produce panels and canvases with landscapes: 

andd they chose painters of both Northern and Italian origin. I hat modern theories presuppose 

differentt ways of reading these two distinct stylistic traditions, needs to be reconciled with what 

thee contemporary Roman beholder perceived when he looked at works by such diverse artists as 

Pieterr Brueghel. Paul Brii . Adam Klsheimer. Carlo Saraceni. Annibale Carraeei or I anfranco. 

Thee subject of this book, the Palazzetto Farncsc in Rome, contained painted landscapes by 

alll  these painters. In that sense, it was unprecedented in Rome. In the modern art-historical 

literature,, the Palazzetto has even been called one of the decisive moments in the development of 

thee genre.1' Its owner. Cardinal Odoardo l;arnese (1573-1626. fig. I). had a very marked 

preferencee for depictions of nature in art: he was one of the major collectors of landscape-

paintingss in his time. He acquired works directly from painters such as Flshcimer. Bril and 

Saraceni.. or else bought their works on the emerging art-market/'' farnese also played a crucial 

rolee in the development of the genre, as he had summoned the painter Annibale Carraeei (I 560-

1600)) to come to Rome in I 503. Carraeei became an important figure in the development o\~ 

landscapee painting both in person and through his pupils, such as Domenichino, Lanfranco and 

Albani.4'' Within the Carraeei Academy in Bologna, drawing landscape had been a standard part 

off  an artist's training. The presence of many of these painters in early seventeenth-century Rome 

""  Salerno 1977-1978 vol.I. pp.xli-x.liti and Negro 1996. pp.56-S9. 
Salernoo 1977-1978 \o l . I . pp.lx-lxii did pay attention to the question of patronage and collecting with regard to 

landscape-paintingg in Rome, however with a predominant influence attributed to question» of stylistic taste, not 
reiatedd to meaning ana iconography. Lageriöt i99li and Mc i lghe I 996 paid attention to this aspect, hut only regard 
too very particular group» 
'vv Salerno 1977-I978 vol.]. p.K. Whittieid I 980. and Whittield l 9S I. 
'""  On the market of art in Rome, see Reinhardt 1998. pp.8 I -92. 
""  Zapperi I 986. 
44 lor the influence ot the Carraeci-school on the genre of landscape, see l.'ideale elassieo 1962. and Salerno 1977-
1978.. vol.!. pp.61 63; on the history ot'the Carraeei Academy >ec Dcnipsev in Academie* uj'An 1989, pu..vi-4.i. 1 ut 
Domenichino'ss role in landscape painting. ( Uissieismo c nat uva 1996. 
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hadd a marked influence on the course of the arts, especially in the genre of landscape.'" Thus, 

Odoardoo Farnese can indirectly be held responsible for an important evolution in the history of 

Romann painting: the acceptance of the genre of landscape among Italian artists, through his hiring 

off  Annibale Carracci and his pupils. 

Thee Farnese collection of landscapes was allocated in a separate part of the Palazzo 

Farnese.. the so-called Palazzetto Farnese (fig.2), at the latest around 1603-1604. It demonstrates 

strangee discontinuities challenging the difference ascertained between Italian and Northern 

landscapess as assumed in earlier art-historical studies. Both Flemish and Italian paintings, from 

diversee schools, hung next to each other in the same room. The criterion of style - however that 

mightt be defined43 - obviously did not count much for Farnese. Also the supposed 

incompatibilityy of secular versus religious interpretations of the genre is challenged by the 

dispositionn of themes in the Palazzetto. Mythological themes were used in the major part of the 

decoration,, while the hermit-theme dominated the landscapes of one particularly intriguing room, 

calledd the Camerino degli Fremiti. Although the exact function of this room has been the subject 

off  discussion, it seems to have been a kind of private chapel with a view into the adjacent church 

off  Santa Maria dell'Orazione e Morte (fig.3). 

Thee patron. Cardinal Odoardo Farnese obviously sawr no objection in combining these 

seeminglyy diverse themes and styles of landscape painting in one building. Siftage and style 

weree not entirely consistent; only the landscape furnished some kind of eoherence. For this 

reason,, none of the general theories of landscape discussed above can be exclusively applied to 

thiss object, as none offers an explanation valid for both secular and religious contexts, and which 

cann include both the work of northern, and of Italian painters. It seems that details overlooked in 

thee theories discussed above need to be reconciled with the particulars of the Roman context 

aroundd 1600. Does the Palazzetto fit into the theories proposed with regard to the genre of 

landscapee in that particular time and place0 

Paintedd landscape in Rome between 1570 and 1620 

Inn the decades around 1600. the genre of landscape received much attention from patrons and 

collectorss of art in Rome. Many interiors of palaces were embellished with landscape-imagery 

; :: Whitfield I c>88. pp.73-95 and Bjurstrüm 2002. 
'! ll On the concept of style, see Panofsky I%4. pp.23-3 I. (iombrich 1968, Dictionary of An 1996 vol.29, pp. 876-883 
andd Histon^ches Worterhuch der Philosophic 1971-present vol.10, eols.1 55-156; on style in early modern Italian art-
theory,, see Sohm 2001. 
i ll See t'avazzint in I'hc (/emus of Rome 2001. pp.208-247. 
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eitherr in oil or in fresco. Oregon, Xil l Boneompagni (1 572-1585) had ihe newly built projects oi 

thee Tower of the Winds and the Gallen of Maps illustrated with both geographical maps and 

paintedd landscapes. Sixtus V Peretti (1585-1590) had the l.ateran Palace decorated with 

landscapes.4>> The apartments of Paul V Borghese (1605-1621) in the Vatican and Quirinal 

palacess contained friezes with landscapes along the upper part of the walls.'"' 

Manyy owners of private palaces followed suit: there is hardly one programme of late 

sixteenth-centuryy decoration in which depictions of nature did not occur." This phenomenon 

lastedd throughout the seventeenth century, with examples by Domeniehino (1581-1641) and 

II  .anfranco (1580-1647) in the Casino Ludo\ isi. Agostino Tassi (1578-1644) in Palazzo 

l.ancelotti.. Giovanni irancesco Grimaldi (1605 06-1680) in Palazzo Muti-Papazzurri and the 

Vill aa Doria-Pamphilj. Herman van S wane velt (ca.ióÜO-1055) in the Palazzo Pamhiij and liaspar 

Dughett (161 5-1675) in Palazzo Colonna Z4*  In mam villas in the vicinity of Rome, the application 

off  painted nature was equally common - one need only think of the Vill a 1 arnese at Caprarola. 

thee Vill a Lante at Bagnaia and the Vill a Aldrobrandini at Krascati - and in the form of panels or 

canvasses,, painted landscape was present in almost even Roman collection. Major holdings ot 

paesi,paesi, as these works were usually called in seventeenth-century inventories, were collected 

aroundd 1600 not only by Farnese. but also by cardinals such as Scipione Borghese (1576-1633) 

andd Lederico Borromeo (1564-1631). Later in the century, Palazzo Doria-Pamphilj and Palazzo 

Colonnaa contained major holdings of landscape-paintings, both of Northern and of Italian artists. 

Aroundd the middle of the centur\. a particular preference for the genre was displayed in the 

collectionn gathered by Camillo \1assimi.y Landscape-decoration in Rome was a general 

phenomenonn in tune with the Luropean tendencies, sustained by a large group of patrons, and 

producedd by a heterogeneous group of painters. The distinction usually made on the productive 

'""  I or the I owcr of the Winds in the Varican. decorated by (he Bril brothers, see the recent publications by 
Courtrightt 2003 and Hendriks'Negro 2003. 
'"'' For the Fateran Palace, see Mandel 1994; for the Gregorian projects see Börsch-Supan 1967. pp.266-267. and tor 
thee Pauline apartment in the Vatican see Fumagalli 1996. See a!so Chapter L pp.56-57. 
rr Börsch-Supan 1967. pp.240-297 and Salerno 1977-1978. 
4>**  For palaxzo l.ancelotti see Cavazz.ini 1998: for Grimaldi see Ariul i Matteucci 2002, for Swanevelt in pala/zo 
Pamphiljj  sec Russell 1997: for palaz/o Colonna see Boisclair 1986. pp.61-63 (where it is erroneously identified with 
thee romitorio - for which see Chapter 7). Satarik 1999. pp.98-102. and Strunck 2000. 
'""  For a \iiias in the Roman campagne sec Beiii Barsaii 1975. On the presence oi painted landscapes in Roman 
collections,, see Salerno 1977-1978. \oI. l . pp.lx-lxi and DLÏIICM Squarzina 1996; for detailed .studies of Roman 
collections,, see Whitfield 1981. Bertini 1987. and Riebcscll 1988 on the Farnese collections. Jones 1988a. Jones 
1988bb and Jones 1993 on Federico Borromeo. Satarik 1999. pp.242-247 on Pala/zo Colonna. Cappclletti Testa 1994. 
pp.377 and 74-75 on the Mattei. Wazbinsky 1994. pp.570-602 on the collection of Cardinal Del Monte. Satarik 1996 
onn the Colonna. Cappclletti De Marchi 1999. pp. 127-136 on Doria Pamphilj. Pedroeehi Vlinozzi 2000. pp.40-67. and 

;; p.-; .""*/?.> L i (.jiu.snninni 200! or. the Giustiniani. 
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sidee between the two traditions seem not very adequate to solve the problem of its rise as an 

autonomouss genre. 

Rutt the Roman situation around 1600 manifested its own peculiarities. Around 1600. 

theree was a vogue of applying painted landscapes to the walls of churches and chapels. San 

Vitale,, Santo Stefano Rotondo, and the narthex and a chapel in Santa Cecilia in Trastevere 

containedd friezes or larger scenes with hermits in natural settings; a side-chapel in the Gesü 

dedicatedd to Saint Francis of Assisi contained conspicuous landscapes by Paul Bril (1553/54-

1626)."1'' All of these decorations were executed before 1600. In the sacristy of the Sistinc chapel 

inn Santa Maria Maggiore. landscapes by Bril decorated the lunettes.?2 Between 1587 and 1589. 

Brill  also executed a number of frescoes in the Scala Santa in which the landscape played an 

importantt part.""3 Probably some two or three decades later, the nave of Sant'Fustachio in Rome 

wass decorated with a scries of paintings on canvas (now lost) by Agostino Tassi representing the 

storyy of Saint Fustace, within conspicuous natural settings."^4 A grand conclusion to this 

developmentt of church-landscapes can still be admired in San Martino ai Monti, where between 

1647-16511 Grimaldi and Dughet turned the walls of the aisles into illusionistic views of the 

countryside.. ^ 

Withinn private chapels the preference for landscapes was equally conspicuous: for 

example,, between 1605 and 1613 the chapel in Palazzo Aldobrandini in Rome was embellished 

withh oil-paintings by Annibale Carracci and his pupils. In these works episodes from the life of 

thee Virgin were primarily presented in natural sellings, of which the most famous is the Flight to 

Kgyptt by Annibaie himself?6 in the early 1620s, the walls of the small chapel in Vill a Sacchetti 

att Castel Fusano were covered with landscape-frescoes by Pietro da Cortona (1597-1669). 

containingg episodes from the Bible and. characteristically, hermit-saints,'7 

Itt seems logical to turn to this kind of religious object to discover whether and why the 

usee of painted landscape within ecclesiastic settings was considered appropriate, offering a test-

v '' For Massimi's. collection, which contained both much northern landscapes and works by Lorrain, Poussin and 
Dughet.. see Beaven 2003. 
''' On San Vitale and Santo Stefano Rotondo. see below; for Santa Cecilia in Trastevere see Mayer 1910, pp.29f. 
Abrornsonn 1981. pp. 143-146. Ruby 1999. p.36; for the (iesü-chapel of Saint Francis see Baglione 1642 1995. p.297. 
Rubyy 1999. p.36and Russo 2001. 
'"""  For the Sistinc chapel in the Santa Maria Maggiore see Oslrow 1996, pp.5- 3 17; for the Bril-frescoes sec Mayer 
1910.. pp.48-50. Buchowieeki 1967-1974 voi.1. p.26. Ruby 1999. pp.35-36. and Hendriks Negro Ruby 2003. 
\-\modeii  ( empanari 1989. pp.83-91 and Zuceari 1992. pp. 103-127. 

"'' Passeri i 678 1995. pp.1 26-127 and Appetiti 1964. p.30. 
""  Sutherland 1964. Hcideman 1964. Buchowiecki 1967-1974 vol.2, pp.878-905. Bandes 1976. Metrau\ 1979. pp 9s-
98.. and Boisclair 1986. pp.45-50, 193-199. 
""  Hibbard 1964. Posner 1971 vol 2. cat.nos. 145-150. ('arandente 1975. pp.87. 312-313 and ill.255 for the location 
off  the chapel in Palazzo Doria Pamphilj. Puglisi 1999. pp.104-106 and Cappelletti He Marehi 1999. pp.20-23. 
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cas,ee lur the supposed Christian meaning ui'the genre which v\a:> suggested mainly with regard tu 

Northernn landscapes and Calvinist culture.̂  indeed, the suggestion to take this approach was 

alread>> made in 1890 by Woermann in an article on the phenomenon of landscape-painting in 

liturgicall  contexts, which he labelled Kirchenlandschaften - 'church-landscapes/" Woermann 

wass the first scholar to note the presence and importance of thir» phenomenon in early Baroque 

Rome.. Although he restricted himself to stylistic analysis and refrained from tackling its possible 

meaningss (he called this 'a task for art-philosophers,h!''). he did suspect the existence of an 

underlyingg religious significance, i ntü nou. however, the coherent group of paintings examined 

byy Woermann has not been subjected to further research which could point out the coherence in 

conceptt and meaning of these landscapes within their liturgical settings.': 

Itt can be assumed that a well-defined and coherent culture lies behind this particular 

phenomenonn of landscape as church-decoration, firstly, the circles of patrons and painters were 

quitee limited, and they all had some tie or another to ecclesiastical institutions.""' liven many of 

thee secular Roman patrons and collectors had connections to the ecclesiastical authorities and 

adoptedd trends originating within the papal court. The same can be assumed on the part of the 

artists,, who were largely dependent upon papal or ecclesiastical commissions. Painters favoured 

byy religious commissioners were also often sought after in secular circles, thus securing the 

transmissionn not only of literary and learned ideas, but also of artistic and visual concepts.11 

Secondly,, the Kirchenlandschafien represented a vogue which had a very limited time-

span:: with one exception, all the church-cycles were painted between 1^70 and 1620. In the later 

seventeenthh century, no such predilection for this kind of decoration existed with respect to 

Romann churches and their patrons, while the significant advent of the same subject in the private 

realmm only took place after 1600. This makes the phenomenon of Kirchenlatnischaftet) all the 

moree intriguing: the use of the genre in churches preceded its application in private or secular 

11 [irigami 1982. pp. 177-182 and Merz 1991. pp. 186-189; tor it> iconography sec Zirpolo 1998 
"""  1 he only religious interpretation given to Italian landscape-paintings had been interpreted as a critique of current 
Catholicc culture. Salerno 1977-1978 vol.1, pp.xhv-xlvii; others have followed this, such as McTighe 1996 and 
especiallyy Lagerlot' 1990. 

;; Woermann 1890. 
Woermannn 1 890. p.362: 'Diese und ahnliche Tragen mag der Kunstphilosoph beantworten...' 

:: The first reaction to Woermann was in Schrade 193 1. p.3. who stated that the landscapes were secular in intention, 
andd onk justified b\ the presence of the religious staffage: 'Jedesfalls ist es der als Stallage dienende Gegenstand. 
derr die Anbringung von Landschaften in den kirchlichen Ra urnen reehtfertigt.' (')st 1971. pp.74-76 newly pointed out 
thee importance of this phenomenon in relation to anchorite iconograplu : Bruyn 1987. p. 103. n.61 noted an analogous 
phenomenonn of landscape paintings in seventeenth-eentun, Flanders, which thus tar has not been thoroughly 
explained,, nor has it been considered in relation to the Roman situation. 
" :: Reinhard 1974. Reinhard 1 970, Y'nelkel 1W3. fragnito i9Q3, Poli 19Q7. and Hit- Krcisen Jt>r \er<>tev 2001 

Artisticc patronage in sixteenth- and seventeenth-eentun Rome is a subject on which many general and detailed 
studiess have been published; see tor example Haskell 1971. Ahromson 1981. Zuecari 1984 and 1992, Roma di Sisfn 
tt !°93. and Dunn !t'(>4 and !9'*7. 
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palaces.. Did this also imply that possible meanings of the former type influenced the 

interpretationn of the latter? But before anything can be said about a possible migration of 

meaning,, it should be understood what kind of message the genre conveyed when the Roman 

beholderr would encounter these landscape-decorations in liturgical or religious contexts. 

Thee meaning of Kirchentandschaften 

Untill  now, studies on Roman ecclesiastical monuments containing landscape-decorations show 

ass littl e consensus as the more generic discussions on landscape considered above. Even 

regardingg this limited phenomenon several contrasting interpretations have been proposed; they 

rangee from an evaluation of landscape as a meaningless background, appealing to the secular 

interestss of the patron, to an assessment of the landscape as an aid in devotional practice. In these 

explanations,, the elements of the more general theories of landscape were used as the basis for 

arguments.. Thus, the problem of the various contrasting general theories of Dutch and Italian 

landscape-paintingg also applies to studies on the Roman field, but they are often further limited 

byy an excessive concentration on the peculiarities of each commission. These discussions of 

objectss show littl e regard for the larger cultural and historical context which, as one would 

expect,, ought to provide a framework for linking these objects to each other. 

Thee earliest monument of importance for the development of the painted landscape in 

Rome,, the chapel of Fra Mariano in San Silvesliu ai Qüinnaie aecoratcu u> i Oiiuoro da 

Caravaggioo around 1526. has received two contrasting interpretations. Gnann considered the 

landscapess frescoed on the lateral walls as background-additions to the hagiographic stories and 

ann artistically driven evocation of the ancient style.M In contrast, arguing from the point of view 

off  the commissioner of this decorative cycle. Stollhann's conclusion was that the natural setting 

appealedd to the patrons' love for nature and his openness to the new tendencies of Italian art. 

Especiallyy in the latter theory, the introduction of the landscape in a liturgical setting was 

interpretedd as an innovation in taste and style.̂  

Studiess of the decoration of the churches of San Vitale and Santo Stefano Rotondo - both 

executedd in the late sixteenth century - concentrated on the Jesuit context to which both objects 

belonged.. Scenes of torture, tillin g the landscapes in both churches, have been the subject of 

hypothesess on the relation between episode and background. It has been suggested that the 

naturall  setting toned down the bruiaiils of the martyr-scenes, implying that the landscapes 

11 (inarm 1991; Wa/binsky 1987 did not discuss the iconographical meaning of Polidoro's paintings. 
:: Stollhans 1992. 
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themselvess carried nu meaning in support ol' the figures' reiigiuus intentions. the> uere euined as 

'pastoral'' in mood, softening the impact of the gruesome iconography. 

Anotherr explanation offered for both cvcles of murals focused on the sense of place in the 

SpiritualSpiritual Exercises by Saint Ignatius, the founder of the Order. In his system of meditation, in 

orderr to come closer to the narrative, and obtain a better empathy with its protagonists, the 

practitionerr should imagine in his mind the place where a biblical event or religious story 

occurred.. This method of mentally projecting the scene of the action was called compositio 

locis'locis' An illustrated book was published almost contemporaneously with the tresco-cycles: the 

EvangelicaeEvangelicae Hisioriae Imagines of 1593.**  These plates used the same notationa! system with 

letterss in the image and captions underneath, as can be found under the frescoes in the two 

churches.. Many of the outdoor events of the Passion, illustrated and commentated upon in this 

book,, were set within landscapes. Analogous to this, the landscapes painted on the walls in the 

churchess of San Vitale and Santo Stefano Rotondo have been regarded as providing the viewer 

withh an image of the setting of the tortures, to help their devotional practice."1' 

AA third interpretation regards the landscapes in Santo Stefano as referring to places and 

regionss of the Roman Kmpire where these martyrdoms were carried out. or. alternatively, as 

evocationss of ancient examples. The latter theory considers this antique evocation as an answer to 

thee Tridentine call of truthfulness and realism in painting." The frescoes thus enhanced the 

historicall  feeling of these early-Christian martyr-scenes.'1 Matteo da Siena, to whom the frescoes 

inn the Santo Stefano Rotondo have been attributed, has even been regarded as the person 

responsiblee for recreating of the landscape-style all'antica.'~ Ultimately, this can of course also 

bee linked to the compositio iocis. as it provided the beholder with information on the appearance 

""  Haskell 197L p.67: this was followed by Abromson 1981. p.243 and Zuccari 1984. p.142. The first scholar to 
su restt this was Male 19.12. pi 14: 'l.e Guaspre les a fait presque disparaitre au milieu des beautés de la nature ....! 

Seee also Mansour 2004 (forthcoming) with respect to the representation of the human body. 
"77 Buser 197*. p.432. Vannugli 198s. Zuccari 1984. p. 141. Her/ 1988. pp.64 and 65. and Levy 199(1. pp.47-61. 
'"'' Monssen 198s. pp.52-54; for Nadal's Evangelicae Histnnae Imagines, see Monssen 198s. pp.73-77. Spengler 
1996.. Labre 1992. and Melion 1999, On the other hand. Monssen 1989b. p.263 stated that the Spiritual Exercises and 
thee compositio loci were of primary importance to painting in Roman churches around 1600. but then with regard to 
itss meditational function, not affecting the composition itself. 
' ,;; On account of a series of prints after the decoration in Santo Stefano Rotondo. the same argument that the 
decorationn functioned by means of the compositio loci has been defended in Noreen 1998. 

:: Monssen 198 V pn 30. 38 and 50. 
Buserr 1976. p.432: 'Finally, the landscape settings of the frescoes in S. Stefano Rotondo rnav well have been 

intendedd to lend them an antique feeling. At this time, a hoot the only precedent for the e\tensi\e i>e of landscape 
wass the frequent landscape decoration in ancient Roman wall painting, if such settings could convey an antique 
flavorr in the sixteenth centun. then there is no longer an anomaly ... to the obscure placement of martyrdoms amid 
frescoedd forests at S. Vitale, a novitiate chapel belonging to the Jesuits. ' 
'':: Monssen 1989b. especially p.256: 'Therefore the most likely explanation to our problem [landscape-painting in 
Rome.. AW | is the nrowirm taste for landscape painting in genera! at the end of the sixteenth century. Thus the choice 
of'subjectt in certain cases niav have been determined by taste rather than by a concern for didactic function.' 
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off  the landscape in which the saint's lives and deaths had occurred. 

Thee painted landscapes in Santa Cecilia, Sant'Eustachio and the sacristy of the Sistinc 

chapell  of Santa Maria Maggiore have not yet received thorough iconographic attention. In Santa 

Ceciliaa the presence of the hermits in each scene might offer an explanation for the presence of 

thee landscapes, hut not for their significance: in Santa Maria Maggiore the lunettes in the sacristy 

havee been connected to the predilections of the patron, Sixtus V Eeretti; and the panel-paintings 

inn Sant'Eustachio present a difficult case, as the archival material is lost as are the works 

themselves.. Here, the logic of the natural setting might be linked to the main character of the 

series.. Eustace, and the traditional iconography of this saint. 

AA problematic range of interpretations is presented by the landscapes frescoed by Gaspar 

Dughett in San Martino ai Monti. Although this cycle of large-scale paintings falls outside the 

strictt period of Kirchenlandschaften, its form and location at least trigger a comparison with the 

cycless executed between 1570 and 1620; it was considered by Woermann to be the culmination 

off  the phenomenon as he described it. Several conflicting reasons have been proposed for the 

decisionn to decorate the aisles of this church between 1645 and 1651 with landscapes. On account 

off  Dughet's biography, which attests to his wanderings in the Roman campagna, Male suggested 

thatt the landscapes portrayed the vicinities of Rome and Tivoli where the painter had spent so 

muchh time drawing and studying.74 In this case, artistic autonomy is taken as the determinant 

factor. . 

Anotherr explanation for the landscapes in San Martino is rather prosaic: Dughet was 

supposedd to have received the commission as landscapes were cheaper than historical scenes. The 

patron,, prior Giovan Antonio Eilippini of the adjacent Carmelite monastery, paid for the new 

decorationn out of his own pocket, and thus had to be keen on the tinancial aspect.'"' The 

publicationn of the accounts, however, has proven this assumption to be wrong - Dughet was even 

givenn an extra financial reward, as the prior was very satisfied with the final result.76 According 

too yet another interpretation, these decorations were supposed to have been first and foremost 

evocationss of the quietude of a natural setting outside the city, a haven of peace and quiet. It was 

nott nature itself, but the mood it evoked that helped the Carmelite monks to attain the right kind 

' ;; fiS 1901-1970. vol.5, pp.282-291 and Piglcr 1956 vol .1, pp.43 1-432. 
'' Male 1932. pp.447-448: 'Parfois on eroirait voir les rudes sentiers de la Sabine, bordes d'arbres majestueux et de 

chêness antiques brisés par la fbudre: parfois. des villages lointains se suspendenl au\ collines. et Ton distingue a 
1'horizonn la ligne de la mer. i.'immense plaine ou laboure Hi see a la nuciité grandiose de la campagne romaine.' 

Boisclairr 1986. p.46: T)u fail de leur rigoureuse regie d'aseèse. les Cannes étaient pauvres. et nous avons dit que 
Filippinii  employa sa fortune personeile pour réaliser son projet. li n'est que de comparer ... pour constater l'éeart des 
salairess entre ces deux categories de peintres.' 
"""  Sutherland 1964. pp. 1 15-120. 
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off  devotional concentration, and thus again, albeit in a different wa\. painted nature sustained but 

didd not actually contain a message. It was. however, at the same time implied that at first sight, 

theyy 'were to draw the viewer in1, only revealing on a second inspection their religious content.'* 

Theirr beauty was thus supposed to capture the attention of the spectator. 

Anotherr proposal with respect to the meaning of these murals was to connect them with 

thee biblical account of the lif e of t:lijah. the main subject of the scenes in these landscape-

settings.. The language in the Old Testament would have evoked in the painter the will to adorn 

thee scenes with the kind of barren and impressive nature in which the episodes evolved.' in this 

lastt case, a universal phenomenon is used to explain the occurrence of a particular form in a 

particularr place and time, while the former discussions reverted to either the painter or the patron. 

Thiss kind of fragmented line of argumentation has not helped clarity the situation but rather it has 

obstructedd a deeper understanding of the phenomenon of Kirchenlandschaften. 

Thee ease of Odoardo larnese and the decoration of the Palazzetto thus questions most of 

thee issues of the modern discussions on the rise and meaning o\~ the genre of landscape around 

1600.. both in general and with regard to the Roman context. 'The combination of styles and 

staffagestaffage in its decorative programme constitute, according to modern preccption. a range of 

seeminglyy incompatible combinations. A case-study on this object thus ideally lends itself to 

probee the various general theories of the theme of landscape-painting: whatever solutions the 

differentt theories offer, they should be applicable to all elements of the paintings commissioned 

byy farnese for this particular place. In the eves of the patron, the various parts of its 

embellishmentt amounted to a coherent whole, into which all elements should fit. including the 

Camerinoo degli Fremiti. 

Shouldd then the addition of the Camerino to the Palazzetto be thought of as an instance of 

contrastingg subjects - based on the change in staff age - or should the decoration rather be seen as 

establishingg continuity by the strict application of painted landscape? To what extent do the 

Bandess W*?6. p.>V; 'Moreover Dughet's use ot landscape in his frescoes emphasizes the eremitical beginnings and 
idealss of the Order. By his masterly blending of subdued tones of brown, green, blue and pink. Dughet created 
harmoniouss and idylli c settings for his figures. The mood set by these landscapes is one of rural serenity and 
quietude.. San Marti no was transformed into a tranquil refuge for the inhabitant of the city, where the noise and 
crimess of the inhabitant of the city remain outside its doors.' 

MetraiiAA 1979. p.i25: 'By contrast, the landscapes on the side wails at San Marti no arc \iewed b\ the modern 
visitorr - and by the >c\ entee nth-cent ur\ wor.>hipper loo - as landscapes first, mik later and after contemplation, 
explanationn or stud\, as religious scenes... The means and ends of the iconographical program are modi tied: the 
landscapee settings are emphasized to draw (he worshipper in. to gi\e a satisfying decorative effect without sacrificing 
aa powerful religious message.' 

WW oermann 1890. pA5s: 'Aber die gewahhen Vorgange aus dem Leben des Propheten hlias smd sehon in der 
!-'r/.:ih!unuu der Bibe! vom landschaft!ichem Manche urnweht: sic lorderten daher selhst 7.uv landsehaftlichen 
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elementss of landscape and hermits relate to the setting and function of the Palazzetto? In other 

words,, which aspect of these paintings counted the most for Farnese? What does the change in 

staffage,staffage, from secular to religious tell us about his personal tastes? Did he turn from being a 

hedonisticc man. who commissioned Annibale Carracei in 1595 to paint the blatantly secular 

Farncsee Gallery, into a serious and devout person towards the end of his life?8" 

Stilll  other general issues are invoked by Farnese's patronage of landscape-painting in the 

Palazzetto:: the relation between setting and staffage, and the general perception of these two 

compositionall  elements by the Roman public. After all. it should be presumed that Farnese's 

iconographicc intentions were in some way congruent with the general meanings of hermits and 

theirr landscape-settings, whether in painting or maybe even in reality. What was the relation 

betweenn anchorites and the sight of nature in the eyes of the early seventeenth-century beholder, 

andd what general cultural and historical phenomena did these two parts in artistic compositions 

referr to? 

Ann alternative approach: ecclesiastical policy and patronage 

Whilee general studies on the meaning of painted landscape tended to ignore particulars of the 

individuall  work of art. detailed research on the iconography of particular objects in Rome often 

selectivelyy discussed four important characteristics, without paying attention to the ways in 

whichh these were related. These are the Roman ecclesiastical culture in the last half of the 

sixteenthh and the first half of the seventeenth centuries, the significance of the natron in this 

particularr context, the spatial setting and context of the landscape-genre, and the relation between 

settingg and staff age. These interrelated aspects ought to be studied in conjunction, so as to avoid 

arrj vjnnn at incompatible, separate conclusions Research can build upon prior studies in the first 

threee fields that have offered insights in various aspects that touch upon the painted landscape. It 

wil ll  he the aim of this case study on the Palazzetto and Camerino. to show how these elements 

cann be combined to offer a new solution to the question what the theme of painted landscape 

conveyedd to the early Seicento beholder. Only then can the impact of the fourth, the relation 

betweenn siaffage and landscape, on the development of the genre be properly understood. 

First,, ecclesiastical politics regarding images in Rome after 1570 were determined by 

Uehandliinuu auf; und Ou»het hat es vortrefflich verstanden den Cïcist seiner Landschaften deni (.ieiste der hihlisehen 
Lr/ahiunyenn anzupassen.' 
V:: Martin 1965. Marzik 1986. /apperi 1987. Reckermann 1991. Dempsey 1995. Zapperi 1999. and (iinzburg 
('arignanii  2000. Biographical discussions of Cardinal Odoardo lamest*  by Zapperi 1988 and 1994. Robertson 1988 
andd DHl 1960-present. vol.45, pp.1 12-1 19 promulgated the idea that he was created a cardinal primarily because o( 



discussionss started at the Council of '1 rent, resulting in the twenty-tilth I ridentine Decree 

proclaimedd in 1563. This contained very general recommendations about religious art. In the 

twentv-fifthh and last session, it was declared that meaningless images should not be painted in 

churches: : 

Lett so great care and diligence be used herein bs bishops, as that there be nothing seen 

thatt is disorderly, or that is unbecomingly or confusedly arranged, nothing that is profane, 

nothingg indecorous, seeing that holiness becometh the house of God.* 

Inn addition to this prohibition on pureh decorative, and thus secular art in the liturgical context, 

thee creation of new themes or forms of iconography tor the decoration of churches was not 

encouraged,, as the uninstructed viewer could become confused by unfamiliar symbols and their 

meanings.. The introduction of radical changes or novelties was discouraged, unless the bishop 

responsiblee had given prior approval: 

Andd that these things may be the more faithfully observed, the holy Synod ordains, that 

noo one be allowed to place, or cause to be placed, any unusual image, in any place, or 

church,, howsoever exempted, except that image have been approved of by the bishops-

Determiningg in what way these decrees impeded the use of landscape as decoration in churches is 

aa complex matter; many studies have been dedicated to the question of whether these decrees had 

anvv influence on the arts at all. and. if so. to what extent they influenced the decoration of 

churches.*'' Yet. at the moment when the innovative decoration of religious buildings ought to 

havee triggered a negative reaction, especially if these landscape-depictions were indeed regarded 

ass imitations of antique painting, or mere evocations of villexgiatura, this did not take place. 

Thiss suggests that in the eves of the ecclesiastical authorities landscape did carry significance that 

wass in tune with the function of churches and chapels. This is not unexpected, as most of the 

thee necessitv of'the Parnese-family to have a representative at the Papal court. The ecclesiastical role he played in 
earUU seventeenth eenturv Rome, which is the main topic of'this book, was not considered in depth thus tar. 
y'' ('annns and decrees of the Trident me Council, cited from the translation by Waterworth 1 848. p. 236. 
k""  Waterworth 1848. p.236. 
KK lor a survey of the debate over the interpretation of the I ridentine Council and its influence on culture around 
1600.. see O'Malley 2000. Weisbach in 1921 and Pevsner in 1925 started the discussion on the relation between 
Counter-reformation.. Mannerism, and Baroque. The two most authoritative studies to date on the relation between 
Trentt and the visual arts are Prodi 1962 and Jedin 1963. More detailed studies deepened this debate and clarified a 
nnmherr of ooints. most importantly that of the regional interpretations of the Council's decrees; see for example 
Hoschlooo 1974. kun-imer 1993 and krick-l lupfauf 199s. Scnvi/./i 1992 and Hecht 1997 published theoretical Mudie-. 
onn theological literature on the arts alter the Tridemine ('ouncil. 
'"';; A most compellinu example is the debate over profane themes in liturgical spaces, concentrated on the so-called 
Wotte\che.Wotte\che. These antique motifs had become in voaue after the discoven- of antique frescoes and stucco-reliefs in 
thee buried rooms of the Golden Mouse of Nero in the years after 1480. and were widely applied in churches, which 
phenomenonn had become a thorn in the eyes of reformers after the Tridentine (ouncil. Theological treatises 
publishedd after 1563 stronglv condemned this practice, precisely because these gmuesche were considered 
riicani(ii:!e»>> and antique. Sec 1 IciTit 1997. pp.3 16-327 on this debate and its consequcntcv 
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patronss belonged to the ranks of officials of the Catholic Church, and were thus well aware of the 

currentt conventions with respect to religious art. 

Second,, research on patronaue should for this reason he Taken beyond the triangle of 

commissioner,, artist and the artistic product. Classical studies on this paradigm, such as have 

beenn published on Alessandro Farnese and on Odoardo himself, do not offer a useful 

methodologyy to explain the emergence of the painted landscape, or the question of its possible 

meanings.. Too many arguments, such as individual preferences and taste are anachronistic and 

subjective,, and thus hardly helpful in this context. Pure aesthetic preferences, as have been 

assumedd as motif behind Renaissance patronage and the taste for art, do not help understanding, 

ass they negate both any significance for the genre of landscape and ignore functional intentions 

forr the works of art themselves.8> Also a view on patronage as purely a means of self-promotion 

truncatess the discussion unncccesarily. That Odoardo, as has been presumed, favoured 

mythologicall  subjects in paintings as he preferred to live a secular life, and exchange his 

cardinal'ss hat for the Ducal crown of Parma or even the Crown of England, is difficult to 

maintain,, and isolates Farnese from the larger Roman context in which he lived and worked. 

However,, Odoardo was not only a member of a ducal family, but also member of the 

papall  Curia. This fact introduced a dialectical situation in earlier historiography: some studies of 

Farnesee \s patronage stressed his secular adherence, whereas others have solely considered him in 

thee latter role of illustrious prelate. The result of these two approaches is a debate whether 

Odoardoo became devout at the end of his life, or had been interested in religious matters from the 

start.. To overcome this paradox and the unanswerable question on the evolution of Odoardo's 

mentall  state, the institutional context should be included in a research on his artistic 

commissions.. Such an approach might be termed 'public patronage' as Francis Haskell coined it: 

aa form of patronage that did not serve the private interests of the individual patron, but a public 

goal.""  An example of such a disinterested patron was Louis XIV of France: one of the great 

patronss of artists, but one who was not interested in the visual arts on a personal level. Studies 

onn the artistic patronage of cardinals in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century have 

touchedd upon this aspect, without however taking implications of institutional and public 

"  [lope 1981. esp. p..vl.l. 
*""  See Robertson 1902 for a study on Cardinal Alessandro Farnese's patronage, and Robertson 1988 and Zapperi 
19944 0n Odoardo's artistic patronage as a sign of his secular bias, and indifference in religious matters. 
"77 Haskell 2001. 
""  Burke 1991. 



context**  to a firm conclusion."' It will be sustained here, that the patronage displayed by late 

sixteenth-- and early seventeenth-century cardinals should be regarded in strict conjunction with 

thee aims of the Catholic Church and Christianity, 

Ass a result, a broader sociological view on patronage, such as has recent!) been applied in 

studiess on Italy and Rome during the earls modem period, might offer more useful insights.v' 

Thiss wil l mean a shift in emphasis in what is meant by patronage. Recent historical studies 

arguedd that the social structure of upper classes in early modern Rome was characterised by 

intertwinedd tamil\- and political structures." Confirmation oi this particular view on the Roman 

situationn around 1600 can be found in a recent project which aims to uncover the matrix of 

ecclesiasticall  functions and obligations of cardinals during the papacy o\' Paul V Borghese.'~ 

Preiiminarvv results o\' this project have indicated that the ecclesiastical positions occupied by 

memberss of the higher classes were ne\er mereh intended as sources of income, but as proper 

politicall  obligations. Thus, the definition of patronage as used in historical sociological research 

shouldd be applied: patronage is a long-term relationship between patron and client, in which the 

patronn provides brokerage, mediation, favours, and access to networks of friends.1" These 

theoreticall  approaches imply that Cardinal Odoardo should not be considered a mere 

representativee of his fami!>. nor as being completely independent from the Curia, but as actor in a 

complexx network of relations based on clientelism. 

Inn addition, it should be questioned who were involved in such relations of patronage, and 

whatt role the arts played in this context. Too often in arihistorieal studies, the client is identified 

withh the artist, whereas he actually was only the third party. Nor were his products a mere show 

off  wealth: in this network of patronage, art should not merely be regarded as a sign of 

conspicuouss consumption, as this ignores the questions of subject, meaning and social function. 

*""  Sec Wazbinski 1904 on Del Monte. Jones 1993 on ledenco Borromeo. and Kampt in Die Kreisen der Seputen 
2000 i. pp.329-358 on Paolo Giordano Orsini. [{specially the approach taken in Jones 1993 has been of influence on 
thiss study. A studv of musical patronage in late sixteenth-century Rome along the line of institutional patronage is 
O'Rcgann 1995. 
'""  Kempers 1987 and I lolhngsworth 1996. esp. pp.121-142: Ho I lings worth however did not draw any conclusions 
withh regard to Odoardo l-'arnese's religious patronage but still upheld the dialectics between secular and religious 
projects,, and the primary function of artistic patronage as a display of'wealth and secular power; see pp. 128-1 29. 
':'' Keinhard ! 979 proposed the historic-sociologic theory of intertwined politica! factions and families, which was 
fnllowedd in \ussdorfer 1992 An analogous approach can be found for the inner circles of the pala Curia can be 
foundd in Rietbergen 198 V for a historical study on the complexity of state and society of early modern Rome, see 
Prodii  19X7; a recent collection of essays on Roman elites can be found in Die Kreisen der \epoten 2001. esp. the 
conclusionn and discussion on p.359f. where the social position of prelates of the lower and middle ranks ts pointed 
out. . 
; :: Faber 1999. 
' :: Weissman I987. pp.25-26 eives a verv helpful definition of patronage in five points of which m\ definition is a 
tompiialioii. . 
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Inn many cases, artistic patronage supported social claims and aspirations.7 Applying the 

sociologicall  theory of gift-giving to this institutional context allows for a repositioning of the 

artwork:: it played a part in cementing, documenting and maintaining relations/' Artists did not 

operatee as clients per se. but executed the gifts exchanged between patron and client, or. in other 

wordi.. gave visual expression to the kind sociological realities described above.46 Recent studies 

havee argued the primary influence exerted by the patron on the content of the work of art, 

suggestingg a direct link between patronage, iconography and Church policy. ' Translated to the 

themee and subject of this study, it should then be asked what motives can be found behind 

Odoardo'ss 'public patronage' and 'gift-giving' that can explain his predilection for landscape 

painting. . 

Thirdly,, the question of spatial context should be addressed in a study on the landscapes 

inn the Palazzetto and Camerino: iconography is not a system of signs conferring meaning 

irrespectivee of setting and surroundings, but only reveals its true significance within its proper 

context.. With regard to religious iconography, it has been stated that the precise liturgical 
g o o 

requirementss are of great importance to the message conveyed by works of art. Also the 

locationn of paintings in private palaces, and the degree to which these were visible to the public 

affectedd the way they were understood. The Palazzetto and Camerino should for this reason not 

bee considered mere containers in which landscape painting was collected more or less at random. 

butt as a context structuring latent iconographic meanings into particular directions. How did the 

impressionn of the landscapes as displayed in the Palazzetto influence and prepare the beholders 

perceptionn of Lanfranco's decoration in the Camerino degli Bremiti? 

Thiss is especially important as the combination of landscapes with {solitary) saints found 

inn most of the Kirchenkmdschaften was frequently encountered in private palaces. I he migration 

off  this particular theme from the liturgical to the secular realm, and from fresco to panel-painting. 

offerss an interesting test-case for the assumed adaptation of meaning to different expectations. 

'44 Sec tor example Annibaldi 1988 and Strunck 2001 and Karsten 2003 on the function of the arts as a means of 
sociall  distinction, beyond the mere aspect of conspicuous consumption. See Burke 1987. pp 132-149 and Burke 
1993.. esp. pp.155-157 for the applicability of the concept of conspicuous consumption to the situation in early 
modernn Italy; an important study in this field is Goldthwaite I W . Goldthwaite 1987. p,153 .staled: 'One way to get a 
broaderr perspective on the patronage of art. therefore, is to regard it as a form of consumption.' However interesting 
thee results of this kind of research may be. it does not inform on the works of art in question or the way they were 
perceivedd by contemporary beholders. 
'' Kettering 1988. p. 131: 'Gift-giving was a euphemism for patronage, the material assistance and protection of a 

patron.'' See also Kettering 2002, chapters 1-IV. 
""'''""'''  Not only works of art. also the artists themselves could be involved as 'gifts': Odoardo Farnese 'lent' Annibale 
('arraccii  to other prominents in Rome as a kind of political favour; see Zappcri 2003. 
"" rr Kempers 1991. Treffers 1991 and Roeck 1999. p.28-29 discussed relations between patronage and iconography. 
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Whilee in the former context the saintly Mariale probabh represented religious concepts, this is 

nott immediately clear when this subject is found in a private dwelling. The circumstances in 

Romee - where both patrons and artists operated in the religious as well as the secular realms 

doo suggest that there were reciprocal influences between the two areas. But did the religious 

hermitt continue to carry comparable meanings in the secular context? Crucial in this approach is 

thee functional question; the use of a particular space predetermined the expectations of the 

beholder,, and thus the way works of art were interpreted. 

Settingg and iconography touch upon the fourth and last aspect to be included in the 

methodologyy of this study: the relation between landscape and sfaftage. If the figures in the 

landscapee constituted the signifying element for the meaning of the whole composition, then the 

migrationn of the subgenre of anchorite landscapes from one context to another would nol ailed 

theirr iconography. In that case, the Palaz/etto and the Oamerino constituted two diverse 

interpretationss of the theme of landscape, and unrelated by any kind decorative programme. If. on 

thee other hand, siaffage was a mere excuse tor the use of landscape, the paintings in both 

Palazzettoo and Camcrino should be regarded as parts of a coherent programme, in which the 

anchoritess either were void details, or invested with a new significance. Then, also the 

phenomenonn of K'irehenlandschaften might be deemed an instance of introducing secular 

imageryy in a religious setting after all. which would corroborate Goethe's theory of landscape-

painting,, and. by consequence, turn religious iconography in certain Seieento Roman churches 

intoo a problematic category. 

AA combined study on the patronage of Odoardo larnese. the decoration of the Palazzetto 

andd the iconography of Lanfranco's Camcrino along the lines set out above will provide new 

answerss to old questions. Were the small figures in the corner of painted landscapes mere 

marginall  reminders of their predecessors in history -painting, as Goethe slated, or did they play an 

integrall  role in the message that these works of art were to convey'? What were the meanings 

attachedd to the respective elements of landscape and the anchorite'? And what did Roman patrons 

aimm to convey in particular to their intended public, when they asked for this particular 

iconographyy of landscapes and hermits either in churches or in rooms and halls of their own 

n ' ll  1' ) {* i*^ '  ) 
JJ "  ' 

Thee discussion of the Palaz/eUo larnese including the Camerino degii Ixemiti undertaken 

heree wil l start with a detailed study on the decoration, its architectural context, patronage and 
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intendedd use along the lines of art-historical theory'. A discussion of predecessors of the 

Camerinoo and some contemporary comparable objects wil l allow placing the room and its 

embellishmentt into several traditions. They wil l at the same time clarify the originality of its 

concept.. Subsequently, attention wil l shift from the object to the ideas it represented. The focus 

wil ll  progress beyond iconography and typology to the question of thematic and meaning. By 

understandingg all these seemingly diverse facts - the immediate and physical context of 

architecturee and painterly decoration, the systems of institutional patronage into which this fits, to 

thee general religious, ecclesiastic and cultural circumstances - it wil l be possible to understand the 

relationss between the detail and the general of painted landscape in this particular time and place, 

andd between subject and theme. 

Thee risk that these respective views wil l result in an equal number of explanations is 

avoidedd here by retaining Odoardo Farnese and his institutional patronage as the nodal point for 

eachh of these approaches. His choices in subject, theme, location, context and function, regarded 

inn the socio-historical context of early modern Rome, are the guiding principle. Farnese will 

standd as representative of his class, in the double sense of'Cardinal born a Prince', as he was 

calledd in a manual on the life on the cardinal.'*4 Within that context, significant details will 

indicatee in what respects he deviated from the normal patterns of artistic and institutonal 

patronagee in early Baroque Rome. It will be shown, that his preferences for art, including the way 

hee had the Palazzetto embellished with landscapes, were intimately related to all these particulars. 

Researchingg the Camerino degli Fremiti with the eyes of both an art-historian and that of 

aa cultural and ecclesiastical historian will help to bridge the gap between generic and specific 

theoriess of landscape, and throw a new light on the relation between an art-historical case and its 

plurall  cultural contexts. In this sense, the Camerino degli Fremiti will not be discussed as a 

uniquee example, but as one that sheds light on general trends in artistic and religious culture. By 

extension,, the exemplarity of culture and the arts of seventeenth-century Rome lor the rest of 

Furope.. and the high status of Farnese as nobleman, cardinal and patron of the arts will qualify 

thee application of the conclusions to be drawn from the Palazzetlo and Camerino to the 

discussionn of landscape-painting in early modem Italy in general. 

';; Alhcryali 15^8. p.47: 'Cardinale nato Principe' 
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1.. I HF C A M E K I N O DKGLI  E R E M I T I  ANÜ HERMIT-ICONOGRAPH Y 

Onn 21 December 1609. through his spokesman and personal secretary Alfonso Carandino. 

Cardinall  Odoardo Farnese (1573-1626) proposed to the Archcon fraternity of the Orazione e 

Mortee in Rome that they cede him the use of one room in their building. Farnese heid a special 

positionn in the sodality's organisation as he was their protector: he was also their neighbour on the 

viaa Giulia as he owned the Casino, or as il was later called. Palazzetlo. an annex to Palazzo 

Farnesee that was adjacent to the Church and oratory of the brotherhood. Odoardo Farnese 

(kneelingg at the lower right in fig.!) was a descendant from Paul III Farnese (reigned 1534-1549). 

sonn of Duke Alessandro Farnese (1545-1592) and Princess Maria of Portugal (f 1577). Odoardo 

wass second child, younger brother of Ranuccio Duke o\" Parma and Piaccnza (1569-1622). and 

forr this reason destined to become a cardinal. He received his humanistic education at the Roman 

courtt of his great-uncle Cardinal Alessandro Farnese (1520-1589), and thanks to his famih's 

powerfull  relations, he was created cardinal in 15 1̂ at the age of only IK years. After some 

difficultiess to obtain a reasonable amount of ecclesiastical benefices to provide the income 

necessaryy for a prelate of his standing, he established an impressive court where the arts and 

learningg flourished.~ His kinship with a pope and ducal family, and blood-relations with almost 

alll  royal houses of furope also made him a conspicuous figure in Roman society. l.!ntil 1622. 

whenn Odoardo became regent of Parma after the death of his brother Ranuccio. he resided in the 

grandiosee Palazzo Farnese in Rome (fig.29). which he had had embellished among other things 

withh Annibale Carraccrs famous Cjalleria Farnese.' 

Inn response to the request by Cardinal Odoardo. first the members of the board of the 

confraternity,, and six days later the entire congregation of the Orazione e Morte applauded the 

proposall  and immediate!}  granted Farnese the requested room. The 'Fibro delli decreti' also 

recordedd that 'for reasons of his devotion', two openings could be made in the walls of the room -

onee of them with shutters - with a view into the church and oratorv. Two members oi' the 

Thee denomination of this part as Palaz/etto stems trom the earl\ eighteenth century; Rossini 1725. p.30 wrote 'Nel 
Palazzettoo detto il piecioio farnese vicono alia Chiesa della Morte vi è un Camerino. detto del Romito...' 
Seventeenth-eenturvv sources used the term 'Casino', hut as Palazzetto has become the more common denominator for 
thiss pan ot the premises, this term will he used here 

 Ciaccom 1677 vul.4. pp.229-230. Palatio 170."! vol.3, pp."03-706. ('ardella 1792-1 797 \o\.5. pp.11 5o I 7. Motoni 
1840-18799 vol.23, pp.21 3-214. Benassi 1917. Navenne 1914. pp. 127-128. Pastor 1925-1933 vol.10. p. 178 and 
vol.11,, pp.193496 and 677-679. Drei 1954. Nasal I i Rocca 1995. pp. 1 32 and 159-160. Bnganti ('hastel Zappen 
1987.. Robertson 1988. Zappen 1988. Ynelkel in Me grown himilien ttaliens 1992. pp 268-269, Zapperi 1994. and 
DMDM 1960-present. vol.45, pp.1 12-1 19. 

Martinn 1956 and Martin 1965. Vlarzik 1986. Britzanti (liastel Zapperi 1987. Reckermann 1991. Zapperi 1994. 
Hempsevv 1995 and Mozzetti 2002. 
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confraternityy were sent to the Cardinal to thank him for the favour he granted the brotherhood by 

meanss of this request. 

Subsequently,, the genera! assembly' appointed two members to draft and sign the contract 

withh Farnese. In the written agreement, drawn up in January 1611 - more than a year later - the 

usee of the space was granted to Cardinal Odoardo during his lifetime; the confraternity remained 

thee legal owner of the room/**  It also recorded that the cardinal would grant the brotherhood a 

lump-sum-payment,, the amount of which was left to his own magnanimity as nothing was 

stipulatedd in the contract. Moreover, Farnese had to erect a new building between his own garden 

behindd the Palazzetto and the property of the brotherhood, to make up for the space they lost. 

Afterr this first downpayment, yearly sums were given to the brotherhood in return for the stanza 

orr camerino that would later, in the eighteenth century, be called Camerino degli fremiti; the 

contractt was in fact a leasehold. 

Accountss and journals of the brotherhood from this period indicate that Cardinal Farnese 

soonn started works on remodelling the room, obviously vacated early in 1610 by the priest who 

wass named as its former inhabitant in the contract. New access was constructed from the adjacent 

Palazzettoo in the form of an elevated corridor, and the two windows were knocked through to the 

interiorr of the Church and Oratory of the brotherhood respectively. Subsequently, Giovanni 

Fanfrancoo (i580-1642)h was commissioned to paint in fresco on all four walls nfthe room scenes 

off  penitent saints and additionally provided nine oil-paintings on canvas with similar subjects for 

insertionn in the wooden coffered ceiling. 

Inn seventeenth-century inventories of Palazzo Farnese, this room was habitually described 

11 ASVR. ASMOM 21. 'I.ibro delli decreti' fol.30r: 'tit p[erlchc il sfignojr Cavalier Carandino p[er) ordinc 
deirillIustrissi]moo sfignojr Cardinal! Karnese njostjro P[ro|tettorc, p[ro]pose. che sua S[igno]ria MI[ustrissi]mo 
voleraa p[er] sua devotione fare una fenestra in Chiesa n[o.st]ra ed una gelosia. passando dal suo corritoro nella 
sta|n|ziaa dove habita a! p|rese]nte il nro Chierico, et perö ch[e] lo p[ro|poneva nella da Co[nlgrey[atio]ne p[er] farli 
parteeipii  di tal cosa, et ch[e] fosse anco con buona gratia di nlostjro Archieo[n|fr[erni]ta 1! ch[c] sentendo la d[ett)a 
Co[n]greg[atio]nee lo accetto volentieri. et elessc li ss[igno"]ri Feliciano d. Paulis, et Horatio Malgarino p[er| andare a 
ringratiaree Sjua] S|igno|ria Uljusstrissijma di tanto favore. ch[e] lei ci vuole fare; et fit  ordinato ch[e] p[erj tal 
efr{ett]oo anco se Intimi una Congreg|atio|ne g|e]n[er]ale p|er| farlo sapere a tutta la nfostjra Archico[n]fr[atenii]ta e 
reputandoloo p[er| favore grande.' f;ol.30v. of the 'Libra delli decreti' recorded the positive reaction of the general 
congregationn to this proposal. 
""  See the Appendix. Farlier publications assumed on the basis of a later transcript that the contract was either drawn 
uponn M .June 1601 (Navenne 1921. p. 127 n.2). or on 13 January 1601 (Vginet 1980. p.90). The original contract can 
bee found in ASN. Fondo Farnesiano 1346. fasc.37. Toncessio Card.lis Odoardi Famesij a \'en. Arciconfraternitate 
Mortiss et Orationis de I rbe fabricandi unum murum atque forandi in eo una fenestra prospiciente intra Fcclesiam 
dietaee Archiconfraternitatis'. A copy of this document can also be found in the ASVR, ASMOM 59, 'Registro di 
testamenlii  e istrumenti'. fols.l97v-198r. See Barry 1999. p. 196 and Witte 2000. esp. p.426. 
:: On Giovanni Lanfranco. see Bellori 16722000, pp.365-382. Passeri 1678/1995. pp.138-163. Salerno 1952. 
Schleierr 1964 and 1983. Bernini 1985. Dictionun of Art 1996 \ol . lS. pp.730-737 and Schleier2Wl 
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ass belonging to the Paia//etto. and indicated with reference to its location - 'Oratory that 

correspondss to the Morte'.' In 1662. the room was partially dismantled, for which reason 

biographicall  sources on I .an franco of the later se\enteenth century stated that he painted 'a room 

off  the casino'* - which stressed the link between the room and its access through the Palazzetto -

orr even 'some paintings in oil for certain ceilings of rooms for the same Palaz/o Farnese in that 

partt of the quarter towards strada Giulia where the arch that leads from the Palazzo to the garden 

is/JJ The latter part of this citation indicates that the Palazzetto formed the access from the 

Palazzoo to Farnese's secret garden on the bank o I the Tiber, and that at least from around mid-

century,, the room that 1 arnese rented from the brotherhood and which was located within their 

buildings,, was considered part ofthe Farnese-property on the Via Giulia.1" 

Thee lease-contract had however specified that with the death of Cardinal Odoardo or his 

immediatee heirs, the agreement would automatically end. I "mil the eighteenth century, the 

leaseholdd with Odoardo was continued by his relatives with the consent of the brotherhood, as 

didd the payment ofthe rent. In 1731 Duke Antonio Farnese. the last male descendant ofthe 

family,, died and the contract was terminated. A year later, the room was completely demolished 

whenn the brotherhood ofthe Orazione e Morte decided to erect a new church. From that time on. 

thee iconographic theme of its decoration resulted in a descriptive name ofthe vanished space as 

thee Cametino degli Fremiti, the chamber ofthe hermits.1" This is not. however, the original 

denominationn and cannot be taken as a sure indication of its use during the lifetime of Cardinal 

Odoardo.. or the meaning of its decoration in this context. Before this can be determined, the 

precisee thematic and iconography of Fanfranco's painterly decoration should be understood. 

Lanfranco'ss decoration in the Camchno 

Seventeenth-centur>'' biographers of Fanfranco were well informed about the pictorial 

embellishmentt of the Camerino and its connection with the Palazzetto. but they antedated its 

executionn by a number of years. In Le vile de'pittori scullori ei arehitetii modenu of 1672. 

.lestazz 1994. p. 138: 'Oratorio che risponde nella Morte'. 
"" Bellori 1672 2000. p.378: 'in una camera del casino'. 
'' Passeri 1678 1995. p,]40: 'alcuni quadri ad oglio per certi sotïitli di stan/ioni per !o medesimo Palazzo de f'arnesi 
inn mje'la parte Jc! quarto \cr.->o strada (huha uOv'u L|uen'aK^ Jïe introduce dal Paia/./.u al Giardino. to r i.anfranco s 
workk in the Camermo. see Salerno 1952. Whitfield 1981. pp..'20-321. Sehleier 1983. pp.21-24. Bernini 1985. pp.1 8-
22.. l.jscuolu Lmitnwa 1994. pp. 176-179. / !\unc^ 1995. pp.3 18-320. Sehleier 2000. pp.362-364. Witte 2000. and 
Wittee 2001a. 

l o rr a discussion of the architecture of the Palazzetto and the secret garden, see below. Chapter 2. 
' '' Receipts for rent paid between 1632 and 1634 attest to this continuation of the contract after 1626: see ASN.I ondo 
Parnesiano.b.. 180s.Il: tor the renewal of the contract in 1656 and again in 166"V see N.';nenne !£>23 \ o ! . ! . p. 1 2 7 . n.2 
andd t'ginet 1980. p.90. 
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Giovann Pietro Bellori mentioned that Lanfranco went to Rome following the death of his master 

Agostinoo Carracci in 1602. and then was asked by Annibale Carracci to do the decoration in 'a 

roomm in the casino, at the Arch over the Strada Giulia, where he painted on ail four wails various 

saintss in Penitence; ... and not only on the walls but also on the ceiling he painted in oil small 

figuriness of saints in the desert...'11 In his Vite de Pittori Scultori Et Architetti of approximately 

1678.. the painters' biographer. Giovanni Battista Passed, gave a slightly different account: 

Havingg started to work with the brush and not without some taste of a well founded style 

too the opinion of Carracci. he was given the commission for a number of panel-paintings 

inn oil ... He painted in thetn several holy hermits living in solitary places... By that time, 

hee might have been 24 or 25 years old.1 

Bellorii  seemed to imply that the Camerino dated from shortly after Lanfranco's arrival in 

Rome,, around 1602. and Passeri's information would lead to a dating of 1604-1605. '"*  The 

contractt mentioned above proved both of them wrong, as Lanfranco was not able to decorate the 

wallss - in fresco, as the two remaining scenes show - before the spring of 1611 because of his 

sojournn in Piacenza, and the payments made to him in 1616 and 1617 indicate that it was in all 

probabilityy only several years later that the painter was hired to do the decoration. 

Bellorii  and Passeri were also unaware of the fact that the room remained the property of 

thee broLheihood and offered a view into its church and oratory, but instead considered it a part of 

thee Famese premises, just as the contemporary inventories had done. Bellori suggested 'in 

Palazzoo Famese in a room of the casino', and Passeri even referred to several rooms in the part of 

thee palace adjacent to the garden, implying that it was not one single space for which Lanfranco 

wass commissioned to provide decoration. ' Their confusion can be explained by the fact that the 

' :: Rossini 1725, p.30. cited above at note I. 
Bellorii  1672 2000. p.378: 'Morto Agostino (which occurred on March 2. 1602]. c cresciuto Giovanni sopra 1'eta di 

ventii  anni. si condusse a Roma ne!la scuola di Annibale Carracci. il quale impiegollo nel palazzo Famese in una 
cameraa del casino, all'areo di strada Giulia. coloritivi a fresco in tutte quattro le faceie. varij Santi Romiti in 
penitenzaa ... onde non solo nelie mura, ma anche nel palco dipinse ad olio figurine pieciole di Santi nell'heremo ....' 
111 Passeri 1678/1995. p.140: 'Havendo dato prineipto ad operare col penello e non senza qualche gusto di maniera 
benn fondata col parere del Caracci g!i furono dati a fare aleuni quadri ad oglio ...Dipinse in quelli alcuni SS. Fremiti 
habitant!!  in luoghi solitarij ... A Nora Giovanni Lanfranco poteva essere d'eta d'anni 24 o 25 ..,' 
""  See especially Schleier 1983. pp.21-24. 
!"'' ASN Archivio Famesiano 1805 1, 'Spese per la corte di Odoardo Famese'. li>l.473r.: 'e adi detto (25 I 1618) 
sfcudi]]  cento mjone]ta a Giovanni Lanfranco Pitore per resto di s[ciidi"| 350 ch'imporia la Pitura fatta nel Camerino 
chcc risponde alia Chiesa della compag[ni"|a della mort e eosi accordato con Sfuaj Signojria 111 [ustrissi ]nia ...' These 
paymentss were published b> Deuun/iu 2000. pp.379-380. A dating before the end of 1617 has been proposed in 
Wittee 2001a. p.54: for Lanfranco's 161 I sojourn in Piacenza, see Witte 2001c. For the stylistic aspects, sec also Papi 
2003. . 

Bellorii  1672 2000. p.378: 'palazzo Famese in una camera del casino...' and Passeri 1678 1995. p. 140: 'alcuni 
quadrii  ad oglio per certi soffitti di stanzioni per lo medesirno Palazzo de Laniesi...' 



decorationn of the C'amerino was demolished less than lïftv \ears alter its completion, and the 

paintingss were relocated elsewhere. First of all. Lanfranco's oil-paintings - on canvas - were taken 

outt of the coffered ceiling. In his description. Bellori mentioned that these works had been given 

aa new place in other rooms of the Karncse-palace: 

nott only on the walls but also on the ceiling he painted in oil small figures of saints in the 

desert,, which were not long ago removed and divided in small paintings for the rooms of 

thee said palace. 

AA later remark in the margin of Passeri's manuscript confirmed this, and their bad state of 

preservationn was given as the reason for the remnval and subsequent restoration by the painter 

11 ilippo l.auri.'"' Probably Passeri never saw the C'amerino intact, but only the paintings, while 

Bellori.. on the other hand, might have had access to the room through his contacts with Christina 

off  Sweden who lived in the palace in 1655 and 1658. for which reason he correctly mentioned the 

presencee of frescoes on the walls that Passeri had omitted. It is also possible that he had been told 

soo b\ Lanfraneo himself, as he mentioned at some point in his vita of the artist that he had known 

himm personally.*"' 

Becausee the 1653 inventory of the palace still mentioned the decoration as completely 

intact,, the partial dismantling of the C'amerino must have been done in the subsequent five years: 

sincee the oilpaintings were mentioned in a list of objects to be sent to Parma in 1662. they must 

havee been detached from their original setting by then. Possibly, these interventions can be seen 

inn conjunction with the sojourn of Christina of Sweden, who was the first occupant of the palace 

afterr the death of Cardinal Odoardo and the premature death of Cardinal Francesco Farnese 

(( 1619-1647). A puzzling fact is that shortly before the final demolition of the room in 1 7.12. a 

descriptionn of the C'amerino mentioned the paintings on canvas as in siiu. In his report of the 

Palazzoo Farnese made up that year, the representative of the Parmense Duke in Rome described 

Bellonn 1672 2000. p. 378: 'crcsciuto Giovanni sopra I'eia di \ ent i anni. si condusse a Roma nel la scuola di 
Annibalee Carracci. ü quale impiegollo nel palaz/o farnese in una camera de! casino, all'arco di Strada Giuiia. 
eoloritivii  a fresco in tutte quattro le faccie varii Santi romiti in penitenza. essendo solito il cardinale Farnese ritirarsi 
inn quella camera per sua divo/ione; onde non solo nelle mura ma anche nel palco dipinse ad olio figurine picciole di 
Santii  nell'eremo. le quali non e niolto tempo furono tolte e di\ise in quadretti per le camere del medesimo nala//o ' 

'' Passen 1678 1995. p. MO n.3: ' l ls.V (>6r) Queste HiskuieUc incominciavano (56\) a patire. e turono da! 
Marchesee ... Resident e dell'Aliezza di Parma tatte ristaurare dal Sig. lilipp o I auri c ridurre in (Juadti per 
adornamentoo di certe stanze di sopra. dove al presente si eonservanu.' I or lilippo Lauri see Thieme Becker i 907-
19S()) vol.22, pp.4s 7-45 8. Passeri's information that the paintings were intended for a number of ceilings, i.e. more 
thann one room, might have originated if) this later situation 
:""  Neveu 1980. pp.477-478 and Montanari 2002 on Bellori's services to Christina of Sweden: for the contacts 
betweenn Bellon and Lanfraneo see Sehleier 2000. p.360 n.1. and Bellori !672 2000. p 366: 'noi abbiamo udito 
daü'istessoo Giovanni.' 
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thee room's decoration as completely intact,2' However, all other sources support the assumption 

off  a partial demolition of the room in the 1660s: the sale of paintings with landscapes and hermits 

byy Giovanni Lanfranco from the Farnese-collections in Parma and Naples during the first years 

off  the eighteenth century furthermore contradicts their presence in Rome in 1732." Lanfranco's 

frescoess remained in place until the brotherhood of the Orazione e Morte ended the agreement in 

17311 and decided to aggrandise their complex. The edifice of the church and its adjacent 

buildingss were torn down to erect a new and grander edifice, designed by the architect 

Ferdinandoo Fuga." 

Dismantledd before 1662 and torn down in 1732, the original appearance of the Camerino 

deglii  Fremiti can only be reconstructed with the help of archival material. The list of paintings 

sentt to Parma in 1662 contains a number of canvases that once were part of the ceiling of the 

Camerino.244 Other inventories recorded Lanfranco's paintings after their transport to Parma and 

Naples.2:>> During the following century most of these were lost or sold. ' Today only two of them 

aree extant and held in the Museo Capodimonte in Naples where the Farnese collection was 

movedd in the early eighteenth century.27 The subjects of these two paintings are Christ in the 

desertdesert being served by Angels (fig.4) and Mary Magdalene carried to heaven by angels (fig.5). 

Lanfranco'ss other paintings for the ceiling have not been traced, and were probably lost. 

Inn total, ten canvases, one more than the original nine paintings, have been tentatively 

identifiedd in these lists as originally belonging to the ceiling of the Camerino, on account of their 

relativee size or their attribution to Lanfranco. Light of these arc undisputed.28 The canvases which 

certainlyy came from the Camerino, apart from the two mentioned above, depicted Saint Rustace 

facingg the stag with the Cross between his antlers (probably similar to an earlier composition by 

Annibalee Carracci. see tlg.6), Saint Benedict reading in his grotto while his companion sends 

; ii Whitfield 1981. pp.320-321 n.16 and Schleier 1983. p.22. 
: :: Bernini 1985, pp.354-356 for a number of paintings attributed to lanfranco sold in the years between 1710 and 
172!.. for inventories of the farnese collections, see Bertini 1987. 
: ïï Mager 1964. pp. 16-32. 
:4ASN.. Fondo farnese 131 1 contains a list of paintings: 'Nota delli quadri originali della Guardarobba di S.A.S. in 
Romaa die si mandano a Parma 27 settembre 1662'. Both Salerno 1952. p. 191 n.13 and Bernini 1985. p.342 identified 
paintingss b> Lanfranco as part of the decoration of the Camerino degli fremiti in this description. In later inventories 
(1697.. 1710. 1717 - see Bernini 1985. p.342f. and Bertini 1987}  one gradually loses track of most canvases. The 
exactt chronology of events regarding the destruction of ceiling and room after 1653 is unclear, for a discussion of 
thee sources and interpretations see Sehieier 1983. pp.2 I -24. 
: '' Bernini 1985, pp.354-355 and Bertini 1987. pp.223-226. 
-'' Bernini 1985. pp.344-345. and Bertini 1987. 
' :: La scuola Emiikma 1994. p. 1 76-178. 
:>ii Bernini 1985. p.354 excluded Saint Anthony and Saint fustace from the series; his compilation has not been 
followedd bv others. 



downn a basket. Saint Onuphrius in the desert kneeling before an angel bringing the Host. Saint 

Maryy of Egypt receiving communion from a priest, and the Stigmatisation of Saint Francis."' A 

lastt painting was a subject with a saint that could not be identified by later observers, and was 

simplyy called 'landscape with a bearded hermit.0' This leaves one panel-painting unidentified, for 

whichh two possibilities have been suggested. 

Thee two paintings on which opinions diverge are Saint Anthony of Padua preaching and 

Saintt Paul being carried to Third Heaven. Pictures with these two themes were mentioned in the 

variouss inventories of the Farnese-property in the eighteenth century. 1 he former painting, 

untraceablee since the mid-eighteenth century, has been excluded on the grounds of its 

iconographyy as Saint Anthony was not a proper hermit, although according to some 

hagiographies.. he did Ii\ c as a recluse aruund 1222/ As will be discussed in Chapter 4. this 

paintingg should be included in the programme of the Camcrino notwithstanding its seemingly 

differentt theme. The latter painting should be dissociated from the series on the ground of its 

measurements,, which do not match the standard format of the other canvasses: and again, 

becausee its subject was not an anchorite saint." Moreover, this latter painting was not included in 

thee 1662 list, but only occurred in later inventories, and the attribution to Lanfranco of this latter 

canvas,, now in the Museo Capodimonte in Naples, has definitively been refuted in modern 

literature. . 

Thee subjects of Lanfranco's frescoes in the Camcrino were obviously deemed suitable as 

decorationn for the new church of Santa Maria dell Ora/ione e Morte. as all four scenes were taken 

downn and re-applied to the walls of the new building.u One was later destroyed, and another is 

hiddenn behind the present organ. One of the two visible frescoes depicts Saints Paul the First 

;""  In the list of 1662. published by lilangieri di Candida 1002. p.267-271. Salerno 1952. p. 191. n.l.V Bernini 1985. 
pp.354-355.. and Bertini 19X7. pp. 223-224. seven paintings were described: '6. I n quadro in tela eon N.S': nel desert o 
ett anueli ehe li portano i! mangiarc ... 18. I rn quadro in tela con uri paese S. liustachio clie li apparisce il Cervio con 
Crocefissoo in mezzo le corne con il cavallo e tre cani ... 20. In quadro in tela con S. Francesco ehe rieeve le stimate 
ee eompagno eon libro in man» ... 24. I n quadro in tela con S. Benedetto nella grotta eon libro in mano compagno 
ehee nianda giu un eanestrino. et un demonio ehe lira una sassata. ... M. I n quadro iti tela eon paese e S': Maria 
Madalenaa in estasi sostenuta da 3 Angelini ... 41. I n quadro in tela con paese e deserto con S. llonofrio in ginoeehi 
conn un Angelo ehe lo comuniea ... 66. I :n quadro in tela eon paese. et aqua con S. Maria Fgitiaca et un altro santo 
ehee li porta la Communione...' 

Salernoo I 952. p. 191 n. 1 3 no.9 and Bernini 1985. p.355: 'I. n quadro in tela eon paese Kremimrio. et un Romito con 
barbaa grande mano del lanfranchi segnato n.205'. 

.IS'vol.. iunii 2. p.706 and US !%1-1970 vol.2, col. 159 relate this episode. 
vv This painting was described in the inventory of'the Paizzo del Giardino in Parma of 1 708 as 'S. Paolo rapito da ire 
antietii  a I terzo eielo' (see Bertini 1987. p. 201). and is now in Capodimonte: see I.a scuohi Emiliuna 1994. p. 1 61: here 
thee painting has been ascribed to Lorenzo (larbieri. 
; ;; Salerno 1952, p.191 and Bernini 1985. pp.354-356 included this painting of Saint Paul. Schleier 1979. p.12. 
Sehleierr 1983. p.23 and La scuoia Lmilianu !994. p.161 did not. 
;-tt The juvniinK tor the detjiehment of the frescoes are cited h\ I lager 1964 n 60 dor IV 
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Hermitt and Saint Anthony Abbot praying together while a raven brings them a loaf of bread 

(fig.7);; the other fresco depicts Saint Simeon Stylite visited by a snake climbing up his column 

(fig.8).. The fresco behind the organ has been identified on account of the visible details as Saint 

Brunoo visited by Count Ruggero (fig.9).3:> The fourth fresco has. as far as the information goes, 

neverr been described and was destroyed in 1909-1910 when a doorway was opened in the 

supportingg wall. It is generally assumed that, for reasons of symmetry, it was also of horizontal 

format. . 

Howw did these four frescoes and nine panels fit  into the original space? As the inventories 

andd descriptions indicated, Lanfranco's decoration consisted of frescoes on the four walls, 

probablyy one scene on each side surrounded by ornamental borders in fresco. This structure 

resembledd the decoration of the Cappella dei Santi Fondatori in Grottaferrata, painted by 

Domenichinoo in 1610. or the Oratorio di Sant'Andrea next to San Gregorio al Celio, a 

commissionn in which Lanfranco was involved in 1609."*1 The ceiling of the Camerino consisted 

off  a wooden structure, probably gilded, in which the nine paintings were inserted, with the Christ 

servedserved by Angels in the middle, and around this, the other paintings were arranged in rows of 

three.. If one doubles the width of the painting of Mary Magdalene and adds the width of the 

ChristChrist one arrives at 3 meters for a total width, while their cumulative height adds up to 3.34 

meters.-77 The total length and width of the paintings left enough space for an ornate gilt wooden 

ceiling,, as was mentioned in the inventories. 

Alll  wall-surfaces of the Camerino were thus embellished with landscapes and solitary 

saints,, exactly as the sources described. Notwithstanding the epithet 'Room of the hermits'; the 

Camerinoo technically also contained other saints, such as Saint Anthony of Padua. Saint Eustace, 

andd Saint Francis who, according to the sources, had not spent a long period in the desert. 

However,, most of the saints were indeed anchorites, and the combination of landscapes and 

solitaryy saints automatically conjured up the term hermit to the Seicento beholder, as Bellori's and 

Passeri'ss descriptions indicated. The coherence in the decoration of the Camerino conjures up 

threee interrelated questions. Firstly, what was the tradition of anchorite iconography in Roman 

painting?? Secondly, where and in what kind of spaces was it applied'? And thirdly, was there a 

:: Schleier 1%4. p. 10. published photographs of the visible details of this fresco and recognised its iconography on 
thee grounds of a print after Lanfranco. from the series Vita di San Hrunone of 1620-1621. 
;""  Bcllori 1672 2000, pp.296-301. Passed 1678 1995. pp.29-34. Spear 1982 vol.1, pp.10-11 and 159-171. Kocchi 
1998.. pp.212-215. Witte 2001b and Witte 2003; on the Oratory ot'Sant'Andrea. see Bcllori 1672 2000. pp.302-304. 
Passerii  1678 1995. pp.28-29 and 148. Pepper 1988. cat.no.32. Fumagalli 1 990 and Pedrocchi 1993. pp.91-101. 
^^ La scuola Etmliana 1994, p. 176 gives the measurements of the Christ as 1 16 x 143 cm and those of the Mary 
MagdaleneMagdalene  ̂ 1 09 x 78 cm. 
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thematicc connection perceived between the individual scenes of comparable cycles, and what 

doess that say about the meaning of the theme in early Seicento Rome? By looking at these aspects 

inn the antecedents of the Camcrino. the background and intentions of this particular 

iconographicall  theme might be better understood. 

Anchorit ee iconography around 1600 

Thee first medium through which anchorite iconography was popularised from the last decades of 

thee (/inqucccnto onwards was that of print series, especially after designs by Girolamo Muzianü. 

Macrtenn de Vos and Abraham Bloemaert. The first published a number of related prints in quick 

succession,, and the last two devised their prints a:-, coherent sets of images. These series appeared 

inn the years between 1567 and 1615. and offered painters a real compendium of inspiration, 

depictingg even the most obscure saints from upper l.gypt and Kuropc not treated in art before. 

11 he pictorial environment of these figures could vary from vast landscapes to small caves: 

(iirolamoo Mu/iano. whose prints appeared seperately from 1567 onwards, habitually placed 

smalll  figures of hermits in the margin of the composition, thereby allowing the landscape to play 

thee main role in the composition (fig. 10)/*  Me chose well-known anchorites and saints as 

staffstaff age. such as Saint Francis. Saint Mary Magdalene, and Onufrius. In this sense, his prints 

weree close in character to the iconography as encountered in paintings of the period. Maerten de 

Vos'' series, the Solitudo sivc Vitae Pat mm Eremiiolarum and its feminine counterpart Solitudo 

sivcsivc Vitae foeminarum anachoretum. both published in 15S6. the Syivae Sacrac of 1593-1594. 

thee frophaeum Vitae Solitariae of 1598. and the Oraeuium Anachoretum of 1600. somewhat 

reducedd the background in favour of the representation of the actions of the solitary saints/" 

Abrahamm Bloemaert cramped the saints of his series entitled Sacra Ere mus Ascctarum 

AscetriaritmAscetriaritm of 1612 (fig. 11) in narrow spaces, mostly the interiors of grottoes, without offering 

thee beholder so much as a glimpse of a natural setting.' ' These three series inspired other artists 

too try their luck with the same theme: a ease in point is the series by Francesco Valesio. ///. 

AnachoretumAnachoretum Elogia. published in Venice in 1612. which responded almost immediately with his 

ownn series of prints with hermits in landscapes."! Many other artists produced individual etchings 

orr engravings of landscapes peopled by anchorite saints, which attest to the wide dissemination 

'""  Bierirns de Haan 1948. pp.1 21-130 and Sellink 1994. cat.no.61-61 
Schuckmannn 1096. pp.197-200, These series were published by De Sadeler in Antwerp and Venice; for the 

activitiess of the Sadeier as engravers and publishers of these prints, see Les Sadder 1992 
;; Knipping 1974 vol.2, p.444. llloemaen inventor 1988. pp.3 1-̂ 2 . Roethlisberger 1992 and Roethlisberuer Bok 
19933 voi. i. pp. I 'II  and i 73. 
""  Eremuen and h'.remiluycn 1993. cal no. 1 1 v for Valesio see I'hieme Becker 1 907-l9s(> vol U n 71 
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off  the subject matter around 1600, 

Whatt kind of context were these prints intended for? The series by Bloemaert. Sadeler 

andd De Vos. published in Antwerp. Germany and Venice, were marketed throughout Kurope in 

greatt quantities, with wide reception well into Italy. Information on the publishers of these cycles 

suggestss that these series were aimed at the monastic reader; but large print-nms suggest that 

theirr were also bought by others.42 The presence of these series in many ecclesiastical and 

princelyy collections attest to their wide popularity, but also to their possible neutrality in an 

iconographicc sense. Any beholder could obviously appreciate this kind of imagery. These images 

weree also widely used as models for paintings in fresco or oil. A well-known adaptation of such 

graphicc examples to panel or canvas arc two pendant paintings by Paul Brif commissioned by 

cardinall  Federico Borromeo (1564-1631). archbishop of Milan, copied after prints by Sadeler 

fromm designs by Maerten de Vos, and depicting the lesser known Saints Mutius and Anub.43 

Anotherr adaptation of such prints can be found in a frescoed ceiling of a room in Isola del Liri , to 

bee discussed later. 

Aroundd the same time - between 1570 and 1600 - artists in Rome began to produce in 

largee number cabinet-paintings on canvas or panel with the subject of desert-saints, especially 

landscape-painterss took up the theme, among them well-known artists such as Muziano and Paul 

Bril ;; many others took up the subject as well.44 Certain saints, most of whom were depicted in the 

Camerino,, can even be deemed popular: especially Saints John the Baptist, Jerome. Anthony 

Abbot.. Mar/ Magdalene and Saint Francis - in solitary prayer on the mountain of Fa Vema or 

receivingg the Stigmata - became commonly depicted subjects, as can be deduced from their 

presencee in many contemporary inventories.4' A number of other saints can be added to the list, 

suchh as Mary of F.g.vpt and Onuphrius.4'1 The school of the Carracei produced quite a number of 

thesee kind of easel-paintings, of small to moderate size. An important trend-setting work was the 

PenitentPenitent Magdalene by Annibale (tig. 12), where the composition of the reclining female figure 

i :: [{specially Hieronvmus Verdussen, publisher of seyeral editions of Bloemaerts' Sacra Ere mus. was specialised in 
devotionall  and liturgical books for the monastic market; see l)e Nave 1996. p.254f. and Nauwelaerts 1975. p.275. 
Apartt from that, the dedications oi~ several editions of the Sacra Etvmus to prior and superiors of monasteries 
suggestss that regulars were the intended public of these editions 
nn Jones 1988b and Jones I W . p.H.v 
111 Cavaz/ini in The (ienius of Rome 2001. pp.209 and 211. 
'""  On the iconography of Saint John the Baptist see BS 1961-1970 vol. 6. cols.616-624. Metzsch 1989 and 1 refters 
2000;; tbr Saint Jerome see BS 196M97Ö vol.6, cols. 1 i 32-1 i.s7. Iriedniatm 1980. Riddernos 1984, Rice 1985. 
Russoo 1987 and Wiebel 1988; for Saint Mary Magdalene, see fiS vol.8, cols.1 104-1 107. Malvern 1975. Ingenhoff-
Danhauserr 1984 and Uaskins 1993; on Saint Francis see US 1961-1970 vol.5, cols.1 128-1131. Heap 1974 and 
L'imagineL'imagine Ji San Francesco 1982. 
!'' On Mary of Eigypt see BS 1961-1970 vol.8 cols.981-994 and l.CI vol.7. cols507-5l I; for saint Onuphrius see 
ibidem,ibidem, \ol.9 culs. 11 87-1 200 and IX 7 vol.8 cols.84-88. 
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readingg a book was used a number of times b> Uomemchino in his own landscape-

compositions." " 

Mostt of these paintings were of small format, executed either for non-identifiable patrons 

orr for the art-market, which makes it hard to pinpoint a particular intention behind this kind of 

iconography.. 1 he tact that these easel-paintings could be hung in galleries suggests that 

appreciationn of these works might have had aesthetic overtones, in which the bu\er deemed the 

settingg as more important than the subject.4*  On other occasions, however, these religious 

subjectss were indeed listed correspondingly: the 1616 Mattei inventory for example mentioned a 

'Saintt Francis b> Mu/iano [and aj Naked Saint Jerome in the act of beating himself, and doing 

penancee ...' under the heading of 'Paintings for devotion'.44 This indicates that the religious 

messagee was understood even outside of a particular devotional or liturgical context Whether 

thesee paintings contained a large landscape-setting is not known, but it can be assumed on 

accountt of the name of Mu/iano mentioned as their author. 

Onlyy in the case of larger panels intended for altarpieces in chapels and churches, were 

thee religious intentions of such paintings unequivocally clear. Girolamo Muziano, who apart from 

beingg an artist with particular renown in the new genre of landscape, was also sought after for 

numerouss religious commissions. Around 1584. he painted for Gregory XII I Boncompagni an 

allarpiecee depicting Saint Jerome preaching in the Wilderness, for the chapel of Saint Gregory in 

neww Saint Peters' (fig. 1 3)."1" It represented the saint within a large landscape surrounded by 

attendantt figures listening to the sermon. Other examples of penitential and solitary saints in 

altarpiecess were common, and depended, as in the former case, upon the dedication of the church. 

Forr the concept of the Camerino. however, these easel-paintings and altarpieces were probably of 

littl ee avail. 

AA third group of precursors for the Camerino degli Fremiti were fresco-series with 

anchoritee subjects both in public churches and private chapels. An early, and chronologically 

'' Sec tor example Classiasmo e natura 1996. eat.nos. 8.9. 14, 17. 19 and 25. 
'^'  ̂ The thesis that religious works were deprived of their meaning when allocated in artcollections is suggested in 
Stoichitaa 1994. esp pp.424-425. As wil l be discussed below this conclusion is not followed here. For the presence of 
workss of art with hermit-iconography and. or landscapes in collections of art in the seventeenth century, see the series 
off  the (iettv Provenance Index in the The Burlineton Mayazitw and the Italian Inventories esp Safarik 1996 on the 
Colonnaa collections: see also Oippelletti Testa 1994 on the Mattei-inventories. and Wa/binski 1994. vol.2 pp.575-
6188 lor the collection of cardinal Del Monte. The Gett> Provenance index t.an abo he consulted through internet on 
hup:: piedi.getty.edu. 
' '' Cappeiietti 'Testa 1994. p.!7.V 'Quadri di Devozione ... \'.5 l.'n quadro di San francesco del Mutiano. con cornice 
dii  noee .. N.8 I !n quadro di San Girolamo ignudo in atto di hattersi, e far peniten/a ..' Kor comparable instances, 
seee further on in this same inventory where other works by Muziano are listed under the same heading, such as a 
'quadroo grande di un S.to Antonio h rem ito di mario del Mutiano ...'. in the inventory o\~ 1631 
''' Da Como !9i(). ";.!! ! 1 !8 and Rice 1997. p.2.V26. 
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isolatedd example, was the Cappella Fetti in San Silvestro al Quirinale. Around 1526, Fra Mariano 

Fetti.. an intimate of Clement VII Medici (1523-1534). commissioned the painter Polidoro da 

Caravaggioo to decorate his chapel in this church."1 The subject of the decoration on the two 

laterall  walls were episodes from the lives of two female saints, Mary Magdalene and Catherine of 

Siena.. Mary Magdalene was shown washing the feet of Christ, meeting the rî en Christ in the 

episodee of Noli me tangere in the foreground, and up in the sky borne up to heaven by angels; on 

thee other side-wall of the chapel Saint Catherine was depicted hovering on clouds while being 

mysticallyy wedded to Christ, and being received with other Dominican nuns by the pope. 

Althoughh the latter saint was not strictly considered an anchoress, Mary Magdalene was the most 

importantt example for her own spiritual life, as she conceded to her confessor. In her vita, the 

dailyy ascension of Mary Magdalene was compared to Catherine's frequent raptures, and thus a 

spirituall  link was perceived between the two saints by the contemporary beholder.̂ 

Polidoro'ss early example of large landscapes with anchorite-scenes in San Silvestro al 

Quirinalee was only taken up again in Rome in the late sixteenth century. In the late 1590s, the 

Flemishh painter Paul Bril executed the decoration of the hallway leading to the Cappella del 

Bagnoo of Santa Cecilia in Trastevere, where according to legend the saint had been martyred." 

Thee new decoration consisted of a series of frescoes with anchorite scenes set in a decorative 

framework.. The ceiling and the upper part of the walls of the passage to the chapel were adorned 

withh landscapes with Saints Paul the first Hermit. Onuphrius, Jerome, Mary of Fgypt, Hilarius 

andd some other saints, a!! in the act of prayer (see tigs 14 and IS)/1 Captions underneath these 

imagess revealed to the viewer the identity of these saints. This was not the first instance of 

Vasarii  I960-1987 voi.4, p.462, (eds ! 550 and i 578): 'or a Sari Saivesüo ui Müniecavaüo per fra' Mariano, per casa 
ee per il giardino, alcunc cosette; et in chiesa li dipinsero la sua cappella. c due storie colorite di Santa Maria 
Maddalenaa ...' Vasari did nol identify' the other scene with Saint Catherine of Siena. See Buchovviecki 1967-1974 
vol.3.. pp.873-874. Ravelli 1987. Gnann 1991. and Stollhans 1992. pp.516-525. 
' :: Gnann 1991. p.135; in the vita of Catherine of Siena (first published 1477 in Latin) as described in Da Capua 
1978,, pp.44-45 recounted the zeal of the young Catherine after reading the lives of the desert Fathers to imitate their 
solitaryy life; see p.43: 'rivelo umilmente in confessione che in quel tempo. senza I'aiuto di maestro e sen/a averlo 
lettoo nei libri , ma col solo insegnamento dello Spirito Santo, aveva saputo e conosciuto la vita e i modi di vivere dei 
Santii  Padri dell'Lgitto ...' ibidem, p.44: 'Mi ha infatti confessato che. quand'era piccina. desiderava arden temen te di 
ritirarsii  in un èremo ... Non potendo piu contenere quel desiderio. pensö unamattina d'andare in cerea di un èremo.' 
Ihicicm,Ihicicm, p.20! recounts the special protection of Catherine from saint Mary Magdalene, and the daily ascension of 
Marvv Magdalene was likened io the frequent raptures of Catherine of Siena: 'Come Maria Maddalena rimase per 
trenlatree anni nella spelonca sen/a prender cibo. e in eontinua contemplazionc, eosi Caterina, dal tempo deila visione 
finoo al trentatreesimo anno di eta. durante il quale rnori, attese con tanto fervore alia contemplazionc dell'Altissimo 
.... L: come quella era rapita dagli Angeli sette coke al giorno in aria, dove ascokava i misleri di Dio; cosi quesla. per 
maagiorr parte del tempo, rapita ai sensi dalia forza dello spirito, eontemplava le cose celesti. e con gh Angeli lodava 
ill  Signore. Per questo spesse volte il suo corpo appariva sospeso in aria ...' 
Sïï Bondini 1855 and Kuhn-Forte 1997. pp.279-346, esp. pp.295-300; see also Hendriks Negro Rub\ 2003. 
''*''*  Maver 1910, p.29, Salerno 1977-1978 vol.1, Abromson 1981, pp.141-146. Ruby 1999. p.3b. Marehetti 1999 and 
Hendrikss 2003 (furthcoming). 
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paintingg landscape?» with hermits in this church: the vestibule of the Santa Cecilia had already 

receivedd a frieze oflandscapes with hermits, not all identifiable for lack of attributes. The author 

oïoï these frescoes was Fabri/io Parmigiano." Both decorative cycles were commissioned by 

Paoloo Hmitio Sfondrato (1561-1618). nephew of Gregory XIV Sfondrato (1591). Sfondrato was 

titularr cardinal of the church, and was an intimate friend of Odoardo Farnese in the College ot 

cardinals:: moreover they were related by family-ties.̂  Sfondrato's patronage of this chapel and 

thee choice for hermits as the dominant theme surely set an example for the Camerino degli 

Fremiti. . 

Ann example of a private chapel in which anchorite iconography played a significant role 

iss found in Vill a Sacchetti at C'astel Fusano. In this case, the patrons were the Sacchetti family 

thatt was firmly tied lo the court of F'rban VII I Rarberini \'\ 624-1644) and his family: the ceiling-

decorationn in the Sa/a of their palace even proclaimed in fresco this important relation of 

dienteiism.̂ ^ Between 1626 and 1629. the walls of the chapel of the suburban vill a were covered 

byy Pietro da Cortona and his pupils with landscape-frescoes, containing episodes from the Bible 

and,, characteristically, solitary' saints. Again, the choice of penitent saints was quite predictable 

andd for that reason not informative regarding their particular meaning: Saint John the Baptist. 

Marvv Magdalene, and Saint Francis in prayer. Besides these hagiographie scenes a number üf 

landscapess were executed in which moments from the life of Christ for example the Flight to 

Lgvptt were situated."K The ceiling-decoration contained six roundels, in which the Creation was 

represented.'''' What the hermits precisely alluded to in this setting, and whether their solitary 

statuss added anything to the meaning, remains unclear. 

Apartt from series with numerous saints, fresco-cycles dedicated exclusively to the iii e of 

onee specific solitarv figure were also popular during the last decades of the sixteenth century, 

especiallyy in cloisters of Roman monasteries. The ambulatories in the Trinita dei Monti and 

Sanff  Andrea della Fratte. both be lont» in» lo the Order of the Minims, contained series of lunettes 

Mattt Iliac I 970. p. 53 and dunk rumali di Roma 1%7-presem. vol.Fv.v p.222. 
"'  On Cardinal Sfondrato sec Moroni 1840-1879 vol. fo. pp.8^84. PaMor 1925-lQ.v vol.10. pp.s.s8-MI. Gallagher 
1999.. Kconomopoulos 2001 and Smith O'N'eil 2002. pp.75-79. 

Seee Scott 1998 tor this interpretation of this cycle by Cortona and his pupils. 
'""  Bnganti I«i82. pp.177-182. Salerno 1977-1978 vol.1, p.}  ̂ and Merz 1991. pp.186-189; for its iconograph> sec 
/irpoloo 1998 
^'' / irpolo 1998. p.97 discussed the programme as a visualisation of Augustinian writings on the Sacraments: Mary 
Magdalen.. I rancis and John the Baptist would then refer to penitence and baptism respectively. The landscapes were 
regardedd hv he as unrelated to the iconouraphv. hut as a reference to the 'villa's bucolic setting', p.8"7. 
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withh the lite of their founder San Francesco di Paola/'" Saint Francesco had lived as a hermit 

duringg long periods of his life. In both cycles, executed by groups of painters, landscape played a 

lesserr or greater role, depending on the episode depicted. However, within the whole concept the 

anchoritee lif e was only part of the narrative scenes, as it was considered more important to 

representt San Francesco as the founder of the Order lather than his solitary life. The cloister of 

thee Trinita dei Monti was executed approximately between 1580 and 1585; that of Sant'Andrea 

wass decorated half a century later, but never completed. 

Inn a third cloister, that of the monastery of Sant'Onofrio on the slope of the Janiculum 

Hill ,, belonging to the Jeronimite Order, the life of the Egyptian hermit Saint Onuphrius was 

depicted.622 Landscape-settings became especially dominant in the second half of this cycle, 

whichh illustrated the saints' lif e in the desert. The first half showed him as a child, and as a young 

monkk living in a monastery. Thus, in all three cases the fresco-series were planned around the 

figurefigure of one saintly character, in which the anchorite life was only part of the subject. The 

inclusionn of a number of scenes does however point at the importance of this aspect as part of the 

religiouss life. For depictions of individual scenes in the Camerino, the narrative coherence in the 

embellishmentt of these cloisters was markedly different from the cycle in the Camerino. 

Palazzoo Farnese at Caprarola 

Thee fourth category of examples on which Fan franco could draw consisted nf nnohorite cycles in 

secularr palaces. A number of such private spaces were directly comparable to the Camerino degli 

Fremiti.. The earliest, and at the same time most important for the Camerino. were two related 

roomss in the Palazzo Farnese at Caprarola - owned by the Farnese family, and frequently used by 

cardinall  Odoardo during his lifetime (fig. 16). The familiarity of the patron of the Camerino degli 

Fremitii  with these spaces merits a detailed look at those two predecessors, Lven more important 

iss the existence of contemporary written programmes describing the iconographic concepts of 

bothh rooms, as well as the reception of this decoration by the contemporary' Roman public. 

Aroundd 1556, Odoardo's great-uncle Cardinal Alessandro Farnese commissioned the 

architectt (iiacomo lïarocci da Vignola (1507-1573) to convert into a vill a the half-finished 

fortresss at Caprarola. sixty kilometres north of Rome and located close to family's original 

Forr Saint Francesco di 1*3013. a fifteenth-century solitary saint From southern Italy who founded a lieremitical 
Orderr in France around 15(H), *ee fiS 1961-1970 vol.5. cols.1 163-1 1 84. On the order of the Minims, see Koberti 
1902.. Whitmore 1967 and DIP vol.5. cols. 1 356-1361. 
':: For the decoration in the cloister of Ss. Trinita see Martinelli 1660 1969. pp.183-184. Salerno 1967. p.37 and 
kirwi nn 1972. eat.noA"; for Sant'Andrea della Frattc see Salvagini 1967. pp.10!-102 and D'Onolrio 1971. pp.64-68. 
! :: Ahromson 1981. pp.200-207. Maeioee 1990. pp. 141-144. and Chapter 6. pp.234-239. 
"'' Aronbery-l.avin !990. pp.240-241 and Aronberg-l.avin 1993. 
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politicall  base at the l.ago di Bolsena/' I his mCcu had been begun around 152] during the 

cardinalatee of his grandfather Paul III . and had been left unfinished after the Sack of Rome in 

1527.'"""  After the conclusion of the wars ravaging Italy in the first half of the sixteenth century, 

thee site became obsolete as defence, but offered itself for the new project of a villa.** 

Constructionn began in 1359. and after more than ten years of intense building-activity, the project 

wass completed around 1573. 

Althoughh it was called a Palazzo because of its architectural resemblance to the 

impenetrablee character and size of a typical urban palace, the project reflected on another level 

thee Roman tradition of the \illa. Vignola was experienced in this field, as he had earlier co-

operatedd on the project of the Vill a Giulia in Rome." At Caprarola. the substructure and some 

wallss of the fortress were used, but the internal organisation and external appearance were 

completelyy altered. Where the lower level retained its former image as fortress - the five bastions 

weree left in place - the new facade contained an open loggia as its main feature. At the back of 

thee budding, extensive gardens were laid out. that could be reached over two bridges spanning 

thee moat. 

Alcssandroo F am esc hastened to see this delicious vill a with the grandeur of a palace ready 

forr use. Already in 1561. when the architecture was not completely finished and only the lower 

store\\ was standing, he hired painters to decorate the ground-floor-apartments with frescoes/'* 

Thee walls and ceilings of the rooms on this floor were embellished with the subject of the 

seasons,, constituting a general allusion to the ancient vill a and its life in harmony with nature.'1' 

Thee execution of this decoration was in the hands of Taddeo Zuccari. his brother Federico and 

theirr workshop, who were renowned for their speed of execution.' 

Nott long afterwards, the decoration of the piano nob He was undertaken by the same group 

off  painters. In the vault of the loggia circumscribing the courtyard traditional motifs of the villa-

decorationn of the late sixteenth century were applied: the vine- and pergola-themes with birds and 

otherr animals visible in the openings towards the sky. coats of arms of the family, and along the 

'"'' Labrot 1970. Collin 1979. pp.28l-.i02. Bilanda-Guidoni Marini Portoghesi 1996. Hopkins 2002 pp. 124-125. 
Centronii  200.i and Cantons 2003: for its decoration sec Sebastiani 1741. Pra/ 197s. pp.82-86. Partridge 1970. pn X I -
87.. Parlndue 1972. Partridge 1978. Cntltn 1979. pp.28M07. Robertson 1992. pp.74-P0. Partridge l ' » .\ and most 
recentlyy Partridge. 2001. 
"""  Partridge 2001. pp.263-264. 
"""  Keller 1980 and hhrlich 2002. p.49-67 

Rufiïnièree du Prey 1994. pp.^-^X and Trommel 2962 
""  Robertson 1992. pp.88-124. 
'' lilhie Pae.sc 1980. pp.22-23. 

""  Acidini Luehip.at 1998 vol.L ' \ l s9f 
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wallss niches contained sculptures of the twelve Roman emperors/1 In all aspects, the Farnese 

palacee in Caprarola recreated the classical type of the vill a as close as possible. 

'['he'['he piano nobile of the Palazzo Farnese (see the groundplan in fig. 17}  consisted of a 

numberr of chambers decorated with a range of subjects, extending from the 'Fasti Farnesiani' and 

aa Sala delle Carte Geografiehe. both meant as reception-halK to more private apartments in 

whichh the rooms were illustrated with mythological and allegorical representations of sleep. 

dreams,, the production of fabrics and the Hcrmatena, a fusion between the mythological gods 

Hermess and Athena.72 The three subjects were all intimately related to the function of the room. 

suchh as the bedroom, a study or a wardrobe.73 The decoration of any room or hall on this main 

floorr was always related to its use, and/or its intended users. 

Twoo of the more private spaces in Caprarola anticipated the Camerino degli Eremiti in 

bothh its iconographical theme. These rooms have been known respectively since the eighteenth 

centuryy as the Stanza della Penitenza and the Stanza della Solitudine; contemporary sources 

referredd to them by the term studio, and seventeenth-century inventories indicated them with 

varyingg terms such as studiolo or simply as the 'room with the round table'. As in the case of the 

Camerinoo in Rome, the eighteenth-century term were derived from the subject of their 

decoration;; in both rooms, the ceilings depicted scenes of solitary life. ' The amount of 

landscape,, however, was quite restricted because of the inclusion in both cases of smaller painted 

sceness within a stucco ornaments. 

Thee Stanza della Solitudine 

Thee vault of the Stanza della Solitudine (tig. 18) was painted by Taddeo and Fedcrico Zuccari 

betweenn 1563 and 1565. on the basis of a programme devised by Onofrio Panvinio (1530-

711 See Partridge 2001. pp.277-280 tor the decoration of the vaults of the loggia. A well-known example of a loggia 
wheree this antique motif of the pergola and vine was in the Vill a Giulia in Rome; many other examples can be found 
inn and around sixteenth-century Rome, for example in the loggia of Palazzo Altemps and in a garden-pavilion in the 
Vill aa Medici; see Hochmann, Morel 1995 for the latter. In the early seventeenth century, such a loggia was painted by 
Paull  Bril and Guide Reni for Scipione Borghese in the present Palazzo Pallavlcini-Rospigliosi; see Negro 1996. 
'  See Se/.nec 1972. pp. 286, 288 and 291-298 for the importance of mythological themes in the decoration at 

Caprarola;; for the concept of the Hennathena, a conceit probably invented by Cicero for the decoration of the 
peristylee of his vill a in Tusculum. see DNP vol.5, cols.421-422. 
711 See Partridge 1971 and 1972 for the iconography of the Sala d'Hrcole. Partridge 1978 for the Sala dei Fasti 
farnesianii  and Partridge 1995 for the Sala delle Carte Geografiehe; see Coffin 1979. p.296-299 for a general 
discussionn of the relation between iconography and function of the two apartments on the piano nobile in Caprarola. 

;; The names for both these rooms derive from the 1741 description of the palace; see Sebastiani 1741. p.69: 'Stan/a 
dettaa della Solitudine' and p.75: 'Camera detta della Penitenza'; earlier inventories indicated the rooms with varying 
terms,, from 'studiolo' to 'stanza col tavolo rotondo.' See Jestaz 1998, p.55 and note 5, p.60. Giro 1961 vol.3, p.237 
calledd the Stanza della Solitudine a studio. 

Thiss naming of the rooms in accordance with the theme of their decoration is clearly stated on the plan ot the 
Palazzoo farnese in Caprarola published in 1746: "Tutte le Stan/e pigliano i! nome dall'lsroria che vi sta dipinta.' 
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I5ó8).. Panvinio. a courtier in Alessandro Parnese's household, was asked to propose an 

iconographicc theme, but his inexperience in visualising texts led to a quarrel with the Zuccari 

brothers,, which forced him to consult with the poet Annibal Caro (1507-1566). who since 1547 

wass secretary, librarian and adviser in artistic affairs to Cardinal Alessandro. Caro had provided 

thee decorative schemes tor other rooms in the Palazzo at Caprarola. such as the Stanza 

dell'Aurora.. which he had described in detail in a letter to Taddeo Zuccari. The new co-operation 

withh Panvinio suggests that a more theologically oriented programme was required. '*  Por this 

reason.. Panvinio. an Augustinian monk with pro (band knowledge on ecclesiastical history, was 

askedd to provide the themes for the Stan/a dclla Soliludine. but his inexperience led to 

disagreementt with the Zuccari.'v To resolve the problem. Caro rewrote Panvinio's concept. 

Inn his letter to Panvinio of 15 May 1565. Annibal Caro described the decorative 

programmee of the Stanza della Solitudine. Each figure was accompanied by an appropriate 

citation,, explaining its identity as well as exemplary status, from this iconograpical essay it can 

hee understood that the Christian saints and hermits were valued as morally superior to their 

precursors,, the pagan solitaries. Caro probably had a design of the vault's stucco compartments in 

frontt of him when he devised this, and in his letter he explained to Panvinio scene by scene what 

shouldd be depicted in each of these compartments: 

Inn one of the middle |scenesj. which is the most important. I would make the principal 

andd most praised form of loneliness: that which is of our own religion, which is different 

fromm that of the Gentiles: because our | Saints] have come out of their solitude to teach the 

people,, and the Gentiles have retreated from the people into solitude. Large paintings. So. 

inn one of the large scenes in the middle I would depict the solitude of the Christians: and 

inn the middle of that 1 would depict CUKISI our Lord, and on both sides next to each other. 

Paull  the Apostle. John the Precursor."" Jerome. Prancis and others, as many as it can 

contain,, who come from various places out of the desert towards the people to preach the 

evangelicc doctrine, representing on the one side of the painting the desert, and on the 

otherr side the people. In the other painting on the opposite side, I would as contrast put 

'' Acidini l.uehinat 1998 vol.1, p.212 and Robertson 1992. p. 104. 
Forr Annibal Curo ! ! 507-!  see !)B! !9r>0-present v:T20. pp.4(>7-508 and Robertson !982, pp. Ï 6̂  !  t; tor 

Onofnoo Panvinio 11 5 30-1 5nKl see Moroni 1840-1879 \o l5 ! . p 102 and Robertson I W 1 pp .2:002." lor an 
a^essmentt of Cam \ rote as artistic adviser, sec Mope 1981. pp.302-1<>6 and Robertson P>82 

lorr the description of the Stan/a dell'Aurora see Caro 196 \ vol. 3. pp 131-140. 
Thiss is suggested in the text of Cam's letter to Panvinio: Caro 1961 \ol.3. p.237: 'l.'inven/ioni per dipinyere hi 

studioo di monsignor ilhistrissimo Parne.se e necessario die siano applicate a la disposi/.ion del pittore. o la 
disposizionn sua a I'invenzion vostra. e pioché si vede che egii non s'c voluto accomodar a voi. btsogna per forza die 
noii  ci accomodiamo a hii per non far disordinc c confusione.' 
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thee solitude of the Gentiles, and I would plaee there various kinds of philosophers who 

wil ll  not come out. but wil l go into the desert and turn their back on the people. 

Visualisingg in particular some of the Platonists, who will also gouge out their eyes, in 

orderr that they will not be impeded by sight in [their] philosophising. I would portray 

Tinionn who hurled stones at humans, and 1 would depict some people that, without being 

seen,, exposed outside these barren places tablets, or their writings, to instruct people 

withoutt having contact with them. And these two would be the scenes of the two major 

fieldss in the middle, which would contain the subject of solitude in general.1 

Preciselyy as Caro had prescribed it. Zuccaro painted the two scenes of the Christians and the 

Paganss opposite each other on the ceiling of the room (figs. 19 and 20). On the one side, Christ is 

depictedd with John and Paul on either side; and on the other side the Platonists are shown, while 

inn the background a written tablet held up by the hand of a philosopher hiding in a barren 

landscapee can be seen; on the right side Timon is throwing stones at people. Caro's literary 

contrastt was translated literally into images: the Gentile philosophers, who fled from society, are 

depictedd with their backs turned to the beholder, whereas Christ is directed towards the viewer in 

thee act of preaching. " 

Twoo more rectangular panels presented further contrast between the Christian and the 

pagann concept of solitude. On one side of the ceiling, the Roman king Numa Pompilio was 

representedd next to a fountain in the sacred wood, reasoning with the Egerian nymph on the 

subjectt of the law;*1 and opposite this in a similar scene WHS depicted the Greek philosopher 

Minos,, coming out of a cavern where Jupiter would have dictated him the laws, and bringing the 

resultss of his retreat in the form of written tablets to the people of his city. For this reason. Caro 

'*''*'  i.e. John the Baptist. 
MM Caro 1961 vol.3, pp.237-238: 'In uno di quelli del mezzo, che è ii principale, fa rei la principale e piü lodata spezie 
dii  solitudine; che è quella de la nostra religione. la quale è differente da quella de'Gentili; perctié i nostri sono usciti 
daa la solitudine per ammaestrare i popoii. ed i Gentili dai popoli si sono ritirati ne la solitudine. Quadri grandi. In uno 
dunquee de'gran quadri del mezzo farei la solitudine de'eristiani; e nel mezzo d'esso rappresenterei C'HRIS'I'O nostro 
Signore.. e da gli lati poi di mano in mano. Paulo Apostolo. Giovanni Precursore. Jeronimo, Francesco, e gli altri, se 
piüü ve ne possono capire,che di diversi lochi uscendo dal diserto venissero incontro ai popoli a predicar la dottrina 
evangelica.. flngendo da I'una parte del quadro il deserto. da 1'altro le genti. Ne I'altro quadro d'incontro a questo, farei 
perr lo contrario la solitudine de'Gentili. e metterci piü sorti di filosofi. che non uscissero. ma che entrassero nel 
desertoo e voltassero le spalle ai popoli. Fsprimendo particolarmente alcuni de'Platonici. che si cavassero anche gh 
occhj,, perche da ia vista non fossero impcdili di filosofare. Gi farei Timone che tirasse de'sassi a le genti, ci farei 
alcunii  che senza esser veduti. stendessero fuor de le macchie alcune tavoie. o scritti loro. per ammaestrare le genti 
sen/aa praticar con esse. F queste due sarehhono 1'istoria degli due vani principali di mezzo, che conterehhono la 
materiaa de la solitudine in universale.' 
" :: Preparatory drawings for these two scenes, ascribed to Federico Zuccari. are in the t4'tizi in htorence: see Acidini 
Fuchinatt 1998. p.214. 
N11 Caro 1961 vol.3, p.238: 'e farei Numa Pompilio ne la valie d'F.geria con cssa Fgeria Ninra a ragionar seco appresso 
aa uii fonte. con hosehi cd antri e tavoie di legge d'intorno.' For Numa Pompilius and the Hgerian nymph, see 
Moormann.. 1 'itterhoeve 1995. pp.485-486. 
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calledd him the 'first legislator of Greece.''" 

Aroundd these four rectangular scenes with philosophers and legislators, four scenes 

shouldd illustrate the universal validity of the concept of solitude by means of- as Caro called it -

'nations':: Zuccari placed these into triangular compartments. These four groups were firstly the 

Gvmnosophistss from India, who lived naked in the desert and spent their time in contemplation 

andd disputations; secondly the northern Hyperboreans, who passed their time in the same 

occupations,, and should be depicted surrounded by bags of wheat and rice as they were supposed 

too live off these: thirdly the Druids from GauL within sacred oak-woods, and lastly the Jewish 

11 ssenes. The last group was esteemed by Caro to be nearly saintly for the> were chaste and 

unmarriedd as hermits, and considered divine truths instead of earthly matters. 

Nextt come eight portrayals of pagan philosophers and Churchfathers holding scrolls with 

statements.. Caro proposed to depict Aristotle. Cato. f.uripides. Seneca, fnnio. Plutarch. Marc 

lullius.. Menander. Gregory Nazianzen and Saint Augustine: most of them presented texts 

consideringg the subject of rest versus action.'1"' For example. Marc TuIIius - with whom Caro 

clearlyy indicated Cicero - presented a scroll with 'Work (otium) with dignity, leisure {negotia) 

withoutt danger', and Saint Augustine held up the words 'No good man complains about work 

{negotium).{negotium). no [goodj man takes rest in improper leisure {otium)." The Latin terms ot otium and 

negotium.negotium. denominating the opposition between intellectual leisure and urban affairs, were a 

literaryy topic from Varro onwards.**  According to this tradition, life in the vill a solved this 

contradictionn by offering a morally acceptable mium as a counterpart to the morally threatening 

*'''' Caro 1%1 vol 3. p.238: 'Ne 1'altro dc 1'altra testa di rinenntnv farei Minos primo legislature dc la Cirecia. die 
uscissee d'un antro con aicune tavole in mano. c chc ne i'oscuro dc 1'antro fosse un Gio\e. dai quale egli diceva d'avcr 
lee leggi.' For Minos as legislator, helped by his father Jupiter, see Moormann I atterhoeve 199s, p.453. 
""  Caro 1961 vol.3, p.238: "Yuni minori. Ne gli quattro quadri niinori. faremo le quattro nazioni trovate da VOL. L. 
perchee il pittore intenda: in uno i Ginnosofisti. na/ion d'lndia. pure in un deserlo. ignudi. in atto di contemplanti e di 
disputanti;; e ne farei alcuni volti al sole die fosse a mezzo del a d o. perche lor costume era di sacrificare a mezzo 
giorno.. Nel secondo gl'lperbord settentrionali. vestiti. coi gesti medesimi di disputare e coniemplare. sotto arbori 
pomiferii  con sacchi di riso c di farina intorno. di die viveano: e non sapendo il lor abito. me ne rimetto al pittore. Nel 
terzoo i Druidi. maghi de'Galii. fra selve di querce. le quali aveano in venerazione. e senza le lor frondi non faceano 
inaii  sacrificio. e'l \ischio die nasce\a in loro. a\cano per Die: vesiansi pur come piace al pittore. purché tutti d'una 
Louisa.. Nci quarto gli F-sseni. gentc Giudaica. santa. casta sen/a donne. romita c contcmplatori solamente de le cose 
divinee e morali.' 
Vrr Caro 1961 vol.3, pp.238-239. 
^^ Caro !961 vol.3, p.239; 'Nel setlimo farei Marc Tullio. pur da senatore. con un \olumc a I'antica rmvolto a 
iomhilieoo die pendesse con queste lettere: OlHM CON Olo\i I AM M OO'IH'M SIM. PI Kir n o... Nel decimo un S 
-Vjostinoo con i! SLIO abito da Irate c con questa sua sentenza: Ni MM n n ws \l ( . ' )T|IAI MI.TRII NtA1"'S IMi'ROBu !\ 
o i i uu co \oi 'II son'.' I he first citation seems to be a free adaptation of a well-citation from Cicero's Pro Sexto often 
usedd as proverb, lor the predominantly positive significance of the word 'otium' in the works of Augustine, 
especiallvv in relation to contemplarion and the monastic lif e (otia numasticu). see .Ui^uMinc through the ,-lw.v 1999. 
pp.618-619.. However, the latter citation is not considered anymore to be by Augustine himself. 
v""  loi the [rieaiung of these ierms. see D'\r i 996-preseni. voi.ts, pp.785-78o; for this topic in relation to the concept 
off  the ('itujuecento villa, see Coffin 1979. pp.273-276 and Ackerman 1990. pp.37-39. 
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urbann negotium: the former was interpreted as a period of study and reflection, for which the 

latterr did not offer time nor rest. 

Thee smaller scenes contained a mixture of Christian and pagan solitaries; next to 

Celestinee V, who abdicated the papal throne in 1294 to return to his solitary life, were depicted 

thee hmperor Diocletian and the philosopher Diogenes, seated in his barrel. As a modern example 

kingg Peter of 'Anglia' was proposed, as in old age he stepped down from the throne to live a lif e 

off  poverty in Rome.*9 The twelve remaining roundels were considered too small for human 

figures,figures, and thus Caro proposed animals: the winged horse Pegasus, a griffon, an elephant, the 

pelicann feeding his youngsters with his own blood and (surprisingly) Ganymede being borne to 

heavenn by the eagle.9'1 These images also refer to solitude, but more particularly to the 

appropriatee occupation in seclusion and the desired effects; in the words of Caro: 'All those 

signifyingg the elevation of the mind and contemplation.' 

Thee Stanza del I a Penitenza 

Inn contrast to the pagan and Christian concepts of solitude on the vault of the Stanza della 

Solitudine,, the vault of the Stanza della Penitenza was decorated exclusively with images of 

Christiann hermits. The decoration consisted of roundels surrounded by stucco borders and 

grotesques,, which were executed between 1569 and 1571 by Jacopo Bertoja and his assistants.'*" 

Onn account of a manuscript in the Vatican Library of which cardinal Guglielmo Sirleto was the 

author,, it has been argued that he wrote the programme for this room. The comparison of this 

descriptionn with the painted decoration suggests a direct connection between the two; the 

possibilityy of Sirlcto's involvement is otherwise confirmed by his long-standing contacts with 

cardinall  Alessandro Farnese; and as church-historian and prefect of the Vatican Library, he was a 

Caroo 1961 vol.3, pp.239-240: 'Nel primo porrei un Pontefice Romano: c questo sarebbe Celestino chc depose il 
Papato.. Nel secondo un imperatore, e questo farei Diocie/iano. ehe. lasciato I'lmperiu. se n'ando in Ischiavonia a 
rustiearee ... De'moderni re. Pietro d'Anglia. ehe, lasciato il regno, venne a Roma, e visse privato in poverta ... Per un 
filosoibb noiabile: Diogene eon la sua botte.' With Pietro d'Anglia, Caro probably meant Peter ! d'Anjou, better 
knownn as Peter i of Aragon. king of Sicily, who went on pilgrimage to Rome at the end o this life. 

Caroo 1961 vol.3. p.240: 'Ci restano dodici altri vani minimi Iramezzati tra gli minori gia clctti. I, in questi non 
potendee metier figure umanc. farei alcuni animali come per grottesehe e per simboli di questa materia de la 
solitudine.. e de le cose appartenenti ad essa.' 
''' Caro 1961 vol.3, p.240: 'Lssendo ehe tutti questi sieno signifieativi d'elevazion di mente e di contemplazione.' 
'""  DeGra/ia 1972. pp.43-53 assumed that the Stanza della Penitenza was decorated in the period between 1569 and 
1573:: Partridge 1995. p.162 has suggested a more precise dating between 15(>9 and 1570 on the basis of 
correspondencee between Sirleto and Farnese. This corresponds exactly with payments for scaffolding in this room, 
erectedd 20 July !569. and taken down 26 April 1571 according to ASR Cameralc III . 518. fol.87v and 104v. See 
OeGraziaa 1991. p.82. 
''''  Partridge 1995. pp. 145-146 and 162. 
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specialistt in ecclesiastical history and Christian iconography. 

Guglielmoo Sirleto was asked to provide the iconographical programme after the death of 

Onotrioo Panvinio in 1568. only shortly before the decoration of the Stanza della Penitenza was 

begun.. Although he had to devise something in a relative!) short time, the result obviously fitted 

thee tastes of Cardinal Alessandro. Later on. Sirleto also provided the programmes for the adjacent 

roomss of the winter-apartment; the figure of the Prophet Elijah mentioned in the description for 

thee Stan/a della Penitenza was utilised in the next room in the decorative project, the Stanza dei 

Sogni/' ' 

Thee central roundel on the ceiling of the Stanza della Penitenza contained the image of the 

Cross,, borne up to heaven by angels (fig.21 ): it was surrounded by four square compartments and 

ann equal number of smaller roundels. Each of the scenes was accompanied by Greek or latin 

inscriptionss that provided the identification of the figures by giving their names, and instructed 

onn their particular meaning by means of mottoes. The Cross surmounted by the Crown of Thorns 

inn the middle of the vault was circumscribed with a citation from the Creek church-historian 

Sozomenus:: '() blessed wood on which our Lord was hung'/ ' According to the explanation by 

Sirleto.. this image was 'a Cross like the one proposed by all those who have lead the solitary lif e 

becausee the monastic and eremitic lif e was nothing other than the profession of denying oneself 

andd carrying the cross of Christ. 'v 

Christiann Redemption as represented through Christ's Cross was the focus for the saints 

groupedd around it in the four square fields, such as Saint Paul the first Hermit, whose body was 

representedd in the act of prayer while his soul had already gone up to heaven, The fresco showed 

thee saint's bodily remains in kneeling position, in front of an altar located in the open air. The text 

aecompanvingg him reminded the viewer of the saint's lack of possessions, without his life 

missingg anything important/'*  Paul thus represented the ultimate stage of the process of leaving 

thee world, a spiritual path on which the other figures shown on the ceiling had embarked. Next to 

him.. the scroll under the figure of Saint Anthon\ Abbot urged him to 'go out and look', which 

;; Moroni 1840-1879 vol.67, pp.35-37. Pastor 1925-1933 vol.8, pp.29-30 and vol.9, p.200-209. and Den/.ler 1964. 
Onn Sirleto's position as prefect of the Vatican Library, see Martin 1969. p.240. who remarked around 1576-1578: 
'whichh akvaies hath so many learned Bibliotheearies, and hath at this day Shirlet the renowmed Cardinal.' 

Partrideee 199̂  n !6? ri ! 
NN \ 1 A K \ P I l T O \ LO <I>C-)L"1 f\ f T W Y I O H ' kK ] 

BAV.Vat.lat.7u33 !. tol.31lr: una croce come quella che si nan proposta tutti quelh che nan tatto vita solitana 
perehee la vita monastica come eremitica non era altro che ki professione di ahneyare se stesso et portar la croce di 
('hristo.' ' 
,vv 'Ml ie si si NI 'i.)i > os 'in i :NÜI'AM oi:n i i ?' (What did thi> Jd man in his nakedness ever lack'.'). Lor Saint Paul the 
Firstt Hermit, see fiS 1961-1970 vol.10, cols.269-280: the episode is part of the meeting of Paul and Saint Anthony 
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wass visualised by Bcrtoia by means of the hermit gazing at winged putti representing souls flying 

too heaven, being impeded by a monstrous figure who knocked some of them down (fig.22).'v 

Accordingg to the prescriptions by Sirletu taken from Athanasius' Life of Saint Anthony, this was 

too represent 'this vision, which is of souls, some of whom white Hying to heaven are prevented by 

thiss person...'100 The third and fourth saints, Macarius and Pambo, abstained from support from 

thee people and worked for their own daily bread; laborious activities were moreover considered 

thee best means for mortifying the body (fig.23)."" 

Thee figures in the four smaller roundels were Saint John the Baptist, accompanied by the 

inscriptionss 'Bcce agnus Dei' and 'Vox elamantis in deserto'. denoting both his confession and his 

rolee as preacher; the figure of Saint Pior taught the viewer to consider food as peripheral; Saint 

Arseniuss illustrated the llniteness of life; Macarius led the thoughts of the spectator unto the 

advantagess of old age and Christ as Judge."12 In short, the dissociation of the soul from worldly 

goods,, affairs and even one's own body for spiritual benefit was proclaimed by means of images 

andd texts. Sirleto's proposal for a general motto, which was however not included in the 

decoration,, was derived from 1 lebrews 11:37-38 and stated: They wandered about in sheepskins, 

inn goatskins, distressed, afflicted: to whom the world was not worthy.'103 The contemporary 

viewerr could easily add in his own mind the next sentence from the Bible: 'They fled to the 

desertss and on the mountains, and lived in caverns and caves in the ground', which exemplified 

thee way of lif e of all depicted hermits in this Stanza. By means of this way of life, they would 

leavee the world and their own tlesh behind on the spiritual ascent to heaven. 

Abbot;; the latter saw the soul of the former rising up to heaven when he neared the grotto where the hermit lived, and 
foundd the dead body still in kneeling position. 

MM ix i i"! V!IM :': see Partridge 1995.pp.153, 162. 
''""'' Sirleto. cited after Partridge 1995. p. 163: 'questa visione, quale e d'anime die \olando a! cielo alcuno sono 
impeditee da quella persona...' For Saint Anthony Abbot, see BS 1961-1970 vol.2, eols.106-136. This particular 
episode,, including the exhortation, comes from the hagiography of the saint by Athanasius of Alexandria; see 
Athanasiuss 1994. pp.309-31 1 and Bartelink 1993. p.33. It is unfamiliar in the traditional iconography of the saint, 
andd often not included in general hagiographies. 
, i ;; Under the figure of Macarius. who is carrying two baskets tilled with sand upon his shoulders is written 
'Vtt XAMTM Ml- Vixo' (I torment my tormenter): under the figure of Pambo who receives alms from Melania 
'Niu.i.ifMM im-'M siNt; OPI-'RI- PRIAriRMisi I'.WKM AB AU<,H'<> DAU'M (iRA'ii s NON COMITM' (I have never passed a day 
withoutt working nor have I eaten bread given to me free by anyone). See Partridge 1995 p.167; see BS 1961-1970 
vol.10,, cols.70-72 for Pambo; for Macarius of Alexandria, also called the Younger or Abbot, see vol.8, eols.412-41 3. 
'" :: The scroll under the roundel with saint Pior holding bread and a branch of olives was written 'OY\ il\  I'PIQI 
AAAA 01 l lAPFPl i i l ' [sic]. (Not as something central, but as something peripheral); under Arsenius 'BlAlV S is. 
ABBAA ARS1NI. oi 1A SI-'MI'I'R MoRTlS IIORAM ANTI' on'I.OS HAHi'lS'lT (1 hou art blessed. Abbot Arsenius. to have the 
hourr of your death always before thine eyes). Macarius is accompanied by 'I lAlDAPIOIKPilV . (aged youth) 
togetherr with 'll-'Sl'S U'DI.X II I IS! 'IS FST OMNHAI' , (Jesus is judge and witness of all). See Partridge 1995. p. 167; for 
Pior.. see BS 1961-1970 vol.10, cols.921-922; for Arsenius. vol.2. cols. 477-479. and for Macarius the Great, vol.8. 
cols.425-429. . 
''""  BA\ A at.lat.7031. fol.31 1 v: '(ïrcuierunt in melotis. in petlibus caprinis. [egentes.| angustiati. adflicti: quibus 

dimiuss non crat mundus.' 
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Influencee of the C aprarola Stanze 

Likee the rest of the magnificent palace in Caprarola. the two rooms with anchorite iconograplu 

weree greatly admired by contemporaries. In the 1568 edition of his l'ite. Vasari was the first to 

givee a description of the Stanza della Penitenza. Pven though Vasari had corresponded with Caro 

aboutt the interior decoration of the Palazzo in Caprarola, he was not able to provide a description 

inn which all the details were correct. About the philosophers in the vault, opposite the scene of 

Christt accompanied by John the Baptist and others, he wrote that 'many figures standing in the 

woodss to flee the conversation, whom some others try to disturb by throwing stones, while still 

otherss take out their eyes not to see...'"'4 Caro had definitely meant something more coherent to 

bee represented. With respect to the roundels with secondary figures. man\ were not even named 

bvv Vasari, while he faithfully recorded all the inscriptions. Ob\iousl\. the complexity of this 

intellectuall  programme went beyond Vasari's insights.'"' 

Tenn vears later, in 1578. Oregon XII ! Boncumpagni visited the palace in Capraroia on his 

tourr through northern Lazio. The trip was recorded b> I'abio Arditio. papal master of 

ceremonies.10''' I lis descriplion of the interior of the Farnese palace stressed the decoration of both 

Stanzee as reflecting the religious interpretation of the contemplative life - even if some 

identificationss of saints were wrong. On the Stanza della Solitudine. Arditio stated that the ceiling 

showedd 'Kmperors. kings and men. great in arms as well as in the arts, antique as well as 

moderns,, who have retreated from the world for contemplation, and for a more tranquil life.'" 

Onn the vault of the Stanza della Penitenza he noted that it showed 'many holy spiritual fathers, 

whoo have retreated their life into the deserts and monasteries for divine contemplation, such as 

Saintt John the Baptist. Saint Paul the first Hermit. Saint Anthony. Saint Jerome. Saint francis; 

andd other mysteries o\ the Passion of Our Lord.,|:'N Although the exact identification of the 

individuall  saints by both Vasari and Arditio left something to be desired, they clearly understood 

thee general message o( the decoration: the hermit referred to the contexts of contemplation, 

retreatt and otium. In other words, it was most applicable to a vill a a day's journey removed from 

thee busv court of Rome. 

i;'44 Vasari 15681966 vol.5, p.586: 'nioltc figure die si stanno nelle selvc per tuggire la conversazione, le quali 
aicun'ahree cercano di disiurbarc lirando ioro sassi. mentre ateüm si cavano gi occhi per nun \euere. 

'' (jombnch 1972. pp.9-13 and Robertson 1982. pp.1 70-171. 
"""  lor the full account of the trip by Arditio see the transcription in Orbaan 1920 

Orbaann 1920. p.375: 'imperaton. re et gradissimi huomini, eosi in antic come in lettere, tarHo antichi. quamo 
moderni.. die si sono retirati dai mondo alia eontemplatione et a vita piii tranquilla.' 

vv Orbaan 1920. p.385: 'depinu nella camera... molti sanli padri spiritual!, c'hanno ntirata la vita Ioro ne gli hcrcmi 
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Thee position of Alessandro Farnese as cardinal during a time of ecclesiastical reform 

seemss to have been an important explanation for the choice of the hermit-iconography in the two 

Stanze;; it indicates that there was a connection between anchorite iconography and contemporary 

religiouss culture in late sixteenth-century Rome. Indeed, there was a vogue for this kind of spaces 

inn private palaces to be decorated with anchorite iconography: especially in suburban or country 

residences.. In his letter of 1601 to Cardinal Pietro Aldobrandini, Silvio Antoniani advised him 

thatt in a Cardinal's villa, the painter and the patron 'should make beautiful landscapes, woods and 

mountains,, of which would especially please in the vill a Elijah, Llisha, Saint John the Baptist, 

Sann Paul father hermit. Saint Anthony, Saint Benedict, Saint Romuald, who inhabited solitary 

andd sylvan places.' 

Withh his choice for these solitary saints for the two Stanze at Caprarola, Cardinal 

Alessandroo Farncse had set an example that was widely followed by other ecclesiastical patrons 

inn Rome. At the end of the sixteenth century, a room in Palazzo Boncompagni-Viscogliosi at 

Isolaa del Liri , a small town to the south of Rome, was furnished with frescoes with hermit-figures 

onn the ceiling. The palace belonged at that time to Giacomo Boncompagni (1548-1612), nephew 

too Gregory XIII , who appointed him Duke of Sora in 1579.1!0 After rendering his services to the 

ecclesiasticall  state as Gonfalonier e and in various other functions in the papal army, he retired to 

hiss newly acquired duchy after 1585. During the following years his palace in [sola del Liri , 

whichh functioned as a retreat from the court in Sora. was rebuilt and decorated.1" It was located 

onn a littl e island between two branches of the river Liri and w ^ thus relatively isolated: in 1586 

thee village was thought to have been the location of Cicero's villa. " The newly-built edifice. 

calledd a Palazzo but for reasons of setting more akin to a villa, included a room described in 

modernn literature as ihe Stanza della Penitenza - which was probably not its original name, but 

whichh was derived from the subject of its decoration. 

Thee frescoed ceiling of the room consisted of an ornamental design of grotesques in 

whichh four square fields with landscapes and hermits were inserted. These were copied from the 

popularr series of prints made by Sadeler after design of Maerten de Vos with eremitical saints. 

thee Soliiudo sive 1'itac Patrum Eremicularum of 1588. However, the hermits depicted in the 

Sann Hiemnimo. San krancesco; el a11ri mistcrij de ki Passione di Nosiro Siunorc.' On ihe misidentifieaiions m this 
description,, sec Partridge 1995. p. 146. 
;; " This letter of 6 October 1601 is cited in Villa c J\wsc 1980. pp.1 75-1 76: Tariano vaghe/./a di paesi. et bosehi et 
monti.. ehe di questo si compiacesse massime in villa. Klia. Lliseo, San Giovanni BaUi.sta. San Paolo padre eremita. 
Santt Antonio. San Benedetto. San Ronuiaido. che abitarono lochi solitarij e bosearecci.' 
; :: : Moroni 1 840-1 879 vol.6, pp.6-7 and DM 1 960-present, vol.1 1. pp.689-692. 
: : ;; Carbone 1971. pp.343. 360O61. 



Stan/aa were deprived ot their characteristic attributes, and thus rendered as anonymous 

examples.'1"11 Only the natural setting of these figures, their occupations in prayer and work, and 

thee typical dress defined them as solitary religious. Also, in this attire they could transmit the 

ideall  of the early Christian life: solitude and the dedication to prayer and contemplation. 

Thatt there was indeed a close connection between the rooms in Caprarola and the one in 

Isolaa del Liri is strongly suggested by the report of Gregory XI1 ['s visit to the Larnese vill a in 

1578.. The pope was accompanied during his trip through northern Lazio by Giacomo 

Boncompagnii  and other relatives, and stayed for two nights with his entourage in the Larnese 

palace.1'11 Gregory himself was accommodated in the winter apartment, which contained the 

Stan/aa della Solitudine: in the corresponding summer apartment on the other side of the Palazzo, 

cardinall  San Sisto and his brother Giacomo Boncompagni had their quarters"̂  The latter 

apartmentt contained the Stanza della Peniten/a. which must have constituted the direct 

inspirationn tor the room in Kola dei liri . 

Papall  preferences 

Anotherr patron with a predilection for the anchorite theme in painting was Sixtus V Peretti 

(1585-1590).. whose grand projects for embellishing Rome led to many new buildings offering 

neww space for large pictorial projects.'|f' One oi the most important of these, the new Lateran 

Palacee built during his pontificate, contained mam frescoed landscapes, and in quite a number of 

themm the hermit appeared." In this case, however, the choice of saints was more at random, and 

withh one exception, not concentrated within one particular space. 

Thee Stanza d'Llia. however, was entirely decorated with live episodes from the life oi the 

Prophett and founding father of the solitary lite, accompanied by personifications of the 

Virtues.'ISS Not only solilarv episodes were chosen: also other scenes were depicted that 

illustratedd Llijahs' prophetic gifts. Most of the other anchorite scenes in the rest of the palace 

•• 'Descritlione dello Stato di Sura', in AS\ Rnncomp. I'rot.29. parte 2. to!.20. cited by Yiscogiiosi 1985 p.555: 
'ncliaa villa che dicono esser statu di ('icerone a' tempi della rep.ea romana dove hora e !a ehiesa di Sa' Domcnico...' 

\\ iscogliosi 1985. the origins of the room's name are not discussed; in an inventory cited by Yiscogiiosi 1985. 
p.558.. according to the furniture it functioned as bedroom. 

'' Orhaan 1 920. p.366: 'Ht cosi parti di Roma mercoledi all x di settembre prossimo passato del 1578. aecompagnato 
daliii cardinali Co mo et San Sisto et dal signor Jacomo Boncompagno 

Orbaann 1920, p.380: 'Nor in quest o apparlamento eon la delta sala. camere el giardino alloggjó sempre la Santita 
dii \ostro Signorc' and p.384: 'I.t questo apparlamento fu diviso tra il signor Cardinal San Si>to et il signor Jacomo 
Boncompagno...' ' 

RomaRoma di Sisto I 1993. and /uccari 1992 on Sixtus' decorative projects in various edifices and the organisation of 
rtinticrt'. rtinticrt'. 

'•'"" Mandel 1994. pp.33-40 and Freiberg 1995. pp.23-25. 
"'' the name of the room as 'Stanza d'l ielia' was used in the siimu of 1 589 by Domen ieo font ana: ' l a stanza d'Helia 

pressoo a tjuelh di Saiomone...' See Mande! 1 994. p.251. 
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weree contained in lunettes and roundels in hallways, loggias and on the ceiling of the grand 

staircase.. A particular concentration of the anchorite theme can be found in the pope's private 

apartmentt facing the courtyard. Lunettes in these four rooms each contained, according to the 

stimastima made by Domenico Fontana, architect of the building and in charge of the project, 'a 

landscapee with figures of saints', who in the fourth room were even depicted in an identifiable 

manner.1199 Predictable solitary figures were chosen here: Saint John the Baptist, Elijah, 

Onuphrius.. and Mary of Egypt. As in the former examples, the application of eremitic 

iconographyy was again obviously preferred for private rooms, secluded from the outside world. 

Afterr the turn of the seventeenth century, one of the apartments in the Vatican Palace was 

furnishedd with anchorite iconography for the then newly elected Paul V Borghese (1605-

16211 ).120 Within the old Borgia apartment one room had been decorated already in 1605 with a 

frescoedd frieze in which three out of four landscapes contained scenes with hermits. Soon after, in 

16066 and 1607, new apartments were constructed in the Sistine palace and a newly built annex, 

off which no less than ten rooms contained friezes with landscapes, and again with many scenes of 

solitaryy saints.121 Most of these were executed by a team of painters, in the style of Paul Bril, but 

probablyy without his direct involvement.1" The artists involved in the project were Italian, 

amongg whom were Pasquale Cati, Gaspare Celio and Cesare Rosetti, which shows the adoption 

off the landscape genre by peninsular artists around the turn of the century. " 

Inn each room, the painted decoration consisted of decorative friezes with roundels or 

squaree compartments containing landscapes. Alternating with these landscapes were putti (in 

somee cases with papal regalia), personifications of the Virtues and heraldic shields with the 

stemmastemma of the patron. Paul V (fig.24). Within the Paoline apartment the hermits were again 

mostlyy anonymous because of the lack of attributes; an exception is the depiction of Saint Francis 

inn the library, where the appearance of the Seraph to the kneeling figure of the saint (in the lower 

right)) allows for a positive identification (fig.25).l" But not even all landscapes contained 

religiouss staffage: some depicted a city in Haines, marine scenes, a winter-landscape, or simply 

11 ' Vtandel 1994. ills.1 30-134. pp.205-206, 258: 'un paese perciaseuno eon figure di santi...' 
'-''''-'''  For an eighteenth-centum description of these spaces, see Chaiiard 1766 vol.2, pp.244-246: Fumagalli 1996 
deseribedd this project at length. 
:"'' There are documents in ASR recording payments made on 20 February 1606 and 10 October 1608 to Cati. 
Semprevivoo and Rossettl in connection to this commission in the Stanze of Paui V and the Torre Borgia, published 
b>> Corbo Pomponi 1995. p. 183. 
i : :: Paul Bril became particularly sought after during the papacy of Paul V: see his projects in palazzo Rospigliosi-
Pallavicini.. executed for cardinal Seipione Borghese, for which see I libbard 1964. p.1 71 and Negro 1996. 
'' ' Fumagalli 1996. pp.343-345. 
:~'' Fumagalli 1996. ill.33. there deseribed as 'paesaggio eon eremita'. 
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landscapess with edifices. ~' Some of the>e suggest a kind ol seasonal iconography by means oi' 

thee activities of hunting, or the presence of snow. In still other rooms of the Paoline apartments, 

naturall settings were used for a sequence of scenes, as in the Sala degli livangelisti. in which tour 

episodess illustrated scenes from the life of Paul the Apostle.'"* 

Thee Vatican project obviously set the tone tor the entire pontifical court, for apartments of 

otherr high officials were decorated by the same group of artists with comparable subjects and 

designss during the following years.12 Spaces housing the Vatican Oataria. a financial and 

administrativee department of the Papal States, were decorated with this kind of friezes. In 1616. 

severall series with landscapes were painted in the papal apartment in the Quirinal Palace as well, 

inn which comparable religious themes reappeared, executed by a number of artists that had 

workedd for Paul V in the Vatican Apartments.' v Agostino Tassi embellished one room with, 

again.. Inezes, in which landscapes were the setting for scenes of the life of Saint Paul: "' other 

artistss such as Antonio Carracci and Pasqualc C'ati were hired in the same period to do landscapes 

withh religious and biblical episodes in adjoining rooms.1"' 

Onivv few examples outside of the Vatican premises or cardinal's palaces are known today 

thatt seem to testify to a wider dissemination of the theme. One of those is the Palazzo dei Piceni. 

inn which for the Duke of Bracciano. Corrado Orsini. a frieze was painted around 1580. with 

landscapess and anchorites, among other staff age. This project is only known from a letter to the 

patron,, in which the conclusion of these works was noted by the painter. Pietro Veri.1,1 from his 

descriptionn it can be concluded that this particular frieze with anchorite iconography was situated 

inn the bedroom, because it was, according to Veri. obviously considered apt for that context.1 ^ 

Anotherr example of landscapes with hermits is the Salotw Rosso in Palazzo Besso in 

Rome,, where within a decorative frieze allegories of the Virtues in feigned niches alternated with 

Fumagaliii 19%. p.346 and ills.3-6. 
11 Fumagalii 1996. ills.2 1-24 The subject of Saint Paul uas uh\ iousK chosen as reference to the reigning pope. 

11 -umagalli 1996. p.549 
;xx Baulione 1672 1995. p.1 13. on Pasqualc C'ati: 'Quest'huomo dipinse molte cose per le iabriche di Papa Paolo v. <fc 

inn parti col arc dsversi fregi per le stan/c del palazzo Pont i fie io ncl Quirinale...' Payments in 1619 to C'ati and others 
torr work in the Palazzo di Monte Cavailo were recorded in documents in ASR; see for transcriptions of these 
accountss Corbo Pornponi 1995. p. 104. 
•• ' Briganti 1962. p.41. Salerno 1977-1978 vol.1, p.1 71. Pugliatti 1977, p [V^9-41. I aurean Tre/zani 1993. pp. HO-
135.. ('avazzini 1998. p.47. ("avazzini in The (JCMUS of'Rome 2001. pp.23s. 239. and (.'a\azz.ini 2002. p.390 n.26. 
""" Bnganli 1962 pp.41-42 and Salerno 1977- 1978 vol.1. pp.96-97. 
! "" Thieme Becker 1907-1950 vol.34, p.256. 

'"" Roma <i\  Si sin I'. 199s. p 289. citing from B W Ferraioli .766. to!. 151: 'In la chaniera achanto e finito la soffitta, 
rifattovii un vistoso fregetto con paesmi et grotesche nei vani. eh'in detti paesetti per esser chamera da dormire vi ho 
tattoo santt ertmiti et siniili . ' For the decoration of the Palazzo dei Piceni. see (iilone 2000. pp.37-57. The function 
off This rni.mi as bedroom reminds of the Stanza della Penitenza in Isola del !.iri: see above, note 1 1 3. 
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eightt anchorite scenes (fig.26). Tarquinio Ligustri painted these around 1606, concurrently with 

thee project in the private apartment of Paul V. to which the whole concept was indeed very 

similar.1333 Compositional similarities with prints by De Vos and Valesio - another series of 

imagess with hermit-saints - suggest that the decoration in Palazzo Besso was based on these 

examples;; and as in the aforementioned cycles, also in this case these saints remained 

anonymous,, and were thus made topical and contemporary, by the absence of attributes. ' 

Butt even the cycle in Palazzo Besso was related to ecclesiastical circles: its patron was 

Ottavioo Paravicini (1552-1611), a cardinal intimately related to the papal court and some 

importantt religious communities in Rome, such as the Oratorians. He was educated by cardinal 

Cesaree Baronio (1538-1607), author of the Annates Ecclesiastici, and one of the major supporters 

off papal and ecclesiastical authority. Later in his career, Paravicino became a favourite of 

Gregoryy XIV Sfondrato and Paul V Borghese, occupying important positions in the papal 

government.1355 He belonged to the circles of high-ranking ecclesiastics and was able to enter the 

pope'ss newly furnished apartments. Thus, the hermit-series in this private palace was closely 

relatedd to the popularity of the subject in pontifical circles.' 6 

Settingss of anchorite iconography 

Howeverr popular the theme of the hermit was in late sixteenth and early seventeenth century 

Rome,, the location and function of the spaces discussed above varied from example to example. 

AA predilection for this kind of iconography for private rooms might be noted, but was by no 

meanss exclusive. As a result, a univocal relation between hermit iconography., space, function 

andd public in the aforementioned examples is difficult to establish. 

Thee apartments in the Latcran and Quirinai Palaces, and the Sal one in Palazzo Besso were 

publicc spaces in the real sense of the word; their rooms and halls had predominantly public 

functions;; the Lateran palace was even meant to be only representative, and was never the 

residencee of a pope. Also the rooms in the Vatican Palace furnished for Paul V Borghese were 

meantt for public representation and (probably temporary) living quarters for the pope and his 

!:: (iuerricri Borsoi 2000. pp.57. 101-106. 
"'' Similarity of the landscape next to Prudence can be noted with the print of Saint C'hronion by f'rancesco Valesio: 

althoughh in the fresco the figures are reduced in scale and in other positions, the buildings and the setting in the 
frescoo are identical to the print. 
!'-- Moroni 1840-1 879 vol.51. pp. 162-163 and Guerrieri Borsoi 2000. pp.35-41. 
'-!! Fumagalli 1906. p.341 suggested that the architect of the extension built by Paul V was the same as the architect 

ofPala/y.oo Besso. Domenico Paganelli. See (iuerricri Borsoi 2000. p.5 I. 



nephew.. Supione Borghese ( I 576-1633). The apartments were thus of semi-pri\ate character.' 

indicationss about the original interior organisation of these apartments in the Vatican are however 

nott extant; only later plans contained names and descriptions of these rooms. Among them one 

findss references to functions ('Biblioteca del Papa'), but mostly the rooms were named after saints 

-- mostly derived from the theme of the decoration.:'* Finally, the quarters in the Quirinal palace 

andd the Dataria were not meant to be lived in: they were intended as offices or rooms for the 

receptionn of visitors. As in most eases, these series not only contained hermits, but also other 

imageryy ranging from other types of saints to generic stuffu^. 

Thee only examples where the hermits referred in some way to function, and which 

moreoverr were very close in decorative concept to the Camcrino degli Fremiti, are the two 

Stanzee at Caprarola. Not only do they contain hermit saints as the dominant theme: they also 

formedd part of the private apartments and the written programmes by Caro and Sirleto have 

thrownn some light on their intended meaning. What can be concluded about their function, from a 

readingg of the extant sources and the organisation of the building'? 

Inn the general disposition of palace at Caprarola. the Stanza della Penitenza was the 

counterpartt to the Stanza della Solitudine; both were located near the end of a flight of rooms 

consistingg of a sulci, anticamera, and three sianze. This accords with the general organisation of a 

noblee apartamento in the sixteenth century, which comprised three main rooms, the audience-

room,, the sulci and the bedroom, around which still others could be located according to needs.1 '*' 

11 he two Stanze in Caprarola were located at the farthest end of the building, beyond the 

bedrooms,, and looking out towards the two giardini seared behind the Palazzo. On account of 

theirr position in the edifice, they were intended for the private occupations of the inhabitant. 

Contemporaryy sources affirm the function for the two Stanze as studiolo. In his 

descriptionn of the decorative programme for the Stanza della Solitudine. Annibal Caro called this 

roomm 'the study of the Illustrious Monsignor Farnese': Sirleto. however, did not mention the 

intendedd function of the room for which he wrote the iconographic programme. " When in 1 578 

Gregoryy XIII Boncompagni visited the palace. Arditio's account of his voyage simply named this 

Stanzaa dcila Penitenza as a 'room' without further specif cation, but referred to the Stanza della 

Attentionn is being paid to the subject in recent projects. >ce 1'uth ii<>n.\  and I hi. uraimns 2004 t loribcomingj. 
;; ,:" i umagalli 1996. ill.2. reproducing the plan from Panciroli 1971. 
' :: Frommel 197.;, Waddv 1 WO. pp.8-10 and Hopkins 2002. p. 108. 
'' Caro 1961. p.237: 'lo studio di Monsignor lllustrissimo tarnese.' Sehastiani 1741. p.(>9 repeated this functional 

description-- 'Vi r ;)pnrrso 1 in nit™ Stnn/a din'Mninata della ^oütudine fatta. e destinat.i per !o studio de! Sere:ii:,si:tio 
Signorr Cardinal Famese'. foi the eiglueenth-eentur> descriptions of the tuo Stan/e. see above, note 74. 



Solitudinee in relation to his description of the Gabinetto d'Ermatena: 'In the next room after this, 

too which is connected a studiolo because it has been made for retreating there...'141 The 

ambiguityy of this phrase about the room defined as a study was intentional, as the place for 

'retreating'' here comprised not one, but a number of interrelated spaces, accessible from either 

Ass already alluded to in the above citations, the two Stanze were connected by two further 

spaces:: the Stan/a del Torrione, which was arranged as a library with bookshelves (and landscape 

friezess around the upper part of the walls), and the tiny Gabinetto d'Lrmatena, which was defined 

ass studiolo (see the groundplan in fig.17).142 The decoration of the Gabinetto referred 

conspicuouslyy to arts and letters through the scientific instruments and artistic utensils in the 

pendentives,, and the central allegorical figure of the vault, a merger between the figures of the 

classicall gods of Hennes and Athena. Between the Gabinetto. the library and the Stanza della 

Penitenzaa ran a corridor embellished with pergola-motifs of leaves and branches on the ceiling 

andd upper wall, and a feigned hanging drapery along the lower walls. 

Thee coherent sequence of four rooms at the farthest end of the pentagon, on the other end 

off the palace opposite the entrance, seems to have been planned for private retreat and study; 

theirr location at the back of the structure provided privacy and calm. Furthermore, they were 

connectedd to the gardens, be it primarily as a vista through the windows and only secondarily by 

meanss of bridges. Bven in its painterly decoration, in the corridor and the roundels in the Stanza 

dell Torrione, the subject of landscape - seen from near or ^far - predominated. In the two Stanze 

onn either side, the anchorites and solitaries were placed in landscapes as well. The combination of 

landscapess and hermits was thus comparable to the Camerino in Rome. 

Withh the 1 S78 description by Arditio of the Caprarola Stanze as places for retreat. 

Bellori'ss words with which he described cardinal Odoardo's occupation in the Camerino degli 

fremitii are called to mind. Indeed, the iconographic and functional similarities between the 

situationn at Caprarola and the Roman room were significant. Odoardo's choice for anchorite 

iconographyy in the Camerino was not an original one, but followed the example of his great-

uncle,, and responded to the resulting Roman tradition in which a particular interest for this 

subjectt could be perceived. It should be concluded, that Odoardo's position as cardinal and as heir 

'"''"'  Orbaan 1020 p..>79: 'No faitra camera dopo questa, aiia quale c congiunto unu studiolo peiehe e fatia per 
ritirarvisi.' ' 
; J :: Liebenwein 1977. pp.1 38-141. 
: '' Faldi 1962. p.8. 

; ' ;; This same conclusion was reached by Coffin 1979, p.289, denoting especially the tower as separate quarters for 
thee cardinal, and containing a private bathroom. 
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too Cardinal Alejandro sureiv prompted him to adopt the anchorite theme lor the ( amerinu degh 

[fremitii in his Roman palace. In the case of" the Caprarola Stanze. however, a connection was 

notedd between the use of the room - according to the sources similar to that of a studinh - and its 

decoration:: the solitude of the hermits was here related to the relative isolation of the occupant of 

thee room.'1 ' in Caprarola. the location of the two Stanze responded to this, as they were situated 

att the back of the palace, and offered a view on the gardens behind it. There was thus a link 

establishedd between the theme of" solitude, that oflearning. and the natural setting of the palace, 

whichh was echoed in the decoration of the rooms in Caprarola. In the Camerino degli Lremiti. a 

similarr relation between function and decoration must have been aimed at. As a written 

programmee for the decorations lacks, the understanding of the precise architectural context and 

settingg might help in discovering its use and meaning. 

:';"" Gombrich 1972. p.21. confirmed thai the function ol" siudioio was supported hv its decoration: but he also 
maintain^^ th-" without th.j iptpmiation "ro\ided hv Can1'- programme, it could also be assumed that the Stan/a 
dell la Sohtudine ua> intended as chapel or place ot' worshm I his aspect of' liturgical use will be the subject <>f'fhe 
ne\!! chapters 
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2.. A R C H I T F X T Ü R E , DECORATIO N A N D T Y P O L O G Y O F T H F PALAZZETT O F A R N E SE 

Architectur ee of the Palazzetto 

Sourcess on the decoration of the Camerino are silent on the spatial and architectural context oi' 

Lanfranco'ss decoration. Since the room was hardly accessible during Farnese's lifetime, was 

partiallyy dismantled soon after his death, and finally destroyed in 1732, later descriptions 

primarilyy repeated the facts about the Camerino as gleaned from Bellori's publication - Passeri's 

biographyy remained unpublished until the eighteenth century.1 Although Bellori's account was 

basedd on first-hand experience of the room in its original state, it was not written with the aim of 

recordingg the factual situation, but intended to analyse the works of art. Later references, even 

whilee the Camerino was still in existence, become more and more unreliable; in 1725, the 

Camerinoo was even mentioned by Rossini as being a work by Domenichino. confusing it with 

otherr works in the Palazzetto.2 Only the original contract of 1611 between cardinal Farnese and 

thee brotherhood, a plan of the Church of Santa Maria delTOrazione e Morte drawn around 1598 

byy the architect Giovanni Maggi (fig.28), and a number of contemporary plans of the city of 

Romee provide more insight into the historical context of the Camerino, in particular its 

architecturall situation within the Palazzetto and the buildings of the Confraternity.3 

Today,, the Palazzetto Farnese still stands along the Via Giulia behind the Palazzo itself 

butt consecutive interventions have destroyed the garden and most of its interior disposition. The 

originall appearance and situation of Palazzetto and garden can be partly deduced from 

contemporaryy depictions in maps and plans of Rome. It was located on via Giulia. between 

Palazzoo Farnese and the Tiber, and consisted of a building with a three-arched loggia opening 

ontoo an adjacent garden. A bridge spanned the road, to provide a private access to the Palazzetto 

fromm the Palazzo proper. In the 1625 map made by Giovanni Maggi some details of the complex 

weree overemphasised: the bridge was given extravagant proportions and on this map it even led 

rightt up to the river-hank, on the left-hand side of a building which does not show the arcades of 

11 Passeri's text was written around ! 672-1678 but appeared in print only in 1772; Hess published the first critical 
editionn in 1934; see Passeri 1678 1995. 
22 Rossini 1725. p.30: 'Nel Palazzetto detto il piceiolo Larncse vicono alia Chiesa della Morte vi è un Camerino. detto 
dell Romito. dipinto dal tatnoso Domenichino.' In the earlier edition of this Mcrcuho erranic of 1693. no mention 
wass made of the Camerino. 
:: I lager 1964. p. 13 tig.2. tlrst published Maggi's pian oi'Santa Maria deH'Ota/ione e Morte; see also Sehlcier 1983. 
p,233 and Wilt e 2000. The plan is in the Royal Library in Stockholm, MS 45, tol.76; it was purchased by \icodemus 
Tessinn the Younger, as is testified by the 1712 inventory of the holdings of his library; see Tessin 2000. pp.(5)-(6), 
no.. 13: 'Architettura Civile di tutti li ordini ... di Giovanni Maggio Romano. 1614. Manuscritto in fol. con molte 
fiüure'.fiüure'. Reconstructions of the Palazzetto were published by Bourdon .•Laurent-Vibert 1909 and Uginet 1980. Both 
suggestedd a corridor to the Camerino. but without including Maggi's plan of the church. 
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aa loggia but still has the appearance of stables iiig.28).'* In Greuter's map of If) 18. the Palazzo 

andd Palazzetto seem to be correctly drawn, but the giardino segreio or private garden behind is 

onlyy given schematically/ In a later map produced by GofFredo van Schayek the bridge was not 

depictedd at all and the buildings of the Palazzetto consisted of two somewhat irregular pavilions 

connectedd by a single wail along the Via Ciiulia. with a gate in the middle. The facade along the 

roadd was highly irregularis drawn, which is inconsistent with the present situation that seems to 

retleett the .SWctwo-siuiation. In Van Schayck's illustration, its garden here seemed just a piece of 

harrenn land sloping towards the river, without the buttressing wall protecting it/1 The 1663 map 

off Johan Blaeu seems closer to the original situation during the time of cardinal Odoardo. it 

showedd the Palazzetto as consisting of two separate parts: on the left side the Palazzetto proper, 

onn the riuht side stables and other functional buildings. 

Drawingss and etchings from the seventeenth century offer little more than the information 

drawnn from the maps. The relatively unimpressive facade of the Palazzetto was never recorded in 

printss before the reconstruction of the church of Santa Maria dell'Orazione e Morte in 1732. and 

viewss of this part of Rome taken from the viewpoint of the river from that period are equally rare. 

Onlyy eighteenth-century prospects such as the series of etchings with views on the Tiber, from 

thee Magnificenze di Roma by Giuseppe Vasi. published in 1754. depict the situation of the 

Palazzetto.. The 'bianco delta Strada Ciiulia dalia parte del Tevere'. plate 88 of this series, 

indicatedd a garden with trees behind it (see fig.33). Detailed information on its layout cannot be 

obtainedd from it: the only accurate indication of the garden-design might be obtained from 

Nolli'ss preparatory design for his 1 748 Map of Rome (fig.32). 

Noo contemporary designs have been found that inform on the disposition of the rooms 

insidee the Palazzetto. Archival sources indicated that the building was the result of alterations to 

ann existing structure of stables. Attached to these original stalls was a storage for hay (a Jenilc): 

ann inventory of 1644 still mentioned these stalls on via Giulia. so a part of the structure remained 

untouchedd during the rebuilding of the Palazzetto. On a nineteenth-century plan of the buildings 

thiss division is still visible: the right side contained larger spaces in which 'seuderie e rimesse' 

11 [-"ruta/. l%2 vol.2, plate C'MA'II.IT 
II ruta/ 1%2. vol.2, plate CXLV.7. 

"" Fruta/. 1962, vol.3, plate CXL111.7. 
11 ruta/ 1962. vol./!. plate CI.III. This plausible situation is contradicted by the Falda map of 1076. where the 

Palazzettoo seems one consistent range of buildings without, however, characteristic details such as the loggia: see 
Fruta// 1962. vol.3, plate C'IA'IM.5. This omission points at the limited reliability of this kind of evidence. Copy iny of 
mapss without introducing changes was regular practice, for the history of map-making in Rome, see Huelsen 191s. 
** testa/ 1994. p. 159: 'Stalla in strada Ciiiilin" 
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wass written. Between 1601 and 1604. a part of this structure, adjacent to Santa Maria 

dell'Orazionee e Morte, was altered to contain five medium-sized rooms on the first floor; on the 

groundd floor a loggia with niches for sculptures and two further vaulted rooms were constructed.' 

Thee building-accounts of these years mention external and internal walls torn down or erected, as 

wellwell as c^1 r*"*n<: h^ inn vaulted 

Theree were two entrances to this Palazzetto: one was at ground level by means of a 

centrallyy positioned door from the via Giulia, but the access route was a bridge built over the 

road,, still standing today (fig.30). This arched bridge surmounted by a terrace was planned in 

conjunctionn with the refurbishing of the building but it was only constructed afterwards. The 

permissionn for its construction was given in 1603, and the accounts prove that it was erected in 

1604.100 The bridge extended from an annex to the actual palace; it joined the Palazzetto on the 

roof-terrace.. An inventory made up after the death of cardinal Odoardo also mentioned the 

presencee of antique statues on this terrace, and probably on the bridge as well. 

Thee garden was laid out behind the Palazzetto in the same period; the mention of the 

'giardinettoo nuovo' in the accounts of 1601-1603 indicated that there had been no preceding 

horticulturall organisation of these grounds.12 This giardino segreto extended to the bank of the 

riverr liber and was protected on that side by a wall. A post-mortem inventory of the Farnese 

wardenss in Rome contained a meticulous doscrintion of this garden, drawn up with assistance 

fromm the gardener himself.1' The grounds were divided into two sections, each subdivided into 

fourr flowerbeds.14 The section next to the premises of the Orazione e Morte, and overlooked from 

thee newly furbished rooms, was centered around a fish-pond with central fountain; the latter was 

embellishedd with sculptures of four shells, four putti with vases on their shoulders, and four 

'' Uginet 1980. p.89f. 
|!'' See Hibbard 1967 for the licence of 4 April 1603. and Uginet 1980. pp.113-118 for the building-accounts. 
"" See the inventory of 1626 in ASN Fondo Farnesiano I853.I11-XII nr.4. 'Flenco delle statue di proprieta del 
screnissimoo Duca di Parma, esistente nel Palazzo, e Luoghi ossiano Villa di Roma. Forse del 1626. o 1650.' This 
inventoryy was dated to 1642 by Riebesell 1989. p.80. 
^:: Uginet 1980. p.93f. 
; '' The inventory was made with the assistance of the gardener, Giovanni Gan/ia. and can be found in ASP. ('arte 
Farnese.. RaccAlanoscritti. Busta 86: 'Deseri/ione de Giardini di ('ampo Vaccino. Trastevere. Vignola e Vigna di 
Madama.. 6 April 1626, and was published in Benedetti 1973, pp.479-480. 
MM Benedetti 1973. p.470: 'Nei giardino segreto di detto palazzo contiguo all; suddetti ('amerini al quah si puo andare 
eonn deseendere dal delta area per una scala fatta per servitio di detti Camerini pure sotto la custodia di detto Gar/ia. 
ett compartito in quattro parti principali. eiaseuna de quali è poi partita in diversi quadretti tutti piani parte di cipolle 
dii diversi tlori. et parte di radiei di sempliei diverse et tra detti quattro quadri e un arbore di ('aslagnu Aquino, che ta 
fiori.. un arbore di lauro Amaniano. et un altro chiamato !a grana tintora è da due parti le piu Innghe di tutte Ie dette 
partii principali sono arbori 48 in tutto d'aranci alti egualmcnte cioc circa palmi 12 eeeetto uno piccolo vicino alia 
peschicra.. N resto di detto giardino eonsiste in altn 4 quadretti pieeoli ...' In the inventory of 1644 1650. there is a 
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tortoises,, positioned around a central *pout with l1\e nozzles. On its/>e/w/'w>-halustrade stood 

threee vases with the lamese-lilies and balls on them. The second part of the garden consisted of 

fourr larger beds with precious bulbs and medicinal plants, at the crossing of which grew a large 

floweringg horse chestnut. The garden was decorated with pots with 48 orange- and lemon-trees, 

andd other vases with roses and other flowers. 

Kromm these documents it can be deduced that, the Paiazzetto formed an architectural 

extensionn to Palazzo Farnese itself and was connected to the main building by means of a bridge, 

offeringg its owner a direct and private access to the newlv laid out Tiber-garden. In 1611. the 

Palaz/ettoo was extended with an additional room: by means of a direct passage, cardinal Farnese 

couldd reach the C'amerino degli Fremiti. The use of the verb ritirarsi.  used by Bellori with respect 

too the C'amerino wh^\ he wrote 'the cardinal being in the habit of retiring to this room...' fits the 

uenera!! impression of this autonomous architectural complex and adjacent ground as welt.1" I low 

wass the C'amerino connected to this Paiazzetto? 

Camerinoo and Paiazzetto: a reconstruction 

Thee recently discovered contract between Farnese and the Orazione e Morte adds significant 

informationn for a new reconstruction of the Palaz/etlo and Camerino. First of all. the contract 

indicatess that the room was part of the buildings that belonged to the brotherhood; before 1609 it 

servedd a cleric, presumably their priest, as his living quarters/ It should thus be located within 

thee premises of the church as drawn by Maggi. Since the contract of 1611 mentioned that the two 

windowss were already constructed and gave onto the church and the oratory of the brotherhood, 

thee room must have been situated in between these two spaces. The onl> possible location would 

thenn be above the room in the plan inscribed as the 'spogliatore' or cloakroom. According to the 

measurementss on Maggi"s plan (fig.2X). this room measured 20 b\ 30 palmi romani. which is 

shorterr description of the 'giardinetto secreto della Morte' thai largely corresponds with the situation as described in 
1626;; seeJestaz 1994. p. 161. 
;II Benedetti 1973. p.480: 'in mezzo de quali e una peschicra longa circa quattro canne. larga ci[rc]a 3.5 tutta 
circondataa di balaustn di peperino piena d'acqua eon una fbntana in mezzo di 4 conchiglie. 4 tartarughe. 4 puttini con 
vasii tnedioen in cima el una meta di pi|omfho eon 5 hoeehini ehe geltano acqua. ft supra il halaustro d'essa 
peschicraa eono tre vasi di creta la\orati con mascheruni po|rtanti](?) palle e gigli con piede di peperino pieni [d|i 
terraa sen/a piante con suoi nianici di capacity d'una soma l'u[no] dico.' The similarity of this fountain with the 
[[ ontana delle Tartarughe in Rome, and the fountain with two puiti in the Sala d'frcole in the Palazzo farnese at 
(( aprarola is striking. 
'"" Bellori 1672 2000. p.367: 'essendo solito il Cardinale farnese ritirarsi in quella camera ...' 

ASN.fondoo farnesiano D.M46 tasc.37, toflr: 'stantia. sea cuniculu d|ietis| Arehieoniratemtis. in quo per prius 
inhahitnh;ttt ("Irru-ns dirtae ( ec)[esl]ae...' 
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approximatelyy 4.4 by 8,6 meters.'* Secondly, the location of the Camerino above the 'spogliatore' 

inn Maggi's plan also facilitated the construction of a new access from the recently finished 

Palazzettoo Farnese. as it was directly adjacent to it. A new reconstruction of the seventeenth-

centuryy situation of Palazzetto and Camerino (figs. 34 and 35) indicates that it consisted of a 

buildingg with two levels: a lower floor and a first floor. On ground-level, there were two vaulted 

roomss with grated windows giving onto the via Giulia.w These rooms were located on either side 

off the corridor leading from the main entrance on via Giulia directly to the three-arched loggia 

(no.55 on fig.34). From here the garden could be accessed by means of a number of steps between 

thee building and the lower level of the garden.^ 

Thee connection between the lower and upper floor was through a circular stairwell 

accessiblee from the ground-floor-room on the left-hand side.21 This spiral staircase ran to the top 

off the building where the roof-terrace provided passage to the Cardinals' private apartment in the 

Palazzoo proper by means of the arched bridge over the Via Giulia. According to the 1644 

inventoryy of the Palazzetto, on the first floor there were four camerini and one additional space 

(seee fig.35).22 Two of those looked onto via Giulia; the others were located over the loggia and 

overlookedd the garden by means of three windows.23 In 1610, the corridor to the Camerino dcgli 

Fremitii (no.1 on fig.35) was constructed from this upper floor. The most probable location for 

thiss passageway was in the angle between the south-western room overlooking the garden, the 

onlyy place where the buildings of the brotherhood (nos.2 and 3 on fig.35) immediately bordered 

:** The measurements in the Maggi-plan were presumably given in palmi romam: according to Doursther 1965, 

p.375.. the pal mo romano measured 223 mm; Letarouilly 1840-1858 vol .1 , p. 141 gave the palmo as being 0.22342 

cm. . 
!"" Uginet 1980, p.98, nr. 935: 'Per haver rotte et fatte tre finestre mezzanine tatte spallette et archi et messo Ii conci et 
ferratee di vano palmi.' 
: i '' Uginet 1980. p.98. n.942: 'Per haver messo lo sealino della loggia lungo palmi 51 3/4'. This is corresponding with 
thee width o f the loggia's three arches. 
: :: Uginet 1980, p.93, nrs.810-812, 816 referred to the construction of this 'lumaca'. that according to ibidem, p.94. 
nr.8411 was situated next to one of the ground-floor rooms: 'Muro die divide la scala dalla stanzia acanto'. In this 
case,, 'scala' probably refers to the 'lumaca'. A further entry could refer to the door constructed next to this stairwell, 
providingg an access to the stairwell and room from the side of the Vicolo della Mortc, see ibidem p.97, nr.900: 
'Mettituraa della porta di tevertino che etura alio stanzino a piedi alia lumaca.' The second stairwell on the side of the 
Viaa ( i iul ia. drawn in the reconstruction of Uginet 1980, was probably a later alteration aller the fire occurring m the 
Palazzettoo in the seventeenth century. I wish to thank Dr. I 'ginet for discussing this reconstruction with me. 
•:: This reconstruction is based upon Uginet 1980. p.91. which was in turn partly based on the earlier reconstruction 
ass made by Bourdon/Laurent-Vibert 1909. The change in arrangement of the rooms, and possibly the stairwell, was 
probablyy the result of a fire which occurred in the Palazzetto in 1700; see Uginet 1980. p. t 13 note 81 
r '' Uginet 1980, p.99, nr.964: 'Per haver messi 3 mezzanim de tevertino sopra la loggia di vano.' 
:44 The reconstruction published in Uginet 1980. p.91. fig.2 suggested that the circular stairwell was located towards 
thee back of the building, between the Palazzetto and the buildings of the Ora/ione c Morte. and made to provide 
accesss to the Camerino degli Fremiti. As has been argued above, this stairwell cannot have been constructed for this 
purposee in 1601-04, as the Camerino was not available at that moment. Moreover, there was no space for the 
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Decorationn of the Palazzetto 

Thee Palaz/etto contained one of the largest coherent collections of painted landscapes in early 

SeicentoSeicento Rome, a fact that was noted by the occasional contemporary visitor able to enter these 

premises.2"" Richard Symonds. an Knglish traveller who visited Rome around the middle of the 

seventeenthh century, recorded this impression in his Diary, where he stated that 'In a little 

buildingg toward the River ... 3 or 4 rooms with ... quadros of Annibal Carracci's on the flat 

Roofee which is of board and about 1 1 or 12 foot high is in all quarters with rare paeses of that 

incomparablee master.'"^ The coherence of the subjects in each room, and the thematic and formal 

analogiess between the various spaces suggest thai an iconographic and functional unity underlies 

thee Palazzetto programme. The fact that it was planned and realised in the space of approximate!) 

fourr vears underlines this conceptual coherence. 

Thee inventorv of 1644 - considered to be a reasonable accurate reflection of the situation 

duringg the lifetime of cardinal Odoardo - presented the interior arranged as private picture-

gallery."'' The information of this document allows for a virtual walk through the original 

situation,, which greatly enhances the understanding of the architectural disposition as well. Here 

thee different schools of painting preferred by farnese - the Bolognese. Venetian and flemish 

schoolss - were hung according to theme. Within the allocation in the Palazzetto. no sign of 

stvlisticc preference can be found: Dutch. German. Roman and Bolognese paintings were shown 

nextt to one another. Several inventories of Farnese property during the seventeenth century listed 

amongg these works by Paul Eiril. Carlo Saraeeni. Annibale ('arracci. his pupils and a number of 

otherr painters.'^ These pictures were for the greater part acquired by cardinal Odoardo himself as 

mostt works dated from the turn of the sixteenth century, and some were expressly commissioned 

stairwelll on this spot, as the dividing wall between the farnese-prcniiscs and the buildings of the brotherhood was 
notnot perpendicular to the Via (iiulia. but loeated at an angle of 80 degrees; the side of the loggia bordered 
immediatelyy onto the wall towards the \ icolo della Morte. This must be concluded from the post in Iginet 1980. 
p.94.. nr. 822: 'Muro deila nicehia nella loggia latta nel muro vecchio verso la Morte.' That this wall was not 
perpendicularr but at an angle can be deduced front fuga's plans tor the church tor Urazione e Morte atid the present 
situationn (see Salerno Spezzaferro'1 afun 1973. ills.385. 386. and Buchowiecki 1967-1974 vol.3, p.63): an aerial 
photographh (in Le Palais Farnese. vol.2, pp.24-25) of the modern situation also points out that the dividing wall is at 
ann angle. 

Y\\ hitrieid 198 f p. 3 1 3: 'flies sent cependant d'un mterct tout particulier pour 1'histoire de la peinture du pay sage, 
carr le 'palazzetto' reunissait le plus grand ensemble qui soit de paysage 'carrachesques'.' 

RR Svniond^. l>iun\ cited after Whitfield 1981. p.316 n.13. Symonds was probably able to enter the Palazzetto 
alterr the sequestration of farnese property by the papal authorities during the War on ('astro in 1641. The use of the 
Italianss term paese in this citation suggests that the f nglisb language had no regular word for landscape painting in 
thee seventeenth century. 

Ibiss inventorv7 has been published in Jestaz 1994 where it is dated to 1644. It was probably drawn up during the 
warr on (."astro. See Whitheid 1981. Robertson 19X8. p.49. and Robertson in 1 he demits of Rome 2001. pp. 124-125. 
-** Jestaz 1994. pp. 1 Vi-1 ^8 and Rertini 1987 p ??? 
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forr this environment.29 The conscious effort to bring them together in the Palazzetto indicates the 

existencee of a coherent decorative programme for this building - whether this was the product of 

ann artistic advisor or nol.10 In allocating paintings according to subject, Farnese followed the 

tendencyy of the early seventeenth century of combining paintings with regard to their subject, as 

forr example Giulio Mancini had advised his readers in the Considerationi sullapittura: But the 

combinationn of themes and subjects indeed suggests a further level ol' meaning, in which the 

spatiall arrangement of the Palazzetto becomes a signifying element of its own. 

Onn the groundfloor, the Palazzetto contained three painted landscapes with mythological 

subjects,, executed in fresco on the ceilings of the main rooms around 1603. In the vault of the 

loggiaa opening onto the giardino segreio (no.5 on fig.34) and on the ceilings of the two 

groundfloor-roomss giving onto via Giulia, Domenichino painted three mythological tales: the 

DeathDeath of Adonis, the Dying Narcissus and Apollo and Hyacinth (figs.36-38)/" The source for all 

threee was Ovid's Metamorphoses}1 The continuing popularity of these stories for the subject of 

florall themes in art at the beginning of the seventeenth century is attested by an amorous poem in 

thee Rime by Giambattista Marino. In a complicated play between the myth of origin of these three 

flowers,, he compared the beauty of the beloved with both that of Narcissus, Adonis and Hyacinth 

andd the flowers they had turned into, and gave the palm to the subject of his own adoration. In 

otherr words, nature had surpassed itself 

Marino'ss poem probably inspired the subject of the three frescoes.4 Around 1600. the 

: )) The hanging of paintings in other rooms of the Palazzo presented a random mixture of subjects and artists, with a 
predominancee of historical subjects. See Robertson 1988. Robertson 1995, pp.70-79. and Jestaz 1994. 
111 Whitfield 1981. p.316 doubts that all the paintings were especially commissioned, as they could have been taken 
fromm elsewhere in the palace to fit into the wooden ceilings, but he does assume some kind of iconographic 
coherence. . 
111 Mancini 1956-1957 vol.1, p. 143. This treatise was composed between 1614 and 1621, almost contemporary to the 
constructionn of the Palazzetto. 
ï :: Hellori 1672.2000 pp.292-293 and Malvasia 1841 vol.2, p.222. These frescoes are now in the Palazzo itself; they 
weree detached between 1816 and 1820 because of their precarious state of conservation. Sec Spear 1965. Spear 
1967,, Spear 1982 vol.1, pp.131-133. Whitfield 1981. pp.312-32.1. Classicisms e natura 1996. p.86. Ilochmann in 
DomenichinoDomenichino 1996. pp. 173-177. and Paoletti 2003. p.9. 
!>> Ovid 1986. pp.61-66 for the story of Narcissus, p.248 for the death of Adonis, and pp.230-23! for the episode of 
Apolloo and Hyacinth. See Pigler 1956 vol.2, pp.175-178 for the death of Narcissus, ibidem p.244-247 for Venus 
lamentingg Adonis, and pp.29-30 for the iconography of Apollo and Hyacinth, which was painted a second time by 
Domenichinoo in the Villa Aldobrandini in frascati, now in the National Gallery in London. On the Cinquecenio 
discussionss on the depiction of Ovidian themes in painting, see Thimann 2002. esp. pp.53-88. 
'44 Marino 1609, p.75: 'Ogni prato. ogni fior ride al tuo riso. Menlr'Klpinia fra lor movi le pi ante. Nel tuo leggiadro 
aspettoo il suo sembiante \ ago di vagheggiar scorge Narciso, In te si specehia Adon. ch'espresso il viso Haver di 
Cithereaa gli sembra avante; I- Clitia. quasi volta al suo I.evante. Nel Sol de'tuoi begli occbi il guardo ha Cisco Vinta 
inn bcllczza, e dal tuo pie ealcata. D'amorosa vergogna il volto tinto Inchina a te la Rosa innamorata. I-'ossi aneh'io 
fiore.. e per poter dipinto Mostrarti sospirando aura dorata. Melo foglie il mio duol. fossi Giancinto.' It is interesting 
too note in this poem the act of colouring red, and the fact that Marino alluded to painting in this poem. Spear 1965. 
p.711 held Agucchi responsible for the adaptation of the myths to this particular setting. Whitfield 1981. p.322 
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poett was affiliated to Cardinal Pietro Aldobrandini. with whom I arnese remained in close contact 

duringg most of his life. But the subject of the poem did not reflect upon the intentions oï 

Domenichino'ss frescoes. In this case, the painter's works referred to the patron and his family, in 

thee seventeenth century, al! three flowers into which these mythological figures turned were 

takenn as a reference to the lily, the flower found sixfold in the escutcheon of the Farnese family. 

Alsoo recurrent in all stories was the colour purple, a particular reference to the status of cardinal 

forr which in Italian the word 'porporato' was used both as adjective and noun/" Apart from the 

h!yy as a reference to the family and its ecclesiastical ties, the personal imprest' of Cardinal 

Odoardo,, devised by fulvio Orsini. also showed the motif of the purple lily with the Greek motto 

'BCOTCVV frodavouui'. or '1 grow with Gods help' (see fig.39)/'' 

Alll three flowers thus referred both to the colour purple and the species of the iiiy. 

Accordingg to Ovid. Hyacinth became 'a flower ... in form a lily, save that a lily wears a silver 

hue.. this richest purple': and Adonis became 'a blood-red flower', which is often taken as a 

referencee to the anemone/ In Seicento treatises on gardening, the very popular anemone was 

oftenn considered to be a subspecies of the lily, and of course it repeated the colour red. ' Also the 

lilvv and the narcissus were considered botanically related, as the mention of a certain 'Narciso 

Indianoo gigliato. sferico' in a description of a garden near the Colosseum/' The colour of this 

flowerflower was not, however, mentioned. The narcissus had been described by Ovid as white or 

yellow,, without any reference to the lily, but the Bible and classical sources such as Pliny the 

I,I,iderider and Virgil mentioned purple with reference to this flower/ 

AA more specific link between the narcissus, the lily, and the colour purple was provided in 

aa 1625 botanical description of rare plants in the Horti Farnesiani. the larnese-gardens on the 

Palatinee Hill (see fig.90). Pietro Castelli. lecturer of medicine at the University of the Sapien/a in 

Rome,, in 1625 published the Kxaclissima de script io variorum tptanmdum plcuUarum que 

suggestedd on the basis o\' Malvasia 1 841 vol.2. p.222. calling them 'di sua invenzione'. that Domenichino conceived 
thee program by himself to show off his intellectual capacities. Belion supposed Agucchi to have cooperated on the 
programm of the (.amen no 1 arnese by Anmbale C arracci; see Martin 1965. pp.38-38. On Agucehi\ activities as 
artisticc advisor in relation to the ('arracci-sehool, see Gin/burg 1996 and Mambro Santos 2001. 
"" See VocLibnhiria dcgli Accademici delhi Crusca 161 2 1987. p.637 and (iDU vol. 13. p.920. 
:: ''''''  See Martin 1965. p.42 and Pastoureau 1980. esp. pp.445-48 for Odoardo's impresa. 

Ovidd 1986. pp.231 and 248 respectively. Kor a seventeenth-centurv discussion of die species of anemones, 
especiallyy the purple variety, see Ferrari 1646. p. 178. 
"" On the popularity of the anemone in early seventeenth-century gardens, see Masson 1972. pp.72-73. 75-76. and 

liobhousee 1992. pp. 128-129. 
;; Masson 1972. p.79. described this flower as present in the garden of a certain Tranquillo Romauli. 
;; Spear 1967. p.1 73. referred to Virgil's hcio^iu' 38. where the narcissus is described as 'suave rubens narcissus', and 
Plinvv the Flder 1938-1962 vol.6, p.254 (Bk.21. eh.75). who refers to two varieties: 'Narcissi duo genera in usum 
medicii recipmnt. purpureo tlore et alterum herhaeeum ....'. and elsewhere. Bk \ . \ l . 12. of a lilv that is purple and 
similarr lo the narcissus 
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continenturcontinentur in Rome in horio farnesiano. under the pseudonym of his friend Tobia Aldini. 

physiciann and Odoardo's gardener.41 Castelli labelled one particular species in this garden as 

'Lilionarcissuss rubeus Indicus'. indicating the close resemblance observed by seventeenth-century 

botanistss between the two species and this one flower, which in modern taxonomy is known as 

Amarylliss Belladonna (fig.40).42 As Castelli noted in his description of the plant, the roots and 

leavess resembled the narcissus, and the flower was identical to the lily.4' In the Palazzetto. the 

threee flowers depicted in the frescoes of the ground-floor - and also present in vases in the real 

gardenn - were thus all purple and referred to the lily in some way; they were thus intended as a 

referencee to the escutcheon and ecclesiastical dignity of the owner. 

Thee upper storey of the Palazzetto contained an apartment of four small rooms, camerini, 

andd a provisional chapel (Tig.35. no.5).44 These rooms were all similarly arranged, with ceilings 

consistingg of a wooden structure into which canvases were inserted, and further paintings hung 

onn the walls. The first room described in the inventory', 'primo camerino a canto la Morte', was 

primarilyy filled with works by Annibale Carracci. Odoardo Farnesc favoured the artist from 1595 

untill the untimely death of the painter in 1609.4> The walls were hung with the Sleeping Venus 

withwith playing putli by Annibale Carracci (fig.41), a Rinaldo and Armida 'con boscaglia' (flg.42) 

andd a Diana taking a bath by the same painter, and a Europa on the Bull (probably by Agostino 

Carracci)) - all of these pastoral or mythological subjects, set within conspicuous landscape-

settings.4f>> Another particular painting found in this room was the Arrigo Peloso, ascribed to 

411 Aldini/C astclli 1625. frontispice: 'Tobia Aldino cesenate auctore. Illustr.mi et rev.mi principis et cardinalis 
Odoardii Farnesii medico chimico. et eiusdem horti preafecto.' Ferrari 1646. p.15: Tobiae Aldini. qui. dum Odoardi 
Cardinaliss Farnesij medicus Chymicus. & Farnesiani horti praciectus ...' For a discussion of this book and its author, 
seee DM 1960-prcsent. vol.21, pp.747-750, esp. 748. Tagliolini 1988. pp.185-186, Nocchi Pellegrini 1990. p.419. 
Collinn 1991. pp.208-209 and Scott 1995b. 
i:i:  Freedberg 2002. p.39. 
! '' Aldini Castelli 1625. p.83: 'Lilionarcissus. seü Narcissolirion aptiüs hxc planta dicetur. quam Tulipa: flos enim 
verèè lilium emulatur. radix. & folia narcisi sunt.' Later on. this plant was also found in the garden of Cardinal 
Antonioo Barberini and indicated with the same name; Ferrari 1646. pp.1 15-1 18 followed Mdiruis' account and 
describedd the plant as follows: 'Narcissus Indicus lato folio nareissino. ft o re ruheo liliaeeo. album scilicet lilium 
imitante..:: See also llobhouse 1992. pp. 1 28-1 29 and Blair McDougall 1994. p.236. 
l '' I,e Palais harncse vol.1. p.314 ill.1. 
•''"'Zapperii 1986. pp.203-205. 
't:"" The Rinaldo and Armida is in the Museo di C apodimonte in Naples: see Bertini 1987. p. 165. no.237 and La scunla 
EmiiianaEmiiiana 1994. pp.134-135; for the Sleeping Venus, in Chantilly. see Bertini 1987. pp.l4b-(48. no.187. De 
Boissardd Lavergne-Durey 1988. pp.65-69. cat.no.21 and Brooks 1998. The Rape of Europa, attributed to Agostino. 
iss in a private collection. London: see Bertini 1987. p. 162. no.232 and / Farnese 1995. pp.301-302. cat.no.101. For a 
paintingg of Diana and Act aeon that can possibly be identified with the Diana taking a bath from the Palazzetto, now 
inn Bruxelles, Musce des Beaux Arts, sec Bertini 1987. p. 1 34 no. I 62. 
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Agostinoo Carraeci. and depicting a hair\ man. a monkey, a dwarf and a madman dig.43).' All of 

thesee characters were present at the court of Odoardo Farnese, and have been identified 

respectivelyy with the noma selvaggio Arrigo Gonzalez, the nana Rodomonte. and the huffrme 

Pietro.4** Because of their abnormality and rarity, they were considered beasts, types of'natural 

bonders'' appertaining to the cardinals collections. 

Thee ceiling of this first room provided allegorical and real images of the time of the day. 

ass the inventory of 1653 recounted: 'nineteen paintings with perspective views, landscapes and 

animalss and one in the middle of larger size, with Apoilo crowned with laurel with the lyre, all 

withh gilded cornice, which represent the Day. and forming the ceiling of the said Camerino.' L' 

Althoughh the names of the painters were omitted, on account of later Farnese inventories the 

centrall painting, nou lost has been attributed to Annibale C'arracci."' On the same basis it can be 

assumedd that these landscapes were by Paul Bril. Picter Breughel or one of their Flemish 

assistantss or followers. It may even have been an instance of jointly authored works, in which the 

landscapee was done by the one. and the animals by the other.""1 In this respect, the Palazzetto 

constitutess one of the first instances in Rome where Flemish painters might have cooperated not 

onlyy with their native colleagues, but also with Italian painters. 

Followingg this first camerino was a space called 'camerino primo a mano manca'. which 

functionedd as a chapel, given its furnishing with an altar, probably a portable one. consisting of a 

woodenn table on a stand, with a wool covering."" Two small cabinets serving as storage for 

religiouss utensils were illuminated on the outside with painted landscapes: 'two cupboards for the 

servicee of the altar decorated with landscapes.'" The room also contained another object, a 

segettasegetta or close-stool, which seems strangely out of place in this context, and was probably not 

ann original piece of furniture from the early seventeenth century. 

'' Jestaz. 1994. p, 1 36: 'Uno piu piccolo in tela, cornice dorata. dentro at quale c dipinto Arrigo peioso. Pietro matto. 
Anionn nano et altre bestie. mano del dctto [Annibale (.'arraeei].' lor this painting, nou in Museo di ('apodimonte and 
ascribedd to Agostino ('arracei. see Bertini T 987, p i 1 I, no 81 and La scw>la Emitiana 1994. pp. 109-1 10. 

Onn the identification of the person;» with members of larnese's court and their status as natural curiosities, see 
/apperii 1985. The identification of the person at the far right as I'lisse Aldrovandi has been tentatively proposed by 
Findlenn 1998. p.31 I. 
iJJ Bertini 1987. p.221. citing the inventory of 1653. ASP.Race.Ms 86: 'diciannove quadri a prospettive di paesi 
animalii et uno di mezzo piu tzrande con Apollo laureato con il Pletto tutti con eornicietla dorata die rnppresentano i! 
giorno,, et tormano il soffitto di dfetto] Camerino.' 

Bertinii 1987. p. 100 nr.42. On the iconography of Apollo and the tinier of the d<u. < >r accompanied In the Hours, 
seee Ripa 1603. pp.203-2 14. 'liore del giorno' and 'More delia none', where a direct quote is given from the story of 
Phaetonn by Ovid; see also Pigler 1956 vol.2, pp.26-27 and pp.499-500 

:: These landscapes have not been identified thus far. An instance of direct cooperation between Brii and other 
figure-paintersfigure-painters is described in Pijl 1998. f or the panel-paintings by Bril. see Berger 1993. 
'' Jcstaz 1994. p.! 36: '3304. I <-n altare di legno. tavolina di sopra et teiaro da basso.' 
'' Icst;i7 1994. n 1 1(i; '33't5. Due armarietti per servitio deü'akare dipinti a paesi.' 
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Att the centre of the ceiling of the second camerino. a representation of another 

cosmologicall theme. Aurora spreading flowers, was surrounded by prospeitive - meaning either 

architecturall perspectives or landscape-paintings, and unspecified figural themes."4 Also in this 

case,, the names of painters were not mentioned in the inventory; reconstructions have linked the 

centrepiecee with a painting by Annibale now in Chantilly. that shows Aurora crowned by 

flowers,, seated on a cloud, and dispersing flowers over the awakening earth with the help of two 

puttiputti (fig.44). This depiction utilised one element from the description of this theme in Cesare 

Ripa'ss leonologia, namely the basket with flowers, but in all other aspects diverged from the 

traditionall iconography of Aurora on a chariot with a torch in her hand to drive away the 

darkness.'^^ The surrounding paintings of the four putti scattering petals of flowers were painted 

didi sotto in su (figA5).-b The room also included a set of fourteen portraits of'various Princes and 

Princessess of Portugal', according to the inventory executed by a Flemish master; these images 

formedd a gallery of cardinal Odoardo's maternal ancestry - his mother had been princess Maria of 

Portugal.3 3 

Inn the third camerino, the theme of Night painted by Annibale Carracci formed the focal 

pointt of the ceiling's decoration?8 It depicted a female personification of the nighttime, flying 

withh sleeping putti in her arms above a moonlit landscape (fig.46). This iconography accorded 

quitee accurately with the prescriptions of the Night given by Ripa, as a woman with large wings 

holdingg two sleeping children.  ̂ Around this central panel, eight depictions of sleeping amorini 

";; Jestaz i994, p. 137: 'Nove quadri con eornicetta dorata attomo. parte a prospective c parte a figure, con uno piü 
grandee in mezzo dell'Aurora. die formano il soffito di detto camerino'. For the diverse meanings of praspettiva. see 
GDLlGDLl vol.14, pp.710-712. Symonds in his Diary (see Whitfield 1981, p. 319) wrote 'In one roome in the roof e is 
Auroraa flat as if flying in the ay re spreading flowers', but he did not mention the prospetiive. For the painting vC 
Aurora,, see Bertini 1987. p.133, nr. 155, and Ue Boissard Lavergne-Durey 1988. pp.70-72. cai.no 2^ 
;55 Ripa 1603, p.34: 'Aurora. Giovinetta, alata ... nel braccio sinistro un cestello pieno de varij flori'. An example of' 
thee more traditional iconography of'Aurora is in the Stanza dell'Aurora in Palazzo Farne.se at Caprarola; likewise a 
roomm in which the thematic reflected the cosmological cycle of the day; see Acidini Luchinat 1998 vol.1, pp.204-208 
andd Pierguidi 2002b, p.287, For the general iconography of Aurora in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, see 
Figlerr 1956 vol.2, pp.40-42 and Seznec 1972. p.261. 
'•'"" For these /«////-paintings, identified with four canvases in the Musée ("ondé in Chantilly. see Bertini 1987. pp.90-
93.. nrs.20-23 and De Botssard/Lavergne-Durey 1988. pp.72-73, cat.nos.24-27. 

Jestazz 1994. p. 136: 'Quattordeci retrattini in tavola con corniei negre. con diverse Principi et Prineipes.se di 
Fortogallo.. mano d'un Fiamengo.' These paintings are now in the Ualleria Na/ionale di Famia, inv.no 1177; see 
Robertsonn 1992. pp.145-147. On the maternal family and its portugese connections, see Arciont 1626. p.11 and 
Zappenn 1994. p.35. 
"ss Jestaz 199-4. p. 137. no.3321: 'Nove quadri, quattro d'Amorini. quattro piü grandi a prospettive di paesi illuminali 
dallaa luna. in mezzo uno grande della Notte che vola.' The central painting of the Night is now in Musee ('ondé in 
('hantillv.. see De Boissard Lavergne-Durey 1988. pp.69-70, cat.no.22: one of the amotim was identified with a copy 
afterr Annibale in the Museo di Capodimonle; see Bertini 1987. p.94 nrs.26-29. p.135 no.153. and La scuola 
EmiEmi liana 1994. p.139. Whitfield 1981. p.319 erroneously identified these paintings of amorini with the four 
'Amours'' now in Chantilly. 
""" Ripa 1603. p.360: 'Xotte. Donna vestita d'un manto azurro tutto pieno di stelle. &  habbia allespalle due grande aii 
inn atto di volare. sara di carnaggionc fosca. & havera in capo una ghirlanda di papavero. & nel braccio destro terra un 
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andd lour nocturnal landscapes were inserted. This was a relatively new topic in ihe genre ol 

landscape,, which was pursuid by a number of northern painters then working in Rome." Four 

workss ascribed to Paul Bril in the inventory of 1662 probably referred to the landscapes from this 

room,, as they all depicted moonlit scenes; one painting of a sleeping putio with a torch in his 

handd might also be identified as a former part o\ this decoration/'' Most appropriate, a lettiera or 

daybedd made of inlaid ebony was one of the pieces of furniture, pointing to the use of this room 

ass a place to rest.'1" 

11 he fourth room - 'ultimo (. amerino'. which according to Symonds in 1650 was a 'little 

closet''''' - of this enfilade contained a ceiling for which the general theme of playing putti was 

chosen.. According to the description of 1644. there were paintings with 'diverse plays and games 

off putti and other figures painted in yellow.,M In a later inventory of 1662-1680. one of these 

paintingss was described as 'a painting on canvas with various putti throwing the javelin, others 

thatt swim, painted in yellow chiaroscuro''^' The inventory of the collection in 1728-1734. after 

itss transferral to Naples, described five other similar paintings: 'A painting on canvas with various 

puttiputti throwing apples and perspectives painted in yellow chiaroscuro ... A painting on canvas 

withh diverse putti that work in a forge and a fountain ... A painting on a horizontal canvas with 

dancingg putti, and others that play ... A painting on a horizontal canvas of small putti that play 

diversee games, some flirt ... A painting on canvas with putti that play gatta ewea with a pergola 

Thee putto was a popular subject in art during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and 

tanciulloo bianco. & nel sinistro un'altro tanciullo nero. & havera i ppiedi storti; &  ambiduc dctti fanciulli 
dormiranno.' ' 

Seee Howard 1992 tor representations of the night-sky in Flsheimers work, and the relative influence of Galilei's 
discoveriess on this subgenre of landscape. 

Bertinii 1987. p.223: '25. I n paese in tela illuminato dalia luna con prospeüiva di colonnate. e rovine antiche con 
huominii e donne che stanno al fuoeo mano di Pavolo Brilli segnato n.137. 26. I n paese in tela traverso illuminato 
dallaa Luna con burasca di mare con vascello. e barchette. mano del Brilli segnato n.300 27, I n quadro in tela 
traversoo illuminato dalia Luna con paese una carrozza a 4: et altre figurine, mano del Brilli segnato n.302. 28. 1'n 
quadroo in tela traverso illuminato dalla Luna da una parte incendio con figurine e dcll'ahra monti con piciole casette. 
segnatoo n.481.' See also Salerno 1952. p. 19] and Ruby 1999. p..37 and esp.55. Lor a painting of a sleeping puti<>. 
ascribedd to Annibale ('arraeci and now in (. apodimonte. see La scuola hmtlumu 1 994. p. I 39 
" :: Jestaz 1994. p.137: Vna lettiera d'ebano intersiata d'argento con profili e folgiami. colonne quadre sen/a vasi. con 
cileoo e pendenti dent.ro e fijori. coperta e tornaletto simile e dette coperta ....' 
'' ; Cited after Whitfield 1981. p.320. 
' 11 Jestaz 1994. p. I 38: 'diversi scher/i e bath di putti e altre figure dipmte in uiallo.' See also Bertini 1987 p.222. 

Bertinii 1987 p.231: 'quadro in tela eon diversi puttini che tirano dardi. altri che nuotano. di pinto in giallo 
chiaroscuro.' ' 
'""" Jestaz 1994. pp.137-138. citing from the inventory I 728-i 734. in ASN.l ondo Larnesiano I 853 111 (X): ' In quadro 
inn tela con diversi puttini che si tirano mele e prospettive di colonne dipinte di giallo scuro ... Wn quadro in tela con 
diversii puttini che lavorano alia fucina ed una fontana di giallo scuro ... Ln quadro in tela traverso con puttini che 
ballano.. e fanno altri giochi ... I n quadro traverso in tela con puttini che fanno diversi giochi. alcuni fanno il gioco 
cieiiaa civetta ... I n quadro in teia con puttini che fanno la gatta cieca con pergolata di giallo scuro ...' See also 
\\\ hit field I 98 I. p. i2(). See Dabhs 199S and Wcddigen I 999 tnr later series ^f pwtj engaged in children's games. 
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wass often depicted as engaged in diverse human activities.0 One of the connotations of this 

themee was that of the 'aetas aurea', the Golden Age that was linked with the theme of Arcadia -

andd thus the garden. The subject of the annual seasons was another implicit reference transmitted 

byy representations of putti - they often referred to autumn and harvest of grapes.6 'Bacchanals of 

puttiputti picking grapes and playing among each other, which signifies Autumn' was the phrase used 

too describe a series of tapestries woven on commission of Ferrante Gonzaga in the mid-sixteenth 

century.699 The plucking of apples in the last camerino could in this case refer to this same time of 

year,, while the putti in the forge probably constituted a reference to winter, while the playing and 

sportingg putti indicated spring,70 and the dancing figurines stood for the summer. Thus, even 

thoughh the subject of landscape was not explicitly present in the last room, like the other subjects 

inn the preceding rooms it did refer to the times of the day and the cycle of the seasons, and thus of 

nature. . 

Thee last room integrally counted among the spaces in the Palazzetto. was the Camerino 

deglii Fremiti. As already mentioned in the first chapter, it was described in mid-seventeenth-

centuryy inventories as the last of the flight of rooms, as the 'Oratory that corresponds to the 

Mortc'.711 It was only accessible from the preceding spaces, not through any other entrance. The 

decoration,, also discussed above, deviated from the rest of the Palazzetto in the slaffage of 

hermits,, which finds no precedent in the preceding camerini. On the other hand, its decorative 

schemee prolonged that of the preceding four rooms by means of the landscapes, and the insertion 

off canvases into its coffered ceiling. Considering that it only had been added to this complex in 

1610-1616.. almost a decade after the project of the Palazzetto, these two facts indicates that a 

deliberatee decision had been made to assimilate this new addition into the existing apartment. 

Thee giartïino segreto as 'theatre of nature' 

Thee theme of the times of day and the seasons, as already observed in the decoration of the 

diversee camerini, was extended in the organization of the secret garden. The denomination of the 

groundss behind the Palazzetto and the Tiber as ghirdino segreto implied that it was only 

accessiblee to Farnesc and his guests. Often, giardmi segreti contained rare and expensive 

rr Pigler 1956 vol.2, pp.2002. Colantuono 1986, Colantuono 1989. and Denipsey 2001. 
"" Colantuono 1989. Leuschner 1997. and Dempsey 2001. pp.64-70 tor the signifieance of pudi in the Bacchic 

contextt and the harvest of the grapes and the season of Autumn, derived from classical sarcophagi. 
""" Brown Delmarccl Loren/.oni 1996, p.184: 'Baccanali di Puttim ene distaca uva e che scherza tra ioro. indiea 
rautunno.' ' 
~"~" Ripa 1603. p.473 proposed to paint the seasons of Spring and Summer as 'giovani'. and identified Spring with the 
activityy of playing animals. 

Jesta// 1994. p.138: 'Oratorio che risponde nclla Morte'. 



specimenn uf flowers, imported from oversea^. ' i he care for such a garden was intimateh tied to 

thee cycle of the seasons, as the flowering o\  ̂ the various species accumulated there was to he 

regulatedd so as to bring them to blossom at the exact same moment."' These secret gardens 

regularlyy also contained other plants and herbs, not for beauty's sake, but for their of medicinal 

qualities.. '4 The garden thus combined the knowledge of the cosmological cycle with the qualities 

off the individual specimen, as well as pointing out the social status of its owner. 

Thee collection of rare flowers also alluded to the function of the Palazzetto as a private 

museum,, farnesc was an avid collector of botanical curiosities, as was attested by the extensive 

holdingss of rare species in the ilorti Parnesiani on the Palatine Hill and the flower-garden at the 

farr end of the Villa f arncse in ('aprarola. "' Castelli's Exactissima descriptio of 1625. mentioned 

above,, described exotic specimens in the gardens on the Palatine, and for this reason the preface 

presentedd the book as an encyclopaedic accumulation of knowledge, going beyond mere factual 

botanica!! knowledge.'^ In a number of chapters, always accompanied by engravings of the 

flowers,, leaves and fruits. Castelli discussed examples from the far fast and the Americas that 

hadd been planted there, such as the 'Acacia Indica farnesiana' imported from Santo Domingo in 

thee West Indies, the Passionflower, the Yucca, and the already discussed species of 'Lilio-

narcissuss rubeus indicus' (tig.40). which was probably also to be found in the garden behind the 

Palazzetto.. in beds or in pots. Of each of these specimens Castelli gave the region of origin and 

thee chemical, medical and mythological details. 

Mee not only owned rare plants and flowers: larnese also played a conspicuous role in the 

sociablee culture of collecting them." In a letter of March 1604. Cardinal franceseo Maria del 

Montee (1547-1626) explained to Ferdinando de' Medici (1549-1609) that the beans sent to him 

camee from Farnese. who had obtained them from the Portumiese Indies: thev were verv rare 

Blairr McDougall 1994. pp.221-222; sec also Coffin 199]. pp. 244-257 for a discussion of the terminology and 
definitionn of the giardino segretu-

Thiss is argued in Blair McDougall 1994. pp. 23 7-23 8 on the basis of "a manuscript treatise on gardening for the 
Barnerinii secret garden next to the Palazzo near the (Juattro i oruane. 
44 The link between die secret garden and the garden of medicinal simples is discussed in Blair McDougall 1994, 

p.21;; for the meaning of scmplici or 'simples' and its use in early modern Roman gardens, see Coffin 1991. p.208. 
Thee Horti Karnesiani are discussed in lelini 1610 1969. pp.370-371. Giess 1971. esp. p.210f. Nocchi Pellegrini 

1990.. Coffin 1991. p.208. and Hobhouse 1992. pp. I 28-1 29. On tlower-oardens at ("aprarola :>ee Ferrari 1646. p 89 
'lilicc prxterea splendida specie, ui alibi re ipsa, cum formosissima \ rbe certain pro\ima' ae suburban;*: delicia?. qua: 
rnn Falicis Balneariam. ik. Ciminam (.'aprarola: villain purpurea Conditorum gloria illustrant ...' 

Aidinii Castelli 1625. p.1: 'Adde nos non simpticem hie plantarum quarudam dare Mistoriam. sed Philosophicam. 
Vtedicamquee si mil! llistoriam. qua; paucis verbis comprehend) nequit. Yerum cum simplices. nee contro\ersas 
Plantass tradimus. nos quoque breves benignus reperiet lector.' 

[•edericoo Borromeo expressed his particular interest in rare flowers in a manuscript with notes entitled Lista de 
varijvarij  rhtri. a description of the botanical holdings ot the Yledicean gardens; see Jones 1993. p.82. See further Vlasson 
II 972. 
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indeedd and should continue to remain special. s Farnese's connections with Jesuit missionaries on 

otherr continents were an important source for such rare botanical species, and the special 

relationss between the cardinal and this religious order secured him a privileged treatment,r' The 

contactss between members of the Farnese-family and learned men such as Ulisse Aldrovandi 

(1522-1605),, first professor of natural history at the University of Bologna, were another source 

forr samples of rare plants and flowers and information on these species. In return for the learned 

man'ss services, in 1598 Odoardo Farnese helped Aldrovandi to obtain a privilege from the 

Venetiann Senate for his Ornithologie which appeared in 1599. 

Apartt from botany, also astronomy, medicine and natural philosophy were of interest to 

Farnesee and his fellow cardinals in the early seventeenth century. Del Monte was known to 

correspondd with Galileo Galilei (1564-1642), just like his fellow-cardinals Roberto Bellarmino 

(1542-1621;; see fig.74) and Francesco Barberini (1597-1679) did later; all of them collected 

naturall and artificial objects.*1 Private and semi-public museums of natural history emerged at the 

endd of the sixteenth century in Rome, in which all kinds of botanical and zoological specimen, 

minerals,, metals, monsters, and every other rarity were brought together for the pursuit of 

knowledge,, forming a 'theatre of nature'.82 By accumulating everything that the earth provided 

andd man produced, the understanding of this world could be furthered. Arranging the objects in 

ann intellectual and physical structure according to the Aristotelian order, investing it with the 

knowledgee of Pliny the Klder, Albertus Magnus and other authors on plants and animals, would 

turnn the collection into a microcosm mirroring the macrocosm. Such a musaeum uiiereu its 

** Wazbinski 1994. p.445 cited this letter: 'Mando qui in un scattolino alcuni Fagiuoli venuti dall'lndie di Portogallo 
all Cardfinalie (Odoardo] Farnese. et gli ho promesse non ne dare a veruno eccetto V[ostra] Afltezza]; questi fanno 
tantaa ombra che coprano una cerchiata piu abondantcmente chc nojnj fanno le Zucche.' 
v>v> See Noeehi/Pellegrini 1990. p.415 for the link between Farnese and the Jesuits with regard to their services in 
providingg seeds; tor the Jesuit activities in the botanical field see rindlen 1994. pp. 164-165. 
s'"'' This help in obtaining privileges is confirmed by a letter from Aldrovandi to Odoardo Farnese in ASP. Fpislolario 
sceltoo bl fasc.16 no.7: 'lll[ustrissi]mo el R[everendissi]mo Monsig[igno]re Pron, mio Col[endissilmo. Infinite) 
dispiaceree mi ha dato la indispusitione del Ser|enissi]mo s[igno|r Duca. suo frat[cll]o. Dall'altro canto ho scntito gran 
contento.. per la sanita. alia quale intendo. egli camina. Ringratio poi infinitanifenjte VS lllfustrissim]a del singular 
favoree fattomi. con haver scritto si ea!damfen]te. come intendo. alia Ser[enissim]ma Republica di Venetia. per 
impetraree il Privilegio delia mia Oniithologia. cioc historia di uccelli. divisa in 12. iibri. Ft per il primo spatio 
mandaroo la litera a Venetia. la quale spero. per la sua grande autorita. habbia oprare. quanto havesse fatto una di 
S.A.S.. Resta hora supplicare VS. Ill[ustrissi]ma. che si degni tenermi sotto la sua protettione. et del Ser[enissi]mo 
Sjignojrr Duca. Ft con tal fine, con ogni humilta le faccio la debita rivenerza, et le prego da N[ostro] Sig[noJre Oio 
ognii felieita et contento. Di Bologna li 24. di Ortobre 1595. Di \ 'S . lll[ustnssi|ma et Rev|erendissi|ma Humihssimo 
ett Devotissimo Serv]itor]e Ulisse Aldrovandi.' 
"" Brodrick 1961. pp.332f Wallace 1984 and Campanella 1994: on the Accademia dei Fined in which Del Monte 
wass invoked, see Baldriga 2002. 
v'' Lugii 1983. pp.7.>-78. 93-98. and especially Findlen 1994. pp. 17-47. 97-1 54. 



visitorr the whole v\orki to behold and comprehend.' 

Interiorr and exterior of the Palazzetto expanded these notions of' macrocosm and 

microcosm,, man-made and natural objects.*4 The architectural form, the furniture and decoration 

off the Palazzetto indeed provided a place for study of the arts, letters, and nature. On the basis of 

thee mythological stories from Ovid, especially the history of Phaeton in which Apollo was 

describedd as surrounded by the Hours of the Day and the Seasons, the eosmological theme was 

adaptedd to the realm of painting as found in the coffered ceilings of the camerini  ̂ And in the 

fifteenthh and concluding book. Ovid recapitulated the everchanging cycle of nature as the main 

themee of the Metamorphoses* touching upon the course of the days, seasons and years.*'' These 

workss of art were at the same time a reflection of the natural order, and man-made objects. The 

libraryy of Palazzo i'arnese was furnished with books on the subjects of botany and /oology: a list 

off works acquired in 1603 for Cardinal Parnese contained a number of publications on the natural 

sciencess as well. 

Inn short, the Palazzetto was a stiuUolo where Parnese could study both treatises on nature 

andd the real objects, a galleria where he could admire artistic creations and the reality it emulated 

andd reflected: and the virtual accumulation of this was the musacum where knowledge, nature 

forr the use of the word musaeum with reference to encyclopaedic collections, sec f indien 1994. pp.48-50. 
' '' Besides the paintings allocated to the Palazzetto according to the inventory, a number of other commissions b> 
Farnesee point to his interest in landscape. The series of six small oils on copper by Carlo Saracem (ea. 1580-1620). 
executedd before 1608. paired natural settings with mythological themes: they contained episodes ol the story ol 
Icarus.. Ariadne. Hcrmaphodite and Ganymede. Although we do not know the location of these works during the 
lifetimee of the cardinal, they could well have been enjoyed in the context of the Palazzetto. 
'"'' Ovid 1986. p.25; on the general iconography of the Hours of the Day and the Seasons in the arts of the sixteenth 
andd seventeenth centuries, see Cappclietti 1995, Pierguidi 20()2a and Pierguidi 2002b. The complexity of the Ovidian 
receptionn in artistic treatises is discussed in I himann 2002. pp.54-79. where it is stated that the 'I rindentine Council 
restrictedd the applicability of mythological themes in art between 1570 and 1600 It will be upheld here, in 
accordancee with Seznec 1972. pp.269-278. that putting the Italian translations and explanations of the 
MetamorphosesMetamorphoses on the Index in 1559. and the critical discussion of these themes in art by Gilio and others did not 
preventt Ovidian themes to carry plural iconographic meanings to early Seicento beholders. The use of mythological 
subjectss in art as reflecting the 'secrets of nature' was described by Conti in 1551; see Seznec 1972. pp.249-249. 
*'"" Ovid 1986. pp.357-358: 'You see how day extends as night is spent, and this bright radiance succeeds the dark; 
Nor.. when the tired world lies in midnight peace, is the sky's sheen the same as in the hour when on his milk-white 
steedd the Morning Star rides forth, or when, bright harbinger of day. Aurora gilds the globe to greet the sun 
Aüain.. \ou notice how the \ear in four- seasons revolves, completing one by one fit illustration of our human life. 
'"" ASN. Pondo Famesiano 2054 contains a list dated C December 160.1; 'l,'ll1[ustrissi]mo el K[e\erendissijmo 
Card[ma|lee Odoardo farnese deve dare gli sottosentti libri legati ed teltuccie di seta ... Fisionomia del Porta eo. figre 
dii rame ... Inconolog[ial Cesar Kipa in 4 eo. tlgre ... Herhario de Diversi in fb plantino ... Aceademia francese po 2 
inn 4 Medicina del Indie. Cbristoforo a Costa de simplici 4 ... Cosmografia Ylurtero fig|Lira|to corretta... 
Osservationn del Calestrano in 4 p ;2 ... lconolog[ia] Cesar Ripa levo Don Consalvo... Tholomeo Grande tlgfuref di 
Rame.... lo Vittorio Petrueci ho ricevuto li sopradetti libri per ord[i]ne et servitio del s[igno|r Car[dina]le mio 
«{iiinojre.'' for inventories of manuscripts and printed books in Palazzo farnese. see Fossier 198! and bossier 1982. 
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andd art were stored, studied and discussed.ss As a rule, such places were private to a certain 

degree:: they were open to a select public of studiosi and conoscenti at the invitation of the patron 

himself.. In the sixteenth century, the current architectural form for this kind of function was often 

denotedd with the word studiolo. that could either refer to one room, or an apartment. The 

Palazzettoo seems to belong to that tradition in a very particular way. by the inclusion not only of 

representationss of nature, but also the reality of the garden. As the Camerino degli Eremiti was 

consideredd to be an integral part of the Palazzetto in the seventeenth-century accounts, this also 

raisess the question how this particular later addition fitted into that tradition of studies. Was the 

Camerino.. as comparison with the Stanze at Caprarola suggests, a type of 'studiolo"! 

Thee traditio n of studioli 

Thee Renaissance studiolo was a conflation of three different traditions that had their roots in 

Antiquityy and the Middle Ages, and that were turned into a particular architectural type during 

thee Renaissance. The influence of each of these traditions was however dependant upon a number 

off factors, such as space, money and patronage. Requirements and thus forms changed over time. 

Alreadyy during the Renaissance, but especially during the Baroque, this resulted not in 

uniformityy but in an architectural and functional tradition with an extraordinary breadth, until in 

thee course of the seventeenth century, the form gradually became outmoded. The question is 

wheree the Paiazzetto fits into this tradition. 

Thee first precursor of the early modem studiolo was that of the small and secluded room 

mentionedd in antique sources. This kind of study - often denoted with other words such as 

gymnasium,gymnasium, xystus. or library - was used for reading and writing during the night/'" Complete 

isolationn from daily activities, in both a spatial and temporal sense, was considered a prerequisite 

forr the necessary focus upon study, as Pliny the Younger mentioned on Pliny the Rider in a 

letter.'"" In this case, nature in any form was seen as opposed to concentration, as it distracted 

fromm thought. The study should, according to Quintilian. who was still approvingly cited in the 

fourteenthh century by Petrarch, thus be located next to. or even be part of the bedroom. " Any 

v** Ferrari 1646. p.437 referred io herbaria with dried plants and flowers in the collection of lerdinando Imperato as 
miiswo. miiswo. 
s"" Whitfield 198 I; the tunction as studiolo tor the Camerino degli Fremiti was suggested by Bernini 1985. p.20. 
'' Thornton 1997, pp..> \-M. 
'"'' Pliny the Younger 1972. Bk.3. nr.5.9, p.175: 'He always began to work at midnight when the August festival of 
Vulcann came round, not for the good omen's sake, but for the sake of study; in Winter generally at one in the 
morning,, but never later than two. and often at midnight.' 
''KK Quintillian 1920-1922. vol.4, book.\..\22-25: 'Everyone, however, will agree that the absence of company and 
deepp silence are most conductive to writing, though I would not go so far as to concur in the opinion of those who 
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connectionn with a garden or opening towards an outdoors space was thus antithetic to this type oi 

room.. It was even objected to by Quintilian. as he considered woods, the open skies and the 

beautyy of the countryside to be a distraction from the necessarv intellectual concentration. '''" 

AA second precursor of studioh was the medie\al monks' cell. Monastic rules indicated the 

kindss of activities for which this cell was meant, as well as giving particular prescriptions on its 

locationn and furniture."" In the Rule of Benedict, no particular place was yet allocated for reading 

andd writing, but the combined necessity of a writing-pad. a slate-pencil and a (grafting) knife for 

studiouss activities in their own cells were mentioned.' Often. Benedictine monasteries contained 

aa scriptorium, in which the copying of manuscripts was done as a communal activity. In the later 

Middlee Ages. Carthusian monasteries contained a separate cell which functioned as private study 

forr each religious, where the Bible and the ('hurchfalhers should be read, and where the scribai 

dutiess were accomplished as well. According to the Carthusian Rule, each monk had to have a 

writing-deskk in his own cell, as well as a set of writing-utensils including ink. a ruler, pens, 

graftingg knives, and other instruments to work the parchment." It was also prescribed that each 

monkk should keep two books from the library to read in the private cell, indicating that the 

productionn of codices but also the study of the texts themselves was done there.'' 

Parallell to the monk's cell as a space for reading and writing was the development in 

medievall times of the archive and treasury-chamber, which architecturally resembled the small 

spacee intended for reading and writing, but was often linked to liturgical spaces. This kind ot" 

roomm housed the documents and valuables of monastic communities, and ecclesiastical or secular 

rulers,, lor example, the Sainte Chapelle in Paris, built for Louis IX of Prance, contained a room 

abovee the sacrist\ where books and treasures were kept/*' Relics were also stored there, and taken 

(nitt for display in the central chapel on particular occasions. This kind of storage for valuables 

wass often found in secular dwellings as well. In the fifteenth century, the castles of Pavia and 

thinkk woods and groves the most suitable localities for the purpose, on the ground that the freedom of the sk\ and the 
charmm of' the surroundings produce sublimit) ot thought and wealth of inspiration. Personally I regard such an 
environmentt as a pleasant luxurv rather than a stimulus to study ... therefore, let the burner of the midnight oil 
secludee himself with but a solitary lamp to light his labours.' Petrarch approving!) cited this passage in his De \'na 
Soluaria:Soluaria: see Liebenwein 1977. p.14. 
"" Liebenwein 1977. p. 14. 

Liebenweinn 1977. p . Is . 
Rulee of Benedict. eh.552 in Balthazar 1961. p.242: 'gebc der Abt alles, was nötig ist. namlich... Messei. ('iriffel 

undd Schreibtafel.' 
Ciuigoo I 1984. p.222: 'Ad scribendum \ero. scriptorium, pennas. cretam. pumices duos, cornua duo, scalpellum 

unum.. ad radenda pergamena. novaculas si\e rasoria duo, punctnru.m unum. subulam imam, plumbum, regularm. 
posternn ad regulandum. tabuias. graiium.' 

(.ungoo 1 1^X4, pp.222-224. 
"" Liebenwein 1977 nn 1 7-1 K 
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Milann had their treasuries located in towers to secure their valuables from ransacking; the 

keeper'ss room was located immediately beneath it and constituted its only way of entrance, to 

protectt it trom intrusion by outsiders.w In both cases, it consisted of a small apartment in a 

secludedd and safe position within the building, comparable in type, but not in function, to the 

I d l C II  I L U U i l V.1I IL11L. 1 1VJ1 IV .1 I M H H / H V . 

Duringg the later Middle Ages and the early Renaissance, growing literacy among secular 

citizenss inspired them to adopt the monastic example of the cell as place for study. This led to a 

neww kind of furniture for the specific use of writing, reading, and storing books.' ' Items such as 

thee writing desk, formerly only to be found in monasteries, were now also made for the 

layman.1011 It would consist of a desk with shelves and candles or another means of lighting for 

thee illumination of nightly activity. This wooden construction could actually define the space 

itself:: accounts from the fifteenth century for carpenters constructing a studiolo clearly indicate 

thatt this was a permanent fixture, attached to the wall, and encompassing a desk with storage and 

itss own walls.102 As a result, the word studiolo also became associated with a specific type of 

furniture,, an expanded form of writing desk. 

Thesee writing-desks, chests, treasuries and monks' cells were the predecessors of the 

Renaissancee architectural type of the studiolo, in which the man of letters kept his books, ancient 

coins,, smal! works of art and other treasures. Where the monk's cHI vvns reserved for religious 

activity,, literary and artistic interests became the primary activity in the secular form. Other than 

thee literary activity that was deemed an appropriate function in ancient times, the occupations 

engagedd in in the study could also be of a commercial or scientific nature. This can also be 

followedd through the changing form of the studiolo as piece of furniture. The simple desk of the 

medievall scriptorium developed into a cabinet containing valuables, instruments and works of 

art.1033 from a place to read and write, the studiolo became the place where different sorts of 

objectss could be stored, shown, read or admired. 

Onn the basis of these precursors, the Renaissance studiolo was typically located in the city 

dwelling,, at the back of the building or looking onto a quiet courtyard, and in proximity to the 

privatee quarters of its owner. Apart from the bedroom, a location near a private stairwell or a 

'"'' Liebenwein 1977. p. lb. 
"I'"ii Liebenwein 1977. p. 15. 
":: Thornton 1997. p.53. 

:" :: Thornton 1997. pp.>.i-54. 
Thorntonn 1997. pp.69f described the substitution of the writing-desk with the cabinet in the second half of the 

sixteenthh eentur\, and its use in the Roman setting. 
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bathroomm would be convenient, ll^ M/.e would be small to moderate.' I hi* t\pe can be observed 

inn many early Renaissance paintings and drawings, often in the depictions of Jerome in his study 

(fig.47).. It can be assumed that these depictions reflected the habitual place for study found in the 

fifteenth-- and sixteenth-century urban dwelling. In early Cinquecenio Rome, this type was 

recommendedd by Paolo Cortesi in a chapter on the ideal palace for a cardinal, in his treatise De 

CardinalCardinal at u of 1510: 

Thee same should be said about the arrangement of the room used for study at night 

{cuhiculum{cuhiculum lucubraiorium) and the bedroom, the which should be very near to each other: 

becausee thev serve closely related activities. Both these rooms should be especially safe 

fromm intrusion and so we see why the> should be placed in the inner pans of the house. 

Att the end of the sixteenth century, the ideal pictorial decoration of this kind of spaces was 

describedd b> Giovanni Battista Armenini. in his Ik' veri preccttt della pittura of 1586 as mainlv 

consistingg of oil-paintings with Poesie. by which he intended classical and mythological subjects. 

Thiss accorded with the objects contained in this kind uï studio, being portrait-busts of famous 

persons,, medals, cameos, glass-paintings and intarsia. and last but not least, books and 

mathematicall instruments. These again concentrated on the classical arts and sciences. '''"  In this 

respect,, the Palaz/etto resembled this tradition, except for the fact that it also contained religious 

themess in the Camerino degli fremiti, and it extended beyond the space of one room to comprise 

aa separate wing of the palace. 

Pliny' ss diaeta and its Cinquecenio imitation s 

inn '[{•> interior organisation, size and the intimate link with the private garden behind it. the 

Palaz/ettoo followed a third antique example for the studiolo. called diaeta. The precedent for this 

building-tvpee was provided by Pliny the Younger in the description oï his own villa in 

'44 Frommel 1973. vol.1, p.73. 
"'' ("ortesi 1510. cited after the translation by D'Amico AVeiNGarris 1980. p.85. 

'""" Armenini 1587 1971. pp.200-201: 'Ma eirea 1'adornar i studij. questi usarono quasi le medesime pitture. le quali 
dimostraronoo quando si dissc delle lotitzie. se non vi s'auüiuniiesse i quadri a ogiio. o i ritratti di naturale di persone 
i|lustri.. l quali fossero dipinti per mano di eccellctissimi maestri. & che i scompartimento d'essi studij tossen' tatti 
amm <jli ordini. & eon yli dissegni loro: Conciosia che le cc:,e. che sono rarissime. & di gran pregio sono quelle, che 
daa i Smnori si cercano per i loro studij. per farli adorni. & massimamente di cose antiche. che sono per lo piu. com'a 
dirr medaelie d'oro. di bron/o. & d'argento. eosi teste. & figurine di marrno. & di bron/o. o di altre pretiose materie 
scolpite'' Ci sono poi i Diaspri Camei. Ie (iéme. i Smalli. & i Christalii in forma di cose varie. & di artitïeio mirabile. 
sii com'e di tarsia, ö di cotnmessi le tavole. i banchi. le eorniei. & gii armarij. con I'altre cose piü minute, nelle quali 
poeoo si vagliono de'Pittori. & com'e1 per uso. & per bellc/./a la moltitudtne de'libri loro. msieme eon gl'instromenti 
mathem^iiei.. &•: nhri. ^eeondo le scien/e in che ê s» s^no pm inclinati 
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Laurenüum.1''77 According to the literary evocations in his letters, this villa was situated between 

thee shore of the Mediterranean sea and the inland woods, and was visually and physically attuned 

too its natural surroundings. Pliny described that the architectural plan of the villa had been 

partiallyy dictated by the geographic circumstances of the site, and that a view of the countrywide 

wass gained by having many windows and openings towards the exterior. u Gardens with flowers 

weree planned around the building. A separate pavilion, which he cailed diaeia, was linked to the 

mainn body of the villa by means of a cryptoporticus or covered archway, and consisted of three 

roomss and a terrace. In his literary evocations of this annex. Pliny stressed the omnipresence of 

naturee as perceived from this location: 

Heree begins a covered arcade, nearly as large as a public building. It has windows on both 

sides,, but more facing the sea, as there is one in each alternate bay on the garden side ... In 

frontt is a terrace scented with violets ... At the far end of the terrace, the arcade and the 

gardenn is a suite of rooms [diaeta\, which are really and truly my favourites, for I had 

builtt them myself. Here is a sun-parlour facing the terrace on one side, the sea on the 

other,, and the sun on both. There is also a bedroom that has folding doors opening onto 

thee arcade and a window looking out on the sea. Opposite the intervening wall is a 

beautifullyy designed alcove ... it is large enough to hold a couch and two arm-chairs, and 

hass the sea at its foot, the neighbouring villa's behind, and the woods beyond, views which 

cann be seen separately from its many windows or blended into one."" 

Thee word diaeia was derived from ihe Greek wuid öimiü. which literal') meant dwelling. !n the 

classicall world, especially by Statius and Pliny, this term was most often used to denote 

autonomouss garden-pavilions which were so situated as to offer views over the surrounding 

countryside.I!"" This was a feature especially apt for the villa, not the urban dwelling: ond the 

naturall surroundings played a major role in its concept. It seems that many classical villas 

disposedd over such additions.111 Again according to Pliny, the effect of this architectural addition 

too the main building was one of ultimate solitude, being completely isolated from the inhabited 

world: : 

"" Liebenwein 1977. pp. 1.1-1 4. and Pliny the Younger 1972 vol. 1. pp. 132-143 (Bk.2.\YII). 
''"*''"*  On the importance of the viewfrom the villa for its concept, see Aekerman 1990. esp. pp.26-28. 
;; 'Pliny the Younger 1972 vol.1, pp. 139-141 (Bk. 2. X\ '11,16-23). 
| l"" For the meaning of the word diactn in the classical world, see PRE vol,5. cols.307-308. where also a list ot 
classicall examples is given; see also DSP vol.3. col.506. Rostowzew 1990. pp.60-63 and Macdonald Pinto 199xp 
p.71.. 80. 1 12; see Sherwin-White 1966. pp.193-198. 325. Littlewood 1987. pp.23-24. and Förtsch 1993. pp.48-53 tor 
thee Plinian definition and use of the term. 
, ; '' Rostow/ew 1990. pp.60-63. 
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Thiss profound peace and seclusion are due to the di\ iding passage which run1- between the 

roomm and the garden so that any noise is lost in the intervening space ... When 1 retire to 

thiss suite 1 teel as it' 1 have left m> house altogether and much enjoy the sensation: 

especiallyy during the Saturnalia when the rest of the roof resounds with festive cries in the 

holidavv freedom, for ! am not disturbing my household's merrymaking nor they my 

work.1 1 

Thiss extended study offered its inhabitant a quiet place for reading and study, and at the same 

timee integrating with the surrounding landscape. Nature became a literary topic connecting the 

studyy of arts and letters with its ideal setting of the villa."' Contrary to the studioh-Xradition as 

describedd above, this special architectural complex was not exclusively focused on writing and 

reading;; aesthetic pleasure was an inseparable part of the villa-life and this third kind of study. It 

comprisedd objects of art and literature as well as the beauts of nature, as Pliny himself alluded to 

paintedd landscapes when looking at the reality of nature from the setting of his Tuscan villa. He 

e\enn .seems to place the artificial representation above real nature: 

Itt is a great pleasure to look down on the countryside from the mountain, for the view 

seemss to be a painted scene of unusual beauty rather than a real landscape, and the 

harmonyy to be found in this variety refreshes the eye wherever it turns. 

Nott only the difference between real and imaginary landscape was cancelled in this description; 

inn a passage further on in the same letter also the garden was considered equal in its aesthetic 

beautyy to the real landscape in which the villa was located. By hiding the stone boundary thai 

fencedd off his formal garden from the surrounding countryside. Pliny the Younger manipulated 

bothh domesticated and untouched nature to create an illusion of unlimited extension and aesthetic 

variety. l lss The same could be said about the visual effect of the landscape-setting in the context 

off the Villa l.aurentina. where the gardens gradual!) merged with the sea on the one side, and the 

mountainss on the other side of the building. 

Accordingg to the description in Pliny's letter, the I.aurentine villa was an extension to the 

townhousee - 'It is seventeen miles from Rome, so that it is possible to spend the night there after 

•• Pliny the >ounger I 9'72 vol.1, pp.I U-1 43 (bk.2.XII.22-2-!}, 
•'•' I.inlewood 1987. pp.23-24. 
: !! Pliny the Younger 1972 vol.1. pA4l (hk.5A'1.1 }): see also ïan/er 1924. pp.108-135 and l.ittlewood 198?. p.2.1. 
'̂ ^ Pliny- the Younger 1972 vol.1, p.343 (bk.5.\ 1.1 7): 'The whole garden is enclosed by a dry-stone wall which is 

hiddenn trom sight bv a box hedge planted in tiers: outside is a meadow as well worth seeing for its natura! beauty as 
thee formal garden 1 have described; then fields and many more meadows and woods.' 
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necessaryy business is done, without having cut short or hurried the day's work...'11' This 

proximityy of the villa to Rome was paralleled by the nearness of the diaeta to the building itself; 

thee function of the entire complex could be summarised as offering its owner suburban solitude. 

inn the Renaissance, the reception of the Plinian texts also effected an interest in the 

particularr form and function of the diaeta. In literary form, this concept became widely discussed. 

Thee medieval example set by Petrarch in his own villa and the descriptions given of it in his own 

writingss was fused with the Plinian type by Erasmus in his Convivium Religiosum of 1522. where 

hee described the suburban dwelling of the main character Eusebius.117 It contained a flight of 

roomss on the first floor, of which one was denoted as the library, adjacent to which were a 

numberr of cubicula for resting, and a museion. which will have harboured an encyclopaedic 

collectionn of objects, about which the reader was not further informed. A balcony and two rooms 

withh windows all around opened from this apartment to offer views over the garden and the 

surroundingg landscape. Erasmus had the owner Eusebius state that this ensemble of spaces was 
 i t s especiallyy made for study and seclusion. 

Inn the sixteenth century, antiquarian reconstructions of the Plinian example were made by 

philologistss such as Paolo Giovio, a courtier in the household of Alessandro Farnese. and 

antiquarianss such as Pirro Ligorio.m Pliny's literary descriptions continued to function as main 

source,, but these were now confronted with scarce, but real, architectural remains i2n In I .igorio's 

DescritiumeDescritiume delta Superba & Magnificentissima Villa Tiburtina HadriaruL written between 1550 

andd 1568. the word diete is used a number of times. Ligorio's suggestion is thai these apartments 

inn Hadrian's villa in Tivoli were used for the study of the arts - whether the literary, visual or 

theatrical.. The emperor's villa contained quite a number of these retreats, to be found primarily in 

thee vicinity of the large octagonal courtyard. Ail the Plinian elements reccurred here: the 

connectionn to loggie or cryptoporticL the closeness to either the countryside or private courtyards 

'"'' Pliny the Younger 1972. vol. I. p. 1 33 <bk.2.XVI1.2). 
' rr Eor Petrarch's villa in Arqua. see Beliinati /Eontana i 988, and Blason/Gallo 1990. 
n>11 Erasmus Convivium Religiosum verse 1041 1047. cited after Schliiter 1995. p.352: 'Eusebius: Adiunctum est 
bibliotheeaee museion quoddam angustum. sed elegans. quod submota tabula ostendit foeulum. si quid offenderit 
frigus.. in aestate videtur solidus paries. Tiberius: Hie mihi gemmea videntur omnia Est cf mira odoris gratia. 
Eusebius:: I loc mihi praecipue studio est, ut niteat domus, et bene oleat. 1'traque res minimo constat. Habet 
bibliothecaa suurn ambulacrum pensile, spectans in hortum; et huic adhaeret saecilum.' Erasmus did not use the word 
diaetadiaeta itself. See Schliiter 1995. pp.61-70. 239-241 for a discussion of text and context. 

l ;; Eor Paolo Giovio see Robertson 1992. pp.210-212; for Pirro Eigorio and his excavations at Villa Adriana in 
Tivoli.. see Burns 1988. pp.33 and 40. and Ranaldi 2001. pp.46-50 and 160. and especially pp.106-109 for Eigorio's 
reconstructionss of the complex. 
;"" : See Coffin 1979. pp.241-244 for the importance of written material in confrontation with the archaeological 

remains. . 
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andd gardens, and the \ icinits of a librarv.1"1 Next to this part of'the palace, and obvioush related 

too the dieta. was a large courtyard in which fountains and sculptures were arranged: and a part <,)f 

thesee were nou. as one is informed by IJgorio. in the collection of Ippolito d'Kste and. in this 

contextt more importantly, the larnesc palace in Rome. 

Inn 1615. Yincenzo Scamoz/.i published an architectural reconstruction of the Plinian Villa 

Laurentinaa in his Idea ddlArchitettura Universale.'"' The term he used for the diaeta was 

ilaliani/edd into diette. which suggests that the term had become accented in nnTiitertural theory 

Scamo/zii supposed on the basis of the Plinian letters, that there was a 'tower, in which the diette 

were:: that is a place for concentration, and other places for rest, because they have light from 

even,, angle, but are in complete silence, and with beautiful vistas over the sea. and over the 

\\ i 11 as.1 ~" Scamozzi's text suggested that a second dietta was found on the opposite side of the 

building,, above the second entrance.1' The woodcut of the plan inserted into his book (fig.48) 

supportss this, as the facade above the central door was elevated in a kind of rooftop-pavilion. 

Mirroringg this facade also meant projecting a second dietta. On either side of these diette. terraces 

offeredd extended views over the sea. 

Whatt Scamozzi pointed out with his description and reconstruction is that the tradition of 

thee diaeta and the idea of enjoying the vista and the arts in a place of seclusion and quiet enjoyed 

aa revival in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. The double intention of study and 

relaxation,, that Piinv had alluded to. were consciously taken up in these publications. They also 

show,, that the form was taken in the Renaissance and Baroque to be a real possibility, not as a 

l.igorioo 1 723. col, 1 i: 'Dalit teste di queste due Piazze \ erso 1'Oriente sono piu cost ediiïcate: Bagni. tuoghi delle 
Diete.. 1'f.roieo. c Biblioiheca. con diverse Piazzette avanli a ciascun luogo. le quali gli servono per Atrii. e per 
Yestibulii alio seoperto. Nelia testa delli Portici di mezzo, die corrispondono seamhievolmente alle due gran Piazze. 
ehee tan no il Poicile. e una gran Cavea. per le cui entrate si va in un 'I'empio aecommodaio alia Dieta delli Stosci. 
dovee erano negl'angoli colonne &  altri luoghi aecommodatt alii Dei Propitii di tali studii.' Ligorio's description was 
echoedd in 1 60 1 h\ Del Re v\ ithout reference to the diaeta \ (unction; see Del Re 1 723. eo!s.68-69. 
11 " l.igorio 1723. col 1 1: ' \ lato alia dieta è un altro luogo ornato di un Portico Ovato. nel mezzo delta Piazza sua e 
unn edifieio Ottagono. ehe per ogni lato ta porie e niehi. &  altri ripositorii di Statue, dove di dentro. e di fuon erano 
mottee Imagini dé Dei: e \i scaturiscono I onti; dentro per ioro fregi erano intagliati Mostri Marini. tan to di forma 
humana.. come d'ogni animale terrestre. e marino con code di Delphino, con Donne &  Amori a cavallo. in altri ci 
eranoo intagliati carri tirati da diversi animali. & Angelli guiduti da certi Cupidini alati. ö vogliamo dire Intelligcnzc. 
ehee tanno un giuoco Cireense: alcuni de carri hanno per suoi cavalli Struzzi. altri Arieti: t'apre e Leoni. altri. Cavalli 
proprii.. '! igri. c CoSoiiibe. qua.̂ i imisiranuis. J i t ogni sputie eone ad un fine iermmato. v> aiia \ ione. o aiia 
("ieneratione.. Queste cose, pane ^ono stale portate a Romi. ndl'Horte JellVardinale 1 arnese. parte ridotte in Iiw»ji 
muratee per le ease, e parte sono in potere di Y.S. lllf ustrissi"] nta.' 
: : ii Rutïmiere du Prey 1094. p.5. 
''''  Seamoz/i 1615. vol.1, p.267: 'Ad alto, e nel mezzo era una torre, nel quale erano le diette: eioe luoghi da 

veugiare.. & altri luoghi da riposare, e perehe ha\evano lume da piu parte, pero erano in gran si lentio. e di beilissime 
vistee de! Mare. e delle Ville ' 
i : ss Scamozzi 1615. vol.1, p.268: 'e parimente sopra alt'ingrcssu via una Torre, e dielte. e staze da donnire. eon 
beilissimee vedute di Mare. e molto piu aneora di terra.' 
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meree literary conceit of the author Pliny the Younger. 

Ass a result of these discussions on the form and function of the diaeta, this building-type 

becamee considered a most apt environment for the conversations of courtly society, and for that 

reasonn most attractive for patrons of higher circles. Due to complex requirements, spatial 

dimensionss and the presence of the private garden, the realisation of such plans for diaetai was 

moreoverr limited to these circles. In the sixteenth century a small number of apartments was 

createdd in this tradition, all in the direct vicinity of the city of Rome, or even within its walls, in 
11 "}£ 

accordancee with the suburban location of Pliny's example. ~ 

Onee of the earliest recreations of a diaeta was built on the third floor of the Vatican 

Palacee for Julius II dell Rovere (1503-1515).1"7 It comprised a number of rooms indicated in the 

sourcess as bibliotheca segreta, and a roof-terrace; it also contained an uccelliera or aviary, that 

wass not mentioned by Pliny in his descriptions of the Villa Laurentina or Tuscuiana. but which 

wass a feature that also had its roots in the villaculture of classical antiquity.1'* Before 1509, 

artistss like Sodoma and Baldassare Peruzzi were hired to execute the painted decoration of Julius' 

roof-apartmentt in the Vatican; ample use of grotesques indicated a wilful adaptation of the 

antique;1'99 the project also included a number of frescoes depicting the seasons and the months, 

whichh obviously referred to the seasonal rhythm of life in the countryside.l,n It has been 

supposedd that part of the collection of antique marbles was originally on dknhy here, before 

beingg transferred to the Cortile del Belvedere. 

AA second project for a diaeta as part of a (sub)urban architectural complex was proposed 

byy Raphael for the complex of the Villa Madama, begun in 1518 - which iater in the sixteenth 

centuryy became property of the I'arnese family but this edifice was never completely 

realised.1"'11 The plans for the building had been heavily influenced by the excavations undertaken 

att Villa Adriana and by the letters of Pliny the Younger: the terminology used by Raphael to 

: ; "" Coffin 1991, pp.18. 24. 108-109. 
'""'' A nearly contemporary description of this apartment is in Vasari's life of Baldassare Peru/zi; see Vasari 1876 
vol.4,, p.317: 'Avendo intanto papa Ciiuiio Secondo fatto un corridorc in palaz/o, e vieino a! letto un'ucjcjelliera. vi 
dtpinsee Baldassare tutti i mesi di chiaro scuro, e gfessercizii che si fanno per crascun d'essi in tutto 1'anno ....' See 
alsoo kempers 1996b. pp.6-9. 

AA description of an aviary had been given by Yarro in his Re rum rusticarum; it had become an element in Italian 
Renaissancee villa's as well, and could be found for example in the Medici Vi l la in Pratolino. 
! " '' This accords with Armcnini's description of the ideal stuJioio'.s decoration; sec Annenini 1 5o7 I 971, p.200. 
''"'' fo r a description of the present-day situation of this section o f the palace, see // Palazzo Anostoltco Vaticanu 
1992.. pp.1 16-1 17; sec Hochrenaissance im Valikan 1998. cat.no.323 and Vasari's citation given above in note 123 
forr a description of frescoes probably coming from this Uccelliera. 

' ;; ColYm 1967. pp.1 19-120. Coffin 1979 pp.248-256 and Jung 1997. The text of Raphael's letter was published by 
fosterr 1967-1968. 
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describee it to his patron - Uiuliano de'Medici. the later (lenient VII < 1523-1334? - was 

consciouslyy derived trom the latter source.1'2 The word diaeia itself was used by the artist in the 

letterr to the patron in which he discussed the plans tor the villa, and in which he expressed the 

usee and significance of this kind of apartment for the nobility: 'the diaeta is a most delightful 

placee to be in the winter to converse with gentlemen. 

Raphael'ss plans even foresaw two different diaetai in this complex: one for summer use 

andd another for winter. The latter was situated on top of a tower on the cast-side of the villa, 

directlyy accessible from the cardinal's apartment, and the former comprised a room with a central 

fountain,, in an exedra off a huge garden loggia. Thus the winter diaeta was protected from the 

coldd wind and open to the warmth of the sun. Both recreations of the concept freely translated the 

I'liniann concept into architecture, adhering to the principle that the particular space should be fit 

torr repose and intellectual conversation, being detached from the villa's main building, and 

offeringg a direct vista onto the surrounding countryside, or in the other case, onto a walled-in 

garden.. ^ 

Althoughh the influence of the Plinian concept on the practice of building in sixteenth-

centuryy Rome might have been relatively small, its literary and architectural ideal influenced the 

conceptt of the siudiolo in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. This resulted in an 

extensionn of its function from being a place to read and write into a complex dedicated to the 

collection,, display and study of diverse kinds of objects. This included both the arts and natural 

history,, and led to a new idea! in which the garden, whether real or imaginary, became an 

importantt element. 

Studiolo*Studiolo* garden, and the genre of landscape-painting 

Ass a result of the various influences on the sti/dioio. the actual form these rooms were given was 

dependentt on the circumstances, requirements and available space, and varied over time. 

However,, the access to or sight onto a garden or landscape was often incorporated into the 

scheme,, (.specially the diaeia ought to be physically or visually related to the surrounding 

landscapee * Pliny's words strongly emphasised this, and Lrasmus followed this in his the 

adaptationn of the theme in his Convivium Religiosmn. All reconstructions took this to be one of 

Forr the classical inspiration of the Villa Madania. especially on the I'linian villas, and the language used by 
Raphaell in his description, sec Ranaldi 2001. p.65-71. 

, ;; Foster 1967-1968. p.3 10: 'Ragionarc co(n) Gentilhomitij che luso sol dare la dietha'. The translation is from 
Coffinn 1979. p.248. Raphael had studied the Villa Adrians in 'I'ivoli. from which he might have taken the concent: 
seee Ranaldi 200!. P 49 
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itss main characteristics. When a direct view onto landscape could not be achieved, however, 

landscape-paintingg could be used as a replacement, as Armenini's comparison of the decoration 

off loggias with landscapes with the interior decoration of the studiolo suggested.1'3 Examples 

showw that the use of landscape-painting became a set-piece of the interior decoration of early 

modernn sludioli* whether a view onto a garden or the landscape was possible or not Particular 

reasonss for this phenomenon were derived from a contemporary discussion on spiritual and 

physicall health. 

Thee studiolo of Isabella d'Kste in the Palazzo Ducale in Mantua, begun in 1515 and 

finishedd around 1522, was part of an apartment in the Corte Vecchio. comprising also a grotta 

andd a hallway. Adjacent to these was a secret garden with a small loggia, the private character of 

whichh was stressed by the fact that its only entrance was through the study. Jfl For this reason, 

Isabella'ss retreat appeared to be more a diaeta than a studiolo. The function of the additional 

gardenn was stressed in a description made by Alberto Cavriani in 1525 of Isabella's giardino, in 

whichh he drew upon several topoi: 

yourr small garden, which is so beautiful and lush that it seems like paradise ... Everything 

bringss happiness; this divine grotto and rooms give light and joy to the inferno, the 

beautifull loggia with cheerful garden ornamented with new sorts of fruit invite each soul 

too put aside his melancholy humour and dress in gladness... 

Inn his praise Cavriani used references to the hortus conclusus and Paradise on earth, and in his 

lastt remark on melancholy drew upon the medical theme of the four humours as developed in 

Galen.. Several humanists pointed at the function of the garden as counterbalancing the health-

riskss brought about by studious activities employed in the studio.1" In an exposition about 

Quintilian'ss remarks on the beauty of the landscape as distracting from concentration. Petrarch 

hadd already suggested that intellectual work should be alternated with walks in the woods to 

providee the necessary relaxation. 

Thee argument of alternating concentration in private seclusion with relaxation in the open 

1,44 Coffin 1979. p.247 and Ranaldi 2001. pp.66-76. 
: i '' Anncnini 1587 1971. p.200. Sec also Thimann 2002. pp.73-74. 
''"'' Liebenwem 1977. pp. 109-1 10; Verheven 1971. pp.52-55 and 1'erino-Pagden 1994. p.154. 
';^^ Letter of'6 May 1525 train Cavriani to Isabella d'Hste, Archivio Storico Lombardo 35. 1908. 16. quoted hy 
Liebenweinn 1977, p.220 n.460: 'il vostro giardino piccolo, quale c tanto bello e \erdeggiante cho pare i! paradiso ... 
oüiiii cosa invita ad alegria; quella divina grotta et camarini dariano Nice et gaudio a to inferno, la logsa bel la cum 
giardinoo zolioso omato di novi tructi invitano ogni animo tnesto a deponere lo humore maianconico et \estirse de 
letitia...' ' 
,1KK tor the reception of this idea in the sixteenth century, see Schmitz 1972. pp. 139-141. 159-162. 
i ;"" Petrarch 1992. p.97. 
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airr was given a medical background by the fiheenth-century Florentine philosopher Marsilio 

Ficino:: the view over clear waters, passages in gardens, and long walks in the woods or boat-trips 

onn the water would help the studious person to relax and avoid the risks of the melancholic or 

satumiann temperament that threatened his health. Thus the study, which carried the risk of too 

muchh concentration, should also have as an antidote a view over gardens or the surrounding 

landscape.. J" Also the plants and flowers in the garden itself could relieve the melancholic. 

Accordingg to Ficino. the sight and smell of tlowers was also salubrious: here he mentioned the 

rose,, the garofuno or carnation, the orange-tree and the \ iolet. whose smell would activate the 

nostrilss and thus stir the melancholic mind. In particular, the hyacinth \\a> supposed to relieve 

badd fluids, when held in the mouth."41 

Suchh medical considerations were discussed in architectural treatises, in which the health 

off the inhabitants was thought to be the direct result of the location and organisation of the 

edifice.. Leone Battista Alberti in his De re aeJi/ïcaioria had recommendated the reader to place 

hiss suburban villa within a landscape on hilltops for the availability oi fresh air. as doctors 

recommended,, and because it would offer a view on natural beauty all around: 'Meadows full of 

tlowers.. sunny lawns, cool and shady groves, limpid springs, streams, and pools, and whatever 

elsee we have described as being essential to a villa - none of these should be missing, for delight 

ass much as for their utility.'142 The latter argument referred to the medical theory, as the following 

sentencee made especially clear: '1 would not have it overlooked by anything whose melancholy 

shadee would cause oiience. 

AA connection between study and garden was also alluded to in Palladio's treatise on 

architecturee of the late sixteenth century, where he recommended that a study should he located 

onon the first floor and offer a view eastwards over gardens or trees with an eye on the course of the 

''''''  The advice to cure melancholy with outside activities had been given by Marsilio Heine, in his De Vila Triplici. 
I.ww in Ficino 1991, p.50: 'l.audamus frequentem aspectum aquae nitidae. viridis. rubcive colons, hortorum 
nemorumquee usuin: deambulationem seats flumina perque amoena prata suavem; equitationem quoque. 
tiestationem.. navigationemque lenern \alde probamus ...' Sec Klibansky Pannfsk\ Na\l 1964 n p ^ i l - ^ and 
Fiebenweinn 1977. p. t \V this medicinal use of ilmvers was still recommended by seventeenth century authors, such 
a.ss John Parkinson, who in 1629 advised taking distilled water of Madonna fil> flowers against die pains of child
birth,, and as profitable tor the complexion: sec Masson I 972. p.68. 
!! l Ficino 1991. p.48: '1 enendus ore hyacimhus. qui aninium \ehementer exhilarat.' 
:;-- Alberti 1966. p.?9;V and Alberti I 988. p.295. 
iiXiiX Alberti 1966. p.793 (Bk.IX. ch.2): 'quod tristiore oflendat umbra.' See also Alberti 1988. p.295, where 'tristiorc' is 
translatedd by the less specific word 'gloomy': the edition London 1955. which reprints an eighteenth-century 
translationn of Alberti into entdish. used the word 'melancholy'. 
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sun.14"" Eastward orientation of the room meant sun in the morning only, not during the hot and 

thuss unhealthy afternoon. Examples of studioli situated on upper floors illustrate the application 

off this medical principle of procuring wide vistas over the countryside to inspire their owners to 

reflectionn and protect them from melancholia. 

Ann early architectural example of such a connection between studio and the landscape 

wass in the house of Petrarch at Arqua, where the study had a window on the north with a view 

ontoo his garden and it was annexed to a loggia that ran along the entire westside of the building, 

lookingg out over the countryside.14^ The situation at Eusebius' house as described by Lirasmus in 

hiss Convivium Religiosum seems to have been inspired by such examples: it also offered an 

elevatedd view over the landscape from a first-floor loggia. One of the studioli in Palazzo Medici-

Riccardii in Florence provided, albeit only optically, an entrance to the garden by means of a 

terrace.1466 This was copied in Palazzo Vecchio, in the study that had loggie on either side from 

whichh the view over Florence and its surrounding hills could be enjoyed. 

Inn other cases, the planning of, or even the vista onto a real garden or the landscape, was 

impossible.. In the fifteenth and sixteenth century, studioli in urban dwellings were often located 

att the end of the private apartment in accordance with the tradition of locating this room next to 

bedrooms,, on the interior of the building. In these cases, painted landscapes were a substitute for 

thee view onto real countryside and could thus be applied to counterbalance the negative effects of 

studying.. Already Pliny the Younger had equated the beauty of the landscape with that of 

paintings,, underlining the importance of the pleasure of looking at them. Again. Alberti praised 

thee positive effects of landscape paintings of the observer: 'Our minds are cheered beyond 

measuree by the sight of paintings depicting the delightful countryside...' The sixteenth-century 

philosopherr and medical scholar Ciirolamo Cardano stated that paintings and literary descriptions 

off landscapes relieved the mind of the melancholic just as well as real nature.11'1 In 1584, (jian 

Paoloo Lomazzo recommended that 'luochi di piacere' meaning loggias looking onto gardens, be 

decoratedd with antique themes, 'giochi amorosi' and 'istorie di gioia e d'allegrezza. che non tutto 

!! u Paliadio 1997. p.78: 'But those [rooinsj \w uoulu want to use in the spring and autumn wiM be oriented to the east 
andd look out over gardens and groenen. Studies and libraries should he in the same part of the house beeause they 
aree used in the morning more than at any other time.' 
''"" Liebenvvein 1977. pp.47-49. 
I4"" Liebenwein 1977, p.71. 
I1'' Alberti 1966 vol.2, p.805 (Bk.lX.4): 'Hilasrescimus maiorem in modum animis. cum pielas videmus amoenitates 
reüionum...'' The translation is cited after (.iombrieh 1953. p.341: see also Boström 1988. p. I I. 
M** Cardano 1663 vol.2, p.21 7: 'Vigilias hetis cogitationibus, studiis. eolloquiis. pieturarumque amoenarum aspectu 
eompensabiss ...' See also Sehmit/ 1972. p.162. 
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ubbiunoo umbra di maleneholiaV"' Marsilio Heine's argument regarding the sight of beauty as a 

remedyy for the melancholie state of mind was still employed around 1620 by the physician Giulio 

Maneinii in his Considerazioni suila pittura. when he discussed the effect of various subjects in 

paintingss on the different humours of the beholder.1^' The combination of these arguments 

dfTectedd the embellishment of studioln: the use of painted landscape should be applied here to 

pree sen-'e the mental and physical health of its occupant. 

Thee Palazzo Vecchio in Florence, which contained a number oïcoriili  but no garden, was 

embellishedd during the inhabitation by the Medici rulers with more than one studiolo. One of 

those,, the Scritloio del Tcrraz/o. was planned and executed from 1565 onwards. It was located 

betweenn the Salone dei Cinquecento and the Cortile della Dogana. on the tloor where the 

apartmentss of the Duke and his wife were, and could be reached only from either side by a 

terrace.. The walls of these terraces were frescoed with motives of idealised landscapes and 

gardens,, framed by architectural fantasies of a feigned loggia.:M These panoramas transported the 

viewerr to the open countryside, with a pergola and a statue of Apolio or Orpheus on a fountain. 

Reall architectural elements, in the form of stone benches underneath these vistas, expanded this 

illusionn of outdoor refuge. 

Inn studiuli bordering on real gardens, depictions of landscapes served as a link between 

insidee and outside. Antique precedents were described by Pliny the Ffder and Vitruvius. The 

formerr celebrated the painter l.udius or Studius for introducing the genre as a suitable decoration 

forr crvptoporikï. foggie. and the walls surrounding open terraces/"' Vitruvius especially advised 

""JJ l,omaz/o. cited alter Thimann 2002. p.76. 
:: Maneini 1956-1957 vol.1, p.142: "(')nde il Hcino nel ('invito al capitolo 9. resguardando questa distintion delle 
pitturcc e delfe.sser viste, disse: 'Reliqui enim sensus eilo leplentur; visus autem el auditus diutius voculis et pictura 
pascunturr mani. neque solum horum sensuum tïrmiores sunt voluptates. verum etiam unianae complexinni 
eognatiores.. quid enim humani corporis spiritibus convenientius est quam voces hominum et figurae eorum 
praesertimm qui non modo naturae similitudines. scd etiam pulchritudines gratia placent. Quamobrem collerici et 
melancholicii homines tanquam unicum remedium et solamen moestitiarum ipsorum complexioni cantus et tormae 
obiectamentaa servant.' Onde. secondo il l-'icino. non solamente dovra esser distintion di luogo. ma in farie vedere da 
questaa o quelfaltra sorte d'huoniini. secondo ia compiessione e passion d'ammo. eta. sesso. costume, genere di vita 
chee si desidera conservare o aumentare. o veramente sminuire e corregger al contrarie.' Maneini cited from licino's 
commentar>'' on Plato's Convivium Platnniy De Amore. Yl.9. The same argument of looking at nature as remedy for 
melancholyy was alluded to by the English painter and courtier F.dward Norgate. who travelled to Rome in 1622 and 
mett Paul Bril. in his theory of painting written around the middle of the seventeenth century: see Norgate 1997. p.85: 
'andd melancholiy weather take up as much time as the other, yet are nothing soe pleasant.' See \orgale 1997. pp. 167-
168.. note ! 70 tor the interpretation of this remark. With respect to landscape-painting around 1600 in the 
Netherlands,, this argument has been put forward as valid for this context in Bakker I.eeflang 1993. pp,29-30. 
; :: Allegri Cecchi 1980. p.351 cited the payment for this work in 1581: 'per b. 147 pitlura fatta su dua terrazzini di 
S.A.S.'.. in Archivio di Stato. i iren/e. F.N-1.1 1. c.1 ^lv. Author of these frescoes was 'I ommaso del Yerrocchio: see 
II hieme Becker 1907-1950 vol.34. p.298. See also Licbenwein 1977. p. 153. 
"" Fiiny the hider i v.sx-[v<>2 vol.9, p.34/ (Hk.X.WV .1 16): 'Nor must Spurius I adius also, of the period of the late 

lamentedd Majestv Augustus, be rheated of bis due who firsi immduced the most attractive fashion of painting walls 
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thee application of painted landscapes in promenades in his treatise De Architectural' Some 

antiquee examples suggest that this was contemporary practice. For example, the cryptoporticus in 

thee Domus Aurea in Rome contained painted landscapes to suggest to the visitor an outside 

location. . 

Inn the Renaissance, landscape-paintings that ottered an iilusionistic view onto the 

countrysidee could be found in the studiolo of Isabella d'Este, where paintings by Perugino. 

Lorenzoo Costa and Mantegna depicted related mythological themes in landscape settings. " 

Threee of the paintings in this studiolo were hung so as to align their backgrounds into one 

continuouss horizon.156 The scalceria or serving-room of her Appartemento del la Grotta also 

containedd lunettes with representations of hunting-scenes in landscapes, painted in 1522 by 

Leonbruno.,;>77 This set an example: Isabella's son Alfonso II Gonzaga ordered mythological 

landscapess for his own studiolo in the Castcllo at Ferrara. The subjects of these paintings were 

thee Feast of the Gods, Bacchus and Ariadne, the Worship of Venus, and the Andrians, the first 

onee executed by Giovanni Bellini and finished by Titian, and the latter three painted by Titian 

himself.1'* * 

Thesee examples illustrate the phenomenon of combining works of art with iconographie 

orr thematic coherence together in the studiolo, and the importance of the element of landscape in 

thiss tradition since the Renaissance. It was no coincidence thai Fnrnese chose to have 

mythologicall subjects depicted in the frescoes and paintings in the Palazzetto, set within 

conspicuouss natural settings. However, at the end of the sixteenth century the tradition of studies 

begann to take a turn towards a virtual existence: the significance of the term studiolo shifted from 

thee denomination of a room to an expression for the collection of objects it housed. In the early 

seventeenthh century important changes occurred in the organization of the generic Roman palace 

ass a result of new ceremonial and social exigencies.1^ This effected both interior organization 

withh pictures of country houses and porticoes and landscape gardens, groves, woods, hills, fish-ponds, canals, rivers, 
coasts,, and whatever anybody could desire...', and p.349: 'He also introduced using pictures of seaside cities to 
decoratee uncovered terraces, giving a most pleasing effect at a very-' small expense.' See Mansuelli 1990, pp.344-345. 
!^'' Vitruvius 1962 vol.2, p. 103: 'in covered promenades, they used for ornament the varieties of landscape gardening, 
findingg subjects in the characteristics of particular places; for they paint harbours, headlands, shores, rivers, springs, 
straits,, temples, groves, hills, cattle, shepherds.' 
!! = ! Peters 1982. 

Onn the written sources concerning these commissions with regard to Giovanni Bellini, see Brown 1982. pp. 149-
167:: on the iconography of Isabella's commission to Perugino, see Hope 1981, pp.293-294 and 310-3 1 1. 
M;; Verheven 1971. p.54 referred to a letter by Cario Ghisi to Isabella d'Hste in which this suggestion was made, for 

Titian'ss paintings for Isabella's studiolo. see Wethey 1975, pp.29-41 
!S77 Ferino-Pagden 1994. p. 161. 
:: " Borsch-Supan 1967. p.261. Robertson 1968. p. 140. Hope 1981. pp.3 13-3 15. Brown in Bacchanals by Titian 1987. 
pp.43-566 and Hope in Bacchanals by Titian 1987. p.80. 
'""''""'  Waddy 1990, p. 10 and ['rommel 1973 vol.1, pp.66-75. 
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andd the functions of spaces, also leading to profound alterations in the concept of ihe studiolo. 

Thee very size of studies limited the dimension of objects, while collections and their objects 

begann to grow in size: larger paintings and voluminous sculptures required more space. To this 

wass added the growing interest in natural history and the knowledge of the order of the world, of 

whichh artefacts also formed pari. Such encyclopaedic collections attracted more and more public 

attention,, to the detriment of the smaller works of art and antiquarian culture.'*" To meet these 

neww demands, and as a new phenomenon of social distinction as well, the galleria developed into 

thee space where works oi art ot greater dimensions, botanical and zoological specimens would be 

placedd on public display. 

Ass a result of growing collections and the increasingly large-scale format of paintings and 

sculpture,, a specific architectural building-type was developed to house the visual and plastic 

arts."1'' [Tom around 1600. the gaUerui or gallen would take the place of the studiolo as the main 

locationn in the urban palazzo to hang paintings, and in 1620 Mancini proposed to put 'landscapes 

andd cosmografie on view in this kind of space as they did not offend the average visitor to these 

galleriess as paintings with more erotic content might do.1'" from this it can also be gauged that 

neww social requirements meant a shift from a predominantly private to a more public display of 

paintings;; and landscapes were best fitted to this new situation for their undisputedly acceptable 

subjectt matter. 

Att this turning-point, the two ideals of the studiolo that had developed in the Renaissance 

-- the space for the Muses set within nature, and the secluded room for the study of the arts, letters 

andd natural history - were conflated for a period before they would take opposite directions and 

dissolvee into other forms. While the studiolo became outmoded, the gal/eria lacked the intimate 

contactt with the works of art. which the real collector praised so highly. The result of this tension 

wass the diaetcL which can describe the type of private gallery prior to the introduction of more 

Onn the decline of the sixteenth-century antiquarian culture, see Herklot/ 1999. p.22f An example of such a 
growingg collection including the arts and natural wonders is that of the dT.ste in I errara and later in Modena; see 
Olmii 1998. 
1'"11 Prinz 1970; for the hypothesis of the giilU'ria  as a phenomenon linked to the aspiring classes of nipoti in Roman 
society,, see Strunck 2001. pp.208-215 tor the Galleria Colonna and Khrlich 2002. pp. 186-190 for the galleria at 
Yiilaa Mondragone. 

Mancinii 1956-1 957 vol. I. p. 144: 'Ma se quest a pittura fosse pieeola et da poter e>.ser collocala in luoghi piccioli. 
allhoraa si potra mettere negh ^tudioh. come si e detto di \as; toscani.' 

Mancinii 1956-1957 \ol. 1. p. 143: 'Onde. stando die si deve havere gran riguardo nel Iasciar \cdere le put ure el in 
collocariee ai lor luoghi... Doppo si consideraranno le pitture. ehe per i paesaggi e cosmografïe si metteranno nelle 
gallariee e dove puol andare ogniuno...' 
!'"'' This is echoed in Norgate 1997. p.82v 'this harmless and honest Recreation, of all kinds of painting the most 
innocent.'' On the location of landscape-paintings in nobie collections see p.85: 'Landscape ... which I find of honest 
extraxionn and tientile parentage, and now a privudn and rahinet Companion for Kings and Princes.' 
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publicc collections divided according to the material characteristics of the objects on display. It is 

att these crossroads that the function and decoration of the Palazzetto were conceived. 

Thee typology of the Palazzetto Farnese 

Att the turn of the seventeenth century, when antiquarian and architectural authors had researched 

literaryy sources and antique remains for the characteristics of the Plinian diaeta. the Palazzetto 

FarneseFarnese represented a conscious attempt to recreate this classical ideal. Its form, a flight of 

rooms,, linked by means of a loggia to a giardino segreto, separated from the main building (in 

thiss case by a street) but connected to it by a private entrance (via a bridge, see fig.30), 

correspondss completely with Pliny's description of the diaeta of the Villa Laurentium. Its 

functionn was intended along the same lines: as a place for intellectual repose. The Palazzetto 

continuedd a sixteenth-century tradition of conscious recreations of the Plinian prototype, but in 

contrastt to the earlier examples realised it more perfectly. 

Thee general comparison between the diaeta of the Plinian villa and the Palazzetto can also 

bee traced to the details of the latter project. All the elements of the architecture might have had 

theirr precedents in the sixteenth century; their combination was a conscious reference to elements 

inn the description of the Villa Laurentina. Some circumstances, however, necessitated alterations 

forr the new situation in early modern Rome. This applies especially to the mode of entrance to 

thee Palazzetto. The connection to the Palazzo Farnese proper was constituted by a stairwell and 

thee bridge over the Via Giulia. Permission for constructing this private passage was obtained 

fromm the cardinale camerlengo Pietro Aldobrandini on 4 April 1603; work started soon 

afterwards.I6:>> There existed other examples of such walkways providing access to a private suite 

off rooms or even outright diaetae. Alfonso d'1 stc had a covered passageway constructed between 

15077 and 1518 between the castle and the palace at Ferrara. housing five camerini that can be 

understoodd as studioIi'}hb Paul 111 Farnese initiated a similar project in 1534 to link Palazzo 

Veneziaa in Rome with the tower on the slope of the Capitol hill, next to the convent of the 

Aracoeli.1677 Odoardo followed the example of his great-grandfather in linking the ancestral 

palacee to a private garden by means of an elevated walkway. His original plan was, however, 

closerr to Pliny's concept of the crypioporticus. as the building accounts indicate. Il was to consist 

off an underground passageway that turned out to be too complicated, too expensive, and thus was 

'""'' l:oinet 1980. p. 1 13 gives the papal consent and building-accounts for the arch spanning the via Giulia. Mibbard 
1064.. p. 104 published the full text of the permission for the bridge. 
j'"'' Brown in Bacchanals of Titian 1987. pp.46-4? and Bentini l(>98, pp..^9-365; for the decoration of Alfonso's 
Camerino.. see Shearman 1987, p.^l."!. 
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abandoned/'** Its actual iurm as a bridge was only a second choice: and it was tor this reason that 

thee elevated passage was only built in 1604 when the Pala/.zetto itself had already been finished. 

Otherr details of the building of the Palaz/etto that at first sight seem trivial were copied 

fromm ancient prototypes and Pliny in particular. The 'gioco della palla' mentioned in the licence 

forr the arch over the Via (jiulia seems out of plate, until the importance of ballgames in ancient 

times,, especially in the context of the villa, is considered. Horace and Pliny the Younger named it 

ass one of their favourite physical exercises to maintain their health while staying at their 

country•seats.1''''' for this ballgame special courts had been constructed in Roman villas.1'' 

Discussionss of the game of pullacorda in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries also referred to 

itss antique prototype.1 "' The form of the court and its internal arrangement was discussed in these 

publicationss in connection to the rules of the game.' " A treatise of 1555. written b\ Antonio 

Scianoo and entitled Truftatn del giuoco della Pullu. subdivided these spaces according to the 

existingg variants/ ''' The variety played at Palazzo I arnese will have been a kind of indoor tennis 

closee to the modern game, as in the inventor) of 1644 this was called 'gioco della palla a 

eorda. . 

Thiss tennis-court was added during the lifetime of cardinal Odoardo. as the architectural 

planss of the Palazzo of the late sixteenth century still projected in the place of the 'gioeo della 

palla'' an open loggia related to the back of the palace (see fig.27).|7> The south wing of the 

Palazzoo had however not been built during the lifetime of Alessandro farnese. and when 

Odoardoo continued the construction, he was free to alter the planned garden-loggia into a location 

forr the popular ball game.' '' Comparable examples of special halls for the pullacorda appeared in 

Romee and in villas in the campagna only after 1610. which shows that Odoardo kept up with the 

currentt trends.' The Tempesta map of 1̂ °A indicated the building of [he pullacorda on the left 

::'' Coff in 1979. pp.31-52. 
[•i:inctt 1980. p.92 n.6 cites the .siirtm of 24 Pehruary 1602 by Domenico da Corte in the ASN. Archivio 

harm'siunaharm'siuna 2046, tor a 'via sotterranea ... per andare nel giardinetto nuovo'. 
Plinyy the Younger 11>7I vol.1. pp.545-547 on the Villa Tusculana (bk5.Yi.31 ): 'Over the dressing-room is built 

thee ball court, and this is large enough tor several sets of players to take different kinds of exercise.' 
"'""'"  Ylielsch 1687. p. 130. 

:: l:or the etymology of'pallacorda'. see (H.)LJ vol.1 2. p.410. 
Inn modern Italian, 'pallacorda1 means either 'lawrvtenniV or tenmscourt' thus Mill ret/mrM* io the nciivity as ^ve!) 

ass it> location; see ( 'a/nhridw UtiUati Dictionary I 962. p.535. 
''' Sciano da Salö 1555. pp. 161-170. 
'' Jestaz 1994. p. 199. 

Thesee plans are in the Nationalnuiseum. Stockholm and Metropolitan Museum. \ e u York: see frommel 1981. 
pp lft8 and tigs. 14. 15. 
r : '' Robertson 1992. p. I 39. 

Wadd\\ 1990. pp.54-55 discussed Roman examples in Palazzo Borghese of approximately IM1-1M4. Pala/zo 
!-^rherini.. and Palazzo Condulmer-Orsmi Pio. and one added to Palazzo Barberini in Palcstrina. Sec I hrlidi 2002. 
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sidee of the garden behind the Palazzo, which suggests that year as a terminus ante quern for its 

construction. . 

Thatt the loggia of the Palazzetto opened towards the private garden was another explicit 

referencee to the Plinian example of villa and diaeta, where the cryptoporticas gave onto a terrace 

scentedd by an abundance of violets. This floral theme was. as discussed above, also given a 

medicall interpretation by Ficino. He enumerated most of the flowers to be found in the Farnese 

gardenn on the Fiber bank, and stated that they applied to the senses of smell and taste and through 

thesee would relieve the melancholic temperament. That the hyacinth was chosen as a subject for 

onee of Domenichino's frescoes (figs.36-38) seems no coincidence; the link provided by Ovid 

betweenn the species of that flower and the lily suggested the extension of the salubrious effects to 

thee flower of the Farnese escutcheon. 

Thiss floral theme was also extended to include other details of the Palazzetto's 

embellishment,, in which the sense of sight was added to that of smell. Farnese had a statue 

installedd under his loggia, described in a later inventory as 'A statue of Hora, the torso of light 

greyy stone; the head, hands and feet made of white marble'.179 The Dutch artist Hendrik Goltzius 

dreww this statue in red chalk during his stay in Rome around 1600, probably prior to its relocation 

inn the loggia of the Palazzetto (tig.49). lour niches in the walls of this space were made to 

containn an equal number of ancient sculptures. This embellishment of thr garden and the 

Palazzettoo with antique marbles was modelled on antique and Renaissance prototypes - the 

sculpturess were allocated there for their aesthetic beauty. At the same time, these works ot art 

enhancedd nature in these gardens with appropriate mythological themes. They became the 

staffstaff age for the real landscape, analogous to the figures in the painted landscapes. ' 

p.744 for the court constructed for Cardinal Altemps at the gioco delta pattu in the Villa Mondragone in Lrascati. 
duringg the papacy of Gregory XIH, with a special 'casa del gioco della palla' adjacent to it. and p. 129 for the new 
spacee at ground-level provided for that function after 1615. Also the Palazzo Farnese in Caprarola seems to have had 
aa 'gioco della palla'; this is suggested by Centroni in Vignola e i Farnese 2003, pp. 100-1 I 7, figs. 14-17. 
11 K When the farnese pallaconia was rented to Pierre Legros to execute sculptures for the Gesu in March 1696. it 
waswas clearly no longer in use for sports; after the termination of the contract with Legros in 1720 its entrance from the 
farnesee property was closed, and a porch was opened in the wall along the Via della Morte to provide an entrance 
forr the carriages of Alessandro Lalconieri. See Michel 1981. pp.572-574. 
11 " Jestaz 1994, p.]99: 'Cna statua d'una Flora, i! torso bianco biscio. la testa, mani e piedi di marmo bianco.' [his 
statuee is nou in Museo Na/ionaie. Palermo. 
i!s:'' Riebesell 1988. pp..386-417 for the allocation of sculptures during Odoardo's lifetime: and Mielsch 1987. p. I 1 2 
forr antique examples of sculpture-gardens. An interesting and slightly later example of the combination ot antique 
sculpturee and garden-scapes can be found in the engravings of the classical sculptures made by I rancors Perner and 
publishedd in 1638 under the title Segment a nobilium signorum el siatuarum. where the statues were al! represented in 
idealisedd garden-settings. See Pal ma 1997. p.272. who stated on the relation between those two visual elements of 
thee statue and the landscape: 'in contesto paesaggistieo adatto a suggerire l'idea dell'a/ione e della narrazione 
mitologica.. l.o sfondo. formato da alberi e da edifici...' 
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Thee loggia had been ihe mo.st important aspect incorporated in all later v illas and diuetac. 

which,, as Pliny described it. was a place from which to enjoy the view onto the garden and the 

surroundingg landscape, and subsequent!) it had also become an almost obligatory extension of 

thee urban studiolo to which the Palazzetto belonged.1S1 Also in this ease, however, a direct link 

cann be traced from the Plinian example to the Pala/./ettu; both Pliny and Odoardo Parnese looked 

outt from their garden-loggia over the water - the sea in the former ease, and the river Tiber in the 

latter.. The second source of water, the fountain in Farnese's giardmo segreto. can be traced to the 

descriptionss of Piiny:s Viiia Tuseuiana. where the surrounding garden was furnished with several 

artificiall fountains with basins made of precious marble. 

Architecturall plan and surroundings of the Palazzetto should be considered the epitome oï 

sixteenth-eenturvv humanistic attempts to reconstruct Pliny's villa in Laurentium. and the antique 

precedentt of the diaeta in particular. It should be concluded that the Palazzetto was not a chance 

additionn to the Palazzo I arnese. but a meticulously planned new wing. The complex of the 

Palazzettoo recreated the ancient literary ideal of the villa, integrating the studv of the arts and 

sciencess with the enjoyable view on the garden and landscape, in the densely populated heart of 

earlyy Seicento Rome. 

Camerinoo and Palazzetto - decorative or  functional relations? 

Althoughh the Camerino was located within the premises of the brotherhood of the Orazione e 

Morte.. and was rented from them, it was integrated within the existing Palazzetto through 

architecturall adaptations and the application of the same style of decoration. The inclusion in 

inventoriess of this sequence of camerinL the choice for landscape-decoration, and the identical 

displavv of paintings in the coffered wooded ceiling indicate that it was deliberate!) inserted into 

thee pre-existing private apartment where arts and learning were combined. Does this imply that 

thee Camerino was a .studiolo in the functional sense'? 

Theree are two reasons that tend to discount such an interpretation, firstly, circumstantial 

evidencee excludes the traditional function of a studiolo for the Camerino: there already were 

severall rooms dedicated to studious activities such as reading, writing and the storage of small 

treasuress in the Palazzo Farnese. A private studiolo furnished for I'ulvio Orsini and a flight o\' 

threee rooms denoted with the term studio, housing antique coins and gems in decorated 

! ' !! Rut'tïnièredu Prey l<)94. p.6. 
vv r lm\ me Younger iv7i \oi.i inks. \i.3o-4ü). p ,o i - /o2: see uasmn i v8«. pp.1/4-1/0 tor the Kenaissance 

reconstructionss ol private lountains. 
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cupboards,, served the antiquarian interests of the palace's occupants.'*"1 Alessandro harnese had 

gatheredd the riches contained in them, and also had these spaces organised; Odoardo seems not to 

havee altered their disposition nor their content, so the need for a replacement of these spaces 

seemss to have been absent.18"' There was thus no obvious need to create another space with the 

samee function as the studiolo elsewhere in the Farnese nalace. 

Secondly,, the religious function of the room and the theme of its decoration do not accord 

withh sixteenth-century reconstructions, either in treatises or in actuality, of the Plinian diaeia. 

Althoughh the presence of individual religious works was not uncommon in sixteenth-century 

studioli,studioli, it never constituted a dominant theme of decoration either. In that case, such a room 

wouldd sooner be denominated as a private chapel, not a studiolo. Contemporary descriptions and 

inventoriess of the Camerino use neither one of these terms, as has been discussed above. Neither 

doess the furniture of the room offer a means of positive identification of its function, The objects 

andd utensils described in the inventories preclude that the Camerino was a place used either to 

read,, write or study, nor was it arranged as a place to officiate Mass, for which an altar would 

havee been necessary. Apart from velvet cushions to kneel upon, the Camerino was virtually 

++ 185 

empty. . 

Evenn if the Camerino cannot be termed a studiolo. does the thematic of Lanfranco's 

paintingss and frescoes expand the classical and humanistic view of nature? Does the Palazzetto 

indeedd provide the contextual explanation for the use of landscape painting in the Camerino degli 

iiremiti?? On the one hand, the persistent use of painted landscapes suggests that the decorative 

programmee of the Palazzctto was deliberately continued in the Camerino by means of the 

landscapee theme. Lanfranco's paintings and frescoes visually prolonged the decorative whole that 

hadd been created around 1604 in the first four cumenm. On the other hand, such an explanation 

forr the frescoes and paintings in the Camerino can only be built on the hypothesis that the 

landscapee provided merely a non-signifying element that functioned as the background to the 

anchoritee iconography. The latter element of the hermit, however, does not relate to the 

l:"!! l.oty 1981. p.229 mentioned that according to the inventory of 1566 there was a flight oWstuJioli and a separate 
studiostudio on the piano nohilc: see also Liebenwein 1977. p.35. 
"" Robertson 1992. p. 140. 

' ^^ The inventory' of 1644 listed the following objects in this room (Jestaz 1994. p.138): 'Oratorio ehe risponde nella 
Morte.. 3328. Due padeliette di legno a scalino. 3329. I n tappeto. 3330. T're cuscini di velluto cremesino da 
inginoechiaree longhi e stretti. V?31 I [na sediola hassa coperta di broeeatello verde.' The inventory of 1650 seems 
moree precise on the furniture itself, while the paintings were not listed in ASN.Iondo ('arnesiano b.1853 11I-IX, 
fol.94v-95r:: 'Una scdia di velluto verde. e rotta Un'altra sediola bassa colli piedi somite coperta di broeeatello verde. 
ee uialio tutto straviato Due cuscini di velluto cremiiïno bislonghio col paria mano. perette colli iloeehi di setta alle 
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programmee of the Palaz/euo. 1 he answer to this question regarding the w//J/Wo-prele\l for the 

Camcrino'ss decoration should thus be negative. 

Iff taken as a coherent idea, the decoration and furnishings of the Camerino degli Eremiti 

cannott be clarified with recourse to either the studiolo or diaeia: nor can they be situated within 

thee context of the Palazzetto as theatre of pre-scientific natural philosophy. What distinguished 

thee room from all other examples, both the Stanze in Caprarola and the studioli and diuetai as 

discussedd above, is the visual relation between the room and the adjacent church and oratory of 

thee Santa Maria delfOrazione e Morte. What could \ arnese observe through these windows and 

whatt does that signify for the function and the decoration of the Camerino'? 

canlonatcc \ 'n cuscino simile colic francie da'una banda col disotto di tela. Mxchissimn, e rotto I na punta di sealino 
ciii Icüiio I n tapetirio ordinario sopra do sealino.' 
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3.. PATRONAGE, PROTECTORATE AND REGULAR REFORMS 

Orazionee e Mort e 

Thee name of the brotherhood of Santa Maria dell'Orazione e Morte. from which Farnese rented 

thee Camerino degli i:remiti in !61 ! alluded to its two aims: orazione indicated the act of prayer, 

andd morte referred to burying the dead. The sodality had originally been erected for the latter 

reasonn in 1538; at regular intervals groups of brothers would inspect the roads and fields in and 

aroundd Rome for any anonymous deceased, left without a decent burial. During the first decades 

off its existence, the brotherhood remained relatively small, which hindered their activities as the 

numberr of dead bodies along the roads and in the river steadily increased; in 1551, a public 

liturgicall prayer-service was thus organised to attract more members." 

Thiss special sendee of the Quaranl'ore was such a success that not only the number of 

brotherss and sisters grew rapidly, but also the epithet orazione was added to the name of the 

brotherhoodd by Julius II I  Del Monte (1550-1555) on the occasion when the sodality had papal 

approvall conferred upon it.3 The elevation of the Orazione e Morte to the status of an arch-

brotherhoodd in 1560 by his successor Pius IV de' Medici (1559-1565) meant that they were also 

authorisedd to receive alms and bequests.4 Subsequently, the confraternity was able to buy their 

ownn premises on the Via Giulia in 1572. behind the Palazzo Farnese. on which they built a new 

11 Fanucci 1601 p.273; 'innan/.i alia confermatione s'intitolava !a Compagnia dclia Morte sempHeememe: ma i! Papa 
considerandoo essere questo nome horrido. &. odioso; inteso che haveva per institute di fare ogni mese 1'oratione 
continuaa dellc Quarant'hore. volsc che si nominassc la Cöfraternita dell'Oratione, altrimenti della Morte, & cosi 
dapoii in tutte le scritture è stata chiamata. benche volgarmente si dica della Morte solamente, ....' See also Bevignani 
1910.. p.7, Maroni Lumbroso 1962. pp.256-261, Hager 1964. pp.5-10. < 'iiiunu -'Robert i 198"". pp.;09-]]0\ Fiorani e! 
al.. 1985. pp.330-332. and Black 1989, pp.231-232. 
"" These events were related in the Statuti 1590. pp. 1-2: 'Deliberorno ancora di fare una volta il mese 1'Oratione 
continuaa per spatio di 40. hore. in memoria delle hore. che'1 Signor Nostro Giesu Christo doppó la sua morte fu 
postoo nel sepoichro fmo alia sua Santissima Resurettione. le quali opere. si per la tepidezza delle persone. come 
anchee per la quaiita di quelli tempi non havevano preso molto vigore. occorse. che neirAnno del Signore 1551 
predieadoo nella Chiesa di santo Lorenzo in Damaso di Koma nel tempo deH'Advento di Christo un Frate Cappuccino, 
cercavaa detto frate co molta efficatia mostrare quanlo fosse devota, & utile cosa la continua Oratione. II che inteso da 
quellii della Compagnia pregorno il detto frate, che volesse aiutare questo loro proposito. il quale laudando molto il 
loroo pin. & buono desiderio. & ringratiandone la Divina Maesta. operó tanto eon esortare il Popolo. che in pochi 
giornii si accrebbe detta Compagnia in numero de frateili. &  sorelle. Onde il giorno della Nat i vita di Nostro Signore 
lesuu Christo deii'istesso Anno ncllc detta Chiesa nella Cappeila della Coneettione si feee 1'Oratione delle 
Quarant'horee con molta sodisfattione del Popolo, le quali opere tanto di seppellire gli morti. quanlo della detta 
oratione.. si sono continuate, et si essercilano con tanto fervore. che per la Dio gratia detta Compagnia. essendo poi 
stataa eretta in Archiconfraternita. &  capo di tutte le Compagnie, che si aggregaranno a cssa, c cresciuta di numero de 
frateilii & sorelle. & ogni giorno va prendendo augumento, &  \igore. la quale percio si e chiamata Archicontraternita 
dellaa Morte. &  Oratione.' 
!! On the Quarcmt'()n\ see Moroni 1840-1879 vol.40. pp.] 13-121. Weil 1974. f)S 1937-1994 vol. 12.2. eols.2705-
27155 and Imorde 1997. 
'' Chiabo Roberti 19S5.p.llO. 
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church,, rendering them independent trom their previous parochial contexts. 'I his building was 

consecratedd in 1575: construction of the adjacent oratory was begun in 1594. The first stone of 

thiss oratory was laid by cardinal Federico Borromeo (1564-1631). at that moment 

cardinaiprotectorr of the sodality." 

Buryy ing the dead had remained an important activity for the Archeontraternity 

especiallyy during calamities, such as famines occurring after bad harvests, epidemics, and 

especiallyy the liber-floods that occurred regularly from the 1570s to early 1600s. It also 

constitutedd the main characteristic of the brotherhoods' public image, as can be understood from 

thee account of Gregory Martin upon his visit to the hternal City in 1581: 

Thee C'ompanie de morte. is a marvelous great Companie. so called for their Charitie 

towardd the dead, whose profession is to burie of their owne charges and lo accompany to 

thee grave al such as either in the Citie or tildes about the Citie. are otherwise destitute of 

honestt and competent burial, as having no special frendes that have a peculiar care tor 

them,, or that are able. Of al such they take a special care, both ot Citizen and straunger. 

imitatingg herein the zele of Holy Tobie. whose Charitie in this very point the Angel 

Raphaell presented unto God: and for al such they have Masses, and prayers in their 

Socictie.. Others also (not onely them of their owne brotherhood) they do willingly 

aeeompaniee to the grave, if they be called, making a grave and morneful shew al in blaeke 

beingg the colour of that Companie very correspondent to their profession. These also for 

confessing,, receaving. procession, and quarantx hone of prayer, do as is said before of the 

Companiee oï the B. Trinitie. They have a goodly Church new built of their owne 

Charges/ / 

Afterr the initial public celebration of the Forty-Hours prayer in 1551 to attract members, 

thiss important religious event was staged henceforth only for the members of the Orazione e 

Mortee and for a selected number of special invitees; contrary to other Roman associations such as 

thee Irmita dei Pellegrini (also mentioned by Martin), and later the Congregazione dei Nobili in 

[Mackk 1989. pp.234-238. 
"" flayer 0>64, pn 1 >-16: the acenimts for the hi.iiiHino of the oratory arc In ASVR. ASMOM 546. and a description ;T 
thee ceremony of the first stone Federico Borromeo arc in ASVR. ASMOM 19. lol IMr on 16 Aium^i 1.̂ 94. 
Borromeoo was mentioned as heiim protector of the brotherhood in the Sntiun  ̂ of i 590. p .2. i;or federico Borromeo. 
seee Ri\ ola 1656. DBI 1 960-present vol. 13. p.33-42 and Jones 1993. 

Pancirolii 1600. p.545: 'si dimostrarono ferventissimi in quesfopera [della misericordia| eon I'oeeasione dclI'Liltima 
inondationee del Tevere. andando in sin'ad Ostia a ricercar' I eorpi per seppellirli. per esser cola parte lasciata dal 
Hume,, parte ritutttati dall'onde del mare; 1' di qui ha preso qucsto compagnia il nome della Morte ' Sec also I)i 
Martt inn Belati 1980. pp.55f. for the floods caused hy the finer in the early ^eicentn. 
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thee Gesu. the brotherhood did not aim at attracting the general public/ it was thus especially 

importantt to secure regular attendance at this occasion. In the Statutes of 1590, this was 

suggestedd in the description of the preparation of the monthly event: 'And for that reason, all the 

brotherss and sisters should be notified of [the occasion of] that Prayer. Also the Illustrious 

Protector,, and other Lords and cardinals and prelates, as the Governor and Guardians see fit. 

couldd be given message.'10 Many high officials were thus invited, but the only ones obliged to be 

presentt were the members of the 'Numero della Notte', attending the service during the night in 

shiftss to secure at least one person praying in front of the Hucharist at any given moment. 

Ass prescribed above, also the Cardinal Protector of the brotherhood was notified of the 

occasionn of the Quarant'Ore, which implies that by 1590, his presence at the prayer was deemed 

important.. His function was described in the same statutes: 'It being most useful and necessary, 

thatt all pious institutions have their Head and Guidance, by whose authority and favours they will 

bee helped, defended and favoured.'11 However, in the rest of the chapter on the cardinalprotector 

nothingg more specific was said about his role; it seems that in 1590, when these regulations were 

formulatedd and printed, the brotherhood avoided ceding explicit power to the cardinal performing 

thiss function and possibly tended to defend its autonomy. But it was Farnese's own initiative to 

requestt in 161 1 the use of a room for the special and regular attendance of the Quarcmt'Ore and 

otherr religious gathering, and he indeed seems to have attended often, when in Rome. This seems 

too be different from anything suggested in the 1590 statutes; cardinal Odoardo aimed at 

performingg a quite different role as protector than his immediate predecessors. What were the 

reasonss for this change? 

Thee Arciconfratemita and its cardinalprotectors 

Odoardoo Farnese was not the first protector to be granted privileged access to the property of the 

brotherhood.. In 1598, the members had allowed Paolo Kmilio Sfondrato. nephew of pope 

Gregoryy XIV Sfondrato (reigned 1592) and life-long intimate of Odoardo Farnese. and then 

protectorr of the sodality, to open a door leading directly from Palazzo FaleonierL this cardinal's 

vv Martin i%v. p.206. 
"" On public stagings of the Quanmt'Orc. see Weil 1074 and I monk- 1097; the Bull issued in 1502 by Clement VIII 
waswas one of the instances in which the practice was proclaimed salvific for all Christianity, and promoted as a public 
devotion.. h>r the Quarant'Ore at the i'rinita dei Pellegrini see O'Regan 1995. pp.25-27; on the Congrega/ione dei 
Nobilii see Caste! iani 1954. pp.5 1-56; for the staging of the Quaram'Ore in the Gesu see Maher N97. 
'' St at ut i 1 590. p.78: 'Kt perciö a questa Oratione si doveranno intimare tutti gli fratelli. & sorelle. Si potra anco farlo 
intenderee alf'lllustrissimo Prolettore. & altri signori Cardinali. & Prelati. parendo al (iovernatorc. & Guardiani.' 
MM Statuti 1590. p.2. for the definition and function of the cardinal protector, see U'hK 1993-2001 vol.8, pp.814-15. 
DIPDIP 1974-1997 vol.2. pp.276-280 and Dizionaria storico del papain 1 99d vol.1, pp.250-5 I 
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residence,, vshich he rented t'runi the Odeschalchi-familv. iniu the choir of the church. ' This 

projectt was never realised, for the relations between the brotherhood and Sfondrato quickly 

becamee troubled. On the site behind the church of the Santa Maria dell'Ora/ione e Morte. where 

thee confraternity had planned its new sacristy. Sfondrato intended to build an extension to his 

Palazzo.. This dispute probably triggered the wish by the sodality to have a new representatie -

thatt person was Odoardo Farnese. He was installed as their protector in 1599. and one of his first 

taskss was solving the quarrel between Sfondrato. with whom he was on the best of terms, and the 

arehconfraternity. . 

Notwithstandingg former quarrels between farnese himself and the brotherhood - around 

11 595. the confraternity's plans for an oratory had initially been opposed by the cardinal" - by the 

timee that the members of the Orazione e Morte decided to grant Farnese his request, which was 

similarr to the one they had earlier conceded to Sfondrato. cardinal Odoardo had clearly 

demonstratedd his good intentions towards them. This also meant that his involvement with the 

sodalitvv had become much more direct than had been the case during the office of either 

Borromeoo or Sfondrato. This was exemplified on a number of occasions, when Farnese used his 

contactss with the papal authorities for the benefit of the confraternity. In 1600. he made special 

arrangementss for the Jubilee, obtaining the following privilege for the members of the 

Arciconfraternita: : 

Itt is hereby made public that, on our request, his Holiness Pope Clement the Fighth has. 

vivacvivac vod*, conceded, graced the brothers and sisters oï the Arehconfraternity of the 

Mortee and Orationc in Rome, so that when they visit the usual four churches once in 

processionn and twice more at will and at on's convenience, they will acquire the Jubilee, 

ass if thev would visit them thirtv times, according to the above cited Bull issued by His 

ASVR.. AS MOM 20. l;ol.31v. dd.26 '7-1 598: Tu propositi da d[ett|o Mons|igno]re Gov|ernato"|re in nomc del 
ill[uslrissi]moo Card[ina]le Sfondrato, che desiderebbe detto P. Card[ina]le poter fare una porta nel core della nostra 
Chiesaa p[erj potcr entrare in cssa dal suo Palazzo, el pane alia congregatione segreta. die p|er| la nverenza. che si 
haa a detto Card|ina]le Sfondrato. che gli se eomeda [eosucua.'l con quelle cautele. modi, et sicurez/e p[erj la nostra 
eompamiia.. che pareranno oportune a detto Moris, nostro Gov|ernato]re et [P] I "lisse Muscati nostro Guardiani.' This 
wass confirmed shortly afterwards, on fo1.32v: T'u anco confirniato a viva voce la prima proposla falta da 
Mons|igno]ree Gov|ernatoJre nella precedente Congregatione circa il fare la porta a servitio del P. ('ard[inal]le 
Sfondrato'. . 
:: ASVR. ASMOM 20. 'Libro delli deereti'. fol.36\. dd.14 August ] 598: Tu fatta Congregatione secreta nella chiesa 
dellaa nostra ( ompagma p[er| i) tatto dela tabnea che ci s:; da! Il!]uslrissi |mo Card|ina|!e Sfondrato canto adetta 
nostraa chiesa. p[er| il sito. die la chiesa nostra deve ha\ere pjcr] ia saerestia. nella quale intervennero 1'ijitrfascritt}i 
ufficiaii...1:: several days later representatives of the confraternity were sent to the Maestri della Strada to talk about 
thee matter (1bl.37r-v); on the 8 June !599. these representatives went to Sfondrato and Odesehalchi to discuss the 
matterr (fol.Slv). On 1 July 1599. it was reported that Karnese. 'n[ost|ro Protettore' had arranged the matter with 
Sfondratoo (ibi.ssvj. 
'' ASVR. ASMOM 546(3): \i Scripture in Causa oratoni Con lll[ ustrissi lino de I arnestis' 
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Holiness.. And truthfully vvc have signed this presently. In Rome, this 2nd day oi' March 

1600. . 

Cardinall Farnesc Protector 

Alfonsoo Carandino secretary. 

Thiss document attests to Famese's concern with the affairs of the brotherhood, as he requested 

thiss indulgence and saw to it that it was granted. He also had. as protector of the sodality, to sign 

thee papal decision.L 

Thee second signature under this document belonged to Alfonso Carandino. member and 
11 ^ 

sometimee governor of the Orazione c Morte; he was also private secretary to Farnesc. ' In 1609. 

hee had acted as spokesman for Farnese in the request for the Camerino. Carandini attended most 

gatheringss of the brotherhood, playing a double role of governor and that of messenger or 

representativee of the cardinalprotector. The latter of the two roles will have counted the most in 

every-dayy reality; secretaries in the early seventeenth century were considered to be bending to 

theirr patron's wishes in everu occasion.IX Thus, even when Farnesc was not in person interfering 

withh the sodality's administration, he influenced the course of things more profoundly than his 

directt predecessors had done. This dual role of the cardinal's secretary was new. with respect to 

thee periods in which Borromeo and Sfondrato were protector; they kept their distance from the 

dailyy affairs, and had no representative with the brotherhood. 

Farnesee arranged many other practical issues during his protectorate, cither directly or 

indirectly.. For example, in !606 the brotherhood received the right of interment in the crypt 

beneathh the oratory, and in 1611. another papa! decision documented the brotherhoods' privilege 

too release one prisoner from the papal penitential institutions per annum.'' 1 he wish to have 

anotherr altar in the church for the special celebration of Offices for the Dead was also handled by-

Cardinall Odoardo; this permission was obtained in 1610. The Brief explicitly mentioned the 

, ;; ASVR. AS MOM %: 'Indulgentia': 'Si notitiea conic a supplicatione nostra la santita di Nfostro] S[igno]rc Papa 
dementee Oitavo vivae voeis oraculo ha fatto gratia alii fr[atlelli. et sorcllc dellVArehiconfraternita della Morte. et 
Orationee di Roma, ehe visitando lc solite quattro Chiese una volta proeessionalm[en|te et altre due ad ahitrio. e 
commoditaa di ciascuno eonseguiscano ii sfanlissijnm giubileo. come sc le visitassero trentavolte conforme alia bolla 
dii S|uaJ S[anti|ta sopraci[tat]o espedita. Ht in fede della verita ei siamo sottoseritti alle p[rese|nti. In Roma questo di 
22 di Marzo 1600. I! Car \ arnese Protfetlojre Alfonso Carandino seeret[a]rio.' 
1,11 On the juridical power granted to protectors, see Forte 19>9. pp.23-51 and the discussion below, in chapter three: 
onn the additional signature of the protector under papal documents that occurs from the sixteenth century onwards. 
seee Forte 1959. pp.21. 30. 
''"''"  DM 1%0-prcsent. vol.19, pp.626-627 and Messuri 1997. pp.21-22. 
111 for the timet ion and role of secretaries in the early modern period, see tiiow 2002. pp.I5:>-l%. esp. pp.174-177. 
Ann early modern treatise discussing the double function of the secretary as scribe and agent for his lord is Ingegneri 
1594.. esp. pp.9-13. 
h'' Bevignani 1910. p. 23. breve dd.29 12 161 I. Pias ('hri.sti tide hum. On the tradition of releasing prisoners at special 
holidayss in Rome, sec Black 1989 pp.219-221. 
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cardinals'' involvement in this affair in its text."' 

1'arnese'ss charitable deeds toward the brotherhood included more than mere administrative 

interventionss on their behalf: he also supported them in other vva\s. In 1603. larnesee offered the 

brotherhoodd the use of the water from the conduit he had constructed for the garden of the 

adjacentt Pala/zetto. when he did not need it himself."1 During the Jubilee of 162Ó he rented out a 

paill of his palace to the confraternity, to iodge members of'affiliated Italian confraternities who 

camee to Rome tor the occasion."" His participation in their activities was proudly proclaimed at 

thatt occasion, hv affixing his sierruv.u above the entrance to the quarters, between those of the two 

vice-protectors,, cardinals Aldobrandini and Barberini. A letter from the brotherhood's assembly 

reportingg these events to farnese by then residing in Parma thanked him pro fusel} for this 

favour,, as the grandeur of his palace reflected upon the image of the brotherhood as well."1 

Althoughh the confraternity paid some rent for the use of a part of the Farnese pala/zo in 

1625.. they had to lodge some of the Cardinal's own guests, and even the financial agreement 

itselff was reciprocal. During the Jubilee. Farnese granted them 25 scudi a month, to pav the 

expensess of lodging and feeding all these pilgrims."4 The brotherhood was also more regularly 

financedfinanced by farnese at the amount of 3 scudi and 60 haiocchi a month, at least from 1 609 on. but 

probablyy from the time he took on the role of protector."" When Cardinal Odoardo died in 1626. 

moreover,, he bequeathed the confraternity the considerable amount of 500 scudi:* 

Apartt from this regular support, all the major projects of decoration and refurbishment 

weree financed in large part by Odoardo. with joint support from his brother Ranuccio. Duke of 

Parmaa (1569-1622). The connection to the cardinal thus also opened the way to his family and 

theirr wealth. When a new ceiling was made for the church in 1605. thev paid the largest share of 

ASV.. Segr Brevi.Alt.Perp Pm 17. fols.20r-22\. 
: ;; ASYR. ASMOM 20. tol. I 54r. 
'' On the organised lodgings lor members of affiliated confraternities, sec Black 1989. pp. 117-121 and < abibbo 
II 997. esp. pp.4 18-419. 

ASP.. Carteggio l-'arnesiano intcrno. h.361: 'In d[ett"]o paia/./n MUKI state alloggiate tuttc le comp|agmc| che sono 
veruitt e aggregate et aneo alcune (rid) vassalle da!l'Ill[ustrissi|mo et R[everendissi|mo Card[ina]I farnese n[ost|ro 
Protettoree con que Ma maygior grandezza et csquisitezza che una CompjagniaJ si povera ha potuto. Sopra la porta del 
pala/zoo sotto la ringhiera si posero l'arme di S|ua| Sjantita] ei sotto quello del n|ostroJ rardfina|l Protettore in mezzo 
ett quetla del s[ignor| Card[ina|l Aldobrandfnil vieeprotettore a mano dritta et a mano manca q[uc)lta del Card[inajl 
Barberino.' ' 
'•• ASYR. ASMOM 920. 'Rela/ione dell'Anno Santo 162?': '('ardfinajl Odoardo Fernese sc[udi| 25 ai mese in detto 
ajnnnjj - }()()-' In tist.- a^couulbook 'rnirata c usciia per fanno >amo io25-i()5u'. m tile Maine arcimai portion, these 
pass merits are recorded monthly. 
'' See the \arums wilume:*. 'Filtrate c I 'sciie' in the \SVR. ASMOM. 
"':: Farnese's will of 1619 in ASR. Trenta.Not.Capit.l 'ff.25.Nv>t.Giulio Raiinotidi.\ of 250. fol.82\. stipulated this sum: 
'' \M'Arciconfraternita del la Morte lascio einqueeento seudi cli moneta eon oblige di ventieinque messe I'anno.'. the 
acceptancee b\ the brotherhood is recorded in a letter of 6 August 1626 in ASYR. ASMOM 457. 'farnese C'ardinale. 
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thee costs together." For that reason, the design made by Francesco Nicolini was sent to Odoardo 

forr his final approval (fig.50).28 During the work - which was only completed in 1608 - steadily-

increasingg costs necessitated the brotherhood to ask Farnese for additional fundings When, in 

1610,, the space of the adjacent oratory was also redecorated, the two brothers again covered a 

largee part of the expenses.'0 The Farnese escutcheon was applied to the ceilings of both church 

andd oratory to underline the family's continuing affiliation to and support of the confraternity; the 

escutcheonn included the ducal crown and cardinal's hat. 

Onn the official level, cardinal Odoardo's pivotal role in the brotherhood's affairs can be 

deducedd from the papal decisions, which he, as protector, was obliged to countersign. It was he 

whoo raised these issues with the authorities and obtained the permissions from the papal 

government.. On a lower level, Farnese was also consulted regularly on questions concerning the 

confraternity'ss own government. During the preparations for the Jubilee, in November 1599 he 

wass asked to appoint officials responsible for the decoration of the church and the organisation of 

processionss - internal quarrels had obstructed the elections for these functions.' A year later. 

Farnesee intervened in the appointment of a doctor to assist the brothers in their work of burying 

thee dead, and help the members who had fallen ill. " 

Thee Quarant'Ore and the Camerino 

Whenn the attendance of the members at the primary activity of the sodality, the devotion of the 

Forty-Hourss prayer, became a matter of concern, the confraternity again asked Farnese's 

assistance.. In the course ot years between the beginning of the sixteenth century and 1609. 

participationn of the brothers and sisters of the Ora/.ionc e Morte to the monthly Quarant'Ore had 

Legatoo sc[udij >U0 iascialo da! s[ignorj ('ardinaie an'arciiKJujiifiatenmaj col peso d; 2Z me^t- p\-:;}  una so! volta, cd 
un'anniversarioo in ogni anno. Licen/a per 1'accettazione del legato'. 
277 ASVR, ASMOM281. 
:** Barry 1999. pp. 193-194 ascribed the design llcmpel Katalog AZ Rom.555 in the Albertina, Vienna, to Francesco 
Nicolini.. as falegname responsible for the execution of the ceiling, and the architect Girolamo Rainaldi. member of 
thee brotherhood and architect of cardinal Odoardo; Anderson 1999, p.95 convincingly attributed it to Nicolini alone. 
Thee officials being sent to farnese for his approval are mentioned in the 'Libre dei Decreti', ASVR. AS MOM 20. 
fol.173v.. dd.24 July 1605: 'Nella qfuajie fu resolute, che circa la soffitta da tarsi nella nra Chiesa Li Sfignojri 
Timotheoo Ximenez, et Paulo Mellini andassero dairill[ustrissi]mo s[igno]r Cardjinajle Farnese nro P[ro)tettore, et 
mostrarghh il disegno da d[ett]o soffitto da tarsi.' 
:"" Anderson 1999. Docs.Ill & IV. pp.99-100 noted two payments, the first of 70 scuds on II April 1606. and the 
secondd on i October of the same year. The works were then well under way. 
':!! ASVR. ASMOM 21. foi.3iv. 
'[[ ASVR. ASMOM 20. fol.68r-v: 'Nella q[ua]!e Congr|egatio]ne doppo mol to discorso, fu resoluto et concluso Che 
p.. rispetto del anno sjanjto si rimetta aHTII[Listrissijmo et R[everendissi]mo s[ignorj Carjdinajle Farnese nro 
Protettoree 'I nominare et eleggere li offitiali pf'er] d[ett]o anno sjanjto. parende ben differirsi la bussola sinora nato 
d[ettloo anno same, et che Sjua] S[ignora] Ill[ustnssijme si degni informarsi et nominare. et eleggere quelli die pferj 
dfettjoo anno santo siano piu habili et idonei. et che questo si proponga alia Congrjatiojne G[enerjale laquale se 
habbiaa da fare p[er] dom[enilea pross[im]a.' I or the function and election of so-called feshiioli. see Black 1989. p.89. 
*••• ASVR. ASMOM 20. fol.225. 
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lallenn dramatically The 'Libro dei Decreti' of those years remarked on this tact when reporting 

thee meeting held on 1 I;ebruary 1609 in which it was recorded that: 

becausee few members of our Company attend during the day to participate at the Prayer 

off the Forty Hours that is usually being organised in our church, for that reason it was 

proposedd that that number who assist during the night, would also pray during the day: 

aboutt which matter it was decided to raise a discussion during the general meeting." 

Threee weeks later, on 20 February, this proposal was put by the guardians to the general meeting. 

butt in the end a special Xumero del diorno was created, instead of burdening the Xumero del la 

XotteXotte with additional duties. This meant that a new group of brothers and sisters would schedule 

thiss attendance in the church during the Quarant'Ore during the daytime.'"* In 1610. the statutes 

ott this new group were approved by the brotherhood, prescribing their duties and obligations !/ 

l-.xactlyy during the period in which the attendance of the most important religious activity 

becamee a matter of concern. Farnese proposed to rent the Camerino degli Fremiti from the 

brotherhood.. The positive reaction of the secret and the general meetings of December 1609 to 

thee request were triggered by the hope that the presence of Cardinal Farnese would raise the 

statuss of the Quarant'Ore in the eves of the other participants. The contract of 1611 thus 

mentionedd the attendance of the monthly prayers as the first motif for the use of the room."1 

furthermore,, they expected more than mere spiritual co-operation: and indeed in the following 

yearss Farnese tried to raise the appeal of the brotherhoods' religious gatherings with still other 

means.. In 1611. he started paving for the musical accompaniment of the Mass. after the example 

off the Trinita dei Pellegrini, where the power of music in the context of pious acts had first been 

realised/'' On January 1. 1612. the Lihro dei Decreti recorded: 'And because Mons. Cardinal 

Farnesee our Protector desires that during the coming Quadragesima there will be music made at 

' :: ASYR. ASMOV1 2!. fol.20r: 'Nclla q[uajlc tu detto. p[er)ehe pochi del!;) njn^Jra ("ompiagnija intervengono di 
uionioo all'assisienza dell'oralatiojm delle 40. hor e die si sogliono tare nclla nra Chiesa. p|er| quest o iü deft o di voler 
fare.. ch[e] quelli del numero. q[ua]!i intervengono la none, orassero it giorno: del ch[e] tü resoluto. che se ne parli 
nellaa Congregatione publiea.' 
'*'*  ASVR. ASMOM 21. fol.20r: 'Li S[ignoJri (ïuardiani p[ro]posero. che si f'aeei (oltre il numero del I i 48 Oratori 
ch[e]] orano la none, mentre si tanno l'ora[tio|ni delie 40 hore nella nra Chiesa) un'ahro numero di 40 PkH assistere 
dii uionio alle de orapiojni. et 1u dettn che si rimetta alia ('ongreg[atio|ne pub[li|ca,' At the following gatherings the 
namess ot" volunteers tor this new group are listed See also Fiorani et al. 1985. p. .o1: 'Per una piii pivhmda 
esperien/.aa religiosa dei suoi ascritti. la eonipagnia istitui fin dal ls6s il eosidetto Numero del la notte (adorazione 
notturnaa del Santissinio) e dal 1610 il Numero del giorno (adora/ione diurna).' 
;; Beviimani 1910. p.22: the statutes ot this group eau be found in Rome. Biblioteea Angelica / I I 48 
;'' ASN. Fondo Farnesiano b.l.U6 fase.M: 'ad eff[ect|uni participandi de orationiae quadraginta horas. quae 
quodlibett mense... reeitantur.. ' 
;; O'Regan 199v pn 2^11" 
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hiss expense on each Friday in our Church, with a sermon...1'0 Similar payments were still made 

byy Farnese in 1614, for musical oratories during the Holy Week/ ' 

Thee relations between Farnese and the brotherhood of the Orazione e Morte went far 

beyondd the expectations and requirements formulated in the Statuti della ven[eranda] 

archiconfi-atermtaarchiconfi-atermta delta Morte at Oratione, drafted some ten years before Farnese accepted his 

role.. Considering how often he actually interfered in their affairs, and even wanted a private 'box' 

too attend their various activities, the confraternity might have protested about this as an 

infringementt on their autonomy. Instead, they welcomed and even stimulated his interventions: 

thee happiness of the secret and public congregation in confirming the agreement on the Camerino 

undoubtedlyy referred to these past and future acts of support. Their gain was most obvious, 

becausee through Farnese's dedication to them, they were helped in daily affairs and gained in 

prestige.. 1 or them, the Camerino degli Fremiti thus expressed Farnese's official involvement with 

thee brotherhood in an enduring and tangible manner. 

Whyy did Odoardo Farnese accept such a tedious role and follow it so faithfully for almost 

threee decades? And why did he ask them to have the Camerino at his disposal, and again, pay 

rentt for it? He might also have requested a privileged place in the church itself for the monthly 

occasionn of the Forty-Hours prayer, in response to the invitation of the brotherhood to attend. It 

hass been suggested that the Camerino degli Fremiti was more convenient and appropriate to his 

rank.. But none of his predecessors in the role of protector had tried to obtain a similar privilege, 

althoughh Sfondrato did request a private entrance to the church - which was not realised in the 

end,, and which was less than Farnese asked for. Instead, the comparison of Farnese with his 

predecessorss indicated a changing interpretation of the protectorate by both the Archconfraternity 

andd the cardinal during the first decade oC the Seicento. of which the Camerino was a mere 

physicall expression. This new interpretation of the function of protector reflected a more general 

phenomenonn in early seventeenth-century Rome. 

Sixteenth-centuryy concepts of protectorate 

Wass there a generally applicable definition of protectorate around 1600? Virtually no sixtecnth-

iNN ASVR. ASMOM 21. fol.43r, 17 Januan 1611 (i.e.1612): 'Ft p|er]che Mons[iyno]r Card[ina]t Farnese n[ost]ro 
P[ro]tettoree desidera volere ehe quests Quad rage si mo p[ro]ssimo ogni Yenardi nella nfostlra Chiesa si faeei un poeo 
dii musiea a spese sue eon un sermone.J Bevignani !910. p.40 put the beginning of this tradition of musical 
accompanimentt only in the late 1620s. See also Nmither 1985. p.ix tor musicians connected to the confraternity, and 
Blackk 1989. p.27.i for the use of music at the Orazione e Morte. 

Paymentss by farnese to the confraternity for musicians are in ASYR. ASMOM 286. Tntrata e useila ... al 
Principioo di (ïennaro M.D.C.xii'. fol,! I v. 20r. Around 1628. Pietro Paolo Sabbatini was hired as musician of the 
brotherhood,, for which he composed a number of sacred oratories; see Smit her llJ8>. p.ix. 
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Lcnturss texts treated the function of protectors at length, which seems striking, given the large 

numberr of books on the lite and work of a cardinal following Cortcsi's De cardinalaiu of 1510.a' 

Forr that reason, the issue of protecting an institution might seem anything but a debated topic in 

thatt period. This is however a misleading idea. The svstem of protectorates originated in the 

monasticc context, in the twelfth century, and almost immediate!) it resulted in quarrels that 

surfacedd regularly during the next centuries until erupting with new vigour in the early 

seventeenthh century. 

II he position and title ot cardmalprotector had been assigned tor the first time to cardinal 

1'golinoo by Saint Francis himself."11 He wanted the cardinal to intervene on behalf of the Order 

withh the Curia and Pope, and to constrain the brethren to follow the constitutions and obey the 

superiorss of the Franciscan order." The twelfth chapter of the Franciscan Rule of 1223 described 

threee different tasks: 

Thee Ministers, too. are bound to ask the Pope for one of the cardinals of the holy Roman 

Churchh to be governor, protector, and corrector oi' this fraternity, so that we may be 

utterlyy subject and submissive to the Church. And so. firmly established in the Catholic 

faith,, we may live always according to the poverty, and the humility, and the Gospel ol 

ourr Ford Jesus Christ, as we have solemnly promised. 

Withh this provision. Saint Francis appointed the protector with task of ensuring the conservation 

off observance of the Rules and obedience to the institution of the Church. The text also implied 

thatt the authority of the Cardinalprotector was restricted to general issues concerning the 

Franciscann Order; as a relative outsider: the cardinal was to govern, protect and if necessary 

correctt their institution as a whole.44 Individual cases and requests were to remain the 

competencee of priors and generals. 

When,, soon afterwards in 1 383. more detailed questions of authority were raised. Gregory 

XII de Beaufort (1370-1378) issued the Bull ('uncus Christ ifidcles. redefining the powers of the 

Cardinall Protector of the Franciscan Order - and that of all other regular Orders."0 The new rules 

transferredd responsibilities from the Pope to the cardinal, relieving the pressure exerted by regular 

issuess on the papal administration that formerly had to handle these cases. In the new situation. 

'' On (. onesfs 7.V C 'ardinahuu and the function of protectorate, see D'Amico 10X3. pp. 234-2 3.v 
:: horte I9SM. Dictinnnain'de droir cannnupie 1<>35-I9f>5 v.>l.2. eol.1 342. and DIP 1974-1997 vol.2, pp.276-280. 
''"'' This subject is treated with respect to the Franciscan order h\ Bernardino da Siena 1940. passim, and in general 
// I'hK 1993-200! vol.8, pp.814-815. A description of historical interest is given h> Moroni 1840-1879 vol.40. 
pp.319f. . 
'MM This is part of the last chapter of the Rule of Trancis; see Balthasar 1961. p.321. 
! ;; On this chapter of the Tranciscan Ruie. see i.Jir iv74-i997 vol.2. eois.2 /6-2XU and Bernardino da Siena 1940. 
'' Bernardino da Siena 1940. pp.73-74. 
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littlee was permitted on the general level; a protector was only consigned to preside over general 

chapterss - for which an additional papal warrant had to be obtained - which was a mere 

representationall function.46 In other issues, however, the jurisdiction of the protector was much 

enlarged.. He could act as arbiter in conflicts within the Order, which meant that he became a 

'courtt of appeal', with the right to inflict canonical punishment. In governmental affairs, a 

protectorr could appoint the prior general and acknowledge the election of other officials - for his 

signaturee was needed for the approval of decrees of provincial and general chapters. He could 

evenn issue a decree on his own accord: cancelling or rearranging provinces, assigning monastic 

housess to provinces, or transferring individual friars to other houses of the Order. The 

cardinalprotectorr was also entitled to give friars permission to travel, or to sojourn outside the 

monastery'ss walls. Awarding privileges or pardons was unquestionably the right most often 

requestedd and exerted, with detrimental effects on the morals of regulars. Instead of speaking of 

restrictions,, it is possible to typify these new papal rules from 1373 on as a licence to interfere 

withh almost anything, concerning the persons and affairs within, and even outside of the Order. 

Thee protector had become an added superior instead of a defender, which led to troubled relations 

betweenn Orders and protectors in the following two centuries. 

Abusee seems to have occurred often, especially since the topic received little juridical 

attentionn at central ecclesiastical level after the Bull by Gregory XI.47 The position of the 

protectorr thus depended primarily on the constitutions of the religious institutions - a fact noted 

inn 1559 by the ecclesiastical lawyer Quintilliano Mandosi.48 Only in specific instances did the 

papall Bull of appointment contain rules of conduct. The cardinal thus gained importance when 

thee Orders* Rules left a void, the papal assignment lacked clarity, or when the general was 

inattentive. . 

Onlyy at the end of the sixteenth century did the popes introduce new regulations to answer 

thee cries for reform that had been raised by the regular Orders from the early sixteenth century 

onwards,, following the Council of Trent, during which the problem of the protectorate had not 

'']] '' Bernardino da Siena lfM0, p.75. 
rr Forte 1959. p. 15-36. 
lvv Jedin J 966 vol.2. p.>68 n.43. referring to Quinliliano Mandosio. Signdtunii- ^\ifinc pnixis. Rome !559. 'Quid 
autemm possit talis protector, & circa quae se intromtttat. videatur per Kui.consi. 109. circa quaestionem. num.„vvol.5. 
listt verum. quod plerunque a eonstitutione. seu regula alicuius religionis. vel a constitutions1 ipsius Papae. seu 
creationee protectoris maior. vel minor, seu limitata facultas protectory datur. Quantum autem ad clausulam. de qua 
agimus.. sat est p. ipsi commitalur. p. videat: &  sic rescriptum in quaeunq; materia protector congnoscet. 
comprobahit.. seu infirmabit, vel impetrantem. seu supplicantem e\cludet ' Sec also Mandosio 1571, foU7\ . 
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beenn discussed - as most issues concerning cardinals had been avoided' - mea.sures u e re

introducedd to restrict the influence of cardinals on monastic Orders. Gregory XIII in his brief 

CumCum nihil of 1580 limited the power of non-regulars, including cardinalprotectors. over the 

governmentt of monastic institutions, especial!) in individual cases.>M The subsequent institution 

off the Congregation of Bishops and Regulars in 1587 by Sixtus V. as part of his reform of the 

Collegee of Cardinals, formed another hindrance to usurpation of influence by protectors, by 

assumingg the position of judge in internal affairs of religious Orders/' In 1594. Clement VIII 

forbadee anv acceptance of gifts for anv superior, including protectors, to avoid partial 

government/" " 

Duringg these last decades of the century, also a number of treatises began to mention 

complicationss connected to the position of protector, and to lament the frequently occurring 

infractions.. These books reflected the changes introduced by subsequent popes and the zeal for 

reformreform in particular factions of the Curia. The Jesuit writer (ierolamo Piatti treated the subject of 

thee protectorate at the end of his treatise on the ideal cardinal called De cardinalatis dignitttle ef 

officio,officio, which was composed for the benefit his brother. Cardinal Haminio Piatti. The book 

reflectedd the situation at the time of writing, around 1591. but was only published posthumously 

inn 1602.^ Piatti described the function of the protector with direct reference to the original duties 

off the protector in the Franciscan Rules: the historical argument which became so important after 

thee Tridentine Council was also applied in this case. According to him. the interference of the 

protectorr with particular and individual issues after Oregon's Bull of 1373 had led to grave-

errors,, and this should be abolished, as it was one of the major threats to regular observance/ 

Thee protector of an Order should be aware of the limitations of his power, as Piatti reminded his 

readers: : 

Accordingly,, the Cardinal Protector should primarily understand what his limits and 

;; Jedin 1966 vol.2, pp.1 18-471; see Birkner 1932 tor a discission of'ilk- position of" the cardinal at the Tridentine 
(( ouncil. 

BullariumBullarium Romanum 1 857-1885 vol.8. pp.355-336. 
"'' Bullarium Romanum 1857-1885 vol.8, pp.985-999 tor this Bull Postquam I'ems. Sec Pastor 1925-19.1:. vol.10. 
p.. 186. Dei Re 1970. and Rietbergen 1983. pp.80-82 fora discussion of its effects. 
'"'' Bernardino da Siena 1940. p73f and forte 1959. p.37. 

Piattii was also known under his latinised nom de plume. Hieronymus Plants, which was used tor the publication of 
thee L)c cardinalis digitate et officio. Sommervogel 1960 vol.!. p. 695 cited a 1592 edition of this treatise mentioned 
h\\ Sotvvel. but doubled its existence. Moroni 1840-1879 vol.40, p.323 mentioned -dcon.si^lio written b\ Piatti for his 
brother,, cardinal Flaminio Piatti. which will have been the basis of the chapter on protectorate: the 1602 edition of 
thee book was also dedicated to Cardinal f laminio See also Menoehio 1689 vol C pp.5?0-522 for a paraphrase of thi<-
letter. . 

:: Hiatus 1602. p.251: 'C,)uare non potest dici. nee credi. quam nmlta mala ex hac una re in religiones invehantur. si 
C;irdinnle<< nrnieetores, protectionis uiae metas transyres^i. "iibernationeni etiam 'Hectare ineipiant...' 
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boundariess are, which should not be transgressed. The boundaries are these, we have 

explainedd in that manner, in the opinion of those many Popes, that no government will be 

putt under pressure, nor will authority be exercised for one self or [regarding] the 

appointmentt of deputies or rectors, or drawing or changing of a place, or finally constitute 

eitherr individual, or genera! things. These things do not appertain to him. and when he 

interferess in them, necessarily great disturbance will follow, and much damage.^' 

Accordingg to Piatti, the primary task of the protector should once more be the general supervision 

overr religious observance, as it had been decreed by Saint Francis himself: 

Whatt if somewhere this religion, and discipline weakens, or is lying prostrate, when what 

iss bad cannot be sufficiently cured internally, then obviously a strong medicine is to be 

sought,, and that pertains without any doubt to the Protector, but in such a way that 

nothingg will be arranged according to his own opinion, but from the institutions of the 

properr Order, and its prescriptions.v 

Sincee Francis had created the function with a particular aim in mind, the present situation should 

returnn to this: the changes introduced by Gregory in 1373 had proven erratic in the long run, and 

shouldd thus be abolished. But in conjunction with this historical argument, a new expectation was 

explicitlyy formulated: the protector himself should be exemplary in conduct and religious life." 

Evenn if he did not belong to the regular community to which he was appointed - which applied to 

thee majority of protectors - he had to be aware of its particulars in life and spirituality. For this 

reason.. Fiaiii recommended to his readers in this same chapter on the protectorate 

thatt the Cardinals, even if we admit are earnest and frugal, because they ... are never 

expertss in the religious life, they cannot in any way not know thai art, the rudiments of 

whichh they sometimes never deal with, and even if thanks to the soundness ot their 

judgementt they understand something better, for sure there will never be anyone who 

understandss it as well as those Religious Prelates themselves, who now by their own. then 

Platuss 1602. p.230: 'lgitur hoc in primis intelligere debet Cardinalis Protector, qui sui sint limites. ac termini, ne 
extraa cos egrediatur. Sunt autem ij limites. quos modo diximus. ex sententia huius 'anti Pontifïeis, ne se ingerat 
gubemationi.. neve auctoritatem sibi usurpet. vel instituendi Praepositos, & Rectores. vel designandi. vel nuitandi 
toco,, vel deniqne aliquid constitnendi. sive de singulis, sivc de universis. Haec enim non ad cum pertinent. & si ea 
invadat.. necesse est magnam sequi perturbationeni, & magna delrimenta.' 
"" ' Platus 1602. p.232: 'Quod si alicubi ita religio. &  discipline langueat. aut prostrata iaceat. ui quod mali est. non 
satiss intus sanari queat. turn sane quaerenda est tort is medicina, tdque sine dubio ad Protectorem pertinet, sed ita ut 
tunee quoque nihil ad suiitn arbitrium. sed ex ipsius ordinis institutis. ac praeseriptis omnia moderetur.' 

Platuss 1602, p.248 stated this in general about the spiritual life of the Cardinal: ' 'tenia causa est ex obligatione 
perfeetionis.. qua.1, ut supra a nobis demonstratur es, ex ipso Cardinalis o\T\co nasetmr." 
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byy the dail> experience ot others arrive at its best use. and practical knowledge. 

Piattii here juxtaposed the limited knowledge of cardinals with the devotional experience of the 

regulars,, and admonished the protector in matters of religious lite to trust those professed in the 

Order,, as cardinals themselves in most eases were inexperienced or. as other sources stated, had 

littlee time to devote to the practice of prayer."' In other words, his dut\ to supervise spiritual 

matterss obliged the protector to follow the example of the regulars who dedicated their life to the 

practicee of prayer. 

Onn the protectorate of brotherhoods, which applied to the situation of Farnese and the 

confraternityy of the Ora/ione e Morte. Piatti defined only few things. Although in certain aspects 

thee two forms were comparable, in the case of Ia>-socialities the juridical status depended even 

moree upon the particulars of the constitutions. The phenomenon of the protectorate over la>-

sodalitiess was comparatively new and had not generated much jurisprudence, lor this reason, the 

tutelagee by cardinal Odoardo over the brotherhood was not restricted by anything except the 

regulationss of 1590 cited above. Rut the changing interpretation of the protector's role between 

thee formulation of these rules and the actual situation of the first decades of the seventeenth 

centuryy indicate that also in this context the expectations shifted in conjunction with the 

"11 ridentine reforms. Indeed, the differences between the protectorates over Orders and sodalities 

becamee a topic of discussion. 

Impendingg abolishment and renewal of the protectorate in 1606 

Inn the eyes of pope Clement VIII Aldobrandini. or that of his advisors, the measures introduced 

inn the last quarter of the sixteenth century for the reform of the protectorate over religious Orders 

didd not have the desired effect, but rather the reverse: it led to an even greater diversity, and thus 

hinderedd the centralisation of the ecclesiastical apparatus. As a result, the protectorate itself came 

underr attack. Immediate abolition of the function was regarded by Clement as too drastic a 

decision;; it would probably have met with fierce resistance from both Orders and cardinals. Thus, 

onn Clement's orders, from 1 592 on. no successor would be appointed when a cardinalprotector 

died.. The seventeenth-century historiography of the Franciscan Order contains an illuminating 

remarkk on the situation: 

Flatuss 1602. pp.230-2.11: 'quod ('ardinales. ut concedamus probos. & fruszi esse, tamen cum reliyiosam vitam ... 
nunquamm experti sint. non possum olio modo nosse earn artem. qua nunquam tractarunt interdum etiam ne rudinienta 
quidem.. aut si furta.-.se propter iudic ij honitatem aliquid anipiius intelligant. eerie nemo unquam erit, qui lain bene 
intellinat.. qua reliuiosi ipsj Praelati. qui turn sua turn alionim dintiirn:i ^xnentMHm magnum eius usum. ae pentiam 
eonsequutii sunt.' 
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Clementt VIII often listened to [the advice of] a man of great and grave authority/1'' [whose 

advicee was] that for the best possible reform of the Regulars, a goal he completely 

supported,, he should seriously think about abolishing the Protectors of those Orders. l 

Dispensingg with the system by refraining from new appointments became Clement's goal - which 

hee nearly met. During the thirteen years of his pontificate, many religious orders were deprived of 

theirr cardinal protector. In the Avvisi of 1602 a remark about the recently deceased cardinal 

Salviatii points at this pending abolition: 

Ourr Lord has, after the death [of Cardinal Salviati], consigned the seal that belonged to 

thee highest Inquisitor of the Sacred Office to Cardinal Borghese, but concerning all the 

otherr many protectorates the said Cardinal had, none is yet available: two [protectorates] 

off kingdoms, like the Greek Moroniti and other Christians of the Levant, and of Egypt. 

becausee for the Friars of the Capuchins and the brethren of Saint Marcellus no others will 

bee provided because similar protectorates will be suppressed ['extinguished'] in the order 

off their vacation.' 

Butt while according to these sources the succession of protectors of religious orders was halted -

thee use of the word 'similar' in the above citation referred to monastic institutions - in the case of 

charitablee and secular institutions protectors continued to be nominated. The above-cited Avviso 

continuedd by announcing the nomination of cardinal Pietro Aldobrandini as protector of the 

Montee della Picta. a charitable bank, and Odoardo Farnese as protector of the Casa degii 

Orfanellii a lay-institution for the orphans of Rome.6 The unbroken succession with regard to the 

brotherhoodd of the Orazione e Morte during the years around 1600 - first Borromeo. then 

SS fond rato and immediately thereafter Farnese - is another case in point, that the protectorate of 

'"'' Bellarmino 1615. Introduction. 
'^'  ̂ According to Wadding 1933. p. 176. this was a reference to Fabrizio Verallo. former bishop of San Severo. created 
cardinall on 24 November 1608 by Paul V and nuntius in Switzerland, member of the Congregation of the 
Inquisition,, and known as an ardent reformer. See Pastor 1925-1933 vol.12, p.234. Verallo was titular-cardinal of 
Sanff Agostino until his death in 1624. See Montevecchi 1985, pp.169, 207. 
!MM Wadding 1933, p 176 n.xiv: 'Clemens VIII a gravissimo et magnae auctoritatis viro [Fabrizio Verallo] saepe 
audierat,, se per optime conseeuturum re format ionern Regularium. cui obtinendae totus intendebat. si de abrogandis 
eorundemm Ordinum Protectoribus scrio cogitasset.' 
''aa Avvisi di Roma ileU'wmn 1602. BAY. Urb.l.at. 1070 fol.339v. dd. 13 6 1602: TSi[ostro| S[igno]re dopo la sua morte 
haa fat to consegnar a! sigillo del s[ac]ro uff]ici]o al Cardjinajl Borghese che toccava al sommu lnquisitore, ma in 
quantoo alle altre tante Protettorie. che haveva d[ett]o Oardfina]le non sono ancora disposte alcuni. duo de nationi. 
comee Greet Moroniti et aitri Xpiani di I.evante. et di Fgitto pferjche de trati come de Capuccini et de frati di S. 
Marcelloo non si provedira d'altri p|er]che simili protettorie si vanno estinguendo secondo che vaeano.' Farlier Avvisi 
neverr described such nominations, considering this a routine in papal affairs. 
"'' BAY.Vat.I.at.1070, foI.297r. dd. 1 I 54602: 'l-:' stato eletto Protettore delli Orfanelli in luoeo del ijia Card]inalej 
Salviatii il CardfinaleJ Fernesc intendosi che ii djettjo Lorenzo Salviati habbi preso assonto definire quel la Chiesa. et 
pagarr Ii debiti della sorella del Cardinal suo Zio.' For the Casa degli Orfanelli and Farnese as protector, see 
Monachinoo Alatri Yallapadierna 1968, p.240-241 and Black 1989. p.205. The cited Avviso goes on with the 
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Ia\-iudalitic55 nab nut abolished together with that over the regular institutions. Wh> did C lenient 

continuee in one sort of religious institution what he wanted to halt in other circumstances? 

Thee need tor clerical supervision over lay-institutions, especially brotherhoods and 

charitablee societies, was felt to be more important than the possible disadvantages of the 

protectorate.'144 This w » the outcome of the call tor more control over semi-religious institutions 

thatt had first been voiced at the Tridentine Council. Firstly, brotherhoods were seen as an 

effectivee means to involve the laity more closely in the Catholic faith, during a time that saw the 

hegemonyy of the i. atholic church seriously threatened by the Protestants. These brotherhoods, 

whichh could be joined voluntarily, were mediating institutions between clerics and the populace 

andd this opened possibilities that the church hoped to fully employ for popular edification. 

Secondly,, these lay sodalities could become potential homes to subversive doctrines and turn into 

centress for the diffusion of heretical ideas. For that reason, the Council of Trent had ordered 

clericall supervision of these societies, which in general fell to parochial authorities.'1" 

Thee later sixteenth ccntur> also witnessed a further tendency in the Catholic context: that 

off increasing centralisation. Sodalities of lay brothers were encouraged to congregate in larger 

structures,, and OWQ of the means to stimulate this was the creation of arch-brotherhoods, the 

ArciconfraternileArciconfraternile - of which the Orazione e Morte presented a typical example.** They were one 

off the most successtul in attracting affiliations, as they already boasted in the 1590 statutes - at 

thee beginning of the eighteenth century they counted as many as one thousand aggregated 

societies.'177 Connected to the status of arch-brotherhood, and making it attractive to potential 

members,, were privileges such as the right to receive alms, own property, and obtain indulgences 

andd other spiritual advantages. The elevation to this grade was obtained by papal decree and was 

alwayss preceded by the ecclesiastical approval of the constitutions. 

lorr related sodalities, affiliation to such an archconfratermty added prestige, gave all the 

affiliatess the same privileges and indulgences, and constrained them to adjust their own Rules to 

thee example of the archbrotherhood. It also meant that they in turn accepted ecclesiastical control, 

allowingg visitations bv Hpiscopa! authorities. Religious uniformity throughout Christianity was 

thee primary aim of this system.'1 

nominationn oi Pietro Aldobrandmi at the Monte della I'ieUi; tor the history and background of this institution, sue 
( a n aa 200(1. 
"" I or the position of protectors in la\-confraternities and oilier non-ecclesiastical institutions, see Black 198V. esp. 
pp.88 and 621'.. and 1 aher 1 999 for a recent research project on this topic 

Andrettaa 1997a and Black in ('on/raternitics and ( atholic n-torm 1999. pp. I -26. 
"" Rusconi 1986. p.490 and Black 1989. pp.72-74. 
"" t'agiia 1982. p.49f. Rusconi i98<>. p.4v9 and Black 198V. p./.v 
"" Black 1989. pp.72-74. 92. 27 V 
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Thiss development towards hierarchy among laysodalities had been set in motion in the 

firstt half of the sixteenth century by Leo X de Medici (1513-1521), and was concluded and 

confirmedd in 1604 in the papa! Bui! Quaecumqve- issued by Clement VIII.w This gave priests the 

rightright to check the secular as well as spiritual affairs, of all confraternities in their parish. As a 

result,, at the beginning of the seventeenth century brotherhoods were nrml\ ensconced in 

ecclesiasticall structures. Not by chance, most archconfraternities were located in Rome, thus 

providingg easy communication between papal and confratcrnal institutions. It also meant that 

theyy received additional access to the Vatican authorities by means of a cardinalprotector. which 

almostt all archbrotherhoods had. These cardinals presented a way of keeping an eye on the affairs 

off the sodalities, acting as contacts between those new structures and the Curia. 

Afterr Clement's death in 1605, considerations of supervision over religious institutions led 

too a reversal of his decisions with regard to the regular protectorate. While cardinalprotector 

fulfilledd a useful function in the reform of layorganisations due of his position as an intermediary, 

hee could potentially do the same for religious Orders, as originally intended by Francis. Pope 

Paull V Borghese decided to discontinue his predecessor's policy, and in consistory of 6 March 

16066 named new protectors on all open positions.70 In all, nineteen cardinals were installed as 

protector,, of which only five had been appointed by the orders themselves. The decision to 

preservee the position of cardinalprotectors had to serve papal interests, which explains the papal 

choicee of cardinals in fourteen cases - prior to Clement VIII, the choice was left to the Orders, 

whichh was nearly always accepted by the Pope. Some of the orders indicated that they were not 

completelyy satisfied with the papal choice, through their representatives who reacted in a positive 

butt somewhat reserved manner to the announcements, as the account by Mucanzio. Papal master 

off ceremonies suggests: 

Onn the sixth day of the same month, a consistory was held in the usual hall in the Vatican 

Palace,, during which the Pope elected, as was later published, diverse cardinalprotectors 

forr many religions that lack a protector. This fact was a reason for happiness for these 

religious.. It fis] better for a religion to be governed by any given cardinal protector then to 

bee without. 

""""  IiHllarium Rnmumwi 1857-1885 vol. 1 1. pp.1 38-143; see also Ruseoni 1986p.490. 
fortee 1950, p.87-88. A clear indication that Paul V' considered the system as an important part of the papal policy 

iss found in the nomination of his nephew. Scipione Borghese, in as many as 5 1 protectorates: see Kaber 1999. 
;; ASV !:ondo Borgh.Ser.L. 720. p.601-2 {I'omus septunus Diariorum caeremonuiliiim .hninnis Pauli Mucunlii). 

citedd after forte 1959. p.39: 'Die 6' eiusdem mensis martii feria 2. fuit coneistoriuin in aula soliia palatii vatieani. in 
quoo Pontifex üt postea puhlicatum fuit diversos eardinales protectores elegit multis religionibus, quae protcctore 
carebant.. Cuius rei causa ipsi religiosi rnagnam feeerunt laetitiam. Melius enim aliquo cardinali protectore eorum 
religioness gubernantur quam sine protectore.' 
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Solutionss still had to he found to the problems of the past that had inspired Clement Vlll to 

abolishh the system. Paul V thus asked Cardinal Paolo limilio Sfondrato to write a memorandum 

onn the matter shortly afterwards. This document, dated around 1607. defended the position of the 

protectorr with recourse to his position as mediator between the papal court and the specific 

monasticc government. ~ An important change was the prescription of the protectors' jurisdiction 

henceforthh to be included in the briefs of nomination, through which papal control over the 

protectorss was gained. 

Stbndrato'ss memorandum was meant to form the basis for a papal Bull, composed around 

1607.. which would further define the juridical status of the cardinaiprotector.'" The title of the 

officiall document leaves no doubt as to the aim of its contents: Decision about the office of the 

mostmost Illustrious lords Cardinals of the Holy Roman Church, Protectors of whichever regular 

Order.Order. Institution or Congregation.' ̂ This almost complete draft reveals that Sfondrato's advice 

wass followed: it described the duties, obligations as well as the prohibitions of the protector of 

regularr orders. Although both documents were left unpublished, the effect of the pope's initial 

decisionn was that the role of cardinaiprotector continued, and was even reinvigorated. 

Att first sight, neither the memorandum nor the Bull offered a rigorously new definition of 

thee function of protector it described its Franciscan origins and the status quo. with specific 

admonitionss added to avoid future abuse. The special congregation of cardinals called for by Paul 

VV on 8 March 1606 - probably to prepare the official proclamation for which the memorandum 

suppliedd the basis - had come to this same conclusion that the continuation of the given situation 

wass the best option, as was noted in an .Iwiso: 

Afterr the long description of the reform of the Protectorates of Religious Orders in a 

separatee congregation at the order of Our Lord there has not been found a better 

moderationn than to follow the familiar road...''' 

Sfondrato'ss advice is in ASV. fondo Borghese IV. 47. tols.7<>r-84r. without a title: it bears the inscription 
Trotettori'' on its verso. Other documents in this volume are dated to 1606. That it was planned early in 1606 can also 
hee assumed on account of external evidence; a remark by Roberto Bellarmino in the Setter to his brother of 
29,VV 1606, in ARSI Opp.NN.244-11 fol.246r. where the delegation of tasks to courtiers was named an undesired 
practicee - exactK as Sfondrato had recommended in his memorandum 
'' These briefs had in some prior cases been written, see the appendix in forte l^sg. pp."71 -HI that gives the brief- <T 

institutionn of protectors of the Dominican Order between I S'̂ l arid the nineteenth century. 
:: I he full text of the Bull can be found in ASV. rondo Borghese \\ .47. fols.68r-74v. 

('nnstmitia('nnstmitia super officio Illustrissimnrum Dominorum S.R.L. Cuni. oniinum, institutorum a congrcgationum 
quarumcumqucquarumcumquc rcguUiritim Protect arum. 
"" ASV, Avvisi 2. cited after forte 1(>59. p.88: 'Dopo la Umga descrittione sopra la riforma delie Protettioni cie 

Religiosii in una eongrega/ione apparte d'ordine cli VS . non si e trovato ii miglior temperamento che di eamminar 
nerr !a strada ialta...' 
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Betweenn regular  reform and curia! changes 

Althoughh the unpublished status of the Bull meant that the new concept of the protectorate 

remainedd unofficiaf Paul V on various occasions constrained the cardinals to its general outlines. 

Ass noted in the memorandum, the return to the situation anterior to 1592. ideally to the time of 

Saintt Francis, was accompanied by a desire lu prevent former abuses by means of stricter 

regulation.. Moreover, the episode around 1606 had obviously been triggered by the will to 

furtherr the process of general ecclesiastic reform. In his advice of 1607. Sfondrato stressed the 

protector'ss position as intermediate between general superiors and papal authorities, with 

particularr attention to the obedience of the cardinal to the Pope. In theory, the responsibility of 

regularr reform remained in the hands of the Pope, but its practical side was entrusted to his 

cardinals.. The stress on the decree of nomination, that had to be issued henceforward, was 

proposedd to define the task entrusted to the cardinal in wTiting. 

Clement'ss original arguments for abolishment of the system were turned around by 

Sfondrato:: he did not primarily blame the protector for these past abuses, he attributed this to 

defectss in monastic government. Out of his own experience. Sfondrato evoked an image of 

conventuall authority as largely dependent on favours or obstructed by internal enmities. The 

protectorr could stand above the quarrelling parties thanks to his position as outsider, and this also 

explainss the new policy to appoint protectors by the Pope himself, instead of appointing the 

personn nominated by the Order. In Sfondrato's formulation, these elements of supervision by an 

disinterestedd outsider were used as main argument in favour of the system: 

Whenn the religious orders have a good protector ... with the usual authority he will watch 

overr the general, over the visitator, and over the Abbots, over the spiritual and temporal as 

welll as a good and saintly bishop would over his parishioners, over his chapters, and the 

otherr priests; and since he is not of that religion [i.e. Order], the passions and interests that 

occurr between regulars that by an excess which could happen to one of us others do not 

affectt him. Your Holiness will see betterment of government in the superiors of the 

orders,, as my own experience alas has made me handle, and mostly on the presupposition 

thatt always zealous cardinals will be appointed, and that protectorates will not be given 

indistinctly,, as in the past, to those who asked for them. ' 

AS\\ ,1'ondo Borghese IV. 47K fol.80r: 'Che se le religioni hanno un buon Hrotettfojre, che qui sta il unto, con 
l'autoritaa solita. questo vigila sopra il Generale, sopra il Yis[itato]re. et sopra gli Abbati. sopra il spirituals el 
temporalee eosi bene come possi fare un buono. et santo Veseovo sopra i suoi Parroechiani. sopra i Capitolari, et altri 
Preti.. et in lui. come non e dell'istessa Religione. non cadono Ie passioni. et interest che tra Regoiari, Che per 
uneccessoo nel quale uno Ji noi altri potesse ineorrere. ne vedra la Sfantijta \ [ostra) migliara in materia di govenio 
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Thee cardinalproteetor should nut unlv oversee the practical government of the Order in question, 

butt also its spiritual ideal. The latter aspect constituted the particular character that should be 

preserved,, even reinvigorated. Already Fiatti proposed the participation of the cardinal in the 

spirituall life of the regulars. Sfondrato's proposal also reflected the suggestion made during a 

sessionn of the Council of Trent, that monastic reformation must return to its inner roots and not 

concernn itself only with correct behaviour.'y Special emphasis was thus given in the 

memorandumm to the duty of the protector as corrector, evoking the first definition of the 

protectoratee as given in the f ranciscan Rule: 

Whenn the orders would today be in their former vitality, and observance, and |invested] 

withh the same spirit with which they were founded, or at least less in decline from thai 

saintlvv discipline. 1 certainly would not so easily believe that giving them a Protector 

wouldd be so useful and necessary tor their preservation: even when the example of the 

gloriouss lather Saint Francis seems to me [to the point j in this case, who notwithstanding 

thee rigour of his Rule ... thought it right to ordain that his Religion should always have a 

Protector,, and what counts even more, he wanted him also to be a corrector. We can 

believee that this Holy man so much illuminated by God. foresaw in his mind the great 

declinee of his Order, and how helpful it would be to have a good protector and corrector. 

Onee main task of the protector was. according to Francis, to make the regulars abide by the vows 

theyy had taken and follow the Rules of their Order: he had to preserve the orthodoxy of the 

community'ss life.*" The Tridentine decrees had been very explicit on the point of observance as 

well.. It was. in fact, the opening sentence of the first chapter of the decree regarding ecclesiastic 

andd regular reform: 'All Regulars shall order their lives in accordance with what is prescribed by 

thee rule which they have professed: Superiors shall assiduously provide that this is done.'*' It was 

too this Tridentine prescription that Sfondrato alluded in his memorandum by mentioning the 

corrector,corrector, whose duty was to conserve and possibly reinvigorate the intentions of the original 

ncc superiori delle religioni. come 1'espmenza istessa mi ha purtroppo talto toccar am mano. ct massime presupposto 
sompree che si facci elcttioni di Cardinal) Zetanti. et non si diano le Proteu|io]ni conic per il passato mdistmtamente. 
ctt a ehi le dimanda.' See also Forte 1959. p.92. 

ss Jcdin 1949-1 975 vol.4.2. p. 174. 
"''' ASV.Fondo Borghese IV. 47. tol.79r: 'Se le Religioni fossero hoggi neH'antico vigore. et osservanza. et dello 
stessoo spiritu col quale lurono f'ondatc. o aimeno poeo decimate da quclla santa disciplina. in certo non sarei roVi 
facilee in credere che il darli Prot[tetto]re fosse cosa tanto utile et espedieiue per la conser\ a/.ione loro: se bene 
i'esenipioo del glonoso P S. franc' mi pare anco in questo easo. che debha poter moho. il quale non ostante il rigore 
delaa sua rcgola ... tuttav|i|a hebbc per bene di ordinare che la sua Reiigione dovesse haver sempre un Prot[ettojre. et. 
quellee che importa piu. vuole che sia anco ("orrettore. I! etie potiamo credere che taeesse questo santo tanto 
illuminatee da Dio. prevedendo in spirito la declina/ione grande della sua Reiigione. et di quanto aiuto le potesse 
esseree Fhavere un buon Pret[etio]re et ('orrettore.' See also forte 1959. p.91. 

foiiee 1959. p.iw. and Siena i 940. p.75ï. 
:: Waierworth 1848. p.2.>7. 
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Ruless and Constitutions; he. in turn, had to supervise that the superiors would take this 

admonitionn to heart. The discussion about, and revival of the protectorate after 1606. was thus the 

resultss of spiritual reforms initiated at the Council of Trent, both with regard to layorganisations 

andd regular institutions." 

Thee measures for renewal and recovery of the protectorate over religious Orders, and the 

strengtheningg of the system in the case of confraternities, took effect in the first half of the 

seventeenthh century. An increasing standardisation of requirements and duties was reflected in 

treatises;; at the same time a broadening of the definition of protectorate can be discerned, in 

whichh the protectors of confraternities gradually received the same recognition and status as a 

regularr protector, and even other forms of involvement by higher ecclesiastics within 

organisationss were denominated with this term. In all these cases, cardinals were deemed to exert 

spirituall government and supervision. 

Inn his juridical exposition of 1653 on the cardinals' College and the individual rights of its 

members,, Giacomo Coellio described the phenomenon of the cardinalprotector in its historical 

perspectivee and present-day state, reflecting on the broadening of the role since 1606. Now, not 

onlyy religious institutions could be 'protected' by a cardinal, but secular organisations, cities, 

regions,, and even entire states as well. The latter obligation was included as a result of the 

Catholicc mission; protectors of countries and states supervised the activities of the various orders 

inn spreading the Faith. Coellio discussed all these forms of protectorate as one kind of duty with 

onee generally applicable rule of conduct. In this new light, the prior differences were largely 

levelled.. Protectors of lay-organisations were assigned the same function and importance as those 

off regular institutions, as Coellio made explicit at the end of the chapter entitled Of the 

(\w(liy!(:i!pi'<ïti(\w(liy!(:i!pi'<ïti ffctoys.ctoys. of the Re\*uU.ir Orders." 

Inn 1675. Giovanni Battista I)e Uica codified the life and function of the cardinal in his 

encyclopaedicc // cardinale delta S.R. Chiesa Pratico, which described the obligations of the 

porporatoporporato towards the Pope and the Kcclesiastieal State.w The title of the chapter on the 

"•• Wright 2000. p.79. 
vïï Coellio 1653. pp.327-128: T)c Cardinalibus Rugularium Ordinum Proteetoribus. 'Pt hoe. quod in protegendis 
Rehgiosiss Ordinibus dictum est, ad aiia ioca pia. aut alios hominum. & mulicruni Coetus. ac Sodalitia, quibus S.R.F.. 
("ardinaluss Protectory dari solum, adaptari potest: utcnim quia* huiusmodi Protectories suscipiunt. ita sibi 
persuaderee dubent, se tutelam quandam orplianorum. ae pupiliurum gerere. ac proindu nufas esse, ut earn ad 
propriumm commodum. vel oscitantur gerant: corum tantutn sibi utilitates propunentes. quorum se Protectory's 
appullanLL ut noniun ipsum indicat. Sed tutelam quoque. & patroeinium Provinciarum. Ovitatem. & Rugnorum. 
Cardinaluss habent. non seuus au ab omnipotenti Duo nudum hominibus. sed ("ivitatibus. Provincijs. ac Regnis 
constitutii sunt. & assignati Angeli tutelares. ut in Sacra Pagina Pursarum Angelus. Smirnae. & Laodicae appullatur...' 
v'' On Ciiovanni Battista De l.uca (1614-1683). suu DBI 1%0-presunt. vol.2 v pp.340-347 and l.auro 1991. Rditions 
0(7// ( 'anUnak appeared until well into the eighteenth century. 
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protectoratee re\ealb the changes tliat had taken place in the preceding half-centur>: Of 

('ardinalprotectors.('ardinalprotectors. and of the various sorts of protection. Here, the term of protector had final)) 

turnedd into a general denomination of all kinds of governmental and political influence exerted 

byy cardinals. In most cases, still no determined regulations existed - which at the end of the 

seventeenthh centur\ would lead again to a discussion on the protectorate. " A contrast was no 

longerr perceived, neither by the authorities, nor by the general public, between the supervision 

overr a variety of institutions, whether they were monasteries. Orders or lay-confraternities; the 

contextt of general ecclesiastical reform and the absence of a strict juridical definition made these 

dutiess all seem equal. This implied that in the public eye of the Seicento. the protectorate was 

consideredd a political structure binding orders, sodalities, states and cardinals in matters of 

spirituall and governmental involvement. 

Odoardoo Farnese's protectorates 

.Aroundd 1600. these changing relation?» between religious institutions and cardinals had a number 

off effects. Cardinals began to take their tasks much more serious, in some cases, utterly seriously. 

suchh as Federico Borromeo who resigned all his Roman protectorates upon his nomination as 

archbishopp of Milan, and Cesare Baronio who had restored and redecorated all the churches with 

whichh he was officially involved.*'' As a result of the reforms, the new definition of the role urged 

manyy cardinals in the latter half of the sixteenth century to undertake works of artistic patronage 

too express their commitment. Indeed, artistic patronage was invested with a new importance 

aroundd 1600 because of the changes to the system of protectorate.*' 

Withinn this atmosphere of spiritual renewal. Odoardo Farnese played a conspicuous role 

becausee of his position and contacts: as S fond rato belonged to the same faction in the College of 

Cardinalss as Farnese. the latter certainly knew the import of the memorandum on the new 

protectorate.. But practical obligations as protector also brought home the implemented changes: 

inn the course of his ecclesiastical career. Farnese accepted the position of protector for a number 

off institutions and countries. Immediately following his creation as a cardinal, such honours were 

arrangedd for him by his father. Duke Alessandro farnese. using his political contacts with the 

royall houses of Fairope. One of his first nominations was as protector of the Kingdom of Aragon 

II his situation was revived with the Bui! ( hn^nfuielium. i^ued by Clement \ !1 in 1694: this tried to restrict and 
definee the role o\ the cardinalprotector within ecclesiastical law. See DIP 1974-1997 \ol.2. p.280 and Siena 1940. 
p.. 104. 
v '' On Borromeo's abdication, see DBl 1960-present. vol. 13 pAx on the restorations undertaken h> Baronio. see 
examplee Brummer 1974. Smith-O'Neill 1985 and Herz 1988. 

AA iisL of ail churches and reiigious buildings that were restored andor redecorated in the last quarter of the 
sixteenthh century can be found in the Roma <// Sxsio I . 199j. 

ii  : o 
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inn 1592. which was followed in 1600 by that of Kngland. in 1601 by that of Sweden, and in 1607 

byy that of Portugal. In the following years the republic of Ragusa. the Catholic parts of 

Switzerlandd and Germany were added, as was. ultimately, the protectorate of India/' 

Farnesee was also protector of a number of laysodalities. In his funeral oration and in his 

willl he named, apart from the Orazione e Mortiv also The Confraternita of Santa Maria del 

Carmine,, which chose him in 1599, and the Casa degli Orfanelli, an orphanage in the centre of 

Romee of which he became protector in 1606.89 Odoardo was also involved with the Compagnia 

dell Rosario in the church of Santa Maria sopra Minerva, the Oratorio del Gonfalone, and with the 

hospitall of San Girolamo della Carita.90 Notwithstanding his absence from Rome after 1622. 

institutionss continued to seek favours from him. A letter of 10 June 1623 from the Confraternita 

deii Lom bard i connected to San Carlo al Corso indicates that farnese was asked to replace as 

protectorr Cardinal Scaglia, who had left Rome.91 The fact that he left this confraternity 500 scudi 

inn his will means that he accepted their offer and took on this responsibility as well, even when 

hee continued to reside in Parma. 

Thee most important and prestigious position was that of protector of one of the regular 

Orders,, farnese acquired two of these positions during his ecclesiastical career. In 1600 the 

Carthusiann Order chose him as their new protector, but Clement's policy of suppressing the 

systemm prohibited papal recognition of this position; Paul V approved it only in 1606.4"1 Around 

8SS On Farnese's creation as protector of Aragon in 1592. sec Zapperi 1988, pp.339-340 and Zappen 1994. pp.80-81. 
wheree also an overview of the interventions of Duke Alessandro and Cardinal Aiessandro to obtain benefices and 
protectoratess is given; Zapperi interpreted these positions strictly as income for the young cardinal. On the 
distributionn of prebends and dependence on the papal willingness in this matter, see Rietbergen 1983. pp.77-79, For 
Odoardo'ss other positions, see the papal letters confirming his nominations in the ASV, Arm,44.T.45. fol.306 
(protectoratee of Sweden. 1601). Arm 45.Ï.2. fol.171 (protectorate of Portugal. 1607). ASN Fondo Famesiano 1346. 
containss the Buii on the nomination as protector of LngMud: 'Clemens YÜ! suh die 19 Fehr::ar:| 1600 creat in 
protectoree Regni Anglici Card. Odoardus Farnesius'. 
*l)) On Odoardo's protectorate over the Confraternita del Carmine see Fihppini 1644. fol.3v; for the Casa degli 
Orfanelli,, sec note 63 above. 
"'' The relation between Odoardo and the Gonfalone is unclear; he left them an amount of 500 scudi in his will, which 
seemss to indicate an official connection. It could be that he was their vice-protector, and thus successor to his great-
unclee Alessandro Farnese who had been official protector to the Gonfalone; see Robertson 1992, pp. 178-180. On the 
Confalonc.. see Pagano 1990 and Fsposito 1984. 
J|| ASP, Cart.Farnesiano e Borbonieo Hsterno,b.41 9. On the Confraternita dei Lombardi. see Treffers 1998. The link 
betweenn this confraternity and Farnese might have been provided by Cardinal Sfondrato. who was intimately 
involvedd with his compatriots in this brotherhood; sec Gallagher 1999. p.3 I 1. 
' :: Tiie inclusion of the aforementioned brotherhoods in his will, each of these with a considerable sum. k exceptional 
forr the time around 1600 when compared to the average cardinal's legacy; see Black 1989. p.20 on testamentary 
dispositionss to brotherhoods {which is still a desideratum). Voelkel 1993. pp.95-101 on the wills of cardinals during 
thee lifetime of Seipione Borghese, and especiall} the study on the will of Cardinal Paolo Fmilio Sfondrato in 
Gallagherr 1999. which is of particular interest as comparison to Farnese's testament. 
"''' Trombv 1779. p.437 noted the death of Cardinal Cajetani who invested the function until then; only in 1606 the 
nominationn of farnese was confirmed, see the Avviso of 8 March 1606. in BAV.Crb. Fat. 1974. fol. I 39r. Fetters in the 
ASN.. Fondo Farnesiano 1 346 document the lively relations between Farnese and the Carthusian Order in May 1606. 
andd the appointment of'S. Cecilia', i.e. Paolo Fmilio Sfondrato. as \ ice-protector 
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1616.. the protectorate ol the Capuchin Order was granted to Farnese." Other attempts - by 

Farnesee himself, or by the Order in question - to be nominated to such positions were obstructed 

b>> diverse factors, but in each case, unofficial relations continued to exist, and demonstrate that 

Farnesee was considered a valuable contact at the papal court and an able advisor in regular 

disputes.. In 161 1. Farnese was asked to become protector of the Order of the ('amaldolesi. but 

Paull V refused to grant him this, as he wanted to nominate his own nephew Scipione Borghese.4" 

Thee pope's refusal to grant this request was not immediately accepted by the Order's general. 

Angeh.. who even went so tar as to contest this decision in front of the pope. An eighteenth-

centuryy general of the ('amaldolesi. Losanna. described the discussion between Paul V and 

Angell i: 

'havingg had notice of the death of this prince [cardinal Ottavio Parav icini | and having 

celebratedd the funeral services for him. general Angelus went to Rome to treat the issue of 

thee new protector, and being closely affiliated with cardinal Odoardo Farnese. his plan 

wass to get him as protector, considering (Farnese'sj qualities for the Congregation: for 

Odoardo.. like all his ancestors, had always venerated the Congregation of the 

Camaldolesi.. and even in the consistories of cardinals had always favourably offered his 

supportt to the Camaldolcse fathers, and he seemed to solicit for the protectorate with 

deliberatee propensity. However. Pope Paul V's politeness preoccupied the diligence and 

concernn of the general, because, before the general came to Rome, the Pontiff had 

assignedd the office oi' protector to his nephew cardinal Scipione Borghese ... and 

commendedd with fatherly care the Camaldolese congregation to him. Approaching to kiss 

thee feet of the blessed (pope), father Angelus was thus addressed by him: 'Why. Father 

General,, did you desire Odoardo Cardinal Farnese as protector of the congregation'? Why 

didd you reject Scipione Cardinal Borghese, our nephew?' 1 he general did not want to hide 

thee truth from the Pontifex, but advanced as an excuse the fact that he had considered 

himselff unworthy of so great a favour of protection by His nephew; and that the 

Congregationn also considered [itself] not worth) of so much benevolence from the Pope: 

butt when the Pontiff himself truly would want to employ his dignity, he had his sincerest 

thanks,, and the congregation would repose safely in the shade of so great a protector. And 

thee Pontiff added: 'I want you to know, general, that when we make Scipione Borghese. 

II his is suggested b\ correspondence of the years between 1622 and lf>26 in ASP. Cart.Parnesiano e Horbonico 
Psterno.b.-tl*)) from members of the Capuchin Order to Pamese in which he was addressed as 'protettore'. 

Onn > iebruari ioi i. the then protector ol the ( amaidoiesi. cardinal Ottavio Paravicini died; see Mutarelli 1764. 
n.211 P 
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ourr nephew, protector of the CamaldolesL we personally want to take care of the 

Congregation'ss needs, and fulfil the office of protector.'1^' 

Byy intervening in the traditional process of electing the protector. Paul V clearly intended to get a 

gripp on the protectorate, and by electing his nephew instead of Farnese. he wanted to maximise 

hiss influence on the nroeess of reform. 

Obstructedd by this irrevocable papal decision, relations between farnese and the 

Camaldolesee were destined to remain unofficial. Correspondence between the Camaldolese 

monkss and Farnese document ongoing contacts, dealing with matters that were officially part of 

thee protector's duties. In March 1625. the Camaldolese hermit Hilarion d'Ancona wrote a letter to 

cardinall Farnese to ask him the favour of intervening in the general chapter, to be held that year 

inn Rome, and to go and talk to cardinal Rivarola, then protector of the Order, on behalf of the 

congregationn and convey its wishes.y7 '1 his particular request concerned matters of monastic 

observance,, namely the co-operation of two separate Camadolese congregations. Like the 

Franciscans,, one of these followed the rules in a literal sense; the other had a less strict 

interpretation.. Thus, even while Farnese was not their protector, they requested favours from him 

thatt touched upon the issue of regular reform. 

Alsoo in the ease of the Jesuit Order, Farnese was invested with an unofficial position on 

'"'' Mittarelli 1764 p.227: 'habito de obitu hujus principis nuntio. & parentalibus ci cciebratis. Romam pro novo 
protectoree impetrando Angelus generalis accurrit. & qui cum cardinale Odoardo Farnesio familiaritatc rnulta erat 
conjunctus,, hunc in protectoren! exquirere designai ... nam Odoaruus. ui umues ejus majoics, congregationcm 
Camaldolensemm semper veneratus erat, immo suum favorem votumque suum benigne in congregationibus 
cardinaliumm patribus Camaldulensibus semper praestitit. ac propensione voluntate videbatur protectionem hanc 
ambire.. Verum humanitas summi pontificis Fauli V diligentiam & curam generalis praeoccupavit, nam. antequam 
generaliss Romam perveniret. protectionis munus contulit Scipioni Burghesio ... cardinali nepoti suo. illique paterna 
mritatcc congregationcm Camaldulensern conimend^vi!. Aeeedentem pro osculandi^ v?sh>jk heatksimus pater 
Angelumm sic alloquutus est: Cur pater generalis Odoardum cardinalem Farnesium in protectorem congregations 
eupiebas?? Cur Seipioncm cardinalem Burghesium nepotem nostrum rcjiciebas? Generalis noluit pontiflci veritatem 
caetare,, sed pro excusatione attulit. se de tanto fa vore protectionis nepotis indignum existimasse. congregationem 
quoquee existimare non mcreri tantam pontificis benignitatem: verum quandoque ipse pontifex ea dignationc uti 
voluisset.. summas ei gratias habere, congregationemque sub umbra tanli protectoris tutam quiescere. Addidit 
Pontifex:: Scias volo generalis, quod & si congregationi Camaldulensi protectorem Scipionem Burghesium 
cardinalemm nepotem nostrum tribuimus. tamen nos ipsi congregation^ nccessitatibus consulere. & officium 
protectoriss cxercerc voUimus.' 

ASP.. Fondo Culto b. 17: Trovandost necessitati gl'Frctniti del Sfanjto Frcmo di Camaldoli. per i cast sueeessi. c 
perr le gravissimc spese. el interessi accollatisi p. mantcnimento del hospitio di Roma in particular!, di riunirsi alia 
Congrcgationee di Monaci si come sono stati eentinaia d'Annt. medianti la quale riunirsi al sicuro torniranno nel 
pristine,, cosi stimandosi pfer| le molte conseguenze. Ft sendo nota 1'esquisita earita. ct singular affetto di devotioni. 
deltaa sua ser[enissijma Casa. si come lo manifestano. ct lc Ccllc. ct altri religiosi henefitij. Yien perö Vjostra] 
S[ignore]] !ll[ustnssi]rna con quest a supplicata ordinare che in Roma al prossinio Capitolo Gen[era]le ehe devon essi 
Monacii cellebrare. Lc sia notifieato il gusto eh'ella è per scntirmc in abbraceiaie ct acconsent. I. nitam[en]te a tal 
neglotijo.. ma molto piü giovevole saria. sc la lo faccssc con II S[igno]r Card|ina]lc Rivarola \ostro] Protctt[or]re, e 
conn altri che a Lei paresse fossiro ö proposito ... che hanno molto ben eompreso il pcricolo in che si sta. et la 
neeessitaa che habbiamo d'appoggio. et soccorso. Onde La puö rendessi cesta che lo riceveranno dalla benignita di Lei 
pjcrjj opera gratksima...' 
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thee grounds ui' his family'.s long-standing tics with the Society. In this ca.se it had been the 

decisionn of the institution itself to rid itself of its official protector. Only one cardinal. Rodolfo 

Pioo da Carpi, had ever been appointed to that position, around 1 544.^ When he died in 1564. the 

Jesuitss deemed it better not to have a cardinal representing them, but rather to be under the direct 

governancee of the Pope. Pius IV accepted this proposal, and regulations concerning the cardinal 

protectorr were erased from the editions of the Jesuit Constitutions after that date. 

Thiss did not preclude contacts between the Society and cardinals: Jeronimo Nadal 

proclaimedd in his traaatus de ctmsuetudine S.I that all cardinals were protectors of the Order." 

Obviously,, some were more influential than others. Because Paul III had officially approved the 

Jesuitt Order, the members of his family ranked of the first importance in this context. This 

expressedd itself most clearly in the building of the church of the (iesu: this was considered hy 

Aiessandroo not only as a prestigious project displaying his wealth, but also serving as an act of 

appropriation.. The same symbolical message was conveyed by the building of the Casa Professa. 

financedd and initiated by farnese. on which this historical bond was proclaimed in the form of an 

inscriptionn stating that Odoardo followed in the footsteps of his ancestors by supporting the Order 

inn this way.'1''" 

Discalcedd Carmelites and the mission 

Anotherr unofficial but important contact was maintained between larnese and the Discalced 

Carmelites,, for whom in 1621 Odoardo commissioned the convent of San Silvcstro e Teresa in 

Caprarolaa (figs.51 and ?2).l!" This church and convent were built for the new Italian 

congregationn of the Discalced Order, which had been instituted by papal approval in 1600,'" 

Thiss creation of a new Congregation had no formal influence on the protectorate of the Order. In 

thee Bull proclaiming the independence of various branches it was specifically stated that the 

Discalcedd Order would remain under the guidance of cardinal Domenico Pinelli. appointed their 

protectorr by Sixtus V. 

Thee Rules of the Discalced Order favoured the authority of the general, as was stated in a 

discussionn in the middle of the seventeenth century, and little room was left for the protector. 

'*'*  Scaduto 1%4. p.4<>()fand Wieki 1959. p.244t'. 
Nadall 1905. p.621: I t non habeat Soeietas protectoren certum detuncto ('arpenst cardinal i. >ed ut HIIIIKS 

eardinale^^ sint uti protectores.' 
Seee chapter tour. 

:: See E)i Ruzza 1994 and chapter 4. p444-!49 tor this com ent and I'arnese's patronage. 
'"-'' DS 19^7-1994 vol.2, cols. 1 56-1 71 and DIP 1 974-1 997 vol.2. cols.524-602. 
1 11 On Pinelli. sec Hnrone 1609. Palatio ! 702, vol.3. pp.609-611. and Scorza 1924. pp.102-193. 

;; i.ezana 1646 voi.2. pp.404-409. chapter i,\: Lh> i.hmums c aniwalihu.s Re^uUinum I'rotcctorihu.v i-orumqui' 
hiculliiUbus.hiculliiUbus. iurihus. nrivileifiis. 
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AA treatise written by Carmelite theologian. Juan Bautista I.czana, discussed the position and 

functionn of the cardinalprotector quite profoundly. His Summa Quaestiimum Regidarium o{ 1637 

definedd the protector as an apostolic delegate and representative of the pope towards the order. 

whilee internally 'conserving the authority of the prior'.!ii:' Although the protector could thus act in 

favourr of the order in Consistory- the Carmelites took care to keep him out of domestic and 

spirituall affairs. 

Insteadd of depending upon one protector, the Discalced Carmelites turned to more local 

formss of patronage. When they were allocated their own monasteries in 1598 by Clement VIII, 

patronagee was taken up by individual cardinals and local nobles. One Roman settlement at Santa 

Mariaa della Scala was financially supported, by cardinal Paolo Fmilio Sfondrato among others, 

andd the building of a second convent in Rome, San Paolo in Terzo Cielo, (later rcdedicated as the 

Santaa Maria della Vittoria), was funded by cardinal Scipione Borghese.106 The building of the 

churchh and convent of Santi Silvestro e Teresa in Caprarola by Odoardo Farnese can thus be 

regardedd as a public statement of individual patronage. It was also a result of the delegation of 

anotherr task to the Discalced Carmelites in the first decades of the Seicento: that of the mission. 

Odoardoo Farnese harboured close contacts with the Discalced Carmelites in conjunction 

withh his position as a member of the Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith, the 

Propagandaa hide. Farnese was nominated as member of this congregation, instituted in 1622 for 

thee co-ordination of the missionary activities of various individual Orders. "' A number nf 

cardinalss close to Farnese had been appointed to the predecessor of this congregation, a short

livedd initiative of 1599-1600: Federico Borromeo. Roberto Bellarmino. Pictro Aldobrandini, and 
11 0^ 

others:: Farnese himself seems not to have been involved by then. l This failed attempt was 

followedd by a new initiative around 1607. in which the mission was to be administrated by a 

newlyy instituted congregation of the Discalced Carmelite Order."" This did not come to fruition 

ass this proposal was not unanimously accepted by the General Congregation of this Order, but it 

didd result in the establishment of an active role of Discalced Carmelites later on in the 

Propagandaa Fide. 

11 I.e/ana 1646. p.56: 'Possunt nihi lorn inns praxiicti Proteetores dici Superiores (')rdinnm quibus prxficiuntur. <£ 
largoo modo Pnvlati qua?tenus sunt Commissarii Apostolici. \ icarij delegati. & 1 ocumtenemes Papa1 in his qua1 

pertinentt ad bonum re«imin. & miberniu Religionum modo inferius explicando. pro conservanda scilicet pradatorum 
auetoritate,, & quando ab ipsis rcquisiti fuerint. vet ipsi Domini proteetores id necesse esse eognoverit. iuxta inferius 
dicèda.. (')mnes enim habens euram animarum aliorum. etsi delagatum. dici potest Pradatiis.' 
:'"" Buehowieeki 1967-1974 \ol..1. pp.280-301. it seems that the girt of the Barberirn Faun, found on the site of the 
neww church in 1608. was necessar\ to win Rorghese's financial support for the new convent. 
11 T Perbal 1957. pp. I 12-120 and Del Re 1970, pp. 1 85-20.V 
: 'Schmidl inn 1921. 
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Ann important influence on the organisation, alignment, and even the name of the new 

Propagandaa as it was set up in 1622 came from the writings of Tomas de Jesus OCD (1564-

1627).. who had originally been appointed by Paul V in 1607 to organise the Discalced 

missionaryy congregation. As a response to resistance to this plan. Tomas wrote a pamphlet 

entitledd Stimulus missitmum. published in 16Hi. in which he diseussed the necessity of 

missionaryy activities for the Discalced Congregation.'[" Within three years, he expanded this 

introductoryy argument into a large compendium on missionary theory directed to all regulars, the 

I)eI)e procwanda salute omnium gentium of 1613 (fig.53).' This book, which discussed aims and 

methodss of conversion of heathens, was used by the Propaganda Fide as vade-mecum for regulars, 

inn foreign regions until well into the eighteenth century.11"' The Discalced Order, in the end. 

becamee one of the driving forces behind the missionary activities of the Catholic Church 

ff he new convent of Santi Teresa e Silvestro in Caprarola was commissioned by Farnese 

inn exactly the years in which the missionary congregation was erected. Between 1620 and 1622. 

Odoardoo was appointed one of its members, and in which he also corresponded with Domenico 

dii Gesu Maria, a Discalced friar who was consulted regularly by the papal authorities with regard 

too missionary questions."1 Although it was only officially declared as such by the Discalced 

Generall Chapter in 1628. the convent in Caprarola was from the start meant to be a place for 

studyy and intellectual preparation for foreign missions. The monastic architecture, which 

accordingg to the agreement with Farnese was designed to house fifteen monks, contained room 

forr a total of thirtyfive. The internal organisation of the complex clearly divided the top story of 

thee building - for the lodging of groups of students - from the lower two floors where the regular 

monkss lived, by means of access through a separate stairwell.' The ward for the students was 

thuss autonomous from the quarters of the permanent residents. 

Thee art commissioned by farnese tor this new complex seems to underline its function as 

aa convent for missionary preparation. In the church of San Silvestro e Teresa, one of the paintings 

commissionedd by Farnese and painted around 1626 by Alessandro Turchi called 1'Orbetto showed 

1''"" Peers 1 051-1 %0 vol.2. p.221 and Albisani 1990. p.72. 
Tomass de .iesus IdiO. 
Kofi'mann i960. p.87t'. 

"•• Pammoli W*0 and Peers 195 1-1 960 vol.2, p.223. 
'"'"  ' A letter to Duke Odoardo Farnese from Domenico di Gesu Maria mentioned the contacts with cardinal (>doardo: 
seee ASP. ('art. Farnesiano e Borbonico.b.4 19. For Domentcu di Gesu Maria, in secular Domenico Ru/./ola, see I.)S 
1937-19944 vol.3. cols. 1 532-1 534. For the involvement of farnese MI the affairs in the Propaganda Fide, sec the 
correspondencee of 1623 between Ingoii (the Propaganda's secretary) and Farnese in ASP.Cart.farnesiano e 
Borbonieoo F.sterno,b.4i v. 
" '' Di Ruz./;i 1994. p.67. 
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Saintt Anthony of Padua preaching to the fish (fig. 54).''" In contrast to the traditional iconography 

off the theme, this painting does not show the saint alone with the creatures of the sea. Turchi 

depictedd a number of bystanders, inhabitants of the city of Rimini who, according to the saint's 

hagiography,, first refused to listen to him, but after witnessing this miracle lent him their cars. 

Thus.. afLer first meeting with adversity, a natural miracle helped the saint in transmitting the 

Divinee message to his intended audience. In the context of the San Silvestro, the figure of Saint 

Anthonyy represented the apostolate of the Faith, which connected the interests of Cardinal 

Farnesee with those of the Discalced Carmelites, and for which goal the convent in Caprarola had 

beenn intended. 

Farnese'ss patronage of the Discalced convent should be seen in conjunction with his work 

ass counsellor of the Propaganda Fide, and the general duties of a cardinal in the early seventeenth 

century.. The combination of power, knowledge and prestige obliged the cardinal, in the eyes of 

theoristss of the early Seicento, to sustain the mission. Albergati's treatise on the cardinal's life, 

dedicatedd to Farnese upon his nomination in 1592, stated that this was a primary concern for the 

cardinall of high birth: 

'itt will be precisely for the cardinal born a prince to accompany advice in this affair [the 

disseminationn of the Faith] with works, so that with by means of his wealth and power the 

officialss of the Church, not only in his own state but also in those of the others will be 

preparedd in the manner that not only in Catholics lands will good education be introduced, 

butt also in heretical states, and heretics and atheists will not lack support or a clear path to 

thee real Faith ... 

Thee monastery in Caprarola thus profited from Farnese's support through his wealth but also his 

thee 'advice' as mentioned by Alber^ati. Another treatise of 1599 written by Giovanni Botero on 

thee obligations of a cardinal stressed his obligatory' spiritual involvement in this matter, and his 

participationn in religious preparation. It was precisely through his involvement with the mission 

11'' Payments for this painting were made in 1627 and 1628; see ASN Hondo Famesiano 1348.1. fol.65r: 'L ad' 18 
l)ec[embjree sc. >() m[one]ta al S[igno]r Alessandro Veronese pittore a buon conto del quadro di Santo Antonio di 
Padovaa ehe deve fare p[erj la Chiesa di S[an|ta Maria in San Silvestro di Caprarola, come p[er] ordine del S[ignore) 
P)adrejj fra Sakatore di S|an|ta Maria prov[incia]le 30-.' and !ol.79v: 'H ad'i detto |September 1628] sc. 80 mta al 
Sjignojrr Alessandro Veronese pittore a compimento di sc)udi] 100 p[er] resto. et ultimo pagamento del quadro. e 
ftguraa da esso fatta di S. Antonio di Padova, p. doversi porre in una Cappella della Chiesa di S. Maria in Siivestro di 
Caprarola,, come p[er] ordine del P[adrc] fra Valerio di S. Anna Prov[incia]le Carmelit[ano] scalzo 80-.' See 
Denunzioo 2000. p.1R5; for Turchi sec Thieme Becker 1007-1950 vo!._v>. pp.484-486 and Ah>switJn> Turchi detto 
rOrbvitorOrbvito 1999. 
I uu Piglcr 1974 vol.1, p.424-425. Ö.V 1961-1970 vol.2, cols. 156-188 and TCI \ol.5. pp.2 19-225. 
111 Albergati 1598. p.47: 'proprio del Cardinale nato Principe sara in cotale a f fare aeeompagnar il consiglio con 
I'opera.. si ehe col rne/o delie rieehezze. e possan/a sua i minislri della Chiesa non solo nello stato suo, ma in quelli 
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lhaii the trui> devout cardinal could demonstrate hî  personal piety and virtues: the practice of the 

onee involved the other/ !' 

Inn all his ecclesiastical functions, Parnese was obliged to supervise processes of spiritual 

edification,, as the foregoing exposition on the protectorate implied. In the perception of the early 

seventeenthh century, these two actions were interrelated; as Sfondrato formulated the main 

requirementt for protectors in his memorandum to Paul V: 'Bui the true remedy is to provide for 

pastorss [who arej good and zealous for the souls."1' Praying for one's own soul would prepare 

onee to assist with the spiritual salvation of others 

Thee Camerino's Eucharistie message 

Thee Camerino degli Premin served Odoardo Parnese in his position as cardinal protector of this 

sodality:: the existence of the two windows giving onto the church and oratory provided ample 

occasionn for him to attend liturgical and devotional events for his own as well as the 

brotherhood'ss benefit. General councils of the brotherhood were held in the oratory, so even the 

practicall affairs of government might have been observed from the Camerino. The architectural 

constellation,, as discussed in the first chapter, was not intended merely for the benefit of its user, 

butt was devised to offer Parnese the full exertion of his practical and spiritual duties with regard 

too this company. 

Thee decoration of the room reflected the theme of the protectorate on two different levels: 

thee first of which was the specific devotional practice that had given the brotherhood of the 

Ora/ionee e Mort e half of its name. Panfranco's decoration in the Camerino led the occupants' 

thoughtss to the monthly Adoration of the 1 lost during the Ouarum'Ore. and more in particular to 

thee central importance of the Host in this act of devotion. This took place either in the church or 

thee oratory and started with a I.ucharistic Mass in which the Host was consecrated and 

subsequentlyy put on the altar for the set period of forty hours. 

Whatt the members of the brotherhood adored in the exposed Liucharist was the Body of 

Christt after the transubstantiation. On the one hand, this confirmed one of the prime dogmas of 

thee Catholic Church that the consecrated Host indeed turned into His Body, as Bellarmino had 

dee d i altri ancora siarso pronli in guisa. clie non pure ne'pa^i de ('atolia \e-ima introdotta la buena educations, ma 
ancoo ne uli stati dc gli heretici. e dc gl'infcdcli non ina|n|chino sostegni. e unide per la vera religione.' 

lïoteroo 1509, p.2: 'nondimeno il favore. e il /elo di un drdinale verso la \irtu. e Ia dottrina comparisce piü in 
uuestoo ul'tltio'. 
1'"'' Stbndrato cited after Forte 1950. p.91: 'Ma il vero rimedio c provedere de pastori buoni e /elanti dt'lle anime.' 
'"" Moroni 1840-1879 vol. 40. p. i l.M 2 1. /).S" W7-1W4 vol.12, cols. 2705-27 1 5. Weil 1974. and Imorde !997: tor 
thff rnle of tlm devotjnn for roman brotherhoods, see Black ! MHO. p.99 ! 00. 
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statedd in his explanation of the Christian Doctrine.1"1 According to Catholic theology, on the 

otherr hand, this corporeal Presence of Christ in the Sacrament was considered a means to ascend 

withh the mind to spiritual union with its Creator, and thus the accent was laid on the spiritual 

nutritionn it offered. In a treatise of 1598 on the significance of the Rucharist, this was given as the 

mainn reason why the Host should be considered the most perfect work of God on this earth: 

Butt see the admirable work of the magnanimous Jesus, who in order to make you as 

perfectt as any creature can be, which consists in the perfect union with its Creator, he 

givess you this precious Sacrament and searches for your Love: because it is precisely 

lovee which transforms the lover into the loved one. which is God. And it pertains to this 

heavenlyy Sacrament, just like divine food, that transforms within he who eats it, uniting us 

withh God himself, from which it follows that the Sacrament and our love taken together 

unitee us in such a way with God, that they make us one soul and one heart with him. ~~ 

Whatt counted was not the actual form of the Host, but its spiritual significance. For this reason. 

thee adoration of the Rucharist during the Forty Hours Prayer was an important occasion for 

receivingg its salvific qualities, in the eyes of the devout in the early Seicento. ~ As the Jesuit 

Louiss Richeome stated in another treatise on Communion, the necessary preparation consisted of 

prayerr and contemplation, to secure spiritual reception instead of a mere swallowing of the 

Thee subjects depicted in the decoration of the Camerino, such as Saints Mary Magdaiene, 

Benedict.. Onuphrius. Saints Paul the First 1 Icrmit and Anthony Abbot, and most obviously Christ 

himselff in the middle of the ceiling, all alluded to the Host as adored by the brotherhood of the 

Orazionee e Morte during the prayer of the Quarcmt'Ore, and especially directed the beholder 

towardss the brotherhoods' function of mediating divine inspiration through the act of prayer. The 

1:11 Bellarmino 1614. p.74: 'M.: Che effetto fa I'Fucharistia? I).: Nutriscc la charita, che è la viia dell'anima, & 
1'accrescee oyni giorno piü. Et peró si da sotto spetie di pane: se bene veramente quelle non è pane, ma il vero eorpo 
dell Signore...' For the relation of the Quarant'Ore and the dogma of the Presence of Christ in the Host, see 
MeCiinnesss 1988, pp.103-104. 
1::'' Pinelli 1597. pp. 12-13: 'Ma vedi i'ammirabile artifieio del liberale (iiesü. il quale per darti la maggiore 
perfettione.. ehe si possa dare a Creatura, la quale cosiste nella pertetta unione col suo Creatore ti dona questo 
prestiosoo Sacramento, e cerea da te 1'amore: perehe essendo proprio dell'amore trasformare I'amantc nella eosa 
amaia.. che è kldio: l-t essendo arte o proprio di questo celeste Sacramento, come cibo divino. ehe convene in se chi lo 
tnangia.. unirci con 1'istesso Dio. ne segue, che i! Sacramento, e 1'amore noslro congiuntt insteme. di tal modo ei 
unisconoo eon Dio. che ci tanno un'anima. & un euore con esso'. See DS 1937-1994 vol.4, cols. 1586-1621 for the 
relationn between the I lost and the Quarant'Ore. 

: '' On the subject of Communion, especially the frequency with which this should be taken, a large number of work> 
weree written. See Moroni 1840-1879 vol.15, pp.108-133 and Maher in Confraternities and Catholic Reform 1999, 
pp.75-80. . 
! : tt Richeome 1628 vol.2. p.lOlf: Tableaux saerez ties figures mystiques du tres-auguste sacrifice et sac re ment de 
I'fAieharisiie,I'fAieharisiie, p.144: 'Le commencement & la tin de !a communion est la charite. 1'oraison & contemplation.' 
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centrallyy placed painting ul' Christ hosted b> angeF alter fasting tor forty days in the desert 

formedd the key to the understanding of the cycle (fig. 4). Its subject was based upon the Gospel of 

Saintt Matthew. 4.11: 'Then the devil left him. and behold, angels came and ministered to him.' In 

Romann painting of around 1600. this topic was especially popular in the context of refectories; 

onee iuch illustration was commissioned from Cristoforo Ronealli by Cin/io and Pietro 

Aldobrandinii for the refectory of the monaster) at Camaldoli (fig.55) and another depiction of 

thiss scene was found in the room with the same function in the noviciate of Sanf Andrea al 

Quirinaiee in Rome.1"' I hese. and I antranco's painting as well, illustrated to the viewer the 

spirituall and corporeal Presence of Christ at the same time: it literally showed how bread turned 

intoo the Body of the Saviour. 

Butt the meaning of the subject of this kev painting went beyond the defence of the dogma 

off Fueharistie transubstantialion: this particular episode was interpreted in seventeenth-century 

devotionall literature as a contrast between spiritual and physical nutrition, and an incitement to 

praver.. in a treatise of 1 598 with meditations on the life of Christ. Jesuit Vincen/o Bruni linked 

thiss scene to the words that Christ spoke to the devil when tempted to turn stones into bread; 

'Mann cannot live on bread alone, he lives on every word that God utters." ^ In meditating upon 

thee particular episode of the angels serving Christ, the soul of the reader was called to join the 

Saviourr at this 'sacred table', an obvious reference to prayer and Fueharistie Mass. the two 

elementss of which the devotion of the Quarant'Ore consisted. 

Ann explicit reference to the devout turning into an image of Christ was the depiction of 

thee Stigmatisation of Saint Francis in the Camerino. The praying saint was literally unified with 

hiss Creator, and the Stigmata were merely exterior signs of this spiritual union. A familiar epithet 

off this saint was 'alter Christus'. It implied that the figure of Francis was another symbol for the 

Fucharisl.!?xx At the same time, the scene of Francis' Stigmatisation illustrated the means by 

whichh he had attained this identification with Christ. I lis spiritual union was reached by means of 

praverr and penitence: the spiritual methods that were practised in the devotion o\' the 

:"" for the depiction of the Angels serving Christ in Camaldoli by Cristoforo Ronealli. see Ohiappini di Sorio 1975. 
pp,107-108;; tor the painting in the Sanf Andrea, see Rieheome 161 l.p p.109-1 12. Other examples for 1.antranco's 
compositionn were paintings b\ Ludovieo ("arracci and Francesco Aibani; see \cll'elu di ( orreggio 1986. p..? 16. 
cal.no.. 1 12 and Puglisi 1999. p.206. cat.no. 168. 

Brumm I54K. p.219 See Pigler 1974 vol 1. pp.2P-2^2 Schiller 1966-199! vol.1, pp. 15.^-155 and I.CI vol.1. 
cols,4-46-4500 for the iconography of thi:> scene; during the Middle Ages the predilection was for the depiction of the 
threee scenes of temptation. Only with the late sixteenth century, representations of Christ served h> Angels became 
moree frequent, and became popular in refectories of monasteries; see /.( / vol.4. col.449. 

Brunii 1598. p.223: 'Aceede ui quoq; anima mea banc saeram mensam. & reliquias e\ ea eadentes studiose 
coiiige.' ' 
"MM leap 1 974. /. 'immaww di Sun Iruncesco I 98 I. Savelsberg I 992. and 1 re tiers 1 99s p ?<)t' 
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Quarant'Ore.Quarant'Ore. It was to this theme that the painting referred in the context of the Camerino. 

Thee two subjects of meditation and the Kucharist were also combined in the depiction of 

Saintt Mary Magdalene rising up to heaven (fig.5). The iconography of this painting deviated 

fromm the sixteenth-century tradition in which the saint was depicted grieving over her worldly 

excesses.12gg In contrast, I.anfranco here stressed the daily assumption of the saint to heaven 

where,, as Jacobus de Voragine wrote, she enjoyed spiritual instead of material nourishment.1"' 

Ass seventeenth-century texts explained, this particular grace was the result of the frequent and 

assiduouss dedication of the saint to prayer and penitence. 

Thee two little figures, hardly visible, standing in the landscape in the lower half of the 

painting,, deviated from the few known depictions of the Ascension of the Magdalene in the 

sixteenthh century, and even from other versions of this scene painted by Lantranco. "" These 

figuresfigures are Bishop Maximinus together with a priest who had been called by the saint to bring her 

thee last communion before dying; she was however admitted to heaven before they reached 

her.n33 The Eucharistie connotation of the present scene was thus taken further by stressing the 

essentiallyy divine and incorporeal character of the Host, and the mental preparation and reception 

versuss the actual communion.134 The depiction of Saint Mary of Egypt, of which the descriptions 

fromm the inventories mentioned that she was represented in the act of receiving the Host from the 

handss of a priest, will have conveyed a comparable message to the Seicento viewer. 

Thee following scene of Saint Onuphrius, depicted in a kneeling position and being 

administeredd the Host offered a further example of spiritual preparation for Communion. By 

depictingg angels bringing the Host to the fourth-century hermit, a direct relation was constituted 

'' Pigler 1974 \oi . l , pp.4M-40(>. Maiwrn 1975. Muller Hofstede 1^83. Ingenhoff-f^innhauser !'!84. Wi!k !(J(?5 Jinrt 
Maskinss 1993. 
1,"" Voragine 1993. p.380. 
[-"" Beaudc 1989. 
1,__ Other depictions of Mary Magdalene rising up to heaven are by Pollauiolo (around 1450) in Slaggia. b> Marco 
d'Oggionoo in Pal. Vecchio. Horence (around 1522). Polidoro da ('aravaggio (before 1527) in San Silvestro al 
Quirinalee in Rome, and by Giulio Romano and Gianfrancesco Penni in S. Trinita dei Monti in Rome (now in the 
Nationall Gallery. London), around 1524. Only in S. Silvestro, a figure is seen observing the rising Magdalen; this is 
howeverr a hermit; see Pigler 1974 vol.1, pp.464-466. Sedini 1989, pp.162-163. Wright 1997. Stollhans 1992, and 
Witeonibee 2002. p.282. See Salerno 1952. Schleier 1962, p251-252, Bernini 1985 pp.30. 48. and (Hovunni 
I.anfnuicoI.anfnuico 2001, pp. 178-181 for other versions of the Ascension of the Magdalen by Lan franco. 
! '' One illustration of the same subject conveyed the same message: the Elevation nf the Maydalen by Antonio 
Pollaiuoloo in Staggia referred directly to the Eucharist by depicting the Magdalen uplifted in a praying position in 
frontt of a Host brought to her by an angel. See Wright 1997, ill.1. See Maskins 1993, p.270, for the Last Communion 
off the Magdalene. 
1,44 1 he preparation for Eucharistie communion b\ means of prayer and penitence was a well-known topic in eatlv 
seventeenth-centuryy literature; see Pinelli 1597 and Richeome 1609; a modern study is MeGinness 1988. 
11 ^ The subject of this painting was described in the list of 1662, ASN, Eor the iconography of Mary of Egypt, see US 
1961-19700 vol.8, cols.981-994. Haskins 1993 p. 109-1 1 1 stated that the hagiography of Mary Magdalene and Mary 
off Lg>pt have influenced each other for a substantial part. 
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withh the ;>eene where angels hosted Christ, which once again underlined the divine origin and 

spirituall character of the liucharist. The painting also stressed the replacement of physical with 

spirituall ïood: according to a hagiography of Onuphrius of 1604. this heavenly administration 

wouldd only take place when penitence had heen sufficient to purify the saint for the reception of 

Christ'ss Body and the real oread was no longer necessary for corporeal sustenance.'"' 

Thee episode from the life of Saint Benedict that was depicted in the Camerino stemmed 

fromm his biography by Gregory the Great. Benedict, living in a cave, had ignored the arrival of a 

baskett containing his daily rood, as the I)e\il had broken the bell on the rope. He had not noticed 

thee basket for a number of days as he had been continually immersed in prayer." The 

contradictionn between spiritual versus corporeal nourishment was also the subject of one of the 

frescoes,, depicting the meeting of Saints Paul the tlrst hermit and Anthony Abbot (fig.7». The 

halff loaf of bread, which was brought daily to Paul by a raven, was doubled on the occasion of 

thee visit/1 ' In Lanfranco's composition, the direction of the folded hands of Saint Anthony and 

thee gaze of Saint Paul towards the raven, with the loaf in its beak, in the tlrst place expressed the 

wonderr of the two saints at this divine provision, and in the second place turned the fresco into a 

visuall analogy of the Adoration of the i lost during the prayer of the forty I lours, for which the 

Camerinoo had been intended.11' 

Saints,, protectorates and paintings 

Bevondd the particulars of the spiritual practices of the Orazione e Morte. the subject of a number 

off paintings alluded to a second level of meaning. The saints depicted in the paintings and 

frescoess not only carried a significance related to the devotion of the Quaranf Ore. hut at the 

samee time called the protectorates to mind with which farnese was invested around 1616.!il 

Saintt Lustace (see fig.6} recalls the Roman church ot' SanflTistachio. of which Odoardo was 

titularr cardinal from 12 June )595 until 3 November 1617. which obliged him to exert pastoral 

1,11 Regio 1604. p.61. 
! "" US ]%l-l (J70 \ol.2. col.1113. The source of this episode is the Dialogue of Gregory the Great. 11.1.5-6: 'Ad 
eundeinn vero specum a Roman! cella iter non erat. quia e\cdsa desupcr rupis eminebat: sed e\ eadem nine in 
longissimoo tune reiigatmn Ronianus deponere paneni consueveral. in qua etiam resti parvum tintinahulum inservit. ut 
add sonum tintinahuli vir !)ei congnosceret quando sibi Romanus panem pracherct. quern exiei^ acuperet Sed 
antiquuss host is unius carilali invidens. alterius refectioni. cum quad am die suhmitti paneni eonspiceret. iactavit 
lapidemm et tintinabuhim fregit.' 

;"" Yoragine 19'J.Ï vol.1, p.85 and US 1% I -1 (>70 vol .1 (1. eols.^7 l-?J* 
' ' '' For the iconography of the Meeting of Saints Paul and Anthony, see Pigler 1074 vol.1. p.42,V424 and /.( I vol.5, 
col.211 1 and ibuicm voi.S, eoi.5i5. 

11 Witte 2001a. p.56-57. 
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caree over its parish.'41 Simeon Stylite (fig.8) was an implicit reference to the Basilian abbey of 

Grottaferrata,, the Greek-rite monaster}' near Rome of which Farnese was commendatory abbot 

fromm 1589 onwards (tig.56).u : This saint was especially venerated in Greek liturgy on the first 

dayy of its liturgical calendar and in the Menologio of Saint Basil in particular. Saint Bruno was 

thee founder of the Carthusians, of whom Farnese had been protector since 1599.144 Saint Anthony 

off Padua, being born in Lisbon, here represented the reign of Portugal of which Farnese was 

electedd protector in 1607 - and it also stressed the familyconnection with the country through 

Mariaa of Portugal, Odoardo's mother.14""1 

Saintss Mary Magdalene (fig.5) and Benedict both functioned on two levels. Apart from 

alludingg to the Eucharist and the Quarant'Ore, the Magdalene constituted a secondary allusion to 

thee hermitage of Camaldoli where Farnese had founded a cell dedicated to this repentant saint in 

1599,1466 As Benedict was the founder of monastic rules upon which those of many other Orders 

hadd been based, among which were the Camaldolese, he also formed a hidden allusion to this 

Orderr with which Farnese had long-standing - but never formalised - contacts. 

Thee largest fresco of the Camcrino. now largely hidden behind the organ of the Santa 

Mariaa dell'Orazione e Morte, depicted Count Roger discovering Saint Bruno, the founder of the 

Carthusiann Order (tig.9); this scene expressed Farnese's involvement with this regular 

institution.'477 The fresco was probably copied in print, as part of a series depicting the life of the 

saintt made by Theodor Criiger in twenty engravings after designs by Lanfranco (fig.57).'"" I his 

publicationn of 162! was dedicated to Odoardo Farnese, as protector of Carthusian Order, and was 

; l ii For the titular church of Sant'Eustachio. see Ohristofori 1888. p.255; for the pastoral obligations linked to the 
functionn of titular cardinal after the reforms of Si xt us V. see Pastor 1925-1933 vol.10, p. 167. The painting referred to 
ihee OuarafU'Orc as we!!, as Fitstace beheld Christ on the Cross between the antlers of the deer. 
1522 See Spear 1982 vol.1, pp.159-171. Mignosi Tantillo in Domenichino 1996. Rocchi 1998, pp.21 J-2 15. and Wille 
20033 for the Abbey at Grottaferrata and Farnese's position there. 
l ; ïï The link between Saint Symeon Stilite and Grottaferrata was indicated in Barry 1999. p.207: for the situation of 
thee feast ot Simeon at the beginning of the Byzantine liturgical calendar and in the Menologio of Saint Basil, see BS 
1961-19700 vol.1 1. col.1 128. for the iconography of Symeon Stilite and the snake around the column, sec also Sodini 
1989.. esp. pp.52-53. 
1 "" Tromby 1779, p.437 n.8; this protectorship seems not to have resulted in artistic patronage, as far as research has 
beenn done on the subject. The only secure instance of patronage is mentioned in his will of 1619. when he left the 
Grann Certosa in Grenoble money with which a Crucifix and six chandeliers should be purchased on which the 
cardinal'ss arms should be engraved, for which see ASR.. Trenta.Not.Capit.l :ff.25.Not.Gtulio Raimondi.vol.250. 
fo!.82v.:: 'Alia Gran Certosa di Gnmohle lascio mille scudi di moneta da tarsene una eroce et sei candelieri dargento 
chee restino in quel la casa per memoria della mia affettionc verso 1'ordine cartusiano. et vi si doveranno pero porre Ie 
miee arme.' 
1111 ASV. Ann 45.'T.2, fol.171: 'Regi Portug. qui proteetorem Regni elegerat B. Gard. Farnesius.' Sec Zappen 1994. 
pp.79-80. . 
M"" Petrueci Zangheri 1989. 
: ll On this fresco, sec Schleier 1964. p.10. ills. 12. 16. it has been proposed that the fourth and lost fresco depicted 
anotherr scene of Bruno with Caerthusian monks: this would have underlined the association between Farnese and the 
Order.. See Whitfield 1981, p.321 and Schleier 1983. p.81. 



busedd upon the hagiographv written by I oren/o Surio. himself a Carthusian monk, in the fifth 

volumee of his De prohatis Sanctorum historiis of 1574.'^ His version of the Life of Bruno 

containedd a number of narrative details that were eliminated from later accounts - even from the 

critica!! anthology of the Acta Sanctorum. It was the only source which recorded in detail the 

eventt and interpretation of the episode depicted in Lanfranco's fresco. 

Thee image of Bruno and Roger illustrated the systematic and reciprocal relation between 

spiritualityy and protection; the result of this first encounter between the saint and the count was 

onee ot mutual dependence between this solitary saint and the secular ruler. Count Roger who. 

accordingg to the hagiographv. discovered Bruno during the hunt, was much impressed by his 

divinee qualities, and continually asked him for advice. This solitary saint's intercession also 

helpedd him during a battle to miraculously defeat the enemy by means of a horrific \ision: as a 

result,, count Roger decided to donate him land and funds to found two hermitages, and to have a 

housee constructed in the vicinity of one hermitage so that he might be close to the saint and to 

imitatee his solitary life.'""' 

Thee scene of the first encounter between Bruno and Roger was a prelude to a long-lasting 

reciprocall relationship in which the worldly ruler physically sustained the saint, and the saint 

aidedd and directed the count by means of spiritual assistance. This kind of practical help given in 

returnn for spiritual edification surely evoked in the seventeenth-century beholder a comparison 

withh the new protectorate after the reforms of Paul V Borghese. According to the guidelines in 

thee memorandum bv Sfondrato and the unpublished Bull, the cardinalprotector was supposed to 

offerr his aid to Orders and confraternities, and should be able to partake in their devotional 

practicee in return. After all. his spiritual perfection was a requirement fora successful exertion oi' 

hiss duties, and monks were still supposed to be the best guides and assistants to help one along 

thee path of devotion and spirituality. 

Thee Camerino degli Lremiti was not only a room where Odoardo I'arncse could 

participatee in the religious and liturgical activities of the adjacent church of Santa Maria 

dcH'Orazionee e Morte. but at the same time it was an architectural expression of the institutional 

relationss between the brotherhood and its protector. It confirmed the mutual relationship between 

thee two parties and offered the cardinal the possibility to watch over the sodality's obedience to 

authoritv:: the two windows looking into the church were the 'eves' of the supervisor. At the same 

tune,, it enhanced the gatherings of the brothers with the presence of a high churchofficial and 

l 4 '' Baticie ](>58. p.18. Schlcicr l')S.T pp.79-8.V Bernini 1985 p.56 and Schiit/c 1 W . p.l<>6. 
' ;; i he Italian translation. Fentirnalli 1622. was not accepted as a reliable source bv the IV vol October I. 
"1"" US 1961-1970 vol s cols S^s-sfV» 
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securedd them the devotion of the cardinal to their own cause. By accepting the interference of the 

authoritiess in their affairs, they hoped to gain a privileged position. 

Inn the particular iconography of Lanfranco's frescoes, on the one hand the hennit-saints 

depictedd one of the central spiritual obligations of the Orazione e Morte, the Adoration of the 

Hostt during the monthly occasion of the Quarcmt'Ore. These figures all enacted scenes in which 

thee Host as the Body of Christ and its meaning of spiritual nourishment were the main theme. At 

thee same time, the saints stood for Farnese's obligations to the Catholic Church in general as 

protectorr of various institutions. Thus, the stqffage conveyed in this case a singular message for 

ann intended viewer. But this leaves undiscussed that all saints, according to the general 

iconographyy of the hermits, were taken by the seventeenth-century viewer as a reference to the 

actt of contemplation in solitude. How singular was the Camerino in this respect in early Baroque 

Rome,, in its function as a room for retirement ('ritirare'), as Bellori stated? And what kind of 

occupationn did this word exactly refer to? 



4.. T H K C A R D I N A L ' S R F F R F A I : F A M I L Y - T R A D I T I O N A N D R E L I G I O U S P O L I C Y 

Whenn Odoardo Farncsc died in 1626. the Cassinese monk Andrea Arcioni gave a funeral oration. 

Hee remembered Odoardo:s many virtues, and how his cultivation of virtue not only equalled, but 

evenn surpassed that of his ancestors. Arcioni also highlighted I amese's predilection for 

devotionall exercises, the special places that were created to fulfil this desire, and the lavish sums 

thatt were spent on it: 

'profusee expenditures [spent]... on the solitary accommodation constructed in those 

devoutt horrors of Camaldoli. the diverse places made expressly for him among some 

Religiouss Orders, so that he could retreat himself there ['ritirarvisi'] sometimes in order to 

contemplatee the things of GOD ...'"" 

Manyy of these apartments to which Arcioni referred still existed in the last quarter of the 

seventeenthh century, and were maintained by the Farnese Dukes as monuments of a family 

tradition.. In 1675. the Jesuit Garimberti reported to the General of the Order in Rome that he had 

talkedd to Ranuccio II Farnese. Duke of Parma and Piaeenza. to obtain the use of one of these 

spaces,, located in the Casa Professa next to the Gesu. main church of the Jesuit Order in Rome. 

Whenn this request was rejected by the Duke. Garimberti's remembered that the apartment in the 

Casaa Professa was one of the less important, and that 'there are other and much more conspicuous 

memories...'' to which the Duke answered that he attached to 'having similar ones in al! the 

conventss of Monks as well as Religious fabricated by the House of Farnese. like here in the 

Badia.. and in other Convents.'' 

Thiss episode from the late 1670s reveals that Odoardo farnese's proposal to the Orazione 

ee Morte for the use of the Camerino degli Fremiti was not an isolated ease: neither in its close 

relationn with the adjacent church, nor in the way in which it was used for devotional retreat. 1 low 

didd farnese family-ties influence this phenomenon? Where were these other apartments, how 

weree they decorated, and what function did these retreats have? 

Arcionii 1626. pp. 10-1 1: 'ODUARIX). Signori. il quale credette sempre d'havere il campo spatioso. & aperto alia 
virtu,, se si proponeva Ie attioni piü illustri. e piu memorahili de yli antenati suoi. non solo da immitare. ma da 
superaree ancora; aeeio ehe ricco de proprii tesori. eon In ^nlendore de nuovi e piu hei rayyi. sempre piu chiam 
rendessee ii vivo Sole delia sua Famiulia Serenissima.' On this Lienre of funeral orations in the period of the (Vmnter-
reformation,, sec MeOmness 1980. pp.l2s-127. 

Arcionii 1626. p. 1 3: 'le spese profuse nel la ... solitaria habitauone eostruita in quel devoti liorrori de'Camaldoli. !e 
diversee habitationi fattesi apposta appresso aleuni Reliyiosi. per ritirarvisi lal \olta alia contemplatione delle cose di 
] ) u > . . . ' ' 

'' ARSI. Rom.14.vlI. fol. vSSr: 'vi sono altre et m[ol|to conspicue memorie ... non ha vol ut o accordanni eosa aieuna. 
asserendoo massime haverne una simile in tutti Ii convent i tanto di Monachji). quant o di Reliiiiosi fahrieati dal la Casa 
11 amese. come qui nella Hadia el in altri e[onven]li.' 
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Rome::  the Casa Professa-apartment 

Thee project of rebuilding the Casa Professa, the Jesuit headquarters in Rome (fig.58), was begun 

inn 1599 after a number of decades of planning. The vast complex, adjacent to the church of the 

Gesü.. incorporated the older structure of the house where Ignatius of Loyola, founder of the 

Society,, had lived for many years, u also contained a sacristy for the church of the Gesü itself. 

Thee designs for both the Casa and the sacristy were probably by Girolamo Rainaldi (1570-

1655)// By the time the Camerino degli Eremiti had received its painted decoration, in 1616 or 

1617,, the building of the Casa Professa was finally nearing completion. 

Withh his decision to initiate and finance the building of the Casa Professa, cardinal 

Odoardoo Farnese followed in the footsteps of his ancestors. Pope Paul III had approved the order. 

andd since then members of the Farnese family had protected and furthered the Society; the church 

off the Gesü had been commissioned and financed by Cardinal Alessandro Farnese. This ideal of 

aa Farnese family tradition was consciously evoked by the medal struck to commemorate the 

eventt of laying the foundation stone of the Casa Professa.7 This medal carried on one side a 

profilee portrait of Cardinal Odoardo, and on the other side a dedicatory text reading 'He founded 

thee house of the Society of Jesus in imitation of the piety of his ancestors.' This medal was 

illustratedd in account of the ceremony in the Tesori nascosti by Ottavio Panciroli of 1600 

(fig.59).. and the text was moreover applied (with small variations) to a plaque on the facade of 

thee building of the Casa Professa itself (fig.60)/ Both the inscription and the concept of the 

44 Pecchiai 1952. pp.295-318, Buchowiecki 1967-1971 vol.3, pp.460-464 and Lucas 1997, pp.158-160. On Ignatius' 
firstt dwelling in Rome as incorporated into the Casa Professa, generally called his Cappellette. see Tacchi Venturi 
18999 and Tacchi Venturi 1951. On the function of the building as main Jesuit house see Ribadeneyra 1586, p.195: 
'perchee la Casa di Roma e la Madre ui tuna ia Compagnia. daiia quale, come da primo prsrscipso e capo, per 
l'industrta.. e buon governo d'Ignatio. ne nacquero tutti gl'attri...' 

Thee design has long been ascribed to Girolamo Rainaldi. architect of many projects for cardinal Odoardo; this 
attributionn was based on the account in Passeri 1678/1995: 'et hebbe in Roma la direzione della fabriea della Casa 
Professaa de Padri Giesuiti congiunta con la bellissima Chiesa del Giesü del Vignola, dellï medesimi Padri. e questa 
Casaa fü principiata, e conclusa con la prote/ione. e spesa del Card. 1 e Odoardo famese.' The design was also ascribed 
too the Jesuit mathematician Giovanni de Rosis, and Rainaldi only taking over after this father's death; see Pecchiai 
Ï952,, p.205f and Buchowiecki 1967-1974 vol.3, p.460. 
:'' Bösel 1985, pp. 173-175 and Robertson 1992, pp. 181-196. 

Accordingg to Pceeiiiai 1952. pp,297-300, engravings were also made of this ceremorn; an eye-witness report of the 
eventt can be found in ARS1. Rom.Hist.Dom.Prof. 1. DXXXIY. See \'ew Catholic Encyclopedia 1967 vol.2, pp.335-
3366 for the ceremonial aspects related to the foundation stone. 
:"" 'MAKIRI M suoRrxi.Pn-IA I IM. IMI IAI I :S . SOCK: I YII.II SU •'DOMI'MTVNDAVI T A N . M . D X C I X ' An example of this 

medall is in Museo di Capodimonte. See / Farnese 1995. cat.no.263. 
Pancirolii 1600, pp.330-33 I: 'ft eccoti comparir il secondo Nepote del magnanimo Alessandro. dieo Odoardo 

Gardinalee farnese, che come generoso Prencipe. e nobil germoglio di quel gra[n] Re di Portugalo Giovanni 111 
mirandoo a cose maggiori. ne parendogli, ch'anco ben radicata fosse in Rome questa Religione ... con piü larga. & 
abundantee mano si risolse 1'anno passato. di metier anch'egli la prima pietra per la fabriea d'una ben grande 
habitationee per questi Padri. che unita alia Chiesa viene d'ogni intorno cinta alle strade in un'isola posta nel piü bel 
sitoo di Roma, e sopra di quella prima pietra tali paroli furono intagliate. havendola prima COM le solite eerimonie 
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medall itself implicitly referred to Alessandro. who had two similar medals made at the beginning 

off works on the church of the Gesu.;:' A later painting portrayed both Alessandro and Odoardo as 

founderss in front of the interior of the Gesü. In this image. Odoardo is shown with the plan of the 

Casaa Professa and an architectural model to his right {fig.61). 

Thee ceremony of laying the first stone was not only an occasion for Farnese to display 

himselff to the public as a magnanimous patron, at the same time it presented an occasion to 

furtherr the process the Jesuits had initiated to have Ignatius canonised.11 An Avvi.so of 1 July 

11 599 connected these three elements in the description that was given of the festivities: 

[This]] Tuesday, cardinal farnese went to the (jesii with a grand retinue of prelates where 

hee laid the first stone of the building that those lathers arc constructing for their 

accommodation,, with a medal of gold and silver with the effigy o\~ those Lord:» of the 

housee of farnese who donated to the work a sum of 20.000 scudi and much more [from) 

thee Duke of Parma his brother to be paid in yearly terms to finish the work begun by their 

[great]] uncle Alessandro[.] It is said that on the initiative of the fathers themselves the 

processs of the life of the blessed Ignatius their founder has been begun, to have him 

canonised...'"' ' 

Thiss contemporary account clearly recognised the fact that each of the two parties involved had 

theirr own reasons for this joint venture: the Jesuits furthered their position and their founders' 

namee through this new construction incorporating Ignatius' Roman house, and for Farnese the 

Casaa Professa project was a sign of the continuance of a family tradition. It was for this reason 

thatt from 1 599 onwards Odoardo contributed at least a thousand scudi a year to this project. 

Becausee it took more than fifteen years to build, the prestige of the Casa Professa-project 

begann to founder, and Odoardo Farnese urged the Jesuits to finish the building as soon as 

possible.. The Arvisi reflected sudden haste when on 9 January 1616 it was noted that the Fathers 

benedettaa Lorenzo Ceiso Yescovo di Custri: ODDARDIS FAKSI sirs SRL D I A C O M S CARD. S. Krs'iACim. in 
AII 1 SSANDRI i:AKNf-SI! C A R D I N A I . I S YlCt W A V I'RO IWTR! :1 SO! Rl-'l !OI :iAS PROSl -o rA 'D 'R . PRIMI'M HI \ C I APIDI M 

SUl.i-.MNII RI'I'i: CONSIVKAI I 'M AD iRK . INDAM S i n SI "VlT'i i: DOM I'M si H !! 1 A l i s Il-SH IN M M I A M I N I A OONIHTI 

PRIDIFF NON IDE . AN MDCLXXX1X Lt appresso vi gitto anch'egli alcune piastre d'argento di tal grandezza. e con tal 
forma.' ' 
!"" / farnese 1995. cat.nos.2s8. 259. 
'''' On the process of canonisation oflgnatius of 1 ovola. see konig-Nordhotf 1982. 

BB \Y I >h.L:it.DVi7 tok..450r-v: 'Martedi :! Card|ina]i Larnese si Jrasfcri a! Ciicsu con uan -.eguito uc Prdali dove 
uettoo !a p[rirn|a pictra del I a fabrica chc quel P[ad]ri fanno per !a l*>ro hahit.at[ation]c con medaglie d'oro c da argent o 
conn feffigie di qjuesjti Sjignojrt del casa farnese alia qua! opera SS. I!i(ustnssijma deputy 20m[ille] sjcu|di et altri 
tantii il I)[ucja di Parma suo fratello da pagarvi in tennine d'anni p[erj volere diffimr q[ues]la d[et]ta opera 
cominciataa gia dal Cardfinajl Larnese lor /io ad in stanza di quei P[ad]ri clicono fonnarci processo della vita del 
Beatoo Ignatio loro fundatore per farlo cationicare.' The fact that the medal was incorrect!) described here - with the 
'effigyy of those Lords of the House of farnese' suggests that it had not yet been struck 
! ;; See for example ARSI.Chiesa del Ciesii 2005. fols.45rT: 'Ditiari ricevuti per la fabrica della Cu^a'. in winch gilU 
betweenn 1500 arid 2000 u uui are rcpoiled from i5c)9 to i 6 i 4. amounting to a toiai of i .VvM) seudi. 
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wouldd receive 30.000 scudi in alms, to complete the work.' Haifa year later, the receipt of this 

donationn was reported in another A wiso, with an interesting additional condition: 

11 he same Cardinal Farnese has given this week, partly in cash, and partly in assignats [the 

amountt of] 30 thousand scudi to the Jesuit Fathers, to complete interior and exterior of the 

buildingg of the Casa Professa of the Gcsü, together with the rooms of his apartment 

['appartamen10']] for the occasions he retreats there |'vi si retira'J during the days of 

devotionn of the Holy Week, and at other times. 

Thiss Awiso of 1616 added a third motif to the two recounted earlier with regard to the project of 

thee Casa Professa: sometime after 1599, cardinal Odoardo opted for a place of retreat, within a 

monasticc community, to dedicate himself to devotional exercises. Sources suggest that the 

apartmentt was planned as an integral part of the Jesuit house and built in the same period of 

time.166 What did this appariamento look like? 

Thee present state of the exterior and interior architecture shows where Odoardo's 

apartmentt was located and how it was organised. It occupied the first floor of the building, 

locatedd behind the choir of the Gesü, along the present via degli Astalli, facing the back of 

Palazzoo Venezia. On the outside, this part of the building is visually distinguished from the rest 

off the facade by its smaller height, the presence of a stuccoed wall and a lowered cornice 

decoratedd with Farnese-Hlics (fig.58).17 The entrance to this area possibly was located in the 

middlee of its facade, where the family's heraldic device can be seen on either side of the portal, 

butt this entrance to the premises has been affected by later alterations. At present the Farnese 

apartmentt can be reached through the Casa Professa itself via the main stairwell, on the landing 

144 That the account in the Avvisi is reliable is indicated by a letter from the Jesuit general to Odoardo Farnese oi 10 
Septemberr 1616, which affirmed the progression of the Casa. and alluded to the magnanimity of the cardinal; see 
ARSI.Rom.16-H,, fols.407v. 451r. In that same year. Farnese obtained papal permission to raise a loan on his 
revenuess from the Abbey of Grottaferrata. of which he was commendatory abbot, for 30.000 scudi. After Farnese's 
deathh this led to complications; see ARSI.Fondo Gesuitico lib.205- 545 tof 12. 1 3, and 17r for the approvals for this 
loann by Paul V and Gregory XV, 
' '' BAV.l ;rb.Fat.l084 fol.l09r-v: 'II med[esim]o Card[ina]le Farnese di questa s[cttimajna tra danari ("ontanti. el 
assignanii [assegni?] sieuri ha dato 30 m[illej sjcujdi alii Padri (iiesuiti p[crj finire fa fabrica interiore. et esteriore 
dellaa casa professa del Giesu insieme con le stanze del suo appartam[en]to per quando vi si rctira i giomi di 
devotionee della s[ettima]na santa. et altri tempi.' 
!''' There are no contemporary descriptions of this apartment. For this reason, existing studies are unclear about its 
scale;; Pecchiai 1952. p.312 mentioned 'several rooms', but Buchovwecki 1967-1974 vol.3. p.463 referred to only one 
space,, the Cappellina. Bósel 1985. p. 174 described it as the cardinal's 'apartamento'. without certainty about its si/e 
feinn Privatappartement fur den Kardinal'). The apartment seems to have been taken over in the late seventeenth 
centurvv by the Jesuits; the chapel was restored in the 1940s; see Ruchowieeki 1967-1974 vol.3, p.463. Since the 
accountss for the Casa Professa have largely been tost, payments for Farnese's appariamento are also unknown. The 
Farnesee archives do not contain them; as the 4v\7.sv) mentioned, it was part of the Casa Professa-project. 

Becausee of this autonomous architectural character of this tract, it has been called i'alazzirui I-'arnese in Pfeiffer 
1985;; historically there was, however, no such name applied to this building. 
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uff which is an inla> oï the larnese lily in stone. On the lintel above the internal communicating 

doorr between the Jesuit complex and the private apartment. Odoardo's name is also inscribed. 

Thee interior of the apartment itself, located on the first floor, consisted of three sections 

(seee the grey marked area in the plan of the Casa Professa in fig,62). The first part, to the right of 

thee apse of the CJCSU. centred around a wide entrance hall onto which four rooms opened, two on 

eitherr side: then, after a partition wall with an opening (presumably with a door in the original 

situation),, the second and middle section was situated directly adjacent to the apse. This 

containedd a small chapel, known in modern literature as the Cappeilina Farnese." This chapel 

wass originally connected to one of the prior rooms by means of a grate offering a views of the 

altar,, which indicates that it was possible to hear Mass from that room. ' The middle part of the 

apartmentt also contained another room, opposite the Cappeilina. A door gave access to the third 

andd last part behind and to the left of the apse, which consisted of a long corridor or gaUeria 

alongg the Via Astalli leading to two caretti on cither side of the choir of the Gesu. from which 

Masss could be heard privately. On both sides of the choir the grates of these windows can still be 

seen. . 

Att least until 1675. when Garimberti asked Ranueeio II Farnese to cede the apartment, 

thiss part of the Casa Professa remained at the disposal of the Farncse family/" Notwithstanding 

11 arnese's initial refusal, sometime later the use of the apartment was ceded to the Jesuits who 

weree in need of space.21 Little is known about the decoration and furnishing of the apartment in 

thee Casa Professa; there are no contemporary descriptions of the rooms, and onl> one partial 

ss The name Cappeilina is used in Pecchiai 1952. p.312. Buchowiecki 1%7-197-4 vol.3, p.463 and Papt 1988; lasolo 
I960,, p.40 used the term 'Cappella Odoardiana'. and the seventeenth-century sources used the general description 
'Apparlamento'' without defining particular spaces. 
'' The window between the Cappeilina and the adjacent room is at present closed; sec Buchowiecki 1967-1974 vol.3. 

p.463.. Such a division between hearing Mass in public or in private existed in the seventeenth century, see Waddy 
1990.. p.7. 1 12. 189. This suggests that the grate was meant for farnese's personal use. to attend the liturg) without 
beingg in the (indeed tiny) chapel. 
"'' A RSI. Rom. 143.11. fol.358r is the minute of a letter of 3(1 June 1675 from (jarimberti in Modena to the prior of the 
(.. lesu. reporting the former's request to the Duke of Parma to cede to the Society the use of this part of the Casa 
Professa.. as it was not used by members of the larnese family, but was retained as memorial for the prelates of the 
family:: 'Per uhidire a'quello m'imporre V.A. eorti nel pli. delle camere dell'Apparlamento larnese. ho voluto parlarne 
aa q[ues]to Screno. al quale ho vivamente repletato lo stato da Casa. quando invitati dalla commodita delle stan/e 
vuotee vensiono i Prelati a fermarsi in casa professa \ ;i ha SA udito. et mostrato haver !a huonta di compatnc 
ancora.. ma al punto di levare la Camere. ct guastare 1'Appartamento sen/a \ofenni ri>ponde a direttura mi ha fatto 
conehieree chiaraniente clic ei nun app[...] levare quel la memoria del (asa farnese e se bene ho replicato che vi sono 
altree et m[ol|te conspicue memorie, nonda non ha voluto accordarmi eosa alcuna. asserendo massime haverne una 
similee in tutti li eonventi tanto di Monaeh.. quanto di Reiigiosi tabricati daila Casa f arnese. come qui nella Badia. et 
inn attri c[onvenjti.' This coincided with other attempts by the Jesuits to persuade Ranueeio 11 larnese to fund the 
improvementss of the apse of the Gesu; see Levy 1999 2000. esp. pp.39.Vi9s. 416. and D'AmeMo 2003 
"'' A description in BNC.F:ondo Gesuitico 1477 ?C tols 469v, made in 184"?. described this part ot the Casa Professa 
;^^ housing rooms for the Infermeria. 
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inventoryy of this part of the building has survived. The main portion of this inventory comprises 

entriess regarding the reliquaries in the Cappellina, containing remains of Saints Andrew. Peter, 

Paul,, Francis Xaverius. and Ignatius ot Loyola." 

Today,, only the decoration of the Cappellina survives intact, consisting of oil-paintings 

sett into moulded stucco frames (figs.63-68). These canvases were executed by Baccio Ciarpi. 

Andreaa Commodi and the latter's workshop.21 The original altarpiece was executed by 

Domenichino,, but was sold and replaced by a copy, probably when the Jesuits obtained the use of 

Odoardo'ss apartment in or after 1675; the original has recently been identified as the painting in 

thee Matthiesen collection.24 On stylistic grounds Domenichino's original has been assigned a date 

inn the first years of the third decade, which has led people to assume that it was executed only 

afterr the canonisation of Saint Ignatius in 1622. Such a date would also accord with the 

chronologyy of the Casa Professa, which was finished around 1623; Farnese's apartment and 

Cappellinaa were completed around the same time, as the sources cited above seemed to indicate. 

Onn the other hand, Andrea Commodi's paintings have erroneously been dated much 

earlier,, anticipating the beatification of Ignatius in 1609.2:' This would suggest that the decoration 

off the Cappellina was not executed in one campaign; the altarpiece would then not coincide with 

thee aim of the larger series. As a result, it has been assumed that these smaller paintings were 

onlyy transferred to their present site when the Casa Professa was completed, and Ignatius grave 

wass relocated to the transept of the Gesü. On the basis of Giulio Mancini's account on Commodi's 

lifee of circa 1621 in which it was stated that 'many years ago he worked here in Rome on a 

numberr of things for the Gesu, at the grave of the blessed Ignatius'26 it has been suggested that 

thee paintings of Odoardo's little chapel were originally destined for the church itself and placed 

behindd the altar, where the founder's remains were kept before 1622/ 

"" ASM.Kondo Karnesiano 1853.1.(2). dated 2 April 1626. bearing the heading 'Descrittione di Reliquie et altre robbe 
esistentii appartamo facto da (lado) v. Cardie nella Casa professa de! Uicsii. Xlll'. Apart from the reliquaries, it listed 
aa considerable number of liturgical vestments. What the existence of this inventory also expressed is that the 
apartmentt was considered to be I'arnese property. 
:33 Strinati 1979, p. 10; Papi !988. p.76 and Papi 1994. pp.31-33. 83-84. Various attributions suggest that at least four 
painterss - Domenichino, Commodi. Ciarpi and a fourth unidentified - were hired. The paintings (except for the 
lunettes)) and the stucco frames were restored in 1944 by Matteucci; see Buchowiecki 1967-1974 vol.3, p.463. 
MM AW/Wci Ji ('orreggio 1986. p.444. That Domenichino's painting only remained above the altar in the Cappellina 
forr a short while, as Papi 1988. p.72 suggested on the ground of the small amount of damage by candles, cannot be 
upheldd as Odoardo's apartment was not used the Cardinals' death in 1626. 
:"" Papi 1988. pp.73-75 and Papi 1994. p.83; Commodi's paintings were considered iconographically close to the 
printss with scenes of Ignatius' life produced prior to the beatification of the saint in 1609. and the style of the 
paintingss was supposed to support this early dating. 
: '' Mancini 1956-1957 vol.1, p.248: 'molti anni sono opero qui in Roma aleune cose del (Üesü al sepolcro de! beato 
Ignazioo in buona maniera'. 
: ?? Pfeiffer 1985. p.187, Papi 1988. and Papi 1994, p.83. On the original location of Ignatius' grave, see könig-
Nordbofff 1982, pp.34, 40-42. This first grave was not ven' distinguished; (ienera! Aequaviva refused to authorise 
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'J'hibb cannot bc upheld. howe\cr. us Andrea Commodi had not been commissioned to do 

paintingss as embellishments of Ignatius' grave, but tor another space nearby. In 1610. ielini 

mentionedd that 'under the said altar is a beautiful Oratory completely painted, with an altar, where 

thee bodies of Saints and Martyrs Abundius and Abondantius rest ... At the right side of the Main 

.Altarr the glorious Spanish lather Ignatius Loioia founder of the present Company of Jesus lies 

buried...'"** The reference here is to a cycle of works illustrating the lives of martyrs other than 

Ignatius,, and indeed Baglione and Baldinucci both mentioned only the one painting with Saints 

Abondioo and Abondantio as executed by Commodi tor this locations' 

Moreover,, on account of the si/e and location of Ignatius' grave in a niche in the back 

wallwall of the choir it has been maintained that only one. fairly small portrait of the saint was hung 

att this spot / ' Space for an entire painted cycle was not available around the grave in the choir o\~ 

thee Gesu; nor was this kind of decoration permitted prior to official canonisation.' In November 

16022 the Jesuits had. together with the Oratorians. been reproved in Consistory tor the use of 

printss of the portrait of tiieir founder, which had been hung on the location of the grave with the 

scopee of stimulating popular veneration/2 It is highly unlikely that shortly after this admonition. 

anvv decoration around this spot in 1585-1586 in accordance with papal decrees, reconfirmed by Clement \ 111 in 
1593.. On the other hand, some sources did describe the presence of voiif-gifts and some decoration on the grave 
itself-- however without any reference to an entire cycle of paintings. In 1599. only one image of the saint was hung 
nearr his grave by cardinal Baronio. See for the discussion of the identification of that painting konig-Nordhotf 1982. 
pp.90-92. . 
"** felini 1 6 t 0 1969. p.91: 'sotto detto Altare sta un bell'Oratorio tutto dipinlo. eon un'altare. dove stanno i corpi di 
Santii Abondio. & Abondantio martiri ... Da banda destra delI'Altare maggiore giaee sepolto il glorioso P. Ignatio 
Loioiaa Spagnuolo fondatore della presente Compagnia del (iiesii ...' See also Titi 1987 vol.1, p.101: 'un altro pur in 
ii avola rapprescntante li SS. Abundio. & Abundantio eondotli avanti il firanno fatto a olio, e ben'inteso è di mano 
'Andreaa Cornodo ' this information and Mancini's citation have been related to the lost decoration of the chapel of 
Sanff Abbondio and Abbondanzio. for which Commodi indeed delivered one canvas; Salerno (in his commentary to 
Ytaneinii 1956-1957 vol.2, p.149 n. 1 077) positively confirmed this identification of Commodi's work in the Cie.su 
withh this lost painting, lor seventeenth-century references to this crypt, see Levy 1999 2000. pp. 417-423. 
""" Baglione 1642 !995. p.334: 'Sotto I'altare maggiore della Chiesa del (ïiesü v'è un quadro in tavola. rapprescntante i 
ss.. Abundio. & Abundantio...' Baldinucci 1845-1847 1974 vol.3, p.658: 'L' ancora nella chiesa del (iesü una sua 
tavolaa de'santi Abbondio ed Abbondanzio ..' Commodi was in the years around 1600 active in San Vitale, where he 
paintedd two frescoes in the apse with the martvrdoms of Ciervasius and Protasius and two .scenes on the 
contrnjacciata:contrnjacciata: see Baldinucci 1845-1847 1974 vol.3, p.658. Papi 1994. pp.76-78 and kuhn-l orte 1997. p.209. 
;'' KönigA'ordhofT 1982, pp.91-93 discussed form and stzc of the first grave and proposed that only one painting, 
noww in the Cappellette (the original Ignatian house, incorporated in the Casa Professa) was meant as painted 
embellishment.. The Commodi-paintings were not taken into account in her discussion, 

:: Hecht 1997. pp.398-403. on the relation between canonisation and the public exposure of images of saints. 
"" BAV. \1s.lrb.Lat.l070. fols.694r-695r. dd. 27 11 1602: 'La med[esim|a matt|in|a N[ostro| S|igno|re fece 
iniimaree et tenne una Congregat(iojne di 16. Card[ina]li fra quali vi furono tutti li Protettori delIc Religioni et si e 
^aputo,, che in da ( ongreg|atin]ne fu trattato sopra te note, et Imagim. che si mettino da persone divote in publico et 
nellee chiese avanti le hnagini di questi nuovi Beati chi hanno attaccato nelle chiese. et in tutte vi e concorsi grande di 
divotii et fra questi sono il PJadjre Filippo della chiesa nuova, et del P[ad"|re Ignatio fundatore della Compagnia del 
Jesu.. et per quelche si mtende vogliono sia rissoluto. che si jlevino] di voti avanti de lmagini. perche non sia bene, 
chee avanti. che siano dalla chiesa approbati per tali, tar simil dimostratjiojni di voti, et miracoli. et questa è una 
inaienaa che e un pezzo che e andaia vagando. et fu dail anno passato. quando si prohibi. che non si potesse tar ritratti 
dii di Beati et tenerli atlaccati in publico et quest o fu ressolutn. perche li Pladlri del lesit hnverannn farto far diverge 
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theyy would have commissioned an artist to depict his life in the form of an entire series of 

paintings;; and indeed, no guidebook of this period mentioned such an extended series with scenes 

fromm the life of the aspirant-saint as hanging around the first grave." 

Iconographyy and patronage of the Cappellina Farnese suggest that the entire decoration 

wass commissioned bv Odoardo. especially for this location, and was intended to form a uniform 

whole.. After all. both Baccio Ciarpi and Domenichino worked for the Farnese family before. "I'he 

strictt thematic and compositional unity of the Cappellina's decoration suggests that this was not 

putt together at random or by incorporating an existing cycle. The paintings were thus meant for 

thiss space, and form the only remains of the original decoration of Odoardo's apartment. How 

doess the decoration of the Cappellina accord with the function of the appariamenio as a 

devotionall retreat, as was suggested in the sources? 

Iconographyy of the Cappellina Farnese 

Inn the chapel of Farnese's Casa Professa apartment, a total of ten canvases set within stucco 

framess illustrated scenes from the life of Saint Ignatius. One painting - the Domenichino - was 

placedd above the altar, six other rectangular format canvases were set along the walls, and three 

moree were in the form of lunettes. The latter three are in deplorable state, whereas all the other 

canvasess have been recently restored. Notwithstanding the varying state of conservation, the 

entiree evele demonstrates a definite unity in form and iconography. 

Onn the entrance wall, a large canvas by Baccio Ciarpi depicted the appearance of Saint 

Peterr to Ignatius during the iauer's period of convalescence at his tarmly's castle, after the Battle 

off Pamplona.34 The future saint lay confined to his bed and opened his arms to welcome the 

Apostlee appearing on his left-hand side; Saint Peter is recognisable by his keys and the book 

(fig.63).. The effect oi the Apostle's visit was not only that ignahus was cured oi the diseases that 

hadd brought him near to death - a broken leg aggravated by infections - but it also resulted in his 

conversionn from the secular to the religious life.^ According to one of the first biographies of the 

saint,, written by Piedro de Ribadeneyra and published in 1586/'"  this change was brought about 

afterr ltmatius had read all the available ehivalric romances and was brought devotional literature 

stampee del lor fimdaiore. et andaro rnosse fra p'erjsone distribuendo li suoi ritratti, et hora dopo lungo discorso 
hannoo prohibiti anco questa altra eeremnia de voti fmche dalla Chiesa non saranno approbati per santi.' 
' :: See Schudt 1930. pp.206-21 1 tor a list of editions in the first two decades of the seventeenth century. 
: ;; BS 1961-1970 vol.7, col.678 and konig-Nordhoff 1982. p.59; see Ribadeneyra 1586 pp.6-13 and Bartoli 1659, 
pp.11 3-14 for this episode; the latter described more in particular that Saint Peter brought him 'la medicina dal Ciclo. 
Portoglielaa il Principe degli Apostoli S. Pietro. con una visita. che gli feee quella medesima notte. e fü di si efficace 
virtu,, che il trasse d'ogni pericolo.' 
"'' Ribadeneyra 1 586. p.6: 'Come So ehiamo I.)io dalla vanita del Secolo al suo conoscimento.' 
1:11 DM 1960-present. vol.19, pp.626-627 and Messori 1997. pp.2!-22 
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instead.. Reading the Life of Christ Our Lord and the Lior de'Santi made him teel !a 

transformationn in [his] heart'.' Ciarpi's painting explicitly alluded to Ignatius' conversion through 

thee act of reading, as there was a book on the stand beside his bed from which Ignatius seems to 

havee been reading prior to the appearance of Saint Peter. 

Thee second painting, executed b> Coinmodi. depicted a second divine communication: 

thee Apparition of the Madonna and Child to Ignatius (fig.64). This episode occurred shortly after 

thee Apparition of Saint Peter, and was discussed in the 1586 biography in the same chapter/* As 

inn the former painting, the context of reading and study is evoked by the lectern and book, with a 

lightedd candle in the background. Here Ignatius, on beholding the Madonna, held his hand upon 

hiss heart to indicate his emotional response at visually perceiving the subject he had been reading 

about.. According to the Vita, during this vision the saint's soul was purified and all memories of 

pastt sins, which he came to abhor, were eliminated by the illumination of his soul/ ' 

Thee largest painting in the chapel, located on the wall opposite the altar, depicted the 

Masss at Manresa (fig.65). During a mass in the Dominican convent in the Spanish town of 

Manresa.. where Ignatius went after being cured and converted, the saint suddently came to 

realisee at beholding the Most the dual nature of Christ: his human and his divine existence. 

C'ommodii located this episode in a church interior similar to that of the Gesü. where on the right 

sidee a priest is shown standing before the altar holding up the Kucharist and showing it to the 

faithful:: on the left side is Ignatius seen kneeling at the lowest step and folding his hands. ' 

Thee next episode showed yet another vision, the Appearance of the Holy Trinity to 

Ignatius,, an event that occurred in Manresa shortly before his departure on a pilgrimage to 

Jerusalemm (lig.66). Although the format of this painting is different from the two former 

Kibadenevraa 1 586. pp.6-7: 'I-ra egli. menire stava nel ieno. molto curioso di legger libri proiani di ( avalieria: e per 
passarr i! tempo, die parte da! male, e parte dalla solitudine. lungo. e noioso gli pareva. addimandó die git recassem 
qualdiee libro ... e piaeque a Dio ehe all'hora aleuno non ve tie fusse in casa: ma in vece di quelli. altri se tie 
irovorono.. ehe contenevano cose spiritual!, iquali gli poriarono ... e f'umno. uno della Vita di CHR1NTO Nosim 
Signore.. e l'altro delle Yite de'Santi. ehe com Linemen t e s "intitola lior dc'Santi ... e non solo ineomincio a gustar' 
quelioo ehe leggeva. ma da eio aneo a sentir mutatione nel ctiore ' See Rahner 1064. pp.246-247 on the influence of 
thesee book.s on the later work of saint Ignatius. 
!:"" '['he attribution to Andrea C ommodi has been doubled b> Papi 1988. p.78 and Papi 1994. p.84. 
"'' Ribadeneyra 1586. p.11: 'Che stando egli una notte vegliando. gli appare la chiarissima, e soprana Regina de 
d'Anueli,, ehe Ira le braeeia portava il suo pretiosissimo I igliuolo. la quale con lo splendore della sua chiarezza lo 
illuminava.. c con la soavita della sua presen/a lo ricreava, & ingagliardiva. Duro huono snatio di tempo quest;! 
visione.. la onde egli si grandemente ahhorri poi la Mia vita passata. c spetialmente i brutti e dishonest! diletti della 
came,, ehe pareva die. come una mano. Uittc le deformi rappresentationi. &  imagim si loeva^ero. e irahcsseto 
dalI'animaa sua...' See also Bartoli 1659. p. 1 8. 
"" HS 1961-1970 vol.7. cols.680-681: see also Rihadeneyra 1586. p.56: '1'dendo messa un giorno nella ('hiesa del 
medesimoo Monastero. stando enn grandissimo ri\eren/a. e con divota attenlione, nel tempo die si al/ava t'llostia. e 
diee al popolo si dimostrava; vidde chiaramente con gl'oechi delfanima. come in quel divino mistero. e sotto quel 
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canvases,, the parallels are unequivocal. Again we sec the future saint on his knees with folded 

handss and now with his pilgrim's staff. In the upper left corner a cloud-encircled vision of Christ, 

Godd the Father and the Holy Ghost is visible; and again, next to Ignatius on the steps of the 

churchh of San Domenico lies a book (which is highlighted for the viewer both by its 

foreshorteningg and dramatic contrast of light and shade). 

Inn this case, the book was not the preamble to the vision, but aliuded to its results and 

effects.. As had been explained in Ribadcneyra's biography, after beholding the figure of the 

Trinityy almost as if he saw it with his bodily senses, Ignatius became deeply impressed with the 

importt of this mystery, and 'being a man who knew nothing more than simply to read and write; 

hee started to compose a book, of eighty pages, discussing this profound subject...'"1 Although this 

bookk about the doctrine of the Trinity seems not to have survived, from that day on, Ignatius 

startedd to dedicate prayers to the Holy Trinity, receiving great spiritual consolation as a result. " 

Thee next painting depicts Ignatius sleeping in the portico of the Procuratie Vccchie, where 

hee was found by the Venetian senator Marc Antonio Trevisan (fig.67).43 The episode occurred at 

thee beginning of Ignatius' pilgrimage to Jerusalem, when he was living off alms and sleeping on 

thee street waiting in Venice for a ship to take him to Jerusalem. In the middle of the night, the 

virtuouss senator Trevisan had a dream in which he was summoned to look for a certain person in 

need,, so he went to Piazza San Marco and ordered one of his servants to wake Ignatius. Trevisan 

offeredd him a decent meal and a place to sleep, thereby illustrating the divine assistance that 

Ignatiuss enjoyed throughout his life. Commodi's painting shows a portal illuminated by 

torchlight,, in which the figure of the future saint lies on the lower left side, draped across the 

steps,, with the senator coming to Ignatius' aid from the right hand side. 

Thee following painting of the cycle showed the Death of Ignatius (tig.68).44 hying in bed. 

vcloo e spetie di pane veracemente stava coperto Nostro Signer Gi rsu OlRISTO. vcro Iddio. e vcro Huomo.' Sec also 

Bartolii 1659, p.31, and Rahner 1964, pp.83, 92-9.1. 
' l ll Ribadeneyra 1586. p.35: 'rappresentosegli (come sc con gl'occhio corporali la vedesse) quasi come una figura della 
Santissimaa Trinita. che esteriorniente gli signifieava qucllo. che interiormente intendeva ... H d'indi in poi gli resto 
cosii impresso. & istampalo nell'anima questo indicibile mistcrio, che nei medesimo tempo ... sendo egli un'huomo. 
chee niente pit] sapeva. che semplicemente leggerc. e scrivere; cominció a comporrc un libro. die era d'ottanta fogli. 

irattandoo in e.sso di questa profonda materia...' 
''"'"" Ignatius destroyed the greater part of his writings, the text on the Trinity did not survive: see Peers 1951-1960 
vol .1 ,, p.8. For the trinitarian aspect of' Ignatius' spirituality, see Rahner 1964. pp.80-88. 
; '' US 1961-1970 \ol .7. col.682; sec Ribadeneyra 1586. pp.56-58: 'li tempo che si fernio in Venetia andava. come ne 
gl'ahrii luoghi, mendicando di porta in porta il suo povero mangiare, e le notti dormiva nella Piazza publica di San 
Marcoo sotto i portiei. che chiamano della Procuratia: Ma uno di quei Senatori (chiamato Marc'Antonio Trivisano. 
liuornoo di Santa vita...) lo raccolse in casa sua. con I'occasione che hora diremo.' See also Bartoli 1659, p.65 tor this 
episode,, mentioning the same details but stressing the almost saintly character of senator Trevisan. 
111 This was supposed to have been a joint work by Baecio Ciarpi and Andrea Commodi: see Papi 1988. p.78. F;or 
Ciarpi.. see A11 i^e meines Künstler-Lexikon 1992-present vol.19, pp.144-145. The episode is in Ribadeneyra 1586. 

pp.431-4333 and Bartoli 1659, pp.341 -34.V 
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hee ih rihuun surrounded b> members oT his Order involved in the act of prayer. In this case, the 

bedd is standing opposite an altar: a priest is administering the Sacrament of the Dying. Like the 

precedingg paintings, this composition particular!) stressed the visionary aspect of the episode: the 

upperr third of the painting contains a heavenly apparition of angels welcoming the ascending soul 

uff the holy man. The rays of light failing on his face constitute a compositional link between the 

heavenlyy and earthly realm. According to Ribadeneyra's biographical account. Ignatius had asked 

Godd in a prayer to be taken from 'this desert' and be conducted to his place of rest/ ' lor this 

reason,, he refused the food offered to him by the fathers who came to his bed at the hour of 

death,, and spoke the following words to them when they lamented his departure from this world: 

'itt is not the time for this [i.e. food| anymore: and raised his hands, and directed his eyes to 

Heaven,, calling with the tongue and with the heart JI-M'N. and with a serene expression, he 

returnedd his soul to God on the last day of July of the year I 556.' '' 

Thee three lunettes below the vault of the ceiling were also embellished with paintings on 

canvas.44 The subject of these paintings extended that of the series along the walls, but not in 

chronologicall order. The theme of apparitions and conversion re-emerged in depictions of the 

Apparitionn of Christ to Ignatius in Padua, which gave him the strength to proceed with his 

journey,, the Vision of Ignatius at Manresa that demonstrated his advancement in meditation and 

contemplation,, and Ignatius exchanging his habit with a mendicant tnar.'" 

Ribadeneyraa 1586. p.430: 'e con vehement! sospiri comincio a pregar ii Signore. che fusse servito di eavario da 
questoo descrto. e eondurlo a quel luogo di riposo...' 
xx'' Ribadeneyra 15S6. p.432: 'Non è piü tempo di questo: & al/.ate le mani. & affissati gl'occhi al Cielo. chiamando 
conn la lingua, e col'cuorc Ciirsi '. con nn volto serene, rcse I'anima a Die f'ultimo giorno del Mc.sc di l.uglio dell'anno 
\1DIA"[...'' See also Bartoli 1659. p.342. who gave a slightly different account of the event, in which the Jesuit 
Fatherss gathered at the death-bed of the saint were described as initially impeding him leaving this world: 'I lor 
poiehee a Dio piacque di eonsolarlo. il voile tar si. che non glielo impedissero ie preghiere de'suoi. eonie gia un'altra 
voltaa pochi anm prima, quando vedutolo infermo a morte gli stavan d'intorno al letto piangendo. e supplicando a Dio. 
chee non gli logiiesse toro per anche un padre si earo. e un sostegno si neeessario al mantenimento delta Compagnia..." 
;; ft has been suggested that one or more of Domenichino's pupils were responsible for (he execution of these three 
lunettes:: see Papi 1988. p.72. The present state of preservation precludes any attribution of these works. 
;vv Tor the Apparition of Christ to Ignatius, see Ribadeneyra 1586. pp 55-56: Tercioche una notte dope» haverfo 
ogn'unoo lasciato solo, venendo da Chioggia a Padova. in un aperta eampagna gl'apparve (ill -si.: C'HRlsio Redentor 
Nostro.. e marav igliosamente lo console con la sua dolce & amoroso presenza, e gli diede for/a per patire altre cose 
maa piii aspre per amor suo: &. in tal momento favori questo sua viaggio. che. nè all'entrata. nè all'uscita della Citta di 
Padova.. Ie guardie gli diedero alcun disturbo...'; for the vision of Ignatius, sec Ribadeneyra 1586, pp.38-39: 'Stando 
tuttaviaa in Manresa. con molto fervore csercitandosi nelle occupation) da noi disopra narrate: accade che un giorno 
d'unn sabbato a I'hora di Compieta. fu destitute & abbandonato di maniera da tutti i sentimenti, che aieuni huemini c 
dennee divote. trovandole di quella maniera. lo tennero per mort o ... Duro in questo ratU>. o estasi fine ai sabbato 
dcN'altraa seltimana hora di Copieta...' I or the exchange of habit with the Benedictine friar in Montserrat. see 
Ribadeneyraa 1586. p.22: 'I.aseio la cavalcatura al Monastero. la spada & il pugnale. de'quali prima s'havea 
eompiacutoo e pregiato. c con che havea servito al Mondo ... quande egli se n'andava in tempo di notte con la maggior 
secretezzaa che poteva. & acaso incontrandosi in un'huomo povero. mendieo. e eon Ie vesti tutte slracciate. gli diede i 
suoii vestimenti. tine alia propria camiseia. &  egli vesti di quel suo tanto desiderate sacco. che comprato haveva: 
ponendosii pei in ginoechiont ;uanti i'allare della (ihiriosi^sim.a \ ergine.' Ribadeneyra explains this event as Ignatius 
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Finally.. Domeniehino's altarpiece offered another variation on the theme of conversion, 

miraculouss appearances and mystic apprehensions, but here with a direct reference to the 

institutionn of the Jesuit Order. The painting showed Saint Ignatius kneeling on the ground in a 

chapell at La Storta, some small distance from the city of Rome itseif along the via Cassia where, 

att the end of 1537, Ignatius stopped to pray before entering the papal city (fig.69).' In a vision 

Godd the Father and Christ, with the Cross on His shoulders, appeared before him. God pleaded 

withh Christ to take Ignatius and his 'Compagni' as his servants; God also turned to the future saint 

andd said to him '1 will be favourable towards you in Rome'.50 This event constituted a turning-

pointt in the life of the saint and in the foundation and history of the Jesuit Society: Ignatius and 

hiss companions Fabro and Lainez then decided to found the Order."1 

Althoughh Domenichino treated the relation between heaven and earth in a different way 

compositionallyy than Commodi, the appearance amid clouds and the intense reaction of the saint 

too the divine revelation in La Storta is the same as in all the other works of this chapel. The 

iconographicc coherence of this series was further strengthened by the compositional similarities 

betweenn the individual works. So, even if a number of different artists were involved, the unity of 

thee decoration was thoroughly guarded by the patron Odoardo Farnese and certainly did not 

incorporatee a cycle that was conceived with the propagation of Ignatius' saintliness in mind. What 

thenn was the intention of the iconographic programme in the Cappellina? 

Ignatius''  exemplarity 

Thee subjects depicted in the Cappellina showed a very particular predilection for visions and 

divinee apparitions to Ignatius. ^ In this respect, the cycle deviated from the Ignatian iconography 

ass found in the first decades of the Seicento: the major difference was the absence of miracles or 

divinee interventions in the paintings for the Cappellina. Before Ignatius' canonisation in 1622, 

seriess of prints represented events from the life of the founder following the order established in 

becomingg a Knight for Christ, which Ignatius had read in the chivalric books. See also Bartoli 1659, pp.23-24 for this 
episode,, where the same relation is suggested with the example given in books. 

Forr the iconography of Ignatius at I,a Storta, see Rahner 1964. pp.67-80. König-Nordhoff 1982 pp.59-63 and BS 
1961-19700 vol.7, col.684; the episode is told in Ribadeneyra 1586. pp.144-146 without the name of the place: 
'Accadèè in questo camino. che di gia avicinadosi alia Cilta di Roma, entrö Ignatio solo in una ehiesa deserta. la quale 
eraa alcune miglia lontana dalla Citta. c quivt si pose a far oratione; & essendo nel maggior ardore dell'orare fcrvorosa 
oratione:: quivi gli fu quasi come mutato il euore. e gl'occhi deil'anima sua furono con una risplendente luce resi 
chiari,, si che apertamctc vidde. come Iddio Padre, volgendosi al suo unigenito Figiiuoio. che portava la Cmce sopra 
lee spalle...' 

Ribadeneyraa 1586. p. 145: 'Lgo vobis Roma; propkius ero.' Sec Rahner 1964, p.79 on this particular sentence and 
thee variation upon it introduced in the different hagingraphica! accounts, 
^^ Ribadenevra 1586. p. 145: 'F quindi nacque, ch'havendo poi Ignatio. &  i suoi Compagni determinato d'lnstituire e 
fondarr Rcligione; e trattando fra loro del Nome, che se le haveva a imporre. oer rappresentarla a sua Santita. e 
supplicarla,, che la confermasse...' 

Onn the subject of mystic visions and the messages they comey, see Pike 1978, csp. p. 214-220. 
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thee written hagiographies. and in addition to the visions also contained a certain number ol 

miracless - divine interventions and healings through the person of Ignatius/' During the process 

off canonisation, this kind of pre- and post-mortem miracles constituted the primary evidence to 

supportt the cause.' For example, the set of thirteen prints produced around 1609 by Hieronymus 

Wierixx (1 553-1619) included an image of the resurrection of a hanged man. the healing of an ill 

personn by laying on his hands, and the post-mortem appearance of the saint to his followers.0 

Francescoo Villamena's engraving of 1600. with scenes from the saints' life in medallions around a 

centrall portrait, showed a greater number of miracles than visions. This print was reissued a 

secondd time in 1625 (i.e. after Ignatius' canonisation) - which suggests the Ignalian iconography 

remainedd constant during the early seventeenth centurv/" 

Printss had provided some artistic inspiration for the paintings in the Cappellina Farnese. 

lorr example. Commodi's painting of the appearance of Saint Peter beside the bed of the saint was 

stronglyy influenced by the prints by Hieronymus Wierix published in 1610 (fig.70) after a series 

off paintings dated around 1595 by Juan de Mesa." We see the saint in bed. opening one hand in 

welcomee and the other pointing at his heart, while the Apostle appears from the upper right side 

withinn rays of light and amidst clouds.'s Other derivations from this same series can be identified 

inn the pictures of the Domenichino's Vision at La Storta and Commodi's Death of Ignatius. 

However,, the compositions for the Cappellina altered these examples, and most importanti), the 

thaumaturgicc and miraculous scenes that played such a large role in Villamena's and Wierix's 

.seriess were left out entirely. The painted cycle of the Cappellina Farnese was thus never meant as 

propagandaa for the holy status of Ignatius, for it lacked the most important arguments in favour 

off canonisation. 

Inn the context of a chapel that formed part of an apartment for a cardinal's devotional 

Seee könig-Nordhoff 1982 for these early series of Ignatius' life: the theme of miracles in an carl) prints h\ 
Francescoo Viilamena. elated to around 1600. is discussed on pp.101-lOx in this series. Ignatius' life is shown as 
beginningg with his own healing and enlightenment, then curing others, and after his death appearing miraculously. 
ThaumaturgLL qualities were introduced into the hagiographies to back the attempts to open the process ot 
beatificationn around 1 599. unknown in the series before that date; in the first biography of Ignatius, by Ribadeneyra. 
thiss aspect was completely absent (see könig-Nordhoff 1982. p. I 15). Other cycles of Ignatius' life show at least a 
numberr of miraculous healings, either during the saint's life or after his decease, such as that by Philips Cialle of 
Idd 10. and another one issued by l,e Clerc in 1612. 
'"" könig-Nordhoff 1982. pp.30-34. Deloo/ I960 and i)icti<»mairv dv droit cannniqitc 1935-1965 vol.3. cols.Hi-37. 

CMVV cols. ^ 1-12. 
:: könig-Nordhoff 19X2. pp.257-260 and ills.293-306 described this series 

könig-Nordhofff 1982. p.256 and ills.283. 289 1 he importance of apparitions ot Ignatius is stressed for example in 
Bartolii 1659. pp.77. 346. 381.419 and elsewhere, recounting all persons to whom the saint had appeared. 

konig-Nordhofff 1982. pp.261-265; these prints were in turn inspired upon the series of paintings made by Juan de 
dcc Mesa, dim constituted one of the earliest sequential representations of Ignatius' lite 
"'"'  Compare könig-Nordhoff 1982. ills.58 ;md 6'ï 
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retreat,, however, the chosen episodes were most appropriate. Commodi's paintings fitted 

perfectlyy into a space arranged for religious exercises - in almost every scene, Ignatius was 

representedd in the act of praying, while in a number of the paintings a book seems to have been 

putt down just an instant earlier. Ignatius himself is consistently portrayed as emotionally moved 

att the sieht of a heavenly apparition, illustrating the result of his prayer and the effect of divine 

interventionn on the course of his life. When Peter appeared, he was converted; the vision of the 

Madonnaa and Child resulted in the purification of his soul, and the vision of the Trinity led to an 

increasee in meditational fervour. The scene set in Manresa of the exchange of vestments with the 

monkk was explained in Ribadeneyra's Vita as an exchange of his secular armoury for the 

vestmentt of the Christian soldier, laying his life in the hands of God. From then on. heavenly 

intercessionn helped Ignatius until divine order was given to him to found the Jesuit society. 

Thee decoration of the Cappellina Farnese primarily illustrated Ignatius' perfection in the 

methodd of meditation. Ribadeneyra stated that the saint considered the exercise of prayer as the 

firstt of the Virtue of Devotion, and that Ignatius had received this gift direct from God/ In the 

Cappellina,, the scenes of the Apparition of Peter, of the Madonna, and the Vision at La Storta 

illustratedd the three-tier cycle of abstinence from sin, directing prayers to God or Christ, and 

communicatingg with the divine Presence. This corresponded to the classical triad of the Via 

Purgativa,, Illuminitiva and Unitiva, which was usually guided by reading devout books/" It had 

beenn one of Ignatius' primary aims to offer his readers an accessible tormat for these exercises in 

hiss book of Spiritual Exercises. The paintings in the Cappellina represented his ability to 

composee this because his method was based on his own experience, as communicated to him 

throughh divine intervention/ 

Thee iconographv of the Cappellina precisely reflected the kind of devotional function that 

Odoardo'ss apartment was meant to facilitate, according to the Awiso that first noted its existence. 

Ass this description explained, the rooms offered Farnese a place to retreat during the Holy Week. 

"'' Ribadeneyra 1586. p.449-463 also stressed this aspect, when he began the h'ourlh book on the saints' Virtues with a 
chapterr on the 'Gift of prayer' : Del dorio deU'Oratione. e della familiaritd. ch'hehbe /gnatio con i)io. Cominciando 
adunquee dalla Virtu della Devotione. posta da Ignatio nel primo luogo ... direnin quanto segnalato fïi il dnno 
deU'Oratione,, da Din ad Ignatio communicato.' 
""" In the Sommano della santa vita di Santo Ignatio of 1651. this biography was even modelled according to this 
concept,, which was explained on p.5: ' Da tal principin sali S. [gnatio al sonio della perteuione Christiana per ii tre 
gradi.. e vie della Vita spirituals Purgativa. llluminatia. & Cnitiva.' for an introduction tn the stages of prayer and 
meditationn according to the sixteenth- and seventeenth-century literature, see DS 1937-1994 vol.10. cols.906-927. 
i-rdeii 1990, pp.94-107. 
"!! Ribadenevra 1586. p.43 stressed both the personal experiences of Ignatius and divine inspiration as basis of the 
Eserazi:Eserazi: 'In questo medesimo tempo con queila soffieienza di lettere ... compose il iibro de gli bsercitij Spirituaii. il 
qualee cavn dall'esperienza acquistata. e dalla cura & attenta eonsideratione. eon cui andava notando tutte Ie cose, che 
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forr the exclusive dedication to de\otional exerci>es. What could have been more apt tor such a 

placee than to present one of the most stimulating guides in the practice of devotional exercises. 

Ignatiuss himself? The saint had lived according to a religious model that was immediately 

recognisablee for the reader around 1600. and for that reason worthy of imitation. Through the acts 

off prayer and meditation, one could arri\e at communication between one's soul and God. [his 

wass the theme of the Spiritual Exercises and the main theme of the paintings in the Cappellina 

11 arnese as well. 

Jesuitt  devotional retreats 

Inn the introduction to the Spiritual Exercises. Ignatius had prescribed the characteristics of the 

mostt convenient location for doing devotional exercises. Because these prayers should preferably 

bee done alone, privacy was one of the main functional requirements. The 1623 Italian edition oi 

thee Spiritual Exercises, contemporary with the building ol' the Farnese apartment in the ('asa 

Professa.. recommended the use of a secluded house or room for this purpose and implied (hal il 

shouldd be furnished for this particular goal, it should offer a place where one could leave behind 

thee worldly life to ascend with the mind to one's Creator: 

'spirituall life will be much more fruitful, in relation to how much one is able to withdraw 

fromm all one's friends and acquaintances, and all earthly care: such as transferring oneself 

fromm the usual living-quarters into another house, or more secret room, from which one 

can.. as often as it pleases, leave freely, and without fuss, or disturbed by one's familiars, 

too go and hear Matins, the Mass. or the Vespers. Principally three conveniences, among 

others,, are the result from this place of retreat. The first is. that refusing entrance to 

friends,, familiars and to business not directly related to the cult of (rod. will merit one an 

extraordinaryy grace with His Divine Majesty. The second, that this type of retreat means 

thatt the intellect will be less distracted by other things, and keeping the thoughts gathered 

andd concentrated on one thing, which is the obedience to God his Creator, and in looking 

afterr the health of one's soul: much more freely and quickly will it use the natural forces 

inn searching for that which it desires. The third, that the more apt one dedicates oneself to 

thiss search, and unite oneself with one's Creator and Cord; to whom the more one gets 

closer,, the more one is disposed to receive the gifts of the Divine Goodness/" 

glii erano accadute. 11 quale e cosi pieno di doeumenti c di sm^olari del it ie in materia dello spiritu ... che dove manco 
\o\o studio e la dottrina. ivs suppli avantaggiosamente. e gl'insegnó to Spirito Santo.' 

I.ovolaa 1625. chapter la (Annouaiom per gli Essercifii): 'tanto maggior protïtto fa ra nella vita spirituale. quanto 
piuu si sottrarra da tutti gli aniici. e eonoscenti. e da ogni solleeitudine delle cose humane: come sarebbe il trasferirsi 
dallaa soliia iiabiiatioiic in quaiuie i^asa. ó camera piu segrela. donde egii possa. quando piu gli piacera. iiberamente. e 
senzaa tastidio. e senza esser disturbato da aleun tamigliare. use ire ad udire il Matutino. la Messa. o il \ espro Dal 
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Inn this context of the Spiritual Exercises, the use of the word ritiramento or 'retreat' pointed not 

merelyy to the literal significance as a dissociation from daily life, but more positively, it meant 

retiringg to a place with the aim of doing devotional exercises and submitting to God's wili." 

Inn the late sixteenth century, the Jesuits started to set up retreats in accordance to Ignatius' 

prescriptions,, where the Fathers of the Order, and increasingly laymen as well, could dedicate 

themselvess to the practice of the Spiritual Exercises. Ofteri these retreats were located in the 

countrysidee to provide silence and seclusion, but in other cases these houses could also be located 

inn the midst of cities, next to convents of the Society. In the latter situation, the practitioners of 

thee Exercises could receive regular supervision - the main characteristic of the Ignatian system of 

meditationn with respect to other methods of meditation, which often relied upon the reader's 

autonomouss practice.64 Ignatius had devised regular consultation of the students, in the form of a 

priestt hearing confession and offering guidance. Thus, these retreats were devised to resolve the 

paradoxx between solitary dedication to spiritual exercises and regular religious supervision. 

Especiallyy after 1600, the trend of founding this kind of detached retreat, independently 

fromm Jesuit houses, began to flourish, while at the same time the link with the regular community 

wass retained on the level of organisation and supervision. To resolve the dissociation from the 

Jesuitt churches, these special lodgings would often include a private chapel reserved for its 

occupants.6>> The addition of the Cappellina to the Farnese apartment in the Casa Proiessa thus 

clearlyy responded to the issue that from the room tn question one should be abie to attend 

liturgicall services at regular intervals, and that one should go to Mass without encountering the 

friendss one had fled. Farnese's private apartment in the Casa Professa represented an exclusive 

formm of a general model. The retreat created there was thus not a place to escape from his other 

obligations,, but rather it constituted an apartment to go to with the aim of spiritual advancement 

alongg the lines described in the Spiritual Exercises. 

qualee ritiramento di luogo. tra Ie altre molte com modi ta, qucste trc principalmente no risultano. l.a prima, che dato 
bandoo a gii amici. e famigliari, &  a' negotij nun rettamente ordinati al culto di Dio, merita appresso Sua Divina 
Maesta,, gratia non mediocre. Fa Seconda. che per somigtiante ritiramento. essendo l'lntelletto men distratto di prima 
inn diverse parti, e tcnendo raccolto, e fisso ii pensiero in una sola cosa, eioe in ubidire a Dio sun (Yeatore. &  in 
provederee alia salute dell'anima sua: molto piü libcramente. e piü speditamente si serve delle for/e naturali in cercar 
quello.. che tanto desidera. l.a Ter/a. che quanto piii atta si rende a cercare. & unirsi col suo (Yeatore, e Signore: a cui 
inn ollre quanto piii si avvicina. tanto megüo si dispoine a ricevere i doni delhi Bonta Divina.' See also the latin 
editionn of the Exereitia Spirituaiia of 1596. pp.3 3-34. 

VocaholarioVocaholario degli Accademia delta Crusea 1612. p.728: 'Diciamo vita ritirata. in siunif. di vita solitarïa. c 
appartata;; and ODLi vol.16, p.945: 'Riiirare ... -Trasfcrirsi in un luogo tranquiüo per vivervi temporaneamente fin 
partic.. per una vileggiatura o una vacan/a) o deilnitivamente {in panic, alia cessa/.ione di una attivita).' For the 
meaningg of the word 'retreat' in the Ignatian sense, see O'Malley 1993. p.38. 
'"''' I he Spiritual Exercises were directed towards these supervisors, not to the students themselves: see Ignatius' 
IntroductionIntroduction to the treatise, and O'Malley 1993, p.37. 
"'' Uuibert 1953, pp.292-296 and O'Malley 199s, pp. 12')-130. 
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Caprarola::  the Pala^zina Farnese 

AA second apartment was created for cardinal Fames e within the monastic context of the 

Discalcedd Carmelite convent located at Caprarola. outside Rome. The documents on this project 

makee clear that was not only intended, as has been discussed in Chapter 3. as a convent for the 

trainingg of future missionaries, but also served as a place for retreat of Farnese himself In 1620. 

nott iong after finishing the Camerino and the apartment in the Casa Professa. Odoardo Farnese 

initiatedd plans for the foundation of a new convent in the vicinity of his family's country 

residence,, on the hill opposite the palace, outside the village proper. Negotiations v\ere opened 

withh the comune of Caprarola on 1 November 1620. and the proposal presented by the Cardinal 

too the Order of Discalced Carmelites on 4 November was discussed during their general chapter 

heldd between If) and 15 November 1620.^ There was already a church dedicated to Saint 

Sylvesterr on the site, where according to legend this pope had hidden from Christian 

prosecutions.'11 This dilapidated edifice was to be torn down: it belonged to a confraternity, which 

approvedd of the new plans with the condition that one chapel was to be dedicated to Sylvester in 

thee new church."' 

Farlyy in 1621 talks between Farnese and the prior-general of the Discalced Carmelites led 

too the agreement that the cardinal would erect a church and adjacent convent accommodating 

fifteenfifteen religious and a prior, and provide a sum of 12.000 scudi to secure the communities' future 

financialfinancial independence.'14 In his will of 12 March of that year farnese left enough money for this 

projectt to have it finished, should his death pre-empt its completion. '' By that time, a plan for the 

neww church had also been designed by (iirolaino Rainaldi. the family-architect of cardinal 

Odoardoo who was in charge of executing the projects, and who had also co-operated on the Casa 

"" I usciardi 1929. pp.143-174. Di Ruzza 1994. p.32 mentioned a document in the Archivio Comunale di Caprarola. 
Consiliaa 1615-1626. dated 1 November 1620. in which these plans are announced to the comune: 'Fare un monastero 
dii F rati Carmelitani Scalzi a S, Silvestro per una divotione e spirituale henetkenza del popoio et ornamento di quest a 
terra'.. Flans for a monaster) might have existed earlier; Maseagna 1982. p.149 mentioned that Farnese probably 
askedd permission to rebuild this convent in 1603 during a visit of Clement VIII to Caprarola: the source for this 
argumentt is. however, not given; no other documents sustaining this assumption have come to light. 
'"'' Di Ruzza 1994. pp.87-88 contradicted the suggestion made by Maseagna 1982. pp.147-148. that cardinal 
Alessandroo had planned a small villa or loggia on the same spot, as addition to a monaster.. 

ii his contract between Farnese and the Carmelites of 28 May 1621. in ASR, Congr.ReLMase.Carmelitani 
Sealzii SAIana del In V ittona 204, mentioned this old structure: 'in eodem loco quo ad presens adest eonstructa ecea 
^ubb Invocatione S Sylvestri'. A description of the monastic complex o( 1650. in ACi-OCD 85a. mentioned the 
confraternitvv related to this old chapel: 'Fa confraternita ereita mol to prima sotto lïnvocatione del Santo dono parte 
dii quel sito che le spettava al Fond[atio|ne pregandolo a dedieargli nella nuova Chiesa una Cappella. aeeio il Hopolo 
lii proseguisse il eulto in quel luogo eonsegrato dal san to con miracoli senza numero.' 
'' See [)i Ruzza i 994. pp.25-29. 
ASR.. I renta.Not.C apit.l lT.25.\ot.(iUilio Rainiondi.\ol.250. tol K6r 
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Protessa.711 On 28 May 1621 a contract between farnese and the Discalced Carmelites was 

signed.. Inauguration of the complex took place only two years later, in 1623. When cardinal 

Odoardoo died in 1626, the monastery had almost been completed; a later account mentioned that 

byy then only the wall surrounding the garden at the back of the monastery had not been properly 

finished,finished, so that the clausura was not yet perfect.72 

AA small building adjacent to the monastic structure was added at Cardinal Odoardo's 

initiative,, called 'Casino appresso li Scalzi' or 'Palazzo' in early sources, and 'Palazzina' in the 

recentt literature (fig.71).73 This semi-independent edifice stood between the monastery and the 

ravinee (on the left in fig.51), and consisted of a number of rooms and a small garden that 

overlookedd the gorge and beyond it. the Roman campagna. It was described in 1741. long after 

thee death of its patron, and after having been turned into a pharmacy by the monks: 

Connectedd to the said convent and church the said liberal patron had built for his religious 

retreatt ['divoto ritiro'] a beautiful Casino with chapel, decorated so delicately in stucco, 

thatt it seemed of white, translucent marble. And the sala with a ceiling of beautiful 

intagli,intagli, and the vaulted rooms with beautiful stucchi in the cornices of rare taste. It has its 

ownn small garden with a fountain in the middle, with a connection from this, as well as 

fromm the said casino, to the convent itself and its clausura contains on the upper floor 

roomss for the famiglia and offices downstairs, although those were not finished because 

off the intervening death of the Cardinal on 26 February 1626. when he was mourned as 

deeplyy as his great-uncle. 

Onn the basis of this description and later ground-plans, a tentative reconstruction of the interior 

arrangementt can be made. On the ground-floor were a salone, three rooms, a chapel and an 

accesss to the garden which contained a fountain in its middle. This garden must have been of 

tinyy dimensions, as it was bordered on one side by a peperino balustrade on the edge of the 

11 I'asolo I960, p.63-67. 
' :: See the description in A(iOCD 85a: '[.a clausura del giardino per la morte dein-m[inentissim|o Sig[noJr 
Card[ina]lee resto imperfetta c per finirla mancano di muro cannc settecento. che a dodiei yiulij la carina, sarehbono 
seudii 840; e tocca a gli I leredi deH'H[minentissijmo Sig[no]r Card[ina]le di compirla.' 
:ii The building is named 'Casino appresso li Scalzi' in the inventory of 1626 (see note 71 below), and 'Casino' in 
Sebastianii 1741. p.1 1 1: 'Palazzo' was used in the seventeenth century by a Discalced author {sec below, note 84). and 
thee term 'Paiazzina' appears Tor the first time in twentieth-century literature, sec Di Ru//a 1994. p.87. who also 
employedd the word 'Casina'. 

11 Sebastiani 1741. p.1 1 1: Chapter.XXYlII: Delhi Chicsti di S. Silvcstro c (\isino unito. 'Annesso a detto Convento. e 
Chiesaa fe fabbrieare per suo divoto ritiro detto Uberahssimo Kondatore. un bet Casino eon Cappella. incollato tutto 
eonn gesso, cost delicatamente, e che pare bianco, e lucido manno. b' la sala con soffita di beliissimi intagli. e le 
stanzcc a volta con vaghi stucchi ne cornicioni di buonissimo gusto. Ha il suo Giarditietto con una fontana in mezzo, 
collaa communieazione. si da questo. che da detto Casino al Convento. e sua Clausura finalmcnle ha dc commodi di 
sopraa per la famiglia. ed offieine di sotto, benche queste non terminate per la morte sopragiunta a detto Porporato 
scguitaa li 26. Pebraro 1626. e compianta al pari di quella de! di lui gran Prozio ' 
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crewee,, and un the other >idc it was enclosed by the buildings of the monaster) - which could be 

accessedd from both the garden and the Palazzina itself. Servicerooms were planned in the 

basement,, and on the first floor a number of chambers for the members of his household. 'This 

wouldd indicate, that the cardinal was considering spending time in the vicinity of the Discalced 

Carmelitee monks on a regular basis. 

Afterr the death of cardinal Odoardo an inventory of all the Famese possessions in 

Caprarolaa was made up. and it included a description oï the furnishings of the Palazzina. 

Furniture,, paintings and other utensils were collected and listed. The presence of a table, some 

cupboardss and a number of paintings suggests the possibility of semi-permanent sojourns. The 

extantt paintings depicted religious subjects, such as Samson and Delilah. Christ on the column. 

(( 'hrist (aken down from the ('ross. and Saint Elisabeth Queen of Portugal elevated into the air hy 

Angels.Angels. ' The presence of three prayer-stools indicates that devotional exercises could be done 

here.. Books were not listed, but these were probably taken back to the Palazzo I-arne.se in 

Caprarolaa itself and included in a separate inventor) of the study in that building. 

Thee 1741 account cited above contains evidence that is confirmed by seventcenth-centurv 

sources.. Most interesting is the detail about the connection of the Palazzina with the monastery 

itselff The passageways mentioned in the eighteenth century were located between these private 

quarterss of cardinal Farnese and the building of the monastery itself. The way through the garden 

wass probably caused by the unfinished state of the project, and probably was not intended as a 

Inn ASN. Disegni e Piante n.5. "Pianta di un giardino appartcnente probabilmente al monasterio di Caprarola' (from 
l-ondoo Pamesiano.610 inc. I c.3) is a drawing that has beun identified as the design for this garden of the Palazzina or 
thatt of the monastery; the dimensions and form seem, however, not to coincide with those of the site in Caprarola. 
'"" This inventory is in ASN.Hondo Farnesiano 185:v!.2. tols.l()0r-v: 'Casino appnww Is scaizi. Robbe trovatu ne! 
casinoo novo appresso il Mon[astejno & C'hiesa di Pfad|ri Seai/i la chiave del quale tiene il Castellano. Urocche di 
tamee due per adaguar il giardino contiguo a d[ettJo Casino, cite pesano iib[n] 16 [-Jufierii di noce grossi et novi 
longhii p[aljmi 5 et larghi 2 ... con suoi piedi simili n 4 I 'n altro piü piccolo con un tiratore d'albuccio pur di noce 
Cnaa crcdenza d'albuccio con cornici di noce che si apre con 4 sportcili et 4 appartarn|en]ti senza chiave &  serrarura. 
II ti Intiinoechiatoru di noce con cornice che si levano no.3 Ouadri. l'n quadro grande di Christo legato alia colonna 
saa tela con oglio sen/a cornice I n altro di Christo deporto delia croce con la madonna Sant[issi]ma San Nicodemo 
ett altri Santi longo e quadro palmi 7 sopra rela senza cornice I n altro simile del martirio di S Placido et altri santi 
puree senza cornice l.'n'aliro piü grande di Sanzone con 1'innamorata che li taglia i capelli et tllistn mtorno Cn'altro 
urandee orato di sopra di S. Gioseppe con la madonna & Christo Cn'altro grande delta madonna col figlio in braccio 
ee San Gironimo con la Mada I n aitro mezzano di S. [ Tis-ahctta Regina di Portugal I o elevata in aria dalli Angioli con 
cornicee dorata I :n altro piccolo di San Carlo compagno de! deseritto di sa nella Camerini di SSr : i Ill[ustrissi|ma nel 
paiazzoo Cn quadro mezzano da tela con cornice di noce ut e rit rati o d'un huomo armato con beretta in testa et laltuga 
picaa al collo l "na stadera con tazza di rame et cat" d'ottone le\a d'una parte lib.55 ei deifallro 25 l na tavola di noce 
longaa pjaljmi W> larga 4 con .ï ires piedi pure di noce Yasi di legno nel giardo da tuner fiori alti p[al)mi 2 n 8 A'a>u 
dii terra grandi fatu a compagna alti col piede p[aljmi 4 n }() \'asi piccolo alti poco piu un p|al|mo n 04.' The 
paintt i nu with the elevation of Saint Flisabeth of Portugal must have been of fairly recent date; the canonisation of 
thiss saint had taken place only in 1625; see I.orizzo 200T 

Thee inventory of the books in Palazzo Farnese at Caprarola is in ASN.Fondo Farnesiano 185.V1.1. fol.85r~l 1 1\.: 
'inventarioo deiii iibn ritrovati a Caprarola neilo studio dell lllmo et Rmo Cardie Parnese'. It contained a large 
collectionn of historical, theological, juridical and some musical booU. tnr a VHa! of 584 items. 
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permanentt route, but the interior connection was planned from the beginning. During the phase of 

planningg and immediately afterwards, this led to a discussion between the cardinal and the 

Carmelitee superior general. Shortly after the first proposal for the monastery, made by Farnese on 

44 November 1620. the General Council of the Order (held on the 15th of that same month) 

advisedd Ferdinando di Santa Maria who was in charge of the negotiations to revoke the 

agreementt if the cardinal insisted on having a key to the monastery. It would threaten the 

tranquillityy required for their devotional duties.78 Moreover, only those who had professed and 

weree accepted into the Order could hold the key to a convent. 

Althoughh it seems that at that time Farnese dropped this point, it came up again in a 

discussionn a couple of years later, and then as a fait accompli. The cardinal did not have the key 

too the main entrance of the monastery, but rather an even more direct point of access. On 18 

Februaryy 1625 the prior of the Carmelite monastery in Parma presented himself to the cardinal -

thenn reigning in his nephew's name over the Duchy - to complain about a door that had been 

constructedd between the Palazzina and the monastery in Caprarola.80 Obviously, this had been 

undertakenn without prior consent from the General of the Order. The door had been constructed 

becausee farnese had obtained the privilege of a private cell in the monastery itself, and this 

passagee led directly from the private chambers of the cardinal to the interior of the monastery. 

Farnesee wrote immediately to the Carmelite general to reassure him that it was only for 

hiss own convenience that this door had been made - his physical complaints (gout, as in the case 

off most seventeenth-century cardinals) severely hindered him climbing the stairs when entering 

throughh the official entrance of the monastery. In the subsequent assembly of the General Council 

off the Discalccd Order, it was decided to 'concede to the Cardinal during his lifetime, that he 

mii «hi enter into the convent from the door adjacent to his room, on the condition that when being 

awayy from Caprarola that door may not be opened in the presence of someone else.' In a 

memorandumm of 1641, this was described as an extraordinary favour granted to the cardinal, for 

'inn no other way the Religion [i.e. the Carmelite Order] would have given licence to build an 

7SS Di Ruzza 1994 p.26; the account of this general council stated: 'Non conceditur ll|lustrissi]mo, D. Cardinal] 
Farnesioo quod in conv[entumJ Caprarolae eonstruendo possit habere portam unam ad ecclesiam cum duobus series et 
clavibus.. quarum unam habcat ipse, alteram vein superior conventus. etiam casu quod sine hae conditione vel 
concessionee fundationem faeere nol it.' See Ada Definitorii dene rails O.C.I). 1985. p.76. 

;; Acta Defmiumi (renttalis 1985. p.76: 'Deciaraverunt Patres quod e duobus discrelis qui a cunventu eliguntur. ille 
debett clavum habere qui in praedicta electione discretorum plura sulTrauia habuerii; et inter tund aequalia habentes, 
quii Uier it antiquior professione...' 
*"" Di Ruzza 1994 pp.45-46. 
"'' Atti dei Dei'. Generale. voU. p.122. cited after Di Ruzza 1994. p.46: 'concede al Cardinale. vita natural durante, di 
entraree in eon ven to dalla porta attigua alia sua camera, ad una condi/ione die quando lui e assente da Caprarola. 
quellaa porta non dov'essere aperta alia presen/a di nessun'aitro.' 



apartmentt bu connected and incorporated into the convent.'" 

Inn conjunction with this consideration by the Carmelites of the Palazzina as an integral 

partt of their convent, various sources mentioned the function of the structure as a place for 

religiouss life. A mid-seventeenth-century account by Padre Marziale filled this in with more 

details.. 1 le wrote about the Palaz/ina in his 'Relatione dclia tonda/ione': 

Nextt to the convent the Lord Cardinal had made a beautiful palazzo with its own very 

beautifull garden, because his Lord wanted to retire for the remaining years of his life and 

livee there with the Lathers of the Convent, where he also had a cell made to retreat and óo 

thee Lxereises.'"" 

Thiss citation adds the fact that not only did Larnese dispose of his own apartment, he also had a 

celll inside the convent for the practice of devotional exercises - and for this reason, the rooms of 

cardinall were considered by the Carmelites as a part of their clausura. the place where particular 

Carmelitee forms of devotion were practised. And larnese. as the sources indicate, had the 

Palazzinaa constructed to partake in this. 

Inn the seventeenth century, the propagation of Carmelite spiritual exercises among the 

laityy was undertaken through confraternities. These were set up by the Disealeed themselves, and 

thee spiritual obligations of these layorganisations were modelled upon the monastic Rules. One 

examplee is the brotherhood dedicated to the Nativity of the Virgin, that was erected in 1600 in the 

Romann Disealeed Carmelite church of Santa Maria della Scala, and governed by the monks oi' 

thiss convent/4 They channelled existing popular devotion to the image of the Madonna housed in 

theirr church, that had been found to work miracles.*"s The new confraternity drafted its first 

statutess in 1600. in which it was stated that its primary aim was the care of the soul by means of a 

regularr devotional exercises. Most interesting is the fact that these exercises for the associated 

brotherss were very similar to the spiritual obligations of the Carmelite regulars themselves, which 

""'' Alberto di S. Carlo in a letter of 1642 to the cardinal delegate of Viterbo. when during the war of ('astro the 
Parnese-possessionss also in Caprarola were sequestered, cited from Di Ruz/a 1994. p.89: 'nè in altra maniera la 
Religionee avrebbe dato lieenza di fahbricare un appartamenlo tanto annesso e tanto incorporate al eonvento.' 
x'' Di Ruzza 1994. p.88. citing AU-ÜC1) 304.d. 18: 'Appresso il eonvento ha fatto il Signore fardinale un hellissimn 
palaz/oo eon il suo giardino assai bello, perehè voleva sua Signoria III.ma retirare il restante della sua \ iia e far 
fhahttationee quivi. e eon li Padri del Convento. dove aneo s'era fatta una eella per retirarsi a fare gli fsercitii.' The 
plann of the private eel! in the convent itself has not been recovered, and the changes to the building in the eighteenth 
centuryy have probably altered the original situation. The 1626 inventor) of the Palazzo Farnese and the Palazzina in 
Caprarolaa does not mention this room as this was considered property of the monastic community, and thus not 
includedd among the private possessions of the cardinal. 
V11 i he absence of any secondary literature on this confraternity suggests that it was a short-lived initiative. 

Seee kuhn-forte 1997. p.6S4 for ihis iniriietilnns Image of the Virgin. 
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consistedd of alternating liturgical and mental prayers.150 Carmelite forms and frequencies of prayer 

weree actively promoted through these brotherhoods; indeed, the regular's own schedule was 

partlyy copied for the laity. 

Farnese'ss persistence in obtaining permission for the passage between the Palazzina and 

thee cloister itself to reach his own cell indicated the devotional aims for which this ensemble had 

beenn built: to partake in the religious practice of the Discalced brothers. The architectural 

similaritiess between the Palazzina and the Palazzetto are echoed in the analogous words used to 

describee their functions: retiring for devotional practice. Odoardo Farnese followed the religious 

practicess common to the Discalced Carmelites in the monastery of Santa Teresa and Silvestro. 

justt as in the Casa Professa Farnese was expected to do Ignatius' Exercises. 

Grottaferrata ::  the Palazzo Abbaziale 

Hvenn before being created a cardinal in 1591, Odoardo Farnese was nominated commendatory 

abbott of the monastery at Grottaferrata. This Basilian convent, basically following the Greek 

liturgicall rite, had been one of the prebends of cardinal Alessandro. He ceded this before his 

deathh in 1589 to his great-nephew Odoardo. With this transaction, Odoardo could dispose of the 

incomee and the possessions of this abbey. In his commitment to the Badia, he continued the 

policyy of his great-uncle. During Alessandro's abbacy, additions had been made to the abbatial 

quarters,, and under the enmmenda of Odoardo the architectural structure of the monastic 

buildingss and the church was improved/4 When this was complete, the interior of the chapel 

dedicatedd to the two founders ot the monastery. Saints Niius and Bartholomew, was frescoed by 

Domenichinoo between 1608 and 1610. ' 

Bothh Farnese cardinals resided regularly at the convent. After Alessandro's death, a 

numberr of books, along with his private possessions was mentioned as being in Hie buildings of 

Grottaferrata,, presumably the abbot's palace (fig. 72). Considering the number of books and the 

factt that it contained valuable manuscripts, these possessions do not seem to have been leftovers 

v>> See the regulations of the brotherhood. 'Regulae et constitutiones eonfr[aternit]um oratorij S. \la[ria]e de Scala 
subb titulo nativitjate] B[eatae] M[ariae| V[erginis|'. preserved in AG-OCD: 'si leggera aleun iibrn devoto doppo per 
laa matina duranno I'offitio et immediatamjen|te farano un quarto d'hora d'oratione mentale, o altri essercitij che al 
padree parra qjuel! fine della q[ua]le duranno le letanie della madona, I'istesso iaranno il doppo pranzo, diranno il 
vesproo et la completa delia madona doppo faranno un quarto d'oratione, o aitro essercilio sto ii q[ua]!e si fïnira eon 
lee lettanie...' 
v"" On Piscaiced forms and practices of prayer, see i)S 1937-1994 vol.:. cols. 1 71-209 and DIP 1974-1997 vol.2. 
coL.524-602. . 
"** Zapperi 1988. p..i88 and DB1 1%0-present. vol.45, pp. I 1.1. 117. On the Basilians and the monaster} of 
Grottaferrata.. see Moroni I 840-1 879 vol.4, pp.1 75-186 and DIP 1974-1997 vol. 1. cnls. 1081-1 082. 
*"" Robertson 1992. p.171; D'Onofrio Pietrangeii 1971. pp.202-221. 
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forgottenn in a faraway place, hut reflect his regular presence there."' The addition of a loggia 

duringg Alejandro f"arncse's tenure is a further indication that the ahhatial palace was used hy 

him:: it provided an extension to the abbot's apartment and uas decorated by Cornells Loots with 

frescoedd landscapes depicting episodes from the histon. of Grottaferrata. 

Floww often did Odoardo reside in Grottaferrata? Odoardo used the abbot's palace to 

receivee guests and in some cases this infringed with the monks' life. According to reports of 

visitationss to the monastery, in 1603 and in 1608. apparently the clausura was violated twice b\ 

lathess invited to parties there bv cardinal Odonrdo. s Thai this occurred had to do with the 

absencee of a division between the cardinal's quarters and those of the monks: the gardens were 

nott partitioned. A letter of 1 609 suggested that Farnese went to Grottaferrata during the month of 

Decemberr of that year, while Domeniehino was working on the chapel of the two founders.'" 

Afterr Odoardo's death, another inventory listed a collection of books kept at the Badia that shows 

thatt he had continued the tradition of sojourns to the convent, probably until the end of his life.' 

Moreover,, the wings of the buildings in Grottaferrata were physically linked: the commendatory 

abbott could pass from his own rooms into the convent by means of a connecting door, the key of 

whichh was in his possession.^1 The abbot was. in juridical terms, head of the community, and had 

thee right to enter the convent. The similarity with the situation of the Palazzina in Caprarola 

suggestss that also in this case. Odoardo was able to participate in the religious life of the Basilian 

monks. . 

CC ainaldoli: a privat e tell? 

AA fourth example of a location where Cardinal farnese could temporaril} find retreat was in a 

reall hermitage, at Camaldoli near Are/zo. This settlement consisted of two related parts, a 

coenobitee complex on the lower part of the mountain, and a secluded hermitage on the top 

'"'•• Spear 1965. pp. 1 3 I -1 80; Spear 1982 vol.2, pp. 159-171. cat.no Co; Mignosi Tantillo in Dumemchmo 1996. Witte 
2(H)]] band Witte 2003. 
'' Fossier 1982. p. 7f cited the Grottaferrata inventon. of 1589. 
' :: Giannattasio 1999. pp.46-49. 
"" ASMGr. 'Visitatie Monasterij Stae. Mariaede (Yypta icrrata 1575-1825'. tbls.73v. 75r. 134v. 
"'''"'''  Malvasia 1841 vol.1, p.236, cited a letter trom Monsignor Agucchi to Cardinal Pietro Aldobrandim. dated 5 
Decemberr 1609. in which this sojourn was mentioned in connection with Domenichino's work in the chapel: 'Tornai 
ill primo di questu da Rignano cc.|?) nell'arrivare a Roma a trovai appunto Domenico. ch'era venuto da Grotta 
'errataa per eert o hi^ogno. e ;tii Ji.i.se. che !a gran fïeiUi, die gli eta slaia faua di soiieciiare ii iawHicro dei la t appelia. 
aceiochee if Sjy;[rior] Cardinal Farnese. che sta per andarvi. a /̂.i ridottu in pane a huon tine non gii aveva perme^o di 
pensaree ad altro : 

ASN.Fondoo Farnesiano 1853.1.1. 
"" Fhis passage still existed in ihe early eighteenth eentur>: a historical description of 1738 mentioned it. as well as a 
corridorr that led from the ahhatial rooms to the church \\>c\\. through a scuh'tnt and another door; see 'Memorie 
riizuarcfanlii 1'insiune Badia di Grottaferrata' in ASMGr Uvnmenta IV !b!.8r. The monastic building was complete!} 
rebuiltt in the years alter 1713: see Rocchi 1904. p.38. 
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(Hg.73).. A close relation existed between cardinal Odoardo and the hermitage from the end of the 

sixteenthh century onwards.47 In 1597. Odoardo paid a visit to the hermitage and decided to 

expresss his family's long dedication to the institution and the Order by means of a architectural 

addition.488 Financed by him, a romitoho or anchorite cell dedicated to Mary Magdalene was built 

inn 1600 within the confines of the hermitage; funds were also provided to pay for the perpetual 

upkeepp of this structure. Until his death. Farnese regularly supported the hermitage with financial 

andd material gifts such as liturgical vestments, a painting representing the female penitent saint, 

andd probably also an additional altarpiece for the hermitage's church painted by Annibale 

Carracci.. In tune with these new and splendid vestments he was also asked in 1625 by the monks 

too send a painter to decorate the choir. 

Carracci'ss altarpiece of Christ in Glory with saints (fig. 1) has been formerly interpreted as 

aa means to promote Odoardo's candidature in 1597 for the Rnglish Throne, on the basis of the 

presencee of Saint Edward presenting Odoardo to Christ. However, both the dating - which has 

beenn placed on stylistic grounds around I600lt>0 - and the particular iconography link the 

altarpiecee to the particular relations between the hermitage and its patron, and the larger context 

off the protectorate.101 The presence of Mary Magdalene in the left middle ground of the painting 

indicatess that it should be dated close to the donation of the hermitage by Odoardo; the two saints 

onn either side in the foreground arc on the left saint Ermenegildo. and on the right saint Edward. 

whoo at the same lime constitutes the namesake of Odoardo and his obligation as protector ot the 

England.. The latter presents Cardinal Odoardo. in praying position, to Christ appearing in the sky 

betweenn saints Peter and John the Evangelist. 

Thee meaning of this painting should not be sought in Farncsc's presumed aspirations to 

thee rngiish throne, but can be explained analogous to the Camerino's meaning as an index of 

ecclesiasticall obligations. In the Christ in Glory. Carracci depicted both Ermenegildo and Edward 

too point out Odoardo's obligations toward the two countries, of which he became cardinal 

''nn FossaMaghen ('atalluccio 1979. pp.456-457. 
'KK This is documented in a letter from Farnese lo i erdinando 1 de'Medici of August 1 597. cited by Petrucei Zangheri 
1989.. p. 16. 

Thee thesis put forward by Petrucei Zangheri 1989. thai these vestments and other objects were donated at the 
inaugurationn of the chapel, cannot be upheld since a letter dated 1625 exists, in which the prior of Camakioli thanks 
Farnesee for receiving a paliorto for the altar in the choir of the church, asking for a painter to be sent to 'tarli fare la 
effigiaa del I a Hona memoria di Sjuaj A| l lez/a| S| ignore] e de aitri santi sia sua devotione...' See ASP.. 
Cart.. Farn&Borb.int.361. 
'"'' Ginzburg C'arignani 2000. p. 128. 
1":: fo r the political interpretation o f this painting, see SeU\>tu di Correggio 19S6. pp.290-293. Zapped 1988. p.348-
356.. and Zapperi 1994. pp.90-94. This was contested by Petrucei Zangheri 1989, p.10-17. Ginzburg C'arignani 2000. 
pp.11 26-1 U) recently opposed this reading, on the hasU of a new stylistic dating of the painting to 1600 
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protectorr in 1592 and If)00 respectively.:"~ In both cases, he was obliged towards the Pternal 

Churchh as represented by Christ and Peter: the church of Saint Peter in the background refers to 

thee Church on earth. The secondary position of Mary Magdalene in this painting can be explained 

byy the unofficial relations between Odoardo and the Camaldolese Order, which, as has been 

discussed,, never materialised in a full protectorate as both parties wished as a result of papal 

interventionn in 161 I 

Byy means of these donations and his support. Odoardo continued the long-standing 

relationshipp between the Fame::;e family and the henniiagc. which began before the family had 

beenn elevated as rulers of the duchy of Parma and Piaeenza. This relation originated when in 

|s211 a Camaldolese monk predicted to Alessandro Farnese Sr.. later Paul 111. that some day he 

wouldd be elected pope.11" Alessandro had staved at the hermitage, and his successors - among 

otherss the Cardinals Ranuccio and Alessandro Farnese - are also known to have spent time in 

Camaldoli.. Around 1620. Duke Ranuccio Farnese. Odoardo's brother, had a cell built close to the 

churchh of the hermitage that might even have functioned as an apartment for sojourns close to the 

Camaldolesee hermits.1"" 

AA stay at the hermitage of Camaldoli had been popular from the late fifteenth century on. 

whenn Florentine nobles started to spent time in its salubrious environment.'''"' A description of 

suchh a sojourn in the Disputationes Camaldulenses by Christoforo Fandino. written around 1472. 

iss famous example of this.1"7 The group of friends with whom Fandino travelled did not only 

visitt the monasters', located lower down the mountain, hut also climbed up the steep slope to 

reachh the hermitage itself 'And so we first went to the coenobites, and from there to the 

hermits...'5'"' ' 

Admittancee to the isolated part of the Camaldolese complex on top of the mountain 

(tig.73)) was (and still is) severely restricted, and cannot have been obtained sole!) for reasons of 

pleasurablee activities, or in the ease of vi/lc^iaiura. Fandino's own account indicated that prior 

too 1500. people could sta> on for a longer period of time. Alter that date, this was perceived as 

"" Sec above, p. 120. 
"" Sec above, pp. 122-123. 

: ' 44 Petrucci/angheri 198(>, p.iO. An alternative version of this story existed, in which a 'sib>l' called Angeruta. 
livingg in the vicinity of Norcla. li.id piedieieu Alejandro i'arrive his future papacy: see Scaraffia 1980. p.185 

Seee Fossa Magheri ('ataluceio I')?1-*. pp.456-45" for tlu Jo^ription of this iv/ /a in i<>52 incorporated into the 
room*;; of the library ot the hermitage. 

::: f o r a general description of the reception of visitors in Camaldoli. which began v\ith reading a passage from the 
Biblee as edification of the visitor, see I.a rejoin üi San Bcncdciso 1 595. pp. 184-187 and Caeciamani 1968. 
:'' See the inlrodnelion by Peter L.ohe in Landino 1980. pp.ix-xvii. hditions of this text were printed until well into 

thee seventeenth century. 
':,!ss Landino 1(>80. p.8: 'Itaque cum prim urn ad coenobita.s. inde eliam ad heremitas ... per\ enissemus...' 
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infringingg upon the spiritual obligations of the hermits. Jn 1515. a newly introduced regulation on 

guestss visiting the hermitage proclaimed that they were in fact admitted to the church of the 

hermitage,, but had to leave immediately after concluding their devotional obligations. ' 

Obviously,, securing peace and quiet remained a matter of concern also later in the century'; the 

Camaldolesee Constitutions of \515 specified that 'the quarters of the Hospitium are isolated in 

suchh a manner from the Cells of the Hermits, that the quiet in the Hermitage will not be disturbed 

byy guests.'110 In Camaldoli, the hospitium was located at the foot of the mountain for that reason. 

Whenn permission was obtained to stay within the walls of the hermitage, visitors were 

requiredd to partake in the religious activities of the hermits - which comprised seven liturgical 

prayerss and two half-hours of mental prayers a day."1 Apart from that, the monks - both in the 

monasteryy and the hermitage - maintained almost perennial silence and rigorous fasting 
11 1 ^ 

throughoutt the year, and spent their time mostly studying Biblical texts, especially the Psalms. 

Inn the hermitage on top of the mountain, solitude was maximised; the solitary monks only 

celebratedd the liturgy in the church three days a week; the rest of the days they read Mass in their 

ownn cell. The visitors to the monastery and hermitage of Camaldoli were required to respect 

thosee rules as well. In his Disputationes Camaldulenses Landino described how the day in 

Camaldolii started with the attendance of religious duties: 

Afterr we had risen the next morning, and all of us attended the sacred rites, we decided to 

wanderr through the higher parts of the woods, extending to the summit of the mountain, 

forr the sake of relaxation and enjoyment, and so we neared slowly to a place where on a 

flowery-- meadow a clear spring was shaded by the branches of a tremendous beech-tree. 

Whilee Landino's account still evokes the context of Renaissance villeggiatura. the sojourns of 

variouss members of ihc famese-familv at Camaldoli should be taken as a sign that they joined 

'' !" C'acciamani 1968. p.23. 
:'' f'ortunio 1575. p.267: 'Hospitium habitatio ab hremitarum Cellis sic secludatur. ut nemo ah liospitibus in 

Kremiticaa quiete turbetur.' In the Italian version of the Camaldolese Constitutions, i.ci regain di Sun Benedetto 1595, 
thiss was rephrased: 'Kt accio la solitudine sia vera, non s'ammetta nel comercio eonuine pratica di persona alcuna 
seeolaree sotlo pretesto veruno.' See also Bossi (eratti 1993, p.37 on the importance of silence in the Camaldolese 
Consitutions. . 
M!! Calati 1983, p.193: 'Si nota. con accuratezza. ehe I'ospitalita a Camaldoli comporta anche la parteeipa/ione alia 
preghieraa dei monaei..." lor the spiritual obligation^ of the Camaldolese monks with regard to mema! prayers, see I.a 
regolaregola di San Benedetto 1595, pp.90-92. 
i i :: Heiyot 1721 vol.5, pp.273-274 and DS 1937-1994 vol.2, cols.54-59. 
I , ;; l.andino 1980, p.10: 'Postero igitur die, cum iam omnes consurrexissemus ac saens interfuissimus. plaeuit 
vahtudiniss voluptatisque causa per supenorem silvam ad montis iugum pertmentem deambulare. paulatimque eo 
de\enUimm est, ubi in tlorido prato perspicuum fontem (ensis rainis patula layus integeret.' 
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thee hermits in their religions exercises. " 1 hat this was indeed the scope of such visits is 

suggestedd in the opening sentence of a letter from Cardinal Farnese to Ferdinando de'MedicL sent 

inn August 1597 from Camaldoli to the Florentine court. Odoardo wrote: 'Having come to 

Camaldolii for these holy devotions, where, finding myself so close to Your Highness...'11^ At that 

limee he probably did not yet dispose of his own quarters in the hermitage. In later years, either 

thee romitorio dedicated to Mary Magdalene initiated in 1600. or the cell patronised by his brother 

Ranuccioo around 1620 were available to him.1'" Thus, while he found himself in the hermitage, 

hee partook in the spiritual exercises of the Camaldolesc hermits, just as he had joined the Jesuits. 

Discalcedd Carmelites and possibly even the Basilians when he resided in his apartments within 

thesee monasteries. 

Thee primary motif for the Palay/ina in Capntrnla. the apartment in the Casa Professa. the 

abbatiall palace in Grottafcrrata. and the visits to Camaldoli was the retreat for meditation and 

devotion.. This evokes the words used by Bellori in his description of the Camerino degli Fremiti. 

Retreatt was not meant to be a random dedication to prayer in solitude, but comprised imitation 

o\\o\\ and possibly even guidance and supervision by. experienced religious. The terminology 

'retreatingg for devotion' thus signified a retreat from Roman society, hut not being completely-

alone.. On the contrary, it seems to have been intended as retreating to a monastic context. 

Cardinal ss retreating: Sfondrato. Borromeo and Bellarmino 

Familyy tradition was not the only factor that spurred cardinal Odoardo to construct private 

retreatss for the practice of prayer and meditation. Farnese belonged to a group of cardinals 

dedicatedd to the cause of spiritual renewal within the Catholic Church. Accounts of the Sacred 

(Ollegee and its members considered Farnese as intimately linked with Cardinals Bellarmino. 

Sfondratoo and Borromeo. regarding them as a coherent political faction/1 

Otherr sources indicate that these bonds were strengthened by financial affairs. 

professional,, familial and even friendly relations. Roberto Bellarmino (1542-1621. canonised in 

1930)) (tig.74) consecrated Odoardo Farnese a* bishop of Sabina in 1621. and Farnese 

111 Petrucei Zangheri 198(). p.10 regarded the halt at the hermitage as a convenient stop at the way between Rome 
andd Parma. 
, :: ' Petrucei /anghen \l)iW p 16 citing ASFAIcdiceo ^774" i>sendo io \enuto a Camaldoli a quelle sante devotioni. 
dovee trovandomi tanto vicino ail'Aj lte/./a] Vfostraf..' 
' "" Arcioni 1626 mentioned that he had a cell available lor him in Camaldoli when lie went there; see the citation at 
thee beuinninu. of this chapter. It remains unclear whether this alludes to the Cell of \1ar\ Magdalene, or the one that 
iss connected with Ranuccio Farnese in the Camaido1e.se sources. 

rr BAY.Boncompagni C.20. 'Discorsi de'Cardinali viventi'. tol.145r about Cardinal Sfondrato: 'Amiei suoi sono. 
II arnese. Bellarmino...' and about Cardinal Bellarmino. fol.l60r: 'Amiei suoi particolari sono Farnese. Zapata. 
Burborinoo \1e1lin<"> e' in generale quasi tutti !i Card|ma!]!i' 
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correspondedd with Bellannino from the tate sixteenth century on: their families were involved in 

businesss matters. Towards the end of Bellarmino's life, they were generally considered to be 

amici,amici, and when Beliarmino died in the autumn of 1621, Farnese even wrote from Caprarola to 

Romee to obtain some memento of his deceased friend.1U Cardinal Federico Borromeo (fig.75) 

wass also related to the Farnese through the marriage of his hrother Renato to Farnese's niece 

Frsilia,, and on Farnese's request he ordained him priest in 1621.114 Paolo Emilio Sfondrato 

(fig.76)) was likewise linked to Odoardo by family ties, and they were both created cardinals on 

thee same day in 1591 by Sfondrato's uncle, pope Gregory XIV. ~" With the latter cardinal in 

particular,, Farnese cherished a life-long friendship, and as has been argued in the preceding 

chapter,, Sfondrato's advisory involvement with the reform of the protectorate was reflected in 

Odoardo'ss actions. Connections between Farnese, Borromeo and Sfondrato were furthermore 

strengthenedd by their successive protectorates of the Archconfraternity of the Orazione c Mortc. 

ass has been discussed above. 

Alll four cardinals shared an interest in retreating regularly to do spiritual exercises, and 

aree known to have practised devotion in solitude, whether on a long-term or incidental basis; and 

inn all cases, this kind of spiritual retreat was an occupation for life. Paolo Fmilio Sfondrato had 

beenn taught to take spiritual retreats during his sojourn with the Oratorian society and its founder, 

Saintt Filippo Neri, after 1577; the Oratorian sodality of priests actively promoted the practice of 

meditationn and prayer.1"1 The example Sfondrato had been taught by Neri was continued by him 

laterr in life. The Avvisi of March 1 599 mentioned a sojourn of the cardinal to the hermitage at 

Fuligatnn 1624. pp.340-341 cited the complete Seller: fariic>.e outlined the breviary of (he deceased See als^ 
Brodrickk 1961, pp.405, 414-415. citing the Chaplain of the English College in Rome: 'Two Cardinalls. above the 
rest,, seemed to de more solicitous of him. Aldobrandini and Farnesius ... Cardinal Earnesius was at this tyme [i.e. of 
Bellarmino'ss decease. A.W.J at his house of Caprarola, thirty miles from Rome, who hearing of the sickness of 
Beliarminoo wrote many letters to Eather Minutoli ... And as often as Farnesius his letters, still full of love, were read 
too him. Bellarmine would in very effectual I wordes make remonstrance how far he was indeared unto him. and how 
littlee able to discharge that duty which he did owe him. of which in his health he was never unmyndfuli ...' For 
correspondencee between the Farnese family and Beliarmino. see ARSI. Opp.NN. 14.1.1 ; II. fol.202r. and elsewhere. 
11''' Rivola 1656, pp.504-505 on Borromeo and Farnese: 'Con amendue quest si forti legami d'amista, e parentado. 
trovandosii legata la casa Borromea con la casa Farnese. si per rispetto dell'anlica servitü. ch'hebbero sempre i Conti 
Borromeii con quelle Altezze, e si per lo matrimona il vincolo tra' Conte Renato frateilo del Cardinal Federico, e 
Donnaa Frsilia Farnese figlia del Duca Ottavio...' For Federico Borromeo, see I)BI 1960-present, vol.13. pp..3i-47 
andd Jones 1993. 
12111 For Sfondrato and Farnese. sec Moroni 1840-1879 vol.65, pp.83-84. Pastor 1925-19.13 vol.10. pp.538-541. 
Gallagherr 1999, Fconomopoulos 2001 and Smith O'Neil 2002. pp.75-79. 
'"'' On saint Filippo Nieri's tendency to take spiritual retreats atid live a solitary and penitential life with a particular 
attentionn to fervent prayer, see Gallonio 1601 1995, p.1 1-13. See Marciano 1693, pp.20-21, (iasbarri 1962. p.276 for 
thee kind of devotional exercises practiced within the Oratorian society around 1600. and see Gallonio 1601 1995. 
p.2633 for Paolo Emilio Sfondrato's dedication to Filippo Neri. Moroni 1840-1879 vol.65, p.83, wrote on cardinal 
Sfondrato:: Vitirandosi sovente a fare gli eserci/i spiritual! in qualche casa religiosa.' 
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Camaldoli.. Although the warding used to describe the motif of his stay ('andare a spasso') 

mightt seem to evoke worldly pleasures, his immediate!) preceding visit to the seven prescribed 

Stationss of the Jubilee suggests similar religious intentions for this retreat in the hermitage: the 

aforementionedd examples of Landino and Farnesc indicated that this was compulsory during a 

sojournn among the hermits. 

Inn an alternative version of this same notice in the Avvi.si of 1599. Stondrato was said to 

havee gone to Monte Oliveto.1"1 This was a monaster) of the Benedictine Rule in the vicinity of 

Siena,, which in the seventeenth century still functioned as a hermitage.'^ From the sixteenth 

centuryy onwards, ecclesiastics like Saint Carlo Borromeo spent time there in spiritual retreai. 

Whatt is more important is that Stondrato was also cardinalprotector of the Benedictine 

Congregationn to which the monaster) belonged, and the lrv/w> mentioned that one of the reasons 

hee went there was to preside over a general chapter; but he stayed on much longer. So whichever 

destinationn of the two it was. Cardinal Stondrato was awav from Rome and the Papal court for at 

leastt a month, partially for religious purposes, and partiall) as a result of his ecclesiastical duties. 

Thee Ilia  of Cardinal Federico Borromeo described at length his love of solitude, complete 

dedicationn to meditation, and other spiritual exercises. He was probably inspired by the example 

off his uncle. Saint Carlo Borromeo. who had been devoted to this kind of exercise during 

retreats.'"^^ The description of this aspect of lederico's life, published in 1656. retraced this 

predilectionn for solitary prayer back to his early childhood: 

Moreover,, he chose for this aim [of prayer] a wonderful room in the remotest and most 

secrett part of the palace, which was on the order of the Countess his mother embellished 

withh beautiful and enchanting draperies: and in the most convenient place there he made 

ann aitar. which was on advice of the same [i.e. his mother] richly furnished with all things 

necessaryy to embellish it. Here he spent all alone those hours that remained [surpassed] 

afterr literary occupations when he did not leave the domestic confines, sometimes reading 

aa devout book, at other times reciting particular prayers, or singing hymns, and psalms: 

i ; ;; 'Awisi deM'anno 15<>9'. BAVA'rbJat.1067 fol.77r. 6 February 1599 (i.e. 1600): '11 Car|dina]lc Stondrato 
hiermatl|in|aa sene passu alle sette chiese et poi sen'è andato lieentiando da aleuni suoi piu chari rissolulo passarsene 
;ii diporio p'erj tji-i^lehe iiiorno 0 nicse a! luopi dc ("arnakKl;. ci itppunio iia capaio il tempo a proposiio ui and arc a 
^pa^n.' ' 
":: 'Awisi di Roma' of !>W. ASVA rbl.at. 1067 fol.H)2r. dated on the same da> ot 6 i ehruar> 1590 |[ C ard( inajl 

Stondratoo sta per passarsene a Monte Olivetto p|er| starvi da - mesi tra quei padri dequali e Proiettore et tar\ i nn 
(.. apjjtojlo g|e)n[erjale'. 
' : ii \\n tbeabbe\ of Monte ON veto, see DIP 1974-1997 \oJ.<i. cois.98-1 0U. and t arli 1961. 
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andd finally sometimes embellishing the altar for his pleasure, and ordering things in 

variouss ways. 

Whenn he came to Rome, he found, just as Sfondrato, another example of this kind of solitary 

devotionn in the figure of Hlippo Neri. Towards the end of Borromeo's life, this fervour only 

increased,, as the heading ot a chapter stated: 'Ï low much he aiv\a\ s loved Solitude'. According to 

thee biographer, this even went so far that Borromeo considered laying down his Episcopal duties, 

too retreat completely from public life and enter a hermitage: 

hee asked the help of a number of devout persons that they would instantaneously 

supplicatee the Divine King that ... a hermitage would be conceded to him, where living 

solitary,, he could be alone, united with God. And this ardent desire brought him to the 

pointt that a number of times it came to his mind [literally: heart] to renounce to the hands 

off the Pontiff the Arch-Episcopate, so that, being freed of the pastoral cares and all the 

otherr duties that this office included, he could attend to his studies and contemplation of 

Divinee things...127 

Ass he could not and would not resign his duties for a complete dedication to the solitary life, he 

hadd a cell for regular retreats constructed for this purpose in the woods, about which he recounted 

inn a letter: 

II find myself since a number of days in my solitary, forest-cell with utmost pleasure, and 1 

thankk God that after so many long obligations, he considers me worthy, even though I am 

unworthy,, of a bit of quiet: and this solitude sweetens my heart, dry from continuous 

duties,, and makes me think of the eternal repose, to which we both aspire.1"* 

i:^^ Carlo Borromeo instituted mai.sons de retraite for doing the Ignatlan Spiritual Exercises in the 1 560s, see Guibert 
1953.. p.292f; he also was known to retreat during Eastern in the monastery of San Pietro in Montorio in Rome for 
prayerr and flagellation: see Treffers 1989. p.533. 
1,11 Rivola 1656 p. 16: 'Si elesse per tanto nella piü segreta. e piü rimola parte del palazzo una bellissima stanza, !a 
qualee per cornandamento della Contessa madre fïi di belli e vaghi drappi vestita: e nel piü convenevol sito di essa 
feeee egli fabbriear' un'attare, ii qual parimente d'ordine della medesima fü di tutte quelle eose. che per ben ornarlo 
eranoo necessarie. rieeamente fornito. Quivi tutto solo, quando da'domestiei confini non useiva, consumava quelle 
hore.. che alle litterarie oeeupationi sopravvanzavano. hor leggendo quaiehe divoto libro, hor recitando alcune sue 
particolarii oration!: hor cantando hinni. e salmi: ed hor finalmente ornando per sua riereatione I'altare, ed in varie 
guisee le eose disponendo.' 
: :: Rivola 1656. p.667: 'e perö bebbe piü volte a pregar' alcune divote persone che instantaneaniente supplicasscro 
aliaa Maesta divina. che ... gli coneedesse un'eremo. o\e solitario vivendo. unito eon Die solo vivesse. K questo 
ardentee disiderio lo ridusse a segno, che gli \enne piü volte in cuore di rinuntiar nelle mani del sommo Ponteflee 
1'Arcivescovadoo aeeiochè libero del carico Pastorale, e di tutte quelle oeeupationi. che con seco porta quest'uflcio. 
piüü sollecitamente attender potesse alio studio, ed alia contemplationc dclle cose divine...' 

'' " Rivola 1656, pp.667-668: 'lo mi ritrovo alcuni giorni sono in questa mia soütaria. e boscherecoia cella con mio 
grann piacere. c ringratio Iddio che dopo tanti. e lunghi atTanni. mi fa degno. d'indegno che ne sono. d'un poco di 
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Hutt Borromeo's Lpiscopal obligations hindered even these short retreats. as he lamented in his 

letters.. As a last resort, painting eould function as a stand-in to escape from the urban context: not 

beingg able to escape the confines of his Milanese palace, he would repose in a room which 

offeredd him the painted views of the woods, so that at least mentally he eould feel this solitude. 

Hiss taste for still-life-depictions of flowers probably served an analogous goal: these works 

offeredd Borromeo the chance to admire the beauty of flowers without having to go into a 

garden.1"11 This substitution of real with imaginary nature was alluded to in his own writings: '1 

1'iuvcc had m\ room ornamented with paintings... And the pleasure I take in looking at these 

paintedd views has always seemed to me as beautiful as open and wide views.' 

Borromeoo alluded in 'Pro suis studijs'. a manuscript collection of autobiographical notes, 

too the fact that these images served the spectator tu walk in nature without leasing his house, the 

topicc n\" 'travelling without moving': 'Instead of them, when they are not had. paintings enclose in 

narroww places the space of the earth and the heavens, and we go wandering, and making long 

journeyss standing still in our room..." '~; The inclusion of hermit saints in the series that Paul Bril 

wass commissioned to paint and Breughel's landscapes with the same anchorite theme indicate 

thatt these representations of the open air were more than mere pleasant imaginary walks, but 

weree indeed a substitute for Borromeo's desire for real solitude (fig.77).! " 

Bcllarmino' ss urban retreat 

Thee fourth and most important figure in this group of cardinals was Roberto Bellannino. already 

duringg his life revered as being almost saintly.1'* He retreated yearly to the Jesuit noviciate oï 

Sant'' Andrea al Quirinaie f figs.84 and 85). as was mentioned in an Avviso of 1620: 'Cardinal 

Bellanninoo has retreated for his habitual spiritual exercises to Sant'Andrea at Monte C'avallo of 

thee Jesuit 1 •'athers.1''^ Thai BeMarmino went to this particular Jesuit house was because he 

quiete:: qucsta solitudine mi raddolcisce il euor'inasprito dalla continua frequen/a. e mi ta ricordar di quel riposo. a! 
qualee amendue aspiriamo.' 

:'' "Jones 108Sb and Jones I993p.76f 
11 Jones 1988a. 
11 Jones 1993. p.64. citing Borromeo, 'Pro suis studiis'. Bihl. Ambrosiana Ms. G.3 lOinf.. t o 1.2 5 2 r. 

11:: Jones 1993. p.64. note 84. F;or the literal) motif of enjoying nature without leaving the room, which was for 
examplee a topic in the captions to the prints Phusantc Phteisen of 1612 hy Yisscher. see Bakker 1993. pp. I DO- K) 1. 
andd Bakker Lecflang 1993. p.20 and 29-30. and l.c^esque 1994. esp. pp. 17-23 on the relation between landscape-
seriess and the theme of'travelling without mo\ ing'. 
"" Jones 1988b. and Jones 199.vp.78. 

" '' huligatti 1624 and 1644. Bartoh 1678. [)ol linger Reusch 1887. I locchi 1930. Brodnck 1961. and Bcïiarmmo e hi 
('antrorifomni('antrorifomni 1990. 
1'"" 'Awisi di Roma' ot' 1620. ASV.t rb.i.at. 1088 fol.559r: '11 Card. Belianninio s'e retirato alii soliti esercilij 
spiritual!! di S. Andrea de Padri (iiesuiti in Monte Cavailo.' This citation is continued in his autobiography: see 
Döüingcrr Rcusch 1887. p.69. VMICÉC this manuscript has been transcribed and translated: 'unci aiijaehriich. metst mi 
Monatt September, zieht er sieh /urueek. um sich mil Beiseitelassurm anderer Beschaettigungen dem (icbete und dem 
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remainedd living in their community after being elevated to the rank of cardinal. This retreat to 

Sant'Andreaa was his habitual practice, as Bellarmino's first biographer Fuligatti described in 

1624: : 

Cachh year he went for one entire month to the noviciate of Sant'Andrea to do spiritual 

exercises.... during which time he noiabl) edified everyone... in the remaining time, 

duringg the hours of exercise he stayed almost continuously secluded in his room without 

goingg into the garden, [which was] necessary for those who dedicate themselves to the 

mentall exercises. 

Inn contrast to the retreats discussed above, Bellarmino did not isolate himself completely from his 

environment;; he did not even leave the city of Rome. He stayed in the noviciate and retreated to 

hiss room for the times of prayer, but in the remaining time he actively communicated with the 

otherr inhabitants of the complex, to the spiritual benefit of his audience. His retreat was thus not 

exclusivelyy for his personal spiritual advancement, but served a larger goal. Another account later 

onn in the book precisely recounted the fruits of these periods of retreat: 

Thiss daily interior retreat seemed but little compared to the usual piety of Cardinal 

Bellarmino,, because apart from shaking off the dust gathered during continuous 

occupationss and business, and to prepare himself and to give account to God of his 

actions,, he was accustomed every year ni September for one whole month, as has been 

alludedd to before, to mind to himself and to God, in the House of Sant'Andrea, place of 

thee Novices of Rome, without admitting visitors, and outside and distracting affairs: 

wheree he spent all the time in saintly contemplative exercises, and the reading of spiritual 

books.. The output of those saintly retreats were those spiritual treatises, that he 

subsequentlyy issued with so much edification, and fruits not only for the devout souls. ' 

Ann important result of these retreats in particular the religious aspect, other than the practical 

Stillschweigenn zu widmen. urn. wo moeglich. den Staub. mit dem er sich in l;oige verschiedener Geschaefte bedeckt. 
abzuwisehenn und sich vorbcrcitcn. urn Cïott Rechensehaft zu geben von seinetn I laushalt' 
11"" Fuligatti 1624. p. 1 >6; 'Andava ogn'anno per un mese continuo a far gti essercitij spiritualt al noviziato di 
Sant'Andrea.. ... nel qual tempo notabilmente editicava tutti... Nel rcsto poi del tempo degl'essercitij quasi 
continuamentee stava ritirato in camera sen/a scendere al giardino. neeessario sollevamcnte a queili. cbe a gl'essercitij 
mentalee si danno.' 
' '' Fuligatti 1624. pp.280-281: 'Questo interno raccoglimento d'ogni giorno parve poeo alia sollecita pieta del 
Cardinalee Bellaniiino. perche in oitre per iscuoter la polvere raccolta nellc continue occupation!, e negntij. e per 
apparecchiarsi.. a render eonto a Oio del suo traftico. tu solito, come piü \oIte si è aceennato. ogni anno di Settembre 
perr un mese in circa d'attendere a se soio. & a Dio, nella Casa di Sant'Andrea luogo de'Novitij di Roma, sen/a 
ammetterr visite. & occupation! in cose esterne. e distrattive: dove tutto'l tempo passava in santi esereitij di 
contemplationss e lettione di cose spirituali. Parti di questo santo nliramento sono quelle opere spirituali. che poi ha 
mandatee tiiora con tanta editïcatione. e thitto non solo deU'anime divote...' 
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sidee - was thus not only the edification oi' his own soul. During these periods Bellarmino 

producedd devotional literature useful tor other readers. One of these, the De aetema felicitate 

sanctorumsanctorum Lihri quinque of 1616. was specifically dedicated to Odoardo Farnese. Its foreword 

moreoverr recapitulated the close and long-standing ties between the Farnese family and the Jesuit 

Orderr and their dedication to the Jesuit cause. Bellarmino also referred to the fact that cardinal 

Odoardoo was one of the alumni of the Jesuit school in Rome, the Collegio Romano, where from 

thee late sixteenth century onwards the pupils were not only taught scientific and literate topics, 

hott aNo how to do the Spiritual fcxeyciscï at reciiltir intervals. 

Funerall  monuments as models of devotion 

11 he ties between cardinals Farnese. Bellarmino and Sfondrato received a more lasting form than 

dedicationss of devotional treatises or life-long friendships and political co-operation: two 

sculpturall monuments public!) expressed the same (figs. 78 and 80). Both these monuments 

were,, moreover, an expression of the spiritual zeal that was common to all four cardinals, and the 

examplee they set with their dedication to the exercise of prayer. In 1622, the apse of the church of 

thee Cjesü was embellished with a tomb for cardinal Bellarmino. possibly at the suggestion of 

Popee Gregory XV Fudovisi (1621-1623). but commissioned and paid for by Odoardo Farnese. 

Thee inscription on the central marble slab explicitly mentioned the latter as patron of the tomb.1"1 

Att first. Roberto Bellarmino had been interred in the common grave of the Jesuit Fathers -

inn accord with his own will, as his biographers stated. This presentation of the facts was a slight 

exaggerationn of the Cardinal's humility, as he had wished to be buried 'at the feet of his spiritual 

son'' Luigi Gonzaga. or 'wherever the Superiors of the Compagnia might wish to put his 

remains'.""" 1 he project for the funeral monument was begun shortly after Bellarmino's death on 

177 September 1621. Almost immediately, attempts were also made to initiate the process of 

''"'''"'  Bellarmino 1616. foreword: 'Ha magnitude est. C'ardin. Amphssime. tuoru in nostrum Ordmem beneftciorum. ut 
oniiicss &  singulos nostrae Sodalitatis alumnos nomini tuo miritïcè devinctos habeas.' 

; '' The inscription on the marble slab still in the Gesü reads: 'RoHKRio CARu. UI-:I I ARMINO n >I.ITIANO. i .soc ,[i s r 
MARCH.II l,!I.lJ.M. SOKORIS.1 II H H >[>()ARI)I :S-C AR! >.!• Mi\"! Sll !S S! 'I ( R<. A VIRT'M.ni 1 M !>A FRIsJ.OO, >.SHMP! :R.n M MT 

r \ 1 ;; >R!S.\"! ' \ ; j ! A \!.M( >K!'! ' 'IU M - N ' 'Ml'N'! \ 'M."\ !S i ):i!>i :-KMiV; i .iN.i )i .'MiNt > ANN' J.S.AI , \ i i H ' \ \ i ,\i i ,M Ai-.i \ . \ L \ . ' Ï'ilt-

assumptionn that the funeral monument was conceived and paid by larnese is also .-.ustained by the account in 
Beliannino'ss biography'. Bartoii 1678. p.262: 'peroche il medesimo Cardinal larnese voile egli I'onoie d'onorare il 
suoo Bellarmino co[n| quel sontuoso sepolcro di marmi. e di statue, che gli si lieva altro da pie del corpo: sopra\i il 
bustoo del Bellarm|moJ dal naturale. e nel mezzo la susseguêk' mcm[oriaJ.' 
'''"''''"'  l-'uligatti 1624. p.353-.i56: 'Ifn] quanto al luogo delta sepoltura harei molto earo. ehe il mio eorpo tosse eollocato 
aliii piedi del Beato Luigi Gon/aga. gia mio filgiuolo spirituals nondimeno li SiineH'in dda Compagnia ponghmo :! 
mioo eorpo dove vorranno.' 
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canonisation.' ' 

Severall months later, on March 12 of 1622, the existence of a monument for the cardinal 

wass mentioned in Giacinto Gigli's diary.142 This referred to the place at the back of the choir 

originallyy containing the bodily remains of Saint Ignatius himself, which had become vacant with 

Loyola'ss canonisation in these same days and his translation to a new and grander grave in the 

transeptt of the same church.m On 14 September 1622. the body of Cardinal Bellarmino was 

exhumedd from the common grave, placed in a leaden casket and relocated in the niche at the back 

off the apse.144 The unveiling of the funeral monument took place two years later, on 3 August 

1624.145 5 

Att the left side of the main altar in the apse of the Gesü an architectural setting was 

createdd following a design by Girolamo Rainaldi.146 Niches at the sides housed the allegorical 

figuress of Religion and Wisdom; in the middle a black marble slab contained the inscription, and 

thiss was surmounted by an oval niche with the bust of the cardinal; the young Gianlorenzo 

Berninii (1598-1680) sculpted this portrait.'47 The original layout has been preserved in a 

nineteenth-centuryy design (fig.78) and in Sacchi's painting of the church interior; the monument 

itselff was demolished in 1843 when the apse was remodelled. The portrait-bust was then given a 

neww place in the apse of the Gesü - coincidentally under the grated window from which Farncsc 

couldd attend mass, when he stayed in his apartment in the Casa Professa. 

Bellarminoo was represented in the act of prayer, with his hands folded, and slightly turned 

M'' Lavin 1968. p.242 and Wittkovver j981. cat.no. 15 and p.274. 
""" Gigli 1994 vol.1, p.98: 'alia man destra dell'Altar maggiore. dove appunto hoggi si e fatta la sepultura del Card. 
Bellarmino.'' [;or the location of Ignatius' original grave, see also Pel mi 1610, 1969. p.91. cited at note 28 above. 
; ) '' Fuligatti i624. pp.348-349: 'Restava in quel tempo vuota ia sepultura, che gia tu di S. ignaiio. ai iaiu desiiu 
dell'altarr maggiore del Giesii. per haver havuto il Santo, eoll'occasione della Canonizatione. luogo per le sue ossa. 
sottoo il proprio altare. In questa sepultura parve ben'al Padre Generale, &  ad altri Padri, ehe si riponesse il corpo del 
('ardinalee Bellarmino. come si fece; aceioche s'intenda forse, che si come in vita ottimo, e pcrfetto herede ru delie 
virtüü del suo Santo Padre, e Patriarca Ignatio: eosii dopo morte qual vero figliuolo conveniva. che panecipasse nella 
gloriaa del suo sepolchro.' 
1111 As the original monument is only known from a nineteenth-century design, the exact location of Beliarmino's 
remainss in this setting remains uncertain. 
" '' Pollak 1928-1931 vol.1, p. 126. 
:4r>> Rainaldi's involvement is attested to in various sources; Titi 1987 vol.1, p.100: 'A niano destra di questo Altare e 
ill deposito del Gard. Belarmino. fatto con disegno di Girolamo Rainaldi...'; in the 1725 edition of Roma ampliata. e 
rinovatu.rinovatu. p.89, it was stated 'Osservate fra i Deposili quelio eretto al C ardina! Bellarmino con architcttura di 
Girolamoo Rainaldi. e colle Statove del Cavfalier| Bernini.' 

55 The sources disagree upon the authorship of the two sculpted Virtues; Baglione 1642 1993. p.303 attributed both 
allegoriess to Pictro Bernini, which was followed by Martinelli 1660 1969. p.68 and Titi 1987. p.101; Passen 
16788 1993. p.247 however ascribed them to Giuliano Linelli but executed under the direction (if Bernini, which was 
followedd by Pascoli 1730 1992. p.864: **Baldinued 1 845-1847 1974. pp.76, 177. Domenico Bernini stated around 
17000 that Gianloren/o made the figure of Religion. See for a discussion Bruhns 1940, pp.315-316 and Lavin 1968, 
P.24.Ï. . 
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too the right. Because of the location of the monument behind the high altar, the bust was directed 

towardss this liturgical focus and at the same time, beyond the space of the apse, facing towards 

thee beholder in the nave (fig. 79). The pose of this bust, especially the clutching of the hands in 

thee pose of 'cwiger Anbetung' or eternal adoration, was a familiar sixteenth-century form/"' 

Imagess of figure^ in the act of prayer can be found north of the Alps in later medieval times, and 

inn Spain and Naples in the early modern period. This iconography was. however, unusual in 

Bernini'ss oeuvre, and only reoccurred once, several decades laten in the monument to 

Pimentei,'"'' With the decisive adoption of this traditional term. Bernini introduced into the 

Romann context the deceased in the act of prayer, and added the suggestion of bodily movement 

thatt reflected interior motion. Instead of a fro/en image, this bust became a living example for the 

beholderr of how to attain spiritual perfection. 

BelSarmino'ss monument was not the tlrst of this kind in Rome, however, and it is 

significantt that a similar example was executed only three years earlier: the funeral monument of 

Paoloo Ijnilio Sfondrato.!s| An Avvi.so of 1602 mentioned that the cardinal intended to be buried 

inn front of the monument erected to the titular saint of Santa Cecilia in Trastevere. of which 

churchh he was titular cardinal: his testament oï 1618 repeated this intention. A simple marble slab 

directlyy in front of the sculpture of the female saint was to cover his coffin. ^ In addition to this. 

thee executors of his testament. Agostino Pacinelii and Odoardo I'arnese. also decided to erect an 

independentt funeral monument against the wall of the nave of the church (fig.80).1^ The design 

off the monument has been ascribed to various artists, among whom the names of again (Jirolamo 

Rainaldi.. Pietro Bernini, and that of Angelo Pellegrini have been suggested. The contract for the 

executionn of the funeral monument, however, only referred to Clemente (iargioli. the 'scalpellino' 

hiredd to execute the architectural structure in stone. 

:: ;v The recent exhibition on Bernini included this bust; see Bernini 1 W cat.no.38. pp.322-333. 
!1"" The term 'ewiger Anhetung' was coined and linked to Bernini's bust by Bruhns 1940. p.3 15. 

Wittkowerr 1981. cat.no. 15. Silla l.onghi and Nicolas Cordier used a similar form in the Cappella Paolina in Santa 
Mariaa Maggi ore in Rome, where the full-length-figure of Paul V is shown holding his hands in prayer and ga/ing 
towardss the altar; see Ostrow 1996. p. 172. 
'•"'' Bondini 1855. p.139. Bruhns 1940. pp.313-314; Matthiae 1970. p.48 supposed that Baglione had ascribed the 
desiunn to Carlo Maderno. However. Baglione 1642 1995 did not mention this monument in the life of Maderno. On 
itss recent restoration, see Marchetti 1999. p.43. 

'Avvisii di Roma' of 1602. ASY.L rb.Laf 1 070. fol.682r. Sec Gallagher 1999. and 1 .conomopoulos 2001, pp.37-40 
inrr the will of Sfondrato and the monument in Santa Cecilia in Trastevere. 

'' During the eighteenth-centur\ redeeoration. this monument was moved to the portico of Santa Cecilia. 
:: : [{eonomopoulos 2001, pp.38. 45; (he contract dated 23 May 1623. is in ASC, Arehivio Crbano. se/.l. t.414. 
fols.329r-330r.. 355r-355v. This contract contained a drawing tor the monument without reference to an author Barry 
[999.. p.193.ii.27 regarded Rainaldi as the architect of the tomb on the basis of the contract as published in Bertolotti 
•iriisu•iriisu svizzen a Roma. p. 192; however, the edition i 88t> i 974 of this book does not refer to Kamaldi or the tomb in 
question. . 
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Sfondrato'ss monument in many respects resembled Bernini's project in the Gesu: a marble 

plaquee with inscription, in this case praising the efforts undertaken by Sfondrato in embellishing 

thee church and his general virtues such as piety and charity, surmounted by a round niche with 

thee actual bust; on either side niches crowned by triangular pediments house the Saints Cecilia 

andd Agnes.'^ The sarcophagus was the only element lacking in the Rellarmino monument: the 

totall design and the details were nearly identical. While Sfondrato's image (fig.81) could be 

describedd as rather stiff and Bernini's bust (fig.79) much more lively, they both represented the 

deceasedd in the act of prayer and turned in the direction the altar, the liturgical and devotional 

focuss of the church. They both visually joined the visitors in their daily prayers and seemed to 

exhortt to this exemplary behaviour. 

Thee iconography of prayer adopted in the monuments of Sfondrato and Bellarmino did 

nott merely herald individual characteristics of the two devout ecclesiastics. Instead, this 

decorationn reflected the spiritual intentions of a political faction in the Sacred College of 

Cardinals,, which shared a predilection for devotional retreats and the exercise of meditation and 

contemplation.. The Farnese family tradition, as announced in the funeral oration and the letter of 

16755 cited at the beginning of this chapter, was thus not the only factor that determined 

Odoardo'ss interest in having special apartments for spiritual retreat linked to convents of Monks 

ass well as confraternities.1"16 It was, on the contrary, a sign of spiritual zeal of several cardinals 

belongingg to the same political faction as Farnese. and which determined not only their life, but 

alsoo their (posthumous) public image. 

Alll of Farncse's apartments fulfilled the requirement of undisturbed prayer and 

meditation:: the apartment in the Casa Professa and the Palaz/ina in Caprarola were physically 

autonomouss from their architectural surroundings. However, the devotional practice was in each 

casee related to the regular community in the adjacent monasteries to which these apartments were 

attached.. In the apartment of the Casa Professa. the decoration of the small Cappcllina referred to 

thee act of prayer. In (irottafcrrata and Camaldoli. separate rooms were available to him from 

whichh Farnese was able to join the regulars in their daily liturgical and individual devotions. 

Fvenn the Camerino degli Fremiti belonged to this phenomenon: Bellori's words that Farnese 'was 

" "" The inscription reads: '!)! •(). i R I N O . U N O T A O I .D.SI-ONDR Aio.CARn.tTisr.Ai RAN (iRRi.xvi. iR.i n . B O N O M S N . 

[[ K i A i O ••SI(iNA'i!"KAI'.{iRA'!']A!;.l,!<Al:t-M"IV). ('RIAK JNHN.PRAI SHU.PII-I A IKIN.I Ml A1 I MYOSor i . ANIMARl 'M.S ] IT)I<) 

CliARII lAil^lN'.PAl:PI-.KI;S'IM.ANi:.\li:NIURA\I)(>(M iOI),SANX , 'rAi^(\\r:CI!.IAf-'.(. ' '>R|>!.^.I\S)c;\[.Sl-.iM.| G IRO.I.UMIMRl :S.AI) 

XII N I T M . P I ' R P i i r O . ( ( ) [ [ ( " ( I N N R I S IHRRISIRI.PROPI- .UMl <>.l)K'ORA\ I I I I MP1 I'M.I XORNAil MS.U'HRIM) I IB IS . 

\1 INlS!RIS.PRlf I [nSIS ' \ASIS. I I .Ri : I . | ( . ) l l lS ,Arr i ! 'M. 'HArRr : i . ) [ "M.P. \ .ASSf ' .Rnn l O n T n r O D O r K O M N I A ' . I i r S M n h L R f ' R r M 

MPMORIAM.VIVINS.RPPMI.IT-- 1)1 AK )R I I U ).ANNO.Ai ; I'ATIS.1 VÏI.SA1 .MIX 'Wi l l . ()[')()AIU)1 ;S.t '-\R[).r A RN1:SH-S-' !-. I . 

. M ( T I M I M ^ . P \ ( " ( . ' I M - I . I . I I : S .. S L N P N rrsr \Mi ;N!ARii . i : \ f - f r roRi-s P.P.' 
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usedd to retreat to this roum. for his de\otion' fits perfectly into the described pattern.' lie was 

ablee to participate in Mass. and possible other religious events, as the original contract of 1611 

stated.. Thus, for I arnese. this kind of room fitted into a series of related objects. And just as the 

otherr cardinals, his posthumous fame was partly based on this characteristic. Bentivoglio's 

MemorieMemorie of 1688 stated about Farnese that he 'ton often enjoyed the fact of] retreat'. °* 

Thee situation and use of the Camerino within the Palazzetto also accords with the kind of 

retreatt to which other cardinals devoted a part of their time. Paolo Pimilio Sfondrato aiso 

sojournedd with the monks he was cardinalprotcctor of; Roberta Gi-iiamiinu habitually went to 

Sant'Andreaa where a comparable situation of a room near a garden could he found, and the 

landscapee backgrounds were related to the intentions that Federico Borromeo had indicated in his 

letters,, and in the choice for such themes in the paintings he had ordered from Paul Bril and 

Pieterr Brueghel. In many respects. Farnese's Camerino contained elements that could he found in 

otherr objects and similar situations, where the theme of landscape played a particular role. How 

wass the subject of nature considered by the group of cardinals around Farnese'.' 

Secc note 1 above 
ik'llorii lh72 2i.H'i(!. p.>(>?': 'essendo sohtu ... ritirarsi in ^utdLi camera, per •sua diuuione. 
Hentiwudioo 1668. p.44: '( midieavasi. ehe egli amasse troppo la retiratez/.a alle volte...' 
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5.. GARDENS FOR THE SOUL 

inn i615. when Lanfranco will have started his work on the decoration in the Camerino, Cardinal 

Robertoo Bcilarmino published a book caiied Scala di satire con la menie a Dio per mezo delie 

cosecose create, a 'Ladder to ascend with the mind to God by means of the created things' (fig.82). 

"I'hiss treatise explained that the elements of visible nature were a scries of steps leading to a 

spirituall understanding of the Creator.1 The book's dedication to Pictro Aldrobrandini 

emphaticallyy indicated that this work was to be a helpful manual for ecclesiastics with many 

obligationss and busy schedules: 

Becausee if one could hope for any use of this work of mine, that will be particularly 
** * ^ 

applicablee to the persons occupied in public affairs, especially Ecclesiastical Princes." 

Accordingg to this dedication, the Scala di satire was aimed at cardinals and Odoardo Farnese was 

onee of its intended readers, as he belonged to the same faction of cardinals as Aldobrandini and 

Bellarmino.33 That he was supposed to take notice of this book is also indicated by the dedication 

too him of the sequel (in time as well as in subject) to the Scala, Bellarmino's De aeterna felicitate 

sanctorum,sanctorum, 'Of the eternal happiness of the Saints', of 1616. 

Apartt from this external evidence, the choice of words in the above citation also implied 

Farnesee as one of its recipients. The term 'Lcclesiastical Prince' was coined by Albergati in his 

treatisee of 1592 on the life of the cardinal and reflected a contemporary discussion on the political 

dignityy and modes of address for cardinals ^ This book, dedicated to Farnese upon his nomination 

ass a cardinal, discussed the double social position of the 'Cardinal born a Prince', and devoted an 

entiree chapter to the primacy of ecclesiastical over secular dignity," Moreover, following 

Bellaiminoo in the above citation, so too Albergati olluded to the time-consuming duties of the 

'' It originally appeared in Latin, both in Rome and Antwerp, in 1615 under the title Ik' ascensions mentis in Deum 
perper scalas renim creatarum... and in an Italian edition. Several editions were printed, as well as numerous 
translationss into other languages well into the nineteenth century. See Sommervogel 1960 vol.1, cols. 1231-1236. 
:: Bellarmino 1615, preface: 'Percióche se utilita alcuna puo sperarsi da questa mia ratica. questa ridondara 
particolarmentee ne gli uomini occupati ne'pubblici aftari. come sono per lo piü i Prencipi Fcclesiastici.' 
;; B.\Y.Boncompagni.C.20. fol.98v. 
11 Although reports between 1600 and 1605 indicate that the friendship between Farnese and .Aldobrandini had been 
disrupted,, other sources suggest that after 1605 recommenced their contact; see BAV Boncornpagni C.20, 'Discorso 
dee Card.li viventi in tempo di Papa Paulo \ 'o'. tbl.l91v. about Farnese: 'Con Aldobrandino sta un pezvo male, hora 
staa bene.' For the publication history o\' !)e aetenuta felicitate sanctorum, see Sommervogel 1960 vol.1, cols. I 236-
1238. . 

'' Albergati 1598. 
Albergatii 1598. p.3. Prodi 1987. pp.84-85 described the new position of the Cardinal after the Tridentine reforms 

andd his position under the new papal power, as the 'ecclesiastical prince'; treatises and dedications only begin to use 
thiss term after the 1620's. Albergati was the first to investigate and define the meaning of the double nature of the 
prince-cardinal. . 
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cardinal-prince,, and formulated the concept of nature as a ladder to reach the Divine as one of the 

recommendablee devotions for a cardinal.' The natural component of Lanfranco's decoration of 

thee Camerino. and indeed the concept o\' nature in the decoration of the Palazzetto. can be 

graspedd through Bellannino's book on the devotional interpretation of the visible world. As he 

v\dNN one of the influential authors of spiritual treatises in earlv modern Rome, his views were 

widelyy accepted b> church-authorities and the general public as well. 

Bellarmino' ss 'Ladder  of Nature' 

Ass the book's title stated. Roberto Bellannino's treatise described a 'statrwav' from this world to 

Hea\en.. By looking at the individual elements of nature and. through this act of contemplation, 

understandingg the universe as God's creation, the reader would gain an understanding oï the 

qualitiess of the Divine. 1 his implied a dual interpretation of the visible world as a valley of tears 

andd as a reflection of its Maker. I o explain the relation between the two. Bellarmino utilised the 

didacticc concept that il was in fact the mind o I the beholder which turned the treacherous side o\~ 

thee natural world into a positive perception of its Creator: 

Soo thus, my souk what you see before your eyes, and in your mind that seems marvellous 

andd worthy to YOU. becomes a staircase for you to ascend to the knowledge of the 

perfectionn of the Creator, which is. without any comparison, the best. Thus it will occur 

thatt the created things, which at the feet of the stupid have turned into pitfalls, will not 

deceivee you. nor do they throw you back, but they will instruct you. and confirm the steps 

towardss better, and more sublime things. 

Thee text of the Scala pointed out a spiritual path, divided into three degrees, each of them 

subdividedd into five chapters, leading from the consideration of man as a microcosm, through the 

descriptionn of the macrocosm and its constituting elements, to the discussion of the Virtues, in 

otherr words, the argument progressed from the immediate and corporal to the invisible and 

ethereall components of Creation. After an initial examination of the human body ('First step: 

Albergatii 15<>8. p. 181: 'f\. perche alia cognilione dellc cose divine invisibili. & insensibili. I'huomo agevolmente 
s'inal/aa con la scala de i sensi: perche. riguardando l'ordine meraviglioso della natura, e gli stupêdi efletti prodolti 
daiiee cause seconde, vemamo in esquisita eertez.za del primo motore. e dell'meftab!! sapien/a. possanza. c bonlo Ji 
Dio.. \era. e prima cation di tutte Ie cose; Perö alia scienza della 1 heologia dee precedere la Filnsnfia natural^, e 
Metatisieaa d'Anstotele. come quclla. che per runiformiia. per la vode/za. e methodo vtene dal commun 
consentimentoo di tutte le scuole anteposta ad ogn'akra.' 
xx Bellarmino 1615 p.^O: 'Niche, anima mia. quanto ti si para avanti a gl'occlu. & ai pensiero. che ti paia maraviglioso. 
ee ritzuardevole. fa che ti sta scala per sal ire alia eonoseenza delta pertcttione del Creatore. la quale senza paragone 
alcunoo é di gran longa maggiorc. Quindi avverra che Ic cose create, che sono a'piedi del I i scioeehi divenuti laeci. non 
i'ingannaranno.. ne ti nbuttaranno indietro. ma ti istruiranno. & assodaranno il passo per salirc a cose megliori. e piü 
sublimi.' ' 
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Mann is considered as a microcosm'), through the contemplation on the earth ('Second step: The 

entiree world is considered') and its four elements: Earth. Water, Air and Fire (Steps three to six), 

Rellarminoo discussed the celestial bodies of the sun, moon and stars (Step seven) and proceeded 

too the contemplation of the immaterial aspects of Creation. He examined the angels and the soul 

(Stepp eight: Our soul is considered: Step nine: The Angels are considered') and further informed 

thee reader of the virtues to be discovered and brought into one's own life for the attainment of 

spirituall perfection. Bellarmino concluded with a number of meditations about the divine 

qualitiess and eternal wisdom ('Step ten: The Essence of God'; 'Step eleven: The Almightiness of 

God';; 'Step twelve: Theoretical Wisdom of God'; 'Step thirteen: Practical Wisdom of God.') The 

bookk ended with chapters on the mercy and the justice of God (Steps fourteen and fifteen). 

Especiallyy in the first part of the book, the consideration of the natural world was held to 

bee an important incentive towards the spiritual ideal: this practice of observing the visible 

functionedd as introduction to the more advanced steps. In the preface this is supported by a 

numberr of citations from Saint Augustine and the Apostle Paul, who both believed that it was 

possiblee to understand God through observation of this world. Bellarmino even stated that other 

meanss of reaching an understanding of the Divine in saeculum - and here he alluded to the 

mysticall method by which the initiative had been transferred from man to God - were exceptions 

too the rule: 

Butt that man can rise up [to God] by means of the creatures, and can come to the 

understandingg and iove of the Creaiui as taught by the Book of wisdom, and the Apostle 

writingg to the Romans, and this is confirmed by reason itself; while through the effects 

onee can come lo acknowledge the original cause, and by the figure to its example. And 

onee cannot doubt that all created things are works uf God. and that man and the Angels 

aree not merely works, but also images of God. as Scripture teaches us. 

Accordingg to Bellarmino. the multitude of creatures reflected the infinite beauties of God and Mis 

perfections:: each of them contained a spark of this ideal - like a scudo is worth a great many 

"" For the difference between mystical and ascetic tonus of prayer, see l)S 1937-1 994 vol. 10. cols. 1 934-1936. 
''"''"  Bellarmino 1615. p.5: 'Che I'huotno per tnezo delie creature possa salire. e giognere aila eogmtione. & amore del 
Creatore.. I'insegna il libro della sapienza. e 1'Apostolo scrivendo a'Romani. e !a ragione stessa il conferma: merit re da 
gl'etTettii si puo conoscere la cagione fattrice. e dalla figura l'esemplare. K non si puo dubbitare. ehe tutte le cose 
createe non sieno opere di Die. e che l'huomo, e l'Angelo non solaniente sieno opere, ma ancora imagini di Dio. la 
Seritturaa ee I'insegna.' With this last remark Bellarmino alluded especially to the Psalms, which contained a number 
off references to this principle, fn the Commentary to the Psalms, published in Latin in 161 1. a number of them have 
beenn explained in connection with the virion of God through nature. See Brodrick 1961 p.i82. 
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Ljuaiiritii.Ljuaiiritii.  The reader should thus not turn trom the world, but understand how to 'read' this 

secondd revelation, and add all these detailed perfections found in Creation into a concise idea of 

onee sublime Perfection, which is an image of the Creator. This notion presupposed the idea that 

outwardd perfection was an image of God's Wisdom, and for that reason beauty was considered a 

Divinee qualitv. At this supreme stage of his method. Bellarmino reverted back to his first chapter 

withh the analog) of the human body, thus making his argumentation turn full circle. 

inn other words, according to Bellarmino his method was not a one-directional system of 

asceticc prayer, but instead the insight gained at the end would reinvest the early stages with new 

significance:: it might be compared to the modern concept of the hermeneutic circle. The goal of 

thee book was twofold: circular and ascending, firstly, the visible world was not to be left behind 

duringg the course of meditation, but should be returned to with a new understanding, and would 

graduallyy become a transparent screen to reveal the image u\" God. Secondly, by continually 

reflectingg upon the visible world, one would be able to rise above it until the vision ol true and 

incorporatee beauties was reached. These two directions together constituted the process of 

contemplation:: the continuous reflection upon all aspects of one theme until true understanding 

wass reached. 

Bellarminoo had not invented all this by himself, as he regularly reminded his reader both 

directlyy and indirectly. His text contained numerous references to biblical and Patristic texts, of 

whichh Saints Paul and Augustine have already been mentioned, and many later authors who had 

touchedd upon the relation between the earthly and divine realms. The Scala fitted into a tradition 

off considering the natural world as a reflection of the Creator, the origins of which went back to 

thee Apostle Paul. In his letter to the Romans. Paul had suggested that one way in which God had 

revealedd Himself to man was through Creation." Saint Augustine took up this idea and sustained 

itt with biblical arguments: in his discourse on the relation between the physical and metaphysical. 

Creationn was considered a condition for the Redemption of Man. ' In the thirteenth century. 

Hughh of Saint Victor. Thomas Aquinas and Bonaventura discussed this concept of the world as 

thee Second Book of" Revelation in greater depth, and turned the scholastic issue into a subject for 

Bellarminoo 1615. n i?" 'IVrcioche kldio ha voluto e-"-'".cr conoscii-ito JaU'liuoimj in quciia guisa. e tie .-> e potato 
miglioree per mezo defle sue creature: e pervlie non \ ' c ; ; creatura alcuna, che rappre>entare potes t i'intiniia 
perfettionee del Creature, ha egli moltipiicate I e creature, e ctet'.1 a ciaxcuna neU'esser suo. qualche perfettione. accio da 
questee si venisse In cognitione della honta. & intlnita perfettione del Creatore. il quale sotto la perfettione d'una 
semplicissimaa essen/a. ha pertettioni infinite, apponto connim» scudo d'oro contiene in se valore di molti quattrini.' 
: :: Romans 19-20. 
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prayerr and contemplation. 

Inn particular. Bonaventura's work was an important example to Bellarmino. Already the 

titiee of the Scala ai salire echoed that of the earlier treatise., which was known as Itinerarium 

MentisMentis in Deum - the 'Pilgrimage of the Mind to God'. Secondly, their systematic approaches 

weree very similar. Bonaventura had divided the ascension of the soui into three stages each 

consistingg of a number of steps, in which, as the Seraphic Doctor explained, 

thee totality of the things is the ladder to ascend to God. and among the created beings, 

somee have a connection with God as traces, others as images, some are corporeal and 

otherss spiritual, some are temporal and others are eternai, and for that reason some are 

withinn us and others outside of us...1 ' 

Althoughh the course sketched out by Bonaventura differed from that prescribed by Bellarmino, it 

alsoo followed a logical progression in six steps from the external and phenomenological world to 

thee image of God inside man himself, and from there ascending to the divine Trinity and Christ. 

Thee difference lay in the reversal of the first and second stages: the Scala started with man as an 

imagee of God. Only in one other important detail did Bcllarmino's book differ from that of his 

predecessor:: his work was contemporaneously published in Italian and soon also in other 

vernacularr languages.16 It offered itself to a much wider audience. 

Althoughh the preface of Bellannino's Scala di salire addressed a very small public of 

Cardinals,, ilie paiuiext of the publication enlarged this to encompass a vast group of readers. 

Initially.. Bellarmine's book was intended as a reminder for himself; only after circulating - in 

manuscriptt - in Jesuit houses and finding praise for its contents and composition, did the Cardinal 

becomee convinced that its method was useful to others and should appear in print.'' At that point, 

hee dedicated it to another cardinal, and described it as apt for 'ecclesiastical Princes' with little 

timee to devote to the practice of meditation. Numerous editions and translations testify to the 

popularityy of the Scala di salire: the relatively small format secured a wide diffusion. 

Althoughh Bellarmino suggested that he had hesitated to give his manuscript to the printer, 

thiss was more a literary topos to underline his humility, rather than an expression of doubt about 

, !! Biumenberg 1984. p..>l. LdM 1980-1999 vol.6, ails. 1040-1043. Au^usimus-U'xikon 1 98o-present. \oi.2. pp.55-
115.. Augustine discussed the relation between Creation and Redemption among other places in his Enarratio in 
pMilmumpMilmum XI.A', 6.7, 

'' See /ahlten 1979. esp. pp. 1 12f and I 81 for the influence of Bonaventura'^ cosmolngica! ideas in relation to the 
beginningg of Genesis and the Creation upon the medieval arts. 
! '' Bonaventura 1%!. ch.1,2. 
''' For the editions of the Scala, sec Sommervouel 1960 vol. I. cols. 1 2 .'> 1 -1 236 
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thee proposed method of de\otion. On the contrary he followed an approved model, and he had 

activelyy promoted the use of the natural world as a means to spiritual edification in an earlier 

book.. This very idea of the visible world as the Book of (iod was described in Bellarmino's 

ExplanatioExplanatio in Psalmos of !61 1. a textbook for preachers that was used for the instruction of the 

generall public, hi the commentary on the eighteenth Psalm, the heavenly bodies are seen as 

investedd with cogency - for they 'speak' an alternative language of symbols, in which (iod wrote 

hiss Second Revelation. For example, the verse Day to day uttereth speech, and night to night 

showethh knowledge' trom Psalm 18:2 was interpreted as the sun and moon perpetually 

announcingg the glory of the Lord: the rounds they made on the celestial globe were regarded as 

heavenlyy music to their hymn of praise.'* By thus representing the celestial bodies as being 

investedd with the abilitv to speak and sing. Bellarmino turned nature itself into the active 

preachingg authority for the instructed observer. 

Presentedd in this light, nature itself became an active agent in the Catholic cause. With the 

rightt impetus, the beholder of real or imaginary landscapes, in paint, fresco or print, would be 

drawnn up to the first step of prayer and meditation by merely looking at natural specimens. But 

beforee this method could he adopted by the public at large, they must be taught the method, and 

thiss was done around 1600 by means of booklets, oral explanation, and instruction 'on the spot'. 

Thee Scala di salire itself alluded to such a direct link between place and devotional method: in 

hiss preface Bellarmino described that the booklet - indicated in the original title which was 

alteredd in the final printed version - was the 'product' of one of his regular devotional retreats: 

Thee past month of September, with the help of (iod I wrote as well as 1 could a booklet. 

D I MM A SAI.UA. which conducts the mind to (iod by means of the stairs of created things: 

havingg chosen this month (with the good grace ot~ Mis Holiness Our Lord) for complete 

occupationn with praver. having put all other affairs aside.' * 

Bellarminoo 1615, Introduction: T,t aneorche IO I'havesse scritto per niie use proprio: spinto tuttavia dal conseglio. 
cc dalS'esortatione dc gl'amici a lassario pubicare. ho voluto. die comparisca sotto'l nome di V. Sign. Illustrissima.' 
:ss Bellarmino 1611. p.7,V 'II. Dies dia eruelat verbum, <£ nox noefi uuiicat seientium. Admirabilis plane est 
praedicatio.. qua enarrant gloriam dei... In hoc versioulo declaratur praedicatio sine intermissione: & quia caelum 
praedieatt per dies & noctes. cum interdiu conspiciatur pulchritudo Sous. & noctu pulchritude stellarum: &  quia dies 
acc noeles nun permanent, sed laburuntur. ac sibi invicè succedunt: id en pnetieo artifieio fingit Propheia. unum dicrr. 
peraetoo eursu & praedicatione sua. tradere did sequenti \erbu praedicationrs, <t noctem quoque peraeto eursu. & 
quasii hynino eanlaln. tradere nocti sequenti munus canendi... K. >ine nulla intermissione dies. <Kr noctes quasi choreas 
dueunt.. & Deü laudibus celebrant.' See also the rest of this psalm-e\egesis. where the symbolism of nature is widely 
used,, lor the Lxpliealumes in Psalmos see Dollinger Reused 1887. p.69. Brodnek 1%1, p.382. and /AS" I°.s7-19<M 
\ol.. I .v col,71 6. 
'"" Bellarmino 161 X 'introduction': 'II passato Mese di Settembre. come potei il meulio. eomposi con I'aiuto di Dio. un 
ïibseüo.. Di Li A SAI.IIA. che la ia mente a Dio. per le scale delIc cose create' havendomi (con huona gratia deila 
Santitaa di Nostro Signorel elclto quel Mese per oeeuparmi tutto neM'orationc. post o in di>p<.iik- ogn'aitro aiiare.' 
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Ass already discussed in the third chapter, the place where Bellarmino sojourned each year for his 

spirituall exercises was the noviciate of Sant'Andrea. This was not only a set of buildings, but it 

alsoo contained a large garden that occupied much of the block. It was here that, from around 

1600,, the concept used by Bellarmino had been put into practice by the novices, explaining to the 

publicc the allegorical and mystical significance of the Creation Reilarmino had not only based 

hiss own text upon the writings of others, but he was also inspired by the contemporary practice he 

couldd observe in his immediate vicinity. The Scala di salire constituted only one of the media 

throughh which the ascetic practice of allegorieally reading nature was promoted as a popular 

methodd of spiritual improvement. The Jesuit Order played an active part in all those forms, and 

mostt conspicuously in the garden of the San Vitale in Rome. 

Thee garden of Sant'Andrea al Quirinal e 

Onn the southern slope of the Quirinal Mill, a large complex of Jesuit possessions gradually came 

intoo being during the last decades of the sixteenth century. Its nucleus, the church of Sant'Andrea 

all Quirinale, was donated to the Society in 1566 by Gianandrea Crocc, Bishop of Tivoli. and in 

thatt same year the adjacent house and vigna were given to the Jesuits by Giovanna d'Aragona, 

Duchesss of Tagliacozza.20 The ruinous state of the church as well as the house, and the urgent 

needd for a noviciate independent from the Jesuit Casa Professa led almost immediately to plans 

forr restoration and rebuilding. KAICMMUIIS were added to the back and sides of these buildings, 

unifyingg the various parts.2' 

Inn 1598 this complex was enlarged with another church. San Vitale, given to the Jesuits 

byy express papal approval. This church was an early Christian basilica dating from the fifth 

centuryy and in desperate need of repair."" Work started almost immediately, with private funding 

fromm Isabella della Rovere, Principessa di Bisignano.'" The aisles were partly torn down and the 

colonnadee walled up to provide structural support; these new walls were decorated between 1599 

andd 1603 under the supervision of the painter Giovanni Battista Fiammeri. himself a professed 

Jesuit.. The frescoes in the apse and tribuna were executed by Andrea Commodi and Agostino 

Ciampelli;; the walls of the nave were done by Tarquinio Ligustrir4 This interior decoration 

Gsachii Matthiae 1969. pp.7-8. Buchowiecki 1967-1974 vol.1, p.541 and Lanzetta 1996. pp.18-24. 
: ;; See \ allcry-Radot 1960. pp.422-423. and the archival material in ARSl.Rorn.167A and 16S. 'Noti/ie stonche 
appartenentii alia cappellette di S. Stanisiao Kxistka'. which contains maps of the area between 1575 and 1733. 
; ;; Huetter.Golzio 1935 pp.45-50. Abromsom 1981. pp 240-25 I. /uecan 1984. pp. 142-159. Macioee 1990. pp.122-
125,, Kuhn-lJorte 1997. pp.208-209. 21 7-220. 
: ;; Yalone 1994. 
: ii Huetter Golzio 1935. Kuhn-Forte 1997 pp.201-226; tor Ciampelli ( 1565-1630) see AUgemeitus Kimsi Ier-Lex ikon 
1992-presentt vol.19, pp.132-134; tor Commodi (1560-1658) and his frescoes see AH^'tm-iHt-s Kïtnstlcr-I.exikon 
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reflectedd the official requirements ot the Order, as the plans had been approved by the general in 

15999 before their execution: the financial patronage by \arious nobles did not affect either the 

themee or form of the decoration.~" The genera; subject of the frescoes, surrounded by painted 

architecture,, was the theme of martyrdom."'1 All these early Christian episodes were set within 

conspicuouss landscape settings. 

Landscapee was also present outside the church in the form of real nature. Between the 

noviciatee of Sant'Andrea and the church of San Vitale, on the slope of the Quirinal hill, was a 

garden.. Its nucleus was the vigna donated in 1566 by Gio\anna d'Aragona. and pieces of land 

weree added to this throughout the later sixteenth and se\enteenth century. Contemporary 

accountss and sources document these gifts and acquisitions and the works subsequently 

undertakenn to transform these parts into one large garden/ The grounds were rearranged and 

neww buttressing walls were built to support three terraces. Walls were put up around the premises 

too secure privacy for the novices. Accounts and drawings also mentioned the acquisition in 1 588 

off water from the aqueduct feeding the Moses fountain on the Quirinal Hill, and the construction 

off drainage-pipes for the cultivation of the plants in the garden (fig.83)." 

Att the end of the seventeenth century, the Jesuits owned almost the entire isola. I he 

expansionn of this garden can be followed through a number of visual sources. On the map by Du 

Peracc of 1577. the area between the two churches consisted of several walled premises in a larger 

uninhabitedd space.' ' Antonio Tcmpesta's map of 1593 shows the facade of the old Sant'Andrea. 

andd behind it a number of separate vineyards, divided up by walls; what was directly behind the 

noviciatee is hidden by the buildings, " (iiovanni Maggi presented both the facade of the 

Sant'Andreaa and the apse of the San Vitale surrounded by an irregular /one in his map of 1625 

(fig.84).. Greuters' map of 1618 indicated that the grounds between the two churches was divided 

intoo three levels, but the location of this detail on the border of two plates hinders its legibility/' 

Inn 1662. the subdivisions of the area can be recognised in the Tempesta-Rossi map. and only 

fromm Nolli's map of 1748 (tig.85). does a concise idea of the garden between the San Vitale and 

1992-present.. vol.20. p.457 and Papi 1994; for Ligustri (around 1580-after 1018) in the San Vitale, sec Guerrieri 
Borsoii 2000. pp.92-95. Ligustri was called in when Annibale Priori, who had started the decoration, renounced the 
commission. . 
"" Pirri 1952. p..19. 

Rongenn 1975. pp.89-1 22 and Her/ 1 988. pp.5.1-70. 
"" A number of accounts tor the project of the garden between San Vitale and Sant'Andrea ^an be fuinul in 
AA RSI. [•'undo Gesuitico 867 2. Tabbriche fatte in giardino I 59V 1080'. 
ss ARSl.l-ondo Gesuitico 867-2. lura diversa quoad Viridarium hmptum a l)D Gaponis <fc quoad ad Manutentionem 

aquanV.. contains juridical contracts for the supply of water between 1 S88 and 1 742. 
: ;; h'rutaz 1962 vol.2. plate 254. 

Irutazz IVÖ2 voi.2. piate 26.V 
'' l-ruta/ 1962 vol 2. plate ^87 
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Sant'Andreaa emerge/2 Between the two churches the sloping ground was divided into terraces 

andd the large area to the east of the churches was used for agriculture. 

AA print of 1611. probably made by Greuter. represented the general organisation as well 

ass many details of the garden located between the two churches of San Vitale and Sant'Andrea al 

Quirinalee (fig.87). The upper half of the etching shows the back facade of the noviciate, marked 

A.. with the apse of the old church of Sant'Andrea to the right. Immediately behind this, a formal 

gardenn had been laid out on the first terrace in the form of six squares, with a fountain to the left 

off the centre. Against the wall on the left, a pergola for viniculture was constructed and pot-

plants,, presumably oranges, were positioned on the buttressing wall. This wall contained three 

fountains. . 

Thee middle terrace, marked F. was used largely as an orchard and housed another small 

fountainn with a basin; on the left side was another pergola with vines. A flight of stairs ran 

throughh this area, alongside which stood a shed; another revetment separated this middle section 

fromm the lower garden. This last terrace, marked H, as again an open area with paths dividing this 

intoo six sections. By the representation of foliage, the print seems to suggest that in each section 

off this garden a specific variety of plant or herb was cultivated. Beehives were placed against the 

buttressingg wall next to three further fountains. In the middle of this section, an obelisk with 

paintedd decoration could be admired. At this end of the garden a porch gave onto the public road. 

Thiss print of the garden was inserted into a book entitled La peinture spirituelle ou I'Art 

d'admirerd'admirer et louer dieu en toutes ses oeuvres, et tirer de toutes profit xalutere, or 'The spiritual 

paintingg or the Art of admiring and praising God in all his works, and drawing healthy profit 

fromm all this' (fig.86). which provided a lengthy description of the noviciate complex at 

Sant'Andrea.. Its author was I ,ouis Richcomc (1 544-1625), a French Jesuit who was the master of 

thee novices at Sant'Andrea for a number of years until at least 1618/" The text of the Peinture 

SpirituelleSpirituelle proceeded along the line of the actual buildings, discussing in each chapter a section 

off the noviciate, beginning with the description of the church of Sant'Andrea. continuing with the 

paintingss in the refectory and dormitories and, after an account of the garden, it concluded with a 

chapterr on the church of San Vitale, situated at the other end of the premises. 

Duringg this virtual guided tour. Richcomc discussed the symbolic interpretation given to 

thee decoration and organisation of the complex and the intermediate garden. The title and the 

i :: frutaz 1962 vol.3, plates 340. 410. 
'"'' Koch 1934. col. 1545. Sommervogel 1960 vol 6. eol.lSI5f.. AS' 1937-1994 vol.13 pp.659-663. and Oijsbers 1998, 
p.35.. Richcomc was master of the novices in Sant'Andrea approximately between 1608 and 1618. See Macioce 1995 
forr a di^cu.sMon of Richcomc'.-» description of the garden. 
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introductionn suggest an allegorical reading of the world, as a kind of usual sermon or an image 

forr prayer: 

11 called it Spiritual Painting* as she is prince of various spiritual images (Tableaux) of 

Ciracee and nature, which are to be seen in this house: those, and by means of those. 

speakingg to the novices. I try to help all these to be useful to their eves and simple hearts. 

andd to become gloriously great in the face of God. and wise in a Christian manner in their 

south,, teaching them through my small industry the way to philosophise well without 

greatt difficulty, and and the art to recognise and admire Uod in all His works... * 

Walkingg in the gardens down the slope of the Quirinal Hill, an encyclopaedic account in the 

traditionn of natura! histories linked all the plants, trees and flowers to the account of Creation and 

thee qualities of the Creator, This didactic explanation of nature was attuned to the education of 

thee novices/" The garden offered them not only the simple enjoyment of the outdoors, but 

nature'ss allegorical meaning as a reflection of the Divine. 

Spiritua ll  Paintings of the Universe 

Bookk six of the Peinture spirituelle described an imaginary walk through the three terraces of the 

garden,, and provided a religious exemplification for each element encountered as well as for the 

whole.. Richeome began with a description of the lintel above the entrance on the upper side, next 

too Sant' Andrea, which contained a relief representing a virgin on the outside, while the inner side 

showedd the figure of Christ. The accompanying inscription, a citation from Canticle 5.1: 'That my 

belovedd will come into his garden', linked the two sides of this arch/" The citation also related 

thee lintel to the physical garden situated behind the door, a traditional image of Mary, who had 

conceivedd the Christ Child in her Virginity/ On a third level, it provided a clear reference to the 

soull of the devout that should be prepared by a virtuous fife for the coming of Christ, and the 

spirituall illumination He would bring into the garden of the human soul. s These biblical 

connotationss prepared the visitor to the garden for a spiritual rather than a literal enjoyment and 

:: Richeome 1611, 'Introduction': 'le I'appeMe la Peinture Spirituelle. parce qu'elle est prime de divers tableaux 
spirituciss de grace & de nature, qui se voyent en ieeile maison: csquels. &  par lesquels. parlant aux Novices, ie 
taschee d'ayder tous ceu\ qui \oudront estre utilement pctis devant leurs yeux & simples de coeur. & devenir 
glorieusementt grands devanl Dieu. & Chrestiennement scavans des leur ieunessc. leur apprenant selon ma petite 
industrie,, la maniere de Hen filosofer sans grande difficult. £ 1'art de cognoistre & admirer Dieu et se;-, oeuvre...' 
'' Coffin 1001. pp 100-102 Macioce TWO. p.122 regarded the iconography of the garden as a reference to 
martyrdom,, f rasmus ot Rotterdam gave in his ( (•nviviun: Rcligiosum an earlier literary example ot the allegorical 
readingg of nature where nature, painting, and the Creator were discussed as comparable entities: see Sehluter I W \ 
pp.SO.. 109 and 159-161. 

"""" Richeome 161 I. p.473; 'Chic muii bicn aime vienne en .son iardin.' 
:"" Rcau 19S^-l<)s9 ud.2 2. pp. 100-102. Schiller 1066-1991 \oI.4.2. p 207 and [immers 19^8 pp. I V-1 V> 
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invokedd a programmatic concept of the garden between the San Vitale and Sant'Andrea. 

Insidee the uppermost geometrical garden (the subject of the first Tableau), was a 

paraphrasee of Paradise, the first garden made by God. Numerous ilowers in multiple colours, 

perfumingg the air and bearing delicious fruits, alluded to familiar representations of Paradise. The 

fountainn in the middle was a reference to the Fountain of Life, a familiar motif in paintings of the 

paradisiacall theme.3y According to Richeome. behind all the elements of this garden the Presence 

off the Creator should be perceived, and Gods' goodness should be reflected upon. He had given 

alll this to mankind, and in return man should thank and praise Him for it. 

Thee argument of the next Tableau was the copiousness of creation, in which a great 

varietyy of grasses and flowers illustrated the excellence of the Creator, as well as the frailty of 

humann life and its vanity. These paragraphs form a paraphrase of learned treatises on plants and 

animals,, such as that by Ulisse Aldrovandi who expanded Aristotle's system with newly 

discoveredd plants and animals from the Last and West.41 Richeome's own text read like a 

herbariumm attuned to the idea that all this could not have come into existence without a higher 

authority.. This should, as the last paragraph of this section recommended, 'stupefy' the reader and 

thee viewers of these marvels of nature. 

Thee third Tableau illustrated, by means of two sun-dials designed by the Jesuit 

mathematiciann Christopher Clavius (one on a pillar in the first garden, and the other against the 

walll of the noviciate-building itself, and marked with the letters B and C in the print), the aspect 

off time as a quality of terrestrial life. Human existence could end at any hour, as God decided. 

Thee measurement of time was also an aspect of the cosmos, by means of the Sun illuminating 

sun-dials;; this concept confronted the longevity of celestial time with the brevity of existence on 

earth.422 On another level, the Sun was also an image of Christ who illuminated man's spiritual 

life. . 

Thee description of the buttressing wall between the first and second terrace took the 

readerr from an anagogic to a typological reading by means of three fountains embellished with 

reliefss of scenes from the Old and New Testaments, linked through the element of water. The 

Richeomee 16] 1. p.473: 'cette vicrge figuree sur Ie lintcau, voilée d'un crespe bleu, seme de croix blanches. <fc de 
rosess d'or. e'est 1'anie devote, qui desire de voir son espoux IKSl S CHRIST en son iardin...' 
"" Schiller 1966-1901 vol.4,1. p.63: the fountain could also be a symboi for either Christ. Divine Wisdom, the Virgin 
Maryy or the Church itself. 
''' Richeome 1611. p.47v 'Done autant de creatures. & de pieces d'art. que vous y vove/, aulant d'obligations tenc/ 
vouss d'honorer le Creatcur. qui vous a tout donne: autant de de livres ave/ vous. a lire, a mediter. & autant de tleurs. 
&& de fruicts spirituels a cueillir pour le reflection de vos anies: aye/ settlement bon oeil. bon entendement, & bonne 
main,, pour y bien voir, bien concevoir. & bien apprester Ie presens de Diet) ... ("est un des exercices des grands 
serviteurss de Dien.' 
"" Findlen 1994. and DRI 1960-present. vol.2, pp.1 IS-1 24. 
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firstt fountain presented \lu.se^ striking the ruck, the jocund showed Rebecca at the well, and a 

thirdd one depieted the Rest on the Flight to Lgypt with the young Christ. ' All of these episodes 

formallyy fitted into the garden, as they had taken place in the landscape. Richeome allegorically 

explainedd that the waters flowing through these basins as the life-giving Water of the Divine 

Lovee through Old-Testament references. b\ means of the Gospels likened them to the water o! 

Baptism,, and thus explained the fountains as illustrating one of the Sacraments of the Catholic 

Church. . 

Thee middie level of the garden ottered the visitor contemplation on a more detailed level, 

withh particular attention to the force of the Creator present in this universe and working in all its 

particulars.. Richeome illustrated this by describing the fruit trees in the middle terrace - almonds, 

laurel,, cherry-trees, apricots, pears, etc: they instructed the reader about the recurrence of the 

seasonss and the organisation of the cosmos, and exemplified the subservience of creation to 

mankind.. He also compared these fruit-trees with Christians as trees planted by God to sustain 

!! lis Church.*' 

'Thee sixth Tableau discussed the revetment at the other end of this partition: the only 

sculpturee described here depieted the figure of the Samaritan woman at Jacob's well, which was a 

referencee to Baptism and to the act of conversion." The other two fountains were apparently 

devoidd of sculptural embellishments. In this case. Richeome likened water to the virtue oï 

humility,, because this element was able, by lowering itself, to reach high up in the fountain.'' 

Waterr could also signify God's vengeance and nnscricorde - as expressed in the biblical stories of 

thee Hood, the Israelites crossing the Red Sea. and of course the act of Baptism. A last analogy 

linkedd water with Paradise and the four rivers l-ufrate. Tygris. Gehon and Phison. which all 

sprangg from the Fountain of Life, which signified among other things the Divine Wisdom and the 

fourr Cardinal Virtues, and formed a reference to the Christian mission. 

~~~~ Richeome I6l I. pp.499-501: Tableau Troisieme des lardins: l.es horologes, ou quadrans.' 
Richeomee !6l I. p.505. Kor the iconography Mo/es striking the rock (I'.xodus I 7:6). see Réau 1955-1959 vol 2 i 

ppp .200-20?. and Timmets I 978. p.96: tor Rebecca at the well I Genesis 24:14). sec Reau 1955-1959 vol.1, pp. 140-14! 
andd LCI 1968-1976 vol.3. cols. 503-504; tor the iconography of the Rest on the Might to Lgypt {Matthew 2:14). see 
Reauu 1955-1959 vol.2.2. pp.278-280 and Schiller 1966-1991 vol. 1. pp. 1 32-1 34. 
: ;; Schiller 1966-1991 vol.4 1. pp.67-68. 

Richeomee 161 1. pp.539-547. For the iconography of the Samaritan woman meeting Christ at the well (John 5:7-
42)) see LCI 19o8-!97ö vol.4, cols.26-50 and Schiller 1966- 1991 vol.1, pp. 168-169. 

Richeomee 16 I I. p.54(): :Hles moment amsi haul, pare e qu'ehes ont autant descendu en bas. *.V e'est leur nature de 
monter,, autant qu'eltes descendent: I'tfeet de mestique. pour \ous apprendre. que de tant plus que vous descendre/ 
parr 1'humilite. &. vous abaissere/ en vost re neanl devant Dicu A devat les homes, de tai plus vous vous guindere/ 
hautt vers le ciel. a la perfection &  a la gloire eternelle.' 
'' Richeome 161 1. p.551. The comparison of the fountain and the four rivers with Wisdom and Virtues comes from 
palrisii^^ iiiciauMc, UJI the iconography of the paradisiacal rivers and the missionary theme, see IX I 1968-1976 \ol.5. 
cols.582-5844 and Schiller 1966-1991 vol.4.1. pp.65-64. 
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Thee basins of these fountains also offered, here and in a later Tableau, a moment of 

reflectionn on the birds coming there to bathe. Richeome assumed on the physical level, that 

featherss had been made out of the element of water; the animals themselves were interpreted 

metaphysicallyy as images of the good Christian, for they strove towards heaven. ' Also the fish 

livingg in the basins of these fountains were seen as references to the good Christian, who lived in 

thiss world without taking it in. y 

Thee Tableau Septiesme: De la Vigne, & autres arbres was not precisely located by 

Richeome;; on the engraving it seems to have been a section of the middle terrace, possibly the 

pergolaa on the left hand side/0 It discussed a vigna or vineyard which produced the wine for the 

Sacrificee of the Mass. and was thus related to Christian liturgy; it also led the mind of the author 

too the various regions of the world and to the topic of geographical difference. According to the 

placee where wine was produced, the harvest of the grapes would either fall in January to March 

(inn Peru),51 or between April and June (in Ethiopia), or between July and September (in northern 

Europe),, or even, in some places, in still other times of the year. This led Richeome back to the 

levell of strict natural history; in the variety of produce that agriculture brought - from olive-oil to 

honey,, the latter acquired from a miraculous tree named Occus, in I lircanie.^ 

Afterr a detailed description of all the elements of trees - roots, branches, leaves, flowers 

andd seeds, all allegorically explained as references to the Christian in the guise of the Divine tree 

whosee fruit consisted of Good Works, and which came from the seeds sown by Christ5J -

Richeomee ihen turned iu the presence of animals in the garden in the thirteenth and fourteenth 

Tableaux?*Tableaux?* Eirst he discussed a number of bird-species - the nightingale, the dove, the swallow, 

andd the peacock - and then the insects. Ants, flies, grasshoppers, and even snakes and scorpions 

weree presented as examples of good and bad behaviour, but also discussed in their varieties as 

"Richeomee 1611. p.542 likened the effect of" rays of" light faling through birds' feather with the rainbow, a 
'hieroglyphe'' of water, and and took that as 'la marque de leur origine'. 
, ;; Richeome 1611, p.543: 'Les bons poissons sont notes de gens de bien. utiles & vivans comme petits poissons en la 
mcrr de ce monde sans la boire, & sans s'abysmer éx voluptez d'ieeluy. Ainsi tous le ('hrestiens appeltez poissons, & 
S.. Pierre, &  les Apostres Patrons de telle pesche...' 
""""  Richeome 16] I. p.556-572. 
"'' Richeome 161 1. pp.557-558 probably had this information from Acosta who described the (not very successful) 
introductionn of viniculture in Peru, see Acosta 1880 vol.1, pp.267-268. 
~:: Richeome 161 1, p.571, referring to Pliny 1.12 c.8. It is also possible that Richeome referred to a tree in Peru 
producingg a liquid that could be turned into honey by cooking, which is described in Acosta 1880 vol. I, p.247. 

Richeomee 1611, p.599: 'Les Chretiens, arbres divins. Les fruiets d'un bon ('hrestien sunt les bonnes oeuvres.' 
ibidem,ibidem, p.602: 'La troisieme, en ce qu'elle est semblable a la parole de t)ieu. qui est par luy appellee Semence...' and 
'Less paroles de I'Pscriture. Semence de venu.' Richeome goes on likening the seeds as the origins of the social order 
off this world, and especially the noviciate as the place where the seeds are sown for the mission by the education of" 
youngg missionaries. 
UU Richeome 161 1. pp.612-660. 
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foundd in the diverse pans o f the world, and a> described b> Pliny. Aristotle and Cicero. 

Thee final part of Richeome's description - Tableau des Allees, tt P\ramides du has iardin 

-- discussed the lowest, third terrace of the garden.^ Murals on the walls along the alleys depicted 

threee scenes connected with the theme of spiritual gardening. The first painting illustrated the 

parablee of the sterile fig tree that is burned by its gardener when it refuses to produce figs; it 

exemplifiedd that being a Christian was not enough to bear fruit.ih The second allegorical painting 

depictedd the biblical comparison of the Sower, and the third showed the workers in the Lords' 

vineyard// All three murals allegorised the works that the Christian should undertake to help 

Cjod'ss garden - an allegory of the Catholic Church - to flourish. 

Inn the centre of this last garden, the visitor encountered a white marble 'pyramid', as 

Richeomee described it. uhith better resembled a obelisk, with a Cross on top. and embellished 

withh painted figures on all sides. By its position, decoration and inscriptions on its basis. thi> 

'pyramid'' indicated the four points ol' the compass. On the cast side. Christ was depicted 

accompaniedd by a sun and lilies. An inscription from Xechariah 'The Orient is Mis name' and 

fromm the Song of Songs 'I am the flower of the field, and the lily of the valleys' commented upon 

thesee images/* On both the north and south sides two virgin were represented, of which the 

printedd view of the garden showed the one on the south side as barely recognisable. A citation 

fromm the Song of Songs was inscribed below the figure on the north side: 'Awake. O north wind, 

andd blow through my garden'. The south side bore the same inscription, but was adapted to the 

southernn direction."' The west side depicted the crowned king Salomon, who regarded his riches 

Richeomee 1611. pp.666-671. 
Richeomee 161 !. p.666: 'II ne sufflt pas d'estre figuier. e'est a dire Chrestien & Rcligicuz d'apparance & de nota il 

fautt porter des tigues. & produire des actions de vertu. sur peine de mort eternel Ie. &  ignominie perpetuelle.' On this 
parable,, that stems from Marcus M.24. and I.uke M. 6-0. sec Schiller 1966-1091 wil.4.1. p.67 and IX I 1968-1076 
vol.2,, cols.22-24. 
"rr Richeome 1611. p 667: the parable of the Sower which is related in Matthew 1.V3-8. 18-2C Mark 4:1-0, l.i-20 and 
Lukee 8:5-8. 1 1-15: tor two readings of this iconography in the work of Jaeopo Bassano, see Aikema 1906. pp.76-70 
andd Berdini 1997. pp.63-75. 
'** Richeome 161 1. p.668: 'ces paroles grauees au pied-destal en deux rouleaux, en 1'un. I.'Orient est son nam. hn 
I'autre.. 11 si'is la fleur des champs, tfc k lys des vallees.' The first citation is from Zechariah 6.12. That no wind was 
representedd here will have had to do with the negative Biblical connotations of the east-wind as destroying crops and 
flowers:: see ('aluer Bibellexikon 1973. col.996. The substitution with Christ is another reference to the Garden of 
Hden.. as the cast-direction in the Old I estament was often a reference to Paradise. See the Anchor Hihlc Dictionary 
19922 vol,2. p.248. The latter citation is from the Song of Song:-, 2.1-2 

Richeomee 16! 1. p.660: 'Lcue ',ny Aquilim, cv lire a mor, iardin: Au eoste oppose, qui regarde le Midy. est !a memo 
\iergee habillec d'une robbe d'or esciatam, semee d'hsmeraudes & Kscarboucies. coronnee d'un diademe tissu de 
plusieurss belles fleurs & fruiets. & diet ces mots, lien t'en Auster. <<• souffle en mon iardin, <t scsbonnes odeurs 
coideront.'coideront.' I he citation is actually an adaptation from Canticle.. 4:16: 'Awake, o north wind, and come, south wind 
bloww upon my garden that its perfume may pour forth'. With this citation. Richeome returned again to the beginning 
off his description as the inscription on the lintel above the entrance of the first garden followed directly upon this 
versee calling the winds 
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andd foretold that all his possessions would be idle in the light of the Heavenly Kingdom; the 

citationn from Ecclesiastics 2.4 mentioned them as 'vanity and waywardness of spirit', '* 

Att the lower end of the garden. Richeome thus returned to the metaphor oi' the human 

soull as a spiritual garden, with which he had started his description of the lintel above the 

entrancee of (he first terrace. The murals and obelisk in this section underlined the necessary 

effortss of maintenance and upkeep of this spiritual garden. This was as much a reference to the 

attentionn paid to one's own spiritual health, as it was taken as an exhortation of the missionary 

zeall to save the souls of others from eternal damnation. 

Sceness of martyrdo m in San Vital e 

Afterr this instructing walk through the open air, the reader was introduced to the church of San 

Vitale,, located to the right of the lower garden. The Seventh Book of the Peinture spiritueUe 

continuedd with an ample description of the churchinterior. which was primarily adorned with 

sceness of martyrdom. Judging from the order in which the church was described, one entered the 

buildingg directly from the gardens, on the left-hand side of the choir. The theme of martyrdom 

wass envisaged in the apse with frescoed scenes from the lives of Christ and Saints Vitale, 

Protasiuss and Gervasius to whom the church was dedicated and whose relics were kept there. The 

subjectt was also allegorised by two adjacent scenes of Samson finding honey in the mouth of a 

deadd lion, and Gideon victorious over the Madianites. The latter two frescoes were explained as a 

referencee to the reward awaiting the martyrs: Samson prefigured Christ, who had found the 

celestiall sweetness that the saints would taste after their death, and Gideon's trick with lights 

showedd the moral enlightenment of Christ for the martyrs/'1 Then followed an image of Christ in 

thee Garden of Olives, for whom the martyrs had been prepared to offer their lives. 

Thiss theme of martyrdom continued on the waiis of the nave with four depictions of cruel 

formss of dying on each side, and two more on the entrance wall on either side of the main door. 

Thee presence of landscape was conspicuous in these scenes; the dimension of the figures seemed 

too reduce them to mere staffage, until the inscription giving the name of the martyr underneath 

thesee frescoes pointed the viewer towards the human presence in these natural settings.*" Most of 

Richeomee i6! 1. p.660: 'An eosté tie "Occident ... est peinct Salomon ... & dit ces paroles gravées au pied-deslal: 
I'avI'av edifié des palais, plant*} des vignes, des lardins <£• vergers, <.v en tout i'ayvue vandc, <v affliction d'esprit.' 
""ll Richeome 161 1. pp.704-709. 
'''''' The landscapes have been taken as a means to tone down the cruelty of these scenes, as well as giving preference 
too the figure of Christ in the center of the apse; see Male 19.i2. p. 1 14. who supposed that the landscapes had been 
enlargedd in the middle of the seventeenth century. Abromson 1981. p.243. regarded the landscapes as veiling the 
impactt of cruelty: 'Ligustri's paintings are of expansive landscapes populated by tiny figures, His narratives are not 
onlyy subsidiary to the lush greenery, but they also lack the graphically violent realism of Circmnani's martyrdoms.' 
11 lie same was supposed b\ Xuccari 1984. p. 142: 'Nei 'paesi' le tinte sono inten/ionalmente smorzate per stempcrare i 
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Lhê ee martyrs were unfamiliar to the Romans, and almost all scenes depict saints who had begun 

wanderingg out voluntarily or against their will, to spread the Faith. For this zeal, they all had 

sufferedd martyrdom. 

Richeomee led the viewer's attention directly to the tortures represented in these frescoes. 

Hee described the scenes according to their location on the walls: alternating with the scenes oi' 

martyrdomm were images of Confessors and popes, who had testified to their faith not with their 

fearfull death, hut with their virtuous lives/" It was thus not solely the fact of dying as a Christian, 

butt the active lite in the service of the faith preceding it. which counted in the decorative scheme 

off San Vitale. 

Thee first scene of martyrdom was that of the death of Pope Clement I (tig.88). This 

disciplee of the Apostle Paul was exiled to the Black Sea because of his conversion of the roman 

governorr Sisinnius. Two thousand other exiles had been sent to work there tinder harsh 

circumstancess in the marble quarries. After miraculously finding a well to provide these exiles 

withh a source of fresh water. Clement converted many others to Christianity: according to some 

sources,, as many as 'fifty a day' were baptised.'' The fresco depicted the death of Saint Clement, 

beingg punished for having converted so many people."' 

Thee next fresco depicted the massacre of Saint (iennaro. Bishop of Benevent. together 

withh a number of pagans he had converted to Christianity. They were beheaded in Naples on the 

commandd of the city's Roman governor Timothy/"1 The following scene of martyrdom depicted 

tonyy Cappadocian soldiers, paying with their life for their newly acquired Christian beliefs while 

onn duty in Armenia, which according to Richeome presented an instance of pagans taking the 

placee of Christian apostles/1' the next scene showed Saints Martian and Saturnian dying in exile 

inn the African desert as a result of their missionary zeai.'A Next came the scene of martyrdom of 

Saintt Ignatius, bishop of Antioch. At his trial for not worshipping the Roman deities, he declared 

tormentii subiti dai martin, e per concentrare irwece fatten/ione sulla passione del Cristo. die occupa il luogo piu 
eminentee delta chiesa.' 
rr ' The confessors, virgins and popes depicted in San Vitale were saints Gregory. Sylvester. Charlemagne. Bernard. 
Agnes.. Agatha. Tecla. Catherine. Barbara. Ursula, and mam others. Above each painted column one prophet was 
depicted,, each of whom was related to the struggle and victor} of the Christian soldiers. 
"" Richeome 1611. pp.7 12-7 I 6. 

AA modern hagiography of pope Clement 1 (pontiff between 92 and 10!) can be found in /is' |9fi I •• [*nn \ n | 4 
kMiss }X-4K: sources available in the later sixteenth century on the life of this pope were \ orat.itne'^ / :'y<>H>ni  Aun-u 
andd the Martyrologium Romanum 1593. pp.528-529. 
""  Richeome 161 1. pp.716-721 and US 1961-1970 vol.6. cols 135-U8. 

Richeomee 161 I. p.72V: 'Payeri substitue an lieu d'un Apostolat Chrestien.' 
'vv for Martinianus and Saturnianus. see BS 1961-1970 vol.8, cols. I 227-1 229; the forty Cappadocian soldiers can 
possiblyy be identified with the Cappadocians and Mesopotainians honoured in the Muriyminyium Romanum \ ><•)?. 
p.]] 14-115 on March 9: see US 1961-1070 vo!A. eo!.7ft6. 
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hiss belief in the one God who had created heaven and earth.6v In other words, he answered the 

exhortationn to idolatry with the first sentence of the Catholic Credo. Although the saint was a 

personall friend of the Kmperor. this did not save him from conviction, and being thrown into in 

thee lions' den, the moment depicted in the fresco. 

Thee following scene illustrated the death of Saints Marcellinus and Peter, both well-

knownn for having converted many people. They were decapitated and buried in the woods near 

thee city of Rome, so that their graves would never be found; but before they were killed, they 

convertedd many fellow-prisoners. 

Thee hagiographie account on which the next fresco of Saint Paphnutius was based, 

illustratedd this saint's courage in the defence of the Christian Faith, as he decided to leave the 

desertt where he was hiding and turn himself in to the Roman governor of Egypt. During the 

followingg torture and imprisonment, the many miracles he performed led to the conversion of 

soldiers,, officials and magistrates. These were all put to death, but Paphnutius himself escaped 

convictionn and set forth his missionary activities, leading all new converts immediately to the 

Romann tribunal and thus to their inevitable martyrdom. In the end, Paphnutius himself was 

condemnedd by emperor Diocletian to death by crucifixion.71 

Thee next scene showed the Roman tribune Saint Andrew martyred with his soldiers by the 

Antiochann troops, after having called on Christ during a battle against the Persians. Andrew had 

heardd of Christ and his powers, and his proposition to place their cohort under His protection was 

acceptedd by the other soldiers. In other words. Andrew converted them to Christianity. This fact 

causedd them to be arrested by Antioch, their superior, but they were released from the army 

awaitingg their further punishment, baptised, and finally massacred."1 

Thee last two frescoes of this cycle, on the entrance wall on either side of the door. 

depictedd the death of an anonymous martyr and that of Saints Victor and Corona respectively. 

Thee former was covered in honey and exposed to the burning sun, to be tortured and killed by the 

insectss that were attracted by the sweet smell. '1 In the background of this same scene, another 

stor>'' depicted a man whose chastity was threatened by the lust of the flesh in the form of the 

Richeomee I6l I. p.748: 'A quoy a respond u I e Sainct viellard en peu de paroles, qu'il ne recognoissoit autre Dieu. 
quee celui qui avoil e ree ie eie! & la rerre...' lor the hagiugraphy of Saint Ignatius of Antioch. see /?.S' t96!-l9?0 
vol.7,, cols.654-605. 
""" Richeome I6l I. pp.753-759. See also BS 196M970 vol.8. cols.658-659. and Ï.V. on June 2. 
'' Richeome ÏM I, pp.770-773. See also Martyrologium Romanum \ 593. p.435. Septembei 24. and BS 1961-1970 

vol.10,, coIs.29-35. 
":: Richeome I6l I. pp.773-776. See also BS 1961-1970 vol.1, cols. I 127-1129. and LCI 1968-1976 vol.5. col. I 50; 
Andreaa is also known as Andrea Strategies. Their liturgical feast is celebrated on August 19. according to the 
MartvriologiumMartvriologium Ronuimtm 1 593, p.371. 
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devill in a woman's gui-,e he circumvented this by biting off hi> longue and spitting it out 

towardss her. Neither of these stories seems to have been historically or hagiographically founded: 

alll exemplified the horrors put upon man by the Devil. On the opposite side of the entrance, the 

cruell deaths in Syria of Saints Victor and Corona (also called S tetania), was depicted: the former 

hadd converted the latter to the Christian faith. While the first was butchered to pieces, the second 

wass torn apart by the force of four trees.' 

Inn the Peinture Spirituelle. Rieheome offered his audience an allegorical tour through real 

naturee on two 'levels of abstraction, both subdivided into three stages, with the aim of inspiring 

themm to follow the example of the saints depicted in San Vitale to spread the Word of the Lord 

evenn at the cost oi" risking their own lives: they would gain eternal happiness for their souls, 

however.. From the consideration of the visible world. Rieheome led his audience to consider 

theirr own role in Creation. 

Inn the context of natural philosophy, the lour started with the maerocosmic consideration 

off the world, followed bv a microeoMntc explanation of its details, and ended with a discussion of 

mann as a miniature reflection of this cosmos. In its basic ordination, this was comparable to the 

orderr in Thomas Aquinas' Itinerarium. and in an altered order, also with Beliarmino's Scala. On 

thee metaphysical level. Rieheome showed that God. as the Old Testament had proclaimed, was 

thee Creator of the I 'niverse and each specimen reflected His image as well as His power: this was 

tvpoiogicailyy set forth in the Oid Testament prophecies of the life of Christ as allegorised in the 

elementt of water, and ended with the New Testament notion that Christ had recreated Paradise 

withh his death on the Cross. Through Redemption, man could see the world as it had been 

intendedd by its Creator and seen by Adam and I- ve prior to the Fall. 

Beingg the only creature with reason, man should desire, and was obliged to admire Cod 

throughh his creatures and thank Him for life, by being a good Christian. Good works - especially 

thee instruction of other Christians - were the means to do so.''" One of the main Good Works was 

illustratedd in the Book describing the interior of San Vitale: it was an obligation of the Good 

'' Rieheome 161 1. pp.779-783. 

'!! See Martyrologium Romanum 1593, p.217. May 14, and BS 1961-1970 vol.12, cols. 1 290-1 29T There is 
uncertaintyy with respeet to the sources; some suppose that the martyrdom was suffered in Damascus, others 
suggestedd Anliock Alexandria. Fgypt. or even Sicily and Marseille. Rieheome simply stated h to ha\e heen Svria 
evidentlyy concentrating on this story tor edificational rather than for hagiographic purposes. 

Rieheomee 16 1 I. pp.4X0-4X1: 'Sur quov YOLIS noterez de sens mystique, que les creatures mueucs ne peuut-nt pas 
benirr Dieu. ny 1c remercier proprement. e'est a fere a la seule creature raisonnable. douce d'entedement. &  de tranc 
arbitre.. neantmoins le pro fete les inuite toules a ce deuoir. no par mesgarde. mais a dessain; pour deux raisons. La 
premiere,, pour monstrer le desir. qui I a. & que chachun doit avoir, que Dieu ^oit magniflé. & gloritïé en unites. & 
parr Unites ses oeuures: la seconde pour enseigner a I'limnine. qu'il a obligation de loiier Dieu. & luy rencire graces 
iiuiii seuiciiieiiL pour ies biens. qui! a recues de Dieu en sa personne. mats encor de ceux. qu'il voit auoir este taiets 
auxx aulres creatures pour son regard...' 
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Christiann to restore and maintain the spiritual health of himself and others, and this was done by 

conversionn and spiritual instruction. This would save their souls from the devil and provide 

entrancee to the Heavenly Jerusalem, of which this world functioned as a spiritual image. The 

landscapess behind the martyrs thus were not meant to veil the atrociousness of the scenes, but 

illustratedd the world that should be Christianised by missionaries, and at the same time it offered 

themm the tools to convince pagans and heathens. 

Functionss of the Sant'Andrea complex 

Thee primary goal of the noviciate complex of Sant'Andrea and San Vitale was the education of 

Jesuitt novices, whose principal task would be. according to the Constitutions of the Society, that 

off evangelisation and mission. Ministry was placed above other regular duties and this should 

beginn during the noviciate.76 This activity was not restricted to Rome or Italy, but should be 

undertakenn in the entire world.77 The noviciate was a training ground for an internationally 

orientedd group of Jesuits; its populace came from all over Europe. Richeome alluded to this in the 

conclusionn of his book, where he addressed the novices in the first person plural, and indicated 

thatt his preceding account should function for them as a source of inspiration. The novices should 

takee these zealous examples of itinerant missionaries and martyrs in the San Vitale to heart, and 

shouldd even identify with them. Richeome exclaimed about these saints after his description of 

thee scenes of cruelty: 

Ohh my dearly beloved brothers, you arc still happy, and happy will be the course of your 

education,, when in some way you will be able to imiiaiu the works of these saints, to 

participatee in their glory! It is the house of probation of the Lord, where all the children of 

hiss descent should be formed, and where they should proceed to perfection and possession 

off immortal glory. 

Withh the 'works' Richeome did not intend the martyrdom the saints had suffered; he referred to 

theirr success in converting pagans to Christianity. 'Immortal glory' was thus attained by their 

actionss during life, for which they were rewarded after death, not by the way they died. As 

Richeomee had explained to them, the novices should also use pictures - which alluded to the 

'' O'Malley l(Wv p.SO. citing a letter In \adal to saint Carlo Borromeo. 
"" See Balt'hasar 1961. pp.384-.^92. 
ss Richeome 161 1. pp.783-784: 'O mes biens-aimez freres, heureux vous encores. & heureu.se la course de vostre 

escolc.. si en quelque facon vous y pouuez iniitcr tes trauaux de ces Saincts. pour auoir part a leur gloire! ... ("est la 
grandee maison de probation de Dieu. ou tons les enfans de son heritage doiuent estre forme/. & ou its doiuent passer 
aa la perfection & possession de la gloire immortelle." 
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naturall world, because that had been 'painted by God' ' - in their explanations to the visitors. The 

youngg Jesuits were thus impelled to follow the example given by their master, and use the 

argumentss with which he had furnished them in the guided tour they had just concluded: 

Thesee are the teachings that the sacred walls of this church of San Vitale give to you. by 

thee words of the silent pictures (fahleaio: muets) ... lor the crowning and fulfilment oi^ 

thiss celestial and spiritual picture that i have sketched out for you. it only remains to say a 

wordd to you about the talking pictures (Tableaux parlans). that you will paint every 

Wednesdayy in the souls of the people that come hcie. and lend you their ears .. Here. 

oncee a week, you will show to numerous people the Christian Doctrine: which is to say. 

Paradise,, and the correct route that should be followed to arrive there at the right time and 

place,, and tbr that reason you will make Italians. Poles. Bohemians. Hungarians, the 

flemish.. Walloons, the Irish. Scots. English. Greek, Spanish, French and other nations oï 

Christianity,, and each and every one of them will be taught in their native language ... a 

Germann among you will address in German: a Polish man in Polish, and likewise for all 

thee others... '" 

Att the turn of the seventeenth century, some travel-accounts mentioned visits to San Vitale and 

itss gardens. These documented the effectiveness of the propaganda undertaken by the Jesuits and 

thee reception of this Doctrinal explanation of nature. These dairies also attested that the Peiniure 

SpihtuelleSpihtuelle by Richeome was a record of an already existing situation. The Prench pilgrim 

Plorisell de Claveson. being in Rome in the years 1608-1609. just prior to the publication o\' 

Richeome'ss book, described his experience of the visit as follows: 

Sann Vitale, a church depending on the noviciate of the Jesuit bathers, in which each 

Wednesdayy great Charity is done for the needy pilgrims of all countries; some twenty 

youngg religious are employed for catechising and instructing those poor beggars in the 

Christiann religion, and having fulfilled them spiritually, they are being given good alms/ 

Richeomee himself also wrote a treatise entitled I a peintim' de i't ;nivas. published in his (kuvn-s oï 1628. The 
terminologyy refers to the concept of'Deus arti tux'. 

Richeomee 1628. pp.522-523: 'Ce sont les enseignements que vous dorment les sacrez murs de eeste Fglise dc S. 
Vital,, par les paroles des Tableaux muets qu'ils portent ... Reste pour le eoronnement. &  pour la fin de la celeste, & 
spirituellee peincture. que ie vous ay iusques icy crayonnée. de vous dire vn mot des Tableaux parlans. que vous 
pciime// lev tons !es Mcrcredis. en fame iV cCu\ qui > \cuicm venir. &. uni.s prester l'oreiüe . . Vous monstrez ie\ a 
plusieurss Peuptes \ ne fois la septmaine la Doctrine Chres'ierme: e'est a dire Ie Paradis. A: la route. qu!il taut tenir 
pourr v arriver par heau ehemin. &  a bonne heure. & a ^estc fin vous \iennent voir les itaiiens. les Allemans. les 
Polonois.. les Bohémiens, les Hongrois. les Flarnans. les Vallons. les Hihernois. les Fscoissois. les Anglois. le (irecs. 
less Fspaynols, les Francois. & autres Nations de la C'hrestiente. & toutes sont einseignées en leur langue Patriotic ... 
Vnn Alleman choisi d'entre \ous parle au\ Allemans; un Polonois. au\ Polonois. & ainsi des autres...' 
^^ Claveson s,d.. pp.l92-i().C 'Sainct Vital. Fglise dependant e du Novitiat des R.ï\ .!csui>te^. en laqueiie sc tacit tous 
less MecredW [sic] une grande C'harité aux pauvres pelerins dc unites nations: estant employes une vintayne de icunes 
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Preciselyy this kind of guided tour was suggested in the views of the interior of San Vitale and of 

thee adjacent garden (figs 87 and 89). On the first and third terraces one can see small groups of 

peoplee shown around by Jesuits, recognisable by their typical head-dress. The etching of San 

Vitalee showed its interior with a small crowd gathered in it. In the foreground near the entrance 

aimss are being distributed to beggars and cripples, after first having been instructed in Christian 

Doctrinee by other Jesuits, and in the background a preacher is standing on a pulpit surrounded by 

listeners,, and to the right hand side a Father seems to be hearing confession. 

Thee complex of San Vitale functioned as a training-ground for apostolic work, in the 

Romann as well as in the international context. Young novices were being taught how to fulfil 

theirr duties as parishioners and missionaries, for which they could practice on the weekly Italian 

andd foreign visitors. The primary aim was to teach the Christian Doctrine according to the 

Catholicc church, either with the aim of strengthening the Faith, or of converting pagans in 

Protestantt countries or faraway regions. Allegorical, symbolic and biblical readings of nature 

playedd an important role as a means to convey this message. As exemplified in the Peinture 

Spirituelle,Spirituelle, the tour of the premises of San Vitale and Sant'Andrea was a form of instruction in 

Christiann Doctrine with the help of 'mute' images. These would only turn into 'speaking' images, 

whenn the 'language' they 'spoke' was properly explained. This didactic method was applied in the 

threee contexts where the Jesuits were employed: Schools of Catechism, the assistance of 

pilgrims,, and the mission. 

Christiann Doctrine and the argument of nature 

Catechismm teachings from the late sixteenth century onwards used nature to prove the Christian 

Doctrinee of the one and triune God who had created the world, and it was to this that Richeome 

referredd in his Peinture Spirituelle. The first occasion on which the devout in inc Seieenio would 

bee familiarised with regarding nature as symbol or 'image' of its Creator was in the Credo of the 

Catholicc Church, which began with the sentence '1 believe in God the Father and Omnipotent 

Creator...'' In several instruction hooks of the late sixteenth century this phrase was explained by 

meanss of visible nature; these had a particular influence on the lime around 1600. and on the 

Romann context in particular. The Jesuits took up a tradition of Catechism-teaching that had 

evolvedd earlier, especially in Spain. Not only the choice, hut also the order of the arguments was 

followedd in the later treatises by Richeome and Bellarmino. 

Inn 158:> the Delia introdottione ul simbolo della t'ede appeared from the pen of the 

Religieu\\ pour Cateehiser et instruire ces pauvres mend inns, a la Religion ( hrestienne, et. les avant repues 
spirituellement.. lour font line tort honnen Aumosne.' For these weekly tours in the noviciate, sec also I luetter Ciol/ro 
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Spanishh Dominican Luis de Granada, which offered a profound explanation of the mysteries of 

thee Faith for the use of Catechism-instruction."" Its text followed the intentions of the Credo, and 

madee ample use of the relation between creation and Creator: 

Thesee two important works are the principal fundaments of the Articles of our Faith. For 

thatt reason in the first of those the initial part of the Credo is explained, which refers to 

thee figure of the Father: which is I believe in God the Father almighty. Creator of the 

Heavens,, and the World.*'' 

Fromm this point on. by means of observation of the created world the first book of IX' Granada's 

treatisee led the reader to knowledge of the Creator.'4 In his introduction, he used Christian as well 

ass pagan philosophers (especially Aristotle) to argue that only by means of this meditation over 

thee visible world could knowledge of the Divine be obtained in this life. The subsequent 

descriptionn of the universe followed the order of Creation in Genesis: the Sun. moon, stars and 

thee celestial bodies: the four elements, the plants, the animals - the latter two of which were 

discussedd not only in their different varieties, but most of all as life-sustaining substances for 

humans.. More amply discussed were specimens such as the small animals, because 'the wisdom 

andd providence of God resplends as much in the small things as in the great.lh" Particularly bees 

andd ants were considered moral examples for the human spectator, as their way of living 

peacefullyy in groups and their sense of co-operation were exemplary. 

Thee conclusion of this first book described the human body and mind, both created in 

resemblancee of the Creator; and for this reason. God has special attention for the welfare o\ 

Mankind:: ail the things in this world have been made lor man. But humans were often ignorant of 

thee svmbolic meaning of nature; they should be instructed in this method as a step towards the 

knowledgee oï the Creator, as I)e Granada exemplified with an example taken from the Rook of 

Job: : 

Althoughh Saint Job by special revelation knew the mystery of our Redemption, and that of 

thee general Resurrection, nonetheless the friends with which he discussed [these things] 

didd not understand this mystery, and for that reason thev proceeded with the 

W > .. p. IX. 
"" On Luisde Granada, sec Peers 1951-1%() vol. I. pp.27-61. 
' ;; Granada lsHs. ' \1 ('hristiano lettore'; 'Oueste due opre tan to notabili sono i principali londamenti de gli Articoli 
deltaa nostra I ede. Peroehe per la prima di loro si dschiara la parte primiera del ('redo, e he appartiene alia persona del 
padre:: che c ('redo in Dio Padre tutlo possente. Oreatore del Cielo. &:  deila I erra.' 

Dee Granada \>X>:  the author's love tor nature has been discussed in Peers 1051-]<>60 vol.t. pp.50 5fv 
"" De Granada 1 SXs chapter XV!!!. p.! 1 5. 
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consideration,, that we have called of the created things.' ' 

Dee Granada's book was meant to offer the reader a course to follow in reading and prayers, and 

shouldd thus take him towards a better devotional life. Three other voluminous books followed 

thiss first part, in which the principles of Christian hie, the mystery of Redemption, arid the other 

miracless of the Catholic Faith were explained. 

Inn 1598. Roberto Bellarmino published a booklet for the use of parishioners, the 

DichiarationeDichiaratione piü copiosa della Dottrina Christiana, that in spite of the suggestion of its title, 

wass much shorter than Granada's large volume.87 It was meant to be useful for the context of 

groupp teaching. It explained in a brief text the significance and meaning of the Catholic dogmas 

inn strict relation to the texts of the Credo and several prayers. Again, the first words of the Credo 

weree explained in connection with visible nature, now in the form of a dialogue that evoked the 

situationn in confirmation class: 

D.. Why does one say Creator of Heaven and Rarth? Has not God also created the air, the 

waters,, the stones, the trees, mankind, and all other things? 

M.. By means of Heaven and Larth arc also indicated all that which is in the Heavens, and 

onn the earth. Like one says, that man has a body, and souk it is also meant that he contains 

alll that is found in the body, like the veins, blood, bones, nerves, etcetera: and all things, 

thatt are found in the soul. like intellect, will, memory, interior and exterior sentiments, 

etcetera.. As for the Heavens, this also means the air, where the birds are, and all the 

higherr things, where the clouds are, and the stars. So one says the birds of the sky, the 

cloudss in the sky. the stars in the sky. and finally the Angels ... Thus it is said, 'God 

creatorr of the heavens and the earth': because these two are the principal parts of this 

world,, the one up above, in which the Angels live, and the other down below, in which 

mann lives, which are the two most noble creatures of all. which all the others serve: since 

thevv are obliged to serve God, who has made them out of nothing, and placed in such a 

hmhh state." 

Sf'' De Granada 15X5, p,217: 'Perochc quantunquc il Santo Giobbe conoseesse per spetiale revelatione ii misterio delia 
nostraa redentione. & quelle della risurrettione generale, nondimeno git amid e he eon lui disputavano non 
compreseroo questo misterio. & per questo procedono con la eonsideratione, ehe dieemmo delle cose create.' Granada 
probablyy referred to Job 19:25-27. Kor the iconography and significance of Job. see BS 1961-1970 \ol.6. cols.479-
485.. and Terrien 1996. pp.135-139. esp. pp.136-137 on Carpaccio and the interpretation of Job as prophet on the 
basiss of the Augustinian Vulgate. 
^^ For the numerous editions of this treatise, see ^ommervogel I960 vol.1, cols. I 182-1 1 83 and vol.8. col.1 797, For 
thiss study, use has been made of the edition that appeared with Zanetti in Rome in 1600. 
vss Bellarmino !600. pp.21-22: 'D. Perche si dice Greatore del Cielo &  della terra'.' Non ha fatto Dio anco 1'aria. 
t'aequa.. le pietre. gt'alberi. grhuomini. & ogni altra cosa? M. Per Cielo & terra s'intende anco tutto quelle, ehe è nel 
Cielo.. & nella terra. Come ehi dice, ehe I'huomo ha corpo. & anima, intende aneora. ch'egli ha tutte !e cose, le quali 
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Ü>> mean.s of a game of questions and answers, the parishioner would open the eyes of the 

candidatess for confirmation to the hidden significance of visible nature. After a successful 

conclusionn of Sunday School, these Catholics would be able to see behind the surface of nature 

andd perceive its Creator. 

inn a new edition of this treatise published in 1604 under the new title Dichiarazione del 

simholo.simholo. aimed at the parish priests of Capua where he had become Bishop. Bellarmino expanded 

thiss concept and discussed the six days of creation one by one. instead of dealing with this matter 

withh only one answer.'' Me explained the function of all the elements of Creation in sustaining 

life,, going from the detail to the whole, from plants and animals to the system of the universe. He 

alsoo wrote a counterpart to the Dichiaraiionc. the Dottrina Christiana: it was intended tor 

readingg and consultation bv the devout and appeared in many languages - Spanish. German. 

Polish,, and mam more, it also contained images with short captions to improve understanding 

andd support memorisation. The first line of the Credo was illustrated here by 1-ve taken from 

Adams'' side; the last episode from the Creation as given in Genesis 2. I he choice tor this image 

willl have evoked in the mind of the viewer the preceding six days of Creation, of which the 

Creationn of fve was the conclusion, and established again a link between the visual world and its 

primaryy Cause. 

Aroundd 1600. books by Bellarmino and Granada for Sunday School were institutional 1> 

promulgated:: reading nature allegorically as a sign of the Creator was divulged in an active way 

byy parish priests and ecclesiastical organisations. Throughout Italy so-called Schools of Christian 

doctrinee were (bunded in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century, many with the support 

off religious orders or confraternities.'"' Although the contents and the duration of this kind of 

religiouss education could vary from school to school, the involvement of the Jesuits in this field 

securedd Bellarmino's books a certain familiarity with the general public. 

Indeed,, within the Roman sphere. Bellarmino's books on Christian Doctrine became the 

mainn instrument for the classes organised by the Confraternity of the Christian Doctrine. This 

sii trovano nel Corpo. come vene. sangue. ossa. nervi. & cetera: &  tutte le cose, die si trovano nell'anima. conic 
huee I lotto, volonta. memoria. sentimenti interior!, &  estcriori. &c. Si che per cielo. s'intende 1'aria. dove sono gli 
ucceili.. & tutte le cose p alto, dove sono le nuvole & Ie stelle Oude si dier Gli uivMi do) cielo. !o n.uvolo do! cief\ !c 
stellee dol cielo. & inialmente gli Angeti ... Si dice dunque, Dio crcatore del cielo, <i della terra: perche queste due 
sonoo le parti principali del Modo. una superiore. nella quale habitant' gli \ngeli. <t i'altra interiore. nella quale 
habitanoo gli lluomini. oho sono le due creature piu nobili di tutte 1'altro. alle quali servono tutte I'aitre: si come esse 
sonoo obligate a servire a Dio. che 1'ha falto di niente. & riposte in oosi alto stato.' 
v '' See Sommervogel I960 vol.1, cols. 1206-1 207. and ihidem vol 8. col.1 80s. In this study, use has been made of the 
editionn Rome 1610. published by Zanetti. Kor the nomination of Bellarmino as Archbishop of Capua in 1602 and his 
involvementt with matters in his Bishopric, see Brodriek 1961. pp.21 7-231 

Onn the Schools of Christian Doctrine, ^ e Turrini !<>82. Grendler 1989 and Black 1989. pp.22.-228. 
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brotherhoodd even took the trouble to produce their own editions of the Dottrina Christiana, in 

Italiann and a number of other languages. Through the network of associated brotherhoods, they 

securedd the propagation of this booklet in Schools of Christian Doctrine.Vl The use of nature as 

ann argument to explain the Credo can thus be assumed to have been a familiar concept with the 

generall public in early Baroque Rome, thanks to the edifying efforts of lesuit authors, preachers 

andd institutions. 

Pilgrimagee and the real world 

AA second context in which the allegorical reading of nature was promoted was that of pilgrimage. 

Novicess at San Vitale trained their skills on foreign visitors who came in ever-increasing 

numberss to Rome and its churches after the Council of Trent and the reinvigorated tradition of 

thee Jubilees.92 As a result of the growing popularity of pilgrimage, the market for pilgrim-guides 

begann to flourish, and many of these were written for travellers to Rome. Devotional exercises, 

nott surprisingly, played a conspicuous role in these booklets. A practical treatise was the Trattato 

ciellecielle Sante Peregrination!, Dove s'insegna il  modo de Ui Stationi of 1575. written by the Jesuit 

Gasparr Loarte (t 1578), and aimed at pilgrims coming to Rome for the special occasion of the 

Holyy Year.''3 In his booklet the moment of actual travelling was designated a moment of 

devotionall reflection upon the world. The mind of the pilgrim should not remain idle, and in this 

contextt perceiving landscape and nature plays a role. Loarte's text even evoked in the future 

travellerr the gaze upon the landscape: 

So,, my brother, you can taste a httie of this divine food, as mudi as suffices to distract 

youu and to relieve the fatigue and tiredness of the pilgrimage, and helpful with the 

followingg considerations. Firstly, when you have walked for a while and feel exhausted, 

stopp for a moment to view the vastness oi the countryside, or the mountains, woods or 

meadowss through which you are walking; the agreeableness of the trees, the beauty of the 

roses,, lilies, flowers and other grasses, with so much variation in colour and scent which 

youu perceive, and when you will have seen all the creatures, apply yourself a while to 

theirr Creator, and consider what his powers are. that so much and such admirable things 

ass are to be seen in this world. He has done with one word only. How great is the beauts 

off the one that has created such beautiful creatures, because all the beauty that is to be 

seenn in them is but a small particle, that is derived from that infinite see of all the beauty 

"•• See Black 1989. p.226. 
''"'' On the Jubilees of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, see Altatii 1 725 and Andretta !997h. 
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andd perfection, so much i-. His goodness, a part of which has been distributed to the.se 

creatures,, and above all there is the unutterable love, that he conveys to mankind, in 

whosee service he has wanted to create this magnificent machine of the world, so that man 

willl dedicate oneself to serve and love the one that has given those things to him. So raise 

yourr eyes, and look at the heavens, the sun. the moon, and the stars, and their greatness. 

beautvv and splendours; they will help you to understand the same power, goodness. 

beautss and love we have explained, and how the royal Prophet has stated. The heavens 

recountt the glory of (jod. and the MUI'S announce and demonsiraie what the powers are of 

Hiss hands that have made this work, and what should be our gratitude towards our 

Creator,, who has wanted to create all this for our ^ake. See there how the creatures serve 

ass a stairway to raise through them towards understanding and consideration o\  ̂the 

Creator,, from which you can draw great refreshment and recreation. 

I.oartee thus preceded Bellarmino in the use of this concept of the 'Ladder of nature' as religious 

exercise,, and applied the lessons that the reader might have learnt in Catcheism-school in another 

context.. This kind of consideration was not confined to the moment of repose, for Loarte 

recommendedd that the reader kept on paying attention to his surroundings while travelling, with 

thee same goal of foretasting the Divine. A roadside fountain would evoke the consideration of the 

birdss gathering there to drink and bathe - similar to the episode in Richeome's Peinture 

Spiritueik'Spiritueik' - and convey an understanding of the essence of God as the Creator of this world. 

Realisingg that God was omnipresent would fix the mind of the pilgrim not upon his geographical. 

butt on his spiritual goal. The rest of Loarte's book contained more pragmatic information, on the 

preparationss before going and the roads to follow. An important part of the book described how. 

' ;; On I.oarte. see Sommervogel I960 vol. 4. cols, i 879-! 8S6. < .ilmont 1961. pp.213. 260-268 and DS 1937 1004 
vol.9,, cols.949-952. 
":: Loarte 1575. pp.70-73: 'Potrai adunque tu fratcllo mio assaggiare un poco di questa divina refettione. tanto die 
ba.stii reerearti, &. allegrire il faslidio. & stracehc*7.za dclla tua peregrinatione. aiutando in essa dclle seguenti 
consideration!.. Prima quando havendo caminato un pcz.70 ti sentirai straeeo. fermati un poco a risguardare fa 
grande/./aa della campagna. o monti. o boschi. o prati per li quo]i eamini. la vaghez/.a de gli arbori. la bellez/a dclle 
rose,, gigli. tlori. &. altre herhe. con lanta diversita di coiori. & odori. chc vederai. &  poi chc harai riguardato tuttc 
qucstcc creature, voltati un poco al ('reatore loro, & considcra quale è la potentia di colui. chc tante. & si mirabili cose 
quantcc nel mondo si veggono. ha tatto con una sola parola. quata c la belte/za di chi ha create eosi belie creature, poi 
ehee tutta la belle//a che in esse si vede non è altro che una minima particella. che deriva da quello inflnito mare di 
ognii helle/./a. & perfettione. quanta è la bont a sua. daila quale procédé che s'è volute» difïonden>i & cummunicarsi a 
qucstcc creatine. i.v sopra tunc quale c ineiïabüe iamore. chc porta a gh huomini. per servitio dclli quah ha voluto 
crearee qucsta gran machina del mondo. accio chc loro ^impieghino in scrvirc A: amare che glie I 'ha dato \l/a dipo 
glii occhi. e risguarda il cielo, il Sole, la i.una. te stelle, k la lor grandex/a. belle/./a. & spiendore. ti tara pii'i 
cono.sceree la medesima potentia. bonta. belle/za. & amore. che dicevamo. poi che come dice il Regio Pro tela, l.i 
('ielii narrano la gloria di Dio. & Ie stelle aununciano. & dimostrano qual sia la potentia dclle inani chc tale opera 
liannoo tatto. A: quale deverebbe esserc la gratitudine nostra verso il ('reatore. per che noi ha voluto creare tuttc qucstc 
cn'-t11 I'cco come !c creature ti servirarsrio di sea! in i (conic dice il Savio) per moniarc pei CSM alia cognilione. A: 
coiisidcrationee del crcalore. dclla quale potrai cavare gran rel'ngeno & recreationc' 
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afterr arrival in the Lternal City, the pilgrim could obtain as many indulgences as possible. Loarte 

thuss directed his reader to see the physical and the metaphysical goals of the pilgrimage as 

complementingg each other. 

Inn 1604 the arguments and devotional methods collected by Loarte were repeated in Louis 

Richeome'ss manual for pilgrims to the basilica in Loreto. his Peïerin de Lorete. This book, 

however,, did not only offer practical and spiritual advice on the necessary preparations, the route 

too be followed, and an appetiser of the Holy place to be visited, but it prescribed a meticulous 

day-to-dayy calendar. Part of the preparation was teaching the pilgrim how to take care of his 

spirituall health, by instructing him in the methods and subjects for spiritual exercise: prayer, 

meditationn and contemplation. The first was 'a turning of the mind to God', as Richeome cited 

Saintt Augustine; the second was 'a discourse in the mind of a divine subject, of the Creation of 

thee world....'9* Meditation could be done by means of a didactical query on the visible world, and 

Richeomee provided the reader with the clues: 

notingg the causes and the effects, and reaching conclusions adequate to the honour of 

God,, and to our own profit; for example, meditating upon the Creation of the world, 1 will 

noticee how God is the supreme cause of all things, which he made everything out of 

nothingg with one word, that the sky. the earth, and the creatures which are between the 

twoo are works of his power, wisdom, and goodness; from which 1 conclude that he is 

almighty,, having produced so many beautiful effects out of nothing; all wisdom, having 

orderedd them so divinely; ail goodness, having given them all to me; ! conclude that 1 

shouldd believe in him as the sovereign Lord, adore him as supreme Wisdom, love him as 

Infinitee Goodness, and serve him with all my heart, and all my powers, like my Creator, 

myy King, my Maker, my father and my /\lt/''" 

Richeomee concluded that this would enlighten the knowledge of the pilgrim on the marvels of 

God.. that he would be inspired to communicate with Him by means of prayer and meditation 

whilee travelling. Under the recurrent spiritual obligations of each day. Richeome returned to the 

Richeomee 1628 vol.2. p.21 7: 'Or mediter en Chrestien. e'est tiiseourir en son esprit de quelque divin subject, de la 
Creayionn du monde, de ia nati\ itc du ï:ils de Dieu...' 

Richeomee 1628 vol.2, p.217: 'Ce discours se fait en notant les causes, &. les effects, & tirant des conclusions 
convertibless a 1'honneur de Dieu & a nostre profit; par e\emple. meditat de la Creation du monde, ie remarque 
commentt Dieu est la supreme cause de loutes ehoses, qui a faict tout de rien par sa seulc parole, que le ciel. la terre. 
&& les creatures qui sont entre-deu\. sont oeuvres de sa puissance, sagesse. & bonte; de la ie cóeluds quïl est tout-
puissant,, avant produict tant de beaux effects de rien; tout sage, les avant si divinernent ordonnez; tout bon. me les 
ayantt tons donnez: le conclus que ie le doibs eroindre eotnme souverain Seigneur, adorer comme supreme sagesse; 
aymerr comme infinie bonté. & Ic servir de tout mon coeur. & de toutes mes forces, comme mon (. reateur. mon Roy. 
monn Hlasmateur. mon Pere. & mon Tout.' 
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regardd of \ isible nature, occurring on e\er> da\ of the voyage, and that could be practised for a 

numberr of hours. He now turned from the details to the whole: 

Beingg in the fields he will take the subject of praising God according to the occasion 

whichh the things he passes will give him: looking at the sky. he will admire God in these 

bodiess and the immortal lights: looking at the mountains, the plains, the risers, the plants, 

thee animals, and other creatures, he will render Grace for all to the Creator, as these have 

beenn made for the good and use of man and his own being: and he invites them to praise 

thiss same Creator in imitation of the wise and valiant Jews, who said in the middle of the 

furnace.. Praise the Lord, Lord of all things ('any his name sung in the celestial spaces. 

Regardingg the metaphysics of visible nature in the context of travelling was thus highly 

recommendedd in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century and the foreign pilgrims paying 

aa visit u> the garden of Sant',Andrea must have recognised the kind of argumentation used b> the 

Jesuitt novices. 

Butt Louis Richeome meant his Pelerin de Lorele to be more than a mere manual for 

travellers:: pilgrimage was not only an act of geographical movement, it was a state of mind. I or 

thiss reason, his book was meant to be more than a mere travel-guide, it was meant to be a manual 

'forr life', and the text itself underlined this by inserting a allegorical story about a city, told by a 

hermitt to three travellers returning from Loreto.'* He explained to them, that the goal of each 

pilgrimagee was not the geographical destination but ihe Heavenly Jerusalem: and the road to that 

iss constructed with prayer and meditation. This was the concept of the 'pilgrimage of life', also 

discussedd in another treatise by Richeome. In his Deffencc dvspelerinages of 1605. he stated that 

lifee was a spiritual pilgrimage through this earth!) realm towards celestial Paradise, and that thus 

nott the physical act. but the pilgrim's spiritual intentions counted."' The journey in this world was 

fulll of dangers - for which real pilgrimage was considered an act of penitence and purification -

preparingg the soul for the transition into the heavenly Paradise. During this voyage, natural 

surroundingss turned a double face to the devout: on the one hand of the valley of tears, and on the 

Richeomee 1628 vol.2, p.222: 'Avec ces meditations ii en aura d'autres qui luy sont cy-apres données pour chasque 
iournéee de son voyage, qu'il (era en mesme iour soubs diverse heures [-'stanr mix champs \\ prendra subiect de toiler 
i)ieuu selon les occasions que les choses qu'il \erra lu> donneront: regardant au ciel. il admerira l.)icu en ces corps & 
lumiercss immortelles: voyant les montagnes. les plaines. Its rhierev les planles. les hestes. &  autres creatures, ii 
rendraa graces de tontes au Createur. comme iaictes pour le bien & utilite de 1'homme &. ie sien propre; <fe les invitera 
aa loüer ieeluv Createur al'imitation de ces sages & vaillans I ïebrieu.x. qui disoient au milieu de la iburnaise. fiemsscz 
lele Seigneur. Ju Sei^nieur oeuvtvs tonics. Portez son nom chant é sur (es celestes routes' 1 he biblical citation is a 
paraphrasee from Daniel 3:52-90. 

Richeomee 1028 vol.2. pp.326o28. 
'' See Treffers I 997 tor the concept of spiritu:*! pilgrimage in Richeome'.1.» Deffencc and in the work v>! Caiawiggio. 
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otherr hand prefiguring the Heavenly paradise. Rieheome explained, that it was the mind of the 

beholderr to see either the one or the other; 

Thee third point touches the point why man is a Pilgrim in this life, regarding the visible 

worldd as made for him; why his pilgrimage is so full of anguish. The reason for the first is 

thee excellence of man consisting in his primary functions; knowing in the soul, eternal 

andd heavenly being, carrying in himself the image and likeness of supreme beauty; for 

whichh reason he has been given an eternal home attuned to his dignity, and more noble 

thann the earth, common abode of the beasts, and creatures of vile condition; even though 

hee has not yet sinned, this mean world notwithstanding has been assigned to him as place 

off pilgrimage, not troublesome and futile, that which it is at present, but gracious and 

honourable;; where standing delighted for some time in the contemplation of the Creator 

andd his marvellous works, and in the action of good Graces received by this supreme 

Goodness,, without intervention of death, and without application of any effort, he has 

takenn the flight to Heaven, his real home, to reign here for ever in the company of the 

Angelss his compatriots and fellow townsmen: the earth is thus given to him like a 

wonderfull residence, but not in perpetuity, but as passing and temporary; for which he is 

theree a Pilgrim, and not citizen, for reason of his superiority. 

Muchh more explicit than in his own Peiniurc Spiritually or Bellarmino's %<:ahi di xalire. 

Rieheomee argued in his Deffence des Pelerinages that it was in the eye of the beholder to sec the 

goodd or bad side of nature and that the valley of tears could turn into a vision of the Heavenly 

Paradisee through the act ofl'aith. Nature was an image of the Creator to whom the pilgrim was 

travellingg - in the ilesh or in the mind - and provided the building-blocks for the spiritual road. ' 

Concurrently,, in the above citation Rieheome turned the world into an ambiente lor the 

pilgrimagee of life. The physical road and the spiritual path became mirror images. 

!'""'' Rieheome 1628 vol.2. p.223: 'Le troisieme poinct contiendra la cause pourquoy I'homme est Pelerin en ceste vie. 
vuee que ie monde visible est faiet pour luy; pourquoy aussi son Pelerinage est si plein d'angoisses. La cause du 
premier,, e'est ('excellence de I'homme eonsistant en sa principale partie, scavoir en I'atne, essence immortelle & 
celeste,, portant en soy 1'image & semblance de la supreme beauté; a raison de quoy il !uy estoit deue una habitation 
perpetueilee proportionnée a sa dignité. &  plus noble que ia terre commun seiour des bestes, & creatures de vile 
condition;; si bien qu'eneor qu'il n'eut pêche, ce monde bas neantmoins luy estoit assignc seulernent comme une terre 
dee Pelerinage. non penible &  chetif, tel qu'il est a present, mais graeieux & honorable; oil s'estant delicié quelque 
tempss en la contemplation du (Yeateur & de ses belles oeuvres. &. en actions de graces des biens recues de ceste 
supremee bote, sans entremise de mort. & sans commerce d'aucun peine, il cut avec son corps prins le vol au Ciel sa 
vrayee patrie. pour y regner a iamais en la compagnie des Anges ses compatriotes & concitoyens; La terre done luy 
estoitt donnée comme demeure delicieuse voirement, mais non perpetueile. ains passagere & pour de temps; parquoy 
ill y estoit Pelerin & non eitoyê. a raison de sa preeminence.' 

Significantt is the fact that the chapter entitled L'Allee du Pelerin only described methods of prayer and 
meditation,, clearly taking the significance of Alice to be the spiritual road. 
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Missionaryy theory and natural philosophy 

Thee third aim of the Jesuit complex of San Vitale was the education of future missionaries who 

weree sent out to the Americas and Asia to spread Catholicism. Missionary practice was subject to 

co-ordinationn and control after the Council of Trent: this led in 1622 to the institution of the 

Propagandaa Fide. Similar progress was made in the field of missionary theory: during the first 

quarterr of the seventeenth century, systematic ideas were developed in this field. The appearance 

off treatises on the subject of 'how to convert pagans' was one of the outcomes, and as in the 

relatedd context of catechism, the concept of Creation played a significant part in it. The theories 

currentt in the Jesuit Order reflected general ideas on the conversion o\" heretics and useful 

didacticc arguments to attain this. 

Thee first book on missionary practice \\a> written In die Italian Jesuit Giuseppe Aeosta 

(1540-1600),, published under the title f)e procuranda bidorum salute in 1588. "" Aeosta had 

spentt a couple of decades as a missionary in Peru and his local experiences formed the basis uï 

thiss book. These were backed by theoretical expositions to help future missionaries, but most of 

alll Aeosta tried to convince his reader that missions to the Americas were necessary and 

worthwhile:: pagans were in need of spiritual edification by Catholic regulars. The first edition of 

thee De Procuranda also contained his De Xatura Xnvi Orbis I.ibri  duo. a study on the habitat and 

lifestvlee of the people in the New World.'"" These anthropological and biological additions would 

leadd to a better understanding of its inhabitants, and thus to greater success in delivering the 

Christiann message. Knowledge of botanical particularities and the way of life of the indigenous 

peoplee would support the missionary in the practical side of his work. 

Onn missionary methods Aeosta held the opinion that, when converting the Indians in 

Peru,, it should lead to the understanding of the Christian message of the New Testament, and not 

merelvv the biblical story of God's Creation. Thus, as he stated in a chapter on the pitfalls of 

conversion,, although the Apostle Paul had recommended the knowledge of God through his 

creatures,, the missionary should be cautious with this kind of reasoning. God did not so much 

reveall Himself to mankind only through the visible world, but more importantly through his 

Spirituall self, for which reason Christ had sacrificed himself."1' 

Thesee cautious remarks meant that e\en before 1576. when Aeosta wrote the major part 

:: Koch 1934. col. 1 1. Nommervogel I960 vol.1, cols S l - ^ Hoffman I960. 
:: I ranslated in Fnglish in 1604. and reprinted in 1880; sec Aeosta 1880 

: ii Aeosta 1588. p.484: 'Quasi veró Fides ab Apostolic nece:>saria deiinialur ad ilia percipienda. quae a creatura 
mundii per ae. quae facta sunt visihilia, cotinosci possunt. ac non potius ad ea quae in cor hominis no ascendenmt 
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off his treatise, referring to nature as the image of its Creator was already en vogue in missionary 

praxis.. Although he continued to warn his readers against too much confidence in this method, he 

refinedd his opinion in 1596 when he published the Historici morale, e naturak delle Indie in 

1596,, a profound study on the flora, fauna and original inhabitants of Peru, an extension to the 

chapterr added to the first edition of 1588.' b !n the preface of this book Acosta now explicitly 

statedd that nature was useful as a step towards understanding the otherwise invisible Divinity: 

Thee things made by the Creator, and among them the things of man, who wants to go 

closerr and arrive at the understanding of the causes and the effects, will make the effort to 

thingss belonging to philosophy, [and| when someone gets the inspiration to try and raise 

hiss thoughts to the highest and first artifice of those marvellous things, he will enjoy the 

fruitss of his knowledge, and will discuss an important part of theology.106 

Thiss positive turn notwithstanding, in his missionary treatise no clearly defined method was 

givenn for conversion, and it is thus hard to pinpoint just to what extent Acosta taught the 

indigenouss people to regard nature as the Creator imprinting Himself onto the creatures. His book 

howeverr clearly related the natural history of the world to the mission; knowledge of the botany 

andd zoology would at least help the missionaries themselves to improve the effectiveness of their 

actions.. Richeome had as has been explained above, used this kind of knowledge in his tour 

throughh the garden, by pointing out the exotic specimens at San Vitale as marvels of creation. 

Soonn after Acosta's publication, the need for a more structured and generally applicable 

theoryy was felt. The Discalced Carmelite Tomas de Jesus titled in this omission.1'1' His De 

procurandaprocuranda salute omnium gentium of 1613 (fig.53) offered a veritable encyclopaedic view of 

missionaryy theory and theology. Although it was highly theoretical in approach, and dependant 

uponn scholastic reasoning, it would function as a vade-mecum for missionaries for two centuries 

too come.10 In the first six books, Tomas discussed the involvement of ecclesiastics and regular 

orderss in the mission, and the election and education of future missionaries; the second half of the 

workk discussed various classes of atheists that were to receive the Catholic message, from the 

Greeks.. Jews and Muslims to the pagans on the new continents. For each of those groups. 

nobiss veró revelavit Deus per spiritum suum. Non ad naturalia. necessariö eognoscenda natura ipsa non usque adco 
deficit.. Fides vero est sperandarum substantia rcrum. argumentum non apparentium.' 

Fordd 1998 discussed Acosta's theory of natural history. Kor the numerous editions see Soinmeivogei 1 960 vol.!. 
cols.. 34-3 6. 

Acostaa 1596 p.35: 'Le cose fatte dal creatore. et in quelle Ie cose degli huomini. chi vuole andare piu innan/i, et 
arrivaree ad intendere le cagioni delli efVetti, si affihchera in eosa pertinente a buona tllosotia. so ad alcuno vennera 
neH'animo.. di volcr alzare i suoi pensieri al sommo. et primo artefice di queste cose maravigliose. godera il frurto del 
suoo sapere, et trattera una parte eeeeliente della Teologia.' 
!"'' DS 1937-1994 vol.15. cols.833-S44 and Peers 1951-1960 voi.2. pp.21 7-240. 



speciallyy adjusted strategies tor conversion were ottered. 

Thee eleventh book on the conversion of American natives (entitled De ethnkomm 

conversion?conversion? procuranda) argued that the example of nature was crucial to convince the Indians 

off the existence of the Christian God. Because, as Thomas Aquinas had stated, the fault of 

'naturall races' was that they ignored the existence of something surpassing visible nature, it was 

necessaryy to show these supernatural levels to them.1"1' Lspeciallv the doctrine of Creation would 

relievee their ignorance; according to Catholic belief'God was the Supreme Being who was the 

beginningg and the end of everything in this universe, the prime mover and the principle of all 

createdd things. Tomas de Jesus suggested three themes to convince the pagans of their wrongs, 

beforee the solution in the form of the Christian view of the world was to be explained to them. 

firstt of ali. the world was full of various races and nations who. notwithstanding their 

differentt ways of life, all had a notion of divinitv and a name for God. I his must be the effect of a 

higherr entity that had fixed this idea in the human mind.:: Secondly, the movement of all things 

hadd a cause, either internal - such as the human mind that steered the body - or external - such as 

aa ship moved by the wind. Of these external influences traces should be found, such as the sail 

thatt billowed. The internal movements of all earthly objects and animals should have their origin 

outsidee the bodies themselves, and that origin could only be the Christian God. Thirdly, ali 

createdd things were aimed towards one goal, often without rational knowledge, such as the trees 

thatt first made leaves, then flowers, and finally fruit and semen to procreate. An outside power 

wass the cause of this aim. and this was the invisible God who had organised the universe 

accordingg to His plans in which all creatures played their assigned role. " The following chapters 

subsequentlyy explained that although God is One. at the same time he was omnipresent in all 

creaturess of this world, and that the uoal of our lives lies in the recognition and adoration of'God 

"" Peers 1951-1960 vol.2. p.223 and Hoffman 1960 described the request made in the mid-seventeenth century by 
thee Propaganda I ide to the Carmelites for a new edition of the De procuranda. 

'"''"'  Tomas de Jesus 1613. p.71 6: T). Thorn.lib.2. contra Cientes c.3 refereuntur: Primus, inquit. est eorum errn. qui 
creaturamcreaturam nat arum ignorante*, nihtli supra corporatem creaturam existimantes, dixerunt creaturam. primam 
eausumeausum (t Deum constituere ....' 

Tomass de Jesus 1613. p.777: 'Primii igitur fundamental ex instintcu humano sumitur. Nam cum innumerae sint in 
totoo orbe nationes. nul I am inueniri tarn barbaram que non habeat aliquam Dei notitiam diuinamque esse aliquam vim 
eaq;; aiiquo cultus genere non honoret; etsi forte nesciat quis verbis Deus sit. & quis modus iliu honorandi. certu sit. 
Iluiuss rei ratio est. quia idem Deus qui cordibus horninu impressit quandarn reuerentiam naturalem. &  amorem erga 
narenies.. qui eos generanX & erga Principes & Dominos. qui cos regunt & gubcrnant...' 
' '' Tomas de Jesus 1613. p.777; 'Seeunda ratio est a reni naturalrum motu. omne enim quod mouetur. vel mouetur ab 
internaa aliqua causa, vt corpus humanum ah anima: vel ab externa, vt nauis in man. quam cum coiHemplannir pansis 
\eliss manilestis superatis periculis. eertum tenere cursum; statim iudicamus. earn ab aiiquo Rectore moderari.' 
!! " Tomas de Jesus 1613. p.778: Tenia ratio desumitur. ex eo quod res omnes \ ideamus lam recto rigore &  linea per 
certt a media ad suos fines dirigi: quae cum partim sensu. partim ratione careanu eertum est. ipsas e\ se non inteliigere 
suoss fines: quis enim dixerit plantas & arbores consulto per se ipsas alimentum ex terra imhihere; X- primo folia. mo\ 
flores.. deinde fnictus statutis temporibus emittere?' 
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Almighty, , 

Fromm this triple conclusion, arguments were extracted to convert the pagans to 

Christianity',, by explaining to them the six Truths in the Christian view on the world. The first of 

thesee was the origin and goal of man in his Creator; the second was that there is but one God in 

thiss world, and Truth number three explained that mankind should love God. The fourth thruth 

logicallyy explained the adoration and veneration of God as an obligation, and for this reason the 

fifthh Truth was that God revealed himself in various ways to his believers - the natural world 

providedd mankind with the initial information on the Creator. The sixth and last Truth culminated 

inn the acceptance of the Christian belief as the cult of the one and only God, and the True 

knowledgee of the Divine through the first and the second Book of Revelation."3 

Inn the approach sketched out by Tomas de Jesus, the first encounter oï pagans with 

Christendomm would be a new perception of nature, and recognising that this was not a collection 

off smaller individual divinities, but a system obeying and praising the one and only Christian 

God.. When this initial understanding had been communicated to the Indians, the missionaries 

wouldd be able to take up where the books on the Christian Doctrine started. Thus, by taking the 

everr present natural surroundings as example, the Tridentine Professie Fidei as issued by Pius IV 

inn 1564 was proven by experience, reading '1 believe in one God the Father Almighty, creator of 

heavenn and earth, of all things visible and invisible...'114 This formula explained the Creation as a 

Christiann Dogma, visible to all, and for that reason regarded as one of the prime arguments of the 

missionaries. . 

Allegoricall  gardens in Seicento Rome 

Thee design of the garden at San Vitale (fig.87) reckoned with the three aims of teaching the 

Christiann Doctrine, receiving pilgrims and educating missionaries, by providing the clues for the 

necessaryy arguments. Next to that, the garden also alluded to the link between macrocosm and 

microcosm:: it contained specimens of plants from all over the world, ordered as in a herbarium, 

alludingg to the endless variety and copiousness of Creation. In this sense, it constituted a 

musaeummusaeum in the open air.!l> The three sorts of subjects considered in Richeome's description - the 

exoticc plant, the flower and the sculpture - were however standard elements oï the pleasure-

gardenn in early seventeenth century Rome. In many respects, the Jesuit garden was similar to the 

genericc garden, and to the giardino segreto behind the Palaz/etto Farnese. 

1 ' '' Tomas de Jesus 1613. pp.800-804: 'C'apvt XIV: Brevis forma proponendi Gentibu.s Sanctum Fuangeliuni'. 
" '' IRE 1977-present. vol.13, pp.416-428. esp. pp.426-427. I.ThK 1993-2001 vol.4, cols.699-707.esp. cols.703-706. 

Findlenn 1994, pp.256-257 termed early modern botanical gardens as 'living museums'. 

http://cols.699-707.esp


Raree and exotic botanical specimens, sent to Rome by the Jesuit oversea:- missionaries, 

hadd been planted in the garden at San Vitale. This collection of (sub)tropical plants served plural 

goals:: they would excite wonder in the average visitor, while they would also help prepare the 

Jesuitt novices for their mission on other continents. For this reason, not only the seeds were 

provided,, but also information about these varieties, and this was communicated to the younger 

Jesuitss in the garden at San Vitale. In his description u( a Brazilian grass sown in the upper 

terracee of the garden. Richeome used the information provided by Giuseppe Aeosta. and added to 

miss his own Christian explanation tor the necessary religious instruction: 

fromm Brazil comes a grass, that has feeling: Because it shuts its leaves when someone 

approachess it. and it unfolds them when they have gone away: the Brazilians name it for 

thatt reason the LIVING GRASS for this perception, and also because it is evergreen, fearing 

heatt no more than cold, showing in this the semblance of the pious and just man. while 

leavess and good works are always verdant, whether in the ice of adversity, or the warmth 

off prosperity.' 

Richeomee also mentioned other variants discovered in the New World that had been sent to 

Romee and cultivated on the slope of the Quirina! Hill. Many other owners of gardens in early 

seventeenth-centuryy Rome strove to obtain seeds of rare plants, and Farnese was among the more 

importantt figures in the circles of botanical collectors.' The Exactissima descriptio rariorum 

quanmdamquanmdam plant arum of 1625 inventoried his proud possession of American and Asian species 

inn the Farnese garden on the Palatine Hill, and other sources indicate him as an esteemed supplier 

off seeds and beans. 

Flowerss formed another recurrent theme in Richeome's text and in the garden itself. The 

mainn species described in the second Tableau - roses, violets, jasmine, and many others -

belongedd to the regular inventor) of gardens in the rest of Lurope and could be found in France 

andd Italy, where horticulture had become an important aspect of early-modern eourt-cuHure. The 

inclusionn of rare, and thus valuable bulbs, turned these gardens into prestigious objects and led to 

aa lively trade in these commodities among the upper classes."" Farnese's secret garden also was 

embellishedd with flowers and agricultural plants: from lilies to citrus-trees, arranged in 

Richeomee I02X vol.2, p.40.}: 'I.e bresil donne une hcrbc. qui a sentiment: Car elle resene ses feuiiles. si quelqu'iin 
s'appmchee delle. <V les dilate quand il s'en e t̂ alle; tes Br::siliens 1'appcllent par prerogative L'Hlkni YIVI pour ce 
sentiment,, par ce aussi qu'elle est tousiours verdoyante. ne craignant non plus le chaud que le troid. portant en ceste 
qualitee la semblance de 1'homme pieux. &  iuste. dont la feuitle. &  belles oeuvres sont tousiours en verdeur aussi hie 
enn la ylact' de 1'adversité. qu'en la ehaleur de la prosperity.' 

11 On exotic plants in Roman gardens, see Chapter 1. pp.70-71, See also MaeDougall 1994. p.248. 
Aldinii Casieiii i 025. 
Ylassonn 1972 and MaeDougall 1994. pp.219-749 
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rectangularr beds and pots, and doubtless, these were avidly collected and cherished. '"" The 

presencee of Castelli as a special gardener for the extensive Horti Farnesiani on the Palatine Hill 

(fig.90)) indicated that care for the gardens was considered an important enough task to hire 

specialisedd people.1'1 

Thee appearance of books in which the holdings of precious flowers were discussed and 

analysedd on the botanical, classical, mythological and biblical levels, illustrated the quest for this 

kindd of encyclopaedic knowledge among members of the Roman nobility. The Descriptio 

exactissimaexactissima by Pietro Castelli was just one of the first projects that set the tone for others.1'2 An 

importantt example published in 1633 was the Flora, sive De florum cidtura Libri IV by the 

Jesuitt Father Giovanni Battista Ferrari.123 This work, dedicated to Cardinal Barberini, discussed 

thee precious flowers in the giardino segreto next to the Barberini palace, it discussed in its 

introductionn the familiar topos of Christ in the guise of the Gardener, and paraphrased the words 
11 " ) A 

thatt He was the lily of the valley and the flower of the field. " 

Lastly,, the artificial element of sculpture embellishing the garden was widespread in early 

seventeenth-centuryy Italy; in Seicento Rome the outdoor display of antique and modern statues 

andd reliefs had become a real vogue. ' ^ The location and use of the fountains at San Vitale 

reflectedd the contemporary fascination with these furnishings that no respectable villa in early 

modernn Rome could possibly do without.1** The only difference at San Vitale was the presence 

off religious instead of antique themes; but the harmonisation of the sculptural iconography with 

thee theme of the garden was habitual. The garden behind the Palaz/etto larnese was an example 

off this trend; when the bridge was constructed the new building itself was indicated as 'statuario', 

andd thus intended for the exhibition of the rich holdings of antique sculpture owned by the 

larnesee family.127 In conjunction with the llowcrs in the secret garden, the classical statues 

'"" ' Benedetti 1973 pp.479-480 and Coffin 1991, pp.134-135. For the arrangement in reetangular beds, see l.'ginet 
1980,, p. I 17 where accounts arc transcribed in which workmen are paid to construct these beds in the 'giardinctto 
nuovo'.. Jestaz 1994, p.161 transcribed the inventory of 1644. 
K:ll Payments to gardeners belonged to the regular costs in the accountbooks of the I arnese household: these can be 
foundd among other places in ASN. Fondo Farnesiano. 
!! " On Castelli see chapter !. p.70. 
'"''' This book appeared in se\eral editions in 1638. 1646 and 1664. See Ferrari 1646. DIM 1%0-present. vol. 46, 
pp.595-5988 and MacDougall 1994. pp.240-241. 
!J tt Ferrari 1646, p.8: 'Christus redivivus hortulani specie', and 'florem eampL liliumq; convailium..,' 
i : '' See Coffin 1991. pp. 17-27 and MacDougall 1994, pp.23-V>. 
!~:: For the fountain in sixteenth-century Roman gardens, see Coffin 1991, pp.28-57 and MacDougall 1994. pp.57-88. 
'""" See the concession of 1603 in ASN. Fondo Farnesiano 1346; 'Casino detto il statuario.' See also Hibbard 1967. 
pp.104-105.. l/ginet 1980. pp.1 13-1 14, and Whitfield 1981, p. 315. For the collection of antique sculpture in Pala/./o 
larnesee during Odoardo\ life, see Riebesell 1988, 
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alludedd to floral themes just like Domenichinu's decorative frescoes in the vault of the loggia.'^ 

Thiss thematic coherence was set forth even inside the Palazzetto. in the cosmological themes of 

thee paintings in the five Camerini. 

Inn short. Richeome's hook made clear that the world was regarded by the seventeenth-

centuryy public as an allegorical picture painted b\ God. and that this devotional exercise was 

especiallyy apt for the cultivated microcosm of the urban villa of which the garden at San Vitale 

wass but a modest example. The typical garden in early seventeenth-century Rome contained all 

mee elements described by Kieheome and often in even greater abundance: the agricultural 

species,, the rare and exotic examples, and the beds with flowers. The place where nature was 

explainedd to the common public intentionally reflected the generic roman villa as owned by an 

l.cclesiasticall Prince. These parks were often open to the general public - and thus offered more 

opportunitiess to practice Richeome's didactic arguments than the weekh \isits to San Vitale and 

Sant'Andrea.. Although Mario Pray, intended something quite different, his statement that the 

cinquccentocinquccento villa constituted a 'brevian. of the proud cardinal ... a Bible of the rich' is \ery apt to 

describee the function of these gardens.'^ 

Thee Palazzetto as metaphorical Scala 

Thee lessons from Richeome's treatise could be enjoyed in any given princely garden, just as was 

impliedd in Bellarmino's Scala di satire o\' 16! 5. But although both treatises used nature as a 

subjectt for devout considerations, the extensiveness of their respective methods distinguished the 

PcinturePcinture Spirituelle from the Scala. While the former was an introduction to the spiritual painting 

off the world and Christian Doctrine for an audience with basic knowledge - children, pilgrims 

andd pagans - the latter went beyond this first stage. The Scala constructed a course of meditation 

onn this concept that led to a deeper understanding of the cosmos as a reflection of its Creator. In 

otherr words, while Richeome offered a first introduction using a static image of the world. 

Bellarmino'ss book aimed at a higher level of understanding. It was for this reason that the Scala 

wass considered apt for Cardinals - as this kind of reader was assumed to have alread\ received 

thee proper introduction into the Catholic faith. 

Justt like Richeome. Bellarmino had written his treatise in the garden of San Vitale - which 

inn a sense constituted his 'own' villa \\>ï reguiat retreats, in this sense, it was comparable not onl\ 

inn form but e\en in function to the villa of other ecclesiastical Princes, where the> were supposed 

••"" Spear 1967. Whitfield 198 L pp.32 1-322. Spear 1982 vol.1. pp.132-133. and Hoehmann in ihmienichino 1996. 
pp.. I 73-177. 

:: Pra/ Ï975, P.S2. 
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too relax after their ecclesiastical duties. The allusion to the devotional retreat in the garden was 

thuss meant to evoke recognition in the mind of the intended reader. The dedication to Pietro 

Aldobrandinii was, apart from the personal links between the author and the recipient, also related 

too the fact of the villa. In 1600, Pietro had been donated the Villa Aldobrandini by his uncle 

Clementt Viii. which was located close to San Vitale, on Monte Magnanapoli on the south

westernn slope of the Quirinal Hill.13" In a description of the late 1590s. it was still described as 

hortohorto - often meaning an agricultural garden or suburban estate - while in the subsequent decade 

thee refurbishing of the casino and garden would turn it into one of the most admired urban villas 

off the day (fig.91).1'1 These works included the cultivation of many flowers and plants in vases 

andd beds.13'" 

Thee relation between the geographical site and spiritual aims of Bellarmino's Scala di 

satiresatire of 1615 was thus more significant than at first appeared; Aldobrandini could take the book 

inn hand when he walked around his own villa, as it was similar in arrangement to the garden at 

Sann Vitale, After all, the elements described were found in any garden of the time, for they were 

constituentt elements of the world-view. For that reason, Odoardo Farnese was able to do the 

samee in his secret garden behind the Palazzetto, where flowers, exotic plants, fountain with fish

pondd and sculptures reflected a microcosm comparable to the rnacroeosmic ideas as expressed in 

thee Scala di salire and the Peinture Spirituelle. 

Thee devotional lesson did not stop when Farnese went inside the Palazzetto: alter 

consideringg the tableaux pnrlans in the garden, he was able to perceive the praise to the Lord in 

thee elements of the cosmic cycle in the five camerini, and in the landscapes and saints in the 

Camerinoo degli Fremiti. By means of these real steps, he would be able to transcend with his 

mindd the mere physical world, to approach its divine cause. While in Richeome's description 

thesee saints had been martyrs, Bellannino named in his book a number of hermits, which were 

depictedd in the paintings of the Camerino. They functioned as examples of the practice of 

consideringg in solitude the Divine countenance of the visible world, and ultimately transcending 

it: : 

II low great the beauty of God is one can know just the same, because the beauty of all the 

creaturess together one finds collected in Mini in a higher and more excellent manner: but 

alsoo because, being invisible to us, while we pilgrimage towards him. solely with the 

111 Coffin 1901. p.132-134 and Benocci 1092. p.27-58. 
I'ocabolunoI'ocaboluno degli Aecadenuci della Crusea 1612 1087. p.580: 'Orto : campo cliiuso. il qua! si eultiva a crbe. per 

mangiare.' ' 
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meanss ofTaith. the Scriptures and through the mirror ot created things he becomes better 

knoww to us: still many saints have so ardently loved God. that mans of them, to be tree 

andd liberated from thoughts, and from the affairs of the world, and to dedicate themselves 

too the sole contemplation of Him. they have hidden themselves in abandoned and solitary 

places,, like Saint Mary Magdalene. Paul the first Hermit. Anthony the Great, and other 

innumerablee [saints], whom you will find in Theodoretus in the religious History.1'"'' 

Inn this citation Bellarmino presented the solitary saints as admirable students reaching the highest 

level,, having surpassed the consideration of this world, but still plucking the fruits from this 

initiall exercise to become familiar with their Creator. They had mastered the course starting from 

thee microcosm, through the macrocosm, to the immaterial aspects of Creation, exactly the course 

Bellarminoo had shown in his Scala. After all. his subtitle, per mezo dell e cose create, indicated 

thatt the reader would not stop at Creation, but proceed lo the Creator. By climbing the stairs from 

hiss secret garden to the Camerino in a literal manner. Odoardo Farnese could ascend in his mind 

fromm a literal to a metaphysical consideration of the Divine. Through the earthly Garden of Lden 

laidd out behind the Pala/zetto. he would enter the Heavenly Paradise of divine contemplation. 

Thee same principle was reflected in the sonnet praising Paolo Bozzi's stories oï the 

ancientt hermits turned into modern examples, in his Tehalde Sacra of 162 3-1625. a publication 

nearlyy contemporary with Lanfranco's decoration of the Camerino. The poem presented Saint 

Paull the first hermit as the subject with which to explain the change in perception as a result of 

thee spiritual renewal attained: 

Horridd cliffs, ancient stones, and broken 
Demolishedd mountains, alpine divagations. 
Solitaryy plants in lonely horrors. 
Shingless long since broken, and corroded. 

Too tlee the frighteningly dark night 
Off the world, the hard ambushes, and the vain honours. 
Paull lived, which is between celestial choruses 
Thee prime glory of the woods, and the grottoes 

'' " See 'Reia/ione delle qualita del uiardino di Monte Magnanapoli: in Archivio Aldnhnrndini. tomo ; . 'labhricati', 
andd the accountbooks. cited by Renocci 1992, pp.29, 32. 

Beliarminoo '615. pp. -13-44: 'Quanta poi si a !a belle/za Ji Dio. non menu >i puo conoscere. perehe ia heile/./a di 
tuttee le creature insieme. eon modo piu alto, ed eeeellente si trova raceolta in lui: ma anchora perehe. essendoei egli 
invisihile.. mentre stiamo peregrinando da lui. e solamerite. col mezo di della fedc. delle Seritture. e nello speechio 
dellee cose create venga al meglio. ehe puossi conosciuto: hanno tnttavia molti santi amato eosi ardentemente Iddio. 
chee molti di loro per esser liberi. e sciolti da'pensieri. e da tutti gli affari del mondo. e darsi alia sola eontemplatione 
dii iui: si sono ascosi in Iuoghi abbandonati. e solitarij. come santa Maria Maddalena. Paolo tl primo eremita. Antonio 
ill grande. & altri innoverahili i quail appresso '!'eodoreto rieüa religiosa Istoria irovarai.' 
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Andd behold, a new Paul to the sacred voices. 
AA new hermit, changes the desert 
Horridd before, into Paradise itself 

Fortunatee Thebaid. to which was conceded 
Byy chance, that to the pious people 
Thee two great Pauls opened your great merit. 

!MM Bo/./i 1621-1625, vol.1, 'introduction': 'Horride baize, antiche pietre. e rotte, Diroccatte momagne. aipestri errori. 
Romitee piantc in solitari horrori,' Selci dal lungo di guaste. e corrotte Per f'uggir la dubbiosa oscura notte/ Del 
Mondo.. i duri lacei. e i vani honoris Paolo habitö. ch'è tra eelesti chori/ Prima gloria de'boschi. e de Ie grotte. Ft 
eceo.. un novo Paolo a i saeri accenti. Fremita novel, cangia ii deserto.' Horrido pria. nel Paradiso istesso.// Fortunata 
'I'ebaide.. a cui concesso/ In sortc fü, ch'è le pietose genti Aprisser duo gran Paoli il tuo gran merto.' The poem was 
signedd by Alessandro Gatti, otherwise unknown, who published in 1619 one other poetical work entitled La eaeeia ... 
PoemaPoema heroieo, tie! qua! si iratta pienemanle delta natura, e de gli affctti d'ogni sortc di fiere, co'l modo di 
eacciarle,eacciarle, el prendcrle. 
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6.. T H E IMAGINARY THK KLALANDTHE EXEMPLARY HERMIT 

Robertoo Bellarmino's devotional method as set out in the Scala di yalire used visible nature as a 

ladderr to pass from the visible world to the invisible, from the physical to the metaphysical: and 

inn contemporary literature on the hermit, this topic of transcendance was equally common. Also 

Giovannii Battista Passeri's description of Lanfranco's works from the Camerino degli Lremiti 

echoedd this concept of ascension, but then through the means of painting. He stressed the artist's 

abilityy to depict landscapes - nowadays little appreciated1 - and hinted at the functionality of 

paintedd nature in relation to the saintly figures. According to Passeri. the landscapes were to 

transportt the viewer from his real surroundings to another reality, namely that of the staffage: 

Hee painted in them some holy hermits living in solitary and savage places, and he 

representedd those deserts as being so mountainous, horrid and disastrous, that they 

containedd in that horridness so much loveliness that in looking at them, the viewers would 

bee invited to transport themselves to this slope to enjoy such charming loneliness, and 

althoughh he always seemed to have little inclination towards landscape, these he did with 

soo much taste and flavour that they were worthy o[ imitation/ 

Passeri'ss description presupposed the knowledge of Bellarmino's method of prayer: through 

regardd of the landscape one was invited to follow in the footsteps of the hermits placed in them. 

Whilee according to the religious treatise, nature was a means of aspiring to the level where the 

saintss lived by following the path they had pointed out. according to the chronicler of Roman 

paintingg the visual example was supposed to result in the same ascent that had been described in 

words.. In short. Lanfranco's works helped cardinal Odoardo to elevate his thoughts to the Creator 

hiddenn in nature thanks to the example of the hermits depicted in them. The figures and the 

landscapess were interrelated components: while nature should result in the viewer's identification 

withh solitary saints, the staffage taught one how to regard nature as the stairway to heaven. 

Passeri'ss ckphrasis also indicated the reality oï solitary religious life. Seated within the 

Camerinoo degii Lremiti. the cardinal should identify himself with, and even turn into, a 

temporaryy hermit by regarding and contemplating the landscape-depictions. This implies on the 

onee hand, that life as a hermit belonged to the range of possibilities for the Sciccnto-obscncv. but 

Inn recent discussions of landscape-painting in the ( 'arraeci-cireles Lanfranco is barel\ mentioned: see for example 
l.'itivak'l.'itivak' classicu 1962. Salerno I077-197K vol.1, pp.61-63. Whitfield 1988. pp.73-95 and Bjurström 200:. 

Passerii 1678 1905. p.MO: 'Dipinse in quelli alcuni SS. Lremiti habilanti in luoghi solitary, e sekaggi e rapresento 
quellii deserti eosi alpestri. orridi. e disastrosi che eontenevano in quella horride/./a tanta amenita <-!v in vederü 



onn the other, it also suggested that this was not truly serious option. In fact, the depiction of' 

hermitss in art in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth century touches upon a paradoxical 

relationn between ideal and reality that was triggered by the Council of Trent. 

Imagess of hermits 

Throughoutt the history of art. paintings of hermits were more than a reminder of a historical 

ideal;; they referred to a reality that persisted from the early Christian era until well into the 

seventeenthh century.3 Anchorite and eremetic strategies were not uniform; over the course of 

historyy a large variety of solitary existences developed in various regions, which is partly 

reflectedd in the terminology. The basic element, however, consisted in the distance from human 

societyy - the word hermit was derived from the Greek epnfiaCüx which means 'to be left lonely', 

whichh in Latin became eremos\ anchorite comes from avax<upéü) that can be translated as 'to go 

away,, to withdraw1.4 This solitary existence was in the Christian tradition accompanied by ascetic 

formss of penitence and the perpetual dedication to prayer.~ The combination of the two would 

leadlead to a purification of the heart, and an ascent of the soul to its Creator. 

Thee first Christian hermits could he encountered in the first centuries AD., as far as 

hagiographicc accounts confirmed, in the zone of upper Egypt called the Thebaid. The image of 

Saintt Anthony Abbot devised in the fourth century by Athanasius proved a model for most later 

solitaryy monks.6 Main characteristics of his biography consisted in the radical conversion, the 

extendedd period of penitence in the l ;gypn a n desert in total isolation from the world, earning a 

livingg by means of humble work, and the continuous study of the Bible resulting in the fervent 

defencee of the Faith against heretics. Demons played an important role in these stories, 

functioningg as a symbolic representation of the hermit's struggle against his own innate sins.' 

Otherr possible forms of desert life also sprang up in these first centuries, such as stylites or pillar-

saints,, and gyrovagi or itinerant devout.8 These other forms of solitary devotional life were, 

however,, not widely followed in the European context. 

invitavanoo li riguardanti a portarsi a quella balza per godere cosi soavi soiitudini. c benche egli sia sempre comparso 
conn non mo] to genio al tar Paesi dipinse quelli con tanto gusto c sapore che si rendevano degni di essere imitati.' 
!! Sec Ost tc>71. p.20-26 for a discussion of the relation between reality and painting of hermits. 
11 lor the modern definition of'hermit', see I.ThK 1W-2001 vol.3. col.557 and TRE 1977-present. vol.?i. pp. 1 52-
153;; for the definition of anchorite, see I.ThK 1993-2001 vol.], col.572. 
** DS 1937-1994 vol.1, cois.936-1 0 10. L'l'hK 1993-2001 vol.1, cols. I 074-1083. !1U 1977-present. vol.4, p.195-235 
andd Angenendt 1997, p.55-68. 
11 See Athanasius of Alexandria 1994. 'Introduction', and Bartelink 1993. pp.26-39. 

Onn demons in early Christianity, see Angenendt 1997. pp.85-88. 
** On stylites, see DS 1937-1994 vol.14. coLs. 1267-1 275 and I.ThK 1993-2001 vol.9, col.1 065: on gyrovagi see LThK 
1993-20011 vol.4, cols. 1 122-1 124, Kor the definitions according to church-law, see Dicfionnane ik> droit cununique 
1935-19655 vol.5. cols.4 I 7-420. 
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Duee to diverse natural, cultural and political circumstances, the adoption of the anchorite 

lifestylee in Furope during the early and high Middle Ages resulted in significant changes to its 

form."" The most important new requirement was that of organisation and supervision, and for that 

reasonn solitary religious were constrained to accept the coenobite, or (in modern terms) monastic 

lifestyle/'' They had to follow a written rule, and were subject to an elected prior, a general or 

otherr forms of institutional control. From devout laymen, who stood at the hasis of the anchorite 

movement,, the hermit was turned into a monk. 

Duringg the eleventh and twelfth centuries, new eremitic movements sprang up all over 

hurope.. especial!) in France and Italy.1! Stories abounded about monks who were unsatisfied 

withh the laxity of their communal life, the accumulation of riches spoiling devotional zeal, and 

lavv men who abhorred the traditional monastic context for its deprivation. This alt led to a crisis 

andd subsequent renewal in tnonasticism/'" It also meant that aside from the positive choice for 

strictt isolation and contemplation ihat had informed the early forms of anchorite life, it often 

sprangg from negative feelings about the existing situation, whether this was directed against 

societyy at large or at the Church as an institution. In this same period, a noteworthy increase in 

hermit-iconographyy - for example the depiction of Saint Jerome in the desert, which played such 

ann important role in the development of the genre of landscape - showed the general interest in 

andd recognition of this religious phenomenon.'1 

Somee individual eases of hermits led to public recognition of their role in society as a 

morall example, and this was reflected in the arts. In early fourteenth-century Pisa, a funeral 

monumentt was erected in the Campo Santo for Giovanni C'ini. which expressed the popular 

reverencee for this holy hermit: fresco-painting was used to represent his edifying solitary life to 

thee contemporary viewer, Shortly afterwards, between 1330 and 1345. the original pictorial 

embellishmentt around the tomb was extended to the entire wall, offering the viewer a sample 

sheett of virtues and religious zea! to be imitated (tig.92).' Not bv chance, this Thcbaid'. in the 

formm of an ample landscape, was situated adjacent to representations of death overcoming three 

'' DS 1937-19<)4 vol.4. cols. 9581. 
|!'' 'Coenobite' comes from the Greek koivof'ho,: which mean-' l iving in communi ty monaster)1. This diversification 
herweenn jodiian, and ^.oiniiiujiai religious life had begun in the Egyptian desert; Baehl 1975 discussed this process as 
aa chronologic succession from eremiiism to cenohiti>m. On the other hand, this has however been reconsidered as 
twoo a l te rna tes that onK in the course of the fourth and tilth centuries became considered as rivalling possibilities; 

seee Rousseau 1978. pp.33-55-67. 
''' See MM 19X0-1999 vol .1 , cols.566-567 and vol.3. col.2 I 29. 
'•"" See Dall'eremu ui cenobio I987.p.48-51 and Jcstiee I 997. p. I 4 1-1 5 1. 
MM See Junubhit 1967 op 167f Meiss !<>71. Ridderbos 1984. pp.63-73. Ru.s.so 1987. and Wiebei )98K for the relation 
betweenn the iconographv of Jerome in the desert and the social and religious context of the twelfth century 



soldiers,, the Last Judgement and Hell, as the ending of earthly life. This juxtaposition between 

thee two frescoes implied that the life of the hermit was a victory over death because, by 

ascendingg the stairway to heaven with the help of prayer, the soul could not die. 

Suchh a positive image of the hermit was also constructed in contemporary literature.1" In 

thee years between 1320 and 1340. contemporary to the fresco in the Campo Santo, in the same 

townn of Pisa, new translations into the vernacular were made of the stories of the Desert Fathers 

byy the Dominican friar Domenico Cavalca.16 These were originally intended as sermons, but 

weree also widely read by the laity. Another writer in this field was the Franciscan Angelo 

Gareno,, who translated the Scala Paradisic an ascetic devotional treatise probably written in the 

sixthh century by the Greek monk Giovanni Climaco; this text was often accompanied by 

hagiographicc accounts of hermits.17 These popularisations resulted in an even more heightened 

sensee reality of the life as solitary' saint. The hermit became a widely known figure, leading to 

widespreadd imitation in reality and the arts. 

Inn most cases this medieval anchorite movement led to the foundation of new orders, or in 

otherr cases to the reform of existing ones in accordance with solitary ideals; this meant the 

encapsulationn of the potentially scgregational movements within the body of the church. The 

Augustiniann hermits were formed by the forced congregation of individual hermits; in this case 

thee arts helped to construct an image of the supposed 'founder'; their contemplative ideal wa.i 

howeverr replaced by a mendicant rule.lsl In other instances, an identifiable founder attracted 

followers,, which led to the foundation of a new monastic institution. In these circumstances, the 

artss and literature sketched out an image of the founder in solitary retreat, such as in the case of 

Saintt Francis and Saint Romualdr 

Apartt from triggering iconographic changes, this renewal of the anchorite life also led to 

thee creation of specific architectural conditions for the solitary life. Depending on the order, the 

'monks'' lived in separate cells around a communal cloister (the Cistercians and Carthusians) or 

; '' Cailmann 1975. Frojmovie 1989 and Wille 2002, p.49-5 v 
"" Wcinstcin Bell 1994. pp. 153-1 55. 
1,11 On Cavalca. see DBS 1960-prcsent.vol.22. pp.577086. MM 1980-1999 vol.2, pp. 1 588-1589. t"ailmann 1975. and 
Wiebell 1988. p.21. 
rr For Climacus and his Scala Paradisi. see Martin 1954. I.dM 1980-1999 vol.5, pp.585-586. and Gribomont I960 
forr the translation by ("'1 areno. 
M Ostt 1971. p.21. 
"" Hansen 1995. 

Forr the Franciscan and Camaklolese orders, see the entries in the MM 1980-1999. and Anson 1964; for the 
changess in the monastic landscape and its relation to the heremitical movement, see i'v rem it is mo in Occidcntc 1965. 
Seee I.evser 1984. p.29f on the renewal of the heremitie life hy Saint Komnald. For the early iconography of Saint 
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the>> had then own individual 'hermitage within a walled-in compound, and only gathered in the 

adjacentt church for the celebration oï the Mass (the Camaldolese)."" In each case, the 

architecturall setting was devised to sustain the concepts of isolation and contemplation, which 

formedd the basis of the anchorite ideal that these orders sought to revive within the limitations of 

monasticc regulation. 

CinquecentoCinquecento realities of solitary lif e 

Att the heginning of the sixteenth century, social upheavals, war. bad harvest and diseases led to 

renewedd inspiration on the ideals of desert saints. It is significant that again in this ease, as it had 

beenn in the Middle Ages, the positive choice was overshadowed b> negative reasons, firstly, 

peoplee were deeply dissatisfied with laxity of life within the existing Orders, which led. for 

example,, to the creation of the Capuchin Order as a corrective movement within the I raneisean 

family."" Many other Orders were incapable, as a result of the fundamental critique expressed b\ 

thee Reformation, to reflect upon a new direction, as the basis of regular life was called into 

doubt."'' Secondly, financial and social barriers lo enter a religious Order could lead to hermitism: 

whenn financial requirements or a problematic past prohibited a person from taking the habit, 

anchoritee status was the only alternative. As a result, the phenomenon of the unassociated hermit, 

nott bound to a Rule by means of monastic vows, was more common in the sixteenth century than 

inn earlier times. It also took more time to reincorporate these subversive movements, as the 

Catholicc response to the Reformation was formulated only after I 545 at the Council of Trent. 

Sociall criticism played a conspicuous role in the image of the hermit around 1500. A 

personn refused admittance to a monastic institution would direct his wrath towards the institution 

off the Church: monks zealous for regular reform would criticise the institution for its slowness in 

introducingg regular observance."1 This kind oï hermit was the most visible, as the} expressed 

theirr discontent in public, mostly in the form of prophecies about the coming end of the world -

or.. on the other hand, would tell their audience the story of their own sinful past and penitence as 

Francis,, sec kaftal 1952. cols.469-500. kaftal 1965. cols.385-414. LCI 1968-1976 vol.6, cols.295-296. Fleming 
1982.. and TreHers 1991. pp.4d-5 I: tor the iconoaraphv of Saint Romuald. see /K 1 9M -! Q7Q y.>!.9. co !075 -84 

Onn {. istcreienser architecture, see Dictiona/v of Art 1996 \nl.7, pp.346-353. esp. pp. >50-35 1. and lergusson lc>84. 
pp.pp. ^-2 > (MI the relation between their Rule and the form of their monasteries for the Carthusians, ^ee Dictionary of 
UtUt 1996 vol.5, pp.893-896 and Hrauntels 1980; for the architecture o\ the Camaldolese sec Bossi Ceratti l<W. 

: :: Helyot 172) vol.7. pp.164-180. Pohladura 1947, DIP 1974-1997 vol.2, cols.203-220. 
'' On the critique upon the monastic tradition in the Reformation, see Jedin 1966 vol.2, pp..160-297. Jedin 1949-1975 

vol.4.2.. pp.1 72-175. Rice 1985. p. 139. and Partridge 1995. pp. 149-150. and 'On monastic vows' bv Martin l.uther. in 
Luiherr i 966. 
: ;; Sensi 1992. 
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ann example."' This turned the anchorite into a critic of society as a whole. 

Accountss from the late-fifteenth and early-sixteenth centuries mentioned the appearance 

off itinerant hermits going around predicting the end of the world, urging people to repent."1^1 In a 

poemm on the signs of nearing the end, one hermit was identified with the Old Testament prophet 

Elijahh for reasons of appearance as well as his sudden disappearing: 'An old hennit with a lunti 

beardd and hair goes crying 'peace, peace' through Rome, then when he pleases, invisibly, he goes 

away,, and many firmly believe that he is Elijah.'27 Other prophetic hermits dressed in accordance 

withh the iconography of Saint John the Baptist or other desert Fathers, to add more weight to their 

divinee inspirations and their call for penitence. It even led to ascribing saintly powers to people 

dressedd in this way. This phenomenon was most effective with the lower classes in society, as a 

Romann diary of 1485 explicitly mentioned that 'the men of wealth esteem these things, but 

withoutt the intemperance of the common people." Such solitary and itinerant persons 

encounteredd in diaries were not always real hermits; for example, Franciscan or Capuchin friars 

weree often referred to as 'hermits'. 

Byy the middle of the sixteenth century, public opinion began to turn against these figures: 

referencess to itinerant hermits illustrate the opprobrium of the people for their poor and dirty 

appearance.. Even more important is the fact that the subversive element in the image of the 

hermit,, the individual call for penitence and the implicit critique of the ecclesiastical authorities 

weree considered anticlerical, and a threat to society and the institution of the Catholic Church in 

particular."" The way out of religious turmoil that they represented, by turning their backs on 

corruptedd human society alike became unacceptable, and unworthy of imitation. This type of 

hermitt had become an anti-social and almost devilish character. Appropriate action should be 

takenn against them, predominantly by ecclesiastical authorities, which had been called b\ the 

Tridentinee Council to control and supervise all forms of religious life in their diocese. As a result. 

thee unassociated and unprocessed hermit became a persona non grata. 

''''''  Nobile 1984. 
:"" Niccoli 1990. pp.91-98. 

Niccolii 1990. pp,93-94. citing Memona delli nnvi segui el spaventusi prodigii, s.d.s.I.. tol. I\: ' I n antico romitto 
Cumm barba longa e chiona. Ya gridando per Roma- 'pace, pace' poi quando che li place invisihil va via e multi ch'e! 
siaa F-Jia eredon fenno.' 

Dee Vascho. // diario di del (a citta di Roma, cited after Niccoli 1990. p.96; 'gli huomini da bene stimavano queste 
cosee ma nou con tanta vehemenza come il volgo'. On the public image of sanctin and ascetic practices in relation to 
class,, see also Weinstein Bell 1994. pp.2 10-2 fl. 

Onn the use of the hermit as anticlerical tvpe in Ariui>to'> OrLtndo h'urioso. see Mayer 199 v p ?S7 
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Thee case of Fra Pelagio 

Underr pressure from ecclesiastical authorities and secular governments, around the middle of the 

sixteenthh century individual hermits were \\atched-o\er closely and. if necessary, their behaviour 

wass corrected. In 1559. troubles revolving around an independent hermit living in Rome led to 

juridicall steps, of which the court-case records offer an interesting example of how popular 

reverencee for these solitary men contrasted with institutional action raised against them. This case 

alsoo reveals which elements of solitary life had become unacceptable to the ecclesiastical 

Thee particular hermit who was sequestered, fra Pelagio. lived as a recluse behind Saint 

Peter'ss on the Vatican Hill in the middle of the sixteenth century this was still a largely 

uninhabitedd spot and he was interrogated in a preliminars police-hearing.1 He told his 

interrogatorss that he was a child born out of the illegitimate affair of a married woman from 

("osenza.. After a period in his life which he only referred to as a time of luxury, he went to live 

nearr Vicen/a. where he took the habit of a hermit and changed bis name into Ira Pelagio. from 

theree he wandered through Italy and France, made a pilgrimage to the cave of the Magdalene at 

St.. Maximin. and proceeded to Barcelona in Spain. There he claimed to have been living in the 

palacee of the future archbishop. Jacob Cassador. and subsequently at the monastery of Sor Maria. 

Cassadors'' mother. During the following sojourn in Valencia he received protection from the 

influentiall Francisco Borja. 

Ultimatelyy in 1545 he returned to his native Cosenxa. There he dwelled on the Monte 

Cucuzzo.. where his prophetic and healing gifts came to the fore. This attracted a 'pupil', whom he 

adopted,, and renamed Fra Serva Maria.11 When he finally returned to Rome altera failed attempt 

too visit the Holv band, his first dwelling was at the Porta Portese. a desolated area where 

accordingg to his testimony 'they throw garbage and dead horses'. He also lived for a while in the 

palacee olThe Cardinal Du Bellay in the Borgo.," 

Afterr the death of Julius III Del Monte, he built himself a dwelling - probably a kind of 

shackk or recluse behind Saint Peter's with the financial and practical help of many high-ranked 

persons,, both ecclesiastics and nobles. These persons frequented him in the years preceding 1559. 

askingg his advice on spiritual a> well as political matters. The names mentioned by Pelagio 

lorr a modern account of This process, sec Cohen 19(>2: the acts o\' this process arc to be found in ASR. 
(iovcrnatore.. Tribunale Criminale. Proces-a ( \ \ I see.) h.48 caso 14. toi.673t. 
"•"• Cohen 1992. p.2.vv 
'•'' Cohen 1992. p.2>5. 
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includee the Colonna family, harone Giuliano Cesarini. the CaratTa. Lippomani, and even bishops 

andd regulars, and even a Jesuit Father called Barbadilla.3" These people he told prophecies like 

thee coming death of the reigning pope, and claimed that the new pontiff would grant him a 

cardinal'ss hat; he cured visitors or advised them on spiritual and practical matters. 

Althoughh Fra Pelagio's prophetic pretensions and increasing popularity might seem to be 

thee cause of this legal action, it was another aspect that explains the interest of the clerics in his 

case.344 In his testimony, it was explicitly mentioned that although he took the habit of a hermit, 

hee did not conform to any Rule or accept Holy Orders from the appropriate ecclesiastical 

authorities.. He thus did not have any supervision, institutional context or spiritual regulation to 

obey.. In various testimonies this was explained in connection with Communion - by some 

witnessess it was stated that he had not been going to church or receiving the consecrated Host, 

andd one said that he outright refused to receive it, or go to Mass. When these persons had asked 

himm about this, he started to insult them, fulminating against the institution of the Church, and 

callingg them names. ^ 

Interestinglyy enough, other witnesses declared exactly the opposite: they were of the 

opinionn that the spiritual innocence of Fra Pelagio exempted him from these obligations. The 

importantt fact is that most people in this group, clearly in favour of the hermit, were monks: a 

Hieronvmiiee friar and the already mentioned Jesuit Barbadilla. It must have heen the tatter's 

commitmentt to Ira Pelagio that aroused the suspicion of Society's general Laincv, and led to the 

preliminaryy hearing laid down in these acts. 

Inn the light of regular reforms, it must be concluded that the latter aspects were the 

particularr interest of the authorities, rather than the fact that he had foretold the future. During his 

testimonyy Pelagio repeatedly swore obedience, submission and loyalty to the Church, which 

almostt reads as an alternative monastic vow. The reason for Lainez and two other Jesuits to 

followw the tracks of Fra Pelagio was founded on the very aspect of his heretical beliefs 

"" Cohen 1992. p.236. listing contacts of Kra Pelagio with Dominicans. I heatines. and other religions. 
; :: Cohen 1992 erroneously supposed that Pelagio was questioned about his prophecies on the death of the pope. 
whereass this aspect played only an insignificant role in the written acts. 
;; 1'or example in ASR. Governatore, Tribunale Criminaie. Proeessi (XVi see.) h.48 fol.595r-v: 'lit p[crjchc haveva 
intesoo da m[esscr] Jacomo Mercoiani altarista ehe cura de sacramenti. die costui non si comunicava et die no udi\a 
messa,, io andai da lui eö questa intentione a trovarlo la in quella easa. per intendere da lui come si governava in no 
pigiiarr sacramento et no odir messa. ... io nó mi rieordo bene, ma mi pare che mi dieesse che io ero putuos ad 
interrogarloo di queste cose et eominció a gridare, et mi rieordo che quasi co'spirito profettieo cominciö a voltarsi 
versoo la chiesa et disse questa Babiionia sedestruera un giorno. vera Lino che 1'estirpara et altre parole simile eontro la 
chiesaa santa.' See also Cohen 1992. p.23.v The case of 1 ra Pelagio also relates to mental illness which in this period 
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concerningg the Sacraments. As mentioned in the acts, the Jesuit Father Babadiila often had been 

frequentingg Pelagic, and might have considered leaving his Order to associate himself with the 

independentt recluse. This would have turned a regular Catholic into a potential apostate. It was 

outt of fear of this that Lainez handed the case over to the secular juridical authorities. How it 

ended,, however, is not known as a regular court case did not ensue, probably because it was more 

aa case for the ecclesiastical authorities than a worldly court. As the example of Ira Pelagio 

illustrated,, individual hermits violating the new Tridentine decrees on observance of the Rule and 

spirituall supervision ran the risk of transgressing the strict rules un religious conduct." For this 

reason,, these forms of religious life were suppressed in the latter part of the ('inque cento. 

l)e-historicisingg the hermit 

Still,, the figure of the hermit remained a familiar sight on the streets of Italian cities, and a 

popularr subject in the arts, in the Vocabolario dcgli Accademici della Cru.sca. a Florentine 

linguisticc project initiated around the middle of the sixteenth century but not published until 

1612.. the explanation of the words 'Romito' and 'Lremita'. were identical in significance, and 

reflectedd the general contemporaneous reality of the hennit: 

JJ Rl.MKA. From eremo. Hermit, man. who lives in the desert. Gr[eek] cpuirnc which is 

translatedd in Latfin] eremita, solilarius. (i.V.2.4.5. And in a vision he saw a saintly 

hermit.' ' 

Thee entry on the synonym 'romito' simply referred back to 'eremita'. but the word 'Romitaggio'. 

i.e.. hermitage, was wryly explained as 'the place where hermits live'. ^ From these examples and 

definitionss it can be gauged that the hermit was a contemporary figure who did not break with the 

historicall past; in fact, it suggests that the hermits were perceived in the early Baroque as 

identicall to their predecessors of the first centuries AI). 

wass considered as a form of divine infusion; see Foueault !()75 pp.45-46: tor the relation between signs of holiness 
andd psychological characteristics, see the case-study on Ignatius of Loyola in Vleissner 1992. 
;;; A similar case is that of Fra Ludovico di Monte Faito in Calabria: after gaining fame as hermit and itinerant 
preacherr in the 1570s. he was accused of demonic possession and imprisoned in 1586 in the Certosa in Naples. In 
1588.. he was transferred to Rome to be questioned by the Congregazione del Sanf Uffizio. One of the important 
accusationss against him was that of sacramental error' he ;i<1\ ked people to confess in front of an image, thereby 
ignoringg the function of the priest. Apart from this, Fra Ludovico had also gathered a number of disciples uho had 
swornn obedience to him. probably without an\ ecclesiastic appro\al of a regular Rule or his position as 'prior'. 
Anotherr accusation raised against him concerned sexual promiscuity with these disciples In contrast to Pelagio. 
Ludovicoo was found guilty by the religious court and imprisoned for the rest of his life. See Sallmann 1996. pp.237-
2477 for this case. 

VocabolarioVocabolario degli Accademici della Cru.sca 1612. p.317: 'FRFMILA. da Fremo. romito. huotno. e he vive 
nell I'eremo. (jr. 'ermites' che vien traslatato in lat.* eremita. solitarius G.V 2.5.4.1-". in \isione vide uno santo eremita.' 
;vv Vncahnlann rfeyji Accad-jmici ck'iki Crusca !6 I 2. p.734: 'ROMl'[ORK). Luogc. duvc abltano i romiti.' 
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Contemporaryy paintings conveyed an analogous message of timelessness, Gugtielmo 

Sirleto'ss iconographic programme for the Stanza delia Penitenza in Caprarola was based upon 

thiss particular view of historicity."v He had corresponded with and certainly knew personally 

Cardinall Cesare Baronio. the leading figure in the emerging field of ecclesiastical history'; and 

Sirletoo was one of the main Roman exponents of the programme of ecclesiastic and monastic 

renewal.400 He linked historical awareness to the Tridentine reforms of the Catholic church, 

accordingg to which the early Christian past was the example on which the present should be 

remodelled.. One of the recommendations of the twenty-fifth session of the Council had been that 

inn monasteries 'the ancient and regular discipline may be the more easily and promptly 

restored.'411 The use of the words 'ancient' and 'regular' in this phrase signified that not merely the 

writtenn Rules, but the historical foundations, the first version of these rules, should be taken to 

heart.. Books on church history were thus not meant to be a description of time gone by; these 

weree to revivify the spiritual ideal to which the regulars should return. " In ecclesiastical 

historiographyy since Trent, the chronological progression of time was subservient to Catholic 

ideology. . 

Ann important example of a chronological discussion of the anchorite ideal in the service 

off regular observance was closely related in time and context to the two Stanze in Caprarola: the 

HistoriarumHistoriarum Camaldulensium of 1575. which discussed the background and history of the 

Camaldolesee Order. The author Agostino Fortunio belonged to this Order, the Rules of which had 

reintroducedd the anchorite ideal within the context of a monastic institution on the basis of the 

Benedictinee Rule.41 However, the Camaldolese Order had only been founded in the twelfth 

centuryy and needed to point out the direct relation between their own Rule and the eremetic life 

off earlv Christianity. To defend this position with historical arguments. Fortunio discussed the 

historyy of monasticism. and positioned the Camaldolese as direct heirs to the desert Fathers. In 

otherr words, there was a direct link between past and present, as there was between hermit and 

monk.. Fortunio used the etymology of the word 'monk' to prove this: 'The Greek word for monk 

iss (mó TOD uovdCKiw which means living life in solitude.' 

Afterr an exposition on the Vestalian Virgins and the Nazarenes. the introductory chapters 

v'' Den/ler 1%4. pp..>2. 145. 
4"" On the contacts between Sirleto and Raronio and the latter's involvement in ecclesiastical history, see Denzier 
1964.. pp.32. 64 66. Jedin 1949-1975 \ol .2. pp.VJgoW. Cochrane 11>8 1. p 459 and Partridge 1995.D.15I. 
4ii Waterworth 1848.p.237. hor regular observance, see Jedin 1966 vol.2, pp.360-361. and Fois 1979. 
t :: See Jedin 1978. pp.33-48 and Cochrane 1981. pp.445-478 for the Counter-Reformation and the emerging 
professionn of ecclesiastical historians, for the role of Cesare F^aronio. see Pullapiily 1975. 
1;; On the Camaldolese Order and its specific interpretation of the solitary life, see OS 1937-1994 \ol.2. cofs.50-60. 
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off the Ilisioriarum Cunnildulensiutu examined the Ci\mno:>ophists. Hyperboreans. Druids and 

Ksseness as pagan forerunners of the Christian tradition - the groups in the four roundels in the 

Stanzaa della Solitudinc."0 Fortunio eontinued with a chapter on the origins of monastic lite in the 

exampless of Rlijah and Saint John the Baptist, predecessors of Christ; then he went on to discuss 

thee first monastic communities formed in Hcypt. and stated that from the hiding-place ot the 

EremoEremo the first communities of monks, bishops, pastors and indeed the entire ecclesiastic 

communityy had come forth.4* Desert-fathers were thus the founders of the first coenobite 

communities:: and from this basis, the various religious orders sprang up. This facilitated the 

Camaldolesee monks to take these hermit-saints as exemplars for their own life, and copy the 

historicall ideal to their own practice. In doing so. they annihilated the historical changes that had 

occurredd in monastic life since the sixth century. Regarding this theme in relation to the two 

Stan/e.. the subject of the iconography of the Stanza della Solitudine preceded that of the Stan/a 

dellaa Pcnitenza; Christ as the centre of the former was related to the Cross in the latter room. But 

thee iconography within the rooms was governed by a will to return to the spiritual idea!. In this 

sense,, the influence of Tridentine concepts of history, as expressed in Fortunio's book, also 

influencedd the decoration at Caprarola. 

Nott only does the text of the Historiarum ('amaldulensium show striking similarities with 

thee iconography in the two Stanze, there are also arguments that relate its author to the circle of 

Alessandroo Farnese. Fortunio belonged to the Camaldolese Order of which Alessandro Farnese 

becamee cardmalprotector in 1565 after the death of his brother. Cardinal Ranuccio Farnese 

(1530-11 565).4' it is plausible that direct contacts existed between the Camaldolese and the 

IcttcrultIcttcrult at Farnes.e's court. possibK e\en directly between fortunio and Panvinio,4 The 

HistoriarumHistoriarum ('amaidoiefisium documented the interpretation of early Christian history both as a 

continuationn of the classical era. and as a moment in time, which represented a timeless ideal. It 

"" Fortunio 1575. p. 13: Monachns greee dicitur rou uovuCiav. quod est in solitudinc vita degere.' 
''"''"  ! ortunio 1575. pp. 15-21 discussed the 'lirachmanarum, seu Saltnoneorum Gymnosophislarum apud Indies 
Druidumm apud Gal los Saccrdotum Augypti Essenorum apud ludeos Magorum apud Persas Sacrosancta 
Nazareorumm Yirginum Vestalium apud Romanos.' 
tff Eortunio 1575. p.27: 'Quod factum est divina dementia at Monastieus ordo. qui magis deprimi posse videretur. 
aequee magis etiam atq: eliam spendeseere coeperit. & caput aliius attolieree. Quod videlicet ex E remis. Monachorüq: 
eogreuationibuss Episcopi. atq: animarum Pastores legi. acciriq: eoepti sunt, qui vel etiam iiuitissimi ad nmn^ 
aniplioress gradus. dignitatesq: Ecclesiae per longissima annorum curricula eveherentur.' 
'' fortunio 1 575, p.3 1 1 mentioned Ranuccio Farnese. in his annals of I 557: 'Per eos diem cum in fatis conce^i.-^et 
Robertuss Pueius Gardinalis Ordinis Protector. Raynutius Eamesius tituli s. Angeli Pr&->b>ler Cardinalis. <k sumnuis 
poenitêtiariuss Camaldulèses accepeat in elientelam.' Mittarelli 1764 vol S. p.124-125 described how Alessandro was 
askedd by the Camaldolese Order to replace Ranuccio as protector in 1565 
'^^ For [''ortunio. in secular called Agostino Eiorentino. see DBl 1960-present. vol,49. p.256-257 and Cochrane 1981. 
p,444-4:>(j;; tor Alessandro l-arnese's protectorate over the Camaldolese Order which started in 1 565 after the death ot 
hiss brother cardinal Ranuccio, ^ee Mittareüi ! 76J vol.8. pp. 124-125 



wass written to serve as the basis fur spiritual and monastic reform in the late sixteenth century: 

thee aim was a revival of the historical ideal in the present and therefore an abolition of time. In 

thee Stanza della Penitenza. the informed viewer should relate these past examples to his own 

religiouss reality, and take the abstinence and penitence practiced by the hermits as inspiration for 

hiss own spiritual ascent. The old anchorite examples were relived in the present, and painting 

facilitatedd this goal. 

Thee room at Isola del Liri which repeated the idea of the Capraroia Stanza della 

Penitenza,, used another device to convey the same message of the timelessness of the eremitic 

ideal.. In this Stanza, the saints had been deprived of their attributes and therefore were made 

anonymouss and de-historicised.49 Around 1600, the series of penitent saints ordered by Federico 

Borromeoo from Paul Bril indicated another 'actualisation' of the theme with the same device. The 

panelss executed by Bril copied almost literally the compositions engraved by Sadeler after the 

designss from Maertcn de Vos, except for the omission of the characteristic attributes of the 

saints.'00 for example, Saint Anthony Abbot was 'robbed' of his little piglet and the bell, and thus 

off his identity. Through the absence of historical distance the actuality of these solitary religious 

figuress was emphasised. They were recognisable as hermits by their dress, attire, and setting, but 

remainedd nameless, and were thus open to identification by the onlooker. How did these 'realities' 

comparee to the repression of real hermits from the late sixteenth century onwards? 

Afterr the close of the Tridentine Council, a phenomenon comparable to the encapsulation 

off anchorite movements in the later Middle Ages occurred: hermits were turned into monks. I he 

resultingg crossover between monastic and anchorite life is confirmed by the way these figures 

weree described in seventeenth century diaries. In August 1648, the roman lawyer Giacinio Gigli 

mentionedd an interesting but at first sight puzzling example of hermits resident within the walls 

off Rome.M The small chapel of Santa Maria del Buon Aiuto. situated near San Giovanni in 

Fateranoo (tig.93). was the site a of murder which involved two hermits: 

Inn those days a strange event occurred, that a Hermit killed another hermit, his 

companion,, and then went to the Cardinal Vicar, and said that he had murdered his 

companion,, because he had been told to do so by the Holy Spirit, and he showed a hand

writtenn note by the deceased which said that he left him as heir to all his belongings, 

becausee he had done him the favour of killing him. This case happened in a chapel located 

t-- For the room in Isola del Firi. see chapter I. pp.52-55. 
""'' For the series of hermits by l'aul Bril commissioned by Borromeo. see Jones I 988b. and Jones 1W1. p.78. 



nearr the wall of Rome between San Giovanni in Laterano and Sanla Croc e in 

Gerusalemme.. where the body was found in the midst oflots of blood. He was put in jail, 

butt was eleared of the charge because of being mad/" 

Althoughh Gigli used the word romito. in reality the church of Santa Maria del Buon Aiuto was 

partt of the larger monastic community of Santa Croce. situated directK behind it. This complex 

hadd been inhabited since the later Middle Ages by the Cistercian Order, an offspring of the 

Benedictinee Rule striving altera more severe and secluded interpretation of monastic life/ ' Thus, 

thee two religious belonged to a regular Order and lived a life dedicated to incessant prayer and 

contemplation.""'' The main reason why Gigli used the word 'hermit' will have been rooted in the 

appearancee of these monks, their relative isolation, and their daily occupations: their habit and 

rulee reflecting their life of scverilv and penitence (fig.94). Tridentine reforms and the call for 

observancee led the Cistercians hack to their anchorite origins, which was noticed and interpreted 

ass such by lay observers/" 

Itineran tt  hermits in and around Rome 

Nextt to these 'domesticated' or coenobitic hermits, individual, or. if one prefers, 'real' hermits 

continuedd to be present in Rome and its campagnu. Although the phenomenon was restrained in 

thee late sixteenth century by regulations and prohibitions, it was not rooted out completely. 

Accountss in the Rpiscopal archives of Tivoli recorded the existence of independent hermits in the 

directt surroundings of the town until well into the nineteenth century/' They had to request the 

bishop'ss consent on their residence as well as on their autonomous status, for which licences were 

given.. In most cases, they were assigned the care over a rural chapel or church, where they had to 

assistt in Mass and keep the place tidv The rest of their time was supposed to be spent in prayer, 

orr reading edifying publications, 

;; Rir Giacinto Gigli. see Nussdorfer 1992. pp.109-] 14. and DB! 1%0-prescnt. vol.54. pp.673-674. 
Giglii 1994. vol.2. p.5/52: 'In questi giorni occorse un caso strano. ehe un Romito ammazzo un'altro Romito suo 

eompagno.. ct poi andö subito atrovare il ('ardinale \ ieario. et disse. die lui ha\e\a a in ma/zat o quel suo Compagno. 
perchee glie 1' haveva comandato lo Spiritu Santo, et mostro una Scrittura di mano del morto. die dieeva. die lo 
lasciavaa hcrede di tutta la sua Robba. perche gli haveva fatto carita di amazzarlo. Occorse questo caso in una 
("appella.. che sta nelle Mura di Roma tra S. (.iiovanni laterano. et Santa Croce in Gerusalern. dove tu trovato il 
mortoo eon molto sangue sparse. l;u costui niesso prigione. nm si giudica. die sara scusato per pazzo.' 
' ;; On the ( istereienser Order, sec llekot 172! vol.5. pp.388-400 and DIP 1974-1997 vol.2, cols. 1 059-1 098 

Forr the church (or Oratory} of Santa Maria del Buon \iuto. see Buchowiecki 1967-1974 sol.2. pp.521-^23: see 
Vrnieltinii ! 042. p.989 and duide rionali di Roma 1 967-present. \ol.! 5.1. p. 18 for the dependence of this edifice on 
thee Cislercienser Order. 
"" See Helyot 1721 vol.5. pp..^90-39!. and DIP 1974-1907 \ol.2. cols. 1061 -1062 on die reform-movements in 
variouss Gistercicn congregations at the end of the sixteenth centurv 
''''  Ost 1971. p.21. I.ThK 1993-2001 vol.3, cols.558-559. Didionnaire de droit canonique 1935-1965 vol.5, eols.423-
4244 and Hersche 1999. p. 129. 

Seee (errero 1970. esn p ?09. lor ;i li^t nfhermiK in I ivoli h;*̂ e<i nn the Lpiscopa! archives. 
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Whilee in Tivoli and other dioceses Episcopal supervision over these hermits was 

consideredd enough to curtail the phenomenon of solitairy religious, the attraction of Rome for 

hermitss on pilgrimage posed a more complex problem which was addressed at several synods."™ 

Ass religious without monastic or confraternal affiliation were deprived of their customary shelter, 

theyy wandered around town begging for alms, a phenomenon that hindered secular and religious 

governmentt alike. The institution in 1587 of a special hospital for these hermits was the solution 

proposedd and realised by pope Sixtus V Peretti. The papal brief Cum nostrae ordered the Italian 

hermitt Albentio del Cetraro from Calabria to institute a refuge for the hermits visiting the city of 

Romee on pilgrimage. The aim was to 'avoid with zeal the danger for the health of the souls, and 

thee bad example and the scandal' which the vagabond solitaries represented.59 In 1591 this was 

confirmedd with the donation of a piece of land in the Borgo Pio near the Vatican, where, with the 

financiall help of a number of Roman citizens, Albentio was able to build a small chapel and an 

adjacentt house.60 The situation of this complex close to the Porta Angelica, one of the gates to the 

Vatican,, led to the naming of this society as the Hermits of Porta Angelica.61 

Thee choice for Albentio as head of this community was by no means coincidental; as the 

documentss stated, he was a 'cleric hermit', or, in other words, a solitary religious who was 

ordainedd a priest, and thus obedient to the ecclesiastical authorities.6" It also meant that he could 

receivee other members into his congregation. In this way. control was regained over those 

religiouss who had cultivated the escape from ecclesiastical supervision. In other words, the 

hermitss were remodelled into something comparable to a regular Order, be it in this case only 

duringg the time they spent in the Holy City. 

Accordingg to the aforementioned papal brief of 1591, the primary task of this new 

religiouss community was to feed and lodge 'foreign hermits' for the period of eight days which 

thesee anchorites were allowed to spend in Rome. After this period, they were constrained to 

returnn home.1 Moreover, they had to carry a letter from the bishop or vicar of their place of 

originn to attest to the fact that they had asked prior permission to undertake the pilgrimage. That 

"""" The rules of" conduct tor hermit in the diocese of Sabina instituted during the episcopate ofGabriele Paleotii in 
15944 can be found in Const'ituiumcs Synodaies 1737. p.87f. See also Dictionnairc de droit ctimmique 1935-1965 
vol.5,, cols.420-421, and Sallmann IW2. p. 187. 
'' Ferrcro 1969 p.292: 'ad aniinarum sal it us periculum, ac perniciosurn exemplum et scandalum eni\c evitandum...' 
'' Ferrero 1969 p.294 gives the full text of this donation. 

""  Heiyot 1721 vol.8, pp.] 1 7-1 1 8 (with considerable lacunes). Ferrero 1970. pp.1 <><M<>.v. Dfl>  vol. v enis. I 18 VI 185. 
'"" Dictionrnn'rc de droit canoniquc 1935-1965 vol.5, col.4 1 9, 

Ferrcroo 1969. p.294: 'la quale potra acerescere et anipliare secondo il bisogno dell'escrcitio sua alloggiare per otto 
uiornii soli, et non piii. Romiti forastieri. i quali vengono a Roma per visitare questi santi luoghi. purche portino letere 



thesee requirements and restrictions were not always obeyed can be concluded from the edict 

issuedd by Paul V in 1606. which forbade hermits to stay an> where else in the city of Rome, or 

begg for alms without written permission from the prior of the Santa Maria delle Grazie a Porta 

Angelica.. Any hermit present in the city of Rome was moreover constrained to go and stay in the 

housee erected b> Albentio del C'ctraro'. or otherwise was thrown in prison and subsequently 

banishedd from the city. To restrict them even further, the maximum stay was reduced from eight 

too seven days. " 

Probablyy as a result of these papal decisions, the Congregation of Porta Angelica proved a 

success;; hermits continued to flock to Rome during the early years of the seventeenth century and 

weree temporarih lodged by the congregation. In 1618. Angeio Maria da Genova was permitted to 

foundd a second hermitage, for stricter cultivation of the anchorite ideal: whether and where this 

wass realised is unknown. A few years before, abundant alms had facilitated a reconstruction oi' 

thee simple chapel into a veritable church. This had been dedicated to Our Lady of Graces, a 

referencee to the miraculous image of the Virgin that Albentio had brought from the Holy Land. 

whichh was placed on the altar of the new church. 

Att the same time, these papal briefs signalled problems arising with respect to the hermit's 

juridicall position in relation to their attire.*' In 1638. for example. I Than VIM issued an edict 

whichh forbade hermits to wear the habit of the Third I'rancisean Order without express 

permissionn by the Superior of that Order.'1' This generic I'rancisean tertiary habit consisted of a 

simplee brown tunic with or without a cloak, obviously much resembling the usual clothing of the 

solitaryy religious.'1* Apart from coincidental similarity, itinerant hermits probably dressed 

intentionallyy in this way to deceive authorities and the general public in order to obtain 

permissionn to beg for alms.*1' In an\ ease, the problem continued to exist, as a papal decision of 

16699 stated that the many hermits who had taken a habit without explicit permission were 

consideredd breaking the rules. This latter decree ordered all hermits in Rome to either lay down 

theirr habit, request sojourn in the convent at Porta Angelica, or. as was required at the end of the 

testimonialii del suo Yescovo. ó Vtcario. nc *i possino prolungare il detto terrnine di otto giorni senza Jicen/.a scritla 
dii Monsignore Yicegrente.' 
MM Ferrero 1969. p.295. 
'' ' For the church and convent, see Armell ini 1942. pp.975-976 and l.nmhardi 1906. pp..Vi0o61. 

:: <)n the status of the hermit in canonical law. see Gougaud 1 928. p.M'. Dulion/him- </< dr<>a i-anmuquc i ^ - W < o 
vol.5,, cols.412-429. esp. eols.4 15-421. and Sallmann 1992. p.185-186. 
"'' This edict of October 5. 1638 is in Hullanum Romanum 1857-1885 vol.14. pp.671-672. it wa* followed only one 
monthh later by an edict issued hy Antonio Barberini on November 27. 16^8. in which disobedience to the former 
edictt was connected with severe punishment; see Ferrero 1969 p.297-299 for the texts of both edicts. 
'' t o r the habit ot the franciscan 'I'bird Order, see Helyot 1721 vol.7, p.217. 

' "" See Sallmann 1 <><)"> n 1X6-187 
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eighteenthh century in the case of permanent hermits - enter a Third Order, and thus become a lay-

brother.'"" In all options, some kind of profession was to be made, whether simple or solemn. 

Thesee papai directives and prohibitions on dress suggest thai the image of the solitary 

religiouss was constituted for a large part by his clothing, and indicated that this was a reasonably 

constantt factor during the seventeenth century. Almost throughout the entire Christian era the 

hermitt possessed certain visual characteristics, which made him immediately recognisable. Me 

wass a man of mature age and often of a robust constitution but emaciated body, and walked on 

baree feet, or else on sandals. He had a long (i.e. uncut) beard and hair, dressed in a habit of rough 

fabricc of poor quality or even made of leaves or other natural materials, which expressed the 

highestt ideal of poverty.72 In all cases, this covering would be held together by an equally rough 

cordd or a leather strap. Sometimes this dress was supplemented by a scapular, or a cloak, or a 

cappucciocappuccio similar to that of pilgrims - even though such additions were explicitly forbidden in 

papall decrees between 1638 and the end of the eighteenth century, as these were considered 

characteristicss of the Franciscan and the Carmelite habits respectively. ' Descriptions of the 

itinerantt preachers at the beginning of the sixteenth century also referred to these characteristics, 

inn the first place the dress of sackcloth or even animal skin, pelle selvatica. In other respects, 

elementss of the hermit's clothing were also linked to the pilgrim: the uncouth appearance and the 

protectivee mantle: as has been argued above, many hermits were in fact pilgrims, in the spiritual 

butt often also in the real sense of the word. 

Objectss would heighten aspects of this image: the hermit could carry a stick referring to 

thee element of travelling or spiritual pilgrimage; a book, a wooden cross, or a rosary would point 

att devotional practices; or he could hold things that reminded one of mortification and penitence 

suchh as a skull, a whip, or chains.7'J These themes were most apparent in the imagery of the 

hermitt in literature and the visual arts, as they represented exemplary qualities. For the general 

"" DIP vol.3. co!.l248 and 1255. and Ferrero 1970. p.181: the edict is in ASV.Congr.Vis.Apost.7. Acta. Pars tenia. 
Ibls.l09r.-v... and Sallmann 1992. 

11 Female hermits were relatively few; women wanting to live a solitary religious life usually had themselves walled 
in:: on the difference in asceticism between men and women, see Weinstein Bell 1994. pp.155. 220-238. The ideal of 
thee desert was often used in the writings of female saints; see Petroff 1994, pp.1 10-1 36 on the influence of the Vihie 
PatPat mm on thirteenth-century women mystics. During the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, religious 
womenn were not allowed to live alone: too strict asceticism was dissuaded; see Sensi i 992. pp.20-21. An example of 
aa late medieval female saint turning her back to the monastic communitv and living a solitary life on her own is the 
Augustiniann nun Rita da Ca.->cia. >he was beatified in 1628; see Scaraffla 1986, pp. 184-185 for details on solitary life 
inn her hagiograpby. 
"" Nobile~i984, p.306-307 and Niceoli 1990, pp.94. 97. 

11 See the various decrees transcribed and published by Ferrero 1969. pp.298, 300. 319, 323. 
"•'' XieeoSi 1990. p.94. 
''' Reallexikon zur Jeutschen Kunstgeschichte 1933-present. vol.4, cols. 1020-1023, 
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public,, the combined symbols of mortification, detachment from this world and incessant prayer, 

weree exclusive signs of hermits, whether saints or still alive. The popular image of the solitary 

religiouss held the middle between the mendicant monk, the itinerant preacher and the pilgrim. 

Sant'Onofrio ::  the monk redressing as hermit 

Tridentincc rules led to a 'domestication' of the hermit in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth 

centuries,, but also to monastic observance to the pristine Rules. These two tendencies could 

conflict,, when the Order in question had been the piuuuci of an earlier eremitic movement: this 

wouldd imply that the monks should return to the status of solitaries - which was impossible in 

reality.. The monastic community of Sant'Onofrio in Rome is a clear example of this 

phenomenon.. The anchorite life had been promoted by Pietro Gambacorta da Pisa, founder of (he 

community,, but the Hieronymite Rule later adopted by this group turned the group into a 

monasticc community. "1 o resolve the paradox which had arisen with the Tridentine call for 

observance,, a fresco-cycle in the cloister o\~ Sant'Onofrio presented the monastic sojourn as the 

necessaryy preliminary phase of eremitism. 

Thee convent of Sant'Onofrio in Rome was built in the first half of the fifteenth century on 

thee eastern slope of the Janiculinum Mill for the Hieronymites of Pietro Gambacorta {fig.95).''* 

Thiss Italian Congregation of the Hieronymite Order originated from a loose community of devout 

menn around a Picmontcse hermit, living in premises comprising the church of San Salvatorc in 

Tennis,, in the centre of Rome. ' Notwithstanding this urban location, these devout, not being 

boundd by an approved Rule, were considered hermits. In 1404 they were joined b\ Nicolo da 

forcaa Palena who organised them into a monastic community, obtained approval of their Rule in 

14466 and linked them lo the Congregation of Pietro Gambacorta. and arranged a new convent on 

thee Janieulum. just outside of the city. Between 1439 and 1449 the old church, now the Chapel of 

Sant'Onofrioo to the right of the church, was built.M' This first settlement probably consisted of a 

loosee conglomeration of buildings, still resembling hermitages. In the next half-century, when the 

monasticc rule was introduced, this complex was remodelled into a real monastery, with an 

enlargedd church, two cloisters, and communal refectory and dormitories. The historv of this 

DIPDIP I 974-1997 vol.3. col. 1256-1257. 
((ompareompare the ( onstiiulioni delli J- rati lire mid Ji S (iirnlumn. ( 'nn^n-ynUone dei iieum i'lef" da Pisa. Revisie, A' 

eorrctleeorrctle in Roma I'anno Iftl  4. 
ss Sajanello 1758-1762 vol.2. pp.4.1«M76. Caterhi 1858. pp.I2f. Huetler l.avagnino 1957. pp.5-7. Milana \atili 
1987.. and kuhn-Forte 1997. pp85l-927 |nr the congregation of the Hieronymites of B. Pietro da Pisa, see DIP 
1974-19977 vol.3, cols.1 192-1 193. 1204-1205. 

Forr San Salvatore in 1 hermis. see Huelsen 1975. pp.455-456. cat.no 42 
Secc Milana Natili 1987 tor a recent restoration-report cv, Sant'Onofrio and the oldest VuuUures of the compiev 
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communityy reflects the changes and restrictions on anchorite life, reorganised to resemble or 

becomee a normal monastic community. 

Inn accordance with the dedication of the church to Onuphrius. the lunettes of the cloister 

directlyy adjacent to the church were decorated with twenty-seven scenes that document his life 

(tlg.96).H!! Painters of this cycle were Vespasiano Strada and Claudio Ridolfi,8" The dating of 

thesee frescoes is between 1599 and 1601 on the basis of the inscription in the first lunette. This is 

confirmedd by archival material recording payments for the scaffolding. A payment to 
oo i 

Vespasianoo Strada was recorded in April 1601. but only for the angels between the scenes. 

Thee subject of the frescoes was, as the introductory inscription stated in Latin and Italian. 

thee 'life, death and miracles' of the hermit Saint Onuphrius, a descendant of the Persian Kings 

whoo lived in the Egyptian desert for sixty years (fig.97).83 The following scenes depicted in 

chronologicall sequence the birth of the infant until the saint's death and burial in the desert. It 

begann with the devil's suggestion that the child carried by the queen was illegitimate, the 

followingg trial by fire to test this assumption, and the Christian Baptism of the newborn, who was 

carriedd by his father to the monastery in the Egyptian desert to be raised and instructed by the 

monkss (fig.98). 

Onlyy after this introductory section was the solitary life of Onuphrius in the desert 

depicted.. This showed the saint being instructed in the eremitic life by I lermeus and led to the 

grottoo where he could live (tig.99), and where he was ted for the first thirty years by an angel 

bringingg him loafs of bread, and subsequently by the fruits of a palm-tree. 1 he last quarter of the 

cyclee depicted how Onuphrius was found by the monk Paphnutius during his travels through the 

K11 Abromson 1981. pp.200-207 and Aronbcrg l.avin 1990, p.241. 
*:: [;or Strada see Thieme/Becker 1907-1950 vol.32. p.148. tor Ridolfi see Thieme/Becker 1907-1950 vol.28, pp.312-
3Li. . 
x '' On the attribution of this cycle much has been written; Titi.Bottari 1763. p.29 suggested that Cesare d'Arpino co
operatedd in this cycle, or that Paul Bril was involved have been refuted; sec Abromson 1981. pp.200-207 and Kuhn-
fortee 1997, p.917. The suggestion made in 1638 by Celio that it had been 'Vespasiano dcllo Spagnuolo Romano' was 
followedd by Baglione and Titi. and in recent publications; sec Celio 1638 1967. p.43. Rocttgen 1973, p.52 suggested 
thatt the first four scenes had not been done by d'Arpino but instead by Mario Ganassini; a suggestion thai has until 
noww not been accepted. For the payments see ASR. Ord.RelAtase. Gerolamini, Conv. di S.Onofrio, b.3197: 'Filtrate 
eCseite'.. fol. 211 
''uu ASR, Ord.RelAlasc.Gerolamini. Conv. di S.Onofrio, b.3197. fol.269 recto [Aprile 1601|: 'A di 8 ho pagato set 
giulijj a M.o D.nieo • 1'ineollatura delli cherubini. ehe sono fra Si quadri, ne qaü. e dipinta la Vita di s. Honofrio nel 
Claustroo d. q.o nro. Mon.rio. e doi scudi ho pagato a ni, Vespasiano Strada Romano, c'ha dipinto d. Cherubini per 
quattroo scudi. de quali \i ha pagatu doi fra Tibcrio .seaglione da castello delce ferretrano sagristano t k> nolo in 
abbacoo solam.te la spera da me fatta.' 
^^ 'S. llonuphrii Regis Persarum Filii Qui annos sexaginta occultus mundo solus in vasta Acgypti solitudine latuit 
VitaVita mors miracula Pieturis expressa anno iubilei MIX' Restaur; 1682'. On Saint Onuphrius, see BS 1961-1970 
voll .9. cols. 1 187-1200. 



Egyptiann desert. After having been told the story of the saints' life. Paphnutius took care of his 

burial,, witnessed the divine!) ordered destruction of Onuphrius' cave and well, and was told by 

ann angel to go back to his monastery to disclose this edifying account to his fellow-monks 

ffig.!! 00). 

Althoughh these frescoes seemed to follow a predictable chronological account of 

Onuphrius'' life, their order and content was not based on an established hagiographic tradition. 

Thee entry in the Acta Sanctorum of 12 June, published at the end of the seventeenth century, 

includedd three quite different versions, while the introduction by the editors negated outright the 

initiall part on the saints' royal ancestry, birth and childhood, which was so prominently included 

inn the frescoes.*'' One reason for this vagueness might be found in the late arrival, at the end of 

thee thirteenth century, of hagiographic accounts on Onuphrius in the West.' f he I egemhi Aurca. 

thee medieval standard for artists and writers until the seventeenth century, did not contain his life: 

nott even Cavalca's Vite de'Scmti Padri offered the reader a life of this saint. No uniform version 

wass arrived at in the early modern period, due lo the variations in the Greek manuscripts and the 

differentt translations/8 Notwithstanding this variety, the episode of Onuphrius was always the 

mainn part of a frame-story, which had as its main character the monk Paphnutius. who travelled 

throughh the Kgyptian desert in search of the best form of religious life. Onuphrius was only one 

off several hermits Paphnutius encountered along the way. 

Thee hagiographies of Onuphrius that appeared in print during the sixteenth and 

seventeenthh centuries continued to provide variations on the basic version, a number o\" which 

(especiallyy the descent from the Persian kings) were integrated in the painted cycle in the 

Sant'Onolrio.''1'' However, one particular detail does nut accord with any of the published 

accounts,, and that is the representation of the young saint being nursed by a hind after the 

presentationn of the child to the monks (fig. 101). According to the known sources, this deer fed 

thee baby during the trip through the desert until the arrival at the monastery, which means that the 

orderr of the frescoes in Sant'Onolrio contradicted these accounts, as well as being contrary to 

logic.. There is however one source that contained this very order and this was a fifteenth-century 

v':: 4 V P li.ine: 'Sed nihil est cur uatidea! \ucïor novo i!!o. Lit putal. UJCSJUIU. cum \ ere iuieum Ml opus, auüaeter 
inseiiequee con riet urn. quidquid de ortu & \ ita. ante ingressuni In eremum. libelto primo congeritur.' 

Onuphrius'' hagiography was imported together with the .VJ / , ; I\it\iJi.si b> John Climacus; see C'iuerrini 1 99.v 
"̂ ^ fagnoni 1996. 
N;; ('assian praised Paphnutius as the progress train coenobitism to eremitism; see Rousseau 1978. p.) 79. 
"!! ! ives of Onuphrius were included in the publications of L.ippoinanus i 558 vol.6. fols.58r-6.ir. and other sixteenth-
centuryy collections such as Surius: examples of separately nuhlished hagiographies: of Otvjphriu;, from the 
seventeenthh century are Regio 1604. Ooppola 1 643. and Raoli 1705. 
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manuscript." " 

Thiss hand-written volume with the title Vita mors miracula S ' Honuphrij Regis Pers arum 

FiiiiFiiii  has been composed in a Renaissance hand, but also shows early-seventeenth century 

interventions.H^  ̂ The concordance between the inscription in the first lunette of the cloister and the 

titlee of this manuscript already points out their interdependence. In the text itself (written in 

Latin),, a number of brackets indicating the beginning of each new episode exactly match the first 

fourr scenes of the painted cycle. In Seicento handwriting, letters were retraced in brown ink; 

alterationss were introduced to heighten the legibility of the fifteenth-century text for seventeenth-

centuryy eyes. 

Onn the narrative level, the manuscript diverged from the hagiographic tradition. Firstly, 

thee account in the Vita mors miracula began immediately with the birth and miraculous 

childhoodd of Onuphrius. postponing the framing history of Paphnutius to the last third. In this 

way,, the narration was given a straightforward chronological order in which the theme of the 

searchh for perfection was replaced by an exemplary account of the saint's life. Secondly, the 

manuscriptt version described how after the acceptance of the child by the abbot, the hind 

continuedd to feed the child with its milk - the very element thai distinguished the fresco-cycle 

fromm all other known sources.93 This change of order was however not an arbitrary choice, as the 

authorr stated, because 'For ihi;, reason, the child ate not the meals of humans but almost yielded 

completelyy to the food of angels.' In other words, this scene heightened Onuphrius' ascetic and 

saintlyy status by stressing his abstinence from the common food of man already during his 

youngerr years. 

Neitherr were the narrative differences with the other known hagiographies coincidental; 

theyy were introduced with a clear concept in mind. The added importance given to the 

introductoryy part, on Onuphrius' childhood and his first years in the monastery, can be explained 

byy regarding the entire life of the saint as an exemplary process consisting of three steps. In the 

AA 1598 inventory of the library of Sant'Onofrio is in BAY.Lat.1 1292, fols.69r-75v; it only recorded printed 
editions,, however, not manuscripts. The same goes for two inventories of the monastery's library of 1784 and 1793. 
inn BNC.Mss.t-'ondi Minori.S.Onofrio.29 2 and 29 respccfkely. The inclusion of the manuscript in this same 
RNC.Fundii Minori.S.Onofrio indicates that it formed part of the monastery's holdings at the end of the nineteenth 
century.. On the grounds of the striking coherence of this text with the fresco-cycle, it will be upheld here that it was 
alreadvv in S, Onotrio by 1 599. 
'"" 'Vita mors miracula ...Quam Horatius Nardus inter Monast'. monuments ad inventam in bihhotheca asservari (...'. 
inn RNC.Mss.Fundi Minori S.Onofrio 95. 
'"'"  'Vita mors miracula'. fol.^v. 

11 'Vita mors miracula'. fol.3v: 'Puer quidem honotrius non humanis nutritus sed quasi angelicis pastus cunctis 
obedies.' ' 



firbt.. the protagonist leaves hi^ worldly possessions behind, to enter a monaster) and dedicate his 

lifee to God. In the second, he is taught the means and ends of the regular life, consisting of 

pravers.. obedience and the acquisition of virtues: the period o\' 'apprenticeship' with the hermit 

wass a sequence to this. Finally the apex of spiritual life, the solitary part, is depicted, culminating 

inn the M>U1 leaving this world to join its Creator. 

Thiss kind of compositional structure can be found in many Lives of the lathers, but the 

manuscriptt as well as the frescoes at SanfOnofrio simplified and highlighted these stages even 

more."" The additions to the traditional story in the original Greek sources - childhood and 

monasticc life - and alterations in the narrative - sequential instead of a frame - balanced the tïrst 

twoo parts with the third, the sojourn in the desert. The new form adapted the source to the 

Catholicc monastic concept. a> v\ell as to the ideal.s of ascetic prayer and mystical contemplation. 

Alll three steps were clearly illustrated in the cloister of SanfOnofrio. one wall dedicated 

too each stage, and a fourth wall to conclude the story with Paphnutius' visit. The six scenes on the 

firstt wall narrated the miraculous birth and baptism until the arrival at the monastery: the second 

walll depicted the years of spiritual formation. The scenes in the monastery - the miracle of the 

bread.. Onuphrius listening to the elder monks telling edifying stories - indicated the acquisition 

off virtues and ascetic practice. The stories of hhjah and John the Baptist which were part of his 

spirituall education (fig.°8) inspired him to leave the monastery at night, following a illuminated 

columnn in the sky that guided him through the desert to the cave of the (possibly archetypal) 

hermitt Hermeus. who would teach him the rules of solitary life.' The third wall showed how. 

afterr this apprenticeship, Onuphrius was read) to li\e in the desert on his own and taste the divine 

fruits.. The ultimate state, found on the same third wall, was that of the angel handing him the 

Hostt every Sunday. 

Afterr reaching this spiritual apex Paphnutius appeared on the scene, at the beginning of 

thee fourth wall. I le was told the edifying story of Onuphrius' life, buried him with the help of two 

Thiss analogy of the monastic life to the stepped ascent on the ascetic road was the subject of the treatise Scala 
f'aradisif'aradisi by John Clirnaeus. which traditionally was acccompanied by the hagiographv of Onuphrius; in fact, the 
iatterr was introduced into Western Hurope as a result of (he reception of the former Many editions of the Smla 
t'aradisit'aradisi appeared in the sixteenth century. See Gribomont 1 %0 and Peers I ^ I -1960 \ ol v p.?59. 

Neee Hliott 1487. pp. 51 -58 for the form of the 1'ita of Onuphrius. 
Itt is significant that the caption under the scene representing the sermon to Onuphrius about the desert saints uses 

'ammaestrare'.. signifying teaching: 'Honuphrius de vita solitaria sermone instituto bandem ampleeti deeiditS. 
hamaestratoo della vita solitaria quella si risolve abbraceiare ' The name of Hermeus is encountered twice in the AS. 
andd both times unrelated to Onuphrius: firstly in the hagiography of'Saint Finnus and other martyrs on \nril 6 ns 
onee in a iong iist ot names, and secondly in the Praeiermissjof May 1^; the derivation of the name from the word 
'hermit'' seems to indicate bis archetypical rote. 
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lions,, and was forced to return home after the death of Onuphrius. because the cave and the palm-

treee were destroyed by divine intervention (fig. 100).y8 Although he had found the perfect spiritual 

life,, he had to return to his monastery to prepare himself for the solitary life. This last scene also 

explicatedd that Paphnutius was to spread this edifying and exemplary story among his fellow-

monks,, as an angel appearing to him pointed him the way home. 

Bothh the text and the frescoes introduced a number of scenes that illustrated how 

Onuphriuss had not simply been a solitary saint, but had to go through the necessary stages to 

becomee a hermit. This was also the message to the viewer: the anchorite is the apex of a road to 

spirituall perfection that can only be entered through the monastic gates. Hence, the monks living 

att that moment in Sant'Onofrio were not simply coenobitic dwellers, but aspired to a spiritual 

goalgoal beyond this world. Concentration on the spiritual aspect also intended that the hermit was a 

statee of mind: it was ultimately realised in the act of prayer. One could live in a monastery, and 

stilll reside in the desert. 

Whenn in 1595, the sick poet Torquato Tasso (1544-1595) fled the papal court to 

Sant'Onofrioo to try and cure his mental and physical turbulence, he stated as his reason for doing 

soo not simply the fresh and healthy air on the slope of the hill. In a letter, he stressed this place as 

aa spiritual retreat suitable for preparing for his coming death: 

II had myself transferred to this monastery of Sant'Onofrio not only because of the air 

whichh is recommended by the doctors more than any other in Rome, but almost to begin 

myy conversation with Heaven from this eminent place through conversation with these 

devoutt Fathers. 4 

Thee geographic setting of the SantOnofrio. outside of the walls of Rome on the Janicukim Hill, 

mirroredd the spiritual ideal of isolation and elevation. In 1600. Panciroli explicitly wrote in his 

descriptionn of the monastery thai the location seemed to have been made by nature to resemble a 

hermitage.. "" This external situation was a reflection of interior perfection; the decoration in the 

cloisterr made clear to the beholder thai these monks lived in a context that recreated as far as 

possiblee the real anchorite life, but still retained within it the limitations set hy the Tridentine 

Thee detail of the lions digging the saint's grave is a familiar motif in the lives of desert-saints: it occurred tbr the 
firstt time in Athanasius' Life of Anthony Ah hot when Saint Paul the first Hermit was buried, and can also be found in 
thee hagiograpln of Saint Man of [•gvpt. and elsewhere. 

lassoo 1855. vol.5 nr.15^5. to Antonio Costantini. March 15M5: 'Mi sono fat to condurre in questo nuinistero di 
Sant'Onofrio:: non solo perchè l'aria è lodato da'medici. piü che d'alcun altra parte di Roma, ma quasi per cominciare 
daa questo luogo eminente, e eon la conversazione di questi divoti padri. la mia conversazione in cielo.' 



Councill and the Catholic ecclesiastic reforms. One could he a hermit in the mind, as long as the 

monasticc context and ecclesiastical supervision were respected. 

Ephemerall  landscapes and theatrical hermits 

Apartt from being real or imaginary, hermits could also be impersonated - in the manner that 

characteristicss of their appearance and lifestyle might be copied not onl> for spiritual reasons, but 

withh other intentions as well. In the latter case, preachers to impress their audience used the 

exemplaryy function of the hermit. This was a more general phenomenon among Capuchins and 

Franciscans,, than in the other Orders.1"1 This was caused by their double inspiration from Saint 

Francis:: he had combined eremitic life with apostolic mission: and in imitation of him sixteenth-

andd seventeenth-century preachers appeared in public in the guise of hermits. 

Thee Franciscan monk Bartolomeo Cambi da Salutio (1557-1617) was a famous preacher 

inn his early years, and an important author of religious treatises in his later life."'" hike 

Bellarmino.. Cambi wrote books on the practice o\" meditation and contemplation during his 

spirituall retreats, some of which were semi-permanent, lasting in some cases for a number of 

years.. These were not only undertaken out of his own free will: troubles with the ecclesiastical 

authoritiess necessitated that he withdrew from society at least twice. Notwithstanding the forced 

characterr of his seclusion, his life in these circumstances was obviously modelled upon the 

anchoritee life and for this and his books he became known among his contemporaries as 'il grande 

eontemplalivo'. . 

Camhi'ss sermons were so popular with the general public that the Inquisition and other 

authoritiess started to follow his tracks. After the incriminating discovery of a musical instrument 

inn his cell. Cambi retreated for a while to repent. Subsequently, he started to appear at the pulpit 

withh a large cross as a sign of penitence, which only increased public curiosity, and again caused 

suspicionn among ecclesiastical officials.1"1 A second retreat to Fonte Colombo was undertaken in 

aa grotto consisting of two spaces, one of which functioned as chapel and was dedicated to Saint 

Johnn the Baptist, while the other was called ParaJisetio or 'small Paradise', and served as a place 

forr his few moments of sleep and the more frequent acts of physical penitence. This grotto was 

onlyy accessible bv way of a rough ladder of oak-tree branches, heightening the effect of Cambi's 

('ancirolii 1600. p.639: Toi I'anno 1446 in Roma >opra di quesio monte. ch'e parete del (iianicolo. conic piü 
xommodamentee si dira alia vscina Chiesa di S, Pietro in Monlorio. e che dal la natura par tatto per un Fremo. ..' 
'' ; \ iceoli WW. p.99. 
'" ,, For Cambi, see Wadding 1806 vol.1. pp.36 and vol.2, pp.1 19-120. DS 1937-1994 vol! , cols. I 264-1 266. Sarri 
1925.. and Treffers 199v pn 49-52. 
i"11 Treffers 1995. p.sO. 
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isolationn and remoteness from society.1" On the top of the mountain he also had a chapei 

constructedd that was dedicated to Mary Magdalene, and where he could retreat even further from 

thee inhabited world. There, and in genera! during the three years of his solitary sojourn. Cambi 

experiencedd regular raptures, which at a certain moment were evoked by the mere sight of the 

crucifiA.. or any other visual representation of a holy subject, such as prints of a saint ' ^ 

Itt also was here thai Bartolomeo's prophetic gifts became apparent, and he discovered his 

abilityy to read hearts. This brought him once again into conflict with the Inquisition, leading to 

hiss final retreat to the convent of San Pietro in Montorio on the Janiculinum Hill in Rome. Here, 

Cambii organised another hermitage, this time consisting of a chapel situated in the garden of the 

monastery'' that he only left to celebrate Mass in the conventual church.116 After his death, his 

bodyy was buried in the Church of San Francesco a Ripa. further down the hill, first in the 

communall tomb and from 1620 in a separate grave (fig. 102). The site of his grave was adorned 

withh a marble plaque with inscription paid for by Odoardo Farnese, and preliminary hearings for 

aa process of beatification were started.107 

Inn his appearance as preacher, Cambi had consciously utilised elements from the concept 

off the solitary saint: physical appearance, solitary life, fervent acts of meditation, and grottoes set 

inn gardens or real nature. During his retreats to these hermitages, Cambi started to write 

devotionall treatises on penitence and contemplation, in which these elements were promoted as 

elementss of the ideal devotional life. Like his sermons, these books were written to disseminate 

thee exercises of contemplation and prayer among the general public. The spiritual perfection he 

hadd reached by permanent seclusion and dedication to prayer, fasting and mortification made 

him.. in the eyes of his contemporaries, an ideal spiritual guide, securing his success in oratory 

andd writing alike. His most famous book, the Paradiso dei Contemplative of 1607 led the soul of 

thee reader to spiritual union with its Creator by means of a dialogue between the guardian angel 

andd the soul. This conversation took place during an imaginary pilgrimage along the 'road of 

contemplation'' to a city on top of a mountain, the latter a clear analogy for the Heavenly 

":44 SeeSpila 1890-1896 vol. l.pp.632-633, and Irefters 1995. pp.50-51. 
Sarrii 1925. p.94: 'Fecc costruire sopra un monte, di faccia al Convento, una eappelluecia in onore di S. Maria 

Maddalena.. da dove spesso. sul eolmo della notte. nel fervore delS'estasi 'colla sua tonante e terribile voce' faecva 
risuonaree le sottostanti valli. e 1'eco sperdevasi nei piani della citta di Rieti. Non usciva mai dal suo tugurio. altro che 
quandoo 1'ubbidien/a gliclo eomandava. II triennio della sua drmora a Fonte Colombo si puö chiamare if periodo 
mistieoo Ji preterenza della vita del Nostro. Gli bastava vedere (p.98) rimmagine di un erocefissn o di qualche santo. 
aa cui si sentiva piu devoto. per essere astratto dai sensi per delle ore intiere ...' 
'""" Sarri 1925, p.97. and Treffers 1995. pp.49-51. This site in the garden of San Pietro in Montorio had earlier served 
ass hermitage for Angelo del Pas. who died in 1596 in the odour of sanctity: see Treffers 1989 and Treffers 1995. 
pp.36.. 52. 



Jerusalem.. * Analogous with the material discussed in the previous chapter, real nature was 

presentedd by Cambi as a point of departure, visualising the concepts of beauty and order in this 

world,, which reflected divine omnipotence, providence and love. "'' 

Cambii had many followers and admirers not just from the roman upper classes, also 

amongg the clerics. Farnese was one of them. The foundation of the funeral monument in the San 

Francescoo a Ripa by cardinal Odoardo. the dedication of the Paradiso dei Contemplathi to him. 

andd contemporary accounts reporting their meetings clearly attest to the warm relations between 

thee Franciscan monk and the cardinal.1" these contacts indicate that not only had Bellarmino's 

ideass as expressed in the Scala di satire of 1615 played a role in the concept of the Camerino 

deglii Fremiti, but that these ideas had a much wider basis in the devotional reality of the earl) 

Scicenio.Scicenio. Cambi's example of retreating to hermitages, the exemplar) image of the hermit as the 

apexx of spiritual perfection, and the spiritual road through this world to the next were followed by 

farnesee on a temporary basis in his own artificial desert. As Cambi's books had been composed 

duringg periods of divine inspiration in a hermitage, this was also the designated place to read 

them. . 

Giacintoo da Casale in Piacenza 

Thee image of the hermit and the concept of the temporary- hermitage were further developed by 

anotherr famous preacher in the early Scicenio. Giacinto da Casale. In 1617. when Fanfranco was 

paintingg the Camerino degli Fremiti, this Capuchin Father, famous for his rhetorical abilities. 

preachedd the Quaresima in the city of Piacenza. part of the Farnese duchy, with great success. 

Indeed.. Giacinto's popularity was so great that, according to the ample description of a supposed 

eve-witnesss that was published the following year (fig. 103>. the inhabitants of the city implored 

himm to come back for the celebration of the Ouanmi'Ore as well, when he had suggested this to 

::'nn Sard 1925. p. 106. I refters 1995. p. I 30. Memchella 198 1. pp.58-59, 
11 "SeeSarri 1925. pp.275-282 
11 Cambi 1697. p.105: 'I .a prima \ ia di caminart' a questa contemplations è l'andare considerando tutte Ie cose 
createe che si vedono. odono. odorano. gustano. & toccano. con questi sen so esteriori di questo tuo eorpo. & cosi 
ridurree ogni cosa in Dio. & di tutto laudarlo. benedirlo. & rmgratiarlo sempre. & a questo modo ascende 1'anima alia 
contemplationee di Dio...' 

11 On the contacts between Cambi and farnese see Sarri 1925. pp.94-95: 'I 'amhasHnfnre -\rrigoni. ne!!a rdazione 
aliaa Corte di Mantova deH'arrivo del P. Bartolommeo a Roma, riferiva che tra i prelati andati a visitare il Padre, tu 
notatoo t'illustrissimo Mons. farnese. 'cosa. egli scrivc. che li.i dato materia di ragionare. parendo alia Corte che Sua 
Signoriaa Ilustrissima gli si sia inclinata molto.' Odoardo probably met with Cambi because of his brother's dedication 
too the preacher. 
; i ;; On Giacinto da Casale, known in the secular world as Giacinto Natta. see Dionisio Genucnse 1680. pp.249-244. 
Venanzioo da [.ago Santo 1886. Outhbert 1928 vol.2, pp.356-360. Porlogruaro 1942. and OS 1937-1994 vol.7, 
cols.. 1208-1209. On the effectiveness of the early modern Capuchin apostolate. see DIP 1974-1997 vol.2, cols.209-
">\">\  ^ resale's prcachinu in Piacen/.a is amplv described in Marchetti 1617. and in Poggiali 1757-1 766 VÜ' . I I . pp.6-9. 
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them.. They might have heard about the many conversions he had worked in the city of Brescia1 i_ 

-- or in other Italian cities such as Venice. Bergamo and Rome - and wished that their own town 

alsoo be re-christianised.1 li 

Byy then. Giacinto had already proved to them the effectiveness of his sermons; during the 

Lentenn period his words and example had turned the Piacentini into zealous devout, walking 

barefoott through the streets in order to pay for their sins, punishing their flesh by means of 

flagellation,, or with weighty chains impeding their steps and hurting their ankles and feet. Many 

off them carried heavy crosses on their shoulders or had crowns of thorns on their heads, making 

thee city look like a new Jerusalem with hundreds of Christ look-alikes. No-one was able to hold 

backk their tears at the sight of this, cleaning their souls, as the flow of blood cleansed the streets 

off the many sins which they had previously witnessed.11 

Thiss forthright display of religious zeal moved even the most hesitant spectators. Nobles 

startedd to dress in sackcloth as a sign of humility and offered their riches to Giacinto to be 

redistributedd to the poor. The report mentioned that even the hardest hearts were weakened by 

thiss call for spiritual renewal; not even the Devil himself might be able to withstand this 

miraculouss preacher. To exemplify this, the author of the account drew on the comparison with 

thee solitary saints who had successfully combatted Satan: 

Andd 1 would really rather call them rather ÏJevii than man. who were not moved at the 

appearancee in the pulpit of this face so devout and emaciated, that he seemed one of those 

ancientt hermits who came from the desert, or the woods; who would not have changed his 

mindd upon seeing this pious scene, upon the weakening of hearts, and so frightful 

detestationss of sin. upon criticising the vices, and the menace of rigorous castigation by 

God;; who, finally, would not be healed by hearing this clear, sonorous and penetrating 

voice,, upon those real and meaningful words, upon this stream of eloquence, this 

fulminatingg tone, upon those vivid reasons, which convinced each and every intellect. 

11"" T iii.s was described in the booklet entitled Le pemtenze di Brescia el i fruiti  ummirabili operuti da Oio Soslro 
SignoreSignore in qitella Ciita, Per le Prcdtche. c Sermoni fatti la Settimanu Santa all'Oratione delle Oitarant'ffore in 
ifif  ue I Ui iathedrale I'anno 1615. Dal revcrendo Padre hra liiacinto da Ca.sale Predieator ( apuceino. Dedicata alii 
SerenissimiSerenissimi di Baviera. Milano 1615. 
" '' A number of accounts and sources on Ciiaeinto da Casale's preaching can he found in / Frati Cappuccini 1988 
vol.2,, pp.477-480 on his success in Rimini in 161 8. p.485 tor an account of 1615 in Brescia, and pp.4*J9-50.i on his 
preachingg in Venice in 1614. 
!! l_1 A long description of this is given in Marchetti 1617. tbls..*v.-4r. 



vestedd in the zeal of'God. animated by the ardour of the Holy Spirit... " 

Thee above description clearly pointed out that Fra Giacimo worked upon his audience not only 

bvv means of words but just as much through his appearance. The anchorite characteristics 

transmittedd to his audience the penitential kind of life that these figures were supposed to lead, 

andd by means of which they were victorious over the Devil and his temptations. This example 

wass to be followed by the citizens of Piacen/a. who. as indicated above, appeared in sackcloth 

andd barefoot as an external sign of their inward conversion and penitence. Penitence by means of 

flagellationn was not to be done in public, however, as this was considered indiscreet. Penance 

appliedd to the members of the lower and middle classes was done in the choir of the church, and 

>oungg nobles could gather together three times a week in a sahme of the hpiscopal palace, where 

theyy would 'discipline' themselves after a short edifying talk by Casaie."' In other words, each 

sociall group was offered a suitable 'retreat' for the act of penitence, in accordance with decorum. 

Whenn the decision was made that Giacinto would remain in Piacen/a for the celebration 

off the Quarant'Ore. he urged all citizens to prepare themselves spiritually for this occasion by 

meanss of the Sacraments of Confession and Communion, because 'in a very clear mirror the rays 

ofof Divine Grace would impress themselves the most'. For Piacen/a to divert the wrath of God. 

likee a second Ninive. it would he required to show outward signs of its pious intentions: the way 

inn which the devout would come to the Adoration of the I lost would not be prescribed, but should 

bee inspired by the Holy Ghost and by all means express soberness and modesty. The perfect form 

expressedd the deepest humility: thus, many nobles appeared dressed in sackcloth, in imitation of 

thee preacher and his own example, the hermit. 

Apartt from these admonitions to individuals. Casale spurred the citizens into action lor 

thee necessary preparations for the ceremony of the Ouanmt'Ore. Brotherhoods would organise 

Marchettii 1617. tol.4r: 'L veramente io chiamarei piu tosto Demonic, che hucmc. chi nó si fosse mosso al 
comparirr in pulpito di quella faceia lanto divota. e macilenta. che pareva uno di quelli antichi Anaehoriti. che venisse 
(ialt'heremo.. e dalle selve: chi non havesse mutaio pesiero nel veder quell'aspeUo tanto pietoso. nell'addolcire i eucri, 
ee tanto terribile nel detestare il peccato. nel riprender i vitjj. e nel minaceiare rigorosi casttghi di Die: chi fmalmente 
fossee state saldo a quella voce chiara. sonora, e penetrante, a quelle parole pesaiUi. e proprie, a quel flume 
d'eloquenza.. a quel tuono fulminante. a quelle ragioni tante vive. che convincevano qual si voglia intelletto. vestite 
dell zelo di Die. animate dell'ardor dello Spirito Santo...' 

:: Marchetti iOi 7. lbi.-U: X rebbe tanto inlin dai principle li fer\orc di spirito. massime in mo hi giovani nobiii. che 
nonn solo eon fermi propositi abborri\ano i peccati: ma essendo ansiosi sentpre piu d'assomigliarsi al ( rocetisso 
Signore.. bramavano anchessi di crocefiggere. e mortiricare ia carne propria: onde tre \oite alia settimana. ad una 
uie/'horaa di notte. si radunavann in un gran salone del Vesanato circa a 250 quasi tutti giovani nobiii. e titolati. ove 
animatii dal l\ Predicatore con tin sermencino d'un quarto d'hora. a risolversi una volta d'esser veri soldati di Christo, 
ee di seguirlo al l a lvano co la ( roce del la penitenza. e mortifiealione facevano una buona diseiplina.' 
1'' Marchetti 1617 fo!,6v: 'quasi die in ümpiJinsimo speech io mcglïo s'i mpnn lessor K> i raggi del la Dn inn giaita'. 
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processionss going to and from the church at fixed hours.'1 ' For each of those groups the friar 

wouldd hold a sermon to inspire the necessary zeal in the audience that was kneeling in front of 

thee ciborium with the consecrated Eucharist, the Body of Christ. The setting of this reliquary 

wouldd moreover be decorated at the expense of the canons of the cathedral, and constructed with 

somee haste.I2n Obviously, shortcomings in quality did not affect efficacy. 

Thee nave of the church was hung with dark draperies along the walls to heighten the 

visuall impact of the apparatus itself that was located on the side of the entrance, opposite the 

altar.. The chronicle suggested the all-pervasive impression of the ephemeral display within the 

environmentt of the church. In comparison with other known apparati for the Forty-Hours prayer 

inn Rome, the use and significance of biblical landscape in Piaccnza might be called a strikingly 

neww invention.121 The eye-witness account discussed the relation between its appearance and 

functionn at length: 

Itt was a devout, beautiful and very noble apparato: but that which counts the most, was 

thatt it envisaged materially that which it should express spiritually. Thus, in all the 

breadthh and width of the nave of the lower part were certain mountains and hills, above 

whichh the castle of Bethlehem could be discovered on the one side and that of Nazareth 

onn the other; furthermore in the middle, which was left free immediately above the Altar, 

thee city of Jerusalem was found, where ii seemed that Heaven was united with the earth, 

andd God descended to unite Himself piously with us. This Glory was so beautifully 

situatedd in perspective, that for the splendour of the hidden lights, which were more than a 

thousand,, the artistry, as well as for its proportions, it resembled the Heavenly Reign 

itselff Gradually one discovered within the Heavens the distinct choirs of Angels, the 

Seraphs,, the Cherubs, etcetera. Penultimate ... were the Angels with the Sacred mysteries 

off the Passion. And in the last ... together with other angels, on the right hand side the 

Gloriouss Saint Carlo [Borromeo]. and on the other side the seraphic Saint Francis, 

lifesize.. turned in the act of adoration towards the Holy Sacrament. The King of Heaven 

wass displayed in the midst of all the heavens, with great majesty, held up by two Angels 

!;** Marehetti 1617. fol.6v.: 'la diligen/a di vinti Cavalieri prineipali. Marehesi, Conti, c (jentiihuomini della Citta, 
qualii (eletti dal Padre) vestiti di sacco...' 

11 ' Such assistance by lesser brotherhoods in the celebration, rather than taking up the entire organisation, was also 
usuall in other occasions: see Black 1989, p.90. 

"" / i'rati  Cuppuccini 1988 vol.2, pp.185-186 repons about the re-use of the ephemeral theatre made in Rimini in 
1615:: these were probably related to the memory of this important event in the history of Piaceu/a. and the reverence 
thatt the Piaccntini kept for Ciiacinto at least until 1621; see Potibiali 1757-1 766 vol. 11, pp.7-9. 



abusee a small painting, of which one could not discover where it was fastened, they 

showedd it [the Host] holding it up in the air. and sustaining it with the utmost reverence in 

theirr hands, in the act of handing it over to us. and inviting us to run towards Him. and be 

securee of'His divine Mercy. In the lower part, where the city of Jerusalem ended, was the 

Altarr ... all together it represented Mount labor during the Transfiguration of the Lord, 

andd where the earth matched the Heavens, it demonstrated a most serene lace of 

Paradise. , !" " 

Inn other words, the apparalo showed an extensive landscape with three cities placed in a triangle: 

onn the lower side that of Bethlehem and Nazareth, the sites of Christ's life on earth, and above it 

thatt of the Heavenly Jerusalem, where he went after his Resurrection. Inbetween. the image of 

[[ Us death on the Cross, the I lost, functioned as centre and link between them. 

ii his evocation of the theatrical ensemble not merely evoked the overwhelming effect 

uponn the beholder, but it also stressed that the viewer was supposed to become involved in the 

actionn by the very effectiveness of the design. He was invited to enter the landscape with their 

eyess and thoughts, in order to become a witness to the Transfiguration of the Lord - which was an 

argumentt for the defence of the Dogma of the Transubstantiation of the Lucharist. In that 

landscape,, angels advanced towards the beholder with the intention of handing it over to him. 

Thee beholder should nol wait to receive it. however, but should 'run towards it' - in other words, 

enterr the landscape with eyes and mind. 

Byy this act of spiritual conversion expressed in painting and sculpture, the Piacentini 

Set;; Weil 1974. Imorde 1947. pp.89-109. and fagiolo deli'Arco 1997. tor comparative material on the Roman 
stage-designss for the Quarant'Orc in the seventeenth century: see especial!} Fagiolo deli'Arco 1997. pp.1OF102 for 
thee use of natural settings in church, which only came about around the middle of the seventeenth century. 
: "" Marchetti 1017. fol.7r: 'In tanto il C'apitolo de'Signori Canoniei del Duomo. con pronte/za. e liberalita singolare. a 
suee spese. e di motive proprio haveva nel fine della Chiesa, alia porta maggiore. in prospettiva del Chore tatto 
fabricaree un spatioso paleo con sontuoso apparato. ove havessc da collocarsi il Santissimo Sacramento, e trattencrsi 
daa una parte il Padre Predicatore per far i Sermoni. e dall'altra la musica. Kra divoto. vago. e nobilissimo 1'apparato: 
maa quel che piu importa, situato in modo tale, che a punto materialmente figurava. quel che spiritualmente seguir 
doveva.. Fra düque in tutta i'ampiezza. e larghezza della nave parte inferiore con eerie monlagne. e colline. sopra 
dellequalii si scoprivano il Castello di Betlemrne da una parte, c dall'altra quelle di Nazarette: nel mezzo poL che 
restavaa immediata sopra I'Altare. si scopriva la Citla di Gierusalemme. onde pareva. che il Ciclo fosse unito con la 
terra,, e Dio discendesse ad unirsj pietosamente con noi. Questa Gloria era in si bella prospettiva situata. che. e per i 
splendorii de iumi nascosti. che piü di mille erano. e per 1'artc. e proportione. rassembrava 1'istesso Cielo Fmpireo. 
('iradatamentee ne'Cieli si scoprivano i rhori Angelici distinti. i Serafmi. i Cherubini. &c. Nel penultimo ... >tavaih> 
giii Angeii con i santissirni misterij della passione F nefultimo ... insieme con altr'Angeli. dalla parte destra i! 
Gioriosoo S, ('ark>. e dalla sinistra ii Seraftco Padre San Francesco, grandi al naturale. che in atto d'adoratione erano 
rivoltii verso il Santissimo Sacramento. Stava il Re del Cielo esposto nel me/./o di quei ('ieli tutti, con gran maesta. 
sostentatoo da due Angelini. che sopra d'un quadrettino. che non si scopriva punto. ove losse appoggiato. mostravano 
dii tenerlo in aria, e di sostentarlo con grandissima riveren/a nelle lor mani; in atK) di purgerlo a noi. e J'invitarci a 
eorrerr a lui. e farci arditi. e sicuri della sua divina miserieordia: A basso poi. ove terminava la Citta di Gierusalemme 
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wouldd behold the real world as the spot where the body of Christ had been transfigured into its 

Divinee appearance, and at the same time perceiving it as Paradise located at the intersection of 

thee real and the Heavenly world. The Host was placed here to stress its function as intermediate 

betweenn heaven and earth, the link between Christ and the Church. His donation to the devout, 

andd as proof of his double Presence. Or, stated otherwise, the landscape turned into Paradise by 

interventionn of the Host coming down from Heaven, granting spiritual enlightenment to the 

receptivee audience as well. 

Thee concept of uniting the material world with Heaven was also stressed in the liturgical 

andd oratorical events. After the Eucharistie Mass - at which Giacinto appeared with a rope around 

hiss neck and a crown of thorns on his head, signs of penitence and mortification *" - the Host was 

carriedd in procession to its allocated place in the ephemeral apparatus, and the Adoration started 

withh a sermon by Fra Giacinto. His appearance was, as in the earlier occasion of the Quaresimcu 

calculatedd to be at least as impressive as his words. One detail had intentionally been left out of 

thee above description of the apparatus, which suggests that it was intended to create an effect of 

surprisee for the viewer as well as for the reader. The account of the start of the Adoration related 

that t 

onn the right side a beautiful and devout music began, and when this was ended, the Father 

leftt from the left side, where, in between some slopes of the above mentioned scenery, 

wass a lifelike horrid grotto, with a Crucifix in his hands. 

Casale'ss appearance resembled contemporary paintings of hermits and drew upon the familiar 

iconographyy of the cave in the landscape and the hermit with the crucifix. Indeed, the perception 

off the chronicler was that the Father now appeared to be more an Angel than a human being, and 
11 ^ S -

thee heaven-sent quality of his sermon was no doubt increased by this visual trick, ~ The lact that 

thiss Capuchin seemed to live in a cave made his admonitions about the forth-coming end of the 

worldd and the advice on a better spiritual life the more authoritative to his audience, as much as 

hiss anchorite image during the preparatory sermons of the Quaresima inspired his audience to 

actss of penitence and prayer. 

eraa I'A I tare. [,..| tutto insieme rasscmbrava il monte labor nella Tras figurations del Signore. ove la terra aceordala 
co'!! Cielo. mostro una serenissima faccia di Paradise.' 
"'' Marehetti 1617. ful.7v: 'II giorno del If Palme dunque su le 21. Hore. ievö Monsignor IiiL]>tiissimo dalla Capella 

solitaa il Santissimo Sacramento, e seguito prima dal Padre Predicatore seafw. con grossa tune al collo, coronato di 
spinee in testa. &  una gra Croce in mano (vivo ritratto di mortirleattonc. e di penitèza)...' 
1:11 Marchctti 1617. tol.7v: 'dalla parte destra s'ineomineió una bella, e divota musica. laqual finita usci il Padre dalla 
bandaa sinistra, ov'era al vivo, tra certi dirupi aspri. un'horrida grotta. ncll'habito sudetto. con un ( rocifïsso in mano.' 

Marchcttii 1617. Ibl,7v: 'con aspetto pin Angelico. die humano...' 
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Ass the account of these miraculous weeks in the history of Piacen/a claimed, this 

impressionn was consciously developed b> Casaie. and derived from the Capuchin Order to which 

hee belonged. Their simple brown habit, the sandals in which the\ walked, and the rigid 

prescriptionss on food, morals and devotional exercises were inspired by the image of the solitary 

Saintt Francis.1" As has been discussed before the general public took these characteristics as 

constituentss of the hermit's image, especially in conjunction with the setting created for the 

(Juarant'Ore(Juarant'Ore in Piacenza. In this ephemeral setting, landscape was recreated as the place for 

penitence,, the act which would turn the hostile natural surroundings into a new Paradise. Ine 

hermitt present in it spoke to the people, admonishing them to do the same: turn the world into a 

reflectionn of its creator, and recreate through the act of prayer this valley of tears into a spiritual 

Paradise. . 

00 asale's grotto and the Camcrino degli Fremiti 

Cardinall Odoardo barnest was aware of this episode in Piacenza. its preacher and the ephemeral 

landscape,, and for this reason it can be assumed that the concept of the Camcrino degli Fremiti, 

decoratedd in the very year of the Piacentine event, was related to it. Firstly, he was cardinal 

protectorr of the Capuchin Order to which Casaie belonged, and the troubles into which the monk 

rann during these same years must have been communicated to the cardinal.'~ Other preachers of 

thee same Order, such as Mattia Bellintani da Saló. were held in great esteem by Cardinal 

Odoardoo and protected by him."x Secondly. Odoardo's brother Ranuccio was Duke of Piacen/a. 

andd for that reason will have been informed of the impact of Casaie upon its citizens: apart from 

thiss administrative connection, the Duke and his wife Margherita Aldobrandini had a special 

venerationn for Casaie and built a new convent tor the Capuchins in Fontevivo."~v Marchetti's 

descriptionn even mentioned the prior approval of the event by the Duke as expressed by sending 

soldierss to Piacenza to organise the crowds of people in the town.1" After his brother's death in 

1621.. Odoardo became regent of the duchy and might have seen the structure built for the 

: ; :: Melyot 1721 vol.7, ills. 1.1. 14. 
'"" Famese is called protector of the Capuchin Order in a letter of 1623 from general Miehele da Bologna to the 
cardinal,, in ASP.Cart.Famesiano e Borbonieo Fslerno. h .419. 1 or the troubles, often with political overtones, into 
whichh Carafe ran as preacher, sec / I'raii  Cüp/rtiLLiüi. !0S8 wi\.2. pp.499-50.1 and Campagnoia 1969. p.84. 
" kk On the relation between Mattia Bellintani and the circle of Odoardo i arnesc. see OS 1937-1994 \oi . l . cols.1 o > 
11 0 7 . 
"" ' lor the contacts between Ranuccio famese and the Capuchin Order and the foundation of Fontev ivo. see Mussini 
1912.. pp.93-97 and ('ampagnola 196ft. Campagnoia 1969. Massari 1990. ibis. 14 sv-l 44r. and Lingo 1998. p.67. 
'' "' Marehetti 1617. fol.Ov: '& accioehe per la continua calca di gente. e'l gran concorso del popoio. non succedesse 
malee alcuno: otto yiorni inan/i haveva Sua Ahe//a Sereni^ima. con molto /,e!o ordinato. ehe nella piazza del 
Duomoo stesse un eorpo di guardia di trecento soldati cofnjtinuamente.' 
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occasion,, as it might very well have been preserved in the cathedral. '! Thirdly, the publication of 

thee eye-witnesses' account was dedicated to cardinal Odoardo by the publisher (fig. 104).ij" The 

ephemerall grotto built in the cathedral of Piacenza early in 1617 was most probably an important 

sourcee of inspiration for the Camerino degli Fremiti, either through the written account of it, or 

possiblyy by means of the apparato itself 

Thee three elements combined in the Piacenza apparato - the Quarant'Ore, the landscape

andd the hermit - all coincided with the themes of decoration in the Camerino as constructed for 

Cardinall Odoardo. Firstly, Saint Paul the first Hermit and Saint Anthony Abbot receiving the 

heavenlyy Bread, Benedict in his cave, and Saint Mary Magdalene pointed towards the Fueharist; 

andd in the centre of the ceiling, Christ himself turned earthly bread into His Body after his retreat 

intoo the Desert and the Temptation of the Devil. As in Piacenza cathedral, in the Roman 

Camerinoo the Saviour himself was centrally positioned as mediator between Heaven and earth, 

andd in the double form of His human and Eucharistie guise. These two levels coincided, when the 

brotherhoodd of the Orazione e Morte staged the monthly Ouarant'Ore. The image of the Saviour 

inn Fanfranco's decoration was then enhanced by with His real presence on the altar. 

Secondly,, in concordance with the description of the Piacenza theatre, the natural setting 

inn the Camerino helped Farnese to transport his mind from this world to the next. Analogous to 

thee luad of meditation described by BeÜarmino in his Scala <H valirp. the natural setting in 

Piacenzaa was devised as a real location that should be transgressed mentally by the beholder, in 

thee form of a spiritual pilgrimage. But where Beilarmino had refrained from presenting the 

ultimatee goaf the Triune God, in the form of a tangible or even visible simile. Giacinto da Casale 

placedd the Host centrally as destination of the voyage, where the soul of the devout would be 

transformed.. It was the double nature of the Body of Christ as present in the Fueharist which 

helpedd turn the world into the semblance of Paradise, the recreation of the Valley of tears after 

thee Fall of Man into the Heavenly Jerusalem. 

Thirdly,, the hermit in Casale's landscape look on added significance in comparison with 

' :: / f-'niti ('appuccini 1988 vol.2, p.4X5. indicates that such ephemeral structures were indeed often preserved and 
reused:: '1619. 24 marzo. Fu in mezzo alia rotonda del duonio veechio f'atta i'esposizione de! Yenerabiie per le 
Quarantore.. dal Padre fra Paolo Maria d'Asti cappuccino predicator tamoso, all'istessa nianiera die fè pure il padre 
fraa Giacinto Natta 1'anno 1615; e eon 1'iste.sso richissimo c nobillssimo apparato. facendo esso pure li sermoni a tutte 
Tore...' ' 
' '"" Marchetti 1617. to 1.3 \ : 'In ogni easo son sicuro. che vedendovi in fronte il tamoso nonie di \\ ostra j Sjignoriaj 
IHustrissimaa & Reverendiss[imaj egli s'aequetara iaeilmente. &  io haveró trovata opportuna oeeasione di 
guadagnarmii un nuovo Patrone. al quale humilmente dedieando queste primitie della mia divotione e servitü 
pregheröö continuamente dalla Bonta Divinia quelle piü vere grandezze, ch'ella tanto stima e desidera. Di Brescia li 5. 
Agostoo 1617. D.V.S. Hlu.striss[issiino] &  Reverendiss[imo] Humilissimo servo Francesco Marchetti ' 
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Bellarmino'ss use of the figure in his Scala di satire: where the latter took the type as an example 

thatt personified the apex of contemplation, the former turned it into a person directed towards 

andd advising his audience. The hermit was. for his very perfection, also the perfect teacher. In 

doingg so. Casale obviously drew on the image of the anchorite as a prophetic and spiritual 

advisor.. Me also elaborated upon literary sources, for example in Richeome's Le pelerin de 

I.orete.I.orete. In an aside to the main argument of Richeome's manual, a hermit told the three travellers 

aa story of a city situated in the midst of the earth and its counterpart in Heaven, as a comparison 

off the choice between the two roads of life."'' Casale. Cambi da Salutio and man\ others 

exploitedd this double image of the hermit as spiritual advisor and living example in their writings 

andd in their public appearances, and in the context of the Camcrino degli Fremiti the hermits 

functionedd not only as images of the destination, hut as incentives of the road to take. 

Onn a fourth and last le\el. Casale and Cambi to\ed with the relation between the real and 

thee imaginary: they were not factual, but simulated hermits. Although they posed as solitaries, 

theyy still belonged to monastic orders. As has been argued above, in the sixteenth century the 

anchoritee had become an ideal at odds with contemporary reality. While the solitary-' religious 

figuree was held in general esteem for reason of his ultimate choice of leaving this world in 

preparationn for the next by the complete dedication to prayer, the result of this retreat was often 

antisocial,, and in glaring contrast to the Tridentine regulations on supervision. While at 

Sant'Onofrioo the cycle of paintings was used to resolve this paradox by postponing the anchorite 

stagee to an almost unattainable future, the hermitages set up by Casale. and to a iesser extent also 

byy Cambi. were structures intended for limited periods of retreat. 

Thee decoration of the Camcrino degli I •remit i transformed these retreats into a temporary 

practicee lasting no more than a numher of hours and done at convenient moments. Such limited 

durationn necessitated a maximum of effectiveness, which was attained by Lanlfanco's artistic 

ingenuity.. 'I'o paraphrase the words used by Passeri. upon entering the Camcrino. Farnese would 

bee temporarily shifted into another reality. There, he would be able to imitate the example of the 

hermitss in attaining spiritual perfection, by turning this world into an image of celestial Paradise. 

Byy looking at the landscapes, he was mentally transported to these places, finding himself in 

ultimatee seclusion that offered him the perfect plu^c for the practice of meditation. 

Thee theme of the Ouarani'i )n> lined into this context tor the same reason: it presented the 

1 ' '' Richeome 1 628 vol.2, pp..^25-327: earlier examples of hermits explaining the choices in life occurred fnr example 
inn (Hi AsoUitu by Pietro f^ernho and the Orlando l'urio<<o  hv Ariosto. On the imagery of the two roads in painting. 
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Divinee not only in the form of nature, but also directly in the guise of the consecrated Host. The 

Camerinoo degli Eremiti presented the Eucharistie presence as the second focus for the part-time 

solitary7,, and the recipient of his prayers. Eanfraneo's decoration directed the contemplative 

personn along the road of allegory, consisting of several stages, towards a visibly attainable aim, 

thee physical presence of God on thii earth and the ultimate conversion of the sou! in its Creator. 

Thee goal was thus fixed from the start. By means of ephemeral evocation, the pitfalls of eremitic 

realityy were avoided while the positive aspects could be preserved and imitated. In the Palazzetto 

Farnese,, one room was especially created to direct the mind and thoughts of the beholder to an 

approvedd devotional practice by means of ingenious artifice. Through the application of art. the 

hermitt was domesticated and the hermitage had become a part of urban dwellings. 

seee l-alkenhurn 1988. 



7.. LATER SEICESTO HKRMITAGFS 

Anchorit ee reality at Monte Virgini o 

Whenn Karnese had the Camerino turned into a temporary hermitage within Rome, 'real' solitary 

monasteriess were also founded. In 1614. Virginio Orsini (1575-1615). Duke of Bracciano. 

offeredd a tract of his land near Lake Bracciano to the Servite Order with the express intention 

foundingg a hermitage on the spot, dedicated to the Holy Virgin.1 It consisted of a tract of barren 

landd on the slope of a hilltop, formerly called Monte Sassano or 'stony hill1, near the village of 

Orioloo Romano. The donation was accepted in 1615 by father Ricciolini. head of the Servile 

observancee begun in 1593 at the monastery of Monte Senario: the gift was officially concluded in 

aa notarial act of 10 January 1616. in which the site was renamed Monte Virginio in honour of the 

recentlyy deceased Duke.: landing funding for buildings proved to be a more difficult task than 

obtainingg the lands. In 1616 a loan of 1600 scudi was obtained from the monastery of Santa 

Ceciliaa in Rome, but this was only sufficient for provisional dwellings;' during subsequent years. 

attemptss to obtain enough money to construct a church, monastic buildings, chapels, and the 

sixteenn hermitages as originally foreseen proved virtually impossible. After the death of Lather 

Ricciolinii in 1623. debts had grown to 6000 scudi and the project had to be renounced. By then, 

onlyy two small hermitages and a chapel seem to have been built. 

Afterr the official restitution of the land in 1633 to the original owners. Virginio's son 

Paoloo Giordano II Orsini donated the premises to the Discalccd Carmelites of the Italian 

Congregation,, again with the aim of establishing a hermitage. This second initiative was 

sustainedd particularly by the Duke's brother. Giovanni Battista di Gcsu Maria, known secularly as 

Virginioo Orsini (1600-1646).' After rendering military services to the Papal States and the 

Venetiann Republic, he decided to enter the Discalccd Order in 1626 in search of a life dedicated 

too contemplation. He lamented the tact that the Roman province of the Discaleed Carmelites did 

nott have a place for spiritual retreat and started to collect funds for such an institution. Although 

hee resigned his own hereditary claims, he reserved a part oï it for a future hermitage and also 

obtainedd gifts from his sister in support of the plan. When the existing hermitage belonging to the 

Servitee Order ran into financial problems, upon which the lands were returned to the Duke. 

Onn Orsini >ee Yenditelli in Die i^rowen Fumilien /(aliens 1902. pp.599-400. on the Senile Order see I)S \{)^7-
10944 vol. 14. cols 695-730 and Dal Pino 1997. 
"" On the eremitic movement at Monte Senario, see Ricciolini 1^67; see also \1ontescmiric> I 8T6 and Dal Pino I 097. 
pp.573-577:: for the donation of the land, see Sturm 2002. pp.31 -32. 
'' Sturm 2002. p.32. 
'' For Paolo (liordano II Orsini see Hninner ;md kampf in Die Kri>h:er.  ;.C*- Xcp.-nen 200 I. pp. ! 70-202 and 329-358. 
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Virginioo proposed to cede it to the Discalced Carmelites instead.' He would not see his ideal 

realisedd as he died in 1646. 

Thee legal agreement between the Duke of Bracciano and the Discalced Order was 

finalisedfinalised on 20 April 1648 with a contract and a map (fig.105)7, but the financial problems 

inheritedd from the Serviles delayed the realisation of the new project for another three years. On 2 

Octoberr 1651, cardinal Virginio Orsini (1615-1676), nephew of the deceased Carmelite friar. 

placedd the first stone. As some sources suggest, the Carmelites retained parts of the buildings 

erectedd by the Servites. A copy of the 1648 measurement of the grounds stated 'hermitages built 

formerlyy by the father hermits of Monte Senario' (fig. 106). Between 1651 and 1675. the complex 

wass however thoroughly changed in its aspect by interventions in the vegetation and the addition 

off new buildings. 

Thee first and most important intervention was the foundation of a centrally placed 

coenobitee structure. This complex was built according to guidelines set out by the Carmelite 

Order.. A design was made for this building and sent for approval to the Discalced general in 

Romee - the legend reads 'Scale of 200 palmi according to our Constitutions', and the inscription 

abovee this plan stated 'Design of the Desert of Monte Virginio of the Discalced Carmelites of the 

Romann Province, approved by the Def[initor] Gen[eral|/ 18 May 1649' (fig.107).* These two 

captionss suggest that the internal organisation had to respond to particular requirements as 

prescribedd in the Carmelite Constitutions. The plan itself also indicated that this 'monastery' was 

differentt from the urban nnrs. in this case inspired upon the Carthusian abbey; each cell consisted 

off a chapel, study and cell, and had its own wailed garden to provide maximum privacy and 

seclusion. . 

Thesee individual units were grouped around a cloister, in the centre of which the church 

wass situated. By means of four covered passageways, this church and the adjacent sacristy and 

oratoryy were connected to the surrounding ambulatory. A second cloister, with a fountain in the 

middle,, was foreseen for the communal spaces, such as the library, refectory, hospice, and 

kitchens.. This ideal was far too ambitious; only half the upper cloister was actually built, with the 

church,, in a simplified version, forming the fourth and upper side of the square plan." The 

:: Fuisebiodi 'I'utti Santi I7.i7. pp.246047. Celletti 1963. p. 136. Sturm 2002. pp J5o6 .62 . 
''' For this preceding hermitage olTered to the Servile Order in 1614 by the Duke of Bracciano. see Reechia 1976. 
pp.**-188 and Dal Pino 1997. p.574. 
"" A copy of this map is in ASR.Congr.Rel.Masc. Carmelitani Scaizi. S.Maria del la Vittoria b.524. 
** This design is in AGOCD 86b. 
'' On building type and religious meaning of the Carthusian abbey, see Die Kartatiser 1983, pp.29-.i7; see pp.5 1 -S1 
onn the relation between the Carthusian Rule and architectural form. 
:: : Sturm 201)2. pp.39-42. 
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connectingg corridors were abolished, and the fountain was placed in the centre of this cloister." 

Aroundd 1670. the two smaller Servite hermitages were restored and enlarged/" In this 

casee an upper store) was built on top of an existing ground floor. A drawing (tig.108) shows the 

interiorr organisation of the building: it comprised two levels with utilitary spaces and a chapel on 

thee ground floor, and a kitchen with furnace, a bedroom and another chape! or stud) on the first 

floor.. The study contained a niche in the wall where, according to the plan, a writing-desk should 

bee positioned. The facade, approximate!) 8.5 meters high, was preceded by a porch, and on top a 

smalll bell was surmounted by a cross {fïg.100}. Other henviiiagcs. such as die one dedicated to 

Sann Carlo Borromeo. were constructed according to the same basic plan. Funds for this building 

weree made available by Ira Carlo Felice di Sama Teresa, and members of his family Slavata, in 

11 668: again private support proved crucial for the realisation of this institutional project.'' 

Thee entire premise was surrounded by a wall, to ensure silence and seclusion from the 

outsidee world, turning the hermitage into a paradisiacal garden. In a print dated 1668 (fig. 1 I I ) . 

thee whole area was depicted as fenced off and completely covered with vegetation with neat 

pathss and completed buildings. The closure of the wall, however, was protracted until 1674 at 

least,, and some buildings had not even been begun by then; the garden took even longer to 

cultivate,, as this only became possible with the construction of the aqueduct in 1 669 . ' Therefore. 

thee print represented an ideal rather than reality when it was published. Accounts prove that large 

partss of the gardens were only realised during the eighteenth century. It took the Discalced 

Carmelitess rather a long time to turn the hill into a habitable place. In its planning and 

organisation.. Monte Virginio reflected a general seventeenth-century desire by the Discalced 

Carmelitee Order to found hermitages: at the same time it was an exception to the rule, for it was 

built,, inaugurated and functioning within less than two decades. 

Thee Italian Discalced Congregation of Sant'Flia started planning eremitical convents 

aroundd 1600, but encountered serious problems in the realisation of their plans, similar to those 

describedd in the history of Monte Virginio. In each case, the core problem was to be found in 

patronagee and funding, often complicated by the issue of finding the right site. 

Attemptss undertaken in 1605-1606 by Dominique de Jesus-Maria (1559-1630). former 

priorr of the Spanish Desierto de Bolarque and at that time superior-general of the Italian 

Thee fountain was constructed in 1669 when the acq undue I was concluded: see Sturm 2002. pp.168-169, 
::: I xtracts of the accounts in the Archivio di Monte Virginio were published in Sturm 2002. pp. 175-178; lor a 

descriptionn of the project of adding a storey to the old hermiiaues. see pp.8 1-82. 
nn Reechta 1976. p 79 and Sturm -»fK)?. p.80. 
: ll Sturm 2002. pp.6.1-64. 
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Discalcedd Congregation, tailed for lack of funds.^ In 1615, the Discalced General Chapter held 

inn Rome decided on the erection of a hermitage at Varazzo. near Genoa.16 By 1614, several 

niecess of land had been offered to the Carmelites by private patrons, but all of these premises 

weree deemed unsuitable for a life of seclusion, so acquisition of a site by the Congregation itself 

wass considered the best option. This was obtained in 1615 with the help of several individuals 

andd the commune of Varazzo: the deserto dedicated to Giovanni Battista de Monte Dei was 

inauguratedd on the feast of Our Lady of Carmel in 1618. In 1620, princess Doria, belonging to 

thee ruling dynasty of Genoa, donated a large sum to support the functioning of the hermitage in 

thee future.17 

AA second Italian deserto was planned near the Lombard town of Varese. and again the 

supportt from seculars was crucial for its realisation. In this case, Ippolita Cicogni Crivella and 

memberss of the Sabiano family donated money and property for the foundation of this solitary 

convent.. The first stone was laid in 1635, but the first Mass was read there only twenty years 

later,, in 1655.18 A third hermitage in Calabria, at Massa Lubrense, for which preparatory action 

hadd been undertaken by 1616, took until 1682 before it could house monks.19 During these same 

decadess the Roman province, notwithstanding the Constitutional decree that every province 

shouldd dispose of its own hermitage, did not have a place for spiritual retreat."1 Plans had been 

made,, but as in the former Italian examples, also here private support was indispensable but 

difficultt to obtain. 

Thee lack of a deserto was frit dearly by the Roman Discalced province. Prior to the 

1630s.. temporary solutions had been sought to resolve this need. The garden of the monastery of 

Sann Silvestro at Montecompatri. in the vicinity of Rome, was turned provisionally into a place for 

spirituall retreat directly after the complex had been donation to the Order in 1605." The main 

buildingg was left the way it was and retained its original conventual character. In the garden 

behindd it, on the slope of the hill, a little edifice was erected in 1606 for temporary spiritual 

retreats.. It was called the Cappella del Castagno. dedicated to the Madonna, and consisted of a 

chapell with adjacent room: again it was thanks to the generosity of a private patron - Marquis de 

i_;; On Dominique de Jesus-Maria see /).S' 1937-1994 vol.3. cols. 1 532-1534 and Peers 1951-1960 vol.3, pp.43-44; on 
hiss attempts to found hermitages see Zimmerman 1927. pp.181-183 and Albisani 1990, pp. 76-77. 
"" 'Zimmerman 1<>27. n p I 8 1-1 89, Cecconi 1970 and Sturm 2002. pp.1 M 2. 
11 Acta Definiwrii (jeneralis i985. pp.28 and 71; see also Cecconi 1970. 
"" Brambilla 1874. pp. 159-160. 
"" Zimmerman 1927. pp.198-200. Cirillo 1884. and Filangieri di Candida 1910. pp.075-676. 

Seee tor example the Consutuünnes fratrum Discalcedtorum 163 I. pp.98-105. 
11 Fusciardi 1929, pp.67-10.*, Mignosi Tantillo 1990. pp.55-68. 
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Viilcnass - that it was possible to erect this retreat. "" However, architectural disposition and si/e 

precludedd longer sojourns in this 'hermitage'. 

Inn the end. the necessity to have a noviciate prosed to be a more general problem tor the 

Romann province, and Montecompatri's function as provisional deserto was concluded. When in 

16166 the general chapter again proposed the conversion of this consent into a hermitage this led 

too nothing: it remained a coenobitic convents Thus, when in the late 1620s Virginio (')rsini 

offeredd the possibility to adopt and transform the existing hermitage in Oriolo Romano into a 

discalcedd Eremo. this was accepted, its location within a day's juüiney uom Rome kepi ii 

accessiblee for the province, and at the same time its isolated location made it apt lor its specific 

purposes. . 

Regulationss and function of Discalced hermitages 

11 he interventions in the grounds of Monte Virginio and all other Discalced hermitages show that 

thesee complexes reflected and fulfilled the requirements of contemplate e prayer. This renewed 

importancee attached to the act of prascr as part of the Carmelite regular life was a result of the 

Carmelitee reforms after the Council of Trent, and the resulting separation of the Discalced from 

thee Calced branch."4 The Tridentine decrees had called for regular observance, meaning a strict 

interpretationn of the first and original monastic Rule.^ In the Carmelite context, however, several 

versionss of the Rule existed, which complicated obedience to the Tridentine prescription. The 

supposedd founder of the Carmelite community, the prophet Idijah. had left no written regulations, 

butt through the unbroken line of superiors of the monastery on Mount Carmel he was supposed 

too have 'inspired' the set of Rules that were written down between 1206 and 1214 by Albert ot' 

Iusciardii 1929. p.75: 'in mezzo alia selva ad esso adiacente t'u edifleato un Romitorio con annessa cappclla. per 
omiodoo dei religiosi che volessero di quando menar vita eremitica. 11 romitorio iu eretto a ;>pese del Marc hese de 
Villenas.. ambaseiatore di Spagna presso la S. Sede e nostra insigne benefatiore ed amieo. il quale done quattrocento 
ducatii a tale seopo. II 2? ottobre 1606 D. Giuseppe Spagna. t ditore del Card Gallic Yescovo di I'rascati. dava 
laeoltaa di poter eelebrare la messa nella eappella del romitorio su di un altare portatile consacrato 'proviso tamen 
quodd ecclesia eonventus debitis propterea non fraudetur obsequiis' come dice i'originaie. che si eonserva nel nostro 
archivioo (tomo III. pag. 1 17). I.'esistenza di un romitorio. nitre che da altri documenti ancora. si rileva dalla Storia 
(ien.iee deil'Ordine (tomo I. cap.46. p.614}: quale pero ne losse la preeisa ubicazione non risulta da alcun documento. 
Tuttaviaa piii di qualehe indizio farebbe credere che fosse situato sul monte a destra del prato che sta di front e alia 
taeeiataa deila chiesa. dove si vedono. un po' alfindentro del bosco. una piccola eisterna ed altri poe hi ruderi; ina fa 
meravtgliaa che del romitorio sia sparita ogni traecia.' See also Sturm 2002. pp.77 78. where only the Cappclla itself 

'"" ••iciii Dctinimrii (<:.'ncrali\ 1985, p.28. dd. 2 January l6l(>; '| 1 j Ronia. I'roposiium luit an Lon\eiUu> noster s. 
SiKesinn in 1 u.sculano |r.e. Montecompatri] ad wtam oremitieani ibi servandam destinandus su Deeretum 
affermativcc cum omnibus suffragiis.' 
"'' llelyot 1721 vol.1. pp.340-556. DIP 197j_i9<p vol.2. eok524-f>02 and Saggi 1986: on the issue of prayer m the 
Di^ealeedd reform, see I)S I 937-1 994 vol.2, colv I 7 1 -209 and I atena 1955. pp.328-532. 
•"•• Jedin 1966 vol.2. p.*7V Isrrloh fedin Gln/ik !%7 np.500.ho4. Jedin 1919 ! 9?5 \oM.2. pp.] 72-! 75. i'ui* 1979 
andd Monaco 1967. 

http://np.500.ho4
file:///oM.2


VercelILL patriarch of Jerusalem. These 'first' regulations, defining the Order as a contemplative 

community,, were officially approved by Pope Honorius III in 1226/6 A crucial change was 

introducedd by Innocentius IV in 1247. forcing the Carmelites (by then transferred to Europe) to 

adoptt a mendicant life and abolish perpetual prayer. The result was that the life of contemplation 

wass replaced by a life of active defence of the Christian Faith through preaching ~7 

Duringg the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, this mendicant status was challenged a 

numberr of times by several Carmelite friars, but to no avail. In all writings arguing for the 

contemplativee life as the first and most important obligation of the Carmelite Rule, this was 

defendedd with the biblical citation of Elijah 'I live in the Lord in whose countenance I stand' (1 

Kingss 17,1), which had been included in Vercelli's first written Rule.28 On this basis, Theresa of 

Avilaa (1515-1582) and John of the Cross (1542-1591), founders of the Spanish reform 

movement,, formulated the contemplative ideal of the Discalced Order." Discalced life was 

focussedd primarily on perpetual prayer, putting the monk in the Presence of God through 

meditationn and contemplation. 

However,, the existence and function of these special eremitic convents were not only the 

resultt of changes in the act of prayer or a contemplative turn in itself, but also reflected the active 

faithh in the form of added responsibilities of the Discalced monks: the American and Asian 

mission.. Soon after 1600, the Discalced started arguing about the rcintroduction of pastoral 

activitiess with special attention to missionary activities in non-Furopean countries. Theresa of 

Avilaa had herseif sustained missionary duties as part of the Discalced life, which were however 

suppressedd in 1585 by general Niccolö Doria di Gesu Maria.'1 Paul V proposed to found a third 

congregationn of Discalced Carmelites in addition to the existing Italian and Spanish 

Congregations,, dedicated espeeiaii} to missionary activities outside of Europe, and called lomas 

dee Jesus to Rome in 1608, and received confirmation of this new branch with the Bull Onus 

: '' Already in 1229, Gregory IX altered and re-approved the Rules, but stil! maintained their contemplative character: 
secsec Sew Catholic kneychpediu 1 967 vol.3, pp. 1 14-1 i 8. Cicconctti 1 973. pp.05-99 and Smet 1975-1985 vol.1. pp.2t'. 
-- Cicconetti 1973. pp.130-207. 
:ss See Cicconetti 1973. p.70-84 on the Rule of Yereelli. One of the main defenders of the contemplative turn of the 
Carmelitee Order was the fifteenth-century Carmelite general Giovanni Soreth. for the discussion within the 
Carmelitee Order on the mendicant versus the contemplative status, see Catena 1968. 
"^SeeSaggii 1986. esp. p. I 7-20. 
: '' On the importance of prayer in the first decades of the Discalced Order, see for example the Rules issued between 
15677 and 1600. in Conslitutiones 1968. where the practice of prayer is treated at lenght in every new version. 
;;; 1)11' vol.2, pp.524-602. 
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PasiuralisPasiuralis ()ftici of 22 Juiy of the same year.v 

Thiss papal decision caused complaints from members of the Discalced congregation and 

thee plan was finally cancelled, but this did not end the missionary project altogether. With his 

departuree to Flanders, where Tomas was sent by pope Paul V to found new monasteries, his 

practicall involvement with the mission ended. However, he wrote the pamphlet entitled Stimulus 

MissionumMissionum to convince the members oï the Italian Discalced Congregation to accept the 

missionaryy task, which was the leg-up for the veritably encyclopaedic De procuranda saline 

omniumomnium gentium of 1613 (fig.53)."" Both treatises sustained the responsibility of the monks in the 

activee defence of the Catholic faith in Asia and America, and thus implicitly threatened the 

contemplativee ideal of the Discalced Carmelites. 

Notwithstandingg this urge to organise the mission. Tomas de Jesus was also deeply 

concernedd about the effects of these pastoral activities upon the spirit of the Carmelite Order. He 

hadd been initially opposed to missionary activities as this went against the contemplative ideal, 

butt after 1608 changed his mind, from then on. Tomas intended to integrate both the 

contemplativee and the active by allocating time for both: he proposed to allow the monks one 

yearr of spiritual retreat in a deserfo prior to being send abroad. The mendicant and the 

contemplativee sides of the Carmelite Rule were in this way reconciled, without sacrificing either 

off the two principles. Tomas had already founded one deserio while living in Spain, in Bolarque 

(( 1 592); he also tried to found one near Namur in Flanders, an attempt which faltered.'' 

Thee main innovations in the situation of existing hermitages were the temporary sojourn 

inn solitude and its educational character. In the preceding centuries a number of Orders, including 

thee Carmelites, had founded solitary convent1- where professed monks would remain 

indefinitely.00 for example, the Carmelite convent of Le Selve in the vicinity of Florence had 

functionedd as a hermitage since its foundation in 1343; also the Franciscans and Augustinians had 

theirr specific locations for the eremitic life/'1 In the new situation of the seventeenth century, the 

solitaryy sojourn was limited in time, and at the same time the anchorite ideal was made an 

integrall part of Discalced Carmelite life, as opposed to the privileged situation in hermitages prior 

too that date. 

"" On tomas de Jesus. see DS I().i7-I994 vol.15. cols.Xo-X44 and Peers ]9.s l- l%0 vol 2. pp.217-24U. for the new 
Discalcedd missionary congregation, sec Peers 1951-1960 voi.2. p.221, Hoffmann ]%0. pp.87f. and DIP 1974-199? 
vol.22 p.5.lsf; for the Buil see Builarium Romanian 1 857-1 885 \ol. 1 1. pp.5.*5-:vi9. 

11 See Chapter C p. 1 28. 
144 Zimmerman 1927. pp.52-57. Albisani 1990. p.76 and Casado 1999 

Zimmermann I 927. pp.46-5 I. 
;'' Zimmerman 1<H7 n 12 and Sai^i ! 95 1. p.260 



Thesee innovative aspects asked tbr new and special regulations for deserti, which were 

includedd in the Constitutions of the Italian congregation of Discalced Carmelites in 1623. These 

regulationss were re-approved in 1631.'7 In 1669, regulations concerning liturgical schedule, 

layoutt of and conduct within the hermitage were published separately under the title Instructiones 

EremiEremi t'ratrum disc aice at arum (fig.1 10), which reflected the growing importance of these kind 

off institutions.38 The general introduction to the 1631 edition gave the historical development of 

thee Carmelite Order, explicitly linking the primitive Rule of Alberto Vercelli with the recent 

interpretations,, and thereby providing a historical justification for these 'new' hermitages and the 

dedicationn of the Carmelite to contemplative prayer. 

Thee rules stated that every province should have its own hermitage to provide spiritual 

retreatt to all its members at regular intervals. 4 The maximum number of monks in these 

hermitagess was set at twenty. The first paragraph on hermitages stated that isolation from society 

forr the complete dedication to devotional exercises was the purpose of these institutions, by 
i n n 

meanss of the 'y°ke of oratiom\ and acts of mortification and other pious works. Perpetual 

alternationn of liturgical and mental prayer was to occupy the soul of the Carmelite during his stay 

inn the hermitage. At least eight hours a day should be spent in the private cell, in the service of 

solitaryy prayer.41 It was stated that 'the goal of the eremitic life is the union of the soul with God, 

forr the Divine liberation of which oraiioni and laudibus should be firmly held...' " 

Too obtain this complete dedication to prayers, life in the hermitage followed a highly 

structuredd form. From the entry of the new hermit his reception by the community that guided 

himm in procession to his eeli and handing him the bastone, through the acts of silence, obedience 

andd mortification, until the departure of the monk after his stay of at least one and at the 

maximumm three years, everything was ritualised.4' A spiritual path was also planned, beginning 

withh penitence to cleanse the soul, and ending with a solitary stay in a separate hermitage 

dedicatedd to the alternation of liturgical and mental prayer. 

!! Const itufiones fratrum Disculcealarum 16.11. p.98: chapter IX: 'De F.remi Monasterijs. ac eorum fine.' 
'** Instructiones Eremi 1669. Another edition appeared in Louvain in 1698. probably in conjunction with the 
institutionn of hermitages in Flanders. 

Seee /immerman 1927. pp.85-1 15 for the first version of the Spanish statutes on hermitages, and Albisani 1990. 
pp.77-788 and Sturm 2002. pp. 153-156 for a discussion of the Italian versions. 
''"" Constitutiones fratriim Discalceatorum 1631. p.98: 'IX: L)e Fremi Monasterijs, ac eorum tine... 2. finis 
notissimumm eremiticae Institutionis nostrae est. ut Fratres in Fremis eonimorantes iugi orationis, precuni. ac 
viüiliarunii studio, assidua corporis mortificatione. alijsq; pijs operibus omnibus tldelibus. totique Fcclesiae maxime 
prosint...1 1 

"" Recchia 1976. p.43. 
""" Instructiones Eremi 1669, p 3 1: 'Cum vitse Freinitica; finis sit unio anima' cum Deo. ad quam orationi. laudibusq. 
Diviniss vacando tentendum est...' 
J'' Zimmerman 1927. pp.68-70, Albisani 1990. p.78. 



Furthermore,, a ban existed on written communication except tor administrative reasons, 

andd absolute silence (perenne silemium) was imposed on all. This strict ban on talking was only 

liftedd at the feasts of Faster and Christmas."1'4 Isolation from the outside world was arrived at by 

closingg off the terrain: no-one would be allowed inside without prior permission, and women 

weree completely forbidden to enter at all times. Visitors were sometimes allowed on the 

premises,, however, as the existence of the hospitium in Monte Virginio and regulations on this 

matterr in the 1669 constitutions indicate. Filtering the /one of solitary hermitages and the 

conventt itself was however strictly forbidden: visitors were only allowed to access the church and 

thee sacrists. Ail these precautions ought to result in the highest concentration on meditative 

exercises,, so that exterior solitude would incite interior concentration. 

Accordingg to these regulation';, the plan of a hermitage should reflect the different levels 

o!! perfection in contemplative life. The complex was to consist of a central monastic building, 

whichh included the church and the refectory for regular gatherings onee every fortnight. In the 

centrall building, those newly arrived would be trained in abstinence and discipline: alter solid 

preparationn they would be allowed to live in complete solitude in the smaller isolated dwellings 

forr the rest of their sojourn in the deserto. But not even there was the Discalced Carmelite left to 

hiss own devices: the prior would pay weekly visits, and the daily liturgical order would be 

indicatedd by the ringing oï bells, calling all to the choir or chapel at the same time. In short. 

Montee Virginio reflected in all its details the general requirements on spatial and architectural 

organisationn of grounds and buildings formulated in the Instrucliones Krcmi. 

Thee mystical language of nature: Saint Theresa of Avil a 

Apartt from reelecting the historical situation of the Discalced Order in the early seventeenth 

century,, the institution of hermitages was also a result of inspiration from the examples of their 

twoo founders. John of the Cross and Theresa of Avila. Both saints advocated the hermitage as the 

placee most apt for frequent and almost uninterrupted prayer, and infused the surrounding 

countrysidee with allegorical and symbolic meaning. In doing so. they took up and combined 

Flijah'ss two maxims taken from the Bible: 'I stand before the Ford who lives', and 'do up the 

Mountt to see the I ,ord'. 

Alreadyy in her youth. Saint Theresa ot Av Ma had turned the garden ot her parental house 

111 /imrm-rmiin I0?7. nn.70.7a. Albisani !'WO. pp.76 7V. and Sturm imZ. pp.1 ^7-1^8. 
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intoo a place to live out her ideal of being an anchoress.4" In later life, she had hermitages made in 

severall of the places where she lived, to dedicate herself to prayer in solitude when time allowed. 

Mostt of these, however, were metaphorical, in the form of secluded rooms.4'1 She explicitly called 

themm hermitages, however, as in a letter of February 1574 where she discussed the view over the 

n v e ii U U l l l U l i c u i L i i c i e I I ^ I U I H Ü ^ - I . / i i u i w u t i i m>- p i t i ^ t i i . i ^ n i i n ^ . i t . . ^ t " " • * - • -— f j 

isolated,, the proximity to nature did count for her. affording the desired effect of mental 

isolation. . 

Forr Theresa the quality of a monastic building relied heavily on the aesthetic qualities of 

itss surrounding nature; on several occasions she was prone to refuse a site for its unsuitability in 

thiss respect.4* She wrote in 1576 regarding requirements for the foundation of a monastery: 'The 

sitee is a matter of such importance that it would be folly to merely look at the price. For the water 

andd the view, I would gladly give elsewhere much more than the monastery itselt has cost.' 

Fourr years later she required a visual representation of the gardens of a property she was 

consideringg acquiring: 'About the house that they want to sell you. it would be of great 

importancee to my eyes to have it represented in views and a garden; that point is. in the end, very 

importantt for our kind of life.0 ' 

Inn Theresa's writings nature played a role on two symbolical levels. On the one hand, it 

lUJIciLiMfcüü as a twnipai i JVJIL \.<> ^Apiaui LVJ m^ n»iivj«-i m%. . . t u t , ^ . . ..,. ^..- ,.<j _. - - t , , • - - • 

Becausee of a lack of terminology for this kind of subject, she reverted to images of nature close at 

handd and available to all her readers. Communication on mystical subjects requires metaphor as a 

vehiclee for the simple reason that it discusses otherworldly things."1 Either the visible world plays 

thee role of direct simile between the process of nature and the mystical road, or nature becomes a 

•»ss p e e r s 1951-1960 vol .1, pp.109-110. citing from the Vida: 'When I saw that it was impossible for me to go to any 

placee where they would put me to death for God's sake, we decided to become hermits, and we used to build 

hermitages,, as well as we could, in an orchard which we had at home.' 
"'' E. Allison Peers remarked in a footnote to the text in Theresa of Avila 1946 vol .1 , p.270: 'Anxious to make the life 
off the Reform as similar as possible to that of the primitive Carmelites. St. Theresa had a number of hermitages made 
att St. Joseph's. Avila and her other foundations. At the time o the r Beatification there were four of these in the 
gardenn of St. Joseph's and one within the convent itself. Today, also, there are four, but in the shape of divisions of a 

singlee building.' 
477 Horisoone 1956. p. 17 cited from this letter: 'J'ai un hermitage d'oii ["on voit la riviere et une cellule oil. merne dc 

monn lit. je pius contempier ee spectacle, ce qui est tres agreable pour moi.' 
4"" Horisoone 1956. pp.1 «-22. 
'*"" Horisoone 1956, p. 19. citing letter 99: 'l.e site est un chose tellement importante pour une monastère que ce serait 
foliee de resiarder au prix. Pour lean e la VI.K\ je donnerais tres volcntiers ailleurs beaueoup plus que n'a coCité ce 

monastère.' ' 
' "" Letter 324. cited after Horisoone 1956. p.21: 'Quant a la maison qu'on veut vous vendre. e'est lui donner une 
grandee valeur a mes yeux que de me la represented avec des belles vues et un jardin: ce point est. en effet. tres 

importantt pour not re genre de vie.' 



metaphorr or symbol, ' For i heresa. animals o tien stood tbr the soul striving to approximate its 

Creator:: the eagle, according to hihlical and medieval bestiaries, tlew to the sun when it was 

goingg blind, to regain its sight; the silkworm would, after spinning its cocoon and living there in 

seclusion,, turn into a moth and fly into the tlame to be consumed there."' All these flying animals 

representedd the soul, which, alter seeing God at the end of the mystical road, was read\ to die 

beforee the world and live eternally. 

Thee most important image used by Theresa in her writings was that of the garden, both in 

thee form of a simile and in the form of a metaphor/" In the former, the activities in the garden 

weree analogies of the process of meditation. In the latter case, the garden was an analogy for the 

humann soul, derived from the old metaphor of the hortus coudususS Taking care of this garden 

thuss stood for the care taken over ones own sow, h> means of prayer and devotional exercises. In 

II heresa's view, this 'gardening' was done on!> partially by the contemplative person, in 

preparationn for the arrival of the Gardener.v" This was a combined reference to Christ appearing 

too Mary Magdalene and the image of Christ praying in the Garden of Gethsemane: while in the 

firstfirst he was the active gardener appearing to His disciples, in the second the garden was the 

settingg for conversing with His Father. Prayer, as taught in the second episode, would turn the 

wildd interior garden into the paradisiacal Garden, the locus amoenus. When properly done, the 

Gardenerr would honour this pleasant site with I lis visits, and come to live there, as in the first 

episode. . 

Apartt from this imagery derived from biblical sources. Saint Theresa also alluded to real 

naturee in her writings, but only with the greatest reticence. In the Mansions she called to mind 

naturall phenomena and animals to explain the principle of God's omnipresence to the reader. In 

thiss context, she drew upon the same kind o\' natural-history works that the Jesuit used in the 

contextt of the garden at San Vitale. In the fourth Mansion. Theresa referred to the ant: 'I am sure. 

thatt the least of the animals of God. the small ant. for example, contains more marvels than our 

mindss are able to understand'/ These marvels would also function in the process of prayer, as 

shee gave beginners experiencing difficulties the following advice: 

''' Howe 1988. pp 37-51. and Mark 2000. pp.84-87. 
Siicimm i 978. pp i;.' \ - Ï :0 . 

'"" Peer, I 951-I960\ol . l . pp.144-145. ! 72- T5 . and 1 \O\M: 1988. pp.6 1 -63. 
'"" This metaphor is most e\plki(l\ worked out in the ï.iü' vt'saint Theresa. see Peers I951-i960 vol.I. pp.122-124. 

Forr the honus conclusus and its influence on Theresa oi'Avila. see DS 1937-1994 vol.7.1 col.767. 772-773 arid 
'775-776:: tor the influence of this concept on the visual arts and the depiction of landscape from die Middle Ages 
onwards,, see Reau 1955-1959 vol.2.2. pp. 100-102. Schiller 1966-199 i vol.4.2. pp.207. Pochat 1973. pp.227-230 and 
l in in i r r ss 19^8 pp 1 ^ - 1 T" 

"""" Peers 1951-1060 vol.1, pp. 122-1 25 and I hme I 988. pp.96-98. 
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When,, therefore, the aforementioned fire is not kindled in the will, and the Presence of 

Godd is not felt, we must needs seek it, since this is His Majesty's desire, as the Bride 

soughtt it in the Songs. Let us ask the creatures. ..'""* 

Nott only beginners, but also experts might perceive nature as a reflection of His Presence, or see 

thee elements of this world as a reflection of God. Plants and animak were made by Him to praise 

Him,, and this enticed the 'reader' of nature to do the same. Turning from the interior voyage to 

thee outside world at the end of the Spiritual Castle, Theresa ended one of the final chapters of the 

seventhh Mansion with words in which she evoked the reader as one of the creatures praising the 

omnipotencee and omnipresence of the Creator.5 

Johnn of the Cross and the allegory of nature 

Saintt John of the Cross, assistant and friend of Theresa of Avila and, together with her, founder 

off the Discalced Carmelite Order, expanded the use of nature from a mere symbol to a proper 

placee for prayer.60 This might be related to the fact that as a monk, he enjoyed more freedom than 

nunss who were supposed to live in clausura according to the Tridentine decrees. John in his 

AscentAscent of Mount Carmel thus recommended to his readers to go to the countryside to pray: The 

firstt kind is typified by the dispositions of land and place. In a natural way they incite prayer by 

thee pleasant view of its variety, by the orientation of the land or the disposition of the trees or by 

thee solitary quiet.' lie was also the first to institute a solitary monaster)' in Spam tor the 

Discalcedd monks, the Calvario. Saint John considered the surroundings of this place as 

particularlyy apt for the act of contemplation, to understand the Creator by means of his creatures, 

ass it offered silence and seclusion, as well as a wide range of natural beauties to take into 

consideration.1" " 

"" Theresa of Avila 1946 vol.2, p.236 {Mansions IV,2). 
v"" Theresa of Avila 1946 vol.2, p.306 {Mansions VI. 7). 
'' Theresa of Avila 1946 vol.2, p.343 {Mansions VII.3). 

'"" DS 1937-1994 vol.8, cols.408-447 and Peers 1951-1960 vol.1, pp.183-193; on John's appreciation of nature, see 
Peerss 1951-1960 vol.]. pp.230-231. 
"!! Ascent of Mount Carmel Rk.III ch.42,1, in John of the Cross 1982, p.529: 'I.a primera es algunas disposieioncs de 
tierrass y sitios. que con la agradable esperieneia de sus diferencias. ahora er disposicion de tierra, ahora de arholes. 
ahoraa de solitaria quietud. natura I ment e despiertan la devoción.' 
'''' :: José di Jesus Maria 1638. pp.465-466: T>a il deserto del Calvario mol to a proposito per i spirit! contemplativi. & 
invitavaa alia contemplatione si per la comodita de! sito. essendo nioito solitario. come per la varieta delle cose, die si 
scoprivanoo con la vista rendendo quella solitudine piü divota. come rapidi torrenti, monti. rupi. sassi. valii. & il 
fiumee (Juadalquivir. il quale passa circondando i fondarnenli di quel scoglio. sopra il qua] c fondato il Monasterio; c 
tuttee queste cose erano al nostro Venerabil Padre come una musica celeste, che lo nereava, come al Proreta Davidde. 
perr mezzo della consideratione del Creatore, che seopriva nelle creature, nel laqual eognitione il Signore lo 
illuminavaa tanto. come in altro luogo habbiamo veduto: Si che non solamente riceveva diletto spirituale vedendo la 
magnificenzaa di Dio, che si manitestava nelle sue creature. I'armonia. e mirabil consonanza. che si seopriva tra esse. 
&& il loro Creatore; ma ancora salendo dalli effetti alia causa si augmentava molto in li la eognitione. e i'amore di esso 
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Thiss admiration for nature as the image of God was also taught to others. John's 

hagiographyy written in the 1620s described how he recommended and taught his disciples to use 

thee natural surroundings of the Calvario by his own explicit example."' The biograph> written 

shortlyy alter his death recounted how he went along to impress the minds of his disciples with the 

imageryy of mysticism: 

Andd although he could enjoy from the window of his cell all the variety of these things 

[i.e.. the landscape] and the consolation that they brought to his mind, nonetheless he led 

[thee monks] a number of times through these mountains to some delightful well to enjoy 

thiss banquet even more to his taste, which his spirit found in the university of the 

creatures,, and also to yield the souls of his religious to solitude. After having stirred and 

rousedd them with benefit and delight by means of some short spiritual discourse, serving 

themm as a lecture and as the commencement of prayer, he distributed them o\er that 

mountainn so that they could talk to God in solitude, and dispose themselves to receive the 

spirituall meal of divine infusion, and he likewise hid himself where he could do his own 

exercises.. This was habitually done in place of the joint oralUme during the evening. They 

laterr returned to the Convent not only recreated, but also passionate; having before them 

suchh a heroic example of all the virtues, they advanced in them in such a way. that the 

acquisitionss they made there they could spend in all the rest of their lives, and which 

couldd be shared with others in the convents where they reside.'' 

Inn his writings. Saint John converted profane themes quite directly into religious comparisons. 

Thiss imagery functions on the compositional as well as on detailed levels. His Spiritual ('anliclc 

hass for these reasons been compared to a bucolic poem in which natural beauty frequently is 

admired.. ^ 

(.. 'reatore.' See also Blommestijn I luls Waaijman 2000 for the concept of nature in relation to contemplation in John's 
discussionn of the Song of Songs. 
'"'"  On the convent of the Calvario. see Zimmerman 1927. pp.4.1-45. and Peers 1951-1960 vol.1, p. 191. 
''"'' .lose di Jesus Maria ! 638. pp.466-467; '{•; henche dalla fïnestra della sua Cel la godesse della varieta di tutte le date 
cose,, e della eonsolatione, die apportavano al suo spirito. nondimeno alcune volte per godere piü a suo gusto di 
questoo convito. ehe il suo spirito trovava nella universita delle creature, & anco per inclinare alia solitudine gli animi 
dee suoi Religiosi. li conduceva per quei mod verso qualche ptacevol tonte. e dopo di haverlo ravivati. e rallegrati 
alquantoo con frutto. e diletto cö qualche breve ragionamento spirituale. ilquale potesse servirli di lettione per 
cominciaree ad orare. li divide\a tra quel monte. accioehe in solitudine parlassero con Dio. e si disponessero per 
nceveree la reletttone spirituale della divina intlueii/a. A; egii parunente si naseondeva dove poiesse tare la pane sua 
CHiestoo accostumava in luogo deiforatsone comune della sera, e ntornavano poi al (."omento non solaniente riereati. 
maa infervorati: Kt havendo innanzi a se un esemplare cosi heroico di tutte Ie virtu si avvan/avano in quelle di 
maniera.. die dell'acquisto. die ivi fecero. hebbero assai da >pendere per loro in tutto i! tempo della vita ioro. e da 
parteeiparnee ad altri nelli Conventi, dove residevano.' See also florisoone 1956. p.28 on this episode, and Albisani 
1990.. p j j . s6- j7 ii..n). K>[ ibis biugiapiiv. 

Baru/.ii I 9 . 1 . pp. I 07-1 I 7 and 11 owe I 9S8. pp.99-1 00. 



Creaturess and plants reflected the beauty of God; they contained in themselves the 

Beloved,, as Christ is often called in mystical language. Identification of the visual world with this 

conceptt can be found in the passages of the Canticle in which the soul wanders around searching 

forr Christ: 

MYY Beloved, the mountains. 
Lonelyy wooded valleys. 
Strangee islands, 
Resoundingss rivers. 
Thee whistling of breezes in love 

Thee tranquil night. 
Closee to the rising dawn. 
Soundingg rivers. 
Thee banquet that refreshes and enamours.06 

Inn this long poem on Divine love, the Beloved is not like nature. He is nature itself, quenching 

andd inspiring the onlooker. Nature is the Face of God.67 It is this phenomenon - the omnipresence 

off God in the visible world - that functioned as an incitement to prayer, to love Him, and out of 

thiss love to go and search for Him. 

Naturee withi n the hermitage 

Inn both Theresa's and John's WTitings, the inadequacy of language was solved by using the 

alphabett of nature that God himself had created; as a result, they invested the real world with 

mysticall images. The prescriptions regarding hermitages in the Discalced Constitutions explicitly 

rrfrrredd in nature: according to the paragraph on the hermitages in the Constitutions of 1631. 

treess should be planted not only for reasons of agricultural activities, but also with religious 

functionss in mind: 

Insidee the clausura of the hermitage, if there are no plants nor trees, two or three centuries 

off maintenance are required, or the work of the Donors will not have been sufficient; 

however,, the Prior should take care to plant each year some trees, so that the place will be 

moree lovely, and apt for oratione.'^ 

Fromm this advice the fact that the gardens of hermitages were consciously designed to excite the 

devotionall reading of nature can be ascertained. The Deserio of Monte Virginio was a ease in 

point.. The transformations made to the grounds between 1651 and the end of the seventeenth 

'Tavardd 19S8. p. 156. 
Blommestijnn Huls Waaijman 2000. 

"̂ ^ Comtitutit)ws 16.il. p.105: '16. Intra Fremi clausuram. neque agri. neque arbores sint. qui bin colendis duorum. 
vell trium saeeularium. vel Donatorurn labor non suffïciat: Prior autern quisque annis singulis sylvestres arbores 
plantarii facial, ut locus amenior. & orationi aptior Hat.' 

http://16.il


centt ui'}' are traceable through a number of accounts and maps. I he etiect oi these intervention 

wass that horrid nature was turned into a cultivated garden, although the presentation of the 

hermitagee in a print of 1668 (fig. I l l ) was probabh more the ideal than the reality at that time. 

Priorr to the changes introduced by the Servites and Carmelites, the hill was familiarly 

calledd 'Monte Sassano'. or Mony hill. Miggestirig that it was barren land unfit for agriculture. 

Improvementt was made possible by the construction of an aqueduct in 1669.w Subsequently, to 

thee left of the hill vegetable gardens were laid out for olive trees and vineyards (see fig. 106). ' 

Partt of the terrain was used for the production ot grain." hach of the dwellings in the central 

coenobitee structure and the smaller hermitages also had their own gardens, including a vegetable 

garden.. By the planning of these military grounds, the deserto as a whole and the individual 

monkss became large!} independent of food supplies from outside, another guarantee for relative 

seclusion. . 

Apartt from nutrition, green spaces were also adapted for the practice of prayer, sometimes 

withh a clear reference to Biblical symbolism. Trees were planted in small wooded areas, and 

alongg the paths laid out in the grounds, connecting the various edifices. These elements were 

consideredd incitements to devotional thought: the road that led from the eentrai coenobitic 

dwellingg to the new hermitage of Monte Calvario on the top of the hill was called 'Viale della 

Coniemplayione'.''"" Wandering up this path, the thoughts of the monks could wander over nature 

ass a symbol and a sign of God. At the same time, the climb up the steep hill now became a means 

off following the Passion of Christ. Along the path, nine ediculae were erected with the stations of 

thee Cross, to form a miniature Sacra Monte.'* Halfway, a 'Scena d'aeque' was planned, 

expressingg the idea of the Cross as the 'tons vitae'. the lifegiving water of Christ." This 

consciouss evocation of the biblical world was set forth inside the new hermitage with a number 

off chapels dedicated to the Stations; behind the complex an olive grove was planted to invoke the 

(iardenn of Olives.0 In other words, nature became the setting for devotional exercises where the 

writingss of Theresa and Saint John would be studied, and one of its subjects as well. 

Thee aim of the physical hermitage was to teach the monk a devotional exercise that would 

continuee to function outside the walls of the hermitage. Natural surroundings within the 

"" Sturm 2002. p. I 75. citing ACM. Cart.3 1: 'Per opere a fare lc tonne delII condotti per I'acqua p.tc 6 . ' 
STiirmm 20(12. pp M - M 

Recchiaa 1976. p.28. 
:: Sec Sturm 2002. p.48. 
11 Recchia 1976. p.29 and Sturm 2002. pp. I 26-127, On the Sacro Monte see Sai-ri Monti 1991 and Nova 199^ 
55 For this interpretation of the fountain, sec Sturm 2002. p. Ml . On the importance of the image of water for saint 
ÏÏ hercsa. see Peers 1 95 i - i 960 voi. i. pp. i 77- i 7v. 

Sturmm 2002. pp.82-85. 92. 
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hermitagee helped the Discalced Carmelite to find metaphors for their own relationship with God, 

andd investing nature with religious symbolism would turn it into the image nearest to hand in 

eachh and every situation. With this turn, the eremo became a state of mind, which could help the 

monkk to continue his spiritual obligations even while far away from the convent in non-European 

countries.. In the end, the Carmelite monk should create in his mind the counterpart to the solitary 

placee in which he lived, to be dedicated completely to the devotional practice he had been taught 

-- the simile of the Garden that Theresa had used for the human soul. Nature would then reflect in 

thee real world the spiritual path that the regular was to undertake in his own soul, and it was for 

thiss reason that it played such a dominant part in Carmelite hermitages. 

Privatee hermitages for  cardinals 

Aroundd the 1640s. an autonomous romitorio was designed and built for Cardinal Francesco 

Barberinii (1597-1679).76 Nothing remains of it today, except fora number of drawings made at 

thee end of the seventeenth century. The architect of the hermitage was Francesco Borromini, and 

itss location was the Cardinal's vigna on the slope of Monte Mario, the hill north of the Vatican.77 

Indicationss for the dating of this project can be found in the accounts on the acquisition of the 

terrain,, the nucleus of which was bought in 1639 and subsequently enlarged. Soon afterwards, 

Borrominii must have received the commission to design a casino, consisting of three levels, 

whichh constituted an autonomous edifice with kitchen, bedroom, study and chapel (fig.1 12).™ Its 

interiorr organisation was very close to that of the Discalced hermitages and just as independent 

fromm its surroundings: in contrast, however, it probably only served for shorter sojourns/" 

Onee of the most conspicuous commissioners of spiritual retreats in the form of 

hermitages,, on a scale that was comparable to or even greater than that of Odoardo Farnese 

earlierr in the century, was cardinal Flavio ï C.'higi (1631-1693; sec tig. 1 18).' Huring his lifetime 

"" On cardinal Francesco Barberini and his ascetic lifestyle, see ('ardella 1793 vol.6, pp.238-243. Pastor 1925-1933 
vol.13.1.. pp.254-257 and DM 1960-present, vol.6, pp.172-176. 
"" Curcio 1989 and 1992. Wolfe 2000. and Sturm 2002. pp. 104-106. 
~ss Accounts for the acquisition of the vigna and subsequent works are in BAY. Archivio Barberini 176, 'Conto de 
Denarii pagati nella C'ompra della vigna a Monte Mario, e di spese fattevi dal Card. Francesco Barberini 1'Anno 
1639'. . 

Wolfee 2000. p.83 dated the construction to 1639-1641; Sturm 2002. p.106 assumed that the building was only 
completelyy Imished by 1751. 
ss Sturm 2002. pp. 106-107 compared the Barhenni-hermitage on Monte Mario to the individual romitorii in Monte 
\\ irginio and suggested direct influences from Borromini on the presumed architect of the Carmelite hermitages. 
Interestingly.. Francesco Barberini aKo showed a predilection for landscapes with hermits; he commissioned between 
16300 and 1636 a number of seventeen works with this subject from the (Flemish0) painter Giovanni Francione; sec 
Aronbemm I.avin 1975. pp.17. 82-82 and 246. 
"" (ïacconi 1677 vol.4, col.727. Cardella 1793 vol.7. pp.120-122. Moroni 1840-1879 vol.13, pp.86-87. DM 1960-
present.. vol.24, pp.747-75 1. and Reinhardt in Die gruwen Fawilien Italiens 1992. p. 168. 
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hee managed to construct three mmitnrii - as the term generalk used by then denoted them - all ot 

themm different in form, but with the same concept: the temporary dedication to contemplation, in 

reall or artificially natural surroundings. This function can be deduced from wa\ these spaces 

weree furnished and decorated. 

Thee first uf those ephemeral hermitages v\as situated in Rome, in a corner of the Chigi 

villaa near Quattro Fontane. The grounds situated at the corner of the present Via Dcpretis and Via 

Na/ionalee were bought in 1660 by Don Mario Chigi. who donated it to his son Ilaxio in 1664. 

whoo added other grounds to it m 166u.''- 1 he project to embellish this garden with several 

fountainss and terraces around a centra! casino had been initiated by 1668. as the architect Carlo 

fontanaa was paid for his designs that year.Sl In the same year a first reception described as 

'testaa gastronomico musicale' was staged there for the Roman nobility in honour of the family 

off the reigning pope Clement IX Rospigliosi (1667-1669): a number of prints and descriptions 

weree made to commemorate the event (fiig.1 13).*4 

Nonee of these images depicted the romimrio itself, as it was situated at the back of the 

grounds,, and consisted of nothing more than a walled-in part of the gardens planted with laurels 

andd an oak tree. One of its walls was decorated with a frescoed scene of a solitary religious 

figure.. This painting has been attributed to Giuseppe Chiari on the basis of a payment to him in 

1675.. for the execution of a Venus and a 'hermit'.*0 from this source can be deduced that on the 

oppositee wall the lascivious goddess was represented. This painted decoration, in combination 

withh giochi d'acquu or sprinklers installed in the pavement in front of the Venus, seems to have 

meantt to teach visitors a moral lesson,' ' In the I 'iaggio cwioso de'Palazzi e I "ilk j piu notabili Ji 

RomaRoma of 1683. the abstinence of the hermit was contrasted with the attraction of the beautiful 

woman:: too great an interest in the latter was punished with unexpected spurts of water, to teach 

thee visitor a lesson of moral restraint: 

Thee well arranged and well painted hermitage, which teaches temperance in the beauties 

'"'' these grounds were rented from the adjacent Carmelite monastery. On the history of the garden see (iolzio 1939. 
pp.189-200.. Incisa della Rocehetta 1%6. Coffin 1991. pp.137-138 and Cangemi in Ak'ssandro ill  Chigi 2000. 
pp.33 18-321. 
*'' (iolzio 1939. pp.191, 195-701: for fontana, see DBl 1%0-present. vol.48. pp.624-636 and Dictionary nf An 1996 
\-A.\\-A.\ \. pp.274-276. 
" ;; for these festi\ hies and the prints made to commemorate them, see Gulzio 1939. p. 191 -192 and 19s-196. \tassort 
19"72.. p.68-69. Fagiolo Jell'Ara) 1997. p.460-463 and Cangt-mi 2000 p.3 18-320. 
^^ ("iolzio 1939 p.193. and p.200. payment on March 1. 1675: 'Detto - a Voi med[esimjo -.cudi selte m[oneija so no 
p|er || v[ost]ro rimh(orso| D'altr.ti da Voi pagato a Giuseppe Chiari Pittorc pjerl haver dipinto una Venere et un 
Cremitaa nel n[ost|ro üiardjinjo alle 4 tont[an|e..7 On Giuseppe Chiari. see Paseoli 1992. pp.287-301. DBl 1960-
present.. vol.74, pp s6^ - s64 and •Wi>v»tr!»,.•<•• Kiins!!i-r-I.i.'xik>>>i ?(><>2-pre^n! \ o ! . ! S . p.500. 
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off this world. On the other side one sees the figure of a beautiful woman, where the too 
ill ill 

eagerr will find themselves deceived by jets of water.'' 

Althoughh at first sight this might suggest a playful but rather meaningless use of the theme, other 

projectss indicate that Flavio 1 Chigi must have considered more seriously the anchorite ideal as 

worthyy of imitation. The palace on Piazza Santi Apostoli where the cardinal lived from 1661 

onwards,, the present Palazzo Odeschalchi (fig. 114). contained a small hermitage directly 

connectedd to his private apartment. located in the mezzanine of the building.m It was relatively 

small,, measuring 3,35 by 6,25 meters, which is slightly less than the 4 by 8 meters of the 

Camerinoo degli Fremiti. It overlooked the elevated walled garden at the hack of the palace, and 

enjoyedd the quiet and calm necessary for the dedication to prayer and contemplation (probably 

roomm C 16 on the plan in fig. 115).89 

Thee walls of Chigi's hermitage - made of timber - were hung with painted landscapes 

populatedd with hermits, and the furniture consisted of two tables, a prie-dieu and a turn-box. 

Thee latter functioned as a means through which the victuals of the hermit were furnished, 

obviouslyy a reference to restricted nutrition as part of mortification, but also a sign of the utmost 

separationn from human society. From the presence of this device it can be gauged that Cardinal 

Chigii intended to spend more than the occasional hour there, as he might need food after some 

iirne.. FAaclly which artists were responsible for the invention and oxemtion of this project is not 

known;; payments were made to several artists who specialised in landscape-painting, such as 

Francescoo Mola in I663.41 The hermitage was probably decorated by the painter Vincenzo 

Corallii with a team of assistants. Coralli was exclusively active in the service of Flavio Chigi. 

v"" On the water tricks, and She planning ofwa'er-eondnirs in this narden around 1674, see Coffin 1991, p. 138. 
s77 Cited after Golzio 1939 p.190: 'L'Fremo ben disposto, e ben dipinto. che insegna la temperanza nelle delizie di 
questoo mondo. Dall'altra parte si vede una figura di vaga Donna, che i troppo arditi si trovano ingannati daila furia di 
aequa.' ' 
"xx Waddy 1990. pp.291-320 and Metzger Habel 2002, pp. 199-213. 
'v)) Tessin 2002b. p.314 wrote about a fire in the back part of the palace which had occurred shortly before his visit to 
it:: 'Dieses gant/e palaïs ist vom Cav: Bemin gebaut worden, undt ist dass hinter theil vor ein jahr gantz abgebrandt 
fastt gewesen, an der stelle, wo anil/o der reiche meubel ist.' This fire must also have destroyed the romitoria. as 
Tessinn makes no mention of it in his description of the palace. An account of 1687 for the restoration of a number of 
roomss sustains this; see Oolzio 1939. p.78: 'in ristaurare il suo Palazzo ineontri Ssit. Apostoli quale si guasto a causa 
deH'ineendio'. . 
";; See Waddy 1990. p.313 and idem in Amhiente Bumcco 1999. pp.31 and 37 n.79. As Waddy points nut. the exact 
locationn of the hermitage is difficult to ascertain: the puzzling fact is that the stima oi Palazzo (. higi-Odescalchi in 
BAY.. Arch.Chigi 516, made up in 1669, refers to both a 'stanza detto il Romitorio' on fols. 1 ir and 49r. located near 
too the "scala lumaca'. a loggia and above the stables, and thus probably at the rear of the building, and a room 
describedd as 'stanzino del Romitorio' on IbU I5r and 73r-v. which was close to the viuirdarobha. on the piano 
nobiie.nobiie. Where thus the hermitage should be located remains unsolved; it might have been close to the stanza, maybe 
evenn connected by interior stairs. Hie stanza was decorated with wooden wainscoting; stanzino was more properly 
furnished,, with an ingenocchialore di noce venata ..." a table, and again a complete wainscoting in wood. For the 
originall designs by I ontana for the palazzo Chigi-Odesehalchi. see HAY.Chigi PA II. 10. fols.61r-62r. 
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andd was a specialiM in the genre of landscape. '" 

Thee last and most conspicuous hermitage tor Cardinal Flavio was not found in Rome, hut 

inn the Cardinals' native Sienese countryside: instead of largely consisting of artilfcially natura! 

settingss as did the preceding two. it was placed within a real, but nonetheless planned and 

organisedd countryside. Near the Tuscan village iA" Aneaiano. the Chigi Tamil) had possessed a 

smalll villa with casino since the mid-seventeenth century, the nucleus of which was acquired b\ 

ITavio'ss father. Don Mario Chigi. Around 1676. during Flavio's cardinalate. a project was started 

too enlarge, unify and embellish the property. This was not concluded until the first decades of the 

eighteenthh centurv." 'I'he co-ordinating architect was again Carlo Fontana. 

Thee original casino of the villa, largely left untouched, was located between two hilltops 

thatt were unified by fontana into one grand design (tig. I !6). One summit became the location of 

aa large statue of Hercules by the sculptor Ma/zuoli: the other one was crowned by a small 

buildingg (fig. 1 17}.""+ The facade of this latter structure contained a large patriarchal cross with 

twoo crossbeams. Inserted at the ends of these three beams were medallions showing the figures of 

Christt and the four Lvangelists. Its outside decoration, near-contemporary descriptions and post-

mortemmortem inventory of the possessions of Flavio Chigi. prove that this building functioned as a real 

hermitage.. In the concept of the garden, it was the religious counterpart to the Hercules figure, 

whichh should be interpreted here as a symbol of Virtue. ° 

Whatt makes this particular hermitage in ( ctinale especially interesting is both the context 

createdd around it. and its internal disposition. The two hundred steps leading to the summit of the 

hilll (at the base flanked by the triple monti or 'mountains' from the Chigi-.v/cmmf;) clearly referred 

too the metaphor of spiritual ascent of the soul to heaven. This was not the only intervention 

turningg the landscape into a metaphor for the spiritual pilgrimage. After inheriting the villa from 

hiss uncle Flavio. Bonaventura Chitzi Xondadari added a warden in the form of a Thebaid' to this 

'' Sec Ciol/.io 1939. pp.13 and 70 
D\D\ C. astro 1999. p.227 suggested that the painter of these landscapes was Vincenzo Coralli. who worked almost 

exclusivelyy as artistic entrepreneur tor Flavio I Chigi. with a predominance of projects invoking landscape-painting; 
seee also Mignosi I antillo 2000. p.341 on the cooperation between Giovanni Paolo Schor and Coralii. Whether he 
vwiss one and the same as Francesco Coralli. mentioned in more or less the same role, remains unclear; see 
AA it sememes KiinstU'r-Lcxikon IWJ-nn'.scnt vol.21 n 1 17 Fnr the patronage of Coralii h\ Flavin ! Chigi. ~ee Gob.io 
W39.. where is is frequent!> mentioned in payments for Palazzo at 1'iaz/a SS Apostoti and the garden at the Quattro 
lontane. . 

11 On the Villa Cetinale and its planning see (iolzio 1939. pp.203-227. Sovialle 1988. p 36. Nimonim 1992. pp.1 12-
ii Is . Ree Smienk Steenbergen 1902. pp.49-53. Ciiusti Fagiolo 1996, pp.162-187. Angelini Montanari 1998. pp.224-
247.. Romagnoli in - i / cwW/v VHChigi 2000. pp 454-458 and especially Bach-Nielsen 1997. 

11 On the statue, see Angelini Montanari 1998. p 236-238; fora contemporary biography on Giuseppe \1a//uoli. see 
Pascohh I W2, p.931-935 
'"'"  See Rip;) IftfH. nn.506-507. and Ptgler 1956 vol. 72. pp.201-224 on ilic I Icn-iiliMu image oi Virtue 
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villa,, in which the concept of the hermitage was extended to incorporate the rest of the park. The 

orationn held at Flavio's funeral however suggests that the plan for this hosco. comparable to a 

sacrasacra monte. had already been devised before his death in 1693. begun around 1680. and 

completedd by his heirs.v 

Thiss religious theme-park contained a number oi diverse motifs, constituting a spiritual 

routee through nature.97 At the entrance stood an arch with the painted figures of Hlijah and Saints 

Paul,, Anthony Abbot, Mary Magdalene, Francis, and others famous examples of solitary life. An 

inscriptionn on the same arch derived from Saint Jerome referred to these saints as 'Christ's 

flowers'flowers' in the desert, leading the thoughts of the wanderer from the real to the spiritual garden. 

Thenn followed a lingering path with statues of praying monks along the way and chapels with 

frescoedd scenes from the life of Christ. At the other end of the path through this Sacra Bosco, a 

numberr of monsters were executed in sculpture, representing the customary temptations that 

tormentedd the real hermit." Thus, at the entrance the visitor would at first have indicated to him 

thee historical predecessors of the solitary life, then the Life of Christ, which inspired them and 

theirr devotions. The statues showed the 'modern' form of the spiritual life in the form of solitary 

monks,, and the path ended with the lest that only the Him believers, who had put their faith in 

Christ,, would be able to surpass. 

Thee Cetinaie hermitage seems to have been more than a mere showcase or 'courtly 

hermitage'.. The inventories written in 1692 and in 1705-1706 mentioned the spaces and 

furnishingss of the hermitage, pointing it out as a location for devotional pastimes. The order of 

thee rooms described in both inventories enlisted a 'Church, sacristy, room on the ground-floor of 

thee hermitage, the room above on the left-hand side of ll[is| imminence], the room of the Hermit, 

thee room of the Palcheito [presumably a terrace from wtiich a view over the park and countryside 

couldd be admired10"] above, kitchen.,|(" 

Justt as the Sacra Basca resembled the Sacra Monte in Monte Virginio. the organisation of 

thee edifice showed a striking similarity with the smaller hermitages built in exactly the same 

''•'' Bach-Nielsen 1997. pp.] 19-120; see Angelini Montanan 1W8, pp.226. 246 for the reference lo the funeral oration 
byy Alfonso Marsili. The Diario Scnesc by (iiroiamo Gigli of' 1723, vol.2. p.2 1 5. cited by Arigelini Montanari 1998. 
p.2466 n.335 and 336 referee! to some details of the Tebaide as already being visitable in September 1681. when 
Cosimoo 111 de'Medici came and admired the \ ilia Cetinaie. 

Forr a discussion of the Tebaide at Cetinaie. see Uaeh-Nielsen ï 097. pp.119-122. 
'** Bach-Nielsen 1997. p.121. 
:ii Bach-Nielsen 1997. p. 122. 
i:}i:} "(iDU"(iDU  vol.12, pp.388-389. 
1,11 RAV.Arch.Chigi 700. tbl.286r: 'Chiesa. Sagrestia. Stan/a a Pianterreno del Romitorio. Stan/a di sopra ma no 
maneaa di S. E.. Slan/.a del Rornito. Stanza del Palchetto di sopra. cucina.' 
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periodd in the Carmelite desert (compare tig. i OH i I he presence of a bed and two mattresses in his 

privatee room suggest that it was possible for the cardinal to stay for more then a few spare 

hours/ '"" In the chapel of the hermitage, all the necessary utensils for Mass were present (in 1686 

liturgicall utensils for the 'chiesa del Romitorio' were acquired)' ' , while a number of prie-dieu's. 

->everaii crosses and religious books in other rooms point to the religious aim of the entire 

building. . 

Thee mention of the 'room of the Hermit' in the inventory also suggests that a soliiar\ 

religiouss looked after the church and was able to stay overnight, to keep it prepared for the 

liturgicall demands of the cardinal, similar to the tasks delegated to independent hermits at the end 

off the seventeenth century in TivolL In fact. Chigi sustained Mich solitarv religious in the 

campa^nacampa^na of Siena. Between 1672 and 1687. several payments were made in natura by the 

enterprisee of the Villa to a hermit in the 'romitorio of Motrano'. situated close to Cetinale. for 

massess celebrated in honour of Saint Macarius.1 '" Similar payments to a 'hermit' in the Villa o! 

Cetinalee are not traceable in these account-books, but it is possible that cardinal C'higi asked the 

hermitt of Motrano. or else monks of a religious Order to take care of the hermitage's chapel on a 

temporaryy basis.1'0 

Butt there is also the possibility that an anchorite was permanent!} affiliated to Cetinale. 

Chigi'ss position as protector of the Vallombrosiani and the Minimi of San Francesco di Paola. 

bothh of them o\' dedicated to the solitary and contemplative life, might have facilitated such 

speciall arrangements.'"' Nineteenth-century sources even suggest that the hermitage was 

inhabitedd by as many as twelve monks who took care of the sick, officiated weekly in the church 

off Sanfl'Aistachio near the Villa itself, and assisted the inhabitants in the surroundings of the 

BAY.. Arch.Chigi 700. fol.286r described the contents of the room offlavio Chigi as such: ' I n lotto, con Banchi. e 
II a\ ote da lotto d'Albuccio. con dui matera//i di lana fin a. con due traversiere. c tre cuscmi I it I avolino d'Albuccio 
conn sua scan/ietta sopra da iibn I tia trabacca di tela bianca. con suo Vela, sei Bandinelle. quattro guarda colonne, 
coperta.. e tornaletto. con traneette di file bianco.' 
! '"" BAY.Arch.Chigi 18i8.>. payments made in 1686: 'fattura d'un Armario. c diversi utensili sacn p[erj la Chiesa del 
romitorioo 4.5.6.-' 
:'' ' BA\ .Arch.Chtgi 1818.C tor example on fol.27r: '(rrano na 5 p Plemosina al P. Romito di Motrano a! Ound. 
II -0-1 5 Mcssc iv .1 - fat to ceiebrare nella testa di S Maccario a! romitorio - 6-1 and fol.^r: 'p. la 1esta di S Maccum-
a!! romitorio di Motrano p. 2 anni 1674 c 1675 pagata da Piem- Cenci I a\e in delto, Pode ai quale huoni a! nuad. - ! -
jC.. Similar pavments continued until the end of the accountbook. in 1687. except lor a break in 1685. I roni 1686 
onwards,, alms tor Capuchin and Oiscalced Carmelites arc also listed under the heading Chiesa c Ih'voiiost. 

Thee mention in the Diurin Sencse of (rigli. vol.2 p.2!^ of Chigi: 'fondandovi jin Cetinale] un roniitaggiu. e 
ordinee di romiti... ' seems to suggest that there was a group of regular hermits affiliated to Cetinale: see 
Angelmii Montanan 1997. p.246 tv.Vo. 

'' Ciacconi 1677 vol 4, n.727 and CardeHa ! 7 9 2 ! 7 9 7 vol.7. p.! 2! 
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villa.1'"" In the seventeenth century, however, the use of the hermitage will have been restricted to 

thee owners of the villa, to procure them the isolation and rest to concentrate on their devotional 

practices. . 

Hermit ss in high society 

Aroundd the same time as the projects undertaken by cardinal Flavio I Chigi, other hermitages 

weree commissioned by noble roman families, and constructed in the privacy of their palaces. In 

manyy respects, these hermitages in the palaces of roman noble families resembled the projects of 

Flavioo Chigi; their functions seem however to have been slightly different. Three will be 

discussedd here; one in the palazzo Pallavicini-Rospigliosi, one in palazzo Altieri, and one in 

palazzoo Colonna. 

Thee present palazzo Pallavicini-Rospigliosi was inhabited at the end of the seventeenth 

centuryy by the Mancini family, and then rented out in the late 1680s to Giovanni Battista 

Rospigliosii and Maria Camilla Pallavicini; in 1704 their relatives finally bought it.lu8 According 

too the inventories of 1708 and 1710, this edifice contained a romitorio.iw The furniture of this 

room,, situated in a mezzanine on the second floor of the palace, consisted of 'a. prie-dieu, chairs, a 

bedd and table, designed to look as if they were constructed out of rustic tree-stumps or hewn out 

off the rocks, and painted fabrics were applied to the walls to simulate woodland-surroundings. 

Onee adjacent room contained a collection of landscape-paintings evoking outdoor-scenery and a 

secondd room was furnished with book-cases, suggesting that this small apartment was a place for 

studyy of the arts, letters and devotion. In this context, the hermitage offered the place for spiritual 

exercisess similar to the private retreats made for Farnese and Chigi. However, in this case the 

userss were female members of the family: according to (be descriptions, the room was first, at the 

disposall of the Duchessa Maria Camilla Pallavicini Rospigliosi. and after 1710 was refurbished 

forr her daughter Maria Candida, by the painter Monsu Feandro. Whether this hermitage was 

expresslyy made for Maria Camilla herself remains uncertain without further information on the 

datingg and attribution of the original project. It might very well have been constructed during the 

Baeh-Nieisenn IW7. p. I 17: 'In return tor books, the necessary furniture and provisions, they performed various 
kindss of monastic, charitable work; they nursed the sick, comforted the dying, and once a week celebrated mass in 
thee chapel of the villa below.' 
'^^ Martinson 1987 vol.1, p.145. and vol.2, p. 153, (iuide riotuiti Ji Roma 1967-present vol.1.4. pp.124-126. I)i 

(astroo Pedrocchi Waddy 1999. and Tessin 2002a. introduction, p. 55. The palace was bought by cardinal Jules 
Ma/.arinn in 1641: see Dethan 1981. pp.21-22: from there the building had come into Mancini ownership by 
inheritance. . 

[>ii Castro-Pedrocchi'Waddy 1999. p.227 describes the room on account of these two inventories of 1704 and 
1710. . 
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mhahiiaiionn ot'the palace by the Mancini-tamüy. who. as will bc discussed below, had a family 

preferencee for the anchorite theme. In that case, the romitorio should be dated to around 1 670. 

Moree insight into this cultural and artistic phenomenon can be obtained by means of two 

furtherr hermitages in Rome, located in the Colonna and Alticri palaces respectively. The interior 

off both rooms was constructed with ephemera! materials - painted draperies and wood - and their 

fragilityy has left nothing but descriptions and drawings of its interiors. The romitorio in Palazzo 

Altierii (fig. 1 19) was designed by one of Bernini's assistants. Johann Paul Schor (1615-1674). a 

furniture-makerr and interior decorator of German origin.' ' The Colonna room was also been 

attributedd to him in an eighteenth-century guidebook, which is further supported by the similarity 

inn concept and realisation to the Altieri project. ' Schor was also paid for works in the Pala/zo 

(( nigi in 1662 and 1667. which suggests his influence also in the case of this hermitage, discussed 

above,, which probably functioned as inspiration for the other two examples. ;~ 

Duringg his visit to Rome in 1687-1688. the Swedish architect Nidocemu.s Tcssin the 

Youngerr (1 654-1 728) visited the hermitages in the Palazzo Colonna and in Palazzo Altieri. both 

onlyy recently finished. Sometime between (670 and his death in 1674. Schor executed a 

romitorioromitorio in a two-room apartment in a mezzanine of the Altieri palace: it had a cave-like 

appearance,, which according to Tessin evoked in the visitor a 'bizarre and pleasing' impression: 

hee even used the word uffreux several times to describe its psychological e fleet on the 

beholder.1 '' The drawing made to record this room underlined its visual extravagance (fig. 120). 

andd documented the furniture. It contained a bed. a number of chairs, a fountain between the 

windows,, and a mirror, all in the guise of raw materials such as pieces of rock and tree-trunks, 

butt actually made out of wood covered with fabrics painted to look like stone or straw: the walls 

andd ceiling were irregular and covered by painted plants.1'' The ceiling was. according to 1 essin. 

l !"" tor Schor (also called Giovanni Paolo Tedesco} and his roman activities, sec lusconi 1985; tor a general 
biographyy see Pio 1977. pp.57-58. Thieme Becker I 907-1 950 vol.30, pp.263-266. Dictionary oj Art !996 vol. 28. 
pp 162. Walker in Amhientc Bamcco 1999. pp.8-10. Walker 20O3 and Lin Regisseur dtw Burocken Welttheuwrs 2004 

RomaRoma ampiiLita. e hnovuta 1725. p. 1 18. on the interior of Palaz/o Colonna: 'e una Camera dipinta in guisa di 
Romitorioo con disegno di Gio. Paolo Scor.' This information is not confirmed by accounts in the Colonna -archive. 
n"" The payments to Schor for works in the Palaz/o Chigi are published in Gol/.io 1939, pp.70 and 73. 
: ;"" Tcssin 2002b. p.3 1 8: "Von hie wurden vvir hinunter gefiihrt. undt passirten erstens unten durch cin zitnher so mit 
bustenn orniref wahr. undt kahmen so in einem andcrn. dass ir.'V i'inc cremda^c \c.hr bizzarre and; ardg vi>tn (dm 
PaoloPaolo Iodesco wahr aussgefuhret:' The project of enlarging the palace was begun in HPO and Schor died in 16"1!. 
forr the edifice and it> .successive phases see Schiavo I96v p 52-70. 

Tessinn 2002b. p.318: 'dass gantze gevvelb. undt die wande wahr alicss gant/ irregulier urul affreux repnesentiret. 
undtt aut gewissen gorusten von dunnen hölt/.ern mit leinwandt überklcidet. undt so mit gelhbraune tarbe 
überstriicken.. undt gehöhef an dhenen stellen, wor der dacli kunte darauf fallen; die fenster wahren auf der emeu 
seitenn gant/. unten beijm tlor undt mit gegitter vor. an der anderen seiten wahren sie höher hinaof. einer wej'en hintcr 
derr klippen wahr wie ein Spiegel tin felssen darin: in der ecken stunde wie etn aparler pfeiller von der klippen, da 
mann kunte hemmbgehen ... vorne zwisehen den fc-n.siL.-in wain eiuc Fontaine /wischen kleine klippen: dass bett wahr 
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'heree and there spanned by steel wires with leaves and roses eut out of tin at various places...'1 

Notwithstandingg its ephemeral cave-like character, the Altieri hermitage contained an 

arrayy of rich materials, such as a mirror actually made out of rock-crystal mounted on gold, and 

surroundedd by diamonds and sapphires - its value was estimated by Tessin at the enormous 

amountt of 60.000 scuai. With a keen eye he also noted that the fabrics used for the walls and 

furnituree were satins and silks of the highest quality.11* It was probably because of its very 
** 117 

preciousnesss and costliness that in 1725 this hermitage or grottu still existed. 

Thee second commission to Johann Paul Schor for a hermitage, part of a three-room 

mezzanine-apartmentt in the middle wing of Palazzo Colonna, represented the same idea with 
tt  i o 

slightt variations in form; it offered the visitor an equal display of sumptuous wealth. This 

hermitagee was also part of a small apartment, which also contained a room decorated with 

mythologicall scenes showing Apollo and Diana, the four seasons, and fruits, and the second 

roomm had at the centre of its ceiling the 'triumphing Truth' surrounded by the 'four Monarchies', 

andd herms as decoration on the walls. In 1668-1669. the painter Giovanni Maria Mariani was 

recompensedd for his work in these rooms.119 The hermitage itself was also underway in 1668, as 

inn that year the intagliatore Francesco Bergamo was paid for his work in the romitoho. He 

deliveredd 'six stools carved as rocks and trunks [decorated] with leaves and animals, and a small 

wicc von stammen, von beümen undt dergleichen zusammengemaclit, undt die deeke daraui wam <iuf gclbanig 
attlaschh wie geflochtener stroh gemahlet; die stiihle wahren auch bizzarc gemacht wic von kleinen felssstycken mit 
rechtenn kussen auftV The decoratively painted walls and ceiling was described in the treatise on interior decoration, 
basedbased on the aforementioned travel-diary: Tessin 2002a. p.94: 'A Rome au Palais Altieri il y a un'espece d'Hremitage, 
ouu toutte ia Voute et ies quattre castes estoicnt fails all'immitation d'une grotte tres irreguliere, el un peu affreusc: ct 
aprezz cela cnloree de biun et de jaune, avee un cretain clair, qu'ori avoit donnè aux hauteurs: de I'un costc le jour 
entroitt prèz du pave, ou il y avoit une grille de fer attaehèe. et des autres costès par en haut; derrier la roche feinte. it 
yy avoit une glace comm'un Miroir; et un pillier d'un costèparoissoit y avoir estè laissè, pour soustenir la Voute. L'on 
vv voyuit outre cela dans certains endroits dela Voute des fcuüies, ei Jes roses, faites do fer blane, et qu'on avoit 
peintess selon leurs couleurs. Fntre deux ouvertures, ou le jour entroit irregulierement, l'on decouvroit parrny Ies 
petitess rocailles nne Fontaine. Dela bizzarrcrie du lit et des chaises il sera parlè au troisieme livre ... Jean Pao! 
Allemand.. sirand decorateur de son temps, est celluy qui en donnè le dessein.' Klsewhere in the same treatise, Tessin 
2002a.. p.260 described the furniture of this room: 'Au Palais Altieri a Rome, et a la piece, nominee 1'Fremitage. il y a 
unee Tabic soustende d'un tronc. all'imitation d'un arbre.' 
111 ^ Tessin 2002b. p..>18: 'Dass gantze gewelb wahr hie undt dar überhenget mil stahltrahlen undt von bleek 
aussgesnii tienen blattern. undt rosen an etzlichen stellen so hernaeher angestrichen wahren...' 

fessinn 2002a. p.25 1: 'Au Palais Altieri il y avoit aussi un Fremitage. ou le lit estoit fait all'immitation de troncs et 
branchess d'arbres. el !a couvertiire estoit peinte comme dela paille. sur du satin dela mestne couleur.' Ibidem, p.257: 
'Auu Palais Altieri Ton voit dans !a piece, nommee I'Fremitage. un Miroir fort Magnifique de cristal de Montague, 
omee sur un fond d:or. du poid de douzc livres. avec des Diaments. /aitres et ! opasses. qu'on debite dela valeur de 
soixantemillee Scudi.' Tessin 2002b, p..il8. seems to indicate that this was an integral part of the design: 'hinter der 
klippenn wahr wic ein Spiegel im telssen darin...' 

!! Rossini 1725, p.34: 'la Grotta. die rappresenta un Romitaggio. e di.iegno di Gio: Paolo Schor i edescho...' 
' ^^ See Pico/./.i Safarik Valeriani 1999, pp.80-81. There is no extant information on the dating of this hermitage, 
otherr than that is was executed before the death of Schor in 1674. 
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tablee and prayer-stool and a day-bed with cloth painted with the same kind of work.""" According 

too Tessin's description, these pieces of furniture were covered in fine fabrics looking like humble 

materialss such as straw.""' The one difference with the Altieri grotto consisted in the paintings 

usedd in the Colonna example, which formed small openings in the rocky walls and represented 

differentt kinds of animals and shepherds.1"" These are also visible in the drawing made for Tessin 

too document this romitorio (lig. 121). 

Byy their style of decoration, the Rospigliosi. Colonna and Aitieri hermitages displayed 

conceptss quite similar to the Camerino degli fremiti and the various Chigi romitorii. All 

consistedd of a small number of rooms contained in one apartment, and all had the same kind of 

furniture.. The (day-)bed. the chairs, and the prayer-stool were stock-elements of such rooms, i his 

?>eemss to indicate that the function of these apartments as places for retreat was also comparable. 

11 he main difference between the hermitages for cardinals and the later romitorii lay in the 

secludedd character of the decoration of the latter which instead of looking out onto a real or 

feignedd landscape, largely blocked communication with the outdoors by the choice for cave-like 

walls,, and small openings - whether barred windows or paintings. As mentioned before, the 

paintingss in the CoVmwd-romitorio did not contain hermit-saints, as would be expected in the 

casee of the other hermitages for cardinals, but showed pastoral imagery. In other words, the 

hermitss had disappeared from a number of these hermitages. 

Anotherr factor is that in both the Altieri and Colonna romitorii alien elements, deduced 

fromm the traditional attributes of the hermit, were introduced. Mirrors, plain beds, and a number 

off chairs pointed more towards a life of sociability than towards harsh penitence and the frequent 

practicee of prayer. Should these private 'hermitages' for secular patrons than be interpreted as 

deprivedd of their original function and meaning, and early examples of the courtly hermitage as a 

'' These payments are in the Archivio Colonna. Libro mastro 1. B. 28. fols. 146. 150. 163; see Strunck 2000 for the 
decorationn of Palazzo Colonna and these payments to Mariani and Bergamo. 1 am indebted to Christina Strunck for 
soo kindly sharing with me this information on the romitorio Colonna. 

Arehivioo Colonna. l.A.49. payment of 150 scitdi to Iraneeso Bergamo, \(iUH:  'per havere tatto ['intaglio del 
romitorioo ehe sono sei sgabeili intagliati a seogli et a tronchi con foglie et animali con tin tavolino ct un 
inginocchiatoree et una lettiera con i! telaro finto con detto lavoro'. 
: ii Tessin 2002a. pp.94-95: 'Au Palais du grand Connestable Colonna a Rome Ton voyoit eneor'un pared sujet dans 

rr.ntresoiie.. mais moins spacieux; on le nommoit aussi un Fremitage. on toutte la Voute ressembloit a tine roehe. 
percèè en certains endroiK' !e jour v entroit aussv fort incg;.inuienient. mais avee tout ceia. quoy que ce üeu ia avoit 
quelquee chose d'affreuv i! ne laissoit pas d'estre fort agreablc par raport a sa fraicheur. Du lit el dc Cjaise> li >era 
parlèè dans la troisieme Partie. I e.ssin 2002a. p.25 1: 'All'Krenalage dc ITntresolle. au Palais du Connestable Colonna, 
cyy dessus mentionne. le lit paroissoit estre fait dela roche mesme de I'l remitage. dont on lu> a\oii aussy donné la 
couleur,, et la couverture paroissoit estre faite de pail le.' 

: :: Tessin 2002b. pp.31 1-312: 'In den uicv/anilien unten watir eine alcove wie cine erenutage ge man let. mit eitel 
crossenn felsen fiber dem uantzen sjcwelb. undt dar/wisehen hie umi! dar elnsiehten. dass bet! herumb v.ahr \on nolt/ 
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playfull conceit? 

Locationss and users of romitorii 

Nott only were the artistic concepts of the Colonna and Altieri hermitages very similar due to the 

probablee intervention of Schor in both of them, but the social context of these commissions also 

formedd a coherent network. In late seventeenth-century Rome, the Chigi. Altieri, and Colonna 

familiess belonged to the highest social echelons of the city. Moreover, the correspondence of 

Mariaa Mancini Colonna (1639-1716) documented the intimate contacts between Flavio Chigi, 

Giulioo Rospigliosi and the Altieri and Colonna families. In fact Maria Mancini. niece of cardinal 

Mazarin,, was married to the Grand Constable or Contestabile Colonna, and was a regular guest 

off cardinal Chigi - who was their neighbour on the opposite side of Piazza Santi Apostoli. The 

Altierii and Colonna families were united by the marriage between Bgidio Colonna and Tarquinia 

Altieri.. and after her death, with Altiera Altieri.123 And finally. Cardinal Paluzzo Albertoni Altieri 

remainedd in life-long contact with Flavio Chigi. both in the context of the papal Curia and in 

moree familiar situations.124 These bonds were also displayed by means of festivities: the 1668 

receptionn in the villa Chigi at Quattro Fontane, mentioned above, was staged for members of the 

Rospigliosii family to celebrate the election the previous year of Giulio Rospigliosi to the papal 

Seee (fig.113). """* Giulio Rospigliosi himself was. before and even during his papacy, popular as a 

playwright,, producing theatrical texts that were staged in the Coionna and Allien palaces during 

Carnivall or religious festivities.'~ft 

Thesee contacts probably led to visits to the respective hermitages, Maria Mancini Colonna 

wass received and entertained by Cardinal Flavio Chigi at his Sienese properties in 1668. shortly 

beforee the hermitage was added to the villa of Cetinafe.'"' Mancini could at some time have seen 

thee hermitage in the present palazzo Pallavieini-Rospigliosi. which her family owned until the 

salee to the Rospigliosi in 1704. who before acquiring the building had rented it for some time. 

Thee Altieri had periphally been involved with hermitages; when they bought the town of Oriolo 

Romanoo from the Orsini family in 1671, this included the Carmelite hermitage of Monte 

Virginio.'"" But the first person to have anything resembling a hermitage was Cardinal flavio 

Chigi:: the romitorio in his Roman palace probably dated from the middle or late 1660s. and thus 

wiee von einem fclssen gemacht undt braunartig angestriehen. imgleiehen die stiihle. undt die bettdeeke wahr wie von 
strooo gelochten. beijm ten ster wahr das gewelb gant/ irregulier." 

Seee Tamburirii 1 ()97. p.65. 
''••44 /)/?/ 1960-present. vol.2, pp.561. 564. 
"'ss Cangemi in Alvssandro I'll  Chigi 2000. p.320. 
"'' For the literary activities of Rospigliosi. see below, pp.284-286. 

I'ere\\ 18%. p.79 mentioned Mancini visiting the Chigi-possessions in Siena and surroundings in 1668 
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predatedd the others, it might \cr\ well he assumed that the cardinals' examples influenced 

memberss of the noble families, at least on the typological level of these hermitages. 

Forr which members of the noble families were these hermitages intended9 A roman noble 

palacee was habitually inhabited by numerous members of a family; each person or couple had 

his.. her or their own apartment within the larger building. 1 his meant that these hermitages had 

theirr particular users. Palazzo Altieri was around 1670 inhabited by the cardinal nipoie of Pope 

Clementt X. Paluz/o Albertoni Altieri. who lived on one side of the building: his brother Gaspare 

Altierii lived with his wife Laura Caterina in the other half ^ It was for her that the romitorio 

mustt have been intended; Tessin specificalh mentioned that the solitary room was accessed 

directlyy through the audience room of the Princess.11" This also accords with the lack of specific 

religiouss furniture, which one would have surely expected in the retreat of a cardinal. 

Whenn the Coionna romilorio was decorated between 1668 and 1674. cardinal (iirolamo I 

(1604-1666)) had already died. The cardinal's nephew, i'ontesiabile Lorenzo Onofrio ('olonna 

tt 1637-1689: fig. 123). had his apartments on the south-western part of the edifice, on the right 

handd side in the middle tract, close to where his wife Maria Mancini had her rooms (see the plan 

onn fig. 122). Lorenzo Onofrio had frequently commissioned Schor to design stage-settings for 

theatricall happenings during the 1660s; in 1663 he also ordered a state bed from Schor for Maria 

Mancinii Coionna. for the presentation of the newly-born Coionna heir to the public. "' After this 

happyy event, however. Maria Mancini set a bad example early in 1672 by fleeing from her 

husbandd to France, to Louis XIV whose mistress she had been before her marriage to Coionna in 

1661.. Her departure to France (where she was presumably not even received by Louis XIV) led 

too political troubles between the Pope and the French king, and to a public outcry against her 

behaviour.. Later that same year, she returned from France back to her husband in Rome.''" lor 

whomm had the hermitage in Palazzo Coionna been furnished? 

Althoughh Tessin did not indicate how or through which rooms he entered the Colonna-

hermitage.. the location of the apartment in the middle wing of the palace makes it clear that it 

belongedd to the apartment of Lorenzo Onofrio (fig.122). After all. he was named after Saint 

"''"'' For the involvement of the Altieri with Monte Yirginio. see Sturm 2002. p.63 
"'' DBl I %0-present. vol.2. p.5(>l-564, 

11 essin 2002b. p.318: 'Von hie kahme man wieder ubeti in der Print/essin audient/kammer. worinnen ess mil 
tappetenn meubliret wahr...' 

[•'orr ('olonna as patron of Schor, see i ambunni 1W7. esp. pp.5 7. 1 82-1 83; the slate bed was illustrated in a print, 
seee Fuscom ts>85. p. 154. Tamburini 1 (W7. p..vVU and Amhiente Bamcen 1(W(). p. 140. pi.21; 'I essin 2002b. p.313 
desenbedd this bed at lentitb. 
""" For this story which developed from a matrimonial strife into a case o\' international politics, see Perey 18%. 
Pastorr iv25-IV>33 vol. 14.1. p.628 n.10. Remhardt in Die \irossen Familien Italians 1992, p 187. DHJ 1 060-present. 
vol.27,, pp.3 s 6- ^S7 A\M\ Tumbnrini l()U7 n 4 1 
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Onuphrius,, and he had a predilection for privacy and seclusion even before the departure of 

Mariaa Mancini to France. In other words, a preference for escaping society, albeit for diverse 

reasons,, can be observed in his life and patronage. The secluded character and rich display of the 

Colonnaa and Altieri hermitages perfectly suited this function and requirements; it protected 

memberss of hi-h-societv families from social display by suggesting them a convenient shelter 

fromm the outside world. 

Noblee anchorites and anchoresses 

Concurrentt with the growing popularity of the noble hermitage, the literature for this type of 

readerr also developed in new directions, especially for members of the higher classes, 

seventeenthh century authors produced works that popularised the ideal of the hermit while 

stressingg the aspect of seclusion. As has been discussed in the previous chapter, the possibility of 

livingg as a hermit in real life was severely limited or almost impossible, and the example of the 

ancientt hermits was thus adapted - or stripped - to tit the reality of this particular group of secular 

readers.. As a result, the element of prayer was severely reduced in these books, and the practice 

off social and religious virtues was expanded. 

Bxampless of this popularisation of the anchorite qualities of life appeared from the 1620s 

onwards,, and a gradual turn from the regular to the secular reader can be observed in these books. 

Betweenn 1621 and i625, Paolo Bu/_/_i pubÜMicd his two volume Tehalde Sacra, which used 

hermitss to exemplify a number of important virtues for all sorts of readers. " Although he coined 

hiss public as 'especially the regulars', the introduction and contents opened the possibility for all 

devoutt persons to lake the lessons in the Tehalde to heart. Its text did not offer any guidelines for 

prayer,, but consisted of a story about a number of hermits gathering in the desert to discuss the 

Christiann Virtues guiding their lives. 

Anotherr example of such a book was the Eroine deiia Solitudine Sacra ovvero Vile 

d'alcuned'alcune piu iUustre Romiie, written by the Dominican Father Girolamo Freolani. v A first 

impressionn of 1654 was followed by many later editions, attesting to its popularity. The book, in 

quarto,, was divided into two volumes and illustrated with engravings, representing the 

appropriatee saint at the beginning of each chapter. Already these exterior characteristics indicate. 

thatt Frcolani's intended audience were women of the higher classes. This is supported by the 

personss to whom the dedicators letters were directed, and by the arguments that Frcolani used to 

; ' ;; Bozzi 1621-162?. 
111 Girolamo Frcolani O.P. (1618-1668) wrote another hook on the model behavior ot women, l.u rc^ui delle 

wdovewdove sact\- of 1 b()}. 
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bringg home his message of virtue and restraint. Moreover, ail the saints discussed were temale. 

whoo probably had few worldly ornaments - as Krcolani expressed it - but therefore were virtuous 

andd pious, and the most worthy position for a woman was that of the widow or virgin. 

Thee dedication of the 1664 edition of the Eroine delta Solitudine to Man eta Contarini 

describedd her native city of Venice as a metropolis of vices, in the midst of which she was able to 

leadd a penitent life that was more severe than in the desert o\ Lgypt thanks to her incessant retreat 

fromm this depraved urban society.1" The following introduction explained that the reader should 

derivee from these edifying examples the virtues to guide her own life. With an interesting parallel 

betweenn his words and the accompanying prints Hrcolani .says the following about the female 

virtues,, counting the very act of retreat as one of the main qualities: 

ii wanted to signal these pages with only images of Women; because 1 have really admired 

andd bowed to the glory of that sex: who although credited as being of glass. I find them 

constructedd of steel, or rather with strokes of the hammer, more solid than diamond itself: 

too the confusion of us men. who are defeated by women in piety, and in the virtues, as 

muchh as we defeat them in wickedness and in vices. 1 have satisfied myself in only 

portrayingg Solitary [women], to make this clear: that the retreat is the most noble 

ornamentt [ frieze | of a woman.1''' 

Inn what follows. Krcolani sketched out the life of female hermits, most of whom were of noble 

descent,, but who gave up their worldly positions tor a life in the service of Christ; and by 

renouncingg their worldly ornaments, they neared heaven. Most elements in his stories thus 

appealedd to noblewomen, and guided them towards the seclusion of the romitorio. either 

physically,, or in their social attitude. Notwithstanding these clear intentions of the author, the 

16888 edition oï this book was dedicated to Giovanni Carlo Visconti, which suggests that later 

publisherss though the contents also fit for male readers. Obviously they too might profit from the 

exampless of virtue and social restraint. 

Yett another book, the Santa Solitudine (h\ro Soliloquii dell'anima fniorno a quelle verita 

('ristiane,('ristiane, che piu dell'altre ragliono per allettar lamme all'ossequio di /.)/() by the French Jesuit 

Hrcolanii 1664. 'dedication': 'per appunto posso chiamare Yene/ia. col me/70 d'una singolare ritirale//a. pratieare 
iee piu inhospili. & ineolte solitudini dcll'l iiitto' 

Lreolanii 1664. unpaginated introduction |asterisks signal unreadable words as a result uf paper-damage]: ' *n ho 
\olutoo segnare questi miei togli ** imagim. che di Donne: perche vera** ho sempre anunirato. & inehmato Ie glorie 
dii questo sesso; che henehe porti il nome d'esser di vetr<\ !o trovo in t'atti di tempera d'acciaio. an/i a eolpi di 
martello.. pid saldo dello stesso Diamante: a eontusione di noi altri huomini. che tanto ci laseiamo vincere dalle 
Donnee nella piëta, e nelle virtu, quanto I e avan/iamo neH'empieta. e ne vi/.ij. Mi sono compiaeciuto solo de ritratle 
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Pierree Marie, published in an Italian translation in 1658. contained an introduction to the secular 

readerr which set out the main requirements for this acquisition of virtue: chastity, mortification. 

patiencee and humility.1,? In contrast to the former examples, however, this book did not contain a 

selectionn of edifying stories on female or male solitary-' saints, but discussed simple methods for 

acquiringg the four main qualities. The title and the proposed strategies were, however most 

fittingg for the context of the noble hermitage; the devotions were simple, short and mild, and thus 

accessiblee to the dilettante public engaging in religious improvement. 

Pierree Marie's book was well received in Roman noble circles, thanks to its dedication by 

thee Italian printer to Anna Maria Mazarin, prioress of the monastery of Santa Maria in Campo 

Marzioo and niece of cardinal Jules Mazarin.138 Until her death in 1669, Anna Maria played a 

pivotall role in the Mazarin and Mancini families, and held a salon where Maria Maneini Colonna, 

Annaa Maria's niece, came to visit, just like many other members of the Roman high society in 

latee seventeenth-century Rome.139 Anna Maria was, moreover, famous for her contacts with 

zealouss monks and nuns and her own religious life. Through her. Pierre Marie's Santa Solitudine 

willl therefore have found a most ready reception in these noble circles. 

Anotherr popularisation of the hermit-theme for the noble laity was offered by Francesco 

Antonioo Dolcetti in his Vite de'padri, ovvero istoria eremitica delle vile, e delti degli antichi 

solitariisolitarii  of 1679. which was another collection of eremitic lives.140 He mixed the two genres: that 

off instructive examples and uncomplicated practices. The introduction was aimed at readers 

lookingg for diversion, being led by the author towards moral edification. This reference to the 

genree of the chivalric novel, and the choice to dedicate this book to Cecilia Acquaviva Gaetana 

d'Aragona.. reveals that again women were a conspicuous part of his intended public. ' Dolcetti 

suggestedd however to a more generai readership the ioiioumg. 

Butt if it pleases you in novels and in other vain books to see represented new and unusual 

things,, or bravura, the valour and strength of a Cavaliere. or pitched battles and siege of 

cities,, or the political finesses, and inventions and strategies and surprises and unexpected 

1 ' '' I-or Pierre Marie {1589-1645) and the editions of the Sainte Solitude see Sommervogel I960 vol.5, cols.575-577. 
thee French original of this hook appeared in 1636. with many reprints until at least 1675; apart trom the Italian 
translationn of 1658. a Dutch version was published in 1657. 
'lVV See Dethan 1981. pp.30-32 fora short biography of Anna Maria Mazarin. 

Detliann 1981, p.42: Queen Christina of Sweden and others were known to have frequented Anna Maria. 
!'!'' In 1700. a second edition appeared of this book in Rome, under the title Istoria tIei>t'eroi solitarii cioe lite, e 
success!success! memorabili de v.v. padri eremiti e di santé vergini... In que sta unpressione corretta, orJinuta. notabilmente 
accreseiuia.accreseiuia. e reslituita alii  suoi veri anion'. 
!;LL During the Catholic Reformation there was a polemic about the moral threat of the chivalric romance, offering 
oiiKK diversion and no education: see Fumaroli 1 985. 
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assaults,, or finally the amorous .stories: all these elements can he iound in this work, You 

willl see souls so fortified by divine Grace, moved into open and professed war against 

themselves,, to conquer in themselves the vanity of this world, and the powers of the 

Inferno,, And will not our enemies use those finesses, and cunning to distract us from this 

noblee undertaking? 1 hose surprises and attacks do not tempt'.-1 With those strategies they 

doo not tr\ to mislead us? But those inflamed by divine Love ... and enlightened and 

invigoratedd by it. withstand with admirable strength these assaults, discover the things 

insidious,, chase away the set-up conspiracies, and inflict irreparable damage to all their 

phalanxess ... Put thus in those things your diversion, and 1 hope that you take this 

enticement,, divine Grace being superabundant with you. that often you will be so able 

withh these means to attract to it the souls, and you will enter in the fvangelic net, and you 

willl open up in yourself the way to the Spirit, that will illuminate you. inspire you. and 

whichh will elevate you to obtain this glorious end. for which God has created you. 

fromm both the books and the decorations of the noble hermitages, it can be gauged that they 

servedd a different aim than the romitorii of cardinals; the act of social restraint and the practice of 

virtuess had taken the place of prayer and contemplation. Instead of turning the inhabitant of the 

solitaryy space into an anchorite bv means of word and image, the visitor would come there to 

playy a role in an appropriate and elaborate setting. 

Hermit ss on the Roman stage 

\\\\\\ the end of the seventeenth century, impersonating the contemplative anchorite in a private 

ronuionoronuiono had been superseded by historical developments, especially by the negative image that 

thee movement of Quietism had lent to incessant prayer. *' The excesses indulged in by monks 

andd nuns, under the guise of spiritual unity with (kid. forced the Catholic authorities to take 

Dolcettii 1679. tbl.2r-v: 'P croc he se pi ace ne'romanzi. & in aitri libri vam il \edervi rappresentale cose nuove. & 
msolite.. o la bravura, il valore. e la tortezza d'un Oavalieni. ó le hattaglie campali. o gli assedij de!!e Cstta. ö Ie 
tinezzee poiiliche. o i'inventioni. e Ie slratagemme. o le sorprese. e gli attacchi improvisi. o imaimente gli amori; tutte 
questee cose si trovaranno in quest'Opera. Yi vedrete aninie cosi lbrtificate dalla gratia divina. mossero aperta. c 
professataa guerra a se stessi. per vincere in se stessi la vanita del Mondo. e le potenze d'lnfernu. H quali flnezze. & 
astutiee non usarono i nimici per distonarli dalia generosa impresa? quali sorprese, & attacchi non tentarono? con 
qualii stratagemme non cercarono d'inuannarle? Ma esse infiamate del Divino amore ... e da quello illustrate <v-
invigorite.. con maravighosa forfzza [sic) resistevano a gli a^alti. scoprivano t'insidie. dissipavano le machinate 
congmre.. e da\ano rotte irreparabiii a tute le loro talangi ... In questi dunque ponete il vostro diletto. & i<> ipefu. J ie 
presii a quest'esca. soprabbondando con \oi la Divinia gratia, ehe spesse siate si vale di questi niezzi per tirare a se le 
aninie.. entrarete nella rete hvangeliea. & aprirete in voi la strada alio spirito. ehe v'illumini. v'infiasmi. e \'innalzi a 
ottenerquell beato fine, per il quale Din v'ha creati ' 
''''' I'or Quietism and the process against its most important representative Molinos. see Heppe 1875. esp. pp.2601. 
Petrocchii PMX. and t.)ll'  I974-IW7 vol.7, cols. 1 160-1 ! 7.v Around mid-century, quietism was also related to the 
phenomenonn of the hermitage; ^ee Rendiscioli I ^64. p 20 
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action,, and in 1690 the spiritual movement was finally forbidden. By then, prayer and 

contemplationn had become contaminated terms. Some qualities of the hermit might still be 

imitated,, but copying the example in real life was dissuaded, as it would lead to diabolical 

temptations.. From the middle of the seventeenth century onwards, the hermit on the stage often 

begann to incorporate vices instead of virtues as characteristics. The audience was now confronted 

withh the idea that rigorous abstinence could lead inexperienced anchorites astray, to lose their 

soul.. In the ultimate consequence, the hermit was considered the devil in disguise. 

Thee character of such a possessed hermit was described in the musical opera Sant'Alessio, 

stagedd in 1631 and subsequent years by the Barberini on the occasion of Carnival, and at 

receptionss of important ambassadors or nobles. Its music was composed by Stefano Landi. The 

librettoo was from the hand of Giulio Rospigliosi, later pope Clement IX, who favoured the theme 

off hermits also in all his other plays, with the same intentions.14"5 In this case, the 'urban' anchorite 

Alessioo (of Roman patrician descent) was tempted by the devil in the fonn of a hermit, but 

refusedd to believe the lies he was told by this false prophet, upon which the latter disappeared. 

Thee real hermit. Alessio. could then continue his spiritual pilgrimage in solitude under the stairs 

too his family's palace, until after his death his soul was carried up to heaven by angels who 

discoveredd his real identity to his family. 

Anotherr major success on the stage for Rospigliosi was the musical play entitled La 

comicacomica del Cielo o la Baldassarra of 1668; the musical accompaniment was composed in this 

casee by Antonio Maria Abbatini. and the stage-design was made by Ficrnini and an equipe of 

otherr artists, among whom was probably also Giovanni Francesco Grimaldi.,"1 fhc main 

characterr of the play, the comic actress Baldassarra. repented her fonner life on the stage and 

decidedd to retreat into a cave to live as an aneïusress: from there she was taken up to Heaven by 

thee Virgin. In the first act of the play, during her theatrical appearance as Clorinda in the 

1444 Oanevazzi 1900, pp.65-76. Varese in Storiu delta lethiratura italiana 1967 vol.5, pp.537-540. Hammond 1994. 
pp.201-2055 and 210-214. Tamburini 1997. pp.239-240. Hammond in Amhiente Baroceo 1999. pp.55-56, and 
Miehelassii in / Teatri del Panuliso 2000. pp.69-70. The original text o\' Sant'Alessio is preserved in manuscript in 
BAV.V'at.Lat.. 13538. 'Poesie Morali. e Profane Compostt; daii'Hmo. Sig' Cardinal Giulio Rospigliosi di gloriosa 
memoriaa Clemente IX'. vol.1, pp.272-321. 
14"" On the other literary- activities of Giulio Rospigliosi. see Caneva/./i 1900, esp. p.46f'ana DBl 1960-present. 
vol.26,, pp.290-292. and / teatri del Paradiso 2000. 
I4"" This play is preserved in manuscript in BAY'.Vat.I.at. 13538. 'Poesie Morali. e Profane Composte dallT'.mo. Sig 
Cardinall Giulio Rospigliosi di gloriosa memoria Clemente IX'. vol.1, pp.328-445. See Canevazzi 1900. pp.145-185. 
Tamburinii 1997. pp.58. 282 and Miehelassi in / Teatri del Paradiso 2000. pp.70-72. Canevaz/i suggested that the 
originall play was Spanish, adapted by Rospigliosi into Italian. l;or Antonio Maria Abbatini (c.l597-c.l679), who 
composedd the music, see DBl 1960-present. vol.1, pp.30-32 and Ciliberti 1986: for the theatrical designs by Bernini. 
Grimaldii and others, see I avin 1980 vol.1, p.149, Tamburini 1997. p.282 n.344 (who on the basis of accounts 
ascribedd the design of the 1668 staging to Bernini. Schor and Mattia de Rossi) and Ariuli'Matteucci 2002. pp.76-77. 
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Gcru.\aicmmcGcru.\aicmmc Libcraia (staged as a plav within a plav. and a theatre in a theatre ' ). >he heard a 

voicee reminding her of the vanity of life, and as a result she decided to leave this world for the 

searchh of another, higher goal. At the end of this act. the spectators of this 'theatre within a 

theatre'' praised her decision, and it was announced to the real spectators that 'the comedy is 

finished',, to indicate thai the serious part now began. 

Inn act two. Baldassarra retreated into a cave in the desert, and was visited by her former 

loverr Alvero and a companion. Biscotto. to attempted to persuade her to return to the stage.' 

'11 hey caught Baldassarra reading in a book that taught her that all worldly things are vain.1' 

Biscottoo and his lover Lisa were so impressed by Baldassarra's example, that the\ decided to 

becomee hermits themselves; but Alvero on the other hand despaired about the loss of her love for 

him.. When he ran off with the intention to commit suicide. Baldassarra's wav out was blocked in 

thatt very moment by a large stone rolling before the entrance of her cave. 

Thee end of the second act contained a number of intrigues in which Biscotto as a 

costumedd hermit came to repent for his devilish infatuation, and decided to become a real 

solitary,, which was doubled by an appearance of the devil himself, turning the horrid desert into a 

gardenn of pleasures.1"1 However, his aim to lead Baladassara away from her original aim by 

meanss of this image failed, finally, in the third act. the personification of Penitence appeared -

nott coincidental!) again in the guise of a hermit - to Baldassara. It was through this figure that 

redemptionn was being offered, while Baldassarra represented the incorporation of this Virtue. 

Singingg a duet, they expressed the belief that this road opened the way to eternal life, after which 

Baldassarraa returned to her cave.1^ The play ended with the other characters finding Baldassarra 

inn her grotto, having exchanged this life for the next; the duet in the preceding scene was thus a 

death-scenee in disguise, and the end of the spiritual pilgrimage for Baldassarra. 

Afterr an initial spectacle with real actors, a puppet version of the Comica del Cielo was 

putt on stage in Palazzo l.udovisi - then the residence of the Rospigliosi family - on a number of 

consecutivee days during Carnival of 1668, and seen by a great number of roman citizens. 

Kvidently.. Bernini designed the set of this event together with Johann Paul Schor, although 

•'' l.avin 1980 vol.L pp.150-1.^5. 
'' ( anevazzi 1400. p lf>2. 

, ; '' Canevaz/i 1900. pp. 107-168. 
'' BAY.Vat.Lat. I 3538, p .378 has \lvaro. the lorntcr lover. ohser\e about Baldassarra: 'in devoto volume sensi 
d'altaa pieta medita. e legge.' 
IMM BAY.Yat.Lat. 13538. pp.393-401. 

iiAV.Yat.Lai.. 13538. pp.43 i-435. 
II his Palazzo Ludovisi is the actual Palaz/o liano on the Via del ( nrso î-v f;ine\ ;v//i ! 9f)n, p. i .p. 
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whetherr this was for one or both versions remains unclear.,:; However that may have been 

organised,, the play, the music and the visual artistry impressed itself so much on the mind of a 

youngg girl that she longed herself to experience the reality of the hermitage.1" The diary of a 

Venetiann representative at the Roman court explained what happened as a result of the 

*-*r*t*tt /M-m Tnr*d • 
L'l^ ll  i w i I t 111 J l\r\~ . 

Thee young lady who fled from the House of Signora Donna Caterina was found alone in 

Castelnuovoo dressed as a man, inspired to become a hermit in imitation of Santa 

Baldassarra.. whose life was represented a number of times in Palazzo Rospigliosi this 

r ii • i 156 

Carnival. . 

Thee tone of this account clearly implied the incredulous reaction to the event; it suggested that 

thee young girl was considered ignorant, as everyone knew- that becoming a hermit had little to do 

withh living alone in the woods. Being a hermit, for the seven tee nth-century general public, was a 

statee of mind preferably recreated in the safe context of the monastery, the private palace or the 

villa.. In all cases, art was the means to create the setting, which inserted the devout into horrid 

naturee without so much as leaving the premises - or having having to submit to clerical 

supervision.. Moreover, the general public was not to follow the life of extreme penitence, but 

incorporatee the moral lesson presented thereby into their daily life in a moderate form. For the 
,Tenera!! nubüc the herm'ta0^ WAK -A nLwv* m Hvvnll romhinino diversion with instruction on the 

Christiann virtues. Strict contemplation, for which the predecessors of these romitorii had been 

intended,, was strongly dissuaded, and the first step towards the decorative hermitage had been 

taken. . 

Inn the Seicento, the cultural phenomenon of the hermitage followed diverging courses 

underr the influence of historical circumstances. The real hermitage for the solitary' dweller had 

disappearedd under the pressure of papal authorities, and three alternatives were developed. The 

firstt was the place where real monks dedicated their time to prayer and contemplation, under the 

' '44 Canevazzi 1900. p.146-147 cited from the Awisi di Roma, where Bernini's design was mentioned in relation to 
thee theatrical version stayed in pala/zo l.udovisi. Tamburini 1997. p.282 n..v45 mentioned the payments to Schor and 
Dee Rossi in 1668 for a staging in Palazzo Rospigliosi; according to these accounts. Grimakii was only in charge of 
thee costumes. Pascoli 1992, pp. 109. 1 1 5 n.1 5 refers to the stenographic designs made by (iiovan Francesco Grimaldi 
inn exactly the same period, rivaling with Bernini for commissions from Chigi: 'Inventó por li nipoti di S.S. 
(Alexanderr V1IJ molte macchine per le belle commedie, die facevan rappresentare; ma non andarono in iscena. 
perchee si servirono poi del Bernini.' 
;'"'' On the design for this play, see Fusconi 1985. pp. 169-1 70. 179. 

Ademolloo 1969. p.105. citing from the diary of Ferdinando Raggi (ms. in ASGenova. 'Lettere ministri. maz.JU): 
'Laa don/ella che fiiützè di Casa la Signora Donna Caterina si e trovata in Castelnuovo sola vestita da huorno 
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strictt guidance of superiors and regulations. Carmelite Jeserti were the most conspicuous 

exampless of these monastic institutions, intended to revive the ideal of the early Christian saints 

inn a new form/" The architecture, planning and functioning of these hermitages were adjusted to 

thee religious aims. While the monks in such a 'desert' would be completely isolated for a longer 

periodd of time, their surroundings, daily rhythm and occupations all obeyed preconceived ideas. 

Thee risk of error had b> these means been annihilated: no tales of heresy were connected to these 

cultivatedd deserts. 

Inn the middle of the scale, the cardinal's hermitage prolonged the concept of the Camenno 

deglii Lremiti. This had been conceived as a place for temporary immersion in devotional 

exercises,, preferably under the guidance or supervision oï monks. The examples in the Chigi 

palacee in Rome, bui especially at the Villa Cetinale near Siena, indicate that natural setting and 

isolationn had remained key elements of this sort of hermitage, for this kind of occupant, 

landscapee painting and gardens continued to be invested with the meanings Beilarmino had so 

successfullyy described in his Scala cJi .salire. 

Att the farther end of the scale, the third type of hermitage or romiiorio had become a role-

playy for the higher classes, in which particular virtues of modesty, restraint and penitence were 

located.. Here, the act of prayer was probably dissuaded for fear of digressions, such as occurred 

duringg the latter half of the seventeenth century within the Quietist movement. With the 

disappearancee of contemplation from the public sphere, the role of nature as incitement to it 

decreasedd in importance, in the later seventeenth eentur>. the grotto and the idea! of social 

isolationn became the leading concept behind the romiiorio intended for the layman. Bernini. 

Schorr and Coralli transformed this ideal into pri\ale rooms for noble patrons, with the help of 

ephemerall materials.1 vS The anchorite, and indeed the hermitage, became a social play for which 

artt and imagination furnished the set-pieces and the properties, and in which the owner would be 

thee main character. The ideal and the real had become separated by art. 

Cnlesss one was bound b\ religious vows, real life and the hermitage had finalh been 

infervorataa di tarsi romita ad imitazione di Sania Bahkissuiw la cui vita til rappresentata piü volte in Casa Rospigliosi 
questt o carnevale'. See also Canevazzi 1 900. p. 147. 

Thee Carmelites were not the onlv Order to renew this anchorite ideal: tor example, the 1 raneiseans also developed 
hermitages,, see Schmueki 1978. Neti>i 1992 and Marcucci P 994. For an interesting guidebook for prayers oi'these 
!! ranciscan hermits, see Da/a 1626. 

Mainn other noble hermitages or nwiiiorii  existed in late seventeenth and early eighteenth-century Koine; lor 
example,, the Villa Patri/i outside of Porta Pia. built in 17)0. contained one: see Marshall 200 v p.s5. There is a 
hermitagee cum ehapel still visible in the Villa Chigi at the \ i;i Salaria. dating from the I 760s: see 1 rinchieri 19s.\ 
ineisaa del la Rocchetta 1961 and Busiri Viei 1976. pp. 101-1 56. In Marino, the Villa Colonna (destroyed in WW' II. 
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allocatedd their own place, without the possibility of crossing the boundaries. In the prologue to 

Rospigliosi'ss Baldassarra, the figure of Thalia, muse and personification of the theatre, fittingly 

statedd that the stage was only remaining place where the desert could really be turned into a 

gardenn for the soul: 

[Baldassarra]] changed the scenes in woods, 
thee theatre into the desert, 
loosenedd her tresses, naked the foot on the heat, the cold. 
preservedd against the Inferno her heart unconquered, 
ann emulation on earth, and then companion in Heaven, 
off Mary of Magdala and of Egypt.15 

andd formerly also known as Villa Baldacchina or Maldaechina) probably contained a hermitage dating from tbe late 
seventeenthh century; see Belli Barsaii Branehetti 1975. pp.77 and 299-301. 

'' Cited after Caneva/./i 1900, p. I 50: '[Baltassarra] cangió le scene in boschi. i ieatri in deserti, sciolto i! erin. TUKJO 
ill piede al caldo, al gelo; serbo contro 1'inferno il core invilto, emula in terra, e poi compagna in cielo della Maria di 
Matidalaa e di t-tïitto.' 
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CONCLUSION N 

Thee rcccntlv discovered original lease-contract of the Camerino degli fremiti, signed and dated 9 

Januaryy 1611. furnished new and important information on the rooms* exact location and 

function,, from this point a new discussion of the iconography and function of Giovanni 

Lanfranco'ss paintings could start. Investigating artistic, spatial, religious and cultural contexts of 

thiss object has enabled a better understanding of the role that landscape painting played in this 

particularr case. Also more general insights touching upon patronage, iconography and the 

allocationn of meaning by different beholders can be drawn from this case-study. The conclusion 

shouldd now be drawn that the art of landscape around 1600 does not tit into modern iconographic 

categoriess based on unambiguous and singular meaning, but was an expression of the 

encyclopaedicc world-view of the early modern period which around 1600 became dominated by 

thee new religious orientation of the Catholic Reformation. Baroque painting, including 

landscapes,, transmitted several meanings at the same time lo a variety of beholders. The 

significancee of these artworks was not primariK grounded in aesthetic beauty, but in functional, 

socio-politicall and religious contexts. 

Apartt from clarifying the legal situation of the Camerino owned by the confraternity of 

thee Ora/ione e Morte. and rented by cardinal ()doardo Farnese the contract documented the 

relationss between the two parties concerned. Farnese was protector of the brotherhood, involved 

inn its government and acting as their representative with the pope, lie was also expected to 

participatee in their devotional gatherings and liturgical celebrations. In this context, the Camerino 

deiilii Fremiti with its two windows opening onto the church and oratory of the sodality served as 

aa place from which the duties of the cardinal protector could be exerted: from this room Odoardo 

wass supposed to attend at the celebration of the Quarant'Ore. the forty hours prayer, the main 

oblieationn of the brothers: at the same time he was expected to 'supervise' the confraternities' 

actionss as papal representative. Thus, the Camerino degli Fremiti architecturally expressed for 

bothh Farnese and the brotherhood the particulars of ecclesiastical patronage. 

Thee paintings and frescoes inside the Camerino served to point out the obligations and 

dutiess of religious patronage on two different levels. In this ease. Farnese was the intended 

viewerr and thus the 'public* assigning meaning in these works of art. The first level of meaning 

wass constituted b\ the Fucharistic symbolism conjured up by Lanfranco's Christ served by 

angelss in the centre of the ceiling, and b> the various scenes of saints either receiving bread or the 

!! lost from heavenly messeimers. This level pointed out Farnese"s spiritual obligation of 
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participatingg in the (Juarani'Ore, the forty hours Adoration of the Host that was staged monthly 

byy the brotherhood. On a second level, each of these solitary saints also stood for a religious 

order,, church or brotherhood, or a country represented by Farnese at the papal court: the 

Camaldolesee and Carthusian Orders, the abbey of Grottaterrata, the church of Saint Eustace and 

thee country of Portugal. Farnese was involved with all of these institutions, and archival sources 

corroboratee the suggestion of the Camerino's decoration that Farnese took his ecclesiastical 

obligationss utterly serious. In other words, the subjects of these paintings utilised several layers 

off iconographic meaning to reflect his ample network as cardinal protector and the loyalty that 

Farnesee observed towards his clients. The intended public that understood these allusions 

consistedd of the members of the higher ecclesiastic circles, who might have been invited by 

Farnesee into the semi-private context of the Palazzetto. 

Thatt Lanfranco's canvases and frescoes in the Camerino were devised to form a detailed 

reflectionn of the various networks of ecclesiastical patronage was the result of recent changes in 

thee Catholic church, especially those touching upon the cardinal protector. Clement VIII 

Aldobrandinii decided in 1592 to do away with this position, but in 1605 Paul V Borghese 

initiatedd the reversal of that process, resulting in a political strengthening of the protectorate. 

Odoardoo Farnese's activities as protector were the direct result of these changes. His increasing 

involvementt with the brotherhood of the Orazione e Morte and other institutions was the outcome 

off a growing awareness of the duties these obligations brought with them. Odoardo's artistic 

patronagee resulted from this development as well. Donations of works of art commissioned 

fromm Carraeei, Lanfranco. Domcnichino. and Girolamo Rainaldi. among others - to these 

respectivee institutions in all cases served to cement and maintain the relations between patron and 

client. . 

Thiss functional attitude towards art also applied to the choice of iconography for the 

workss exchanged in the context of patronage; in each case, the meaning of these artistic products 

stressedd the mutual interests of both parties. Again, this was not done by singling out one 

particularr iconograpic significance, but by employing several meanings at the same time. On one 

level,, the works of art visualised the political and organisational bonds by the choice of particular 

saints:: on another level, they invariousK stressed the religious aims of both parties. Around 1600. 

thee latter aspect was determined by the confessionalisation as part of the Catholic Reformation. 

Fromm this can be concluded that the Council of Trent and the Catholic Reformation not only 

influencedd the choice and depiction of iconographic themes, as has been suggested in numerous 

studiess on the influence of the decrees and the manuals written in the latter half of the sixteenth 
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century,, bul Iridemine recommendations also altered the sociological and historical context in 

whichh these works of art functioned. In other words, artistic patronage of early modern cardinals 

resultedd in works of art in which each and even, detail can be explained in the light of the patron-

clientt relationship within larger social and ecclesiastical networks. Iconographic readings can for 

ilmm reason not stop on one level, that of conspicuous consumption and the prestige of the patron, 

butt should investigate the social, religious and historical contexts as well. 

Alsoo the spatial context controlled and determined signifances. and this applies in 

particularr to the genre of landscape painting. The Palaz/etto Farnese was not. as has been 

supposedd in earlier studies, a more or less coincidental addition to the Palazzo Farnese. hut 

constitutedd a carefully planned new wing allowing access from the palace proper to the garden on 

thee bank of the fiber. It was a suburban villa inspired by classical examples. l,p to the smallest 

architecturall details. Pliny the Younger's description of his villa in Laurentum. especially his 

accountt of the diacia or extended study, were followed in the design of the Palazzetto. This 

buildingg offered cardinal Odoardo a place to studv the arts, literature and learning, and enjoy the 

gardenn and its encyclopaedic natural beauties. The secret garden behind the Palazzetto thus 

extendedd the studiolo-\unction of the interior: it constituted an outdoor musaeum of exotic plants 

andd flowers, to be studied along the lines of contemporary learning. This meant that each plant, 

justt as each painting in the Palazzetto itself harboured multiple meanings, ranging from literal 

andd mythological significances to botanical, medical and eosmological knowledge. 

Thee collection of landscape paintings in the Palaz/etto generated particular meanings to 

constitutee a coherent iconographic programme on this encyclopaedic level. It is into this broader 

context,, which should be considered common knowledge to the early-.SWtr/?/^ beholder, that the 

religiouss thematic of the Camerino degli Fremiti fitted. I'ach of the four cumehni was dedicated 

too a eosmological theme, either of the times of the day. or the seasons, by means of its pictorial 

decoration.. Fanfranco's Camerino degli Fremiti prolonged the concept of this flight of rooms in 

stylisticc sense the use of canvases in a wooden coffered ceiling and in an iconographic sense 

ass well, constituting the third, religious, level of meaning. Within the Palaz/etto representating 

eosmologicall learning in a visual form, the Camerino degli Fremiti presented the visible world as 

aa reflection of its Creator The landscapes were images of (he presence of (iod on earth, and 

functionedd as ladder to I leaven. 

Withinn this context, the saints acquired yet a third level o\' meaning apart from their 

referencee to Farnese's ecclesiastical patronage and the devotion nf ihe Quunmt'Orc. These 
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figuress were not mere additions to Lanfranco's compositions or excuses for the depiction of 

landscape;; they were an integral part of the composition and bearers of a particular meaning in 

relationn to it. In this case, they functioned as 'indices' pointing out the direction in which the 

meaningg of the landscapes should be sought. In the early seventeenth century, hermits and 

anchoritess were no mere remnants from a distant past, but living examples of spiritual perfection. 

Inn the public opinion, these saints were able to be in this world in a bodily sense, while at the 

samee time dwelling in Heaven with their souls. On this level of meaning, recognisable for the 

generall seventeenth-century7 beholder, the saints in Lanfranco's paintings were chosen with 

regardd to their devotional exemplarity. 

Thee third and last level of meaning of the Camerino's decoration related the 'secular' 

purposee of the Palazzetto with the 'devotional' function of the room as intended by the 

brotherhoodd of the Orazione e Morte. Pagan and religious iconography did not dialectically 

excludee each other, but were perceived by the seventeenth-century public as complementary. One 

couldd transcend from the classical and worldly knowledge to divine revelation by studying 

Creationn in all its variety. Instead of selecting one, the early modern beholder would add up these 

variouss messages to form an encyclopaedic iconographie compendium that enclosed the 

knowledgee of this world on various levels. 

ff he multiplicity of meaning:» in Lanfranco's paintings necessitates a redefinition of the 

relationn between background and staffage in the context of anchorite landscapes. The traditional 

interpretationn that in seventeenth century landscape painting the staffage was additional to the 

naturall setting needs to be reversed. It is not the landscape that determined the significance; any 

paintedd view of landscape could support a number of different meanings -- from an allusion to 

villeggiatura.. botanical interests, or the place of religious narrative. These possibilities were 

channelledd by the stallage. The range of meanings was moreover dependent upon the spatial 

contextt and historical circumstances. In a villa, the secular and antique meaning would come to 

thee fore, whereas in a liturgical or religious setting, the connotation of Creation would be more 

obviouss to the beholder. By adding a hermit or anchorite to the landscape, the painter would 

providee the beholder with the clue to its meaning. 

Moreover,, during the first decades of the Catholic Reformation, the religious 

interpretationn of the visible world became dominant over all other possible meanings as a result 

off the pedagogic actions of various orders; and this was especially the case when landscape 

paintingss were applied to churches or in palaces of ecclesiastical princes. And it was precisely in 
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thesee two contexts that the art of landscape began to flourish from the 1570s onwards. I or the 

earlvv modern period in Italy, it should thus be concluded that depictions of nature in art carried 

multiplee significances, but the religious connotations constituted the dominant wa\ of reading 

andd interpreting the visible world. 

Whenn oyer the course of time the figures diminished in size or disappeared altogether 

fromm the composition, this docs not mean that the religious meaning of landscape was annulled. 

II o the contrary: the devotional significance o( painted and real landscapes had become so all-

per\adingg that the help of staffage to point this out to the beholder was no longer necessary. 

Withoutt the help of indices in the form of anchorite staffage. the seventeenth-century beholder 

wass able to interpret the world around him as the second Book of Revelation, the expression of 

(iod'ss creation. Seen in this light, the absence ol religious figures in northern landscape-paintings 

iss not a sign that a secular ga/e on the world had evolved: it was merely the exemplars nature of 

saintss that had lost its importance in the Protestant religion. 1 he religious message of the painted 

landscapee was no different north and south of the Alps: it both was part of an encyclopaedic ga/e. 

inn which plural meanings existed alongside each other. 

Thee first and second premises oC Goethe's theors oi landscape-painting, and thus the 

modernistt view on the genre - the painter's influence on the development of the genre and its 

meaninglessnesss - can be dismissed as a result of this study. Goethe's third premise that hermits 

andd background constituted remnants of traditional signifiers and setting respective!} for a given 

story,, has also been proven incorrect in two ways. First, figures of solitary saints did not provide 

aa narrative element, but handed the observer the key to understand the meaning of the natural 

setting.. Second, this relation of signifler and setting was newer reversed, but remained the same 

evenn when the figure had been reduced to. in modern eves, compositional insignificance. 

Reductionn in si/e had no effect on meaning bul signalled the domination of the religious over 

otherr significances. Thus, interpretations of painted landscape around 1600 as an exclusive sign 

off the nascent modern ga/e can thus be dismissed, and the continuing superiority of the religious 

world-vieww over the pagan significance, without anulling these levels, should be accepted. I he 

case-studvv of the Palay./etto larnese and Camerino degli fremiti has enabled a view beyond the 

epistemologvv of Goethe's time onto the ideas of the seventeenth century, and provided a deeper 

understandingg of the multiplicity of meanings, a!! part o! the Christian concept of Creation, that 

naturee carried for the earls modern beholder. 
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SAMENV4TTIN G G 

Sindss het begin van de negentiende eeuw bestaat er een discussie in de kunstgeschiedenis omtrent de 

iconografiee uf betekenis van het landschap in de schilderkunst. Droeg de natuurlijke setting een betekenis 

voorr de zeventiende-eeuwse beschouwer, zo ja wat. en op welke wijze droeg de staffage, de figuurtjes in 

hethet landschap, daaraan bij9 Daaraan gerelateerd is de vraag waar de groeiende belangstelling vuur het 

genree gedurende de zestiende eeuw vandaan kwam. Waren het de schilders die een nieuw thema 

ontdekten,, zoals is verondersteld, of waren het de opdrachtgevers die de mode van landschapschilderkunst 

inn gang zetten? Verbonden met deze kwestie is die van de toekenning van betekenis: lag die primair bij de 

kunstenaar,, de opdrachtgever of de beschouwer? 

Inn dit kunsthistorische kader gaat het onderhavige proefschrift in op een casus, die een paradoxale 

combinatiee lijkt tussen verschillende elkaar uitsluitende interpretaties: het vermeende onderscheid tussen 

hethet Vlaamse en Italiaanse landschap, en de profane versus religieuze betekenis van zowel setting als 

figuurlijkee staff age. Deze casus is de zogeheten Camerino degli Fremiti, onderdeel van het Palazzetto 

Farnese,, een tussen 1601 en 1604 gebouwde vleugel van het Palazzo Farnese te Rome. In het Palazzetto 

werdd aan het begin van de zeventiende eeuw door kardinaal Odoardo Farnese (1573-1626) een 

verzamelingg landschappen van diverse kunstenaars bijeengebracht. Hieronder bevonden zich zowel 

landschappenn zonder narratieve elementen, schilderijen voorzien van mythologische scenes als werken 

mett een religieuze staffage. 

Dee ïiuoluvtciay is de betekenis van de Camerino degli Fremiti binnen het Palazzetto en in rHatie 

tott de naastgelegen kerk Santa Maria delfOrazione e Morte, en de verschillende betekenislagen van de 

schilderkunstigee decoratie van deze ruimte. Is er sprake van een tegenstelling profaan-religieus, en 

bestondd er een inhoudelijke of een formele relatie tussen de diverse onderdelen van het decoratie

programmaa van het Palazzetto? Op welke wijze waren het landschap en de staffage in de Camerino degli 

Fremitii drager van iconografische of uilumrhistorische betekenissen0 Functioneerden deze op één nivo, of 

warenn er meerdere interpretaties mogelijk? Deze vragen wordt uitgewerkt door steeds een ander 

deelaspectt onder de loep te nemen. Door aldus de context steeds meer te verruimen, kan een logische 

relatiee gelegd worden tussen een objectgerichte kunsthistorische benadering en een algemene 

cultuurhistorischee invalshoek. 

Dee Camerino kwam in 1609 door middel van een huurovereenkomst ter beschikking van Odoardo 

Farnesee en zich bevond in een naast het Palazzetto gelegen gebouw van de broederschap van de Ora/ione 

ee Morte (zie fig.34 en 35). Door twee ramen bood de ruimte uitzicht op de kerk en het oratorium van de/e 

organisatie.. Voor hel einde van 16!7 werd de Camerino door Ciiovanni Fanfranco (1582-1647) van 

decoratiee voorzien. Tegen de wanden zaten vier fresco's, en het plafond bestond uit een verguld houten 

cassettenstructuurr met negen olieverfschilderijen. In 1662 werden deze schilderijen naar Parma verstuurd, 

inn 1732 werd de ruimte afgebroken om plaats te maken voor nieuwbouw van de naastgelegen kerk. Santa 
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Maltaa delI'Ora/ione e Morte. Do oorspronkelijke fre>eo > werden in 17.-U aangebracht in de nieuwe kerk. 

Daarvann /ijn er nu nog twee te zien: de Heilige Pauius de Eerste Heremiei up bezoek hij Antonius Ahi 

(fig.7).. en Simon Je Piiaarheüige (tig.8). Het derde, niet zichtbare, fresco steil het Bezoek van hertog 

RogierRogier aan de Heilige Bruno voor (Hg.9\. lïet vierde fresco is in 1910 vernietigd. In Napels zijn nog uvee 

doekenn te zien: C'hri.siu* door de engelen gevoed <fig.4i en Maria Afagdalena ten hemel rijzend< fig.5). De 

overigee zeven schilderijen zijn verloren gegaan, en stelden Benedietus. Antonius van Padua. hustaehius 

(vgl.. tig.6). Maria van Lgvpte, Onufrius. en Fraiiciscus voor. 

Tussenn ! 5^5 en 16 !0 genoot het thema van heremieten een toenemende populariteit m de kuiiMcu. 

Hett Palazzo Farnese te Caprarola. buitenverblijf van kardinaal Alessandro Farnese nabij Viterbo. bevatte 

tweee ruimtes die als voorlopers van de Camerino beschouwd kunnen worden: de Stanza della Sohtudine 

enn de Stanza della Penitenza (fig. 16 en 17). terwijl in de eerste ruimte, de Stanza della Solitudine. nog 

eenn juxtapositie van profane en Christelijke anachoreten werd afgebeeld (tig. 18-20). verschoof het accent 

inn de tweede ruimte volledig naar de traditie van Christelijke heremieten (Hg.21-2.Vi Navolgingen van 

dezee ruimtes zijn te vinden in pauselijke gebouwen en privepaleizen in Rome. 1,'it vorm en context van 

dezee decoratiecycli blijkt weliswaar dat dit soort thematiek populariteit genoot, maar dat er geen 

eenduidigee relatie tussen de functie van de ruimte en haar decoratie te leggen is. In de meeste gevallen 

maaktenn heremieten slechts een deel van de thematiek uit. Alleen de ruimtes in Caprarola zijn direct met 

dee Camerino vergelijkbaar, door de duidelijke relatie tussen de functie van de kamers - door 

contemporainee bronnen omschreven als studiolo - en de thematiek van de decoratie. Fr blijkt dus een 

relatiee tussen de twee factoren ie bestaan die door tijdgenoten samengevat werd met de begrippen studie, 

contemplatiee en eenzaamheid. 

Archiefmateriaal,, plattegronden van Rome en latere tekeningen leidden tot een nieuwe 

reconstructiee en typologie van het Palazzetto (Hg.34 en 35). Dit gebouw bevond zich tussen de Via Ciulia 

enn de Fiber en was verbonden met liet Pa fa/zo Farnese door middel van een privé-brug. Op de eerste 

verdiepingg bevonden zich vijf kamers, die gedecoreerd waren met schilderijen, deels in cassertenplafonds 

iieinstalleerd.. In de eerste kamer hing in het centrum van het plafond een werk van Annibale Carracci 

voorstellendee Apollo. Daaromheen waren negentien kleinere schilderijen met landschapsvoorstellingen 

gerangschikt.. De tweede ruimte was een provisorisch ingerichte kapel waarin een altaar en twee kastjes 

stondenn die waren gedecoreerd met Iandschapsvoorstellingen. Het plafond van de tweede camerino was 

voorzienn van een voorstelling van Aurora (lig.44). omringd door prospettive en afbeeldingen van 

bloemenstrooiendee putti. De derde camerino verbeeldde de Nacht in een allegorisch centraal doek 

(tig,, 16). en daaromheen vier nacht-landschappen en acht slapende /.•/////. De vierde en laatste camcrin" 

wass voorzien van een plafonddecoratie bestaande int scenes van spelende putti. Samengenomen 

verbeelddenn deze ruimtes de cvclus van de tijden van de dag en de seizoenen, en daarmee ook 

cosmolomsehee kennis. 
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Dee begane grond bestond uit drie ruimtes. Op de plafonds daarvan waren door Domenichino drie 

Ovidiaansee thema's, verwijzend naar de oorsprong van bloemen, afgebeeld: de Dood van Adonis, de 

StervendeStervende Narcissus en Apollo en Hyacinthus (tig.36-38). 'fwee ruimtes lagen aan de zijde van de Via 

Giulia,, en de derde was de loggia waarin een antiek beeld van Flora was opgesteld, en welke toegang gaf 

tott de achter het Palazzetto gelegen tuin. Deze giardino segreto bevatte een aantal bloemen die aansloten 

bijj de fresco's van Domenichino, die tevens verwezen naar het familiewapen van de Karnese's (de lelie), en 

naarr de positie van Odoardo als kardinaal (de kleur paars: zie fig.39). 

liett Palazzetto was een studeerruimte geïnspireerd op beschrijvingen van Plinius de Jongere van 

dienss villa's, met name de Villa Laurentina. Daaraan was een vleugel gebouwd, aangeduid met de Griekse 

termm öiaixu, in het latijn diaeta. die zich op enige afstand bevond van het hoofdgebouw, daaraan 

verbondenn door een cryptoporticus. Deze diaeta bood de gebruiker enkele ruimtes gericht op studie en 

rust,, en gaf aan alle zijden uitzicht op het omringende landschap en de zee. Sinds de zestiende eeuw 

ondernamenn romeinse opdrachtgevers pogingen om dit architectonische type opnieuw vorm te geven. Het 

Palazzettoo Farnese voldeed tot in de details aan Plinius7 architectonische beschrijving. Ook de toepassing 

vann landschapschilderkunst in het Palazzetto was een integraal onderdeel van het diaeta-concept en de rol 

vann de natuur daarin. Dat toont aan dat de Camcrino degli Fremiti in zowel decoratieve opzet als 

iconografischh thema het decoratieprogramma van het Palazzetto voorzette, een decennium nadat dat 

gereedd was gekomen: landschap, vorm van de decoratie en de omschrijving van 'terugtrekken' lijken daar 

opp aan te sluiten. Alleen de heremieten weken op het eerste gezicht hiervan af. 

Dee betrekkingen tussen Odoardo Farnese en de broederschap van de Orazione e Morte waren een 

duidelijkk voorbeeld van instututionelc en kerkelijke patronage. De confraiernita diende twee religieuze 

doelen:: het begraven van anonieme doden en het maandelijks organiseren van de Quarcmi'Ore. Dit laatste 

wass een gebedsdienst waarin de hostie, na consacratie. op het altaar werd geëxposeerd gedurende een 

periodee van veertig aaneengesloten uren, en ieden van de broederschap bij toerbeurt in gebed verzonken 

ditt 'lichaam van Christus' aanbaden. Odoardo Farnese werd in 1599 tot protector gekozen door deze 

organisatie. . 

Rondd 1610 nam Farnese's bemoeienis met deze broederschap sterk toe als gevolg van een 

contemporainee discussie over het protectoraat. Dit systeem van toezicht op religieuze ordes werd door 

Clemenss VIII beschouwd als een hindernis voor religieuze hervormingen, zodat hij besloot de functie af te 

schaffen.. Zijn opvolger Paulus V was daarentegen de mening toegedaan dat hervormingen in de religieuze 

ordess juist gebaat /ouden zijn bij interventie van buitenaf, en meende dat vernieuwing van het systeem 

vann kardinaal-protectoren een belangrijke bijdrage kon leveren aan de verbeteringen in het religieuze 

leven.. Om dat te bewerkstelligen liet hij een memorandum schrijven dat nieuwe eisen aan en 

verwachtingenn van de kardinaalprotector onder woorden bracht. 

Dee invulling die Odoardo aan zijn functie als protector gaf is een aanwijzing dat hij de/e nieuwe 
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aanbevelingenn ter harte nam. Hij bekleedde de positie voor een aantal verschillende instituten waaronder 

broederschappen,, ordes en verschillende landen. Niet alleen profiteerden de betreffende instellingen van 

Farnese'ss positie, maar vice \ersa genoot Farnese ouk aan/ien vanwege het aantal protectoraten dat hij 

vervulde.. Dit systeem van patronage werkte dus in het voordeel van zowel de patroon als de client. Het 

betekendee ook, dat farnese 7ich in de religieuze activiteiten van de betreffende religieuze instituten diende 

tee \erdiepen. en dat gebeurde via de ruimtes die hij bij een aantal van deze instituten had. Met andere 

woorden,, de Camerino was een architectonische uitdrukking van zijn institutionele netwerk, meer in het 

bijzonderr van zijn relatie met de broederschap van de Orazione e Morte. 

Tegelijkertijdd bevatte de Camerino een schilderkunstige uitdrukking van farnese's kerkelijke 

verplichtingen:: elk van de heiligen in 1 anfranco's fresco's en schilderijen stond voor een protectoraat, in 

dee vorm van de stichter, allusie o\' herkomst van de betreffende heilige. Daarnaast waren alle heiligen 

atgebeeldd in een situatie die verwees naar de Hostie, communie, of de context geestelijk versas spiritueel 

voedsel,, en aldus refererend aan de maandelijkse (Jua>'anf'(h\-: in de Santa Maria dcll'Ora/ione. 

Uiteindelijkk verweees de decoratie zo op twee nr.eaus naar de positie van de opdrachtgever: diens 

institutionelee verplichtingen, en de daaruit voorvloeiende .spirituele deelname aan de/e organisaties. 

Karnesee beschikte niet alleen beschikte over de Camerino om zich terug te trekken: hij beschikte 

maarr liefst over vier vergelijkbare plekken: het appartement in de Casa Professa te Rome (hoofdkwartier 

vann de Jezuïetenorde, zie fig.58-62); het Palazzina Famese naast het klooster van Santa Teresa e Silvestro 

inn Caprarola (fig.51 en 71}; een appartement in de abdij van Grottaferrata (tig.56 en 72); en een cel in de 

hermitagee van Camaldoli (fig.73). nabij Arezzo. In deze plaatsen werd onder begeleiding van monniken 

aann contemplatie gedaan. De Casa Professa is daarvan het meest duidelijke voorbeeld: in de daarin 

gelegenn Cappellina wezen de daarin aangebrachte schilderijen iconografisch op het voorbeeldige karakter

vann de gebedsmethode van Ignatius van Loyola, en diens goddelijke inspiratie waarop deze methode 

berusttee (fig.63-69). Met andere woorden, elk van de/e appartementen was bedoeld om aan de specifieke 

religieuzee oefeningen van de naburige kloostergemeenschap deel te nemen. 

Hett ondernemen van retraites was een traditie: de kring van hervormingsgezinde kardinalen 

waartoee farnese behoorde zocht regelmatig zijn toevlucht in kloosters of de vrije natuur. Paolo P.miüo 

Sfondratoo (fig.76). f'ederieo Borromeo (tig.75) en de later heilig verklaarde Roberto Bellarmino (tig.74) 

streefdenn naar een perfect spiritueel leven door middel van dergelijke regelmatige retraites. Landschaps-

afbeeldingenn en tuinen werden benut om retraites in de natuur te kunnen genieten, als men door 

verplichtingenn niet m staat was om zich buiten de siad te begeven. Devotie was ook onderdeel van he! 

publiekee imago \an de/e kardinalen. De grafmonumenten voor Sfondrato en Bellarmino - die beide door 

Odoardoo Famese in opdracht werden gegeven heien de kardinalen in gebedshouding zien. als 

exemplarischh in hun geestelijk leven (lig.78-81 ). 

Watt betekende het geschilderde landschap, en in ruimere /in ook de natuur, in cultuurhistorisch 
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opzicht'?? BeHarmino schreef een traktaat getiteld Scala per salire con la menie a dio per mezu delle case 

create,create, oftewel een ladder om met de geest door middel van het geschapene tot God op te stijgen. In dit 

traktaatt gaf hij een eenvoudige en praktische uitleg van de zichtbare natuur, toegankelijk voor een groot 

publiek,, maar in het bijzonder voor kardinalen met een drukbezet leven. Ook op andere wijze werd de idee 

vann de natuur als afbeelding van de Schepper gepopulariseerd. In het catechismusonderwijs werden de 

eerstee regels van het Credo via beschouwing van de zichtbare natuur uitgelegd: tevens kwam dit thema in 

prekenn voor. en werd dit idee in pelgrimage-handleidingen gebruikt om de reiziger op de relatie tussen de 

wereidd en haar Schepper te wijzen. Tenslotte werd het concept ook in de missie gebruikt. Het handboek 

DeDe procuranda salute omnium gentium uit 1613 raadde het gebruik van de zichtbare wereld ais een van de 

methodess aan om de Indianen te overtuigen van het bestaan van God. 

Jezuïetenn gebruikten dit thema van natuur-devotie niet alleen in de koloniën, maar ook in Rome 

zelf.. De tuin tussen de kerken San Vitale en Sant'Andrea al Quirinale, vanaf 1588 aangelegd, 

functioneerdee als oefenterrein voor toekomstige missionarissen (fig.87). De novicen kregen er uitgelegd 

hoee natuur als afbeelding van de Schepper en diens plan gelezen kon worden, vanuit allegorische, 

historische,, religieuze en botanische invalshoek. Elke woensdag dienden deze novicen dit uit te leggen aan 

pelgrims.. Uit reisbeschrijvingen blijkt dat dit inderdaad gebeurde. Niet alleen Romeinen, maar alle 

katholiekenn werd duidelijk gemaakt dat wanneer men naar de natuur, of dit nu in de vorm van een plant, 

eenn tuin, de gehele zichtbare wereld of zelfs een afbeelding daarvan was, men aan de Schepper diende te 

denken.. De tuin achter het Palazzetto Farnese ondersteunde deze meditatieve praktijk die voor een 

voorbeeldigg kardinaal zo onontbeerlijk was. Het modei van de heremiei verbeeldde hei eindpunt van dc/.e 

methode;; deze was door zijn geestelijke perfectie in staat om de woestijn als een tuin. en die tuin als een 

metafoorr voor God waar te nemen. 

Afbeeldingenn van solitaire heiligen in de zeventiende-eeuwse schilderkunst waren niet alleen een 

verwijzingg naar het verleden: in de /.eventiende eeuw konden dergelijke religieuzen op straat aangetroffen 

worden.. Deze waren enerzijds maatschappelijk gemarginaliseerd en werden door de kerkelijke autoriteiten 

gedwongenn zich aan te sluiten bij religieuze instellingen. Anderzijds representeerden zij de spirituele 

perfectiee van de vroege Christenen. Om deze voorbeeldfunctie niet te laten ontaarden in 

oncontroleerbaarheid,, werden beeldende kunsten ingezet. Door de gebedspraktijk plaatste laten vinden in 

ruimtess die isolatie in een landschappelijke omgeving simuleerden door middel van 

landschapschilderkunst,, kon de beschouwer in de geest, en op tijdelijke basis, het ideaal van de heremiet 

volgen,, /onder de negatieve consequenties die de werkelijkheid met zich meebracht. 

I.anfranco'ss Camerino degli Fremiti markeert de opkomende traditie van de hermitage, vertaald 

naarr tic context van het privépaleis. De decoratie van de ruimte beoogde, precies zoals Rellori verwoordde 

inn zijn biografie van de schilder, dat 'door naar |deze landschappen] te kijken, de beschouwers uitgenodigd 

[werden]] om zichzelf naar deze helling te verplaatsen om zulk een heerlijke eenzaamheid te genieten...'. 
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Schilderijenn ondersteunden, en spoorden aan tot. het doen van devotionele oetemnyen. De Camerino vond 

opp haar beurt navolging in de latere /.eventiende eeuw in Rome. Daarin valt een onderscheid te maken 

tussenn drie soorten hermitages: die. welke door religieuze ordes werden gesticht, die door kardinalen 

warenn gebruikt, en die voor seculiere adellijke gebruikers. Deseni van Ongeschoeide Karmelieten waren 

eenn voorbeeld van het eerste type: buiten de steden gelegen Terreinen waarbinnen een strikte organisatie 

architectuurr en levensritme bepaalde ifïg.111). Het type voor kardinalen volgde het voorbeeld van de 

Camerinoo direct na: deze ruimtes waren bedoeld voor gebedsoefeningen, en voorzien van 

landschappelijkee decoratie. Kardinaal Flavio Chigi beschikte rond 1670 over een hermitage in het 

romeinsee Palazzo Chigi: tevens liet hij een hermitage in zijn villa Cetinale bij Siena aanleggen (fig. 1 lo

l l ? ) ,, "fen derde werd de privé-hcrmitage. r<\imïu>ri<>.  ook populair in palaz/i van Romeinse adellijke 

families.. Tussen 1660 en 1675 werden dit soort ruimtes gemaakt in Pala/./o Rospigliosi-Pallavicini. 

Palazzoo Cnlonna (Hg.121 } en Palazzo Altieri (fig.I20j. Hik van deze hermitages bevond zich in een klein 

privé-appartementt bedoeld om zich af te zonderen \an het publieke leven. Literatuur gericht op de 

gebruikerr van deze ruimtes toont echter aan dat striae contemplatie daar geen deel meer van uitmaakte: 

populariseringenn van de Levens van Heilige Vaders raadden de lezer juist aan om door kuisheid, geduid, 

bescheidenheidd en mortificatie tot een deugdzaam leven te komen. Gebed was dus niet meer de 

hoofdfunctiee van dit laatste type hermitage. 

Tegelijkertijdd liet de heremiet op het toneel het afnemende belang van gebedspraktijk voor de 

seculieree gelovige zien. Finerzijds werd de heremiet voorgesteld als ten prooi gevallen aan de duivel of de 

duivell in persoon, anderzijds was de heremiet het voorbeeld van een deugdzaam leven waarin het aandeel 

gebedd niet meer expliciet werd aangeprezen, liet model van de heremiet was een rollenspel geworden, en 

dee hermitage verwerd tot een modeverschijnsel. Het geschilderde landschap werd. niet het verdwijnen van 

dee aan de nmüinrin verbonden meditatiepraktijk, lot een decoratief onderdeel. 

Palazzettoo Larnese en Camerino degli Premin waren dus niet een toevallige constellatie van 

architectuurr en schilderkunst, maar vormden een samenhangend iconografisch concept waarin landschap 

eenn cruciale rol speelde. Iconografie was daarin meerduidig: niet een. maar meerdere betekenislagen 

werdenn tegelijk ingezet voor verschillende soorten publiek. Het Palazzetto was enerzijds een verbeelding 

vann natuurhistorische inzichten, en anderzijds een devotioneel parcours, analoog aan Bellarmino's Scala di 

salirc.salirc. In de giardino segreto kon Larnese bloemen en planten bewonderen als onderdelen van de 

scheppingg en reflectie van de Schepper. Binnen in het Palazzetto stelden de fresco's in de loggia de genese 

vann de natuur, de krachten van God werkend in de afzonderlijke elementen, voor: de schilderijen in de 

ciimcriniciimcrini op de eerste etage representeerden cosmoiogische aspecten. Als laatste stap verbeeldde de 

Camerinoo degii Premiti de spirituele blik op de natuur: heremieten zagen God zelf door de stoffelijke 

wereldd heen. Via een letterlijk klimmen van de tuin naar de Camerino was Odoardo larnese in staat om 

ookk geestelijk los te komen van de aardse omstandigheden en zich te concentreren op het Goddelijke. 

Geschilderdee en werkelijke natuur waren een ladder tot God. en daarmee drager van religieuze betekenis. 



ÜpÜp grond van deze casus kunnen conclusies getrokken worden omtrent het ontstaan van het genre 

landschapp in de Italiaanse schilderkunst en de relatie tussen landschap en staffage. Autonomie van de 

kunstenaarr en artistieke belangstelling voor de afbeelding van de omringende natuur vormen geen 

afdoendee verklaring voor de snel toenemende populariteit van landschapschilderijen. Het ontstaan van het 

genree valt beter te begrijpen met behulp van institutionele patronage en religieus reveil rond 1600. 

Kardinalenn en kerkbestuurders kozen voor het landschap ais thema omdat het de politiek van 

confessionaliseringg ondersteunde. Daarbij maakten zij gebruik van de encyclopedische traditie waarin de 

natuurr een veelvoud aan betekenissen droeg. Religieus en profaan functioneerden daarbij in eikaars 

verlengde.. Het gebruik van mythologische staffage was geen bezwaar voor een religieus begrip van het 

geschilderdee landschap; terwijl profane werken een metafoor waren voor de macrocosrnos en de 

natuurlijkee cyclus, was de religieuze invulling een Christelijke verklaring van diezelfde wereldorde. Er 

wass sprake van analogie en continuïteit tussen deze verschillende betekenislagen, zoals ook in de 

Middeleeuwsee teksten van de Ovid moralisée. De dialectische visie op de verschillende iconografische 

betekenissenn blijkt dus anachronistisch te zijn, en een juist begrip van de betekenis van de schilderkunst 

voorr de zeventiende-eeuwse beschouwer te blokkeren. 

Dee verhouding tussen setting en staffage is daarmee ook omgekeerd ten opzicht van wat tot nu toe 

inn de kunstgeschiedenis is verondersteld. De figuren waren niet een latere toevoeging aan het 'moderne* 

landschap,, of een excuus voor de toepassing van het nieuwe genre in een religieuze context, maar 

vormdenn een integraal onderdeel van de compositie. Heremieten en andere heiligen wezen de beschouwer 

opp de manier waarop hei landschap diende te worden geïnterpreteerd: als ladder der schepselen naar God. 

Uitt de verschillende latente betekenislagen van het landschap werd door de aanwezigheid van de 

anachoreett een specifieke religieuze interpretatie naar voren gehaald, die door de katholieke Reformatie 

werdd gestimuleerd. Staffage verwees dus als "index" naar de door de opdrachtgever geïntendeerde 

betekenis.. Ook het kleiner worden en uiteindelijk verdwijnen van de solitaire heilige uit het geschilderde 

landschapp in de loop \an de zeventiende eeuw ib geen aanwijzing van een zich ontwikkelend seculier 

wereldbeeld,, maar reflecteert juist het succes van de Katholieke confessionalisering. De zeventiende-

eeuwsee beschouwer had steeds minder aanwijzingen nodig om de zichtbare wereld als afbeelding van de 

Schepperr te zien. Daarmee ligt het onderscheid tussen de landschapschilderkunst benoorden en bezuiden 

dee Alpen ligt dus ook niet in de religieuze connotaties, maar slechts in de afwezigheid van 'lees

instructies'' in de vorm van exemplarische heiligen in de Nederlandse landschappen. 

Tenslottee vormt de bestudering van kardinaal Odoardo Famese aanleiding om de kunsthistorische 

interpretatiee van patronage in het vroegmoderne Rome kritisch te bezien. Kunstpatronage is een onderdeel 

vann een sociaal-historisch fenomeen, waarin patronen en cliënten complexe netwerken constitueerden. De 

relatiee tussen deze partijen was daarin van langere duur. en ondersteunde wederzijdse belangen. In dit 

svsteemm leidt de traditionele kunsthistorische identificatie van de cliënt met de kunstenaar tot een 

vertekeningg van de historische praktijk; het kunstwerk was geen doei op zich. maar functioneerde als 



visuelee uitdrukking van de relatie tussen pairnon en dient - in dit geval vaak een religieuze orde ot een 

hoogwaardigheidsbekleder.. Het kunstwerk drukte de wederzijdse loyaliteit uit. en de rol van de kunstenaar 

wass vergelijkbaar met die van de hofschilder. 

Dee theorie van 'public patronage' zoals die doer Francis Haskell is voorgesteld, vormt daarom een 

geschiktt model \oor de roi van kunst in een web van ciientelisme. Kunstwerken waren niet alleen maar 

eenn uiting van "conspicuous consumption': iconografie speelde juist een sleutelrol in het functioneren van 

dezee kunstwerken. F.Ik onderdeel van een kunstwerk in dit netwerk van patronage is dus ook verklaarbaar 

vanuitt de context. De C. arncrino dcizl; Fremiti is daarvan een pericxi vwumceiu. mei net raruese zien 

wijzenn op zijn diverse verplichtingen die hem / o n belangrijke positie gaven in de kerkelijke hiërarchie. 

Dee landschappen wezen hem op het belang van rehgieu/e en devotionele vernieuwing in de Katholieke 

kerk.. waarvoor de/e relaties ingezet dienden te worden, en de heiligen in die landschappen stonden op 

verschillendee nivo's voor de aard van deze verplichtingen. 

Dee decoratie van het Pala/yetto Farnese biedt dus inzicht in het wereldbeeld van de vroege 

zeventiendee eeuw. waarin de natuur meerdere betekenissen droeg. In deze encyclopedische ordening 

warenn de verschillende betekenissen complementair, en vulden elkaar aan. Al deze lagen waren echter, als 

gevolgg van de Katholieke Reformatie, ondergeschikt aan een dominant religieus wereldbeeld. Context en 

religieuzee staffage van de geschilderde landschappen hielpen de beschouwer bovendien deze religieuze 

betekeniss te selecteren uit het scala aan mogelijke interpretaties. De visie op de /uideuropese 

landschapschilderkunstt zoals die in de vroege negentiende eeuw ontwikkeld werd. en die de huidige 

kunstgeschiedeniss nog steeds diepgaand beïnvloedt, dient daarom bijgesteld te worden. De zienswijze 

zoalss recentelijk naar voren gebracht met betrekking tot de Vlaamse en Nederlandse 

landschapschilderkunstt het landschap als allegorie van de pelgrimage van het leven, en als afbeelding 

vann de Schepper ••- kan dus geëxtrapoleerd worden naar Italië. Het geschilderde landschap was voor de 

zeventiende-eeuwsee Italiaanse beschouwer geen spiegel voor de menselijke ziel o]' haar emotionele 

toestand,, maar een afbeelding van het 1 weede Boek der Openbaring en een middel op weg naar spirituele 

perfectie.. Kennis en mvstieke ervaring vormden daarin methodische stappen op weg naar een juiste 

interpretatiee van de zichtbare wereld, of deze nu direct of via afbeeldingen werd waargenomen. 
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APPENDIX X 

TheThe contract between Odoardo Fame* e and the A rchconfraternity of the Orazione e Morte in Rome. 1611 

In.. ASN. Fondu Famesianü h. 1346 fa.sc.37; a contemporary copy can be found in the archive of the 

brotherhoodd of the Orazione e Morte, in ASVR. ASMOM 59. Libra delli decreti. 

TitleTitle an cover: ('oncessio III"" D. Card" Udoardi Famesij a Ven. Archiconfraiemitate mortis ei orations 

dee Urbe fabricandi una mura atque forandi in eo una fenestra prospiciente Intra Ecca da 

Archiconfraternitatis,, co alia In.[.. ]illius oratoriae che f...] ad vita Illme D.S. una con donatione p. ipsu S. 

Cardlee fact, de Archiconfraternitat. 

Text:Text: 'In nomine Dni. Amen. Pnti pubu' Instro cunctis pateat evidenter et sit notum. quid Anno a Nativitate 

eiusdêê Dni. nri IESU Xpi. Miilesimo Sexcentesimo Undecimo. Indictne Nono, die vero decimotertio 

mensiss Januarij, Pontificatus Smi in Xpo Pris, et Dni D. Pauli divino providential Papae Quinti Anno 

Sexto.. Cum fuerit et sit. proüt Intrapte, partes asserverunt, quod admodum IllI1M,s et R,mi* D Odoardus 

Famesiuss StaL* R°: Eccliae. Cardinalis, ac Ven. Archiconfraternitatis Mortis, et Orationis de Urbe Protector, 

devotioniss zelo ductus intra se ipsu proposuerit velle ab allodio contiguo Palatio suae IHmae Dnationis, 

positoo in via Julia, facere aditü ac transitum per stantia, seü cubiculü dac Archicöfratern11". in quo per prius 

inhabitabatt Clericus dictaL Ecclje, ac ex d° cubiculo perforare mururn, facereq. una fenestram prospiciente 

intass dicta Eccliam. ac altera prospicientem intus Oratoriü dictae ArchicofrtLS ad eftum participandi de 

orationiaee quadraginta horar-, quae quodlibet mense, ac de alijs divinis otïlcijs, quae dietim. ac quibuslibet 

diebuss festivis tarn in dicta Ecclin quam in dicto Oratorio Hunt, ac respective recitantur; cuinq. huiusmodi 

propositumm idem lllm"s D. Protector mediante persona admodi 111. D. Equitis Alphonsi Carandinij sui 

secretarijj Officialis. ac Confratris. dictae Arehieonfratern"" // tarn in Congregations Secreta. quam publica 

subb dieb. 21. et 27. mensis Decembris anni 1609 respFlc manifestaverit et propalaverit; dictiq, D"! Officiales 

ett Confratres dicto bono proposito dicti Illm' D"1 Protectoris annuentes, illudq. unanimiter et pari voto 

acceptantes.. et approbantes. dcputaverit f" Dnos Felicianü de Paulis. et Horatium JMalgavinumj tunc 

Custodess pro relatione [hürnoi] boni animi dictae Arehieonfratern1" erga dictus IHnuiS D. Protectory ac de 

agendoo suae Dnationi Ml™ imfmjensas gratias de tanto in dictam Archiconfratcrn""" beneficio, ac gratia, 

cisq.. Dnis Feliciano el Horatio Deputatis plena, et liberam facultatem. et auctoritatem dederint 

[quamcuq?].. scriptura sou instrum. desuper necessarium et opportunum et cü obligat"" honor, in forma 

cameraee eiusdem Archicofrtis ac cum alijs clausulis desuper necessarijs et opportunis contlciendi. et als. 

proutt [latins] in libro decretor. dictae Archicofratern'1" ad que p. dictiq. Dni Deputati deinde ad dictu |ir,um' 

I).. Protectorem accesserint. illiq. ingentes gratias iuxta intentionem Congregationum praedictar. egerint. 

desuperq.. invicem decreverint nolle super his conticere. lnstrumentum; Hinc est. q. Anno, die et mense & 

quihuss supra ijdem III" Dni Felieiamus. et Horatius deputati. deliberatfionem] facta ut supra a d' III11"' I). 

Cardinalii Protectore acceptarunt, ' ac acceptant nöie. quo supra; dtctoq. IIP1' I). Protectori ibi & presenti 

&& intentionem suae Dnatoinis I!!m'K' exequendi etiam quoad fenestram Oratorij (cum iam fenestras 
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rcspicientess intus Eccham. et Oratorium idem ï11 Dims dich. elapsi.s aperverit. ac fabrica\erit. facta 

etiamm prius visitations per Rinus P.D. iidelem Il!':ii D. Almae L'rbis Vicarij Vicasgcremem qui (ut 

a.sseriturjj annuit dictas, fenestra;» faciendas et fabricandas respective iuxta propositi* dictae Dnationis suae 

\\\\\\::,ac::,ac)) plenam et liberam faeultatê et auctoritatem dederunt et concesserum. et [dam] ac coneedunt; Et quia 

perr hui LIS modi concessionem a dicto IIIm" D. Cardinali occupatui cubieulum praedictum. Ideo idem 11 ï TT""X^ 

Dnuss loco supradieti cubicuii iam per ipsü occupati aediticavit. ac propnjs suae Dnationis I!!"",c sumptibus 

ett expensis construxit aliud cubieulum inter murum \iridarij suae Dnationis \\\''r"1'\ et muros Oratorij. ac 

aiior.. cubiculor. dictae Archicófraternitatis contiguor. dictae Eccliae: quam f abri cam et melioramenta per 

eundê.. i]]"''"'- Dnum ut supra ia facta, ex nunc idem I!^'i,, Dnus Protector ex mesa animi sui liberalitate. et 

quiaa sic sibi maximae erga locum pium de rel. suis facere. placuit et placet, eide Archiconfr" absenti. 

[dictis]] Dnis Eeliciano. et Horatio Deputatis •'•••' mca[qj. Notario & pro ea praesentiar. donavit. et donat 

donationee pura. mera. simplici. ac irrevoeabili inter vivos dici solita, nultio vitio etiam ingratitudinis 

revocanda;; Facto etiam adiecto solemni et legitima stipulations mterveniente val lat o. quod quando 

Altissimoo placuerit ab hac vita migraine dicto IH:,i,i Duo Protectore (quem tarnen ad praesens [diu] nobis 

incolincol urnen Omni pot ens servet, ac ad Nestoreos annos perducat) statim post ei us obi turn dicta 

Arehicófraternitoss ad pristinü statu revertatur, silq. in eiusdê Archiconfr11" facilitate dictas fenestras, et 

aditumm praedictum claudendi. ac cl audi faciendi. dictiq. cubiculi. ubi apert i sunt dictae fenestras 

actualem.. realem et eorporaleni possessionem recuperandi et apprehendendi libere. propria auctontate et 

abs[q.jj alicuius Judicis. vel Curiae, aut allerius cuiusvis personae licentia vel mandato absq. vitio spolij et 

attentatorü:: Et nihilominus melioramenta ut supra perdietu UT"11 Dnum donata. sint et remaneant libera in 

perpetuumm dictae Arehicófraternitati. quia sic actum &: Quae óia. & partes praedictae nomini. qui. supra 

promiseruntt perpetuo habere rata & et contra no facere & al. ultra plenariam praemissor. observationem et 

add omnia dainnar. de quibus & absq. &; Pro qui bus & d" Ilfmi" 1). Cardinafis'' Protector se ipsurn & 

haeredess & bona & Jura quoq. & ijdem veró f)ni Eclicianus et lioratius Deputati dictam eoru 

Archieólfatern100 eiusq. bona &. Jura quoq. & in amphori forma Cameras Aplicac. ad invicein et vieishim 

cüü solitis clausulis citra <fc obligarunt &. renuiiciantcs cuicumq. appellationi <t Mj.scipisnies mand111 ex'" 

unicaa cit'K cum Intimatione praeceden. relaxand. et ita taeto pectore more Praelator.. ac tactis &. respective 

Juram.. & Sup. quib. omnib. et singulis petitQ luil a me nolo pub"'1 Infrapto. unü vel plura. publicu. seu 

pub'11 lieri. atq. eöfiei Instrum. et instra.; Actum Romac in Palatio et stantijs ciusdc III"" Dm Card1" 

Regioniss Arenulae. pntib. ibid, audtêntib. et intelligêtib. 111. D. Equite Alphonso Carandinio Nobili 

Mutinen.. et III D. Joane. Petro /ancato Anagnino Cive Romano Juris Utriusq. Doctorae testib. ad p.tnissa 

üia.. et singula liabilis [spati.j atq. rogatis: Et ego Ambrosius Vlacinellus Romanus Juris Ctriusq. Doctor. 

acc pub" " Aplica. aucte. in Archivio Ro: Curiae notu> descriptus. quia de p.missis rogatu.s fui. Ideu |bn>| 

Instrum.. scripsi. sub>cripst. et publicavi. hignumq. meum apposui soli turn et consuetum desnper 

requisitus.' ' 
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Fig.. 1: Annibale Carracci, Christ in Glory with Saints, ca. 1600, oil on canvas, 194 x 142 cm. Florence, Galleria 

Palatina,, Palazzo Pitti. 





Fig.2:: The Palazzetto Farnese, 1601-1604. Photo: author 
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Fig.3:: Facade of the church of Santa Maria dell'Orazione e Morte, 1732-1734 (architect: Ferdinando Fuga). 





Fig.4:: Giovanni Lanfranco, Christ served by Angels, ca. 1616. Oil on canvas, 116 x 143 cm, Museo di Capodimonte, 

Naples.. Photo: author 

Fig.5:: Giovanni Lanfranco, Saint 

MaryMary Magdalene, ca. 1616. Oil on 

canvas,, 109 x 78 cm, Museo di 

Capodimonte,, Naples. Photo: 

author r 





Fig.6:: Annibale Carracci, The vision 

ofof Saint Eustace, ca. 1585. Oil on 

canvas,, 86 x 113 cm, Museo di 

Capodimonte,, Naples. 

Fig.7:: Giovanni Lanfranco, Saints 

PaulPaul the First Hermit and Anthony 

Abbot,Abbot, ca.1616. Fresco, Santa Maria 

dell'Orazionee e Morte, Rome. Photo: 

ICCD D 



• • 



Fig.8:: Giovanni Lanfranco, Saint 

SimeonSimeon Stylite, ca. 1616. Fresco, 

Santaa Maria dell'Orazione e Morte, 

Rome.. Photo: ICCD 

Fig.9:: Giovanni Lanfranco, 

CountCount Roger visiting Saint 

Bruno,Bruno, ca. 1616 (details). 

Fresco,, Santa Maria 

dell'Orazionee e Morte, Rome. 





Fig.. 10: Comelis Cort after Girolamo 

Muziano,, Saint Onuphrius, engraving, 

datedd 1574. 

•S.. ^f o times (B&fiusCa,. usus /minus trcmU. 

Fig.. 11: Abraham Bloemaert, Saints John the Baptist and Paul the First Hermit, engravings, plates 2 and 3 from the 

SacraSacra Eremus Ascetarum, 1612/1615. 





Fig.. 12: Annibale Carracci, Repentant Saint Mary Magdalene in the landscape, ca. 1600. Oil on copper, 51 x 67 cm. 

Galleriaa Doria-Pamphilj, Rome. 

Fig.. 13: Girolamo Muziano, Saint Jerome 

preachingpreaching in the wilderness, ca. 1580. Oil 

onn canvas, Santa Maria degli Angeli, 

Rome. . 





Fig.. 14: Paul Bril, Saint Paul the First Hermit, ca. 1600. Fresco, Santa Cecilia in Trastevere, Rome. Photo: ICCD 

Fig.. 15: Paul Bril, Saint Mary of Egypt, ca. 1600. Fresco, Santa Cecilia in Trastevere, Rome. Photo: ICCD 





Fig.16:: Palazzo Farnese, Caprarola, ca. 1559-1580. Photo: author. 

Fig.. 17: Giuseppe Vasi, Plan of the 

pianopiano nobile of the Palazzo Farnese, 

Caprarola,Caprarola, 1746. Engraving, 58 x 

422 cm. 





Fig.. 18: Taddeo Zuccaro and assistants, Vault of the Stanza della Solitudine, ca. 1569. Fresco, Palazzo Famese, 

Caprarola.. Photo: ICCD 

Fig.. 19: Taddeo Zuccaro and 

assistants,, Christ and Apostles, 

ca.1569.. Fresco, detail of the 

StanzaStanza della Solitudine, Palazzo 

Farnese,, Caprarola. Photo: ICCD 





Fig.20:: Taddeo Zuccaro and 

assistants,, Pagan philosophers, ca. 

1569.. Fresco, detail of the Stanza 

delladella Solitudine, Palazzo Famese, 

Caprarola.. Photo: ICCD 

Fig.21:: Jacopo Bertoja and assistants, Elevation of 

thethe Cross, 1569-1571. Fresco, detail of the Stanza 

delladella Penitenza, Palazzo Famese, Caprarola. Photo: 

ICCD D 

Fig.22:: Jacopo Bertoja and assistants, Saint Anthony Abbot, 1569-

1571.. Fresco, detail of the Stanza della Penitenza, Palazzo Farnese, 

Caprarola.. Photo: ICCD 





Fig.23:: Jacopo Bertoja and 

assistants,, Saint Pambo, 1569-

1571.. Fresco, detail from the 

StanzaStanza della Penitenza, Palazzo 

Farnese,, Caprarola. Photo: 

ICCD D 

Fig.24:: Pasquale Cati and assistants, 

StemmaStemma of Paul V Borghese, ca. 1605. 

Fresco,, detail from Paoline apartment, 

Palazzoo Vaticano, Vatican. 

Fig.25:: Pasquale Cati and assistants, 

StigmatizationStigmatization of Saint Francis, ca. 

1605.. Fresco, detail from Paoline 

apartment,, Palazzo Vaticano, Vatican. 





Fig.26:: Tarquinio Ligustri, Friezes with landscapes, ca. 1606. Fresco, Salone Rosso, Palazzo Besso, Rome. 
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Fig.27:: Design for the garden of 

Palazzoo Farnese, ca. 1560. 

Stockholm,, Nationalmuseum. 





Fig.28:: Giovanni Maggi, Plan of the Santa Maria dell'Orazione e Morte, ca. 1598. Pen and ink drawing, Royal Library, 

Stockholm. . 





Fig.29:: Palazzo Farnese, Rome. Photo: ICCD 

Fig.30:Fig.30: Bridge between the Palazzo and Palazzetto Famese, 1604. Photo: author. 





Fig.31:: Giovanni Maggi, Map 

ofof Rome, 1625, detail showing 

Palazzoo and Palazzetto Famese 

Fig.32:: Giambattista Nolli, preparatory 

drawingg for the Map of Rome, before 

1748.. Detail showing the Palazzetto 

Farnese. . 
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Fig.33:: Giuseppe Vasi, "Fianco della Strada Giulia dalla parte del Tevere" from Magnificenze di Roma, 1754, plate 
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GROUNOFLOOR R II [ B E R 

P A L K I R O M A N I I 
oo in 20 :i0 
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.. \ 2. Church of Santa Maria dell'Orazicne n Morte 

\\ \ 3. Oratory of Santa Maria rJell'Orazione e Mcrte 
>> ' \ 4. BnCat 
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Fig.34:: Groundplan of the Palazzetto Farnese, groundfloor. Reconstruction: author. 

RECONSTRUCTIONN OF PALAZZETTOO FARNESE 

FIRSTT H O O R 
T I B E R R 

i .. Cjmenno deg/i Emmlti 

\\ I \ 2. Church of Santa Maria deli'Ora/ione s Morte 

.. / 1 3. Oratory of Santa Maria dell'Orazions e Morte 
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Fig.35:: Groundplan of the Palazzetto Farnese, First floor. Reconstruction: author. 





Fig.36:: Domenichino, Death of Adonis, ca.1603. Fresco, Palazzo Famese, Rome. 

Fig.37:: Domenichino, Dying Narcissus, ca.1603. Fresco, Palazzo Farnese, Rome 

Fig.38:: Domenichino, Apollo and Hyacinth, ca.1603. Fresco, Palazzo Farnese, Rome. 





Fig.39:: Annibale Carracci, impresa 

ofof Cardinal Odoardo, ca. 1600. 

Fresco,, Galleria, Palazzo Famese, 

Rome. . 
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Fig.40:: Lilionarcissus rubeus 

Indicus,Indicus, 1625. Etching, anonymous, 

fromm Aldini/Castelli, Exactissima 

descriptiodescriptio rariorum quarundam 

plantarumplantarum que continentur in Rome 

inin horto famesiano. Photo: 

Universityy Library, Amsterdam. 





Fig.. 41: Annibale Carracci, Sleeping Venus, ca. 1600. Oil on canvas, 190 x 328 cm, Musée Condé, Chantilly. 

Fig.42:: Annibale Carracci, Rinaldo 

andand Armida, ca. 1602. Oil on 

canvas,, 154 x 233 cm, Museo di 

Capodimonte,, Naples. 

Fig.43:: Agostino Carracci, Arrigo 

Peloso,Peloso, ca. 1595. Oil on canvas, 101 

xx 133 cm, Museo di Capodimonte, 

Naples. . 





Fig.44:: Annibale Carracci, Aurora, ca. 1603. Oil on canvas, 119 x 159 cm, Musée Condé, Chantilly. 

Fig.45:: School of Annibale Carracci, 

Putto,Putto, ca. 1603. Oil on canvas, 72 x 72 

cm,, Musée Condé, Chantilly. 





Fig.46:: Annibale Carracci, The night, ca. 1603. Oil on canvas, 128 x 155 cm, Musée Condé, Chantilly. 

Partee Prima,! ibroTerzo. CmXI I . :^C 

Fig.47:: Domenico Ghirlandaio, Saint Jerome in his 

study,study, 1480. Fresco, Chiesa degli Ognissanti, Florence. 

Fig.48:: Vincenzo Scamozzi, Reconstruction of the Villa 

Laurentina,Laurentina, 1615. Woodcut, folio. Plate at p.269 of the 

IdeaIdea dell'Architettura Universale. 





Fig.49:: Hendrik Goltzius, Flora Farnese, 1591. 

Redd chalk, 41.8 x 22 cm. Teylers Museum, 

Haarlem. . 

Fig.50:Fig.50: Francesco Nicolini, design for the ceiling of 

thethe Santa Maria dell'Orazione e Morte, ca. 1605. 

Albertina,, Vienna, Hempel Kat. AS Rom.555. 
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Fig.51:: Convent of S. Teresa e Silvestro, Caprarola, begun 1621 (architect: Girolamo Rainaldi). Photo: author 





Fig.52:: Anonymous, Cardinal 

OdoardoOdoardo Fames e with the 

MonasteryMonastery ofS. Teresa e Silvestro in 

thethe background, ca. 1621. Church of 

Santii Teresa e Silvestro, Caprarola. 
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Fig.53:: Tomas de Jesus, Deprocuranda salute omnium 

gentium,gentium, 1613: frontispiece. Photo: author. 

Fig.54:: Alessandro Turchi called 1'Orbetto, Saint Anthony 

ofof Padua preaching to the fishes, ca.1626. Oil on canvas, 

Churchh of Santi Teresa e Silvestro, Caprarola. 





Fig.55:: Cristoforo Roncalli called II Pomarancio, Christ served by angels, ca. 1600. Oil on canvas, Refectory, 

Monasteryy at Camaldoli. Photo: author. 

Fig.56:: Gaspar van Wittel, Abbey of Santa Maria, Grottaferrata, from the back. Private collection, oil on canvas, 200 x 

1755 cm. 
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Fig.57:: Theodor Crüger after Giovanni Lanfranco, Saint Bruno, engraving, 1621. 

Fig.58:: Casa Professa, back side. Rome, 1599-ca. 1621. Photo: author. 
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Fig.59:: Anonymous, woodcut from the Tesori nascosti 

byy Ottavio Panciroli, Rome 1600. Photo: BNC 

Fig.. 60: Inscription on the facade of the Casa Professa, 

Rome. . 

Fig.61:: Anonymous, Portrait of Alessandro and Odoardo Farnese. Oil on canvas, Casa Professa, Rome. Photo: 

Hertziana a 
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Fig.62:: Letarouilly, P/a« o/f/ze Gesw and groundfloor of the Casa Professa. Plate 198 from the Edifices de Rome 

mondernemonderne (...) vol.2, Paris 1850. The grey area indicates where the Farnese apartment was located on the first floor. 

Fig.63:: Baccio Ciarpi, Saint Peter appearing to Saint Fig.64: Andrea Commodi, Madonna and Child 

Ignatius,, ca. 1616. Oil on canvas, Cappellina Farnese, appearing to Saint Ignatius, ca. 1616. Oil on canvas, 

CasaCasa Professa, Rome. 141 x 100 cm. Casa Professa, Rome. 
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Fig.65:: Andrea Commodi, The Mass in Manresa, ca. 1616. Oil on canvas, 135 x 196 cm., Cappellina Farnese, Casa 

ProfesProfes sa, Rome. 

Fig.66:: Andrea Commodi, Apparition of the Holy Trinity to Saint Ignatius, ca. 1616. Oil on canvas, 62 x 75 cm., 

CappellinaCappellina Farnese, Casa Professa, Rome. 





Fig.67:: Andrea Commodi, Senator Trevisan 

findingfinding Ignatius at San Marco, ca. 1616. Oil 

onn canvas, 87 x 80 cm., Cappellina Farnese, 

CasaCasa Professa, Rome. 

Fig.68:: Andrea Commodi/Baccio Ciarpi, Death of Saint Ignatius, ca.1616. Oil on canvas, Cappellina Farnese, Casa 

Professa,Professa, Rome. 





Fig.69:: Domenichino, Ignatius' vision at La Storta, 

ca.1616.. Oil on canvas, 165 x 98 cm, Matthiesen Fine 

Art,, London. 
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Fig.70:: Philips Galle after Juan de Mesa, Saint Peter appearing to Saint Ignatius, 1610. Engraving. 





Fig.71:: Palazzina Farnese, ca. 1621-1626 (architect: Girolamo Rainaldi), Caprarola. Photo: author. 

Fig.72:: Abbot's palace, Abbey of Santa Maria, Grottaferrata. Photo: author. 





Fig.73:: Hermitage, Camaldoli. Photo: author. 

Fig.74:: Anonymous, Portrait of Cardinal Roberto 

Bellarmino,Bellarmino, around 1600. San Ignazio, Rome. 

Fig.75:: Anonymous, Portrait of Cardinal Federico Borromeo, 

aroundd 1600. Oil on canvas, Pinacoteca Ambrosiana, Milan. 
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Fig.77:: Paul Bril, Landscape with Anub, ca.1605. Oil on canvas, 

1777 x 265 cm., Pinacoteca Ambrosiana, Milan. 

Fig.76:: Circle of Guido Reni (attr.), Portrait of Cardinal Paolo 

EmilioEmilio Sfondrato. Oil on canvas, private collection, Forli 

Fig.78:: Anonymous, Monument of 

CardinalCardinal Bellarmino, 19th century. Pen 

andd ink drawing, Bibliotheca Nazionale 

Centralee Vittorio Emanuele, Rome. Photo: 

BNC,, Rome. 
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Fig.79:: Gianlorenzo Bernini, 

BustBust of Cardinal Roberto 

Bellarmino,Bellarmino, 1621. Marble, 

Gesü,, Rome. Photo: ICCD 

Fig.80:: Attr. to Girolamo Rainaldi, 

MonumentMonument to Cardinal Paolo Emilio 

Sfondrato,Sfondrato, ca.1618. Marble, Santa Cecilia in 

Trastevere,, Rome. Photo: author. 





Fig.81:: Bust of Cardinal Sfondrato, ca. 1618. Marble, Santa Cecilia in Trastevere, Rome. Photo: author. 
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Fig.. 82: Frontispiece of Roberto Bellarmino, Scala di 

SalireSalire (...), Rome 1615. 
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Fig.83:: Designs for the waterworks to 

thee gardens at San Vitale, ca. 1588. 

Ink,, double folio, Archivium 

Historicumm Societatis Iesu, Rome. 

Photo:: AHSI. 

Fig.84:: Giovanni Maggi, Map of 

Rome,Rome, 1625. Detail showing the 

^ f̂cS^MM o/AT^ClIi^^ grounds between the Sant'Andrea al 

Quirinalee and the San Vitale. 

Fig.85:: Giambattista Nolli, Map of 

Rome.Rome. 1748, Detail showing the 

graoundss between San Vitale and 

Sant'Andreaa al Quirinale. 





Fig.86:: Frontispiece of Louis Richeome, La Peintwe 

SpirituelleSpirituelle (...), Lyon 1611. Photo: BNC.. 

?ig.87:: Matteo Greuter (?), Birds-eye view of the garden of 

hee San Vitale, 1611. Engraving, from the Peinture 

Spirituelle,Spirituelle, Lyon 1611. Photo: BNC. 

ng.. 88: Tarquinio Ligustri and others, Saint Clement begin 

nartyred.nartyred. Fresco, San Vitale, ca. 1599-1603. Photo: ICCD 

7ig.89:: Matteo Greuter (?), Interior of San Vitale, 1611. 

engraving,, from La Peinture Spirituelle, Lyon 1611. Photo: 

3NC. . 
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Fig.90:: Giuseppe Vasi, Horti Farnesiani, ca. 1665. Engraving, plate from the Giardini di Roma. 
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Fig.91:: Antonio Tempesta, P/an of Rome, 

1593.. Detail showing the K///a Aldobrandini 

aa Magnanapoli. 

Fig.92:: Thebaid, by G.P. Lasino/G. Rossi 

afterr Bonamico Buffalmacco. Engraving, 

seventeenthh century. 
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Fig.93:: Chapel of Santa Maria del Buon Aiuto, Rome, 

ca.. 1476. Photo: author. 

Fig.94:: Anonymous, Cistercien monk of the Roman 

Congregation.Congregation. Plate 73 from Pierre Helyot, Histoire des 

OrdresOrdres monastiques, religieux et militaires (...), vol.5, 

Pariss 1721. Photo: University Library, Amsterdam 

Fig.95:: Antonio Maggi, Map of Rome, 1625. 

Detaill showing the church and convent of 

Sant'Onofrio.. . 

Fig.96:: Cloister of Sant'Onofrio, 

Rome.. Photo: author. 





Fig.97:: Lunette, 1601/1682. Fresco, cloister of Sant'Onofrio, Rome. Photo: author. 

Fig.98:: Vespasiano Strada (?), 

OnuphriusOnuphrius being instructed by the 

monks,monks, ca.1601. Fresco, cloister 

off Sant'Onofrio, Rome. Photo: 

author. . 

Fig.99:: Vespasiano Strada 

(?),, Onuphrius being 

shownshown his cave by 

Hermeus,Hermeus, ca.1601. Fresco, 

cloisterr of Sant'Onofrio, 

Rome.. Photo: author. 





Fig.. 100: Vespasiano Strada (?), 

PaphnutiusPaphnutius witnessing the 

destructiondestruction of Onuphrius' cave 

andand being send back by an angel, 

ca.1601.. Fresco, cloister of 

Sant'Onofrio,, Rome. 

Fig.. 101: Vespasiano Strada (?), Onuphrius being fed by the hind, ca.1601. Fresco, cloister of Sant'Onofrio, Rome. 

Photo:: author. 
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Fig.. 103: Frontispiece of La trasformazione di 

Piacenza,Piacenza, Brescia 1617. Quarto. Photo: Mari o Setter. 

Fig.. 102: Funeral monument of Bartolomeo 

Cambi,, ca. 1620. San Francesco a Ripa, Rome. 
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Fig.. 104: Dedicatory page of La trasformazione di Piacenza, Brescia 

1617.. Quarto. Photo: Mari o Setter. 
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Fig.. 105: A/a/? of the Eremo of Monte Virginio, 1677. 

Penn and ink, double folio, Archivio di Stato, Rome. 

Photo:: ASR. 

Fig.. 106: Map of theEremo of Monte Virginio, 

showingg the situation in 1648. Pen and wash, folio, 

Archivioo di Stato, Rome. Photo: ASR. 
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Fig.. 107: Plan for the monastery in the Eremo of Monte Virginio, approved 18/5/1648. Pen and ink, large folio, Archivio 

Generalee OCD, Rome. Photo: author. 
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Fig.. 108: Plan of ground-floor and first-floor of a Romitorio at Monte Virginio, ca. 1670. Pen and ink, folio, Archivio di 

Stato,, Rome. Photo: ASR. 
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Fig.. 110: Frontispiece of Instructions Eremi, Rome 1669. 
Fig.. 109: Facade of Romitorio at Monte Virginio, ca. 1670. „, ^ 

00 - b Photo: author. 

Penn and ink, quarto, Archivio di Stato, Rome. Photo: 

ASR. . 
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Fig.. I l l : 'Scenographia' of the Eremo at Monte Virginio, dated 1668. Etching. 
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Fig.112:: Giuseppe Augustoni after Francesco Borromini, Plan and section of the Hermitage of Cardinal Barberini on 

MonteMonte Mario, 1782. Pen and ink, Fermo, Biblioteca Comunale. 
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Fig.. 113: Pietro Santi Bartoli after Carlo Fontana, Design for the Villa Chigi at Quattro Fontane for the reception of the 

Rospigliosifa,mily,Rospigliosifa,mily, ca. 1668. Engraving. 

Fig.. 114: Palazzo Chigi-Odescalchi. Photo: ICCD. 





Fig.. 115: Plan of piano nobile of Palazzo Chigi-

Odeschalchi,Odeschalchi, from Waddy 1990, p.303. 

Fig.. 116: Anonymous, Villa Cetinale, around 1680. Oil on canvas, 

Palazzoo Chigi, Ariccia. 

Fig.. 117: Hermitage at Cetinale, ca. 1670. Architect: Carlo Fontana. Fig.. 118: Jacob Voet, Portrait of Cardinal Flavio 

Chigi.Chigi. Oil on canvas, ca. 1675. Ariccia, Palazzo 

Chigi. . 





Fig.. 119: Palazzo Altieri, Rome. Photo: 

ICCD. . 

Fig.. 120: Anonymous, Romitorio in 

PalazzoPalazzo Altieri, ca. 1680. Pen and wash 

drawing,, National Library, Stockholm 

Fig.. 121: Anonymous, Romitorio in Palazzo 

Colonna,Colonna, ca.1680. Pen and wash, National Library, 

Stockholm. . 





Fig.. 122: Groundplan of piano nobile Palazzo Colonna, 19th 

century. . 
Fig.123:: Francois Spierre after Giacomo Bichi., 

PortraitPortrait of Lorenzo Onofrio Colonna. Engraving, 1662. 
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